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ip dou Wi poy 
+a ; BRANTWOOD, 14th March, 1874 

| Xesrmpax evening I was looking over the first book. in which 
Y died Botany,—Ourtis'’s Magazine, published in 1795 at 
o. 3, St. George’s Crescent, Blackfriars Road, and sold by 
he principal booksellers in Great Britain and Ireland. Its 
lates are excellent, so that I am always glad to find in it the 
“ id po a flower I know. And I came yesterday upon what 

2 to be a variety of a favourite flower of mine, called, 
: in Cn urtis, “the St. Bruno's Lily.” 
ag IT n obliged to say “ what I suppose to be a variety,” be- 
2 > my pet lily is branched,* while this is drawn as un- 
br bel especially stated to be so. And the page of 
to xt, in which this statement is made, is so characteristic of 

potanical books, and botanical science, not to say all science 
gt taught for the blessing of mankind ; and of the diffi- 

Senge accompanying its communication, that I extract 
papntire, printing it, on page 7, as nearly as possible in 

oe a oe yon ‘observe, in this instructive page, that you have in 
pa teah nine, nine names given you for one flower ; and that 

x these nine names, you are not even at liberty to make 
7 = because the united authority of Haller and Miller 

“4 be considered as an accurate balance to the single author- 
aot Linneus; and you ought therefore for the present to 
seen. yourself, balanced between the sides. You may be 

‘ther embarrassed by finding that the Anthericum of Savoy 

ii ao least, it throws off its flowers on each side in a bewilderingly 
i y way ; a real lily can’t branch, I believe : but. if not, what is the 

P us sof the botanical books saying ‘‘ on au unbranched stem” ? 
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is only described as growing in Switzerland. And farther 
still, by finding that Mr. Miller describes two varieties of it, 
which differ only in size, while you are left to conjecture 
whether the one here figured is the larger or smaller; and 
how great the difference is. 

Farther, If you wish to know anything of the habits of the 
plant, as well as its nine names, you are informed that it grows 
both at the bottoms of the mountains, and the tops ; and that, 
with us, it flowers in May and June,—but you are not told 
when, in its native country. 

The four lines of the last clause but one, may indeed be 
useful to gardeners ; but—although I know my good father 
and mother did the best they could for me in this 
beautiful book; and though the admirable plates of it did 
their work, and taught me much, I cannot wonder that neither 
my infantine nor boyish mind was irresistibly attracted by the 
text of which this page is one of the most favourable speci- 
mens; nor, in consequence, that my botanical studies were— 
when I had attained the age of fifty—no farther advanced than 
the reader will find them in the opening chapter of this book. 

Which said book was therefore undertaken, to put, if it 
might be, some elements of the science of botany into a form 
more tenable by ordinary human and childish faculties ; or— 
for I can scarcely say I have yet any tenure of it myself—to 
make the paths of approach to it more pleasant. In fact, I 
only know, of it, the pleasant distant effects which it bears to 
simple eyes ; and some pretty mists and mysteries, which I 
invite my young readers to pierce, as they may, for themselves, 
—my power of guiding them being only for a little way. 

Pretty mysteries, I say, as opposed to the vulgar and ugly 
mysteries of the so-called science of botany,—exemplified suf- 
ficiently in this chosen page. Respecting which, please ob- 
serve farther ;—Nobody—I can say this very boldly—loves 
Latin more dearly than I; but, precisely because I do love 
it (as well as for other reasons), I have always insisted that 
books, whether scientific or not, ought to be written either in 
Latin, or English ; and not in a doggish mixture of the netone * 
of both. 
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Lrirastrum. Savoy ANTHERICUM, or 
Sr Brouno’s Lrry. 

ae os on ak ee Ot De bc Oe tc 

Class and Order. 

Hexanpria Monocynta. 

Generic Character. 

-patens. Caps. ovata. 

gh Character and Synonyms. 
{ Lihastrum foliis planis, scapo simplicissimo, 

corollis campanulatis, staminibus declinatis. 
Linn. Syst. Vegetab. ed. 14. Murr. p. 330. 
Ait. Kew. v. Lp. 449. 

floribus patulis secundis. Hail. Hist. 
. n. 1230. 

NGIUM magno flore. Bauh. Pin. 29. 
ie BeaesnaTUM Allobrogicum majus. Clus. cur. app. allt. 

A TUM Allobrogicum. The Savoye Spider-wort. Park. 
Parad. p. 150, tab. 151. f. 1. 

nt; LinN#us considers it as an Anthericum, HALLER and MILLER 
ak in Hemerocallis. 

It is a native of Switzerland, where, HALLER informs us, it grows 
‘abundantly in the Alpine meadows, and even on the summits of the 
“mountains ; with us it flowers in May and June. 
i Itisa plant of great elegance, producing on an unbranched stem about 

foot and a half high, numerous flowers of a delicate white colour, much 
‘smaller but resembling in form those of the common white lily, pos- 
sessing a considerable degree of fragrance, their beauty is heightened 

y the rich orange colour of their antherez; unfortunately they are but 
short duration. 
MILLER describes two varieties of it differing merely in size. 

__ A loamy soil, a situation moderately moist, with an eastern or western 
exposure, suits this plant best ; so situated, it will increase by its roots, 

on h not very fast, and by parting of these in the autumn, it is usu- 

y propagated. 
-PARKINSON describes and figures it in his Parad. Terrest., observing 

“divers allured by the beauty of its flowers, had brought it inte 
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Linnzeus wrote a noble’ book of universal Natural History 
in Latin. It is one of the permanent classical treasyres of the 
world. And if any scientific man thinks his labours are worth - 
the world’s attention, let him, also, write what -he has to say 

in Latin, finishedly and exquisitely, if it take him a month to 
a page.* 

But if—which, unless he be one ddan of millions, is assure 

edly the fact—his lucubrations are only of local and bi 
rary consequence, let him write, as clearly as he can, in’ 
native language. 

This book, accordingly, I have written in English ; (not, by 
the way, that I could have written it in anything else—so there 
‘are small thanks to me); and one of its purposes is to inter- 
pret, for young English readers, the necessary Tah chia 
or Greek names of flowers, and to make them vi and vital 

to their understandings. But two great difficulties occur 
doing this. The first, that there are generally from ‘three ‘ 
four, up to two dozen, Latin names current for every 
and every new botanist thinks his eminence only to 

erly asserted by adding another. 
The second, and a much more serious one, is of the Devil's 

own contriving—(and remember I am always quite serious 
when I speak of the Devil,)—namely, that the most current 
and authoritative names are apt to be founded on some > un 
clean or debasing association, so that to interpret them is to 
defile the reader’s mind. I will give no instance; too many 

will at once occur to any learned reader, and the unlearned I 
need not vex with so much as one: but, in such eases, since 

I could only take refuge in the untranslated word by leaving 
other Greek or Latin words also untranslated, and the 
clature still entirely senseless,—and I do not ehoose to do 
this,—there is only one other course open to me, namely, to 
substitute boldly, to my own pupils, other genet names for 
the plants thus faultfully hitherto titled. aha U, 

As I do not do this for my own pride, but honestly for my 

*I have by happy chance just added to my Oxford library the poet 
Gray’ 8 copy of Linneus, with its exquisitely written Latin eee sire 
lary alike to scholar and naturalist. wt veey imenned 
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- Keaieiblite question nor care how far the emen- 
mpopese, may be now or hereafter adopted. I shall 
ame the cases in which they have been made for the 

a above specified ; but even shall mask those 

spose. wes real occasion to alter, by sometimes giving 
mesin cases where there was no necessity of such kind. 
le ~ I shall be accused of doing myself what I violently 

in others. I doso; but with a different motive—of 
h let the reader jiadeps' as he is disposed. The practical 
t will be that the children who learn botany on the sys- 
adopted in this book will know the useful and beautiful 
3 ss hitherto given, in all languages ; the useless 

2 ithe 0 common one, I trust may yet by some scientific per 
18 porapter. and with ultimate nAteninge: : 

riatum—I hope will be accurately enforced rete i: 
t not less carefully the learning of the pretty English one 
Taiilce Grass”—with due observance that ‘“ Ladies’ 

eS hath leaves like unto Millet in fashion with many white 
+3 sor ln and silver strakes running along through the 

of the leaves, fashioning the same like to laces of 
: sad green silk, very beautiful and faire to behold.” 

I have said elsewhere, and can scarcely repeat too often, 
at a come when men of science will think their 

mes disgraced, instead of honoured, by being used to bar- 

2 nomenclature ; I hope therefore that my own name 
7 be kept well out of the way ; but, having been privileged 
of ound the School of Art in the University of Oxford, I think 

Tam justified in requesting any scientific writers who 
y look kindly upon this book, toadd such of the names 

ageested in it as they think deserving of acceptance, to their 
ate » lists of synonyms, under the head of ‘“Schol. Art. 

The difficulties thrown in the way of any quiet private 
$tadent by existing nomenclature may be best illustrated by 

ay simply stating what happens to myself in endeavouring 
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to use the page above facsimile’d. Not knowing how far St. 
Bruno’s Lily might be connected with my own pet one, and 
not having any sufficient book on Swiss botany, I take down 
Loudon’s Encyclopedia of Plants, (a most useful book, as far 
as any book in the present state of the science can be useful,) 

and find, under the head of Anthericum, the Savoy Lily in- 
deed, but only the following general information -—* 809. 
Anthericum. A name applied by the Greeks to the stem of 
the asphodel, and not misapplied to this set of plants, which 
in some sort resemble the asphodel. Plants with fleshy 
leaves, and spikes of bright yellow flowers, easily cultivated if 
kept dry.” 

_ Hunting further, I find again my Savoy lily calle jaiapliler- 
plant, under the article Hemerocallis, and the only informa- 

tion which the book gives me under Hemerocallis, is that it 
means ‘beautiful day’ lily; and then, ‘‘ This is an ornamental 
genus of the easiest culture. The species are remarkable 
among border flowers for their fine orange, yellow, or blue 
flowers. The Hemerocallis coerulea has been considered a 
distinct genus by Mr. Salisbury, and called Saussurea.” As 
I correct this sheet for press, however, I find that the Heme- 
rocallis is now to be called ‘ Funkia,’ “in honour of Mr, wae 
a Prussian apothecary.” 

All this while, meantime, I have a suspicion that sap iteet 
Savoy Lily is not, in existing classification, an Anthericum, 
nor a Hemerocallis, but a Lilium. It is, in fact, simply a 
Turk’s cap which doesn’t curl up. But on trying ‘Lilium’ 
in Loudon, I find no mention whatever of any wild branched 
white lily. 

I then try the next word in my specimen page of Gubtin ; 
but there is no ‘ Phalangium ’ at all in Loudon’s index. And : 
now I have neither time nor mind for more search, but will 
give, in due place, such account as I can of my own dwarf 
branched lily, which I shall call St. Bruno’s, as well as this 
Liliastrum—no offence to the saint, I hope. For it grows . 
very gloriously on the limestones of Savoy, presumably, there- 
fore, at the Grande Chartreuse ; though I did not notice it 
there, and made a very unmonkish use of it when J gathered 
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ye away to Chamouni. My Fors always treated me like 
a in affairs of the heart. 

ese before, in 1842, by making a careful drawing of wood- 
_ sorrel at Chamouni ; and bitterly sorry I am, now, that the work 
wasinterrupted. For I drew, then, very delicately; and should 
have made a pretty book if I could have got peace. Even 
yet, Ican manage my point a litile, and would far rather be 

_ making outlines of flowers, than writing ; and I meant to have 
_ drawn every English and Scottish wild flower, like this clus- 
‘i ter of bog heather opposite,}+—back, and profile, and front. 
q But ‘Blackwood’s Magazine,’ with its insults to Turner, 
- dragged me into controversy ; and I have not had, properly 
- speaking, a day's peace since; so that in 1868 my botanical 
_ studies were advanced only as far as the reader will see in 
next chapter ; and now, in 1874, must end altogether, I sup- 
a », heavier thoughts and work coming faston me. So that, 
es among my notebooks, two or three, full of broken ma- 

mehr 

Sail 

terials for the proposed work on flowers ; and, thinking they 
“may be useful even as fragments, I am going to publish them 
i their present state,—only let the reader note that while my 
other books endeavour, and claim, so far as they reach, to 
give trustworthy knowledge of their subjects, this one only 
eer how such knowledge may be obtained ; and it is little 

7 = It was in the year 1860, in June. 
_ 4Admirably engraved by Mr. Burgess, from my pen drawing, now at 
‘Oxford. By comparing it with the plate of the same flower in Sower- 
by’s work, the student will at once see the difference between attentive 

‘drawing, which gives the cadence and relation of masses in a group, 
md the mere copying of each flower in an unconsidered huddle. 
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more than a history of efforts and plans;-—but of. both, Tbe: 
lieve, made in right methods. J at GR 

One part of the book, however, will, I think, be found of 
permanent value. Mr. Burgess has engraved on wood, in re~ 
duced size, with consummate skill, some of the excellent old 

drawings in the Flora Danica, and has interpreted, and fac+ 
simile’d, some of his own and my drawings from nature, with 
a vigour and precision unsurpassed in woodcut illustration, 
which render these outlines the best exercises in black and 
white I have yet been able to prepare for my drawing 
The larger engravings by Mr. Allen may also borenedl aE 
vantage as copies for drawings with pen or sepia. 

Beat) iF fv 
RoME, 10¢h May (my father’s birthday), - 

I found the loveliest blue asphodel I ever saw in my life, 

setlenings 5 in the fields beyond Monte Mario,—a spire two 
feet high, of more than two hundred stars, the stalks of them. 

all deep blue, as well as the flowers. Heaven send all honest. 
people the gathering of the like, momar 

wad” fae 

: orow Rerhea 

> gee 
i tire aE 

TOUTE jolient 

, Ott tet einai 
+9 Tey ad vat 

vig ‘tigtld aa 

a eaois aah * 
(howe oF” 
ote wont eyo da 

‘(te 

Obese wee 
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CHAPTER L 

moss, 

DENMARK HILL, 3rd November, 1868. 

is mortifying enough to write,—but I think thus 
bought to be written,—concerning myself, as ‘ the author 

] Painters.’ In three months I shall be fifty years 

: and I don’t at this hour—ten o’clock in the morning of 
ty mebymdred and sixty-eighth day of my forty-ninth year 

re 2 is oo a I howe more ivigided to know-+ some day 

a. was so beautiful, and so difficult to examine, that one could 
only do it in some quite separated time of happy leisure— 
which came not. I never was like to have less leisure than 

0 Ws but Lwill know what moss is, if possible, forthwith. 

c an :I ipl find. of it in all the botanical books in the house. 
| it, of them all, I get. this general notion of a moss,—that it 

as a fine fibrous root,—a stem surrounded with spirally set 
es,—and. produces its fruit in a small case, under a cap. 

er omens’ however, ona weatense of Louis Figuier’s, 

: feet of poplars and willows, are robust vegetable organ- 
s, which do not decay.” * 
rs ne pourrissent point.” What do they do with 
sé a then ?—it immediately occurs to me to ask. SPtle 
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It certainly does not, by any means : but, however modified 
or limited, this immortality is the first thing we ought to take 
note of in the mosses. They are, in some degree, what the 
“everlasting” is in flowers. Those minute green leaves of 
theirs do not decay, nor fall. 

But how do they die, or how stop growing, then ?—it is the 
first thing I want to know about them. And from all the 
books in the house, I can’t as yet find out this, Meanwhile I 
will look at the leaves themselves. 

4, Going out to the garden, I bring in a bit of old brick, 
emerald green on its rugged surface,* and a thick piece of 
mossy turf. 

First, for the old brick : To think of the quantity of pleas- 
ure one has had in one’s life from that emerald green velvet, 
—and yet that for the first time to-day I am verily going to 
look at it! Doing so, through a pocket lens of no great 
power, I find the velvet to be composed of small star-like 

groups of smooth, strong, oval leaves,—in- 
tensely green, and much like the young 
leaves of any other plant, except in this ;— 
they all have a long brown spike, like a 
sting, at their ends. 

5. Fastening on that, I take the Flora 
Danica,t and look through its plates of 
mosses, for their leaves only ; and I find, 
first, that this spike, or strong central rib, 
is characteristic ;— secondly, that the said 
leaves are apt to be not only spiked, but 

serrated, and otherwise angry-looking at the points ;—thirdly, 
that they have a tendency to fold together in the centre (Fig. 
1 }); and at last, after an hour’s work at them, it strikes me 

Fra, 1, 

* The like of it I have now painted, Number 281, CAs# xm., in the — 
Educational Series of Oxford. 
+ Properly, Flore Danice, but it is so tiresome to print the aipb- 

thongs that I shall always call it thus. It is a folio series, exquisitely 
begun, a hundred years ago; and not yet finished. 
} Maguified abovt seven times. See note at end of this chapter. 
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: they are more like pineapple leaves than any. 

isthinense to me, very unpleasantly, at the same time, 
at I don’t know what a pineapple is! 

»pping to ascertain that, I am told that a pineapple 
gs to the ‘Bromeliacee ’—(can’'t stop to find out what 
mens) —nay that of these plants “the pineapple is the 

” (Loudon); “their habit is acid, their leaves 
me toothed with spines, their bracteas often coloured 

| cre and their flowers either white or blue ”—(what 
ieir flowers like?) But the two sentences that most 

re me, are, that in the damp forests of Carolina, the Til 

“a , which is an ‘epiphyte’ (i.e., a plant growing on other 
grey “forms dense festoons among the branches of the 
- trees, vegetating among the black mould that collects upon 

e bark of trees in hot damp countries ; other species are in- 
habitants of deep and gloomy forests, and others form, with 

_ their spring leaves, an impenetrable herbage in the Pampas 
oe, So they really seem to be a kind of moss, on a 

Be: y Next, I find in Gray,* Bromeliacexw, and—the very thing 
% -want—“ Tillandsia, the black moss, or long moss, which, 

 Yike most Bromelias, grows on the branches of trees.” So the 

; pple is really a moss ; only it is a moss that flowers but 
q . “The fine fruit is caused by the consolidation 
of the imperfect flowers.” (I wish we could consolidate some 
_ imperfect English moss-flowers into little pineapples then,— 
though they were only as big as filberts.) But we cannot 
follow that farther now ; nor consider when a flower is per- 
- fect, and when it is not, or we should get into morals, and I 
“don’t know where else ; swe will go back to the moss I have 
; age for I begin to see my way, a little, to understanding 

ia = The second piece I have on the table is a cluster—an 
— 1 or two deep—of the moss that grows everywhere, and 

the birds use ar nest-building, and we for packing, and 
Wr 

ic 

=A | America — System of Botany,’ the best technical book I have. 

re Be ; : 

AS 
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the like. It is dry, since yesterday, and its fibres define them: — 
selves against the dark ground in warm green, 
a glittering light. Note that burnished lustre ofthe minute 
leaves ; they are necessarily always relieved against dark hol 
lows, and this lustre makes ‘them mucli ‘clearer’ and’ brighter — 
than if they were of dead green. In that lustre~and it is 
characteristic of them—they differ wholly from the dead; aloe- 
like texture of the pineapple leaf; and remind me, as T look at 
them closely, a little of some comditionti of chaff, as on heads 
of wheat after being threshed. I will hunt down that clue — 
presently ; meantime there is something else to hed besarte 
the old brick. it daodct 

8. Out of its emerald green cushions of esinindesbaeaieael 
rise, here and there, thin red threads, each with a little brown — 
cap, or something like a cap, at the top of it. These red — 
threads shooting up out of the green tufts, are, I believe, the — 
fructification of the moss ; fringing its surface in the woods, — 
and on the rocks, with the small forests of brown stems, each — 
carrying its pointed cap or crest—of infinitely varied *mode,’_ 
as we shall see presently ; ; and, which is one of their most 
blessed functions, carrying high the dew in the morning; 
every spear balancing its own erystal globe. 9) 

9. And now, with my own broken memories of moss, and 
this unbroken, though unfinished, gift of the noble labour of © 
other people, the Flora Danica, I can I ‘idea. of 
the precious little plant, for myself, and forthe reader. © 

All mosses, I believe, (with such exceptions and collateral 
groups as we may afterwards discover, but they are not-many,) : 
that is to say, some thousands of species, are, in their strength 
of existence, composed of fibres surrounded by elusters of dry 
spinous leaves, set close to the fibre they grow on. Out of 
this leafy stem descends a fibrous root, and ascends in its sea- 

son, a capped seed. as 
We must get this very clearly into our heads. Fig. 2, 4, is” 

a little tuft of a common wood moss of Norway,* in. its fruit” 

season, of its real size; but at present I want. talc ie 3 

**Dicranum cerviculatum,’ sequel to Flora Danica, weectlanta’ 

& 
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‘Paling it to pieces, we find it composed of seven little 
iny-keeping fibres, each of which, by itself, 

ears asin Fig. 2,8: but as in this, its real 
, it is’ too small, not indeed for our respect, 
for our comprehension, we magnify it, Fig. 

1 thereupon perceive it to be indeed com- 
O8E dof, ‘a, the small fibrous root which sustains 

t e plant ;b, the leaf-surrounded stem which is 

je actual being, and main creature, moss ; and, 
e aspirant pillar, and cap, of its fructification. 

“11. But there is one minor division yet. You 
see T have drawn the central part of the moss 
sete Fig. 2,) half in outline and half in black ; 

ithat, similarly, in the upper group, which is 
rete to show the real roots, the base of the 

¢ “is black. And you remember, I doubt 
not, iow often in gathering what most invited 

ring, of deep green, starry, perfectly soft 
and living wood-moss, you found it fall asunder 
_imyour hand into multitudes of separate threads, 
each with its bright green crest, and long root 

blackness. 
That blackness at the root—though only so 

‘notable in this wood-moss and collateral species, 
windeed's general character of the mosses, with 
rat 2 exceptions. It is their funeral blackness ; 
-—that, I perceive, is the way the moss leaves 
die. They do not fall—they do not visibly decay. 
“But they decay invisibly, in continual secession, 
beneath the ascending crest. They rise to form 
that crest, all green and bright, and take the 
ghtand air from those out of which they grew ; and those, 

their ancestors, darken and die slowly, and at last become 
_ amass of mouldering ground. In fact, as I perceive farther, 

‘their final duty is so to die. The main work of other leaves 
a their life,—but these have to form the earth out of which 
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all other leaves are to grow. Not to cover the rocks with 
golden velvet only, but to fill their crannies with the dark earth, 
through which nobler creatures shall one day seek their being. 

12. “Grant but as many sorts of mind as moss.” Pope 
could not have known the hundredth part of the number of 
‘sorts’ of moss there are ; and I suppose he only chose the 
word because it was a monosyllable beginning with m, and 
the best English general expression for despised and minute 
structures of plants. But a fate rules the words of wise men, 
which makes their words truer, and worth more, than the 

men themselves know. No other plants have so endless yari- 
ety on so similar a structure as the mosses ; and none teach 
so well the humility of Death. As for the death of our bodies, 
we have learned, wisely, or unwisely, to look the fact of that 

in the face. But none of us, I think, yet care to look the fact 
of the death of our minds in the face. I do not mean death 
of our souls, but of our mental work. So far as itis good 
art, indeed, and done in realistic form, it may perhaps not die ; 
but so far as it was only good thought—good, for its time, 
and apparently a great achievement therein—that good, use- 
ful thought may yet in the future become a foolish thought, 
and then die quite away,—it, and the memory of it,—when 

better thought and knowledge come. But the better thought 
could not have come if the weaker thought had not come 
first, and died in sustaining the better. If we think honestly, 

our thoughts will not only live usefully, but even perish use- 
fully—like the moss—and become dark, not without due ser- 
vice. But if we think dishonestly, or malignantly, our thoughts 
will die like evil fungi,—dripping corrupt dew. A 

13. But farther. If you have walked moorlands enough to 
know the look of them, you know well those flat spaces or 
causeways of bright green or golden ground between the 
heathy rock masses; which signify winding pools and inlets 
of stagnant water caught among the rocks ;—pools which the 
deep moss that covers them blanched, not black, at the root, 

—is slowly filling and making firm; whence generally the 
unsafe ground in the moorland gets known by being mossy 
instead of heathy, and is at last called by its riders, briefly, 

ee 
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‘the Moss’: and as it is mainly at these same mossy places 
that the riding is difficult, and brings out, the gifts of horse 
and rider, and discomfits all followers not similarly gifted, 
the skilled crosser of them got his name, naturally, of ‘moss- 
rider, or moss-trooper. In which manner the moss of Nor- 
way and Scotland has been a taskmaster and Maker of Sol” 

diers, as yet, the strongest known among natural powers. The 
lightning may kill a man, or cast down a tower, but these 
little tender leaves of moss—they and their progenitors— 

have trained the Northern Armies. 

ee a. 

_ 14. So much for the human meaning of that decay of the 
leaves. Now to go back to the little creatures themselves. 
It seems that the upper part of the moss fibre is especially 
undecaying among leaves ; and the lower part, especially de- 
eaying. That, in fact, a plant of moss-fibre is a kind of per- 
sistent state of what is, in other plants, annual. Watch the 

year’s growth of any luxuriant flower. First it comes out of 
the ground all fresh and bright; then, as the higher leaves 
and branches shoot up, those first leaves near the ground get 
brown, sickly, earthy,—remain for ever degraded in the dust, 
and under the dashed slime in rain, staining, and grieving, 
and loading them with obloquy of envious earth, half-killing 
them,—only life enough left in them to hold on the stem, and 
to be guardians of the rest of the plant from all they suffer ; 
—while, above them, the happier leaves, for whom they are 
thus oppressed, bend freely to the sunshine, and drink the 
rain pure. 

- The moss strengthens on a diminished scale, intensifies, 

and makes perpetual, these two states,—bright leaves above 
that never wither, leaves beneath that exist only to wither. 

_ 15. LT have hitherto spoken only of the fading moss as it is 
needed for change into earth. But Iam not sure whether a 
yet more important office, in its days of age, be not its use as 
a colour. 
We are all thankful enough—as far as we ever are so—for 

green moss, and yellow moss. But we are never enough 
grateful for black moss. The golden would be nothing with- 
out it, nor even the grey. 
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It is true that there are black lichens enough, and brown 
ones: nevertheless, the chief use of lichens is for silver and 

gold colour on rocks’; and it is the dead moss which gives the 
‘\ leopard-like touches of black. And yet here again—as toa 

. thing I have been looking at and painting all my life—I am 
_ Brought ‘to,..pause, the moment I think of it carefully. The 

black moss which gives the precious Velasquez touches, lies, 
much of it, flat on the rocks; radiating from its centres— 
powdering in the fingers, if one breaks it off, like dry tea. Is 
it a black species? or a black-parched state of other species, 
perishing for the sake of Velasquez effects; instead of accumu- 
lation of earth ? and, if so, does it die of drought, accident- 
ally, or, in a sere old age, naturally? and how is it related to 

the rich green bosses that grow in deep velvet? Amd there 
again is another matter not clear to me. One calls them 
‘velvet’ because they are all brought to an even surface at 
the top. Our own velvet is reduced to such trimness by cut- 
ting. But how is the moss trimmed? By what scissors? 
Carefullest Elizabethan gardener never shaped his yew hedge 
more daintily than the moss fairies smooth these soft rounded 
surfaces of green and gold. And just fancy the difference; 
if they were ragged! If the fibres had every one of them 
leaye to grow at their own sweet will, and to be long or short 
as they liked, or, worse still, urged by fairy prizes into labo- 
riously and agonizingly trying which could grow nagar 
Fancy the surface of a spot of competitive moss! 5 

16. But how is it that they are subdued into Can nglagilh 
obedience, like a erystal of wavellite?* Strange—that the — 

vegetable creatures growing so fondly on rocks should form 
themselves in that miueral-like manner. It is true that the 
tops of all well-grown trees are rounded, on a large scale, as 
equally ; but that is because they grow from a central stem, 
while these mossy mounds are made out of independent fila- 
ments, each growing to exactly his proper height in the sphere 
—short ones outside, long in the middle. | Stop, though ; is 
that so? I am not even sure of that; perhaps they are built 

*The reader should buy a small specimen of this mineral i: bode 
useful type of many structures, 
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‘over’ a little dome of decayed moss below.* I must find out 
filament grows, separately—from root to cap, 

a set leaves. And meanwhile I dou’t know 
so much as what a root is—or what a leaf is. Be- 

fore puzzling myself any farther in examination either of moss 
or, any other grander vegetable, I had better define these pri- 

- taal forms of all vegetation, as well as I can—or rather begin ~ 
ion of them, for future completion and correction. 

| For, ea my reader must already sufficiently perceive, this book 
_ isliterally to be one of studies—not of statements. Some one 

me once, very shrewdly, When he wants to work out 
Pere writes a book on it. That is a very true saying 

e main,—I work down or up to my mark, and let the 
| process and progress, not caring to conceal them. 

But tl book will be nothing but process. I don’t mean to 
assert, anything ~aaniadeie in it from the first page to the last. 

-viin gascod. bu 

_ * Lucca, Aug. 9th, 1874, —I have left this passage as originally writ- 
ten, but I believe the dome is of accumulated earth, Bringing home, 

: ited after bin 9 heaps of all kinds of mosses from the hills 
‘the Archbishop Ruggieri was hunting the wolf and her 

__ whelps in Ugolino’s dream, I am more and more struck, every day, with 
_ their special function as earth-gatherers, and with the enormous im- 
_ portance to their own brightness, and to our service, of that dark and 

| degraded state of the inferior leaves. And it fastens itself in my mind 
mainly as their distinctive character, that as the leaves of a tree become 

wood, so the leaves of a moss become earth, while yet a normal part of 
the pliant. Here is a cake in my hand weighing half a pound, bright 

‘surface, with minute crisp leaves; but an inch thick be- 

Egeeie ie what looks at first like clay, but is indeed knitted fibre of ex- 
usted moss... Also, I don’t at all find the generalization I made from 
4 books likely to have occurred to me from the real things. 

Yo moss bey that I can find here give me the idea of resemblance to 
leaves; nor do I see any, through my weak lens, clearly ser- 

; but I do find a general tendency to run into a silky filamentous 
ated ‘im some, especially on a small one gathered from the 
oe the marble of the cathedral, white threads of considerable 
dene? at. the extremities of the leaves, of which threads I remember 

rawin| OF ‘notice in the botanical books. Figure 1 represents, mag- 
nified, a cluster of these leaves, with the germinating stalk springing 

_ from their centre; but my scrawl was tired and careless, and for once, 
Mr. Burgess has copied to accurately. 
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Whatever I say, is to be understood only as a conditional 
statement—liable to, and inviting, correction. And this the 
_more because, as on the whole, I am at war with the botanists, 

I can’t ask them to help me, and then call them names after- 
wards. I hope only for a contemptuous heaping of coals on 
my head by correction of my errors from them ; in some cases, 
my scientific friends will, I know, give me forgiving aid ;— 
but, for many reasons, I am forced first to print the imperfect 
statement, as I can independently shape it ; for if once I asked 
for, or received help, every thought would be frost-bitten 
into timid expression, and every sentence broken by apology. 
I should have to write a dozen of letters before I could print 
a line, and the line, at last, would be only like a bit of any 
other botanical book—trustworthy, it might be, perhaps ; but 

certainly unreadable. Whereas now, it will rather put things 
more forcibly in the reader’s mind to have them retouched 
and corrected as we go on ; and our natural and honest mis- 
takes will often be suggestive of things we could not have 
discovered but by wandering. 

On these guarded conditions, then, I proceed to study, with 
my reader, the first general laws of vegetable form. 

CHAPTER IL 

THE ROOT. 

1. Puants in their perfect form consist of four principal 
parts,—the Root, Stem, Leaf, and Flower. It is true that the 

stem and flower are parts, or remnants, or altered states, of 

the leaves ; and that, speaking with close accuracy, we might 
say, a perfect plant consists of leaf and root. But the division 
into these four parts is best for practical purposes, and it will 
be desirable to note a few general facts about each, before 
endeavouring to describe any one kind of plant. Only, be- 
cause the character of the stem depends on the nature of the 
leaf and flower, we must put it last in order of examination ; 

and trace the development of the plant first in root and leaf; 
then in the flower and its fruit ; and lastly in the stem. 
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3 3 f . es the Root. 
is divided, as I just said, in the main, into two 

parts, and these have opposite natures. One part seeks the 
Bees the other hates it. One part feeds on the air ; the other 
_ on the dust. 
Hipyspirt that loves the light is called the Leaf. It is anold 
Ee word ; I cannot get at its origin. The part that hates 
— the light is called the Root. 
gar! Greek, pia, Rhiza.* 

F ; Pte Latin, Radix, “the growing thing,” which shortens, in 

- | French, into Race, and then they put on the diminutive ‘ine,’ 
their two words, Race, and Racine, of which we keep 

Re for animals, and use for vegetables a word of our own 

| Saxon (and Dutch) dialect,—‘ root ;’ (connected with Rood 
an of wood ; whence at last the Holy Rood, or Tree). 
oe e Root has thse great functions : 
Ast. To hold the plant in its place. 

co _— 2nd. To nourish it with earth. 

8rd. To receive vital power for it from the earth. 
With this last office is in some degree,—and especially in 
certain plants,—connected, that of reprodlictior! 

“But in all plants the root has these three essential func- 
‘tions, 
_ First, I said, to hold the Plant in its place. The Root is its 
Fetter. 
‘You think it, perhaps, a matter of course that a plant is not 

to be a crawling thing? It is not a matter of course at all. 
A vegetable might be just what it is now, as compared with 

an kbimnal ;—might live on earth and water instead of on meat, 
—might be as senseless in life, as calm in death, and in all its 
parts and apparent structure unchanged ; and yet be a crawl- 
ing thing. It is quite as easy to conceive plants moving about 
like lizards, putting forward first one root and then another, 
as it is to think of them fastened to their place. It might have 

4 been well for them, one would have thought, to have the power 

'* Learn this word, at any rate; and if you know any Greek, learn 
k. _ also this group of words : ‘‘ és pCa év ij Sabwon,” which you may chance 
_ to meet with, and even to think about, some day. 
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of going down to the streams to drink, in time of drought ;—of 
migrating in winter with grim march from north to south of 
Dunsinane Hillside. Butthatis not theirappointed Fate. They. 
are—at least all the noblest of them, rooted to their spot. 

Their honour and use is in giving immoveable shelter,—in 
remaining landmarks, or lovemarks, when all else is changed : 

‘¢ The cedars wave on Lebanon, 

But Judah’s statelier maids are gone.” 

4, Its root is thus a form of fate to the tree. It condemns, 

or indulges it, in its place, These semi-living creatures, come 
what may, shall abide, happy, or tormented. No doubt COR 
cerning “ the position in which Providence has placed them,” 
is to trouble their minds, except so far as they can ‘mend it 
by seeking light, or shrinking from wind, or grasping at sup- 

- port, within certain limits. In the thoughts of men they 
have thus become twofold images,—on the one side, of spirits 

restrained and half destroyed, whence the fables of transfor-— 
mation into trees ; on the other, of spirits patient and rr 
tinuing, having root in themselves and in good ground, 
capable of all persistent effort and vital stability, both in them- 
selves, and for the human States they form. 

5. In this function of holding fast, roots have a power of 
grasp quite different from that of branches. It is not a grasp, 
or clutch by contraction, as that of a bird’s claw, or of the 
small branches we call ‘tendrils’ in climbing plants. It isa 

' dead, clumsy, but inevitable grasp, by swelling, after contor- 
tion. For there is this main difference between a branch and 
root, that a branch cannot. grow vividly but in certain diree- 
tions and relations to its neighbour branches ; but a root can 

grow wherever there is carth and can turn in any direction 
to avoid an obstacle.* 

* ‘Duhamel, botanist of the last century, tells us that, wishing to 
preserve a field of good land from the roots of an avenue of elms whieh 
were exhausting it, he cut a ditch between the field and avenue to in- 
tercept the roots. But he saw with surprise those of the roots which 
had not been cut, go down behind the slope of the ditch to keep out of 

EE a 
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contriving access for itself where it chooses, a 
f itself into more serpent-like writhing than 
ericson an ; and when it has once coiled partly round a 

- yock; or stone, it grasps it tight, necessarily, merely by swell- 
ing. Nowa root has force enough sometimes to split rocks, 
_ but not to erush them ; so it is compelled to grasp by flatten- 

ing as it thickens ; and, as it must have room somewhere, it 
alters its own shape as if it were made of dough, and holds 

«' ,not in a claw, but in a wooden cast or mould, ad- 
. hering to its ‘surface. And thus it not only finds its anchor- 
age in the rock, but binds the rocks of its anchorage with a 

Ge cable. 
: ery -Hence—and this is a most important secondary function 
3 = Mile bind together the ragged edges of rocks as a hem 

* does the torn edge of a dress : they literally stitch the stones 
¥ *; 80 that, while it is always dangerous to pass under 

q s edge of overhanging crag, a8 soon as it has become 
Etat with trees, it is safe also. The rending power of 

_ roots on rocks has been greatly overrated. Capillary attrac- 
_ tion in a willow wand will indeed split granite, and swelling 
S : roots sometimes heave considerable masses aside, but on the 
- whole, roots, small and great, bind, and do not rend.* The 
surfaces of mountains are dissolved and disordered, by rain, 

and frost, and chemical decomposition, into mere heaps of 
Tose stones on their desolate summits ; but, where the forests 
lee ilk Kecumulates and disintegration ceases. And by cut- 
ting down forests on great mountain slopes, not only is the 

_ dliimate destroyed, but the danger of superficial landslip fear- 
_ fully increased. 
; - 8 The second function of roots is to gather for the plant 
7 the nourishment it needs from the ground. This is partly 
water, mixed with some kinds of air (ammonia, ete.,) but the 
ie 2 CUTS if 2 

the light, go under the aitch, and into the field again.’”’ And the Swiss 

_ naturalist Bonnet said wittily, apropos of a wonder of this sort, ‘‘ that 
— Sometimes: it was difficult to distinguish a cat from a resebush.” 
be * As the first- great office of the mosses ‘is the gathering of earth, so 
ics of the grasses is the binding of it. Theirs the Enclranter’s toil, not 
é in vain y—making ropes out of sea-sand. 
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plant can get both water and ammonia from the atmosphere ; 
and, I believe, for the most part does so; though, when it 

cannot get water from the air, it will gladly drink by its roots. 
But the things it cannot receive from the air at all are certain 
earthy salts, essential to it (as iron is essential in our own 

blood), and of which when it has quite exhausted the earth, no 

more such plants can grow in that ground. On this subject 
you will find enough in any modern treatise on agriculture ; 
all that I want you to note here is that this feeding function of 
the root is of a very delicate and discriminating kind, needing 
much searching and mining among the dust, to find what it 
wants. If it only wanted water, it could get most of that by 
spreading in mere soft senseless limbs, like sponge, as far, 
and as far down, as it could—but to get the salt out of the 
earth it has to s//t all the earth, and taste and touch every 
grain of it that it can, with fine fibres. And therefore a root 
is not at all a merely passive sponge or absorbing thing, but 
an infinitely subtle tongue, or tasting and eating thing. That 

is why it is always so fibrous and divided and entangled ss in 
the clinging earth. 

9. “Always fibrous and divided”? But many roots are 
quite hard and solid ! 

No; the active part of the root is always, I believe, a fibre. 
But there is often a provident and passive part—a savings 
bank of root-——in which nourishment is laid up for the plant, 
and which, though it may be underground, is no more to be 
considered its real root than the kernel of a seed is. When 
you sow a pea, if you take it up in a day or two, you will find 
the fibre below, which is root ; the shoot above, which is plant : 

aid the pea as anow partly exhausted storehouse, looking very 
woful, and like the granaries of Paris after the fire. So the 
round solid root of a cyclamen, or the conical one which you 
know so well as a carrot, are not properly roots, but perma- 

nent storehouses,— only the fibres that grow from them are roots. 
Then there are other apparent roots which are not even store- 
houses, but refuges ; houses where the little plant lives in its 
infancy, through winter and rough weather. So that it will 
be best for you at once to limit your idea of a root to this,— 

ee 
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that it is a gn group of growing fibres which taste and suck what 
is good for the plant out of the ground, and by their united 

es strength hold it in its place: only remember the thick limbs 

‘of roots do not feed, but only the fine fibres at the ends of 
them which are something between tongues and sponges, and 

Pe ; while they absorb moisture readily, are yet as particular about 

_ getting what they think nice to eat as any dainty little boy or 
girl; looking for it everywhere, and turning angry and sulky 

if they don’t get it. 
10. But the root has, it seems to me, one more function, 

_ the most important of all. I say, it seems to me, for observe, 
_ what I have hitherto told you is all (I believe) ascertained and 

- admitted ; this that I am going to tell you has not yet, as far 
as I know, been asserted by men of science, though I believe 
it to be demonstrable. But you are to examine into it, and 

@ think of it for yourself. 
There are some plants which appear to derive all their food 

| Wiiiie the air—which need nothing but a slight grasp of the 
ground to fix them in their place. Yet if we were to tie them 
into that place, in a framework, and cut them from their roots, 

3 they would die. Not only in these, but in all other plants, 
the vital power by which they shape and feed themselves, 

_ whatever that power may be, depends, I think, on that slight 

ae —— a Se ——— ie i th i Ri 
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touch of the earth, and strange inheritance of its power. It 
is as essential to the plant’s life as the connection of the head 
of an animal with its body by the spine is to the animal. 
Divide the feeble nervous thread, and all life ceases. Nay, in 
the tree the root is even of greater importance. You will not 
kill the tree, as you would an animal, by dividing its body or 
trunk. The part not severed from the root will shoot again. 
But in the root, and its touch of the ground, is the life of it. 
My own definition of a plant would be “a living creature 
whose source of vital energy is in the earth ” (or in the water, 

asa form of the earth ; that is, in inorganic substance). There 
is, however, one tribe of plants which seems nearly excepted 

_ from this law. It is a very strange one, having long been 
noted for the resemblance of its flowers to different insects ; 

3 and it has recently been proved by Mr. Darwin to be depend- 
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ent on insects for its existence. Doubly strange therefore, it 
seems, that in some cases this race of plants all but reaches 
the independent life of insects. It rather settles upon boughs 
than roots itself in them ; half of its roots may wave in the air, 

11. What vital power is, men of science are not a step 
nearer knowing than they were four thousand years ago. They 
are, if anything, farther from knowing now than then, in that 
they imagine themselves nearer. But they know more about 
its limitations and manifestations than they did. They have 
even arrived at something like a proof that there is a fixed 
quantity of it flowing out of things and into them. But, for 
the present, rest content with the general and sure knowledge 
that, fixed or flowing, measurable or immeasurable—one with 

electricity or heat or light, or quite distinct fromany of them— 
life is a delightful, and its negative, death, a dreadful thing, to 
human creatures ; and that you can give or gather a certain 
quantity of life into plants, animals, and yourself by wisdom 
and courage, and by their reverses can bring upon them any 
quantity of death you please, which is a much more serious 
point for you to consider than what life and death are. 

12. Now, having got a quite clear idea of a root properly so 
called, we may observe what those storehouses, refuges, and 
ruins are, which we find connected with roots. The greater 
number of plants feed and grow at the same time ; but there 
are some of them which like to feed first and grow afterwards. 
For the first year, or, at all events, the first period of their 

life, they gather material for their future life out of the ground 
and out of the air, and lay it up in a storehouse as bees make 
combs. Of these stores—for the most part rounded masses 
tapering downwards into the ground—some are as good for hu- 
man beings as honeycombs are ; only notso sweet. We steal 
them from the plants, as we do from the bees, and these conical 

upside-down hives or treasuries of Atreus, under the names of 
carrots, turnips, and radishes, have had important influence 
on human fortunes. If we do not steal the store, next year 
the plant lives upon it, raises its stem, flowers and seeds out 

of that abundance, and having fulfilled its destiny, and pro- 
vided for its suecessor, passes away, root and branch together. 
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re GA preuy example of patience for us in this; 
_cophirarerin well for young people generally to set them- 

. selves to grow i in a carrotty or turnippy manner, and lay up 
_ secret store, not caring to exhibit it until the time comes for 
- fruitful display. But they must not, in after-life, imitate the 

a orem vegetable, and blossom only in the strength of 
what they learned long ago; else they soon come to contemp- 
ible end. ‘Wise people live like laurels and cedars, and go on 

in the earth, while they adorn and embalm the air. 
 W, Secondly, Refuges. As flowers growing on trees have 

_ to live for some time, when they are young in their buds, so 
_ some flowers growing on the ground have to live for a while, 

_ when they are young, in what we call their roots. These are 
mostly among the Drosidz * and other humble tribes, loving 

_ the ground; and, in their babyhood, liking to live quite dowii 
- init. A baby crocus has literally its own little dome—domus, 
_ or duomo—within which in early spring it lives a delicate con- 

_ vent life of its own, quite free from all worldly care and dan- 
_ gers, exceedingly ignorant of things in general, but itself 
brightly golden and perfectly formed before it is brought out. 
These subterranean palaces and vaulted cloisters, which we 
-eall bulbs, are no more roots than the blade of grass is a root, 

in which the ear of corn forms before it shoots up. 
15. Thirdly, Ruins. The flowers which have these subter- 
ranean homes form one of many families whose roots, as well 

_ as seeds, have the power of reproduction. The succession of 

_ some plants is trusted much to their seeds: a thistle sows it- 
self by its down, an oak by its acorns ; the companies of flying 

emigrants settle where they may ; and the shadowy tree is 
: eontent to cast down its showers of nuts for swine’s food with 
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the chance that here and there one may become a ship's bul- 
wark. But others among plants are less careless, or less 
proud. Many are anxious for their children to grow in the 
place where they grew themselves, and secure this not merely 

_ by letting their fruit fall at their feet, on the chance of its 

_ * Drosidw, in our school nomenclature, is the general name, includ- 
j ing the four great tribes, iris, asphodel. amaryllis, and lily. See reason 

for this name given in the ‘ Queen of the Air,’ Section IL 
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growing up beside them, but by closer bond, bud springing 
forth from root, and the young plant being animated by the 
gradually surrendered life of its parent. Sometimes the young 
root is formed above the old one, as in the crocus, or beside 

it, as in the amaryllis, or beside it in a spiral succession, as in 
the orchis; in these cases the old root always perishes wholly 
when the young one is formed ; but in a far greater number 
of tribes, one root connects itself with another by a short 

piece of intermediate stem; and this stem does not at once 
perish when the new root is formed, but grows on at one end 
indefinitely, perishing slowly at the other, the scars or ruins 
of the past plants being long traceable on its sides. When it 
grows entirely underground it is called a root-stock. But 
there is no essential distinction between a root-steck and a 

creeping stem, only the root-stock may be thought of asa 
stem which shares the melancholy humour of a root in loy- 
ing darkness, while yet it has enough consciousness of better 
things to grow towards, or near, the light. In one family it 
is even fragrant where the flower is not, and a simple house- 
leek is called ‘rhodiola rosea,’ because its root-stock has the 

scent of a rose. 
16. There is one very unusual condition of the root-stock 

which has become of much importance in economy, though it 
is of little in botany ; the forming, namely, of knots at the 
ends of the branches of the underground stem, where the new 

roots are to be thrown out. Of these knots, or ‘ tubers, 

(swollen things,) one kind, belonging to the tobacco tribe, has 
been singularly harmful, together with its pungent relative, 
to a neighbouring country of ours, which perhaps may reach 
a higher destiny than any of its friends can conceive for it, if 
it can-ever succeed in living without either the potato, or the 
pipe. 

17. Being prepared now to find among plants many things _ 
which are like roots, yet are not ; you may simplify and make 
fast your true idea of a root as a fibre or group of fibres, 
which fixes, animates, and partly feeds the leaf. Then prac- 
tically, as you examine plants in detail, ask first respecting 
them ; What kind of root have they? Is it large or small in 
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Se cliliesdeebinnie-tralk, and why is it so? What soil does 
_ it like, and what properties does it acquire from it? The en- 
_ deayour to answer these questions will soon lead you to a 
rational inquiry into the plant's history. You will first ascer- 

tain what-rock or earth it delights in, and what climate and 

_ circumsiances ; then you will see how its root is fitted to sus. 
tain it mechanically under given pressures and violences, and 
. . to find for it the necessary sustenance under given difficulties 

4 

_ of famine or drought. Lastly you will consider what chemi- 
 eenaanitl appear to be going on in the root, or its store ; 
_ what processes there are, and elements, which give pungency 
_ to the radish, flavour to the onion, or sweetness to the liquor- 
- iee; and of what service each root may be made capable 
under cultivation, and by proper subsequent treatment, either 

= feapinels or men. 
_ 18. I shall not attempt to do any of this for you ; I assume, 

; Gnaleins this advice, that you wish to pursue the science of 
botany as your chief study ; I have only broken moments for 
it, snatched from my chief occupations, and I have done noth- 
ing myself of all this I tell you to do. But so far as you can 

_ work in this manner, even if you only ascertain the history of 
_ one plant, so that you know that accurately, you will have 

helped to lay the foundation of a true science of botany, from- 
which the mass of useless nomenclature,* now mistaken for 
science, will fall away, as the husk of a poppy falls from the 
bursting flower. 

CHAPTER IL 

THE LEAF. 

1, Iy the first of the poems of which the English Govern- 
ment has appointed a portion to be sung every day for the in- 

* The only use of a great part of our existing nomenclatnre is to en- 
_ able one botanist to describe to another a plant which the other has not 

: 
4 
q 
’ 

seen. When the science becomes approximately perfect, all known 
plants will be properly figured, so that nobody need describe them ; and 

unknown plants be so rare that nobody will care to learn a new and dif- 
fieult language, in order to be able to give an account of what in all 
“probability he will never see. 
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"struction and pleasure of the people, there occurs this euri- 
ous statement respecting any person who will behave himself 
rightly : ‘‘He shall be like a tree planted by the river side, 
that bears its fruit in its season. His leaf also shall not 
wither ; and you will see that whatever he does will prosper.” 

I call it a curious statement, because the conduct to which 

this prosperity is promised is not that which the English, 
as a nation, at present think conducive to prosperity: but . 
whether the statement be true or not, it will be easy for you 
to recollect the two eastern figures under whicli the happiness 
of the man is represented,—that he is like a tree bearing fruit 
“in its season ;” (not so hastily as that-the frost pinch it, nor 
so late that no sun ripens it ;) and that “his leaf shall not 
fade.” Ishould like you to recollect this phrase in the Vul- 
gate—“folium ejus non defluet ”—shall not fall away,—that 
is to say, shall not fall so as to leave any visible bareness in 
winter time, but only that others may come up in its place, 
and the tree be always green. 

2. Now, you know, the fruit of the tree is either for the 
continuance of its race, or for the good, or harm, of other 

creatures. In no case is it a good to the tree itself. It is not 

indeed, properly, a part of the tree at all, any more than the 
‘egg is part of the bird, or the young of any creature part of 
the creature itself. But in the leaf is the strength of the tree 
itself. Nay, rightly speaking, the leaves are the tree itself. 
Its trunk sustains ; its fruit burdens and exhausts; but in the 

leaf it breathes and lives. And thus also, in the eastern sym- 

bolism, the fruit is the labour of men for others; but the 

leaf is their own life. “He shall bring forth fruit, in his 
time ; and his own joy and strength shall be continual.” 

8. Notice next the word ‘folium.’ In Greek, ¢vA)ov, 
‘phyllon.’ 

“The thing that is born,” or “put forth.” “When the 
branch is tender, and putteth forth her leaves, ye know that 

summer is nigh.” The botanists say, “The leaf-is an expan- 
sion of the bark of the stem.” More accurately, the bark isa 
contraction of the tissue of the leaf. For every leaf is born 

out of the earth, and breathes out of the air; and there are 

ae ee 
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pinsiy eaves that have no stems, but only roots. tis “the 
springing thing’; this thin film of life ; rising, with its edge 

g Fel of the ground—infinitely feeble, infindtely fair. With 
Hy a Folium, in Latin, is rightly associated the word Flos ; for the 

flower is only a group of singularly happy leaves. From 
: these two roots come foglio, feuille, feuillage, and fleur ;— 
 blume, blossom, and bloom ; our foliage, and the borrowed 
4 _ foil, and the connected technical groups of words in archi- 

_ tecture and the sciences. 
Fi 4. ‘This tin film, I said. That is the essential character of 
a leaf; to be thin,—widely spread out in proportion to its 
mass. It is the opening of the substance of the earth to the 

airy is the giver of life. The Greeks called it, there- 
‘the born or blooming thing, but the spread or 

od thinge—“ weradov.” Pindar calls the beginnings of 
arrel, “petals of quarrel.” Recollect, therefore, this form, 

4 Fete; end connect it with Petasos, the expanded cap of 
_—-Mereury. _ For one great use of both is to give shade. The 
ia root” ‘of all these words is said to be ET (Pet), which may 
bY eens Se eaibered | in Greek, as it sometimes occurs in no 

v 

6. But the word ‘petalos’ is connected in Greek with an- 
% other word, meaning to fly,—so that you may think of a bird 
‘ its petals to the wind ; and with another, signi- 
er: fying Fate in its pursuing flight, the overtaking thing, or 
 overflying Fate. Finally, there is another Greek word mean- 

ing ‘wide,’ wAarvs (platys); whence at last our ‘plate ’—a 
_ thing made broad or extended—but especially made broad or 
_ *flat’ out of the solid, as in a lump of clay extended on the 
_ wheel, or a lump of metal extended by the hammer. So the 
_ first we call Platter ; the second Plate, when of the precious 
' metals, Then putting b for p, and d for t, we get the blade 

of an oar, and blade of grass. 
6. Now gather a branch of laurel, and look at it carefully. 

- You may read the history of the being of half the earth in 
_ one of those green oval leaves—the things that the sun and 
_ ‘the rivers have made out of dry ground. Daphne—daughter 
_ of Enipeus, and beloved by the Sun,—that fable gives you at 
- Vou. L—3 
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once the two great facts about vegetation. Where warmth is, 
and moisture—there also, the leaf. Where no warmth—there 
is no leaf ; where there is no dew—no leaf. ~ 

7. Look, then, to the branch you hold in your hand. That 
you can so hold it, or make a crown of it, if you. “choose, is 
the first thing I want you to note of it;—the proportion of 
size, namely, between the leaf and you. Great part of your 
life and character, as a human creature, has depended on that, 
Suppose all leaves had been spacious, like some palm leaves; 
solid, like cactus stem ; or that trees had grown, as they might 
of course just as easily have grown, like mushrooms, all one 

great cluster of leaf round one stalk. Ido not say that they 
are divided into small leaves only for your delight, or your 
service, as if you were the monarch of everything—eyen in 
this atom of a globe. You are made of your proper size ; 

and the leaves of theirs: for reasons, and by laws, of which 
neither the leaves nor you know anything. Only note the 
harmony between both, and the joy we may have in this di- 
vision and mystery of the frivolous and tremulous petals, 
which break the light and the breeze,—compared to what, 
with the frivolous and the tremulous mind which is in us, we 

could have had out of domes, or penthouses, or walls of leaf. 

8. Secondly ; think awhile of its dark clear green, and the 

good of it to you. Scientifically, you know green in leaves is 
owing to ‘chlorophyll,’ or, in English, to ‘ green-leaf.’ It may 
be very fine to know that ; but my advice to you, on the whole, 

is to rest content with the general fact that leayes are green 
when they do not grow in or near smoky towns; and not by 
any means to rest content with the fact that very soon there 
will not be a green leaf in England, but only greenish black 
ones, And thereon resolve that you will yourself endeayour 
to promote the growing of the green wood, rather than of the 
black. 

9. Looking at the back of your laurel-leaves, you see how 
the central rib or spine of each, and the lateral branchings, 
strengthen and carry it. I find much confused use, in botani- 
eal works, of the words Vein and Rib. For, indeed, there are 

veins in the ribs of leaves, as marrow in bones ; and the pro- 
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: _joting bur often gradually depress themselves into a trans- 
“ ofrivers. But the mechanical force of the framework 
_ in carrying the leaf-tissue is the point first to be noticed ; it is 

_that which admits, regulates, or restrains the visible motions 
of “of the leaf ; while the system of circulation can only be stud- 
epee the microscope. But the ribbed leaf bears itself 
to the wind, as the webbed foot of a bird does to the water, 

‘ and needs the same kind, though not the same strength, of 
hy Sores and its ribs always are partly therefore constituted 

of strong woody substance, which is knit out of the tissue ; 
iiaieresr can extricate this skeleton framework, and keep it, 
after the leaf-tissue is dissolved. So I shall henceforward 

speak simply of the leaf and its ribs,—only specifying the ad- 
a veined structure on necessary occasions. 

10. I have just said that the ribs—and might have said, 
H dacthor: the stalk that sustains them—are ais out of the 

tissue of the leaf. But what is the leaf tissue itself knit out 
of? One would think that was nearly the first thing to be 
_ discovered, or at least to be thought of, concerning plants,— 
- namely, how and of what they are made. We say they 
‘grow.’ But you know that they can’t grow out of nothing ; 
_ —this solid wood and rich tracery must be made out of some 
_ previously existing substance. What is the substance ?—and 
how is it woven into leaves,—twisted into wood ? 

11. Consider how fast this is done, in spring. You walk 
in February over a slippery field, where, through hoar-frost 
and mud, you perhaps hardly see the small green blades of © 
' trampled turf. In twelve weeks you wade through the same 

_ field up to your knees in fresh grass ; and in a week or two 
__ more, you mow two or three solid haystacks off it. In winter 
_ you walk by your currant-bush, or your vine. They are 

shrivelled sticks—like bits of black tea in the canister. You 
pass again in May, and the currant-bush looks like a young 

_ sycamore tree ; and the vine is a bower: and meanwhile the 
forests, all over this side of the round world, have grown 

their foot or two in height, with new leaves—so much 
_ deeper, so much denser than they were. Where has it all 

come from? Cut off the fresh shoots from a single branch of 
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any tree in May. Weigh them; and then consider that so 
much weight has been added to every such living branch, 
everywhere, this side the equator, within the last two months. 

What is all that made of ? 
12. Well, this much the botanists really know, and tell us, 

—It is made chiefly of the breath of animals; that is to say, 
of the substance which, during the past year, animals have 
breathed into the air ; and which, if they went on breathing, 
and their breath were not made into trees, would poison 
them, or rather suffocate them, as people are suffocated in 
uncleansed pits, and dogs in the Grotta del Cane. So that 
you may look upon the grass and forests of the earth as a 
kind of green hoar-frost, frozen upon it from our breath, 3 
on the window-panes, the white arborescence of ice. | 

13. But how is it made into wood ? 
The substances that have been breathed into the air are 

charcoal, with oxygen and hydrogen,—or, more plainly, char- 
coal and water. Some necessary earths,—in smaller quantity, 
but absolutely essential,—the trees get from the ground; 
but, I believe all the charcoal they want, and most of the 

water, from the air. Now the question is, where and how & 
they take it in, and digest it into wood? 

14. You know, in spring, and peal through all the year, 
except in frost, a liquid called ‘sap’ cireulates in trees, of 
which the nature, one should have thought, might have been 
ascertained by mankind in the six thousand years they have 
been cutting wood, Under the impression always that it had’ 
been ascertained, and that I could at any time know all about 

it, I have put off till to-day, 19th October, 1869, when I am 

past fifty, the knowing anything about it at all. But I will 
really endeavour now to ascertain something, and take to my 
botanical books, accordingly, in due order. 

(1) Dresser’s ‘Rudiments of Botany.” ‘Sap’ not in the 
index ; only Samara, and Sarcocarp,—about neither of which 
I feel the smallest curiosity. (2) Figuier’s “Histoire des 
Plantes.” * ‘Séve,’ not in index; only Serpolet, and She 

rardia arvensis, which also have no help in them for me. 
* An excellent book, nevertheless. 
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ar’s Manual ‘of Botany.” ‘Sap,'—yes, at last. “ Ar- 
57 Hi ‘Course of fluids in exogenous stems.” I don't care - 

put he course just now: I want to know where the fluids 

e from. “If a plant be plunged into a weak solution of 
acetate of lead,”—I don’t in the least want to know what hap- 
pens: “From the minuteness of the tissue, it is not easy to 
determine the vessels through which the sap moves.” Who 

Lit was? If it had been: easy, I should have done it my- 
oi Nec take place in the composition of the sap’ in 

u 1 course.” I dare say; but I don’t know yet what 
it osition is’ before it begins going up. ‘The Elabor- 
= ated Sap by Mr. Schultz has been ealled ‘latex.’” I wish Mr. 
& were in a hogshead of it, with the top on. “On ae- 
| demi ot: thede movements in the latex, the laticiferous vessels 
a _ have been denominated cinenchymatous.” Ido not venture 

the expressions which I here mentally make use of. 
Be Stay,—here, at last, in Article 264, is something to the 

purpose’: “It appears then that, in the case of Exogenous 
a plants, the fluid matter in the soil, containing different sub- 

stances in solution, is sucked up by the extremities of the 
- roots.” Yes, but how of the pine trees on yonder rock ?—Is 
a - there any sap in the rock, or water either? The moisture 
must be seized during actual rain on the root, or stored up 
_ from the’ snow ; stored up, any way, in a tranquil, not actively 
a ‘ - SAPPY: state, till the time comes for its change, of which there 
is no account here. 
16. Thave only one chance left now. Lindley’s “ Introduc- 
tion to Botany.” ‘Sap,’—yes,—‘ General motion of.’ HL. 325. 

_ “The course which is taken by the sap, after entering a 

_ plant, is the first subject for consideration.” My dear doctor, 

_ Ehave learned nearly whatever I know of plant structure from 
_ you, and am grateful; and that it is little, is not your fault, 
- butmine. But this—let me say it with all sincere respect— 
_ is not what you should have told me here. You know, far 

_ better than I, that ‘sap’ never does enter a plant at all; but 
i: only salt, or earth and water, and that the roots alone could 
¥ “not make it; and that, therefore, the course of it must be, in 

Petene part, the result or process of the actual making. But T 
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will read now, patiently ; for I know you will tell me much 
that is worth hearing, though not perhaps what I want. _ 

Yes; now that I have read Lindley’s statement carefully, I 

find it is full of precious things ; and this is what, with think- 
ing over it, I can gather for you, 

17. First, towards the end-of January,—as the light en- 

larges, and the trees revive from their rest,—there is a gen- 
eral liquefaction of the blood of St. Januarius in their stems ; 

and I suppose there is really a great deal of moisture rapidly 
absorbed from the earth in most cases ; and that this absorp- 
tion is a great help to the sun in drying the winter’s damp out 
of it for us: then, with that strange vital power,—which sci- 
entific people are usually as afraid of naming as common peo- 
ple are afraid of naming Death,—the tree gives the gathered 
earth and water a changed existence ; and to this new-born 
liquid an upward motion from the earth, as our blood has 
from the heart ; for the life of the tree is out of the earth ; 

and this upward motion has a mechanical power in pushing 
on the growth. ‘Forced onward by the current of sap, 
the plumule ascends,” (Lindley, p. 132,) —this blood of the tree 
haying to supply, exactly as our own blood has, not only the 
forming powers of substance, but a continual evaporation, 
“ approximately seventeen times more than that of the human 
body,” while the force of motion in the sap “is sometimes 
five times greater than that which impels the blood in the 
crural artery of the horse.” 

18. Hence generally, I think we may conclude thus much, 
—that at every pore of its surface, under ground and above, 
the plant in the spring absorbs moisture, which instantly dis- 
perses itself through its whole system ‘by means of some 
permeable quality of the membranes of the cellular tissue in- 
visible to our eyes even by the most powerful glasses” (p. 
326) ; that in this way subjected to the vital power of the tree, 
it becomes sap, properly so called, which passes downwards 
through this cellular tissue, slowly and secretly ; and then up- 
wards, through the great vessels of the tree, violently, stretch- 

ing out the supple twigs of it as you see a flaccid waterpipe 
swell and move when the cock is turned to fill it, And the 
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ie tree Denwmies literally a fountain, of which the springing 
_ streamlets are clothed with new-woven garments of green tis- 

sue, and of which the silver spray stays in the sky,—a spray, 
now, of leaves. 

Ep | 19. That is the gist of the matter ; and a very wonderful 
- se it is, tomy mind. The secret and subtle descent—the 
3 violent and exulting resilience of the tree's blood,—what 
guides it ?—what compels? The creature has no heart to 
4 beat like ours ; one cannot take refuge from the mystery in a 
* ‘muscular contraction.’ Fountain without supply—playing 

a 
by its own force, for ever rising and falling all through the 

days of Spring, spending itself at last in gathered clouds of 
leaves, and iris of blossom. 
_ Very wonderful; and it seems, for the present, that we 

‘dane nothing whatever about its causes ; nay, the strangeness 

‘ of the reversed arterial and vein motion, mabons a heart, does 
not not seem to strike anybody. Perhaps, however, it may 

interest you, as I observe it does the botanists, to know that 
the cellular tissue through which the motion is effected is 

 ealled Parenchym, and the woody tissue, Bothrenchym ; and 
_ that Parenchym is divided, by a system of nomenclature which 

_ has some advantages over that more commonly in use,” * 
into merenchyma, conenchyma, ovenchyma, atractenchyma, 

_ eylindrenchyma, colpenchyma, cladenchyma, and prismen- 

_ ehyma, 
_ 20. Take your laurel branch into your hand again. There 
are, as you must well know, innumerable shapes and orders 

_ Of leaves ;—there are some like claws ; some like fingers, and 

_ some like feet; there are endlessly cleft ones, and endlessly 
- elustered ones, and inscrutable divisions within divisions of 

_ the fretted verdure ; and wrinkles, and ripples, and stitch- 

ings, and hemmings, and pinchings, and gatherings, and 
_ crumplings, and clippings, and what not. But there is noth- 
_ ing so constantly noble as the pure leaf of the laurel, bay, 
_ orange, and olive; numerable, sequent, perfect in setting, 

z He '*Tindley, ‘Introduction to Botany,’ vol. i, p. 21. The terms 
: wholly obsolete’ says an authoritative betadie friend. Thank 

ia "Heaven! 

; 
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divinely simple and serene. I shall call these noble leaves 
‘Apolline’ leaves. They characterize many orders of plants, 
great and small,—from the magnolia to the myrtle, and ex- 
quisite ‘myrtille’ of the hills, (bilberry) ; but wherever you 
find them, strong, lustrous, dark green, simply formed, richly 
scented or stored,—you have nearly always kindly and werd 
vegetation, in healthy ground and air. 

21. The gradual diminution in rank beneath the Ay 
leaf, takes place in others by the loss of one or more of the 
qualities above named. The Apolline leaf, I said, is strong, 
lustrous, full in its green, rich in substance, simple in form. 
The inferior leaves are those which have lost strength, and 
become thin, like paper; which have lost lustre, and become 
dead by roughness of surface, like the nettle,—(an Apolline ~ 
leaf may become dead by bloom, like the olive, yet not lose 
beauty) ; which have lost colour and become feeble in green, 
as in the poplar, or crudely bright, like rice ; whieh have lost 
substance and softness, and have nothing to give in scent or 
nourishment ; or become flinty or spiny ; finally, whieh have 
lost simplicity, and become cloven or jagged. Many of these 
losses are partly atoned for by gain of some peculiar loveliness. _ 
Grass’ and moss, and parsley and fern, have each their own 

delightfulness ; yet they are all of inferior power and honour, 
compared tothe Apolline leaves. 

22. You see, however, that though your laurel leaf has a 

central stem, and traces of ribs branching from it, in a verte- 
brated manner, they are so faint that we cannot take it for\a 
type of vertebrate structure. But the two figures of elm and 
alisma leaf, given in Modern Painters (vol. iii.), and now here 
repeated, Fig. 3, will clearly enough show the opposition be- 
tween this vertebrate form, branching again usually at the 
edges, a, and the softly opening lines diffused at the stem, and 
gathered at the point of the leaf, b, which, as you almost with- 

out doubt know already, are characteristic of a-vast group of 
plants, including especially ali the lilies, grasses, and palms, 
which for the most part are the signs of local or temporary 
moisture in hot countries ;—loeal, as of fountains and. ee 

temporary, as of rain or inundation, 
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aa ~ caida considered why it is so rich upon the grass ; 
_—why it is not upon the trees? It is partly on the trees, but 
yet your memory of it will be always chiefly of its gleam upon 
the lawn. On many trees you will find there is none at all. 
7 T cannot: follow out here the many inquiries connected with 

_ ean gather for themselves out of the air; or else by streams 
and springs. Hence the division of the verse of the song of 
Moses : “My doctrine shall drop as the rain ; my speech shall 
distil as the dew : as the small rain upon the tender herb, and 
_as the showers upon the grass.” 
_ 23. Next, examining the direction of the veins in the leaf of 
- the alisma, }, Fig. 3, you see they all open widely, as soon as 
_ they can, towards the thick part of the leaf; and them taper, 
. 4 rently with reluctance, pushing each other outwards, to 
the point. If the leaf were a lake of the same shape, and its 
; stem the a river, the linesof the currents passing through 
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it would, I believe, be nearly the same as that of the veins in 
the aquatic leaf. I have not examined the fluid law accurately, 
and I do not suppose there is more real correspondence than 

may be caused by the leaf's expanding in every permitted di- 
rection, as the water would, with all the speed it can ; but the 

resemblance is so close as to enable you to fasten the relation 
of the unbranched leaves to streams more distinetly in your 
mind,—just as the toss of the palm leaves from their stem 
may, I think, in their likeness to the springing of a fountain, 
remind you of their relation to the desert, and their necessity, 
therein, to life of man and beast. 

24, And thus, associating these grass and lily leaves always 
with fountains, or with dew, I think we may get a pretty gen- 
eral name for them also. You know that Cora, our Madonna 

of the flowers, was lost in Sicilian Fields; you know, also, 

that the fairest of Greek fountains, lost in Greece, was thought 
to rise in a Sicilian islet ; and that the real springing of the 
noble fountain in that rock was one of the causes which deter- 
mined the position of the greatest Greek city of Sicily. So I 
think, as we call the fairest branched leayes ‘ Apolline,’ we will 
call the fairest flowing ones ‘Arethusan.’ But remember that 
the Apolline leaf represents only the central type of land leaves, 
and is, within certain limits, of a fixed form; while the beau- 

tiful Arethusan leaves, alike in flowing of their lines, change 
their forms indefinitely,—some shaped like round pools, and 
some like winding currents, and many like arrows, and many 
like hearts, and otherwise varied and variable, as leaves ought 
to be,—that rise out of the waters, and float amidst the paus- 
ing of their foam. 

25. Brantwood, Easter Day, 1875.—I don’t like to spoil my 
pretty sentence, above; but on reading it over, I suspect I 

wrote it confusing the water-lile leaf, and other floating ones 
of the same kind, with the Arethusan forms. But the water- 

lily and water-ranunculus leaves, and such others, are to the 

orders of earth-loving leaves what ducks and swans are to 
birds ; (the swan is the water-lily of birds; ) they are swim- 
ming leaves; not properly watery creaturos, or able to live — 
under water like fish, (unless when dormant), but just like 
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their lives on the surface of the waves—though 

_ And these natant leaves, as they lie on the water surface, 
do not want strong ribs to carry them,* but have very delicate 
ones beautifully branching into the orbed space, to keep the 
tissue nice and flat; while, on the other hand, leaves that 

_ really have to grow under water, sacrifice their tissue, and 
__ keep only their ribs, like coral animals ; (‘ Ranunculus hetero- 
i. ~ phyllus,’ ‘other-leaved Frog-flower,’ and its like,) just as, if 
_ you keep your own hands too long in water, they shrivel at 
4 bay finger-ends. 

_ 26: So that you must not attach any great botanical impor- 
g ate to the characters of contrasted aspects in leaves, which I 
_ wish you to express by the words ‘Apolline’ and ‘ Arethusan’ ; 
* 

_ but their mythic importance is very great, and your careful 
ice of it will help you completely to understand the 

g be besatahat Greek fable of Apollo and Daphne. There are in- 
3 deed several Daphnes, and the first root of the name is far 

ry in another field of thought altogether, connected with 
7 the Gods of Light. But dtymology, the best of servants, is an 
4 unreasonable master ; and Professor Max Miiller trusts his 
F. ‘deep-reaching knowledge of the first ideas connected with the 
"names of Athena and Daphne, too implicitly, when he sup- 
poses this idea to be retained in central Greek theology. 
3 ‘Athena’ originally meant only the dawn, among nations who © 

. ‘nothing of a Sacred Spirit. But the Athena who catches 
Achilles by the hair, and urges the spear of Diomed, has not, 
in the mind of Homer, the slightest remaining connection with 

_ the mere beauty of daybreak. Daphne chased by Apollo, may 
 perhaps—though I doubteven this much of consistence in the 
_ earlier myth—have meant the Dawn pursued by the Sun. 
_ But there is no trace whatever of this first idea left in the 

+ fable of Arcadia and Thessaly. 
_ ~ 27. The central Greek Daphne is the daughter of one of 
q the great river gods of Arcadia; her mother is the Earth. 

__- * **¥You should see the girders on under-side of the Victoria Water- 
lily, the most wonderful bit of engineering, of the kind, I know of.”~ 
_ * Botanical friend.’) 
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Now Arcadia is the Oberland of Greece; and the crests of 

Cyllene, Drymanthus, and Meenalus* surround it, like the 
Swiss forest cantons, with walls of rock, and shadows of pine. 
And it divides itself, like the Oberland, into three regions: 
first, the region of rock and snow, sacred to Mereury and 
Apollo, in which Mercury's birth on Cyllene, his construction 
of the lyre, and his stealing the oxen of Apollo, are all expres- 
sions of the enchantments of cloud and sound, mingling with 
the sunshine, on the cliffs of Cyllene. 

‘* While the mists 

Flying, and rainy vapours, call out shapes 
And phantoms from the crags and solid earth 
As fast as a musician scatters sounds 

Out of his instrument.” 

Then came the pine region, sacred especially to Pan and 
Menalus the son of Lyeaon and brother of Callisto ; and 

you had better remember this relationship carefully, for the 
sake of the meaning of the constellations of Ursa Major and 

the Mons Meenalius, and of their wolf and bear traditions ; 
(compare also the strong impression on the Greek mind of 
the wild leafiness, nourished by snow, of the Bootian Cith- 
seron,—“ Oh, thou lake-hollow, full of divine leaves, and of 
wild creatures, nurse of the snow, darling of Diana,” (Pho- 
nissee, 801). How wild the climate of this pine region is, 
you may judge from the pieces in the note belowy out of 

* Roughly, Cyllene 7,700 feet high ; Erymanthus 7,000; Mnalus 

pI 4 i - , 

+ March 3rd.—We now ascend the roots of the mountain called Kas- 
tania, and begin to pass between it and the mountain of Alonistena, 
which is on our right. The latter is much higher than Kastanié, and, 
like the other peaked summits of the Menalian range, is covered with 
firs, and deeply at present with snow. The snow lies also in our pass. 
At a fountain in the road, the small village of Bazeniko is half a mile 
on the right, standing at the foot of the Menalian range, and now cov. 
ered with snow. 

Saeta is the most lofty of the range of mountains, which are in face 

of Levidhi, to the northward and eastward ; they are alla part of the 

chain which extends from Mount Khelm.’s, and connects that great sum- 
mit with Artemisium, Parthenium, and Parnon, Mount Saeté is cov~ 
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| “ealk s diary in crossing the Meenalian range in spring 
astly, you have the laurel and vine region, full of 

sweetnes and Elysian beauty. 

: ‘dell a dell, is, Sienaliy Apollo pursuing Daphne, and adverse 
alg hiscor | as in the earlier tradition, abe Sun pursuing 

see in her stead. _ That is to say, wherever the rocks 
protect the mist from the sunbeam, and suffer it to water the 
earth, there the laurel and other richest vegetation fill the 

_ hollows, giving a better glory to the sun itself. For sunshine, 
on the torrent spray, on the grass of its valley, and entangled 

_ among the laurel stems, or glancing from their leaves, be- 
2 -eame a thousandfold lovelier and more sacred than the same 

_ sunbeams, burning on the leafless mountain-side. 
_ And farther, the leaf, in its connection with the river, is 

_ typically expressive, not, as the flower was, of human fading 

and passing away, but of the perpetual flow and renewal of 
human mind and thought, rising “like the rivers that run 
q among the hills”; therefore it was that the youth of Greece 
2 ns th 

with firs, The mountain between the plain of Levidhi and Alo- 
l \, Or, to speak by the ancient nomenclature, that part of the Ma- 

e an range which separates the Orchomenia from the valleys of Helisson 
_ and Methydrium, is clothed also with large forests of the same trees ; 
_ the road across this ridge from Levidhi to Alonistena is now impractica- 
ble on account of the snow. 

Tam detained all day at Levidhi by a heavy fall of snow, which before 
e evening has covered the ground to half.a foot in depth, although the 

B }is not much elevated above the plain, nor in a more lofty situa- 
_ tion than Tripolitz4. 
March 4th.—Yesterday afternoon and during the night the snow fell 

% _ in such quantities as to cover all the plains and adjacent mountains; 
a ene the country exhibited this morning as fine a snow-scene as Warwty 
‘32. la supply. As the day advanced and the sun appeared, the snow 

rapidly, but the sky was soon overcast again, and the snow 
to fall. 
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sacrificed their hair—the sign of their continually renewed 
strength,—to the rivers, and to Apollo. Therefore, to com- 

memorate Apollo’s own chief victory over death—over Python, 
the corrupter,—a laurel branch was gathered every ninth year 
in the vale of Tempe ; and the laurel leaf became the reward 
or crown of all beneficent and enduring work of man—work 
of inspiration, born of the strength of the earth, and of the 
dew of heaven, and which can never pass away. 

29. You may doubt at first, even because of its grace, this 
meaning in the fable of Apollo and Daphne; you will not 
doubt it, however, when you trace it back to its first eastern 
origin. When we speak carelessly of the traditions respect- 
ing the Garden of Eden, (or in Hebrew, remember, Garden 

of Delight,) we are apt to confuse Milton's descriptions with 
those in the book of Genesis. Milton fills his Paradise with 

flowers ; but no flowers are spoken of in Genesis. We may 
indeed conclude that in speaking of every herb of the field, 
flowers are included. But they are not named. The things 
that are named in the Garden of Delight are trees only. 

The words are, ‘‘ every tree that was pleasant to the sight 
and good for food ;” and as if to mark the idea more strongly 
for us in the Septiiagint, even the ordinary Greek word for 
tree is not used, but the word évAov,—literally, every ‘ wood,’ 
every piece of timber that was pleasant or good. They are in- 
deed the “ vivi travi,”—living rafters of Dante’s Apennine. 

Do you remember how those trees were said to be watered ? 
Not by the four rivers only. The rivers could not supply the 
place of rain. No rivers do ; for in truth they are the refuse 
of rain. No storm-clouds were there, nor hidings of the blue 
by darkening veil; but there went up a mist from the earth, 
and watered the face of the ground,—or, as in Septuagint and 

Vulgate, ‘There went forth a fountain from the earth, and 

gave the earth to drink.” 
30. And now, lastly, we continually think of that Garden of 

Delight, as if it existed, or could exist, no longer; wholly — 

forgetting that it is spoken of in Scripture as perpetually 
existent ; and some of its fairest trees as existent also, or only 

recently destroyed. When Ezekiel is describing to Pharaoh 
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icijntinitnonst the Sirienin do you remember what image 
he gives of them? “Behold, the Assyrian was a cedar in 
Lebanon, with fair branches ; and his top was among the 
_ thick boughs ; the waters binihvished him, and the deep brought 
him up, with her rivers running round about his plants. 
Under his branches did all the beasts of the field bring forth 

_ their young ; and under his shadow dwelt all great nations.” 
__ 81. Now hear what follows. ‘‘ The cedars in the Garden of * 
God could not hide him. The fir trees were not like his 

_ boughs, and the chestnut trees were not like his branches ; 
4 nor any tree in the Garden of God was like unto him in 

_ beauty.” 
LE: So that you see, whenever a nation rises into consistent, 

; and, through many generations, enduring power, there 
is still the Garden of God; still it is the water of life which 
F fiedathe roots of it ; and still the succession of its people is 
: imaged by the perennial leafage of trees of Paradise. Could 
_ this be said of Assyria, and shall it not be said of England ? 
_ How much more, of lives such as ours should be,—just, labo- 
- rious, united in a‘m, beneficent in fulfilment, may the image 
_ be used of the leaves of the trees of Eden! Other symbols 

_ have been given often to show the evanescence and slightness 

_ of our lives—the foam upon the water, the grass on the house- 
top, the vapour that vanishes away ; yet none of these are 
images of true human life. That: life, when it is real, is not 
evanescent ; is not slight ; does not vanish away. Every noble 

life leaves the fibre of it interwoven for ever in the work of 
_ the world ; by so much, evermore, the strength of the human 
_ race has gained; more stubborn in the root, higher towards 
heaven in the branch ; and, “as a teil tree, and as an oak,— 

_ whose substance is in them when they cast their leaves, —so 
“the holy seed is in the midst thereof.” 
_ 82. Only remember on what conditions. In the great 
Psalm of life, we are told that everything that a man doeth 
shall prosper, so only that he delight in the law of his God, 
_ that he hath not walked in the counsel of the wicked, nor sat 

in the seat of the scornful. Is it among these leaves of the 

al Spring,—helpful leaves for the healing of the na- 

_ 
4 ; 
*.. 
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tions,—that we mean to have our part and place, or rathet 
among the “brown skeletons of leaves that lag, the forest 

brook along”? For other leaves there are, and other streams 
that water them,—not water of life, but water of Acheron. 

Autumnal leaves there are that strew the brooks, in Vallom- 

brosa. Remember you how the name of the place waschanged : 
“Once called ‘Sweet water’ (Aqua bella), now, the Shadowy 
Vale.” Portion in one or other name we must choose, all of 

us, with the living olive, by the living fountains of waters, or 
with the wild fig trees, whose leafage of human soul is strewed 
along the brooks of death, in the eternal Vallombrosa, 

CHAPTER IV. 8 rie cy 
THE FLOWER. 

Romer, Whit Monday, 1874. _ 

1. Own the quiet road leading from under the Palatine to the 
little church of St. Nereo and Achilleo, I met, yesterday morn- 
ing, group after group of happy peasants heaped in pyramids 
on their triumphal carts, in Whit-Sunday dress, stout and 
clean, and gay in colour ; and the women all with bright arti- 
ficial roses in their hair, set with true natural taste, and well 

becoming them. This power of arranging wreath or crown 
of flowers for the head, remains to the people from classi¢ 
times. And the thing that struck me most in the look of it 
was not so much the cheerfulness, as the dignity ;—in a true 

sense, the becomingness and decorousness of the ornament. 

Among the ruins of the dead city, and the worse desolation 
of the work of its modern rebuilders, here was one element 

at least of honour, and order ;—and, in these, of delight. | 
And these are the real significances of the flower itself. It — 

is the utmost purification of the plant, and the utmost disci- . 
pline. Where its tissue is blanched fairest, dyed purest, set in 
strictest rank, appointed to most chosen office, there—and 
created by the fact of this purity and function—is the flower. 

2. But created, observe, by the purity and order, more 
than by the function. The flower exists for its own sake—not 

a 
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_ The production of the fruit 4 is an added 
_ iki unites consoiation to us for its death. 

) flower is the end of the seed,—not the seed of the 
FRwatieiou'are fond of cherries, perbaps ; and think that 

1 cherry blossom is to produce cherries. Not at all. 
of cherries is to produce cherry blossoms ; just as the 

ft ‘bulbs: is to produce hyacinths,—not of hyacinths to 
e bulbs. Nay, that the flower can multiply by bulb, 
, or slip, as well as by seed, may show you at once 

im rial the seed-forming function is to the flower’s 
_ A flower is to the vegetable substance what a 

-erystal is to the mineral. “Dust of sapphire,” writes my 
_ friend Dr. John Brown to me, of the wood hyacinths of Scot- 

; land in the spring. Yes, that is so,—each bud more beauti- 
oer than perfectest jewel—this, indeed, jewel _ “of 

serene ;” but, observe you, the glory is in the 
Siliihte thie soronity, the radiance,—not in the mere continu- 
ptmiestof the creature. 

. It is because of its beauty that its continuance is worth 
4H wen’s while. The glory of it is in being,—not in beget- 

ting ; and in the spirit and substance,—not the change. For 
also has its flesh and spirit. Every day of spring is 

s Whit Sunday—Fire Sunday. The falling fire of the 
ow, with the order of its zones, and the gladness of its 

at,—you may eat of it, like Esdras ; but you feed upon 
F ik daly that you may see it. Do you think that flowers were 
born to nourish the blind ? 
_ Fasten well in your mind, then, the conception of order, 

and parity, as the essence of the flower’s being, no less than 
> erystal’s. A ruby is not made bright to scatter round 

Sik child-rubies ; nor a flower, but in collateral and added 
y ar, to give birth to other flowers. 
~ Two main facts, then, you have to study in every flower: 
Te ataisibty or order of it, and the perfection of its sub- 

: ; first, the manner in which the leaves are placed for 
‘beauty of form ; then the spinning and weaving and blanch- 
in y of their tissue, for the reception of purest colour, or re- 

1g to richest surface. 

Vou. I.—4 

‘THE FLOWER. 
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4. Virst, the order: the proportion, and answering to each 
other, of the parts; for the study of which it becomes neces- 

sary to know what its parts are; and that a flower consists 
essentially of—Well, I really don’t know what it consists es- 
sentially of. For some fiowers have bracts, and stalks, and 
toruses, and ecalices, and corollas, and discs, and stamens, and 

pistils, and ever so many odds and ends of things besides, of 
no use at all, seemingly ; and others have no bracts, and no 

stalks, and no toruses, and no calices, and no corollas, and 

nothing recognizable for stamens or pistils,—only, when they 
come to be reduced to this kind of poverty, one doesn’t call 
them flowers ; they get together in knots, and one calls them 
catkins, or the like, or forgets their existence altogether ;—I 
haven't the least idea, for instance, myself, what an oak blos- 

som is like ; only I know its bracts get together and make a 
cup of themselves afterwards, which the Italians call, as they 

do the dome of St. Peter’s, ‘cupola’; and that is a great pity, 
for their own sake as well as the world’s, that they were not 

content with their ilex cupolas, which were made to hold 
something, but took to building these big ones upside-down, 
which hold nothing—/less than nothing,—large extinguishers — 
of the flame of Catholic religion, And for farther embarrass- — 
ment, a flower not only is without essential consistence of a 
given number of parts, but it rarely consists, alone, of dself, 
One talks of a hyacinth as of a flower ; but a hyacinth is any 
number of flowers. One does not talk of ‘a heather’ ; when 

one says ‘heath,’ one means the whole plant, not the blossom, 
—because heath-bells, though they grow together for com- 
pany’ s sake, do so in a voluntary sort of way, and are not fixed 

in their places ; and yet, they depend on each other for aaa 
as much as a bunch of grapes. 

5. And this grouping of flowers, more or less waywardly, 
is that most subtle part of their order, and the most difficult 
to represent. Take the cluster of bog-heather bells, for in- 
stance, Line-study 1. You might think at first there were no 
lines in it worth study ; but look at it more carefully. There 
are twelve bells in the cluster. There may be fewer, or more ; 
but the bog-heath is apt to run into’ something near that 

ee a a 
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i en together as close as they can, and on 
one side of the supporting branch only. The natural’ effect 
would be to bend the branch down; but the branch won't 
have that, and so leans back tocarry them. Now you see the 
use of drawing the profile in the middle figure : it shows you 
the exactly balanced setting of the group,—not drooping, nor 
erect ; but with a disposition to droop, tossed up by the 
leaning back of the stem. Then, growing as near as they can 

7 other, those in the middle get squeezed. Here is an- 
aer quite special character. ‘Some flowers don’t like being 

squeezed at all (fancy a squeezed convolvulus!); but these 
4 heather bells like it, and look all the prettier for it,—not the 

squeezed ones exactly, by themselves, but the cluster alto- 
_ gether, by their patience. 
q - Then also the outside ones get pushed into a sort of star- 
_ shape, and in front show the colour of all their sides, and at 

q the back the rich green cluster of sharp Jeaves that hold them ; 
all this order being as essential to the plant as any of the 
more formal structures of the -bell itself. 
_. 6. But the bog-heath has usually only one cluster of flowers 
to arrange on each branch. Take a spray of ling (Frontis- 
piece), and you will find that the richest piece of Gothic spire- 

. would be dull and graceless beside the grouping of 
the floral masses in their various life. But it is difficult to 
give the accuracy of attention necessary to see their beauty 
_ without drawing them ; and still more difficult to draw them 
in any approximation to the truth before they change. This 
is indeed the fatallest obstacle to all good botanical work. 

Flowers, or leaves,—and especially the last,—can only be 
rightly drawn as they grow. And even then, in their loveliest 
Spring action, they grow as you draw them, and will not stay 
"quite the same creatures for half an hour. 
_ 7. I said in my inaugural lectures at Oxford, § 107, that 
‘real botany is not so much the description of plants as their 
biography. Without entering at all into the history of its 
fruitage, the life and death of the blossom itself is always an 

eventful romance, which must be completely told, if weil. 
‘The grouping g given to the various states of form between bud 
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and flower is always the most important part of the design of 
the plant; and in the modes of its death are some of the 
most touching lessons, or symbolisms, connected with its ex- 
istence. The utter loss and far scattered ruin of the cistus 
and wild rose,—the dishonoured and dark contortion of the 

convolvulus,—the pale wasting of the crimson heath of Apen- 
nine, are strangely opposed by the quiet closing of the brown 
bells of the ling, each making of themselves a little cross as 
they die ; and so enduring into the days of winter. I have 
drawn the faded beside the full branch, and know not treme: 
is the more beautiful. 

8. This grouping, then, and way of treating each ili 
their gathered company, is the first and most subtle condition 
of form in flowers ; and, observe, I don’t mean, just now, the 

appointed and disciplined grouping, but the wayward and ac- 
cidental. Don’t confuse the beautiful consent of the cluster 
in these sprays of heath with the legal strictness of a foxglove, 
—though that also has its divinity; but of another kind. 
That legal order of blossoming—for which we may wisely 
keep the accepted name, ‘ inflorescence,’ —is itself quite a sepa- 
rate subject of study, which we cannot take up until we know 
the still more strict laws which are set over the flower itself. 

9. Ihave in my hand a small red poppy which I gathered 
on Whit Sunday on the palace of the Ceesars. It is an in- 
tensely simple, intensely floral, flower. All silk and flame: a 
scarlet cup, perfect-edged all round, seen among the wild 
erass far away, like a burning coal fallen from Heaven’s altars. 
You cannot have a more complete, a more stainless, type of 
flower absolute ; inside and outside, all flower. No sparing 
of colour atiywheteli-ae outside coarsenesses—no interior 
secrecies ; open as the sunshine that creates it ; fine-finished 
on both sides, down to the extremest point of innestinciton its 
narrow stalk ; and robed in the purple of the Ceesars. . 

Literally so. That poppy scarlet, so far as it could be 
painted by mortal hand, for mortal King, stays yet, against — 
the sun, and wind, and rain, on the walls of the house of 
iseostis, « hundred yards from the spot where I ay 
the weed of its desolation. 



remember, of poppy-form among the corn- 
t aii beak tivbeginniars to think of every flower as 

essentially a cup. There are flat ones, but you will find that 
are really groups of flowers, not single blos- 

a ‘soms; and there are out-of-the-way and quaint ones, very dif- 
“ficult to define as of any shape; but even these have a cup to 

, deep down in them. You had better take the 
a cup or vase, as the first, simplest, and most general 
true flower. 

Phe botanists call it a corolla, which means a garland, or a 
_ kind of crown; and the word is a very good one, because it 
_ indicates that the flower-cup is made, as our clay cups are, on 
a potter's wheel ; that it is essentially a revolute form—a whirl 
| eeveenll whorl’ of leaves ; in reality successive round 

of the urn they form. 
i - 11. Perhaps, however, you think poppies in general are not 
much like cups. But the flower in my hand is a—poverty- 
: stricken poppy, I was going to write . ——poverty-strengthened 

poppy, I mean. On richer ground, it would have gushed 
into flaunting breadth of untenable purple—fiapped its incon- 
“sistent searlet vaguely to the wind—dropped_the pride of its 

over my hand in an hour after I gatheredit, But this 
rough-bred thing, a Campagna pony of a poppy, is as 

bright and strong to-day as yesterday. So that I can see ex- 
actly where the leaves join or lap over each other ; and when 

-T look down into the ex.p, find it to bée-composed of iour leaves 

_ altogether, —two smaller, set within two larger. 
12. Thus far (and somewhat farther) I had written in 
Rome; but now, putting my work together in Oxford, a sud- 
_ den doubt troubles me, whether all poppies have two petals 
‘smaller then the other two. Whereupon I take down an ex- 

_ cellent little school-book on botany—the best I've yet found, 
p thinking to be told quickly ; and I find a great deal about 
opium ; and, apropos of opium, that the juice of common cel- 

ine is of a bright orange colour ; and I pause for a bewil- 
<1 five minutes, wondering if a celandine is a poppy, and 

low many petals i has: going on again—because I must, 
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without making up my mind, on either question—I am told 
to “‘observe the floral receptacle of the Californian genus Esch- 
scholtzia.” Now I can’t observe anything of the sort, and I 
don’t want to; and I wish California and all that’s in it were 

at the deepest bottom of the Pacific. Next I am told to com- 
pare the poppy and waterlily ; and I can’t do that, neither— 
though I should like to ; and there’s the end of the article; 
and it never tells me whether one pair of petals is always 
smaller than the other, or not. Only Isee it says the corolla 
has four petals. Perhaps a celandine may be a double poppy, 
and have eight, I know they're tiresome irregular things, and 
I mustn't be stopped by them ;*—at any rate, my Roman 
poppy knew what it was about, and had its two couples of 
leaves in clear subordination, of which at the time I went on 

to inquire farther, as follows. 
13. The next point is, what shape are the petals of ? And 

that is easier asked than answered ; for when you pull them 
off, you find they won’t lie flat, by 
any means, but are each of them 
cups, or rather shells, themselves ; 

and that it requires as much con- 
chology as would describe a cockle, 
before you can properly give ac- 
count of a single poppy leaf. Or of 
a single any leaf—for all leaves are 
either shells, or boats, (or solid, if 

A not hollow, masses,) and cannot be 

represented in flat outline, But, 

laying these as flatas they will lie 
on a sheet of paper, you will find the 

Fie, 4. 
piece they hide of the paper they lie — 

on can be drawn ; giving approximately the shape of the outer — 
leaf as at A, that of the inner as at B, Fig. 4; which you will — 

* Just in time, finding a heap of gold under an oak tree some thou- ; 
sand years old, near Arundel, I’ve made them out: Eight divided by — 
three ; that is to say, three couples of petals, with two odd little ones 
inserted for form’s sake. No wonder I couldn’t decipher them by 
memory. moval 

| 
4 

’ 
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Sethi ty Fier 5 ; all above the line a 6 be- 
r edge of the leaf, oad jeihicdl dd UAB! 40 then gids 

eas 0 Weide tty drawing the lino wpdils the form. 
Ov ; every flower petal consists essentially of these two 
wiously proportioned and outlined. It expands from 

. pial hoods Sith external line, and for this reason. 
Jonsidering every flower under the type of a cup, the first 

of th 2 petal is that in which it expands from the bottom 
7 5 the second part, that in which it terminates itself 

Bo! HER: ai ees 
Bed. Hants 

‘ 6, epee the undivided cups of the three great geometrical 
A s of flowers—trefoil, quatrefoil and cinquefoil. 

Draw in the first an equilateral triangle, in the second a 
quare, in the third a pentagon; draw the dark lines from 

_ sete 1 ants (D E F) : then (a) the third part of D; (6) 
= part of E, (c) the fifth part of F, are the nde 

forms of the petals of the three families ; the relations 
' between the developing angle and limiting curve being varied 

~ aecordi ing to the depth of cup, and the degree of connection 
sn the petals. Thus a rose folds them over one another, 

Fie. 5. 

> the rim. Thus let the three circles, A B C, Fig. 
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in the bud; a convolvulus twists them,—the one expanding 
into a flat cinquefoil of separate petals, and the othenennor 
deep-welled cinquefoil of connected ones. : 

I find an excellent illastration in Veronica Polita, one of 
the most perfectly graceful of field plants because of the light — 
alternate flower stalks, each with its leaf at the base ; the 

flower itself a quatrefoil, of which the largest and least petals 
are uppermost. Pull one off its calyx (draw, if you ean, the © 
outline of the striped blue upper petal with the jagged edge 

of pale gold below), and 
: * = then examine the relative 

: ©) shapes of the lateral, and 
least upper petal. Their 
under surface is vary cu- 

4 ; rious, as if covered with 

white paint; the blue 
stripes above, in. the di- 
rection of their growth, 
deepening the more deli- 
cate colour with exquisite 
insistence. 

<> ZF V A lilae re OIE will 

a b e §=6. give you a pretty exam- 
ee. §; ple of the expansion of the 

petals of a quatrefoil above the edge of the cup or tube; but 
I must get back to our poppy at present. 

15. What outline its petals really have, however, is little 
shown in their crumpled fluttering ; but that very crumpling 
arises from a fine floral character which we do not enough 
value in them. We usually think of the poppy as a coarse 

flower ; but it is the most transparent and delicate of all the 
biossoms of the field. The rest—nearly all of them—depend 

on the fexture of their surfaces for colour. But the poppy is 

painted glass ; it never glows so brightly as when the sun shines 

through it. Wherever it is seen—against the light or with the 
light—always, it is a flame, and warms the wind like a blown 
ruby. 1% 

In these two qualities, the accurately balanced loma and 

a : 



THE FLOWER. 

n colour of the petals, you have, as I said, 
tral being of the flower. All the other parts of it are 
but we must follow them out in order. 

% ‘star,—of six rays only,—and surrounded by a 
Sega My rough-nurtured poppy contents itself with 
these for its centre ; a rich one would have had the green boss 
ivided. by a dozen of rays, and surrounded by a dark crowd 

of crested threads. 
this green boss is called by botanists the pistil, which 

‘ord consists of the two first syllables of the Latin pistil- 
lum, otherwise more familiarly Englished into ‘pestle.’ The 
_ meaning of the botanical word is of course, also, that the cen- 
tral part of a flower-cup has to it something of the relations 
_ that a pestle has to a mortar! Practically, however, as this 

parte, has no pounding functions, I think the word is mislead- 
well as ungraceful ; and that we may find a better one 
oking a little closer into the matter. For this pestle 

. ided generally into three very distinct parts: there is a 
storehouse at the bottom of it for the seeds of the plant ; 

E above this, a shaft, often of considerable length in deep cups, 
rising to the level of their upper edge, or cales it; and at 

the top of these shafts an expanded crest. This shaft the 
-eall-‘style, from the Greek word for a pillar ; and 

the erest of it—I do not know why—stigma, from the Greek 

word for ‘spot.’ The storehouse for the seeds they call the 
‘ovary,’ from the Latin ovum, an egg. So you have two- 
thirds of a Latin word, (pistil)—awkwardly and disagreeably 
edged im between pestle and pistol—for the whole thing ; you 
haye an English-Latin word (ovary) for the bottom of it; an 
English-Greek word (style) for the middle ; and a pure Greek. 

ord (stigma) for the top. 
_ 47. This is a great mess of language, and all the worse 
that the word style and stigma have both of them quite dif- 

ferent senses in ordinary and scholarly English from this 
xrced botanical one. And I will venture therefore, for my 

Own pupils, to put the four names altogether into English. 
Mnstead of calling the whole thing a pistil, I shall simply call — 

i 
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it the pillar. Instead of ‘ovary,’ I shall say ‘ Treasury’ (for 
a seed isn’t an egg, but itis a treasure). The style I shall call 
the ‘Shaft,’ and the stigma the ‘ Volute.’ So you will have 
your entire pillar divided into the treasury, at its base, the 
shaft, and the volute ; and I think you will find these divi- 
sions easily meotatsiaeies and not unfitted to the sense - the 
words in their ordinary use. 

18. Round this central, but, in the poppy, very aig 
pillar, you find a cluster of dark threads, with dusty pen- 
dants or cups at their ends. For these the botanists name 
‘stamens,’ may be conveniently retained, each consisting of a 
‘ filament,’ or thread, and an ‘ anther,’ or blossoming part. — 
And in this rich corolla, and pillar, or pillars, with their 

treasuries, and surrounding crowd of stamens, the essential 
flower consists. Fewer than these several parts, it cannot 
have, to be a flower at all; of these, the corolla leads, and is 
the object of final purpose. The stamens and the treasuries 
are only there in order to produce future corollas, ae 
often themselves decorative in the highest degree. 

These, I repeat, are all the essential parts of a flower. But 
it would have been difficult, with any other than the poppy, 
to have shown you them alone; for nearly all other flowers 
keep with them, all their lives, their nurse or tutor leaves, 
—the group which, in stronger and humbler temper, pro- 
tected them in their first weakness, and formed them to the 

first laws of their being. But the poppy casts these tutorial 
leaves away. It is the finished picture of impatient and 
luxury-loving youth,—at first too severely restrained, then 
casting all restraint away,—yet retaining to the end of life 
gasceinly and illiberal signs of its once Si submission 
to laws which were only pain,—not instruction. 

19. Gather a green poppy bud, just when it shows the 
scarlet line at its side ; break it open and unpack the poppy. 
The whole flower is there complete in size and colour,—its 
stamens full-grown, but all packed so closely that the fine silk 
of the petals is crushed into a million of shapeless wrinkles. 
When the flower opens, it seems a deliverance from torture ; 
the two imprisoning green leaves are shaken to the ground ; 

§ 

2 
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grieved corolla smooths itself in the sun, and vomforts 
as it can ; but remains visibly crushed and hurt to the 

girs days. 
= ot so flowers of gracious breeding. Look at these 
ru stages ‘in the young life of a primrose, Fig. 7. First 

confined, as strictly as the poppy within five vinchinp green 
ves, whose points close over it, the little thing is content 

remain a child, and finds its nursery large enotigh The 
sen leaves unclose their points,--the little yellow ones 
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open wide to it; and grow, and grow, and throw themselves 
_ wider at last into their perfect rose. But they never leave 
: their old nursery for all that; it and they live on together ; 

_ and the nursery seems a part of the flower. 
_ 21. Which is so, indeed, in all the loveliest flowers ; and, in 

4 Pedal botanical parlance, a flower is said to consist of its 
ealyx, (or hiding part—Calypso having rule over it,) and 
corolla, or garland part, Proserpina having rule over it. But 
: it is better to think of them always as separate ; for this 
_ ealyx, very justly so named from its main function of conceal- 
_ ing the fiower, in its youth is usually green, not coloured, and 

- Ms my 
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shows its separate nature by pausing, or at least greatly lin- 
gering, in its growth, and modifying itself very slightly, while 
the corolla is forming itself through active change. Look at 

the two, for instance, ; 

through the youth of 
a pease blossom, Fig. 
8 

KF The entire cluster 

at first appears pen- 
oa Ss dent in this manner, | Fra. 8. 

—S the. stalk beriding Yound ‘on pape 
into, that position. On which all the 
little buds, thinking themselves ill- 

treated, determine not to submit to 
anything of the sort, turn their points 
upward persistently, and determine 
that—at any cost of trouble—they will 
get nearer the sun. Then they begin 
to open, and let out their corollas. I 
give the process of one only (Fig. 9).* 
It chances to be engraved the reverse 
way from the bud ;. but that is of no 
consequence, 

At first, you see the long lower point 
of the calyx thought that i/ was going | 
to be the head of the family, and curls 
upwards eagerly. Then the little 
corolla steals out ; and soon does away 
with that impression on the mind of 
the calyx. The corolla soars up with 
widening wings, the abashed calyx re- 
treats beneath ; and finally the great 
upper leaf of corolla—not pleased at 

Pats having its back still turned to the light, 
and its face down—throws itself entirely back, to look at the 

sky, and nothing else ;—and your blossom is complete. 
Keeping, therefore, the ideas of calyx and corolla entirely 

* Figs. 8 and 9 are both drawn and engraved by Mr. Burgess. 
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“distinct, dia, one general point you may note of both ; that, as _ 
a calyx is originally folded tight over the flower, and has te - 
open deeply to Jet it out, it is nearly always composed of sharp 
_ pointed leaves like the segments of a balloon ; while corollas 
having to open out as wide as possible to shiew themselves, 
_ are typically like cups or plates, only cut into their edges here 
" and there, for ornamentation’s sake. 
a 22. And, finally, though the corolla is essentially the floral 

_ group of leaves, and vimially receives the glory of colour for 

itself only, this glory and delight may be given to any other 
part of the group ; and, as if to show us that there is no really 
_ dishonoured or degraded membership, the stalks and leaves 
in some plants, near the blossom, flush in sympathy with it, 
and become themselves a.part of the effectively visible flower ; 
—Eryngo—Jura hyacinth, (comosus,) and the edges of upper 

_ stems and leaves in many plants ; while others, (Geranium lu- 
cidum,) are made to delight us with their leaves rather than 
their blossoms ; only I suppose, in these, the scarlet leaf colour 
isa kind of early autumnal glow,—a beautiful hectic, and fore- 
taste, in sacred youth, of sacred death. 
' Lobserve, among the speculations of modern science, sev- 
eral, lately, not uningenious, and highly industrious, on the 

- subject of the relation of colour in flowers, to insects—to se- 
lective development, etc., etc. There are such relations, of 
course. So also, the blush of a girl, when she first perceives 
the faltering in her lover’s step as he draws near, is related 
essentially to the existing state of her stomach ; and to the 
state of it through all the years of her previous existence. 
Nevertheless, neither love, chastity, nor blushing, are merely 

exponents of digestion. 
_ All these materialisms, in their unclean stupidity, are essen- 
tially the work of human bats; men of semi-faculty or semi- 

¥ education, who are more or less incapable of so much as see- 

_ ing, much less thinking about, colour ; among whom, for one- 
_ sided intensity, even Mr. Darwin must be often ranked, as in 
his vespertilian treatise on the ocelli of the Argus pheasant, 
_ which he imagines to be artistically gradated, and perfectly 
imitative of a ball and socket. If I had him here in Oxford 

ee a SP = =—s. he tet, 

see 
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for a week, and could force him to try to copy a feather by 
Bewick, or to draw for himself a boy’s thumbed marble, his 
notions of feathers, and balls, would be changed for all the rest 

of his life. But his ignorance ef good art is no excuse for the 
acutely illogical simplicity of the rest of his talk of colour in 
the “Descent of Man.” Peacocks’ tails, he thinks, are the re- — 
sult of the admiration of blue tails in the minds of well-bred 
peahens,—and similarly, mandrills’ noses the result of the 
admiration of blue noses in well-bred baboons. But it never 
occurs to him to ask why the admiration of blue noses is 
healthy in baboons, so that it develops their race properly, 

while similar maidenly admiration either of blue noses or red 
noses in men would be improper, and develop the race im- 
properly. The word itself ‘proper’ being one of which he has 
never asked, or guessed, the meaning. And when he imagined 
the gradation of the cloudings in feathers to represent succes- 
sive generation, it never occurred to him to look at the much 
finer cloudy gradations in the clouds of dawn themselves ; and 

explain the modes of sexual preference and selective develop- 
ment which had brought ‘hem to their scarlet glory, before 
the cock could crow thrice. Putting all these vespertilian 
speculations out of our way, the human facts concerning col- 

our are briefly these. Wherever men are noble, they love 

bright colour; and wherever they can live healthily, bright 
colour is given them-—in sky, sea, flowers, and living creatures. 

On the other hand, wherever men are ignoble and sensual, 

they endure without pain, and at last even come to like 
(especially if artists,) mud-colour and black, and to dislike 
rose-colour and white. And wherever it is unhealthy for them 
to live, the poisonousness of the place is marked by some 
ghastly colour in air, earth or flowers. 

There are, of course, exceptions to all such widely founded 
laws ; there are poisonous berries of scarlet, and pestilent skies 
that are fair. But, if we once honestly compare a venomous 
wood-fungus, rotting into black dissolution of dripped slime 
at its edges, with a spring gentian ; or a puff adder witha 
salmon trout, or a fog in Bermondsey with a clear sky at 
Berne, we shall get hold of the entire question on its right 
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a ‘ehaaw able afterwards to study at our leisure, or accept 
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: 
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without doubt or trouble, facts of apparenily contrary mean- 
ing. And the practical lesson which I wish to leave with the 
reader is, that lovely flowers, and green trees growing in the 

- open ‘ir, are the prover guides of men to the places which 
their maker intended them to inhabit ; while the flowerless 
and treeless deserts—of reed, or sand, or rock,—are meant to 

be either heroically invaded and redeemed, or surrendered to 
the wild creatures which are appointed for them ; happy and 
wonderful in their wild abodes. 
' Nor is the world so small but that we may yet leave in it 
also unconquered spaces of beautiful solitude; where the 
chamois and red deer may wander fearleba,.--1ior any fire of 
avarice scorch from the Highlands of Alp, or Grampian, the 
rapture of the heath, and the rose. 

“pag en CHAPTER V. 

PAPAVER RHOEAS 

BRANTWOOD, July 11th, 1875. 

a es L Gece: to take up yesterday a favourite old book, 
Mavor's British Tourists, (London, 1798,) I found in its fourth 

volume a delightful diary of a journey made in 1782 through 
various parts of England, by Charles P. Moritz of Berlin. 

And iu the fourteenth page of this diary I find the follow- 
ing passage, pleasantly complimentary to England :— 
_ “The slices of bread and butter which they give you with 
your tea are as thin as poppy leaves. But there is another 

_ Kind of bread and butter usually eaten with tea, which is 
; - toasted by the fire, and is incomparably good. This is called 
* “toast, 2» 

et werent lk A 9d sade ae seattle 

I wonder how many people, nowadays, whose bread and 
butter was cut too thin for them, would think of comparing 

_ the slices to poppy leaves? But this was in the old days of 
_ travelling, when people did not whirl themselves past corn- 
| ‘Bel that they might have more time to walk on paving- 
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stones; andl understood that poppies did not mingle their 
searlet among the gold, without some purpose of the peppy- 
Maker that they should be looked at. 

Nevertheless, with respect to the good and polite German's 
poetically-contemplated, and finely esthetic, tea, may it not be 
asked whether poppy leaves themselves, like the bread and 
butter, are not, if we may venture an opinion—too thin,—im- 

properly thin? In the last chapter, my reader was, I hope, a 

little anxious to know what I meant by saying that modern 
philosophers did not know the meaning of the word ‘proper,’ - 
and may wish to know what I mean by it myself, And ne I 
think it needful to explain before going farther. 

2. In our English prayer-book translation, the first verse of 
the ninety-third Psalm runs thus: “ The Lord is King ; and 
hath put on glorious apparel.” And although, in the future 
republican world, there are to be no lords, no kings, and no 
glorious apparel, it will be found convenient, for botanical 
purposes, to remember what such things once were ; for when 

Isaid of the poppy, in last chapter, that it was “robed in the 
purple of the Czesars,” the words gave, to any one who had a 
clear idea of a Cesar, and of his dress, a better, and even 

" stricter, account of the flower than if I had only said, with 

Mr. Sowerby, “petals bright scarlet ;” which might just as 
well have been said of a pimpernel, or scarlet geranium ;—but 
of neither of these latter should I have said “robed in purple — 
of Cvsars.” What I meant was, first, that the poppy leaf 
looks dyed through and through, like glass, or Tyrian tissue ; 
and not merely painted: secondly, that the splendour of it is 
proud,—almost insolently so. Augustus, in his glory, might 
have been clothed like one of these ; and Saul ; but not David 

nor Solomon ; still less the teacher of Solomon, when He puts 
on ‘glorious apparel.’ 

3. Let us look, however, at the two translations of the same 
ver'se. 

In the vulgate it is “ Dominus regnavit ; decorem ‘alii 3 

est ;”” He hai put on ‘ becomingness, nu Bledeith apparel, rather 
than glorious. 

In the Septuagint it is evrperevi—well-becomingness ; an ex- 



the existence of an opposite idea of possible ‘ill-becoming- 
 ness,'—of an apparel which should, in just as aceurate a 
_ sense, belong appropriately to the creature invested with it, 
be and yet not be glorious, but ingiorious, and not well-becom- 

ing, but ill-becoming. The mandrill’s blué nose, for instance, 
_ already referred to, can we rightly speak of this as ‘cvmperea’? 
Or the stings, and minute, eblofarleas blossoming of the nettle ? 

_ May we call these a glorious apparel, as we may the glowing of 
an alpine rose? 
+ You will find on reflection, and find more convincingly the 

more accurately you reflect, that there is an absolute sense 
attached to such words as ‘ decent,’ ‘ honourable,’ ‘ glorious,” 

or ‘xaXos,’ contrary to another absolute sense in the words 
_ *imdecent,’ ‘shameful,’ ‘ vile,’ or ‘ aigypos.’ 
__ And that there is every degree of these absolute qualities 
_ visible in living creatures ; and that the divinity of the Mind 
_ of man is in its essential discernment of what is «adov from 
_ what is aivypor, and in his preference of the kind of creatures 
_ which are decent, to those which are indecent; and of the 
__ kinds of thoughts, in himself, which are noble, to those which 

arevile 
_. 4, When therefore I said that Mr. Darwin, and his school,* 
had no conception of the real meaning of the word ‘ proper,’ 

_ Imeant that they conceived the qualities of things only as 
__ their ‘properties,’ but not as their ‘ becomingnesses ;’ and see- 
_ ing that dirt is proper to a swine, malice to a monkey, poison 
_ to a nettle, and folly to a fool, they called a nettle but a nettle, 
_ and the faults of fools but folly ; and never saw the difference 

_ between ugliness and beauty absolute, decency and indecency 
_ absolute, glory or shame absolute, and folly or sense absolute. 
_ Whereas, the perception of beauty, and the power of defin- 
_ ing physical character, are based on moral instinct, and on the 
| power of defining animal or human character. Nor is it pos- 

_ sible to say that one flower is more highly developed, or one 
7 animal of a higher order, than another, without the assump- 

pi - * Of Vespertilian science generally, compare ‘Eagles’ Nest,’ pp- 24 
F and 126. 
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1 which, if the reader considers, must imply certainly: 
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tion of a divine law of perfection to which the one more con. 
forms than the other. 

5. Thus, for instance. That it should ever have been an 

. open question with 
me whether a pop- 
py had always two 
of its petals less 

depended wholly 
on the hurry and 
imperfection with 
which the poppy 
carries out its plan. 

. Itnever would have 

* occurred to me to 

‘ doubt whether an 
iris had three of its 

leaves smaller than 

the other three, be- 

cause an iris always 
completes itself to 
its own ideal. 

Nevertheless, on 

examining various 
poppies, as I walk- 
ed, thissummer, up 

and down the hills 

and Wakefield, I 
find the subordina- 
tion of the upper 
and lower petals 
entirely necessary 
and normal; and 

that the result of it is to give two distinct profiles to the 
poppy cup, the difference between which, however, we shall 

see better in the yellow. Welsh poppy, at present called 
Meconopsis Cambrica; but which, in the Oxford schools 

Fie, 10, 

than the other two, 

between Sheffield | 

. 
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will be ‘Papaver eruciforme ’—‘ Crosslet Poppy,’—first, be- 
cause all our botanical names must be in Latin if possible ; 
Greek only allowed when we can do no better; secondly, 

because meconopsis is barbarous Greek ; thirdly, and chiefly, 
because it is little matter whether this poppy be Welsh or 
English ; but very needful that we should observe, wher- 
ever it grows, that the petals 
are arranged in what used to 
be, in my young days, called 
a diamond shape,* as at A, 

Fig. 10, the two narrow inner 
ones at right angles to, and 
projecting farther than, the 
two outside broad ones; and 

that the two broad ones, oi 

folded back, as indicated by 
the thicker lines, and have a 

_ profile curve, which is only 
the softening, or melting 
away into each other, of two 
straight lines. Indeed, when 
the flower is. younger, and 
quite strong, both its profiles, 
A and B, Fig. 11, are nearly 
straight-sided ; and always, p 
be it young or old, one 
broader than the other, so as ery 
to give the flower, seen from above, the shape of a contracted 

cross, or crosslet. 

_. 6. Now I find no notice of this flower in Gerarde ; and in 

Sowerby, out of eighteen lines of closely printed descriptive 
text, no notice of its crosslet form, while the petals are only 
stated to be “roundish-concave,” terms equally applicable to 
at least one-half of all flower petals in the world. The leaves 

* The mathematical term is ‘rhomb.’ 
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are said to be very deeply pinnately partite ; but eremeeeiie 
neither pinnate nor partite ! 

And this is your modern cheap science, in ten wolieneld 
Now I haven’t a quiet moment to spare for drawing this morn- 
ing ; but I merely give the main relations of the petals, A, and 
blot in the wrinkles of one of the lower ones, B, Fig. 12 ; and 

yet in this rude sketch you will feel, I believe, there is some- 
thing specific which could not belong to any other flower. 
But all proper description is impossible without careful pro- 
files of each petal laterally and across it. Which I may not 
find time to draw for any poppy whatever, because they none 

A B 
Fig. 12, 

of them have well-becomingness enough to make it worth my 
while, being all more or less weedy, and ungracious, and min- 
gled of good and evil. Whereupon rises before me, ghostly 
and untenable, the general question, ‘ What is a weed ?” and, 

impatient for answer, the particular question, Whatis a poppy ? 
I choose, for instance, to call this yellow fower a poppy, instead 

of a “likeness to poppy,” which the botanists meant to eall it, 
in their bad Greek. I choose also to call a poppy, what the 
botanists have called “ glaucous thing,” (glaucium). But 

where and when shall I stop calling things poppies? This is 
certainly a question to be settled at once, with others apper- 
taining to it. 



daledher, nish not an ‘ aceous’ thing, only half some- envi 
' thing or half another. I mean to call this plant now in my 
: hand, either a poppy or not a poppy ; but not poppaceous. 

other, either a thistle or not a thistle ; but not thistla- 

z ceous. And this other, either a nettle or not a nettle ; but 
- not nettlaceous. I know it will be very difficult to carry out 

_ this principle when tribes of plants are mu@h extended and 
_ Naried in type : I shall persist in it, however, as far as possi- 
_ ble; and when plants change so much that one cannot with 
_ any conscience call them by their family name any more, I 
F shall put them aside somewhere among families of poor rela- 

_ tions, not to be minded for the present, until we are well ac- 
quainted with the better bred circles. I don’t know, for in- 

. stance, whether I shall call the Burnet ‘ Grass-rose,’ or put it - 
out of court for having no petals; but it certainly shall not 
_ be called rosaceous ; and my first point will be to make sure 
_of my pupils having a clear idea of the central aml unques- 
tionable forms of thistle, grass, or rose, and assigning to them 

_ pure Latin, and pretty English, names,—classical, if possible ? 
 pedint: least intelligible and decorous. 

_8. I return.to our present special question, then, What is a — 
~ poppy ? and return also to a book I gave away long ago, and 
_ have just begged back again, Dr. Lindley’s Ladies’ Botany. 

_ For without at all looking upon ladies as inferior beings, I 
_ dimly hope that what Dr. Lindley considers likely to be intel- 
 ligible to them, may be also clear to their very humble servant. 

‘The poppies, I find, (page 19, vol. i.) differ from crowfeet 
in being of a stupefying instead of a burning nature, and in 

generally having two sepals, and twice two petals, “but as some 
_ poppies have three sepals, and twice three petals, the num- 

ber of these parts is not sufficiently constant to form an 
essential mark.” Yes, I know that, for I found a superb six- 

_ petaled poppy; spotted like a cistus, the other day in a friend’s 
garden. But then, what makes it a poppy still? That it is 
_ of a stupefying nature, and itself so stupid that it does not 

how many petals it should have, is surely not enough 
. paeection 2 
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9. Returning to Lindley, and working the matter farther 
out with his help, I think this definition might stand: “ 
poppy is a flower which has either four or six petals, and two 
or more treasuries, united into one; containing a milky, stupe- 
fying fluid in its stalks and leaves, and always throwing away 
its calyx when it blossoms.” 

And indeed, every flower which unites all these characters, 
we shall, in the Oxford schools, call ‘ poppy,’ and ‘ Papayer ;’ 
but when I get fairly into work, I hope to fix my definitions 
into more strict terms. For I wish all my pupils to form the 
habit of asking, of every plant, these following four questions, 
in order, corresponding to the subject of these opening chap- 
ters, namely, “ What root has it? what leaf? what flower? 
and what stem?” And, in this definition of poppies, nothing 

_ whatever is said about the root; and not only I don’t know 
myself what a poppy root is Like; but in all Sowerby’s POPPY 
section, I find no word whatever about that matter. 

10. Leaving, however, for the present, the root unthought 
of, and contenting myself with Dr. Lindley’s characteristics, I 
shall place, at the head of the whole group, our common 
European wild poppy, Papaver Rhoeas, and, with this, ae 
the nine following other flowers thus,—opposite. 

I must be content at present with determining the Latin 
names for the Oxford schools ; the English ones I shall give 

as they chance to occur to me, in Gerarde and the classical 

poets who wrote before the English revolution. When no 
satisfactory name is to be found, I must try to invent one ; | 

as, for instance, just now, I don’t like Gerard’s ‘ Corn-rose’ 

for Papaver Rhoeas, and must coin another ; but this can’t be 

done by thinking: it will come into my head some day, by 
chance. I might try at it straightforwardly for a week to 
gether, and not do it. 

The Latin names must be fixed at once, somehow; and 

therefore I do the best I can, keeping as much respect for the 
old nomenclature as possible, though this involves the illogical — 

practice of giving the epithet sometimes from the flower, 
(violaceum, cruciforme), and sometimes from the seed vessel, 
(elatum, echinosum, corniculatum). Guarding this distinc: — 
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r, we may perhaps be content to call the six last 

_ of the group, in English, Urchin Poppy, Violet Poppy, Cross- 
_ let Poppy, Horned Poppy, Beach Poppy, and Welcome Poppy. 
IT don't think the last flower pretty enough to be connected 

_ more directly with the swallow, in its English name. 
Rey + 

¢ 

rE IN IXFORD CATALOGUE. DIoOScoRIDES. In PRESENT BoTany, 
mettre lt) 

pnewv potas....| Papaver Rhoeas 
u. KnTweurn *..| P. Hortense 

HF bh. Ovdaxizis ¢..| P. Lamottei 
Bee PEEBOMIOMO tle tcc c cc cee oes P. Argemone 
_  ®. PB. Echinosum ........)..... Pree ri ry a P. Hybridum 
AN EN SE «+.+++| Roemeria Hybrida 
Dh CIE MMREONTOD 6 oi onc! s since tes agecess Meconopsis Cambrica 

kepativis...| Glaucium Corniculatum 
2 kK. wapadis....| Glaucium Luteum 
Sueur ey WMOMGOMIUM 2.2. .t. 2. eee cee ee Chelidonium Majus 

seal I shall be well content if my pupils know these ten pop- 
_ pies rightly ; all of them at present wild in our own country, 
q isa I believe, also European in range : the head and type of 

all being the common wild poppy of our cornfields for which 
_ the name ‘ Papaver Rhoéas," given it by Dioscorides, Gerarde, 

- and Linneeus, is entirely authoritative, and we will therefore 
at once examine the meaning, and reason, of that name. 

12. Dioscorides says the name belongs to it “did 75 raxéws 
_ 70 dvBos dmoBddXew,” “ because it casts ofits bloom quickly,” — 
from féo, (vheo) in the sense of shedding. And this indeed 

it does,—first calyx, then corolla ;—you may translate it 
_ * swiftly ruinous” poppy, but notice, in connection with this 
idea, how it droops its head before blooming: an action which 

_ Idoubt not, mingled in Homer's thought with the image of 

; ois depression when filled by rain, in the passage of the Iliad, 

Ris 1d owepua apromotetra, 
+ éxtunnes éxovea td Kepdidsov. Dioscorides makes no effort. to distin- 

bs guish species, but gives the different names as if merely used in differ- 
ent places 

$I is also used sometimes of the garden poppy, says Dioscorides, 
ary ltted & abtis Tov dmov ”—** because the sap, opium, flows from it.” 
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which, as I have relieved your memory of three 
names of poppy families, you have memory to spare for learn- 
ing. ‘ wey ery bAl 

“ uhkov 8 &s Erépwoe xapn Bader, hr’ evi Kime St re 

kapt¢ Bp.lopern, varifjor Te eidpwjow 
bs érépwo’ Huvoe képn mhAnn: Bapvvder.” 

“ And as a poppy lets its head fall aside, which in a garden 
is loaded with its fruit, and with the soft rains of spring, so 
the youth drooped his head on one side ; burdened with the 
helmet.” 

And now you shall compare the translations of igh mae ; 
hool of with its context, by Chapman and Pope—(or the 

Pope), the one being by a man of pure English temper, and 
able therefore to understand pure Greek tempers the other in- 
fected with all the faults of the falsely classical school of the 
Renaissance. 

First I take Chapman :— 

“His shaft smit fair Gorgythion, of Praim’s princely race — 
Who in Alpina was brought forth, a famous town in Thrace, 
By Castianeira, that for form was like celestial breed, ei htt 
And as a crimson poppy-flower, surcharged with his seed, 
And vernal humours falling thick, declines his heavy brow, © 
So, a-oneside, his helmet’s weight his fainting head did bow.’ 

Next, Pope :— 

‘*He missed the mark; but pierced Gorgythio’s heart, 
And drenched in royal blood the thirsty dart : 
(Fair Castianeira, nymph of form divine, 
This offspring added to King Priam’s line). to wUETDS 

As full-blown poppies, overcharged with rain, {3 
Decline the head, and drooping kiss the plain, ; 
So sinks the youth: his beauteous head, depressed 
Beneath his helmet, drops upon his breast.”’ 

13. I give you the two passages in full, trusting that you 
may so feel the becomingness of the one, and the graceless- i 
ness of the other. But note farther, in the Homeric passage, 
one subtlety which cannot enough be marked even in Chap- — 
man’s English, that his second word, jue, is employed by — 

a i 



Siitatysst ours ck corn, under wind, and of 
» to its ruin ;* and otherwise, in good Greek 

s word is sieves as having such specific sense of _ 
drooping under weight ; or towards death, under the 
of ewe which they have no more strength to sus- 

n;+ the passage I quoted from Plato, (‘ Crown of 
woe: <5 iy Thu 

passages quoted by Liddell. 
fod his pate rather tiresome on re-reading it myself, and can- 

x criticism of the imitation of this passage by Virgil, one 
es of the Aineid which are purely and vulgarly imitative, 
false as well as weak by the introducing sentence, ‘*‘ Vol- 

ere us leto,” after which the simile of the drooping flower is 

{ raat lecitictins, the chief use of which is to warn all sensible 
en from such business, the following abstract of Diderot’s notes on the 
: given in the ‘Saturday Review ’ for April 29th, 1871, is worth 

as the French critic really not aware that Homer had 
his own way ?) 

bake his theory of poetical hieroglyphs by no quota- 
‘ean show the manner of his minute and sometimes fanci- 

al criticism by repeating his analysis of the passage of Virgil wherein 

he death of Euryalus is described: 

ael 
echo 

*Pulchrosque per artus 
a: ep It cruor, inque humeros cervix collapsa recumbit ; 
_ Bye Apespreis veluti cum flos succisus aratro 
a > Languescit moriens ; lassove papavera collo 
¥en ear ip Paminate caput, pintvia eum forte gravantur.’ 

¥ “The sound of ‘Tt cruor,’ according to Diderot, suggests the image 
of a jet of blood ; ‘cervix collapsa recumbit,’ the fall of a dying man’s 
head upon his shoulder ; ‘stccisus’ imitates the use of a ree scythe 
/(not plough) ; ; ‘demisere ’ is as soft as the eye of a flower; ‘ gravantur,’ 
pap ihe other hand, has all the weight of a calyx, filled with rain ; ‘col- 

_ lapsa’ marks an effort and a fall, and similar double duty is parfonned 
a * papavera,’ the first two syllables symbolizing the poppy upright, the 

ast two the poppy bent. While thus pursuing his minute investiga- 
tions, Diderot can scarcely help laughing at himself, and candidly owns 
that he is open to the suspicion of discovering in the poem beauties 
which have no existence. He therefore qualities his eulogy by pointing 
out two faults in the passage. ‘Gravantur,’ notwithstanding the praise 

‘it has received, is a little too heavy for the light head of a poppy, even 
‘wheu filled with water. As for ‘ aratro,’ coming as it does after the ‘hiss 

of ‘succisus,’ itis altogether abominable. Had Homer written the Lines, 
a 
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Wild Olive,’ Pp. 95): ‘And bore lightly the burden of gold 
and of possessions.” And thus you will begin to understand 
how the poppy became in the heathen mind the type at once 
of power, or pride, and of its loss; and therefore, both why 

_ Virgil represents the white nymph Nais, “ pallentes violas, et 
summa papavera carpens, ”*—gathering the pale flags, and the 
highest poppies,—and the reason for the choice of this rather 
than any other flower, in the story of Tarquin’s message to his 
son. L 

14. But you are next to remember the word Rhoeas in 
another sense. Whether originally intended or afterwards 
caught at, the resemblance of the word to ‘Rhoea,’ a pome- 
granate, mentally connects itself with the resemblance of the 
poppy head to the pomegranate fruit. 

. And if I allow this flower to be the first we take up for care- 
ful study in ‘ Proserpina,’ on account of its simplicity of form 

_ and splendour of colour, I wish you also to remember, in con- 

nection with it, the cause of Proserpine’s eternal captivity— 
her having tasted a pomegranate seed,—the pomegranate be- 
ing in Greek mythology what the apple is in the Mosaic le- 
gend ; and, in the whole worship of Demeter, associated with — 

the poppy by a multitude of ideas which are not definitely 
expressed, but can only be gathered out of Greek art and 
literature, as we learn their symbolism. The chief character 
on which these thoughts are founded is the fulness of seed in — 
the poppy and pomegranate, as an image of life: then the ~ 
forms of both became adopted for beads or bosses in orna-— 
mental art ; the pomegranate remains more distinctly a Jew- 
ish and Christian type, from its use in the border of Aaron’s 
robe, down to the fruit in the hand of Angelico’s and Botti- 

celli’s Infant Christs ; while the poppy is gradually confused 
by the Byzantine Greeks with grapes ; and both of these with 

— 
7 
- 
“ 

he would have ended with some hieroglyph, which would have contin-— 
ued the hiss or described the fall of a flower. To the hiss of ‘suecisus’ 

Diderot is warmly attached. Not by mistala but in order to justify the 
sound, he ventures to translate ‘aratrum’ into ‘scythe,’ boldly and 

rightly declaring in a marginal note that this is not the ene “ the 
word.” 
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m fruit. The palm, in the shorthand of their art, grad- 
becomes a symmetrical branched ornament with two 

; this is again confused with the Greek iris, 
” s blue i ‘nia: and Pindar’s water-fiag,)—and the Floren- 

_ tines, in adopting Byzantine ornament, read it.into their own 
% lys ; but insert two poppyheads on each side of the 
entire foil, in their finest heraldry. 
_ 15. Meantime the definitely intended poppy, in late Chris- 
tian Greek art of the twelfth century, modifies the form of the 
_ Acanthus leaf with its own, until the northern twelfth-century 
workman takes the thistle-head for the poppy, and the thistle- 
leaf for acanthus. The true poppy-lead remains in the south, 
‘but gets more and more confused with grapes, till the Re- 
naissance carvers are content with any kind of boss full of 

_ geed, but insist on such boss or bursting globe as some essen- 
_ tial part of their ornament ;—the bean-pod for the same rea- 
son (not without Pytinparekn notions, and some of republican 

election) is used by Brunelleschi for main decoration of the 
lantern of Florence duomo ; and, finally, the ornamentation 

gets so shapeless, that M. Violet-le-Due, in his ‘Dictionary of 
Ornament,’ loses trace of its origin altogether, and fancies the 

1 agi forms were derived from the spadix of the arum. 
“16. I have no time to enter into farther details; but 

. “nlbaph all this vast range of art, note this singular thet, that 
Z the wheat ear, the vine, the fleur-de-lys, the poppy, and the 

j leaf of the acanthus-weed, or thistle, occupy the entire 
_ thoughts of the decorative workmen trained in classic schools, 
to the exclusion of the rose, true lily, and other the flowers of 

_ luxury. And that the deeply underlying reason of this is in 
the relation of weeds to corn, or of the adverse powers of nat- 

ure to the beneficent ones, expressed for us readers of the 
_ Jewish scriptures, centrally in the verse, ‘thorns also, and 
_ thistles, shall it bring forth to thee ; and thou shalt eat the 

herb of the field” (yopros, grass or corn), and exquisitely 
_ symbolized throughout the fields of Europe by the presence 
of the purple ‘ corn-flag,’ or gladiolus, and ‘corn-rose’ (Ge- 
_ rarde’s name for Papaver Rhoeas), in the midst of carelessly 
_ tended: corn; and in the traditions of the art of Europe by 

i 
4 
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the springing of the Acanthus round the basket of pe 
phora, strictly the basket for bread, the idea of bread includ- 
ing all sacred things carried at the feasts of Demeter, Bacchus, 
and the Queen of the Air. And this springing of the thorny 
weeds round the basket of reed, distinctly taken up by the 
Byzantine Italians in the basket-work capital of the twelfth 
century, (which I have already illustrated at length in the 
‘Stones of Venice,’) becomes the germ of all capitals whatso- 
ever, in the great schools of Gothic, to the end of Gothic 

time, and also of all the capitals of the pure and noble Re- 
naissance architecture of Angelico and Perugino, and all that 
was learned from them in the north, while the introduction 

of the rose, asa primal element of decoration, only takes place 
when the luxury of English decorated Gothic, the result of — 
that licentious spirit in the lords which brought on the Wars 
of the. Roses, indicates the approach of destruction to the 
feudal, artistic, and moral power of the northern nations. . 

For which reason, and many others, I must yet delay the 
following out of our main subject, till I have answered the 
other question, which brought me to pause in the middle of 
this chapter, namely, ‘ What is a weed ?’ bs 

CHAPTER VI. 

THE PARABLE OF JOASH, 

1. Some ten or twelve years ago, I bought—three times 
twelve are thirty-six—of a delightful little book by Mrs. 
Gatty, called ‘Aunt Judy’s Tales ’—whereof to make presents 
to my little lady friends. I had, at that happy time, perhaps — 
from four-and-twenty to six-and-thirty—I forget exactly how 
many—very particular little lady friends ; and greatly wished 
Aunt Judy to be the thirty-seventh,—the kindest, wittiest, 
prettiest girl one had ever read of, at least in so entirely 
proper and orthodox literature. 

2. Not but that it is a suspicious sign of infirmity of faith $ 
in our modern moralists to make their exemplary young peo« 
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pretty ; and dress them always in the height of the 
fashion. One may read Miss Edgeworth’s ‘ Harry and Lucy,’ 

Mary,’ ‘Fashionable Tales,’ or ‘ Parents’ Assist- 
h, from end to end, with extremest care; and 

never find out whether Lucy was tall or short, nor whether 
q ‘Mary was dark or fair, nor how Miss Aunaly was dressed, nor, 

. was my own chief point of interest—what was the 
colour of Rosamond’s eyes. Whereas Aunt Judy, in charm- 

e “ing position after position, is shown to have expressed all her 
_ pure evangelical principles with the prettiest of lips ; and to 
have had her gown, though puritanically plain, made by one 
of the best modistes in London. 

_ + 8. Nevertheless, the book is wholesome and useful; and the 
nicest story in it, as far as I recollect, is an inquiry into the 
_ subject which is our present business, ‘What is a weed ?’—in 

_ which, by many pleasant devices, Aunt Judy leads her little 

_ brothers and sisters to discern that a weed is ‘a plant in the 
wrong place.’ 
_. ‘Vegetable ’ in the wrong place, by the way, I think Aunt 
_ Judy says, being a precisely scientific little aunt. But I can’t 
4 keep it out of my own less scientific head that ‘vegetable’ 
_ means only something going to be boiled, I like ‘ plant’ bet- 
ter for general sense, besides that it’s shorter. 

Whatever we call them, Aunt Judy is perfectly right about 
_ them as far as she has gone ; but, as happens often even to the 
_ best of evangelical instructresses, she has stopped just short 
_ of the gist of the whole matter. Itis entirely true that a weed 
_ is a plant that has got into a wrong place ; but it never seems 
os have oceurred to Aunt Judy that some plants never do / 
' Who ever saw a wood anemone or a heath blossom in the 

q ; wrong place ? Who ever saw netile or hemlock in a right 

one? And yet, the difference between flower and weed, (I 
use, for convenience sake, these words in their fainiliar oppo- 

_ sition,) certainly does not consist merely in the flowers being 
innocent, and the weed stinging and venomous. We do not 

_ eall the nightshade a weed in our hedges, nor the scarlet agarie 

“in our woods, But we do the corncockle in our fields. 
_ 4, Had the thoughtful little tutoress gone but one thought 
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farther, and instead of “a vegetable in a wrong place ,” (which 
it may happen to the innocentest vegetable sometimes to be, 
without turning into a weed, therefore,) said, “A vegetable 
which has an innate disposition to get into the wrong place,” 
she would have greatly furthered the matter for us; but then 
she perhaps would have felt herself to be uncharitably divid- 
ing with vegetables her own little evangelical sa see of 
origitial sin. 

5. This, you will find, nevertheless, to be the very essence 
of weed character—in plants, as in men. If you glance 
through your botanical books, you will see often added cer- 
tain names—‘ a troublesome weed.” It is not its being veno- 
mous, or ugly, but its being impertinent—thrusting itself 
where it has no business, and hinders other people’s business 
—that makes a weed of it. The most accursed of all vege- 
tables, the one that has destroyed for the present even 
the possibility of European civilization, is only called a weed 
in the slang of its votaries;* but in the finest and truest 
English we call so the plant which has come to us by chance 
from the same country, the type of mere senseless prolific 
activity, the American water-plant, choking our streams till 
the very fish that leap out of them cannot fall back, but die on 
the clogged surface ; and indeed, for this unrestrainable, wn- 
conquerable insolence of uselessness, what name can be 
enough dishonourable ? M 

6. I pass to vegetation of nobler rank. 
You remember, I was obliged in the last chapter to leave — 

my poppy, for the present, without an English specifie name, 
because I don’t like Gerarde’s ‘ corn-rose,’ and can’t yet think 
of another. Nevertheless, I would have used Gerarde’s name, 

if the corn-rose were as much a rose as the corn-flag is a — 

flag. But it isn’t. The rose and lily have quite different re-— 
lations to the corn. ‘The lily is grass mM loveliness, as the corn 
is grass in use; and both grow together in peace—gladiolus 
in the wheat, and narcissus in the pasture. But the rose is of 

* And I have too harshly called our English Vines, ‘ wicked weeds of 
Kent,’ in Fors Clavigera, xxvii., vol. i, p. 877. Much may be said for 
Ale, when we brew it for our people honestly 
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i and higher order than the corn, and you never saw a 

cornfield overrun with sweetbrier or apple-blossom. 
_ They have no mind, they, to get into the wrong place. 

_ © What is it, then, this temper in some plants—malicious as it 
_ seems—intrusive, at all events, or erring,—which brings them 

a ‘oe sege, places—thrusts them where they thivart us and 

% eh Deimasily, it is mere hardihood and coarseness of make. 
be A plant that can live anywhere, will often live where it is not 
_ wanted. _ But the delicate and tender ones keep at home. You 

have no trouble in ‘keeping down’ the spring gentian. It 
_ rejoices in its own Alpine home, and makes the earth as like 
_ heayen as it can, but yields as softly as the air, if you want it 
_ to give place. Here in England, it will only grow on the 
- loneliest moors, above the high force of Tees ; its Latin name, 
- for us (I may as well tell you at once) is to be ‘Lucia verna ;’ 

- and its English one, Lucy of Teesdale. 

_ 8, But a plant may be hardy, and coarse of make, and able 
to live anywhere, and-yet be no weed. The coltsfoot, so far as 
I knoy, is the first of large-leaved plants to grow afresh on 
ground that has been disturbed : fall of Alpine débris, ruin of 
railroad embankment, waste of drifted slime by flood, it seeks 

to heal and redeem ; but it does not offend us in our gardens, 
nor impoverish us in our fields. 
px: _ Nevertheless, mere coarseness of structure, indiscriminate 
_ hardihood, is at least a point of some unworthiness in a plant. 
P That it should have no choice of home, no love of native land, 

is ungentle ; much more if such discrimination as it has, be 
immodest, and incline it, seemingly, to open and much-tra- 
versed places, where it may be continually seen of strangers. 
3 “The tormeniilla gleams in showers along the mountain 
turf; her delicate crosslets are separate, though constellate, as 
‘the rubied daisy. But the king-cup—(blessing be upon it 

ways no less)—crowds itself sometimes into too burnished 
flame of inevitable gold. I don’t know if there was anything 

n the darkness of this last spring to make it brighter in resist- 
nce; but I never saw any spaces of full warm yellow, in 

val colour, so intense as the meadows between Reading 
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and the Thames ; nor did I know perfectly what purple and 
gold meant, till I saw a field of park land embroidered a foot 
deep with king-cup and clover—while I was correcting my last 
notes on the spring colours of the Royal NE te age. 
bury. 

9. And there are two other questions of exteenii wabilety 
connected with this main one. What shall we say of the 
plants whose. entire destiny is parasitice—which are not only 
sometimes, and impertinently, but always, and pertinently, 
out of place; not only out of the right place, but out of any 
place of their own? When is mistletoe, for instance, in the 

right place, young ladies, think you? On an apple tree, or 
on a ceiling? When is ivy in the right place ?—when wall- 
flower? The ivy has been torn down from the towers of Ken- 
ilworth ; the weeds from the arches of the Coliseum, and from 

- the steps of the Araceli, irreverently, vilely, and in vain ; but 
how are we to separate the creatures whose office it is to abate 
the grief of ruin by their gentleness, Listirant 

“ wafting wallflower scents 
From out the crumbling ruins of fallen pride, 
And chambers of transgression, now forlorn,” 

from those which truly resists the toil of men, and conspire 

against their fame ; which are cunning to consume, and pro- 

lifie to encumber; and of whose perverse and unweleome 
sowing we know, ‘end can say assuredly, ‘‘ An — hath 
done this.” ny i 

10. Again. The character of strength which gitieey peeve! 
lence over others to any common plant, is more or less con- 
sistently dependent on woody fibre in the leaves: giving them 
strong ribs and great expanding extent; or spinous nee 

and mitinkled or gathered extent. a 

Get clearly into your mind the nature of these two con. 
ditions. When a leaf is to be spread wide, like the Burdock, 
it is supported by a framework of extending ribs like a . 
roof. The supporting function of these is geometrical ; every 

_ one is constructed like the girders of a bridge, or beams of 

floor, with all manner of science in the distribution of thei 
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~ subs ry section, for narrow and deep streneth ; and 
somge shiadke are mostly hollow. But when the extending space 

_ ofa leaf is to be enriched with fulness of folds, and become 
_ beautiful in wrinkles, this*may be done either by pure undu- 
_ lation as of « liquid current along the leaf edge, or by sharp 
_ ‘drawing ’—or ‘gathering’ I believe ladies would call it—and 
stitching of the edges together. And this stitching together, 
a peta very strongly, is done round a bit bb: stick, as a 

' ‘sail is reefed round a mast; and this bit of stick needs to be 
bs , not geometrically strong ; its function is essentially 

“gravity ; but to stick the edges out, stiffly, in a crimped frill. 
beautiful work of this kind, which we are meant to 

the stays of the leaf—or stay-bones—are finished off 
very sharply and exquisitely at the points; and indeed so 
; sieecdlon| Ahad: they. prick our fingers when we touch them ; 
_ for they are not at all meant to be touched, but admired. 

with extreme respect for their endurance and orderliness. 
_ Among flowers that pass away, and leaves that shake as with 
~ague, or shrink like bad cloth,—these, in their sturdy growth 
ee life, we are bound to honour; and, under the 

_-green holly, remember how much softer frionddhip was failing, 
and how much of other loving, folly. And yet—you are ct 
f pvadatan the thistle with the cedar that is in Lebanon ; nor 
_ to forget—if the spinous nature of it become too cruel to 
_ provoke and offend—the parable of Joash to Amaziah, and its 
fulfilment: “There passed by a wild beast that was in Leba- 

non, and trode down the thistle.” 
12. Then, lastly, if this rudeness and insensitiveness of 

ature be gifted with no redeeming beauty ; if the boss of 
ne thistle lose its purple, and the star of the Lion’s tooth, 

‘its light ; and, much more, if service be perverted as beauty 
“is 3 lost, and the honied tube, and medicinal leaf, change into 

mere swollen emptiness, and salt brown membrane, swayed 
“im nerveless languor by the idle sea,—at last the separation 

en the two natures is as great as between the fruitful 
h and fruitless ocean ; and between the living hands that 

4 “that of starch,——not to hold the lent up off the ground against 

11. To be admired,—with qualification, indeed, always, but 
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tend the Garden of Herbs where Love is, and those perm 
that toss with tangle and with shells. ; 

%* * Xe % * | sf : 

13. I had a long bit in my hedd, that I wanted iashesaet 
about St. George of the Seaweed, but I’ve no time to do it; 
and those few words of Tennyson’s are enough, if one thinks 
of them : only I see, in correcting press, that Pve partly mis- 
applied the idea of ‘ gathering’ in the leaf edge. It would be 
more accurate to say it was gathered at the central rib; but 
there is nothing in needlework that will represent the actual 
excess by lateral growth at the edge, giving three or four 
inches of edge for one of centre. But the stiffening of the 
fold by the thorn which holds it out is very like the action of 
a ship’s spars on its sails; and absolutely in many eases like 
that of the spines in a fish’s fin, passing into the various con- 
ditions of serpentine and dracontic crest, connected with all 
the terrors and adversities of nature ; not to be dealt —— in 
a chapter on weeds. ~ 

14. Here isa sketch of a crested leaf of less adverse temper, 
which may as well be given, together with Plate IIL, in this 
number, these two engravings being meant for examples of — 
two different methods of drawing, both useful according to 
character of subject. Plate ILL is sketched first with a finely-— 
pointed pen, and common ink, on white paper; then washed 
rapidly with colour, and retouched with the pen to give sharp- — 
ness and completion. This method is used because the thistle — 
leaves are full of complex and sharp sinuosities, and set with — 
intensely sharp spines passing into hairs, which require many — 
kinds of execution with the fine point to imitate at all. In the — 
drawing there was more look of the bloom or woolliness on 
the stems, but it was useless to try for this in the mezzotint, — 
and I desired Mr. Allen to leave his work at the stage where 
it expressed as much form as I wanted. The leaves are of the 
common marsh thistle, of which more anon; and the two 

long lateral ones are only two different views of the same leaf, 
while the central figure is a young leaf just opening. It beat 
me, in its delicate bossing, and I had to leave it, ee 
edly enough. ib 
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better work, being of an easier subject, 

Bie rendered by perfectly simple means. 
. a eeiealert and membranous surface to rep- 

mn with definite outlines, and merely undulating folds ; 
is) is sufficiently done by a careful and firm pen outline 
: ey paper, with a slight wash of colour afterwards, rein- 
“fore éd in the darks; then marking the lights with white. 

| nethod is classic and authoritative, being used by many 
z the greatest’ masters, (by ‘Holbein continually ;) and it is 
“mut ch the best which the general student can adopt for ex- 

of the action and muscular power of plants. 
aon @ goodness or badness of such work depends absolutely 
on the truth c the single line. You will find a thousand bo- 
E which will give you a delicate and deceptive 
1 _remblance of the leaf, for one that will give you the right 
' xity in its backbone, the right perspective of its peaks 

reshorten, or the right relation of depth i in the 
Sit lbts/atmplee. On which, in leaves as in faces, no 

ression of temper depends. 
atime we have yet to consider somewhat more touch- 

ing grand sere in next chapter. 
a Naaod, fey 

“teh get 

a haptics) y<: ; 
i Shad iting, _ CHAPTER VIL 

? eukqunaie bike 

ied Tab etetivrc: 

 LIvo id chow if my readers were checked, as I wished 
E eeen 45 be, at least for a moment, in the close of the last 

pter, by my talking of thistles and dandelions changing 
enehens by gradation of which, doubtless, Mr. Darwin 

us with specious and sufficient instances. But 
groups will not be contemplated in our Oxford sys-_ 

elasi ae any parental relations whatsoever. 
We shall, however, find some very notable relations existing 

n the two groups of the wild flowers of dry land, which 
i cienit: in the widest extent, and the distinctest opposition, 

e two characters of material serviceableness and unservice- 

THE PARABLE OF JOTHAM. 
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ableness; the groups which in our English slaseiladiibe will 
be easily remembered as those of the Thyme, ond ae 
Daisy. ret 

The one, scented as with incensé+-medicindl_—aanadal in all 

gentle and humble ways, useful. The other, scentless—help- 
less for ministry to the body ; infinitely dear as the bringer 
of light, ruby, white and gold ; the three colours of the Day, 
with no hue of shade in it. Therefore I take it on the coins 
of St. George for the symbol of the splendour or light of 
heaven, which is dearest where humblest. 

2. Now these great two orders—of which the types are the. : 
thyme and the daiiey —you are to remember generally as the © 
‘Herbs’ and the ‘Sunflowers.’ You are not to call them — 
Lipped flowers, nor Composed flowers ; because the first is a 
vulgar term ; for when you once come to be able to draw a 
lip, or, in noble duty, to kiss one, you will know that noother — 

flower in earth is like that: and the second is an indefinite — 
term ; for a foxglove is as much a ‘composed’ flower as a — 
daisy; but it is composed in the shape of a spire, instead of 
the shape of the sun. And again a thistle, which common — 
botany calls a composed flower, as well as a daisy, is com- — 
posed in quite another shape, being on the whole, bossy in- — 
stead of flat ; and of another temper, or composition of mind, 

also, being connected in that respect with butterburs, and a — 
vast company of rough, knotty, half-black or brown, and gen- 
erally unluminous—flowers I can scarcely call them—and 
weeds I will not,—creatures, at all events, in nowise to be 

gathered under the general name ‘ Composed,’ with the stars 
that crown Chaucer’s Alcestis, when she returns to the day 
from the dead. , 

But the wilder and stronger blossoms of the Hawk’s-eye— — 
again you see I refuse for them the word weed ;—and the 

waste-loving Chicory, which the Venetians call ‘Sponsa solis,” _ 
are all to be held in one class with the Sunflowers ; but dedi- — 

cate,—the daisy to Alcestis alone ; others to Clytia, or the 

Physician Apollo himself ; but I can’t follow their mythology — 
yet awhile. i’ 

3. Now in these two families you have typically Use op- ; 
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in wildness ; it is their wildness which is their 
virtue ;—that the thyme is sweet where it is unthought of, 
pee shetsnisias red, where the foot despises them: while, in 

P ars, wildness is their crime,—‘‘ Wherefore, when I 

ik t, it should bring forth grapes, brought it forth wild 
; 2” But in all of them you must distinguish between 
the pure wildness of flowers and their distress. It may not 
be our duty to tame them ; but it must be, to relieve. 
4. It chanced, as I was arranging the course of these two 
chapters, that I had examples given me of distressed and 

dness, in immediate contrast. The first, I grieve to 

, was in a bit of my own brushwood, left uncared-for evi- 
tly many a year before it became mine. I had to cut my 

‘ wy into i through a mass of thorny ruin ; black, birds-nest 
like, entanglement of brittle spray round twisted stems of ill- 
* 0 bireies strangling each other, and changing half into 

-oots among the rock clefts; knotted stumps of never-blos- 

‘soming blackthorn, and choked stragglings of holly, all laced 
_and twisted and tethered round with an untouchable, almost 

Pechewsil thatch, a foot thick, of dead. bramble and rose, 
er rotten ground through which the water soaked 

sssly, undermining it into merely unctuous clods and 
s, knitted together by mossy sponge. It was all Nature’s 

f felted, che had had her way with it to the uttermost; 
and clearly needed human help and interference in her busi- 
ness; and yet there was not one plant in the whole ruinous 

d deathful riot of the place, whose nature was not in itself 

1olesome and lovely ; but all lost for want of discipline. 
5. The other piece of wild growth was among the fallen 
eat of limestone under Malham Cove. Sheltered by the 
if Babaye, from stress of wind, the ash and hazel wood spring 

re in a fair and perfect freedom, without a diseased bough, 
. ran unwholesome shade. I do not know why mine is “all 

eneumbered with overgrowth, and this so lovely that scarce a 

branch could be gathered but with injury ;—while under- 
fath, the oxalis, and the two smallest geraniums (Lucidum 
1 Herb-Robert). and the mossy saxifrage, and the cross- 
aved bed-straw, and the white pansy, wrought themselves 
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into wreaths among the fallen crags, in which ‘every leaf re- 
joiced, and was at rest. yt 

6. Now between these two states of equally natural seb irth, 
the point of difference that forced itself on me (and practically 
enough, in the work I had in my own wood), was not so much 
the withering and waste of the one, and the life of the other, 
as the thorniness and cruelty of the one, and the softness of 
the other. In Malham Cove, the stones of the brook were 

softer with moss than any silken pillow—the crowded oxalis 
leaves yielded to the pressure of the hand, and were not felt 
—the cloven leaves of the Herb-Robert and orbed clusters 
of its companion overflowed every rent in the rude crags 
with living balm ; there was scarcely a place left by the ten-. 
derness of the happy things, where one might not lay down 
one’s forehead on their warm softness, and sleep. But in the 
waste and distressed ground, the distress had changed itself } 
to cruelty. The leaves had all perished, and the bending” 
saplings, and the wood of trust ;—but the thorns were there, 
immortal, and the gnarled and sapless roots, and ‘the dusty 
treacheries of decay. : 

7, Of which things you will find it good to consider al 0 
otherwise than botanivally. For all these lower organisms: 
suffer and perish, or are gladdened and flourish, under condi- 
tions which are in utter precision symbolical, and in utte: 
fidelity representative, of the conditions which induce adve' 
sity and prosperity in the kingdoms of men: and the Eternal 
Demeter,—Mother, and Judge,—brings forth, as the hert 
yielding seed, so also the thorn and the thistle, not to herself, 

but fo thee. 

8. You have read the words of the great Law often enough 
—have you ever thought enough of them to know the differ. 
ence between these two appointed means of Distress? Th 
first, the Thorn, is the type of distress caused by crime, chang 

ing the soft and breathing leaf into inflexible and woundin; 
stubbornness. ‘The second is the distress appointed to be 
means and herald of good,—Thou shalt see the stubborn thi 
tle bursting, into glossy purple, which outredden, all volu ptu- 
ous garden roses. 
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that, after much hunting, I cannot find au- 
of the day when Scotland took the thistle for her 

pan. I have no space (in this chapter at least) for 
; but, with whatever lightness of construing we may 

, the symbol, it is actually the truest that could have 
en for some conditions of the Scottish mind. There 

is flower which the Proserpina of our Northern Sicily 
; te A more dearly: and scarcely any of us recognize 

on oug " the beautiful power of its close-set stars, and rooted 

radiance of ground leaves ; yet the stubbornness and ungrace- 

rectitude of its stem, and the besetting of its wholesome 

sub tance. with that fringe of offence, and the forwardness of 
it, and dominance,—I fear to lacess some of my dearest 

' if I went on :—let them rather, with Bailie Jarvie’s 
true conscience, * take their Scott from the inner shelf in their 

t's library which all true Scotsmen give him, and trace, 
i the swift reading of memory, the characters of Fergus 
vo. , Hector M'Intyre, Mause Headrigg, Alison Wilson, 

Richi: “Moniplies, and Andrew Fairservice ; and then say, if 
. faults of all these, drawn as they are with a precision of 
fons ine a Corinthian sculptor’s of the acanthus leaf, can be 

_ found in anything like the same strength in other races, or if 
80, stubbornly folded and starched moni-plies of irritating 

selfish friendliness, lowly conceit, and intolerable 
fidelity, are native to any other spot of the wild earth of the 

| feet globe. 
. . 10, Will you note also—for this is of extreme interest— 

- that these essential faults are all mean faults ;—what we may 
call” -ground-growing faults; conditions of semi-education, 

_ ™ Has my reader ever thought,—I never did till this moment,—now 
_ it perfects the exquisite character which Scott himself loved, as he in- 

> jvented, till he changed the form of the novel, that his habitual inter- 
ection should be this word ;—not but that the oath, by conscience, was 

pily still remaining then in Scotland, taking the place of the me- 
( - dieval ‘by St. Andrew,’ we in England, long before the Scot, having 
‘3 -all sense of the Puritanical appeal to private conscience, as of the 

‘Catholic oath, ‘by St. George;’ and our uncanonized ‘ by George’ in 
; senorous rudeness, ratifying, not now our common conscience, but our 

ndividual opinion, 
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of hardly-treated homelife, or of coarsely-minded and wander: 

ing prosperity. How literally may we go back from the liv. 
ing soul symbolized, to the strangely accurate earthly symbol. 
in the prickly weed. For if, with its bravery of endurance, 
and carelessness in choice of home, we find also definite 
faculty and habit of migration, volant mechanism for choice- 
less journey, not divinely directed in pilgrimage to known 
shrines ; but carried at the wind’s will by a Spirit which 
listeth nof—it will go hard but that the plant shall become, 
if not dreaded, at least despised ; and, in its wandering and 
reckless splendour, disgrace the garden of the sluggard, and 
possess the jnhéritatide of the prodigal: until even its own 
nature seems contrary to good, and the invocation of the just — 
man be made to it as the executor of Judgment, “ Let thistles 
grow instead of wheat, and cockle instead of barley.” 

11. Yet to be despised—either for men or flowers—may be 
no ill-fortune ; the real ill-fortune is only to be despicable. — 
These faults of human character, wherever found, observe, 
belong to it as ill-trained—incomplete ; confirm theriiselves 
only in the vulgar. There is no base pertinacity, no over- 
weening bolivait, in the Black Douglas, or Claverhouse, or 
Montrose ; in these we find the pure Scottish temper, of — 
heroic dndGranse and royal pride; but, when, in the pay, and — 
not deceived, but purchased, idolatry of Mammon, the Scot-— 
tish persistence and pride become knit and vested in the 
spleuchan, and your stiff Covenanter makes his covenant 
with Death, and your Old Mortality deciphers only the sense- 
less legends of the eternal gravestone,—you get your weed, 
earth grown, in bitter verity, and earth-devastating, in bitter — 

strength. 

12. I have told you, elsewhere, we are always first to study — 
national character in the highest and purest examples. But— 
if our knowledge is to be complete, we have to study also the 
special diseases of national character. And in exact opposi- 
tion to the most solemn virtue of Scotland, the domestic truth 
and tenderness breathed in all Scottish song, you have this 
special disease and mortal cancer, this woody-fibriness, literally, 
of temper and thought : the consummation of which into pure 
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atic ll black Devil's charcoal—the sap of the birks 
of Aberfeldy become cinder, and the blessed juices of them, 

deadly gas,—you may know in its pure blackness best in the 
work of the greatest of these ground-growing Scotchmen, 
Adam Smith. 

13. No man of like capacity, I believe, born of any other 
nation, could have deliberately, and with no momentary 
shadow of suspicion or question, formalized the spinous and 
monstrous fallacy that human commerce and policy are natur- 
ally founded on the desire of every man to possess his neigh- 
bour’s ‘goods. 

_ This is the ‘release unto us Barabbas,’ with a witness ; and 
the deliberate systematization of that ery, and choice, for 
perpetual repetition and fulfilment in Christian statesmanship, 
has been, with the strange precision of natural symbolism 
and retribution, signed, (as of old, by strewing of ashes on 
Kidron,) by strewing of ashes on the brooks “of Scotland ; 
waters once of life, health, music, and divine tradition ; but 

_ to whose festering scum you may now set fire with a candle ; 
and of which, round the once excelling palace of Scotland, 

modern sanitary science is now helplessly contending with 
. me poisonous exhalations. 
14. I gave this chapter its heading, because I had it in my 

sahisa: to work out the meaning of the fable in the ninth chap- 
ter of Judges, from what I had seen on that thorny ground 
of mine, where the bramble was king over all the trees of the 
wood. But the thoughts are gone from me now; and as I 

_ re-read the chapter of Judges,—now, except in my memory, 
_ unread, as it chances, for many a year,—the sadness of that 

_ ‘story of Gideon fastens on me, and silences me. his the end 
‘of his angel visions, and dream-led victories, the slaughter of all 

his sons but this youngest,*—and he never again heard of in 
anh ! 

_ You Scottish children of the Rock, taught through all your 
Gave pastoral and noble lives by many a sweet miracle of dew 
on fleece and ground,—once servants of mighty kings, and 

** Jotham,’ *Sum perfectio eorum,’ or ‘Consummatio eorum.’ (In- 
zx ‘terpretation of name in Vulgate index.) 
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keepers of sacred covenant; have you indeed dealt truly with 
your warrior kings, and prophet saints, or are these ruins of 
their homes, and shrines, dark with the fire that fell from the - 
curse of Jerubbaal ? 

CHAPTER VIII. 

THE STEM, 

1. As Tread over again, with a fresh mind, the last chapter, 
Iam struck by the opposition of states which seem best to fit 
a weed for a weed’s work,—stubbornness, namely, and flaccid- 

ity. On the one hand, a sternness and a coarseness of struct- 
ure which changes its stem into a stake, and its leaf into a spine ; 
on the other, an utter flaccidity and ventosity of structure, 
which changes its stem into a riband, and its leaf into a bubble. 
And before we go farther—for we are not yet at the end of 
our study of these obnoxious things—we had better complete 
an examination of the parts of a plant in general, by ascertain- 
ing what a Stem proper is ; and what makes it stiffer, or hollow- 
er, than we like it thes to wit, the gracious and generous 

strength of ash differs from the spinous obstinacy of black- 
thorn,—and how the geometric and enduring hollowness of 
a stalk of wheat differs from the soft fulness of that of a mush- 
room. To which end, I will take up a piece of study, not a 
black, but white, thorn, written last spring. 

len hatettanaee blossom. mee 
I want, if I can, to find out to-day, 25th. May, 1875, what it 

is we like it so much for: holding these two branches of it in 
my hand—one full out, the other in youth, This full one is 
a mere mass of symmetrically balanced—snow, one was going 
vaguely to write, in the first impulse. But it is nothing of 
the sort. White,—yes, in a high degree ; and pure, totally ; 

but not at all dazzling in the white, nor pure in an insultingly 
rivalless manner, as snow would be ; yet pure somehow, cer- 

tainly ; and white, absolutely, in spite of what might be thought 
failure,—imperfection—nay, even distress and loss in it, For 
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; every little rose of it has a green darkness in the centre—not 
even a pretty green, but a faded, yellowish, glutinous, un- 
accomplished green ; and round that, all over the surface of 
the blossom, whose shell-like petals are themselves deep sunk, 

: with grey shadows in the hollows of them—all above this al- 
| ready subdued brightness, are strewn the dark points of the 
dead stamens—manifest more and more, the longer one looks, 
as a kind of grey sand, sprinkled without sparing over what 
looked at first unspotted light. And in all the ways of it the 
lovely thing is more like the spring frock of some prudent lit- 
tle maid of fourteen, than a flower ;—frock with some little 

spotty pattern on it to keep it from showing an unintended 
and inadvertent spot,—if Fate should ever inflict such a thing! 
Undeveloped, thinks Mr. Darwin,—the poor short-coming, 
ill-blanched thorn blossom—going to be a Rose, some day 
soon ; and, what next ?—who knows ?—-perhaps a Peony ! 
' 8. Then this next branch, in dawn and delight of youth, set 
with opening clusters of yet numerable blossom, four, and 
five, and seven, edged, and islanded, and ended, by the sharp 

leaves of freshest green, deepened under the flowers, and stud- 
ded round with bosses, better than pearl beads of St. Agnes’ 
rosary, —folded over and over, with the edges of their little 

__ leaves pouting, as the very softest waves do on flat sand where 
one meets another; then opening just enough to show the 

violet colour within—which yet isn’t violet colour, nor even 
*“meno che le rose,” but a different colour from every other 
lilac that one ever saw ;—faint and faded even before it sees 

light, as the filmy cup opens over the depth of it, then broken 
into purple motes of tired bloom, fading into darkness, as the 

_ cup extends into the perfect rose. 
~ This, with all its sweet change that one would so fain stay, and 

: soft effulgence of bud into softly falling flower, one has watched 
_ —how often; but always with the feeling that the blossoms 

are thrown over the green depth like white clouds—never with 
_ any idea of so much as asking what holds the clouds there. 

Have each of the innumerable blossoms a separate stalk ? and, 
if so, how is it that one never thinks of the stalk, as one does 

- with currants? 
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4, Turn the side of the branch to you ;—Nature never meant 

you to see it so; but now it is all stalk below, and stamens 
above,—the petals nothing, the stalks all tiny trees, always 
dividing their branches mainly into three—one in the centre 
short, and the two lateral, long, with an intermediate extremely. 
long one, if needed, to fill a gap, so contriving that the flow- 
ers shall all be nearly at the same level, or at least surface of 
ball, like a guelder rose. But the cunning with which the 
tree conceals its structure till the blossom is fallen, and then 

—for a little while, we had best look no more at it, for it is 

all like grape-stalks with no grapes. 
These, whether carrying hawthorn blossom and haw, or 

grape blossom and grape, or peach blossom and peach, you 
will simply call the ‘ stalk,’ whether of flower or fruit, A ‘stalk’ 
is essentially round, like a pillar ; and has, for the most part, 
the power of first developing, and then shaking off, flower 
and fruit from its extremities. You can pull the peach from 
its stalk, the cherry, the grape. Always-at some time of its 
existence, the flower-stalk lets fall something of what it sus- 
tained, petal or seed. 

In late Latin it is called ‘petiolus,’ the little foot ; because 

the expanding piece that holds the grape, or olive, is a little 
like an animal's foot. Modern botanists have misapplied the 
word to the /ea/-stalk, which has no resemblance to a foot at 

all. We must keep the word to its proper meaning, and, 
when we want to write Latin, call it ‘petiolus ;’ when we want 
to write English, call it ‘ stalk,’ meaning always fruit or flower 
stalk. 

I cannot find when the word ‘stalk’ first appears in Eng- 
lish :—its derivation will be given presently. 

5. Gather next a hawthorn leaf. That also has a stalk ; but 
you can’t shake the leaf off it. It, and the leaf, are essentially 
one ; for the sustaining fibre runs up into every ripple or jag 
of the leaf’s edge : and its section is different from that of the 
flower-stalk ; it is no more round, but has an upper and under 
surface, quite different from each other. It will be better, 

however, to take a larger leaf to examine this structure in. 
Cabbage, cauliflower, or rhubarb, would any of them be good, 
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_ but don’t grow wild in the luxuriance I want. So, if you 
please, we will take a leaf of burdock, (Arctium Lappa,) the 
principal business of that plant being clearly to grow leaves 

wherewith to adorn fore-grounds.* 

_ 6. The outline of it in Sowerby is not an intelligent one, 
and I haye not time to 
draw it but in the rudest 

way myself; Fig. 13, a; 
with perspectives of the 
elementary form below, 
b,c, andd. By help of 

which, if you will con- 
struct a burdock leaf in 
paper, my rude outline 
(a) may tell the rest of 
what I want you to see. 
Take a sheet of stout 

note paper, Fig. 14, A, 

double it sharply down 
the centre, by the dotted cA 

line, then give it the two 
cuts at @ and b, and 

double those pieces 
sharply back, as at B; 
then, opening them 
again, cut the whole into e 

the form C; and then, 

pulling up the corners ¢ 
d, stitch them together 
with a loose thread so d 
that the points ¢ and d rane 
shall be within half an inch of each other ; and you will have 
a kind of triangular scoop, or shovel, with a stem, by which 

_ you can sufficiently hold it, D. 
7. And from this easily constructed and tenable model, you 
‘may learn at once these following main facts about all leaves. 

‘ 

> 

"I 

* 
- 

—. 

eo aS a 

* Tf you will look at the engraving, in the England and Wales series, 
of Turner’s Oakhampton, you will see its use. 

Oe ee eee ee Lee ey ee 
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[I.] That they are not flat, but, however slightly, always 
hollowed into craters, or raised into hills, in one or another 

direction ; so that any drawable outline of them does not in 
the least represent the real extent of their surfaces ; and until 

you know how to draw a cup, or a mountain, rightly, you have 
no chance of drawing a leaf. My simple artist readers of long 
ago, when I told them to draw leaves, thought they could do 
them by the boughful, whenever they liked. Alas, except by 
old WilliamHunt, and Burne Jones, I’ve not seen a leaf painted, 
since those burdocks of Turner’s ; far less sculptured—though 

ee ee ee 

D 
Fie. 14, > 

one would think at first that was easier ! Of which we shall have 
talk elsewhere ; here I must go on to note fact number two, 

concerning leaves. 

8. [IL] The strength of their supporting stem consists not” 
merely in the gathering together of all the fibres, but in 
gathering them essentially into the profile of the letter V, 
which you will see your doubled paper stem has ; and of which 

you can feel the strength and use, in your hand, as you hold 
it. Gather a common plantain leaf, and look at the way it 
puts its round ribs together at the base, and you will under- 
stand the matter at once. The arrangement is modified and 
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“disguised in every possible way, according to the leaf’s need : 
_ in the aspen, the leaf-stalk becomes an absolute vertical plank ; 
_ and in the large trees is often almost rounded into the like- 
_ ness of a fruit-stalk ;—but, in all,* the essential structure is 
_ this doubled « one ; and in all, it opens at the place where the 
q ‘joins: the main stem, into a kind of cup, which holds next 
year’s bud in the hollow of it. 

__ 9. Now there would be no inconvenience in your simply 
getting into the habit of calling the round petiol of the fruit 
the ‘stalk,’ and the contracted channel of the leaf, ‘leaf-stalk.’ 
But. this way of naming them would not enforce, nor fasten 

in your mind, the difference between the two, so well as if you 
_ haye an entirely different name for the leaf-stalk. Which is 
_ the more desirable, because the limiting character of the leaf, 

_ botanically, is—(I only learned this from my botanical friend 
_ the other day, just in the very moment I wanted it,)—that it 
holds the bud of the new stem in its own hollow, but cannot 
_ itself grow in the hollow of anything else ;—or, in botanical 
language, leaves are never axillary,—don’t grow in armpits, 
_ but are themselves armpits ; hollows, that is to say, where they 
spring from the main stem. 
_ 10. Now there is already a received and useful botanical 
j word, ‘cyme’ (which we shall want in a little while,) derived 

from the Greek xia, a swelling or rising wave, and used to 
_ express a swelling cluster of foamy blossom. Connected with 
that word, but in a sort the reverse of it, you haye the Greek 
* xipBy, the hollow of a cup, or bowl; whence xipBadoy, a 
-eymbal,—that i is to say, a musical instrument owing its tone 
to its hollowness. These words become in Latin, cymba, and 
eymbalum ; and I think you will find it entirely convenient 
‘and advantageous to cal! the leaf-stalk distinctively the ‘cymba,’ 

' retaining the mingled idea of cup and boat, with respect at 
least to the part of it that holds the bud; and understanding 
that it gathers itself into a V-shaped, or even narrowly verti- 
‘al, section, as a boat narrows to its bow, for Armee to 
sustain the leaf. 

_ * General assertions of this kind must always be accepted under in- 
_dulgence,—exceptions being made afterwards. 
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With this word you may learn the Virgilian line, that shows 
the final use of iron—or iron-darkened—ships : 

‘* Et ferrugined subvectat corpora cymba.” 

The “subvectat corpora” will serve to remind you of the 
office of the leafy cymba in carrying the bud ; and make you 
thankful that the said leafy vase is not of iron; and is a ship 
of Life instead of Death. 

11. Already, not once, nor twice, I have had to use the word 
‘stem,’ of the main round branch from which both stalk and 
cymba spring. This word you had better keep for all grow- 
ing, or advancing, shoots of trees, whether from the ground, 

or from central trunks and branches. I regret that the words’ 
multiply on us ; but each that I permit myself to use has its 
own proper thought or idea to express, as you will presently — 
perceive ; so that true knowledge multiplies with true words. 

12. The ‘stem,’ youare to say, then, when you mean the ad- — 

vancing shoot,—which lengthens annually, while a stalk ends’ 
every year in a blossom, and acymba in a leaf. A stem is es- — 
sentially round,* square, or regularly polygonal ; though, asa — 
eymba may become exceptionally round, a stem may become 
exceptionally flat, or even mimic the shape of a leaf. Indeed 
I should have liked to write “a stem is essentially round, and 
constructively, on occasion, square,”—but it would have been 
too grand. The fact is, however, that a stem is really a 
roundly minded thing, throwing off its branches in circles as 
a trundled mop throws off drops, though it can always order 
the branches to fly off in what order it likes,—two at a time, 
opposite to each other ; or three, or five, in a spiral coil; or 
one here and one there, on this side and that ; but it is always 
twisting, in its own inner mind and force; hence it is espe- 
cially proper to use the word ‘stem’ of it—oréupa, a twined — 
wreath ; properly, twined round a staff, or sceptre: therefore, 
learn at once by heart these lines in the opening Iliad: 7 

“ Sréuuar’ Exwv ey xepoly ExnBdrov *"AwdAAwvos, 
Xpvoty ava oxhrrpy’” , 

And recollect that a sceptre is properly a staff to lean upon } 
and that as acrown or diadem is first a binding thing, a 

* IT use ‘round’ rather than ‘ cylindrical,’ for simplicity’s sake. 
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tr ’ is first a supporting thing, and it is in its nobleness, 
made of the stem of a young tree. You may just as 
learn also this : 

| Nal wa 1d8€ oxiwrpov, 7d uty odmore HUAAG Kad bCous 
q —  Bbeei, Crecdh mpara Touhy ev bperar A€AorTEy, 

Ob8 dvabmAtoe:* mepl ydp pd é xadnds Erce 
SbAAa’ Te Kal prov’ viv adre muy vies "Axaav 

’ Ey wadrduns popéovar dixaowdaot, of Te O€ucoras 
q ne | rr 3 TIpds duds eipvarat’ »” 

% “Now, by this sacred sceptre hear me swear 
_ | Which never more shall leaves or blossoms bear, 
«Which, severed from the trunk, (as I from thee,) 

On the bare mountains left its parent tree ; 
; This sceptre, formed by tempered steel to prove— 

__ An ensign of the delegates of Jove, 
- From whom the power of laws and justice springs 

“(Tremendous oath, inviolate to Kings).” 
ger’ Sean 

_ 18. The supporting power in the tree itself is, I doubt not, 
greatly increased by this spiral action ; and the fine instinct 
of its being so, caused the twisted pillar to be used in the 
Lombardie Gothic,—at first, merely as a pleasant variety of 
form, but at last constructively and universally, by Giotto 
and all the architects of his school. Not that the spiral form 
actually adds to the strength of a Lombardic pillar, by imitat- 

_ ing contortions of wood, any more than the fluting of a 
_ Dorie shaft adds to its strength by imitating the canalicula- 

tion of a reed; but the perfect. action of the imagination, 

which had adopted the encircling acanthus for the capital, 
adopted the twining stemma for the shaft ; the pure delight 

_ of the eye being the first condition in either case: and it is 
inconceivable how much of the pleasure taken both in orna- 
_ ment and in natural form is founded elementarily on groups 
_ of spiral line. The study in our fifth plate, of the involucre 
' of the waste-thistle,* is as good an example asI can give of 
_ the more subtle and concealed conditions of this structure. 

_ *Carduus Arvensis, ‘Creeping Thistle,’ in Sowerby ; why, I cannot 
_ orceive, for there is no more creeping in it than in a furzebush. But 

_ itespecially haunts foul and neglected ground; sol keep the Latin 
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14. Returning to our present business of nomenclature, we 
find the Greek word, ‘stemma,’ adopted by the Latins, be- 
coming the expression of a growing and hereditary race ; and 
the branched tree, the natural type, among all nations, of 

multiplied families. Hence the entire fitness of the word 
for our present purposes; as signifying, “‘a spiral shoot ex- 
tending itself by branches.” But since, unless it is spiral, 
it is not a stem, and unless it has branches, it is not a stem, 

we shall still want another word for the sustaining ‘ sceptre ’ 
of a foxglove, or cowslip. Before determining that, however, 
we must see what need there may be of one familiar to our 
ears until lately, although now, I understand, falling into 
disuse. 

15. By our definition, a stem is a spirally bent, essentially 
living and growing, shoot of vegetation, But the branch of 
a tree, in which many such stems have their origin, is not, ex- 

cept in a very subtle and partial way, spiral ; nor, except in 

the shoots that spring from it, progressive forwards ; it only 
receives increase of thickness at its sides. Much more, what 

used to be called the trunk of a tree, in which many branches 

are united, has ceased to be, except in mere tendency and 
temper, spiral ; and has so far ceased from growing as to be 
often in a state of decay in its interior, while the external 

layers are still in serviceable strength. 
16. If, however, a trunk were only to be defined as an ar- 

rested stem, or a cluster of arrested stems, we might perhaps 
refuse, in scientific use, the popular word. But such a defini- 
tion does not touch the main idea. Branches usually begin 
to assert themselves at a height above the ground approxi- 
mately fixed for each species of tree,—low in an oak, high in 
a stone pine; but, in both, marked as a point of structural 

change in the direction of growing force, like the spring of a 

name, translating ‘ Waste-Thistle.’ I could not show the variety of the 
curves of the involucre without enlarging ; and if, on this much in- 
creased scale, I had tried to draw the flower, it would have taken Mr. 

Allen and me a good month’s more work. And I had no more a month — 
than a life, to spare: so the action only of the spreading flower is indi- 
cated, but the involucre drawn with precision. 



a eames and as the tree grows old, some of its 
branches getting torn away by winds or falling under the 
weight of their own fruit, or load of snow, or by natural decay, 
there remains literally a ‘truncated’ mass of timber, still 
bearing irregular branches here and there, but inevitably sug- 
gestive of resemblance to a human body, after the loss of 
pos of its limbs. 
And to prepare trees for their practical service, what age 

sae ia only do partially, the first rough process of human 
art does completely. The branches are lopped away, leaving 
literally the ‘truncus’ as the part of the tree out of which 
log and rafter can be cut. And in many trees, it would ap- 
pear to be the chief end of their being to produce this part of 
their body on a grand scale, and of noble substance ; so that, 
while in thinking of vegetable life without reference to its use 
to men or animals, we should rightly say that the essence of 
it was in leaf and flower—not in trunk or fruit; yet for the 
sake of animals, we find that some plants, like the vine, are 

apparently meant chiefly to produce fruit; others, like 
laurels, chiefly to produce leaves ; others chiefly to produce 
flowers ; and others to produce permanently serviceable and 
sculptural wood; or, in some cases, merely picturesque and 
‘monumental masses of vegetable rock, ‘“ intertwisted fibres 
‘serpentine,”—of far nobler and more pathetic use in their 
places, and their enduring age, than ever they could be for 
material purpose in human habitation. For this central mass 
of the vegetable organism, then, the English word ‘trunk’ 
and French ‘tronc’ are always in accurate scholarship to be 
retained—meaning the part of a tree which remains when its 
‘branches are lopped away. 

- 17. We have now got distinct ideas of four different kinds 
‘of stem, and simple names for them in Latin and English,— 

‘Petiolus, Cymba, Stemma, and Truncus; Stalk, Leaf-stalk, 

‘Stem, and Trunk; and these are all that we shall commonly 
need. There is, however, one more that will be sometimes ne- 

-cessary, though it is ugly and difficult to pronounce, and must 
be as little used as we can. 

_ And here I must ask you to learn with me a little piece of 
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Roman history. I say, to learn with me, because I don’t 
know any Roman history except the two first books of Livy, 
and little bits here and there of the following six or seven. 
I only just know enough about it to be able to make out the 
bearings and meaning of any fact that I now learn. The 

—_ 

greater number of modern historians know, (if honest enough 
even for that,) the facts, or something that may possibly be 
like the facts, but haven’t the least notion of the meaning of 
them. So that, though I have to find out everything | 
want in Smith’s dictionary, like any schoolboy, I can usually 
tell you the significance of what I so find, better than perhaps 
even Mr. Smith himself could. 

18. In the 586th page of Mr. Smith’s volume, you have it 
written that ‘Calvus,’ bald-head, was the name of a family of 

the Licinia gens ; that the man of whom we hear earliest, as 
so named, was the first plebeian elected to military tribune- 
ship in p.c. 400; and that the fourth of whom we hear, was 
surnamed ‘Stolo,’ because he was so particular in pruning 
away the Stolons (stolones), or useless young shoots, of his 
vines. 
We must keep this word ‘stolon,’ therefore, for these: young 

suckers springing from an old root. Its derivation is uncer- 
tain ; but the main idea meant by it is one of uselessness,— 
sprouting without occasion or fruit ; and the words ‘stolidus’ 
and ‘stolid’ are really its derivatives, though we have lost 
their sense in English by partly confusing them with ‘solid’ 
which they have nothing to do with. A ‘stolid’ person is 
essentially a ‘useless sucker’ of society ; frequently very leafy 
and graceful, but with no good in him. 

19. Nevertheless, I won’t allow our vegetable ‘ stolons’ to be 
despised. Some of quite the most beautiful forms of leafage 
belong to them ;—even the foliage of the olive itself is never 
seen to the same perfection on the upper branches as in the 
young ground-rods in which the dual groups of leaves crowd 
themselves in their haste into clusters of three. 

But, for our point of Latin history, remember always thatin 

400 z.c., just a year before the death of Socrates at Athens, this 

family of Stolid persons manifested themselves. at Rome, 
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ieking, wp from plebeian roots into places where they had 
no business; and preparing the way for the degradation of 

the entire Roman race under the Empire ; their success be- 
ing owed, remember also, to the faults of 
the patricians, for one of the laws passed by 

_ Calvus Stolo was that the Sibylline books 
should be in custody of ten men, of whom 

_ five should be plebeian, “that no falsifica- 
tions might be introduced in favour of the 
_ patricians.” 

20. All this time, however, we have got no 
name for the prettiest of all stems,—that of 

annual flowers growing high from among 
their ground leaves, like lilies of the valley, 

and saxifrages, and the tall primulas—of 
_ which this pretty type, Fig. 15, was cut for 

me by Mr. Burgess years ago ; admirable in 
its light outline of the foamy globe of flowers, 
‘supported and balanced in the meadow 
breezes on that elastic rod of slenderest 
life. 

_ . What shall we call it? We had better 
rest from our study of terms a little, and do 
a piece of needful classifying, before we try 
to name it. 

21. My younger readers will find it easy to learn, and con- 
-yenient to remember, for a beginning of their science, the 

names of twelve great families of cinquefoiled flowers,* of 
which the first group of three, is for the most part golden, the 
second, blue, the third, purple, and the fourth, red. 

And their names, by simple lips, can be pleasantly said, or 
sung, in this order, the two first only being a little difficult 
_to get over. 

Fie. 15. 

* The florets gathered in the daisy are cinquefoils, examined closely. 
No system founded on colour can be very general or unexceptionable : 
‘but the splendid purples of the pansy, and thistle, which will be made 

one of the lower composite groups under Margarita, may justify the 
general assertion of this order’s being purple. 
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1 a OR Ses ta 
Roof-foil, Lucy, Pea, Pink, 
Rock-foil, Blue-bell, Pansy, Peach, 

Primrose. Bindweed. Daisy. Rose. 

Which even in their Latin magniloquence will not be too ter 
rible, namely,— 

1 2 3 4 

Stella, Lucia, Alata, Clarissa, — 
Francesca, Campanula, _ Viola, Persica, 

Primula. Convoluta, Margarita. Rosa. | 

22. I do not care much to assert or debate my reasons for 
the changes of nomenclature made in this list. The most 
gratuitous is that of ‘Lucy’ for ‘Gentian,’ because the King 
of Macedon, from whom the flower has been so long named, 
was by no means a person deserving of so consecrated memory. 
I conceive no excuse needed for rejecting Caryophyll, one of 
the crudest and absurdest words ever coined by unscholarly 
men of science ; or Papilionaces, which is unendurably long 
for pease ; and when we are now writing Latin, in a senti- | 
mental temper, and wish to say that we gathered a daisy, we 
shall not any more be compelled to write that we apie a 
‘ Bellidem perennem,’ or, an ‘Oculum Diei.’ 

I take the pure Latin form, Margarita, instead of Margar- 
eta, in memory of Margherita of Cortona, * as well as of the 
great saint: also the tiny scatterings and sparklings of the 
daisy on the turf may remind us of the old use of the word 
‘Margarite,’ for the minute particles of the Host sprinkled 
on the patina—“ Has particulas pepidas voeat Huchologium, 
papyapiras Liturgia Chrysostomi.” + My young German readers 
will, I hope, call the flower Gretschen,—unless they would up- 
root the daisies of the Rhine, lest French girls should also 

* See Miss Yonge’s exhaustive account of the Name, ‘History of 
Christian Names,’ vol. _i., p. 265. 

+ (Du Cange.) The word. Margarete’ is given as heraldic English 
for pearl, by Lady Juliana Berners, in the book of St. Albans. 

4 
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¢ count th eir ir love-lots by the Marguerite. I must be so ungra- 
cious” my fair young readers, however, as to warn them 
that this trial of their lovers is a very favourable one, for, in 
nine blossoms out of ten, the leaves of the Marguerite are 
odd, so that, if they are only gracious enough to begin with the 
supposition that he loves them, they must needs end in the 
conviction of it. 
23. Tam concerned, however, for the present, only with my 

first or golden order, of which the Roof-foil, or house-leek, is 
called in present botany, Sedum, ‘the squatter,’ because of its 
way of fastening itself down on stones, or roof, as close as it 
ae But I think this.an ungraceful notion of its behaviour ; 
and as its blossoms are, of all flowers, the most sharply and 
distinctly star-shaped, I shall call it ‘ Stella’ (providing other- 
wise, in due time, for the poor little chickweeds ;) and the 
common stonecrop will therefore be ‘ Stella domestica.’ 
“The second tribe, (at present saxifraga,) growing for the 

most part wild on rocks, may, I trust, even in Protestant bot- 
any, be named Francesca, after St. Francis of Assisi ; not only 
for its modesty, and love of mountain ground, and poverty of 
colour and leaf ; but also because the chief element of its dec- 
oration, seen close, will be found in its spots, or stigmata. 
‘In the nomenclature of the third order I make no change. 
24. Now all this group of golden-blossoming plants agree 

in general character of having a rich cluster of radical leaves, 
from which they throw up a single stalk bearing clustered 
blossoms ; for which stalk, when éntirely leafless, I intend al- 
ways to keep the term ‘ virgula,’ the ‘little rod ’"—not painfully 
caring about it, but being able thus to define it with precision, 
if required. And these are connected with the stems of branch- 

_ ing shrubs through infinite varieties of structure, in which the 
_ first steps of transition are made by carrying the cluster of 

radical leaves up, and letting them expire gradually from the 
rising stem: the changes of form in the leaves as they rise 

_ higher from the ground being one of quite the most interest- _ 
_ ing specific studies in every plant. I had set myself once, in 
a 2 bye-study for foreground drawing, hard on this point ; and 
a began, with Mr. Burgess, a complete analysis of the foliation 
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of annual stems ; of which Line-studies IL, TIT, and IV. are ex- 
amples ; nodneed copies, all, from the heautifal Flora Danica. 
But after giving two whole lovely long summer days, under the 
Giesbach, to the blue scabious, (‘ Devil's bit,’) and getting in 
that time, only half-way up it, I gave in; and must leave the 
work to happier and younger souls. 

25. For these flowering stems, therefore, possessing nearly 
all the complex organization of a tree, but not its permanence, 
we will keep the word ‘virga ;’ and ‘ virgula’ for those that 
have no leaves. I believe, when we come to the study of leaf- 
order, it will be best to begin with these annual virge, in 
which the leaf has nothing to do with preparation for a next 
year’s branch. And now the remaining terms commonly ap- 
plied to stems may be for the most part dispensed with ; but 
several are interesting, and must be examined before dis- 

missal. 

26. Indeed, in the first place, the word we have to use so 

often, ‘stalk,’ has not been got to the roots of, yet. It comes 

from the Greek oréAexos, (stelechos,) the ‘holding part’ of a 
tree, that which is like a handle to all its branches ; ‘ stock’ 
is another form in which it has come down to us: with some 
notion of its being the mother of branches: thus, when Athe- 
na’s olive was burnt by the Persians, two days after, a shoot a 
cubit long had sprung from the ‘ stelechos,’ of it. 

27. Secondly. Few words are more interesting to the mod- 
ern scholarly and professorial mind than ‘stipend.’ (I have 
twice a year at present to consider whether I am worth mine, 
sent with compliments from the Curators of the University 
chest).—Now, this word comes from ‘stips,’ small pay, which 
itself comes from ‘stipo,’ to press together, with the idea of 
small coin heaped up in little towers or piles. But with the 
idea of lateral pressing together, instead of downward, we get 
‘stipes,’ a solid log; in Greek, with the same sense, orvros, 

(stupos,) whence, gradually, with help from another word 
meaning to beat, (and a side-glance at beating of hemp,) we — 
get our ‘stupid,’ the German stumph, the Scottish sumph, and 
the plain English ‘stump.’ 

Refining on the more delicate sound of stipes, the Latins 

q 
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got ‘stipula,’ the thin stem of straw : which rustles and rip- 
ples daintily in verse, associated with spica and spiculum, used 
_of the sharp pointed ear of corn, and its fine pfocesses of fairy 

shafts. — 

} 

| 
q 28. There are yet two more names of stalk to be studied, 
_ though, except for particular plants, not needing to be used, 
: —namely, the Latin cau-dex, and cau-lis, both connected 

with the Greek kavdds, properly meaning a solid stalk like a 
handle, passing into the sense of the hilt of a sword, or quill 
-of apen. Then, in Latin, caudex passes into the sense of 
log, and ‘0, of cut plank or tablet of wood; thus finally be- 

_ coming the classical ‘codex’ of writings engraved on such 
wooden tablets, and therefore generally used for authoritative 

‘manuscripts. 
__. Lastly, ‘ caulis,’ retained accurately i in our cauliflower, con- 
; tracted in ‘colewort,’ and refined in ‘ kail,’ softens itself into 
, _the French ‘chou,’,meaning properly the whole family of 
_ thick-stalked eatable salads with spreading heads ; but these 

_ being distinguished explicitly by Pliny as ‘Capitati,’ ‘ salads 
_ with a head,’ or ‘Captain salads,’ the medieval French soft- 

_ _ened the ‘caulis capitatus’ into ‘chou cabus ;’—or, to sepa- 
_ rate the round or apple-like mass of leaves from the flowery 
ny foam, ‘cabus’ simply, by us at last enriched and emphasized 
~ into ‘cabbage.’ 

_ 29. I believe we have now got through the stiffest piece of 

_ _ etymology we shall have to master in the course of our botany ; 
_ but Iam certain that young readers will find patient work, 
in this kind, well rewarded by the groups of connected 
__ thoughts which will thus attach themselves to familiar names; 

and their grasp of every language they learn must only be 
esteemed by them secure when they recognize its deriva- 
tives in these homely associations, and are as much at ease 

__ with the Latin or French syllables of a word as with the Eng- 

lish ones; this familiarity being above all things needful to 
cure our young students of their present ludicrous. impres- 
sion that what is simple, in English, is knowing, in Greek ; 
and that terms constructed out "ot a’ dead language will ex- 
2 plain difficulties which remained insoluble in a living one 

ed « 
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But Greek is not yet dead : while if we carry our unscholarly 
nomenclature much further, English soon will be ; and then 
doubtless botanical gentlemen at Athens will for some time 
think it fine to describe what we used to call caryopuyanee, 
as the édAndides. 

30. For indeed we are all of us yet but school-boys, clum- 
sily using alike our lips and brains ; and with all our mastery 
of instruments and patience of attention, but few have reached, 
and those dimly, the first level of science,—wonder. 

For the first instinct of the stem,—unnamed by us yet— 
unthought of,—the instinct of seeking light, as of the root to 
seek darkness,—what words can enough speak the wonder of it. 

Look. Here is the little thing, Line-study V. (A), in its 
first birth to us: the stem of stems; the one of which we 

pray that it may bear our daily bread. ‘The seed has fallen 
in the ground with the springing germ of it downwards ; 
with heavenly cunning the taught stem curls round, and seeks 
the never-seen light. Veritable ‘conversion,’ miraculous, 
called of God. And here is the oat germ, (B)—after the 
wheat, most vital of divine gifts; and assuredly, in days to 

“come, fated to grow on many a naked rock in hitherto lifeless 
lands, over which the glancing sheaves of it will shake shies 
treasure of innocent gold. 

And who shall tell us how they grow ; and the fashion’ of 
their rustling pillars—bent, and again erect, at every breeze, 
Fluted shaft or clustered pier, how poor of art, beside this 

grass-shaft—built, first to sustain the food of men, — to be 

strewn under their feet ! | 
We must not stay to think of it, yet, or we shall evbais fore 

ther till harvest has come and gone again. And having our 
names of stems now determined enough, we must in next 
chapter try a little to understand the different kinds of them. 

The following notes, among many kindly sent me on the 
subject of Scottish Heraldry, seem to be the nod 
worthy : ; 

‘The earliest known mention of the thistle as the national badge of 
Scotland is in the inventory of the effects of James IIL, who probabl 
adopted it as an appropriate illustration of the royal motto, In defence. 
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Toa co on the coins of James IV., Mary, James V., and 
and on those of James VI. they are for the first ‘tine 
by the motto, Nemo me impune lacessit. 

q ‘of thistles appears on the gold bonnet-pieces of James V. 
b of ootiiie the royal ensigns, as depicted in Sir David Lindsay's 

armorial register of 1542, are surrounded by a collar formed entirely of 
with an oval badge attached. _ 

. = collar, however, was a mere device until the institution, or, as 

it fue nerally but inaccurately called, the revival, of the order of the 
pony 4 came VII. (IL. of England), which took place on May 29, 

a 

ie 

WDate-of James IIL.’s reign 1460—1488. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

OUTSIDE AND IN. 

Ly Tae Mehinkxcy study of methods of growth, given in 
_ the following chapter, has been many years written, (the 
greater part soon after the fourth volume of ‘Modern Paint- 

ers’); and ought now to be rewritten entirely ; but having no 
time to do this, I leave it with only a word or two of mona. 

- cation, because some truth and clearness of incipient notion 
_ will be conveyed by it to young readers, from which I can 
afterwards lop the errors, and into which I can graft the finer 
facts, better than if I had a less blunt embryo to begin with. 

_ 2. A stem, then, broadly speaking, (I had thus began the 
_ old chapter,) is the channel of communication between the leaf 
and root; and if the leaf can grow directly from the root 
there is no stem: so that it is well first to conceive of all 

_ plants as consisting of leaves and roots only, with the condi- 
_ tion that each leaf must have its own quite particular root* 
- somewhere. 

Let a b c, Fig. 16, be three leaves, each, as you see, with its 

_ own root, and by no means dependent on other leaves for its 

- * Recent botanical research makes this statement more than dubitable. 
_ Nevertheless, on no other supposition can the forms and action of tree- 
branches, so far as at present known to me, be yet clearly accounted 

for. 
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daily bread ; and let the horizontal line be the surface of the 
ground. Then the plant has no stem, or an underground one. 
But if the three leaves rise above the ground, as in Fig. 17, 
they must reach their roots by elongating their stalks, and 
this elongation is the stem of the plant. If the outside leaves 
grow last, and are therefore youngest, the plant is said to 
grow from the outside. You know that ‘ex’ means out, and 
that ‘gen’ is the first syllable of Genesis (or creation), there- 
fore the old botanists, putting an o between the two syllables, 
called the plants whose outside leaves grew last, Ex-o-gens. If 
the inside leaf grows last, and is youngest, the plant was said 
to grow from the inside, and from the Greek Endon, within, 

called an ‘Endo-gen.’ If these names are persisted in, the 
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Greek botanists, to return the compliment, will of course call 
Endogens “IvoedBopvides, and Exogens “OvroedBopvides. In 
the Oxford school, they will be called simply Inlaid and Out- 
laid. 

3. You see that if the outside leaves are to grow last, they 
may conveniently grow two at atime ; which they accordingly — 
do, and exogens always start with two little leaves from their 
roots, and may therefore conveniently be called two-leaved ; 

which, if you please, we will for our parts call them. The ~ 
botanists call them ‘ two-suckered,’ and can't be content to call 

them that in English ; but drag in a long Greek word, mean- 
ing the fleshy sucker of the sea-devil,—‘ cotyledon,’ which, 
however, I find is practically getting shortened into ‘cot,’ and 
that they will have to end by calling endogens, monocots, and 
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exogens, bicots. I mean steadily to call them one-leaved and 
two-leaved, for this further reason, that they differ not merely 

in the single or dual springing of first leaves from 
the seed ; but in the distinctly single or dual ar- 
rangement of leaves afterwards on the stem ; so that, 
through all the complexity obtained by alternate and 
spiral placing, every bicot or two-leaved flower or tree 
is in reality composed of dual groups of leaves, sep- 
arated by a given length of stem ; as, most charac- 
teristically in this pure mountain type of the Ragged 
Robin (Clarissa laciniosa), Fig. 18 ; and compare A, 
and B, Lines-tudy I.; while, on the other hand, the 

monocot plants are by close analysis, I think, always 
resolvable into successively climbing leaves, sessile 
on one another, and sending their roots, 

or processes, for nourishment, down 

through one another, as in Fig. 19. 
4. Not that I am yet clear, at all, my- 

self ; but I do think it’s more the botan- 

ists’ fault than mine, what ‘ cotyledonous’ 
structure there may be at the outer base 
of each successive bud ; and still less, how 

the intervenient length of stem, in the ‘'* 
bicots, is related to their power, or law, of branching. 

For not only the two-leaved tree is outlaid, and the 
one-leaved inlaid, but the two-leaved tree is branched, 

and the one-leaved tree is not branched. This is a 
most vital and important distinction, which I state to 
you in very bold terms, for though there are some 
apparent exceptions to the law, there are, I believe, 

no real ones, if we define a branch rightly. Thus, 
the head of a palm tree is merely a cluster of large 
leaves ; and the spike of a grass, a clustered blossom. 
The stem, in both, is unbranched ; and we should be 

able in this respect to classify plants very simply in- 
Fic. 18. deed, but for a provoking species of intermediate 

creatures whose branching is always in the manner of corals, 

or sponges, or arborescent minerals, irregular and accidental, 
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and essentially, therefore, distinguished from the systematic 
anatomy of a truly branched tree. Of these presently; we 
must go on by very short steps: and I find no step can be 
taken without check from existing generalizations. Sowerby’s 
definition of Monocotyledons, in his ninth volume, begins thus: 
“Herbs, (or rarely, and only in exotic genera,) trees, in which 

the wood, pith, and bark are indistinguishable.” Nowif there 
be one plant more than another in which the pith is defined, 
it isthe common Rush ; while the nobler families of true herbs 
derive their principal character from being pithless altogether ! 
We cannot advance too slowly. 

5. In the families of one-leaved plants in which the young 
leaves grow directly out of the old ones, it be- 
comes a grave question for them whether the old 
ones are to lie flat or edgeways, and whether they 
must therefore grow out of their faces or their 
edges. And we must at once understand the way 
they contrive it, in either case. " 
Among the many forms taken by the Arethusan 

leaf, one of the commonest is long and gradually 
tapering,—much broader at the "has than the 
point. We will take such an one for examination, 
and suppose that it is growing on the ground as 
in Fig. 20, with a root to its every fibre. Cut out 
a piece of strong paper roughly into the shape 
of this Arethusan leaf, a, Fig. 21. Now suppose 
the next young leaf has to spring out of the front 
of this one, at about the middle of its height. 
Give it two nicks with the scissors at b b; then 

/ roll up the lower part into a cylinder, (it will 
Fis, 20. overlap a good deal at the bottom,) and tie it 

fast with a fine thread : so, you will get the form at ce. Then 
bend the top of it back, so that, seen sideways, it appears as 
at d, and you see you have made quite a little flower-pot to 
plant your new leaf in, and perhaps it may occur to you 1 that 
you have seen something like this before. Now make another, 
# little less wide, but with the part for the cylinder twice as 
long, roll it up in the same way, and slin it inside the other, 
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with the flat part turned the other way, e. Surely this re- 
minds you now of something you have seen? Or must I draw 
the something (Fig. 22) ? 

6. All grasses are thus constructed, and have their leaves 
set thus, opposite, on the sides of their tubular stems, alter- 
nately, as they ascend. But in most of them there is also a 
peculiar construction, by which, at the base of the sheath, or 
enclosing tube, each leaf articulates itself with the rest of the 
stem at a ringed knot, or joint. 

Reed td 
a c da a 

Fre. 21. 

Before examining these, remember there are mainly two 
sorts of joints in the framework of the bodies of animals. 
One is that in which the bone is thick at the joints and thin 
between them, (see the bone of the next chicken leg you eat), 

| the other is that of animals that have shells or horny coats, in 
| which characteristically the shell is thin at the joints, and 

thick between them (look at the next lobster’s claw you can 
see, without eating). You know, also, that though the crus- 

4 taceous are titled only from their crusts, the name ‘insect* 
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is given to the whole insect tribe, because they are farther 
jointed almost into sections: it is easily remembered, ; sO, 
that the projecting joint means strength and elasticity i in the 
creature, and that all its limbs are useful to it, and. cannot 

conveniently be parted with; and that the incised, sectional, 
or insectile joint means more or less weakness,* 
and necklace-like laxity or license in the creature’s 
make ; and an ignoble power of shaking off its 
legs or arms on occasion, coupled also with modes 
of growth involving occasionally quite astonishing 
transformations, and beginnings of new life under 
new circumstances ; so that, until very lately, no 
mortal knew what a crab was like in its youth, the 
very €xistence of the creature, as well as its legs, 
being jointed, as it were, and made i separate 
pieces with the narrowest possible thread of con- 
nection between them; and its principal, or 
stomachic, period of life, connected with its senti- 
mental period by as thin a thread as a or 
stomach is with its thorax. 

7. Now in plants, as in animals, there are just 
the same opposed aspects of joint, with this special- 
ty of difference in function, that the animal’s limb 
bends at the joints, but the vegetable limb 1G TR 
And when the articulation projects, as in the 
of a cane, it means not only that the stren ‘al 
the plant is well carried through the junction, but 
is carried farther and more safely than it could be 
without it : a cane isstronger, and can stand higher 
than it could otherwise, because of its joints. Also, 
this structure implies that the plant has a will of 

its own, and a position which on the whole it will keep, how- 
ever it may now and then be bent out of it ; and that it has a — 
continual battle, of a healthy and humanlike kind, to wage with 
surrounding elements. 

Fia, 22. 

* Not always in muscular power ; but the framework on which strong 
muscles are to act, as that of an insect’s wing, or its jaw, is mever in- 
sectile, =" . 
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- But the crabby, or insect-like, joint, which you get in sea- 
_ weeds and cacti, means either that the plant is to be dragged 

_ and wagged here and there at the will of waves, and to have 
no spring nor mind of its own ; or else that it has at least no 

springy intention and elasticity of purpose, but only a knobby, 
knotty, prickly, malignant stubbornness, and incoherent opin- 
iativeness ; crawling about, and coggling, and grovelling, and 

| aggregating anyhow, like the minds of so many people whom 

eeaiknors | 
_ 8. Returning then to our grasses, in which the real rooting © 
and junction of the leaves with each othér is at these joints ; 

_ we find that therefore every leaf of grass may be thought of as 
consisting of two main parts, for which we shall want two 
separate names. ‘The lowest part, which wraps itself round 

_ to become strong, we will call the ‘staff,’ and for the free- 
floating outer part we will take specially the name given at 
present carelessly to a large number of the plants themselves, 
‘flag.’ This will give a more clear meaning to the words 
‘rod’ (virga), and ‘staff’ (baculus), when they occur together, 
as in the 23rd Psalm ; and remember the distinction is that a 

rod bends like a switch, but a staff is stiff I keep the well- 
known name ‘blade’ for grass-leaves in their fresh green 
state. 

9. You felt, as you were bending down the paper into the 
form d, Fig. 21, the difficulty and awkwardness of the transi- 
tion from the tubular form of the staff to the flat one of the 

flag. The mode in which this change is effected is one of the 
most interesting features in plants, for you will find presently 
that the leaf-stalk in ordinary leaves is only a means of accom- 

_ plishing the same change from round to flat. But you know I 
said just now that some leaves were not flat, but set upright, 
edgeways. It is not a common position in two-leaved trees; 
Jutif you can run out and look at an arbor vite, it may interest 

_ you to see its hatchet-shaped vertically crested cluster of 
_ leaves transforming themselves gradually downwards into 

_ branches ; and in one-leaved trees the vertically edged group 
is of great importance. 

_ 10. Cut cut another piece of paper like a in Fig. 21, but 
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now, Sictaaa of merely giving it nicks at a, b, cut it into the 
shape A, Fig. 23. Roll the lower part up as before, but in- 
stead of pilliig the upper part down, pinch its back at the 
jotted line, and bring the two. points, a and b, forward, so 

‘hat they may touch each other. B shows the look of the 
thing half-done, before the points a and b have quite met. 

Pinch them close, and stitch the two edges neatly together, 
all the way from a to the point c; then roll and tie up the 

lower part as before. You will find 
then that the back or spinal line of 
the whole leaf is bent forward, as at 

B. Now go out to the garden and 
gather the green leaf of a fleur-de- 
lys, and look at it and your piece of 
disciplined paper together; and I 
fancy you will probably find out 
several things for yourself that I 
want you to know. 

11. You see, for one thing, at once, 
how strong the fleur-de-lys leaf is, and 
that it is just twice as strong as 4 
blade of grass, for it is the substance 
of the staff, with its sides flattened 

A B together, while the grass blade is a 
“— staff cut open and flattened out. And 

you see that as a grass blade necessarily flaps down, the fleur- 
de-lys leaf as necessarily curves up, owing to that: inevitable — 
bend in its back. And you see, with its keen edge, and long — 
curve, and sharp point, how like a sword it is. The botanists © 
would for once have given a really good and right name to the — 
plants which have this kind of leaf, ‘Ensate,’ from the Latin 

‘ensis,’ a sword ; if only sata had been properly formed from 
sis. We can’t let the rude Latin stand, but you may remem- 
ber that the fleur-de-lys, which is the flower of chivalry, has a 
sword for its leaf, and a lily for its heart. 

12. In case you cannot gather a fleur-de-lys leaf, I 1th 
drawn for you, in Plate VL, a cluster of such leaves, which are 

‘as pretty as any, and so small that, missing the points of a 

¢c 
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_ few, I can draw them of their actual size. You see the pretty 
_ alternate interlacing at the bottom, and if you can draw at all, 

and will try to outline their curves, you will find what subtle 
_ lines they are. I did not know this name for the strong- 

edged grass leaves when I wrote the pieces about shield and 
__ sword leaves in ‘Modern Painters’; I wish I had chanced in 
_ those passages on some other similitude, but I can’t alter 
_ them now, and my trustful pupils may avoid all confusion of 
. thought by putting gladius for ensis, and translating it by 
_ the word ‘scymitar,’ which is also more accurate in expressing 
_ the curvature blade. So we will call the ensate, instead, 
_. €gladiolee,’ translating, ‘seymitar-grasses,’ And haying now got 

at some clear idea of the distinction between outlaid and inlaid 
growth in the stem, the reader will find the elementary analy- 
sis of forms resulting from outlaid growth in ‘ Modern Paint- 
ers’ ; and I mean to republish it in the sequel of this book, 

_ but must go on to other matters here. The growth of the 
inlaid stem we will follow as far as we need, for English 
planta, in dion the grasses. 

FLORENCE, 11th September, 1874. 

“hs I correct this chapter for press, I find it is too imperfect 
_ to be let go without a word or two more. In the first place, I 
have not enough, in distinguishing the nature of the living 

_ yearly shoot, with its cluster of fresh leafage, from that of the 
_ accumulated mass of perennial trees, taken notice of the 
_ similar power even of the anuual shoot, to obtain some man- 
__ ner of. immortality for itself, or at least of usefulness, after 

_ death, A Tuscan woman stopped me on the path up to Fie- 
- sole last night, to beg me to buy her plaited straw. I wonder 

_ how long straw lasts, if one takes care of it? A Leghorn 
bonnet, (if now such things are,) carefully put away,—even 
_ properly taken care of when it is worn, —how long will it last, 
young ladies ? 

| Ihave just been reading the fifth chapter of II. Esdras, and 
a m fain to say, with less discomfort than otherwise I might 
have felt, (the example being set me by the archangel Uriel, ) 
_ “Iam not sent to tell thee, for I do not know.” How old is 
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the oldest straw known? the oldest linen? the oldest hemp ? 
We have mummy wheat,—cloth of papyrus, which is a kind 
of straw. The paper reeds by the brooks, the flax-flower in 
the field, leave such imperishable frame behind them. And 
Ponte-della-Paglia, in Venice ; and Straw Street, of Paris, re- 

membered in Heaven,—there is no occasion to change their 
names, as one may have to change ‘ Waterloo Bridge,’ or the 
‘Rue de l’Impératrice.’ Poor Empress! Had she but known 
that her true dominion was in the straw streets of her fields; 
not in the stone streets of her cities ! 

But think how wonderful this imperishableness of the stem 
of many plants is, even in their annual work : how much more 
in their perennial work! The noble stability between death 
and life, of a piece of perfect wood? It cannot grow, but 
will not decay ; keeps record of its years of life, but surren- 
ders them to become a constantly serviceable thing: which 
may be sailed in, on the sea, built with, on the land, carved 

by Donatello, painted on by Fra Angelico. And it is not the 
wood’s fault, but the fault of Florence in not taking proper 
care of it, that the panel of Sandro Botticelli’s loveliest pict- 
ure has cracked, (not with heat, I believe, but blighting frost), 
a quarter of an inch wide through the Madonna’s face. 

But what is this strange state of undecaying wood? What 
sort of latent life has it, which it only finally parts with when 
it rots ? 

Nay, what is the law by which its natural life is measured? — 
What makes a tree ‘old’? One sees the Spanish-chestnut 
trunks among the Apennines growing into caves, instead of 
logs. Vast hollows, confused among the recessed darknesses 
of the marble crags, surrounded by meré laths of living stem, 
each with its coronal of glorious green leaves. "Why can’t the 
tree go on, and on,—hollowing itself into a Fairy—no—a 
Dryad, Ring,—till it becomes a perfect Stonehenge of a tree? 
Truly “Iam not sent to tell thee, for I do not know.” ‘ 

The worst of it is, however, that I don’t know one thing 

which I ought very thoroughly to have known at least a . 
years ago, namely, the true difference in the way of buildi 
the trunk in outlaid and inlaid wood. TI have an idea that 
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ten ‘of a palm- Beak only a heap of leaf-roots built up like a 
tov wer of bricks, year by year, and that the palm-tree really 
grows on the top of it, like a bunch of fern; but I've no 
books here, and no time to read them if I had. If only I were 
a stronge giant, instead of a thin old gentleman of fifty-five, 
how I should like to pull up one of those little palm-trees by 
the roots—(by the way, what are the roots of a palm like? 
and, how does it stand in sand, where it is wanted to stand, 
mostly ? Fancy, not knowing that, at fifty-five !)—that, grow 
all along the Riviera ; and snap its stem in two, and cut it 
down the middle. But I suppose there are sections enough 
now in our grand botanical collections, and you can find it all 
out for yourself. That you should be able to ask a question 
clearly, i is two-thirds of the way to getting it answered ; and 
I think this chapter of mine will at least enable you to ask 
some questions about the stem, though what a stem is, truly, 

“T am not sent to tell thee, for I do not know.” 

ee ee ee Te a ee . eee 
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KNARESBOROUGH, 30th April, 1876. 

* ‘Isee ‘by the date of last paragraph that this chapter has 
been in my good Aylesbury printer’s type for more than a 
year and a half. At this rate, Proserpina has a distant chance 
of being finished in the spirit-land, with more accurate infor- 
mation derived from the archangel Uriel himself, (not that he 
is likely to know much about the matter, if he keeps on let- 
ting himself be prevented from ever seeing foliage in spring- 

_ time by the black demon-winds,) about the year 2000. In the 
_ meantime, feeling that perhaps I am sent to tell my readers a 
_ little more than is above told, I have had recourse to my bo- 
_ tanical friend, good Mr. Oliver of Kew, who has taught me, 

first, of palms, that they actually stitch themselves into the 
_ ground, with a long dipping loop, up and down, of the root 
_ fibres, concerning which sempstress work I shall have a 
_ month’s puzzlement before I can report on it; secondly, that 
' all the increment of tree stem is, by division and multiplica- 

tion of the cells of the wood, a process not in the least to be 
| described as ‘ sending down roots from the leaf to the ground.’ 
| Isuspected as much in beginning to revise this chapter ; but 

PR EO hip CEE OLMEDO BIR 
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hold to my judgment i in not cancelling it. For this multipli- 
cation of the cells is at least compelled by an influence which 
passes from the leaf to the ground, and vice versa ; and which 
is at present best conceivable to me by imagining the contin- 
ual and invisible descent of lightning from electric cloud by a 
conducting rod, endowed. with the power of softly splitting 
the rod into two rods, each as thick as the original one. 
Studying microscopically, we should then see the molecules 
of copper, as we see the cells of the wood, dividing and in- 
creasing, each one of them into two. But the visible result, 
and mechanical conditions of growth, would still be the same 
as if the leaf actually sent down a new root fibre ; and, more 
than this, the currents of accumulating substance, marked by 
the grain of the wood, are, I think, quite plainly and abso- 
lutely those of streams flowing only from the leaves down- 
wards ; never from the root up, nor of mere lateral increase. 
ll look over all my drawings again, and at tree stems 
again, with more separate study of the bark and pith in those 
museum sections, before I can assert this ; but there will be 
no real difficulty in the investigation. If the increase of the 
wood is lateral only, the currents round the knots will be 

compressed at the sides, and open above and below; but if 
downwards, compressed above the knot and open below ih 
The nature of the force itself, and the manner of its ordi- 

nances in direction, remain, and must for ever remain, inscru-— 

table as our own passions, in the hand of the God of all Spirits, 
and of all Flesh. 

“* Drunk is each ridge, of thy cup drinking, 
Each clod relenteth at thy dressing, 
Thy cloud-borne waters inly sinking, fod 

Fair spring sproutes forth, blest with thy blessing; 
The fertile year is with thy bounty crouned, j 

And where thou go’st, thy goings fat the ground, 

Plenty bedews the desert places, 
A hedge of mirth the hills encloseth, 
The fields with flockes have hid their faces, 

A robe of corn the valleys clotheth. 
Deserts and hills and fields and valleys all, 

Rejoice, shout, sing, aud on thy name do call.” 
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CHAPTER X. 

THE BARK. 

8 are continually collecting instances, like our 
oss critic of Virgil, of the beauty of finished 
the origin of unfinished, in the imitation of nat- 
~ But such collections give an entirely false idea 
wer of language, unless they are balanced by an 

st of the words which signally fail of any such imi- 
2, and whose sound, if one dwelt upon it, is de- 
f their meaning. . 

Bhinesid ace. Few sounds are more distinct in their 
“ino i, or one ,would think more likely to be vocally reproduced 

2 wor poles Ren St them, than that of a swift rent in 

strong en cloth ; and the English words ‘rag’ and rag- 
re mie he Greek / puyveps, do indeed i in a measure recall the 
ormentin, ng effect, upon the ear. But it is curious that the 

his meant to express the actual origination of rags, 
hyn me with two words entirely musica! and peaceful— 
deed, which I always reserve for final resource in pas 

whic 4 want to be soothing as well as pretty,—‘ fair,’ 
;’ while, i in its orthography, it is identical with the 

representing the bodily sign of tenderest passion, and 
8 srouped with a multitude of others. * 3 in which the mere inser- 

or n of a consonant makes such wide difference of sentiment 
etween ‘dear’ and ‘drear,’ or ‘pear’ and ‘spear.’ The - 

td < root, on the other hand, has persisted in retaining some 
ves stige of. its excellent dissonance, even where it has Danka 

1 the last vestige of the idea it was meant to convey; and 

when 1 Burns did his best,—and his best. was above most men’s 

‘ * It is one of the three cadences, (the others being of the words rhym- 

g to ‘mind’ and ‘ way,’) used by Sir Philip Sidney in his marvellous 
aphrase of the 55th Psalm. 
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—to gather pleasant liquid and labial syllabling, round gen- 
tle meaning, in 

** Bonnie lassie, will ye go, 
Will ye go, will ye go, 
Bonnie lassie, will ye go, 

To the birks of Aberfeldy ?” 

he certainly had little thought that the delicately crisp final k, 
in birk, was the remnant of a magnificent Greek effort to ex- 
press the rending of the earth by earthquake, in the wars of the 
giants. In the middle of that word ‘esmaragése,’ we get our 
own beggar’s ‘rag’ for a pure root, which afterwards, through — 
the Latin frango, softens into our ‘ break,’ and ‘ bark,’ —the 
‘broken thing’; that idea of its rending around the tree’s — 

_ stem having been, in the very earliest human efforts at botani- 
cal description, attached to it by the pure Aryan race, watch- — 
ing the strips of rosy satin break from the birch stems, in the . 
Aberfeldys of Tmaus. 

3. That this tree should have been the only one which ‘‘the 
Aryans, coming as conquerors from the North, were able to 
recognize in Hindostan,” * and should therefore also be “ the 
oily one whose name is common to Sanskrit, and to the lan- 
guages of Europe,” delighted me greatly, for two reasons: the — 
first, for its proof that in spite of the development of species, . 
the sweet gleaming of birch stem has never changed its argent 
and sable for any unchequered heraldry ; and the second, that 
it gave proof of aamuch more important fact, the keenly accu- 
rate observation of Aryan foresters at that early date; for the 
fact is that the breaking of the thin-beaten silver of the birch — 
trunk is so delicate, and its smoothness so graceful, that until” 
I painted it with care, I was not altogether clear-headed my- 3 
self about the way in which the chequering was done: nor — 
until Fors to-day brought me to the house of one of my father’s 
friends at Carshalton, and gave me three birch stems to look 
at just outside the window, did T perceive it to be a primal — 
question about them, what it is that blanches that dainty — 

* Lectures on the Families of Speech, by the Rev, F. Farrer, Long — 
man, 1870. Page 81. i 

| 
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of theirs, or, anticipatorily, weaves. What difference is _ 
between the making of the corky excrescence of other 
and of this almost transparent fine white linen? I per- 
hat the older it is, within limits, the finer and whiter ; 

hoary tissue, instead of hoary hair—honouring the tree’s aged 
Fhod; ‘the outer sprays have no silvery light on their youth. 
Does the membrane thin itself into whiteness merely by 

, or produce an outer film of new substance ? * 
; nd secondly, this investiture, why is it transverse to the 
trun ‘—swathing it, as it were, in bands? Above all,—when 
it bre why does it break round the tree instead of down? 
A Mother bark breaks as anything would, naturally, round a 

. ‘rod, but this, as if the stem were growing longer; 
’ — fsdotal it reaches farthest heroic old age, when the 

ag oN away again, and the rending is like that of 
other trees, downwards. So that, as it were in a changing 

ng a age, we have the great botanical fact twice taught us, by 
y ‘tree of Eden, that the skins of trees differ from the skins 
a the higher animals in that, for the most part, they won't 
etch, and must be worn torn. 
So that in fact the most popular arrangement of vegetative 

3 ( ult: costume is Irish ; a normal investiture in honourable 
; and doclibnthess of tattering, as of a banner borne in 

slendid ruin through storms of war. 
5. Now therefore, if we think of it, we have five distinct 

orders of investiture for organic creatures ; first, mere secre- 
tion of mineral substance, chiefly lime, into a hard shell, 
which, if broken, can only be mended, like china—by stick- 

ing it together ; secondly, organic substance of armour which 
‘grows into its proper shape at once for good and all, and can’t 
be mended at ali, if broken, (as of insects) ; thirdly, organic 
ubstance of skin, which stretches, as the creature grows, by 
ucking, over a fresh skin which is supplied beneath it, as in 

of trees ; fourthly, organic substance of skin cracked 
mmetrically into plates or scales which can increase all 

. ‘* I only profess, you will please to observe, to ask questions in Pro- 
serpina. Never to answer any. But of course this chapter is to intro- 
duce some further inquiry in another place. 
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iad their edges, and are connected by softer pide Delon 

as in fish and reptiles, (divided with exquisite lustre and flexi- 
bility, in feathers of birds); and lastly, true elastic skin, ex- 
tended in soft unison with the creature’s growth,—blushing 

with its blood, fading withits fear; breathing with its breath, 
and guarding its life with sentinel beneficence-of pain. | 

6. It is notable, in this higher and lower range of organic 
beauty, that the decoration, by pattern and colour, which is 
almost universal in the protective coverings of the middle 
ranks of animals, should be reserved in vegetables for the 
most living part of them, the flower only: and that among 
animals, few but the malignant and senseless are permitted, 

in the corrugation of their armour, to resemble the half-dead 
trunk of the tree, as they float beside it in the tropical river. 
I must, however, leave the scale patterns of the palms and 
other inlaid tropical stems for after-examination,—eontent, at 
present, with the general idea of the bark of an outlaid tree 

as the successive accumulation of the annual protecting film, 
rent into ravines of slowly increasing depth, and coloured, 
like the rock, whose stability it begins to emulate, - hee 
grey or gold of clinging lichen and WERE er ‘moss. 

sai | Vio 

CHAPTER XL 

GENEALOGY. 

1. Rerurnina, after more than a year’s sorrowful inter 
to my Sicilian fields,—not incognisant, now, of some of t 

darker realms of Proserpina ; and with feebler heart, and, i 
may be, feebler wits, for wandering in her brighter ones,— 
I find what I had written by way of sequel to the last. cha 
somewhat difficult, and extremely tiresome. Not the 
after giving fair notice of the difficulty, and asking due p 
for the tiresomeness, I am minded to let it stand; 

to end, with it, once for all, investigations of the kind. B 
in finishing this first volume of my School Botany, I must. 
to give the reader some notion of the plan of the book, asi 
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iy ttertime for thinking over it which illness left 
; arranged in my mind, within limits of pos~ 

Siow tqaaanton And this the rather, because I wish also to 
state, somewhat more gravely than I have yet done, the 

uw n which I venture here to reject many of the re- 
cei tiames of plants ; and to substitute others for them, re« 
lating to entirely different attributes from those on which 
eked nomenclature is confusedly edified. 
4 teat some measure given the reasons for this 
eh ;* but I feel that, for the sake of those among my 
scho rho have laboriously learned the accepted names, I 
ought now also to explain its method more completely. 
i 4 Teall the present system of nomenclature confusedly edi- 
fied, because it introduces,—without, apparently, any con- 
péhottsaries a the inconsistency, and certainly with no apology 

- s founded sometimes on the history of plants, 
sometimes 0 on their qualities, sometimes on their forms, some- 

ee and sometimes on their poetical as- 

Om thir Mistry ‘Gentian’ from King Gentius, and 
a from Dr. Funk. 

4 ‘On their qualities—as ‘ Scrophularia’ from its (quite uncer- 
tified) use in scrofula. 
On their forms—as the ‘ Caryophylls’ from having petals 
like husks of nuts. 
: 7 On their products—as ‘Cocos nucifera’ from its nuts. 
_ And on their poetical associations,—as the Star of Bethle- 
hem from its imagined resemblance to the light of that seen 

3. Now, this variety of grounds for nomenclature might 
iently, and even with advantage, be permitted, provided 

the grounds themselves were separately firm, and the inconsis- 
ney of method advisedly allowed, and, in each case, justi- 

ied. If the histories of King Gentius and Dr. Funk are 
leec ee. branches of human knowledge ;—if the 

phu! e do indeed cure King’s Evil ;—if pinks be 
t described in their likeness to nuts ;—and the Star of 

en i * See Introduction, pp. 9-12. 

ee es Ot 
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Bethlehem verily remind us of Christ’s Nativity,—by all 
means let these and other such names be evermore retained. 
But if Dr. Funk be not a person in any special manner need- 
ing either stellification or florifieation ; if neither herb nor 
flower can avail, more than the touch of monarchs, against 

hereditary pain ; if it be no better account of a pink to say it 
is nut-leaved, than of a nut to say it is pink-leaved ; and if the 
modern mind, incurious respecting the journeys of wise men, 
has already confused, in its Bradshaw’s Bible, the station of 

Bethlehem with that of Bethel,* it is certainly time to take 
some order with the partly false, partly useless, and partly for-_ 
gotten literature of the Fields ; and, before we bow our chil- 
dren’s memories to.the nandea, of it, ensure that there shell 
be matter worth carriage in the load. | 

4, And farther, in attempting such a change, we pene, bas 
clear in our own minds whether we wish our nomenclature to 
tell us something about the plant itself, or only to tell us the 
place it holds in relation to other plants: as, for instance, in 

the Herb-Robert, would it be well to christen it, shortly, ‘Rob 

Roy,’ because it is pre-eminently red, and so have done with 
it ;—or rather to dwell on its family connections, and oat it 

‘ Macgregoraceous ’? ; 
5. Before we can wisely decide this point, we must renohadl 

whether our botany is intended mainly to be useful to the 
vulgar, or satisfactory to the scientific élite. For if we give 
names characterizing individuals, the circle of plants which 
any country possesses may be easily made kriown to the chil- 
dren who live in it: but if we give names founded on the 
connexion between these and others at the Antipodes, 
parish school-master will certainly have double work ; and it 
may be doubted greatly whether the parish schpol-boy, at 
end of the lecture, will have half as many ideas. r 

6. Nevertheless, when the features of any great order 
plants are constant, and, on the whole, represented with gr 

clearness both in cold and warm climates, it may be desira 
to express this their citizenship of the world in definite 
clature. But my own method, so far as hitherto develo 

* See Sowerby’s nomenclature of the flower, vol. ix., plate 1703. — 
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yin fastening the thoughts | of the pupil 
on the special character of the plant, in the place where 
he is likely to see it ; and therefore, in expressing the power 
- of its race and order in the wider world, rather by refer- 
ence to ce associations than to botanical struct- 

E wibeatwins fi ered | 

eae ieiant ned, Plate VI. represents, of its real size, an or- 
_ dinary spring flower in our English mountain fields. It is an 
3 average example,—not one of rare size under rare conditions, 

_ —rather smaller than the average, indeed, that I might get it 
well into my plate. It is one of the flowers whose: names I 
think good to change ; but I look carefully through the exist- 
ing titles belonging to it and its fellows, that I may keep all 

_ I expediently can. I find, in the first place, that Linnzus 
called one group of its relations, Ophryds, from Ophrys,— 
3 Greek for the eyebrow,—on account of their resemblance to 
_ the brow ofan animal frowning, or to the overshadowing 

- easque of a helmet. I perceive this to be really a very general 
_ aspect of the flower ; and therefore, no less than in respect to 
-Linneus, I adopt this for the total name of the order, and 

call them ‘ Ophrydz,’ or, shortly, ‘Ophryds.’ 
_. 8. Secondly: so far as I know these flowers myself, I per- 
_ ceive them to fall practically into three divisions,—one, grow- 
- ing in English meadows and Alpine pastures, and always add- 
‘ing to their beauty ; another, growing in all sorts of places, 
very ugly itself, and adding to the ugliness of its indiscrimi- 

_ nated haunts; and a third, growing mostly up in the air, with 
as little root as possible, and of gracefully fantastic forms, 
such as thiskind of nativity and habitation might presuppose. 

For the present, I am satisfied to give names to these three 
groups only. There may be plenty of others which I do not 
_know, and which other people may name, according to their 
Knowledge. But in all these three kinds known to me, I per- 
-¢eive one constant characteristic to be some manner of distor- 
tion ; and I desire that fact,—marking aspiritual (in my sense 
of the word) character of extreme mystery,—to be the first 
enforced on the mind of the young learner. It isexhibited to 

English child, primarily, in the form of the stalk of each 
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flower, attaching it to the central virga. This stall: is always 
twisted once and a half round, as if somebody had been try- 
ing to wring the blossom off; and the name of the family, i 
Proserpina, will therefore be ‘Contorta’* in oe we 
‘ Wreathe-wort’ in English. 

Farther: the beautiful power of the one I have incu in 
its spring life, is in the opposition of its dark purple to the 
primrose in England, and the pale yellow anemone in the 
Alps. And its individual name will be, therefore, ier as: 
purpurea ’— Purple Wreathe-wort. 

Aud in drawing it, I take care to dwell on this siiaiana of 
its colour, and to | shin thoroughly that it is a dark blossom, f 
before I trouble myself about its minor characters, 

9. The second group of this kind of flowers live; as I said, 
in all sorts of places; but mostly, I think, in disagreeable 
ones,—torn and irregular ground, under alternations of wn- 
wholesome heat and shade, and among swarms of nasty in- 
sects. I cannot yet venture on any bold general statement 
about them, but I think that is mostly their way; and at all 
events, they themselves are in the habit of dressing in livid 
and unpleasant colours; and are distinguished from all other 
flowers by twisting, not only their stalks, but one of their — 
petals, not once and a half only, but two or three times round, 
and putting it far out at the same time, as a foul jester would 
put out his tongue : while also the singular power of grotesque 
mimicry, which, though strong also in the other growps of- 
their race, seems in the others more or less playful, is, ins 
these, definitely degraded, and, in aspect, malicious. 

10. Now I find the Latin name ‘ Satyrium’ attached altendy 
to one sort of these flowers ; and we cannot possibly have a — 
better one for all of them. It is true that, in its first Greek 

form, Dioscorides attaches it to a white, not a livid, flower ; 

and I dare say there are some white ones of the breed : but, 
in its full sense, the term is exactly right for the entire he j 

* Linneus used this term for the oleanders ; but evidently with, lem 
accuracy than usual. 

+ **tv0n moppuvpoedi” says Dioscorides, of the race generally, but | 
“ Gv0n 8 dwordppupa ” of this particular one, 
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ihmagty Banden of which the characteristic is the spiral curve 
and protraction of their central petal : and every other form 

Co ne oe ee Oe ee 

of Satyric ugliness which I find among the Ophryds, whatever 
its colour, will be grouped with them. And I make them 

_ central, because this humour runs through the whole order, 
and is, indeed, their distinguishing sign. 

» 11. Then the third group, living actually in the air, and 
only holding fast by, without nourishing itself from, the 
ground, rock, or tree-trunk on which it is rooted, may of 
course most naturally and accurately be called ‘ Aeria,’ as it 
has long been popularly known in English by the name of 

Air-plant. 
. Thus we have one general riame for all these creatures, 
*Ophryd’; and three family or group names, Contorta, Saty- 
rium, and Aeria,—every one of these titles containing as much 
accurate fact about the thing named as I can possibly get 
packed imto their syllables; and I will trouble my young 
readers with no more divisions of the order. And if their 
parents, tutors, or governors, after this fair warning, choose 
to make them learn, instead, the seventy-seven different names 

_ with which botanist-heraldries have beautifully ennobled the 
family,—all I can say is, let them at least begin by learning 
them themselves. They will be found in due order in pages 

; -1084, 1085 of Loudon’s Cyclopzedia.* 
12. But now, farther: the student will observe that the 

siamo of the total order is Greek; while the three family 
are ones Latin, although the central one is originally Greek 

I adopt this as far as possible for a law through my whole 
_ -plant nomenclature. 
B pats 
_ *I offer a sample of two dozen for good papas and mammas to begin 

Angraecum. Corallorrhiza. Ornithidium. Prescotia. 
Anisopetalum. Cryptarrhena. Ornithocephalus. Renanthera, 

_.. Brassavola. Eulophia. Platanthera. Rodriguezia. 
~ Brassia. Gymnadenia. Pleurothallis. Stenorhyncus. 

Caelogyne. Microstylis. Pogonia. Trizeuxis. 
-— Calopogon. Octomeria. Polystachya. Xylobium. 
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13. Farther: the terminations of the Latin family names 
will be, for the most part, of the masculine, feminine, and 

neuter forms, us, a, um, with these following attached condi 
tions. 

(1.) Those terminating in ‘us,’ though often ot feminine 
words, as the central Arbor, will indicate either real masculine — 
strength (quercus, laurus), or conditions of dominant majesty 
(cedrus), of stubbornness and enduring force (crataegus), or 
of peasant-like commonalty and hardship (juncus) ; softened, 
as it may sometimes happen, into Lapeer: and beneficence 
(thymus). The occasional forms in ‘er’ and ‘il’ wes 
similar power (acer, basil). 

(m.) Names with the feminine termination ‘a,’ if they are 
real names cf girls, will always mean flowers that are perfectly 
pretty and perfectly good (Lucia, Viola, Margarita, Clarissa). 
Names terminating in ‘a’ which are not also accepted names 
of girls, may sometimes be none the less honourable, (Pri- 
mula, Campanula,) but for the most part will signify either 
plants that are only good and worthy in a nursy sort of way, 
(Salvia,) or that are good without being pretty, (Lavandula, ) 
or pretty without being good, (Kalmia), But no name ter- 
minating in ‘a’ will be attached to a plant that is velithon 
good nor pretty. 

(u1.) The neuter names terminating in ‘ um’ will sdwayhi in- 
dicate some power either of active or suggestive evil, (Conium. 
Solanum, Satyrium,) or a relation, more or less definite, to 

death ; but this relation to death may sometimes be noble, or 
pathetic,—“ which to-day is, and to-morrow is cast into the 
oven, ”—Lilium. 

But the leading position of these neuters in the plant’s 
double name must be noticed by students unacquainted with 
Latin, in order to distinguish them from plural genitives, 
which will always, of course, be the second word, (Francesca 

Fontium, Francesca of the Springs.) “4 
14. "Names terminating in ‘is’ and ‘e,’ if definitely names — 

of women, (Iris, Amaryllis, Alcestis, Daphne,) will always — 
signify flowers of great beauty, and noble historic association. — 
If not definitely names of women, they will yet indicate 
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of sensitiveness, or association with legend 
. (Barheria, Clematin No neuters in ‘e’ will be admitted. 
- 15. Participial terminations (Impatiens), with neuters in 
*en’ (Cyclamen), will always be descriptive of some special 
quality or form,—leaving it indeterminate if good or bad, 

| 

. 

until explained. It will be manifestly i to limit 
these neuters, or the feminines in ‘is’ to Latin forms; 

but we shall always know by their termination that they can- 
not be generic names, if we are strict in forming these last on 
a given method. 
~ 16. How little method there is in our present formation of 
thém, I am myself more and more surprised as I consider. A 
child is shown a rosé, and told that he is to call every flower 
like that, ‘Rosaceous’;* he is next shown a lily, and told 
that he is to call every flower like that, ‘ Liliaceous’ ;—so far 
well; but he is next shown a daisy, and is not at all allowed 

to call every flower like that ‘Daisaceous,’ but he must call it, 
_ like the fifth order of architecture, ‘Composite’; and being 
_ next shown a pink, he is not allowed to call other pinks 

_ *Pinkaceous,’ but ‘Nut-leafed’; and being next shown a 

pease-blossom, he is not allowed to call other pease-blos- 
soms ‘Peasaceous,’ but, in a brilliant burst of botanical 

imagination, he is incited to call it by two names instead of 
one, ‘ Butterfly-aceous’ from its flower, and ‘Pod-aceous’ 
from its seed ;—the inconsistency of the terms thus enforced 

_ upon him being perfected in their inaccuracy, for a daisy is 
not one whit more composite than Queen of the meadow, or 

_ dura Jacinth ;+ and ‘legumen’ is not Latin for a pod, but 

_ *siliqua,—so that no good scholar could remember Virgil's 
_ *siliqua quassante legumen,’ without overthrowing all his 
Pisan nomenclature. 

- 17. Farther. If we ground our names of the higher orders 

on the distinctive characters of form in plants, these are so 
many, and so subtle, that we are at once involved in more 
-inyestigations than a young learner has ever time to follow 
successfully, and they must be at all times liable to disloca- 

* Compare Chapter V., § 7. 

# * Jacinthus Jurae,”’ changed from ‘“‘ Hyacinthus Comosus.” 
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tions and rearrangements on the discovery of any new link in 
the infinitely entangled chain. But if we found our higher 
nomenclature at once on historic fact, and relative conditions 

of climate and character, rather than of form, we may at 
once distribute our flora into unalterable groups, to which 
we may add at our pleasure, but which will never need dis- 
turbance ; far less, reconstruction. 

18. For instance,—and to begin,—it is an historical. fact 
that for many centuries the English nation believed that the 
Founder of its religion, spiritually, by the mouth of the 
King who spake of all herbs, had likened himself to two 
flowers,—the Rose of Sharon, and Lily of the Valley. The 

fact of this belief is one of the most important in the history 
of England, —that is to say, of the mind or heart of England : 
and it is connected solemnly with the heart of — also, by 
the closing cantos of the Paradiso. 

I think it well therefore that our two first gine, or at 
least commandant, names heading the out-laid and in-laid — 
divisions of plants, should be of the rose and lily, with such 
meaning in them as may remind us of this fact in the history 
of human mind. 

It is also historical that the personal appearing of this 
Master of our religion was spoken of by our chief religious 
teacher in these terms: “The Grace of God, that bringeth 
salvation, hath appeared unto all men.” And it is a constant 
fact that this ‘grace’ or ‘ favor’ of God is spoken of as “ giv- 
ing us to eat of the Tree of Life.” | 

19. Now, comparing the botanical facts I have to express, 
with these historical ones, I find that the rose tribe has been 

formed among flowers, not in distant and monstrous geologic 
eras, but in the human epoch ;—that its ‘grace’ or favor has 
been in all countries so felt as to cause its acceptance every- 
where for the most perfect physical type of womanhood ;— 
and that the characteristic fruit of the tribe is so sweet, that 
it has become symbolic at once of the subtlest temptation, 
and the kindest ministry to the earthly passion of the human 
race. ‘‘ Comfort me with apples, for I am sick of love.” 

20. Therefore { shall call thé entire order of these flowers 

ie 
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ind sChhaites? (Graces), and there will be divided into these 
five genera, Rosa, Persica, Pomum, Rubra, and Fragaria. 
Which sequence of names I do not think the young learner 
will have difficulty in remembering ; nor in understanding 

the central group by the fruit instead of 
the flower. And if he once clearly master the structure 
and relations of these five genera, he will have no difficulty 
in attaching to them, in a satellitic or subordinate manner, 
such inferior groups as that of the Silver-weed, or the Tor- 
mentilla ; but all he will have to learn by heart and rote, will 

P bes thene: six names; the Greek Master-name, Charites, and 

the five generic names, in each case belonging to plants, as 
he will soon find, of extreme personal interest to him. 
21. I have used the word ‘Order’ as the name of our 
widest groups, in preference to ‘Class,’ because these widest 
groups will not always include flowers like each other in 
form, or equal to each other in vegetative rank ; but they will 
be ‘ Orders,’ literally like those of any religious or chivalric 
association, having some common link rather intellectual than — 
national,—the Charites, for instance, linked by their kind- 

ness,—the Oreiades, by their mountain seclusion, as Sisters 

_ of Charity or Monks of the Chartreuse, irrespective of ties of 
relationship. Then beneath these orders will come, what 
may be rightly called, either as above in Greek derivation, 
‘Genera,’ or in Latin, ‘Gentes,’ for which, however, I choose 

the Latin word, because Genus is disagreeably liable to be 
confused on the ear with ‘genius’; but Gens, never; and 
also ‘nomen gentile’ is a clearer and better expression than 
*nomen generosum,’ and I will not coin the barbarous one, 
*Genericum.’ The name of the Gens, (as ‘ Lucia,’) with an 

_ attached epithet, as ‘ Verna,’ will, in most cases, be enough to 

_ characterize the individual fiower ; but if farther subdivision 
_ be necessary, the third order will be that of Families, indi- 

_ cated by a ‘nomen familiare’ added in the third place of 
nomenclature, as Lucia Verna,—Borealis; and no farther 

subdivision will ever be admitted. I avoid the word ‘species’ 
_ —originally a bad one, and lately vulgarized beyond endur- 
_ ance—altogether. And varieties belonging to narrow locali- 
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ties, or induced by horticulture, may be named as they please 
by the people living near the spot, or by the gardener who — 
grows them ; but will not be acknowledged by Proserpina. 
Nevertheless, the arbitrary reduction under Ordines, Gentes, 

and Familiz, is always to be remembered as one of massive 
practical convenience only; and the more subtle arbores- 
cence of the infinitely varying structures may be followed, 
like ahuman genealogy, as far as we please, afterwards ; when 
once we have got our common plants clearly arranged and 
intelligibly named. = 

22. But now we find ourselves in the presence of anew — 
difficulty, the greatest we have to deal with in the ite ; 
matter. 

One new nomenclature, to be thoroughly good, must Ks 
acceptable to scholars in the five great languages, Greek, 
Latin, French, Italian, and English ; and it must be aecepta- 
ble by them in teaching the native children of each country. 
I shall not be satisfied, unless I can feel that the little maids 
who gather their first violets under the Acropolis rock, may _ 
receive for them Aischylean words again with joy. I shall — 
not be content, unless the mothers watching their children at — 
play in the Ceramicus of Paris, under the scarred ruins of her 
Kings’ palace, may yet teach them there to know the flowers — 
which the Maid of Orleans gathered at Domremy. I shall — 
not be satisfied unless every word I ask from the lips of the — 
children of Florence and Rome, may enable them better to 
praise the flowers that are chosen by the hand of — 
and bloom around the tomb of Virgil. 

23. Now in this first example of nomenclature, the Master- 
name, being pure Greek, may easily be accepted by Greek — 
children, remembering that certain also of their own poets, if — 
they did not call the flower a Graee itself, at least thought of 
it as giving gladness to the Three in their dances.+ But for 
French children the word ‘Grace’ has been doubly and trebly — 
corrupted ; first, by entirely false theological et ee 

* “Cantando, e scegliendo fior di fiore 
Onde era picta tutta la sua via.” —Purg., xxviii. BD. i : 

+ ‘Kot Oeotor repavd.” ree ie 
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the ‘Favor’ or Grace done by God to good men, 
for the ‘Misericordia,” or mercy, shown by Him to bad ones ; 

and so, in practical life, finally substituting ‘Grice’ as a word 
_ of extreme and mortal prayer, for ‘ Merci,’ and of late using 

_ ‘Merci’ in a totally ridiculous and perverted power, for the 
giving of thanks (or refusal of offered good): while the liter- 
ally derived word ‘ Charite’ has become, in the modern mind, _ 

a gift, whether from God or man, only to the wretched, never 

to the happy: and lastly, ‘Grice’ in its physical sense has 
been perverted, by their social vulgarity, into an idea, whether 
with respect to form or motion, commending itself rather to 
the ballet-master than either to the painter or the priest. 
. For these reasons, the Master name of this family, for my 
French pupils, must be simply ‘Rhodiades,’ which will bring, 
for them, the entire group of names into easily remembered 
symmetry ; and the English form of the same name, Rhodiad, 
is to be used by English scholars also for all tribes of this 
_group except.the five principal ones. 
» 24. Farther, in every gens of plants, one will be chosen as 
the representative, which, if any, will be that examined and 
described in the course of this work, if I have opportunity of 
doing RO iad 

’ This representative flower will always be a wild one, and of 
the simplest form which completely expresses the character of 
the plant ; existing divinely and unchangeably from age to 
age, ungrieved by man’s neglect, and inflexible by his power. 
_ And this divine character will be expressed by the epithet 
‘Sacred,’ taking the sense in which we attach it to a dominant 
and christened majesty, when it belongs to the central type 
of any forceful order ;—‘ Quercus sacra,’ ‘ Laurus sacra,’ etc., 

_ —the word ‘ Benedicta,’ or ‘ Benedictus,’ being used instead, 
_ if the plant be too humble to bear, without some discrepancy 
and unbecomingness, the higher title; as ‘Carduus Bene- 

_ dictus,’ Holy Thistle. 
25. Among the gentes of flowers bearing girls’ names, the 

dominant one will be simply called the Queen, ‘ Rose Regina,’ 
‘Rose the Queen ’ (the English wild rose) ; ‘Clarissa Regina,’ 
‘Clarissa the Queen’ (Mountain Pink); ‘Lucia Regina,’ 
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‘Lucy the Queen’ (Spring Gentian), or in simpler English, 
‘Lucy of Teesdale,’ as‘ Harry of Monmouth.’ The ruling 
flowers of groups which bear names not yet accepted for 
names of girls, will be called simply ‘Domina,’ or shortly 
‘Donna.’ ‘Rubra domina’ (wild raspberry): the wild straw- 
berry, because of her use in heraldry, will bear a name of her 
own, exceptional, ‘ Cora coronalis. 

26. These main points being understood, and concessions: 
made, we may first arrange the greater orders of land plants 
in a group of twelve, easily remembered, and with very little 
forcing. There must be some forcing always to get things 
into quite easily tenable form, for Nature always has her ins 
and outs. But it is curious how fitly and frequently the num- 
ber of twelve may be used for memoria technica; and in this 
instance the Greek derivative names fall at once into harmony 
with the most beautiful parts of Greek mythology, leading on 
to early Christian tradition. 

27. Their series will be, therefore, as follows: the princi 

pal subordinate groups being at once placed under each of 
the great ones. The reasons for occasional appearance of’ 
inconsistency will be afterwards explained, and the English 
and French forms given in each case are the terms which 
would be used in answering the rapid question, ‘Of what 
order is this flower?’ the answer being, It is a ‘Cyllenid,’ a 
‘ Pleiad,’ or a ‘ Vestal,’ as one would answer of a person, he is 

a Knight of St. John or Monk of St. Benedict ; while to the 
question, of what gens, we answer, a Stella or an Erica, as 

one would answer of a person, a Stuart or Plantagenet. . 

1. CHARITES. 
Ene. CHARIS. Fr. RHODIADE, 

Rosa. Persica. Pomum. Rubra. Fragaria. 

tm. URANIDES. 
Enea, URANID. Fr. URANIDE. 

Lucia. Campanula. Convoluta. 
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Silio inde. | mt. CYLLENIDES. 
~ Ena. CYLLENID. Fr. NEPHELIDE, 

Sapiainagcaes “Stella.” ‘Francesca, Primula. ore P 

pmabatawinn.! ay. OREIADES. 
)) eo 94) Eye. OREIAD. Fr. OREADE, 
iid Soiga irs v2 « ‘Erica. Myrtilla. Aurora, 
Seep tebe. i 6: 
ope fen ¥ PLELADES. 
PHATE crvore: _ Eva. PLELAD. Fr. PLEIADE. 

Silvia. Anemone, 
apa i: 

i "WE? sa 9a 

acest” Sa. VESTALES. 
bye. VESTAL. FR. VESTALE. 
Mania. Mein ‘Basil. Salvia. Lavandula. Thymus. 

peice fants vit. CYTHERIDES. 
sii. ENG. CYTHERTD. Fr. CYTHERIDE. 
dgtl waits "Viola. | Veronica. Giulietta. 
pantetions Tey tha 

peperitualiy. ; rx. HELIADES. 
ENG. ALCESTID. Fr. HELIADE. 
4 3¢ a. Margarita Alcestis. Falconia. Carduus. 
bat, YOl “tt ES 

Bee v: it ca ES ses ij MES DELPHIDES. 

Bs! ENG. DELPHID. Fr. DELPHIDE. 
peienirngs Laurus. Granata. Myrtus. 

ress | Biv? SS : 

BEL OS mae xt. HESPERIDES. 
Ena: HESPERID. Fr. HESPERIDE. 
bal) pain  Aurantia. Aglee. 

mk PTO ej 

ae OTK id XIi.. ATHENAIDES. 

< _.... Ene. ATHENAID. Fr. ATHENAIDE 

i Olea. Fraxinus. 
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T will shortly note the changes of name in their twelve 
orders, and the reasons for them. : 

1. Cuarrres.—The only change made in the conpinblitare 
of this order is the slight one of ‘rubra’ for ‘rubus’: partly 

to express true sisterhood with the other Charites ; partly to 
enforce the idea of redness, as characteristic of the race, both 

in the lovely purple and russet of their winter leafage, and in 
the exquisite bloom of scarlet on the stems in strong young 
shoots. They have every right to be placed among the 
Charites, first because the raspberry is really a more impor- 
tant fruit in domestic economy than the strawberry ; and, 

secondly, because the wild bramble is often in its wandering 
sprays even more graceful than the rose; and in blossom and 

fruit the best aigfaiiiial gift that English Nature has appointed 
for her village children. 

n. Unanrs —Not merely because they are all of the color 
of the sky, but also sacred to Urania in their divine purity. 
*Convoluta’ instead of ‘ convolvulus,’ chiefly for the sake of 
euphony ; but also because pervinea is to be included in 
group. 

m. Cy~ientmes.—Named from Mount Cyllene in Arcadia, 
because the three races included in the order alike delight 
in rocky ground, and in the cold or moist air of mountain- 
clouds. 

1v. Oretapes.—Described in next chapter, j 
v. Pxetapes.—From the habit of the flowers belonging to 

this order to get into bright local clusters, Silvia, for th 
wood-sorrel, will, I hope, be an acceptable — to my gi 
readers. q : 

vi. Arremiprs.—Dedicate to Artemis for their expression 
of energy, no less than purity. This character was rightly 
felt in them by whoever gave the name ‘Dianthus’ to thei 
leading race ; a name which I should have retained if it had 
not been bad Greek. I wish them, by their name ‘Clarissa 

to recall the memory of St. Clare, as ‘ Francesca’ that of 5 

Francis.* The ‘issa,’ not without honour to the greatest ¢ 

* The four races of this order are more naturally distinct than bot: 
ists have recognized, In Clarissa, the petal is cloven into a fringe @ 
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3 “our Baylish moral story-tellers, is added for the practical 
- reason, that Tthink the sound will fasten in the minds of chil- 
dren the essential characteristic of the race, the cutting of the 

: outer edge of the petal as if with scissors. 
Ai vi ‘Vesrates.—I allow this Latin form, because Hestiades 

have been confused with Heliades. The order is 
as the hearth,’ from its manifold domestic use, and 

im: 

, ae, © ps cline inna: fidwers, * In English, Alcestid, in 
honor to Chaucer and the Daisy. 
x Derpames.—Sacred to Apollo, Granata, changed from 
“Paiea, § in honor to Granada and the Moors. 
' xt Huspermes.—Already a name given to the order. Aegle, 
te and more classic than Limonia, includes the idea of = 

ST as 
in the blossom. 

xm, Arwenarpes.—I take Fraxinus into this group, because 
‘the mountain ash, in its hawthorn-scented flower, scarletest of 

, and exquisitely formed and finished leafage, belongs 
‘to the floral decoration of our native rocks, and is asso- 

Ais with their human interests, though lightly, not less 
peal than the olive with the mind of Greece. 

28. The remaining groupsare in great part natural ; but I 

“_—— a 

ea 2 aa a at ine a <ingati$ 

‘the outer edge ; in Lychnis, the petal is terminated in two rounded 
‘lobes and the fringe withdrawn to the top of the limb ; in Scintilla, the 
. “petal is divided into two sharp lobes, without any tines of the limb; 
‘and in Mica, the minute and scarcely visible flowers have simple and 

far separate petals. The confusion of these four great natural races 
the vulgar or accidental botanical names of spittle-p ant, shore- 

‘plant, sand-p!ant, etc., has become entirely intolerable by any rational 
student ; but the Gland ‘Scintilla,’ substituted for Stellaria, and ‘ Mica’ 

‘the utterly ridiculous and probably untrue Sagina, connect them- 
ves naturally with Lychnis, in expression of the luminous power of 

‘the white and sparkling blossoms. 

aia Clytia will include all the true sun-flowers, and Falconia the 
1awkweeds; but I have not yet completed the analysis of this vast 

complex order, so as to determine the limits of Margarita and 
Aleestis. 
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separate for subsequent study five orders of supreme domestie 

utility, the Mallows, Currants, Pease,* Cresses, and Cranesbills, 

from those which, either in fruit or blossom, are for finer 
pleasure or higher beauty. I think it will be generally inter 
esting for children to learn those five names as an easy lesson, 

and gradually discover, wondering, the world that they in- 
elude. I will give their terminology at length, separately. 

29. One cannot, in all groups, have all the divisions of equal 
importance ; the Mallows are only placed with the other four 
for their great value in decoration of cottage gardens in au- 
tumn: and their softly healing qualities as a tribe. They 
will mentally connect the whole useful group with the three 
great Aisculapiade, Cinchona, Coffea, and Camellia... 

30. Taking next the water-plants, crowned in the DROSID@, 
which include the five great families, Juncus, Jacinthus, Ama- 

ryllis, Iris, and Lilium, and are masculine in their Greek name 

because their two first groups, Juncus and Jacinthus, are mas- 
culine, I gather together the three orders of TRITONIDES, 
which are notably trefoil; the NAIADES, notably quatrefoil, 
but for which I keep their present pretty name; and the 
BATRACHIDES,} notably cingfoil, for which I keep their 
-present ugly one, only changing it from Latin into Greek. 

31. I am not sure of being forgiven so readily for putting 
the Grasses, Sedges, Mosses, and Lichens together, under 
the great general head of Demetride. But it seems to me 
the mosses and lichens belongs no less definitely to Demeter 
in being the first gatherers of: earth on rock, and the first OY- 
erers of its sterile surface, than the grass which at last pre 
pares it to the foot and to the foodof man. And with’ 
mosses I shall take all the especially moss plants which othe 
wise are homeless or companionless, Drosera, and the like 
and as a connecting link with the flowers belonging to the 

* The reader must observe that the positions given in this more 

veloped system to any flower do not interfere with arrangements either 
formerly or hereafter given for memoria technica. The name of 1 

pea, for instance (alata) is to be learned first among the twelve cingfoi 
p. 134, above; then transferred to its botanical place, — 

+ The amphibious habit of this race is to me of more importance, hi 
its outlaid structure, eee 
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Dark Kor the two strange orders of the Ophayde and 
- Agarics. 
82. Tastly will come the orders of flowers which may be 

_ thought of as belonging for the most part to the Dark Kora 
of the lower world,—having at least the power of death, if not 

_ its terror, given them, together with offices of comfort and 
healing in sleep, or of strengthening, if not too prolonged, 
action on the nervous power of life. Of these, the first 
will be the DIONYSIDA2,—Hedera, Vitis, Liana ; then the 

_ DRACONIDA3,—Atropa, Digitalis, Linaria; and, lastly, the 
~ MOIRIDA,—Conium, Papaver, Solanum, Arum and Nerium. 

83. As I see this scheme now drawn out, simple as it is, the 
scope of it seems not only far too great for adequate completion 
by my own labour, but larger than the time likely to be given 
to botany by average scholars would enable them intelligently 
to grasp: and yet it includes, I suppose, not the tenth part 

_ of the varieties of plants respecting which, in competitive ex- 
amination, a student of physical science is now expected to 

_ know, or at least assert on hearsay, something. 
: ~ So far as I have influence with the young, myself, I would 
+ pray them to be assured that it is better to know the habits of 
_ one plant than the names of a thousand ; and wiser to be hap- 
‘a familiar with those that grow in the nearest field, than 
ps cognisant of all that plume the isles of the Pacific, 
- or illumine the Mountains of the Moon. 

_ Nevertheless, I believe that when once the general form of 
_ this system in Proserpina has been well learned, much other 
_ knowledge may be easily attached to it, or sheltered under 
; the eaves of it: and in its own development, I believe every- 
| _ thing may be included that the student will find useful, or 
ik may wisely desire to investigate, of properly European botany. 
SUBIE hh wouviniedd thatithe best results of his study will be 
“reached by a resolved adherence to extreme simplicity of 
primal idea, and primal nomenclature. 
_ 84. Ido not think the need of revisal of our present scien- 

tific classification could be more clearly demonstrated than by 
the fact that laurels and roses are confused, even by Dr. Lind- 

Tey, in the mind of his feminine readers; the English word 
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laurel, in the index to his first volume of Ladies’ Botany, 
referring them to the cherries, under which the common 

laurel is placed as ‘Prunus Laurocerasus,’ while the true 

laurel, ‘Laurus nobilis,’ must be found in the index of ene 

second volume, under the Latin form ‘ Laurus.’ 

This accident, however, illustrates another, and a oaks im: 

portant point to be remembered, in all arrangements whether 
of plants, minerals, or animals. No single classification can 

possibly be perfect, or anything like perfect. It must be, at 
its best, a ground, or warp of arrangement only, through 
which, or over which, the cross threads of another,—yes, and 

of many others,—must be woven in our minds. Thus the 
almond, though in the form and colour of its flower, and 
method of its fruit, rightly associated with the roses, yet by 
the richness and sweetness of its kernel must be held mentally 

~ connected with all plants that bear nuts. These assuredly 
must have something in their structure common, justifying 
their being gathered into a conceived or conceivable group — 
of ‘ Nucifere,’ in which the almond, hazel, walnut, cocoa-nut, 

and such others would be considered as having relationship, at 
least in their power of secreting a crisp and sweet substance 
which is not wood, nor bark, nor pulp, nor seed-pabulum re- 
ducible to softness by boiling ;—but quite separate substance, 
for which I do not know that there at present exists any bo- 
tanical name,—of which, hitherto, I find no general account, 
and can only myself give so much, on reflection, as that it is — 

crisp and close in texture, and always contains some ad of — 
oil or milk. 

85. Again, suppose the arrangement of plants could with — 
respect to their flowers and fruits, be made approximately — 
complete, they must instantly be broken and reformed by 
comparison of their stems and leaves. The three creeping 
families of the Charities,—Rosa, Rubra, and Fragaria,—must 
then be frankly separated from the elastic Persica and knotty 
Pomum ; of which one wild and lovely species, the hawthorn, 
is no less notable for the massive accumulation of wood in the — 
stubborn stem of it, than the wild rose for her lovely power — 
of wreathing her garlands at pleasure wherever they are 
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. kien shen following them and sustaining, where they 
Br eilletitied beau 

_ 86. Thus, as we examine sucessively each part of any plant, 
’ new sisterhoods, and unthought-of fellowships, will be found 
between the most distant orders; and ravines of unexpected 

_ separation open between those otherwise closely allied. Few 
_ botanical characters are more definite than the leaf structure 
' ated in Plate VL, which has given to one group of the 
hint name of Ensate, (see above, Chapter 
‘TX, § U1,) but this conformation would not be wisely permit- 
ted to interfere in the least with the arrangement founded on 
the much more decisive floral aspects of thadziaand Lily. So, 
in the fifth volume of ‘Modern Painters,’ the sword-like, or 
_ rather rapier-like, leaves of the pine are opposed, for the sake 
_ of more vivid realization, to the shield-like leaves of the greater 
_ number of inland trees ; but it would be absurd to allow this 
_ difference any share in botanical arrangement,—else we should 
find ourselves thrown into sudden discomfiture by the wide- 
‘waving and opening foliage of the palms and ferns. 
_ 87. But through all the defeats by which insolent endeay- 
ors to'sum the orders of Creation must be reproved, and in 

the midst of the successes by which patient insight will be 

surprised, the fact. of the confirmation of species in plants and 
animals must remain always a miraculous one. What out- 

: -sign of constant Omnipotence can be more awful, 
than that the susceptibility to external influences, with the 
_ reciprocal power of transformation, in the organs of the plant ; 
_and the infinite powers of moral training and mental concep- 
tior vover the nativity of animals, should be so restrained 
within impassable limits, and by inconceivable laws, that from 
ge oneal generation, under all the cloudsand revolutions 

| heaven with its stars, and among all the calamities and 

onvulsions of the Earth with her passions, the numbers and 

es names of her Kindred may still be counted for her in 
infailing truth ;—still the fifth sweet leaf unfold for the Rose, 
ind the sixth spring for the Lily ; and yet the wolf raye tame- 
ess round the folds of the pastoral mountains, and yet the 

er flame through the forests of the night. 
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CORA AND KRONOS. 

, 1. Or all the lovely wild plants—and few, mountain-bred, 
in Britain, are other than lovely,—that fill the clefts and crest 
the ridges of my Brantwood rock, the dearest to me, by far, 
are the clusters of whortleberry which divide possession of 
the lower slopes with the wood hyacinth and pervenche. 
They are personally and specially dear to me for their asso- 
ciation in my mind with the woods of Montanvert ; but the 
plant itself, irrespective of all accidental feeling, is indeed so 
beautiful in all its ways—so delicately strong in the spring of — 
its leafage, so modestly wonderful in the formation of its 
fruit, and so pure in choice of its haunts, not capriciously or — 
unfamiliarly, but growing in luxuriance through all the health- — 
iest and sweetest seclusion of mountain territory throughout | 
Europe,—that I think I may without any sharp remonstrance — 
be permitted to express for this once only, personal feeling in 
my nomenclature, calling it in Latin ‘Myrtilla Cara,’ and in | 
French ‘ Myrtille Chérie, but retaining for it in agi its 
simply classic name, ‘ Blue Whortle.’ 

2. It is the most common representative of the group of 
Myrtille, which, on reference to our classification, will be 
found central between the Ericee and Aurore. The distine- 
tions between these three families may be easily remembered, . 
and had better be learned before going farther; but first let 
us note their fellowship. They are all Oreiades, mountain — 

plants ; in specialty, they are all strong in stem, low in stature, — 
and the Ericee and Aurore glorious in the flush of their in- 
finitely exulting flowers, (‘‘ the rapture of the heath ”—above 
spoken of, p. 63.) But all the essential loveliness of the Myx 
tillee is in their leaves and fruit: the first always exquisitely 
finished and grouped like the most precious decorative work 
of sacred painting ; the second, red or purple, like beads of 

coral or amethyst. Their minute flowers have rarely any 
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| gpemibrakeguitite power in the colors of mountain ground ; but, 
examined closely, they are one of the chief joys of the trav- 

 éliler’s rest ationg the Alps; and full of exquisiteness un- 
% in their several bearings and miens of blossom, so © 
_ to speak. Plate VIIL represents, however feebly, the proud 
_ bending back of her head by Myrtilla Regina: * an action 
4 ara ao as it is terrible in the Kingly Serpent of 

2 “3. The a differences between these three families are 

trenchant and easily remembered. The Ericm are all quatre- 
- foils, and quatrefoils of. the most studied and accomplished 
_ symmetry; and they bear no berries, but only dry seeds. 
_ The Myrtillee and Aurore are both Cinqfoil ; but the Myrtille 
are symmetrical in their blossom, and the Aurore unsym- 
_ metrical. Farther, the Myrtille are not absolutely determi- 
nate in the number of their foils, (this being essentially a char- 

_ acteristic of flowers exposed to much hardship,) and are thus 
_ sometimes quatrefoil, in sympathy with the Erice. But the 
_ Aurore: are strictly cingfoil. These last are the only Euro- 
_ pean form of a larger group, well named ‘ Azalea’ from the 
Greek aa, dryness, and its adjective afadéa, dry or parched ; 
and this name must be kept for the world-wide group, (in- 

_ eluding under it Rhododendron, but not Kalmia,) because 

_ there is an under-meaning in the word Aza, enabling it to be 
_ applied to: the substance of dry earth, and indicating one of 
the great functions of the Oreiades, in common with the 

_ mosses,—the collection of earth upon rocks. 
_ 4 Neither the Eric, as I have just said, nor Aurore bear 

_ useful fruit ; and the Erice are named from their consequent 
Bipcrtblodmess in the eyes of the Greek farmer; they were 
the plants he ‘tore up’ for his bed, or signal-fire, his word 
_ for them including a farther sense of crushing or bruising 
into a heap... The Westmoreland shepherds now, alas! ies 

them remorselessly on the ground, (and a year since had 
nearly set the copse of Brantwood on fire just above the 
house.) The sense of parched and fruitless existence is 

2 _ * “Arctostaphylos Alpina,” I believe; but scarcely recognize the 
~ fiower in my botanical books. 
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given to the heaths, with beautiful application of the context, _ 
in our English translation of Jeremiah xvii. 6; but I find the 
plant there named is, in the Septuagint, Wild Tamarisk ; the 
mountains of Palestine being, I suppose, in that — too 
low for heath, unless in the Lebanon. 

5. But I have drawn the reader’s thoughts to this. great 
race of the Oreiades at present, because they place for us in 
the clearest light a question which I have finally to answer 
before closing the first volume of Proserpina ; namely, what 
is the real difference between the three ranks of Vegetative 
Humility, and Noblesse — the Herb, the Shrub, veered m0 

Tree ? 
6. Between the herb, which perishes aiteanliieh aah the 

plants which construct year after year an increasing stem, 
there is, of course, no difficulty of discernment ; but between 
the plants which, like these Oreiades, construct for them- 

selves richest intricacy of supporting stem, yet scarcely rise a 
fathom’s height above the earth they gather and adorn,—be- 
tween these, and the trees that lift cathedral aisles of colossal 
shade on Andes and Lebanon,—where is the limit of kind to 
be truly set? 

7. We have the three orders given, as no botanist could in 
twelve lines by Milton :— 

‘Then herbs of every leaf, that sudden flow’r’d 
Op'ning their various colours, and made gay 
Her bosom smelling sweet ; and, these scarce blown, 
Forth flourish’d thick the clnst'ring vine, forth crept — 
The swelling gourd, up stood the corny reed ' 
Embattel'’d in her field ; and th’ humble shrub, 
And bush with frieeled hair implicit : last 
Rose, as in dance, the stately trees, and spread 
Their branches hung with copious fruits, or gemm’d 

Their blossoms; with high woods the hills were crown'g ; 
With tufts the valleys and — fountain side ; 
With borders long the rivers.’ 

Only to learn, and be made to understand, these corabod! 

lines thoroughly would teach a youth more of true botany 
than an entire Cyclopedia of modern nomenclature and des 
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: ‘setiption they are, like all Milton’s work, perfect in accuracy 

of epithet, while consummate in concentration. _ Exquisite in 
touch, as infinite in breadth, they gather into their unbroken 

clause of melodious compass the conception at once of the 
_ Golumbian prairie, the English cornfield, the Syrian vineyard, 
_ and the Indian grove. But even Milton has left untold, and 

_ for the instant perhaps unthought of, the most solemn differ- 
ence of rank between the low and lofty trees, not in magni- 
tude only, nor in grace, but in duration. 
___ 8. Yet let us pause before passing to this greater subject, to 
g well more closely on what he has told us so clearlyy-the 

difference in Grace, namely between the trees that rise ‘as in 
_ dance,’ and ‘the bush with frizzled hair. For the bush form 
is essentially one taken by vegetation in some kind of distress ; 

_ seorched by heat, discouraged by darkness, or bitten by frost ; 

it is the form in which isolated knots of earnest plant life stay 
_ the flux of fiery sands, bind the rents of tottering crags, purge 

the stagnant air of crave or chasm, and fringe with sudden 
hues of unhoped spring the Arctic edge of retreating desola- 

tion. 
On, the sabes hand, the trees which, as in sacred dance, 

_ make the borders of the rivers glad with their procession, and 
_ the mountain ridges statelier with their pride, are all expres- 
- sions of the vegetative power in its accomplished felicities ; 
- gathering themselves into graceful companionship with the 

fairest arts and serenest life of man ; and providing not only 
the sustenance and the instruments, but also the lessons and 

the delights, of that life, in perfectness of order, and un- 

blighted fruition of season and time. 
' 9. ‘Interitura ’—yet these not to-day, nor to-morrow, nor 
with the decline of the summer's sun. We describe a plant 

_ as small or great ; and think we have given account enough of 
its nature and being. But the chief question for the plant, as 
for the human creature, is the Number of its days ; for to the 

_ tree, as to its master, the words are forever true—‘ As thy 

Day is, so shall thy Strength be.” 
10. Iam astonished hourly, more and more, at the apathy 
and stupidity which have prevented me hitherto from learn- 
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ing the most simple facts at the base of this question! Here 
is this myrtille bush in my hand—its cluster of some fifteen 
or twenty delicate green branches knitting themselves down- 
wards into the stubborn brown of a stem on which my knife 
makes little impression. I have not the slightest idea how 
old it is, still less how old it might one day have been if I had 
not gathered it ; and, less than thie least, what hinders it from. 

becoming as old as it likes! What doom is there over these 
bright green sprays, that they may never win to any height or 
space of verdure, nor persist beyond their narrow — of 
years ? 

11. And the more I think the more I bowikihi ante for 
these bushes, which are pruned and clipped by the deathless: 
Gardener into these lowly thickets of bloom, do not strew the 
ground with fallen branches and faded clippings in any wise, 
—it is the pining umbrage of the patriarchal trees that tinges 
the ground and betrays the foot beneath them: but, under 
the heather and the Alpine rose.—Well, what is under them, 

then? Inever saw, nor thought of looking,—will look pres- 
ently under my own bosquets and beds of lingering heather- 
blossom : beds indeed they were only a month since, a foot 
deep in flowers, and close in tufted cushions, and the moun- 
tain air that floated over them rich in honey like a draught of 
metheglin. 

12. Not clipped, nor pruned, I think, after all,—nor duadtied, 
in the gardener’s sense ; but pausing in perpetual youth and 
strength, ordained out of their lips of roseate infancy. Rose- 
trees—the botanists have falsely called the proudest of them ; 
yet not trees in any wise, they, nor doomed to know the edge 
of axe at their roots, nor the hoary waste of time, or searing 
thunder-stroke, on sapless branches. Continual morning for 
them, and in them ; they themselves an Aurora, purple and 
cloudless, stayed on all the happy hills. That shall be our 
name for them, in the flushed Phoenician colour of their height, 
in calm or tempest of the heavenly sea ; how much holier than 
the depth of the Tyrian! And the queen of them on our own 
oc shall be ‘ Aurora Alpium.’ * 

‘Aurora Regina,’ changed from Rhododendron Fechiigiqenal 8 

. 
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p isione word in the Miltonian patatitig of them 
[etadePevee torn on specially ; for the accurate English of it 

_ hides deep morality no less than botany. ‘ With hair implicit.’ 
_ The interweaving of complex band, which knits the masses of 
_ heath or of Alpine rose into their dense tufts and spheres 

_ of flower, is to be noted both in these, and in stem structure of 
_ aw higher order like that of the stone pine, for an expression of 
_ the instinct of the plant gathering itself into protective unity, 

_ whether against cold or heat, while the forms of the trees 
_ which have no hardship to sustain are uniformly based on the 

_ effort of each spray to separate itself from its fellows to the 
; oe and obtain around its own leaves the utmost space of 
zz Whee fh 

- In vulgar modern English, the term ‘implicit,’ used of 
‘Trust or Faith, has come to signify only its serenity. But 
NahaaEbKina word gives the reason of serenity: the root and 
branch intricacy of closest knowledge and fellowsliip. 

4 14. Thave said that Milton has told us more in these few 
lines than any botanist could. I will prove my saying by 

ng in comparison with them two passages of description 
< most imaginative and generally well-trained scientific 
¥ may tines Litinseus--Humboldt—which, containing much that 

_is at this moment of special use to us, are curious also in the 
- confusion even of the two orders of annual and perennial 

_ plants, and show, therefore, the extreme need of most careful 
initial work in this distinction of the reign of Cora from that 

of Kronos. - 

_ “he disk of the setting sun appeared like a globe of fire 
_ suspended over the savannah ; and its last rays, as they swept 
_ the earth, illumined the extremities of the grass, strongly 
_ agitated by the evening breeze. In the low and humid places 
_ of the equinoxial zone, even when the gramineous plants and 
reeds present the aspect of a meadow, of turf, a rich decora- 

_ tion of the picture is usually wanting. I mean that variety of 
_ wild flowers which, scarcely rising above the grass, seem to lie 
_ upon a smooth bed of verdure. Between the tropics, the 
' strength and luxury of vegetation give such a development to 
plants, that the smallest of the dicotyledonous family become 
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shrubs.* It would seem as if the liliaceous plants, mingled 
with the gramina, assumed the place of the flowers of our 

meadows. ‘Their form is indeed striking ; they dazzle by the 
variety and splendor of their colours ; but, too high above the 
soil, they disturb that harmonious relation which exists among 
the plants that compose our meadows and our turf. Nature 
in her beneficence, has given the landscape under ita zone 
its peculiar type of beauty. 

“ After proceeding four hours across the rimatanhadel we en- 
tered into a little wood composed of shrubs and small trees, 
which is called El Pejual; no doubt because of the great 
abundance of the ‘ Pejoa’ (Gaultheria odorata,) a plant with 
very odoriferous leaves. The steepness of the mountain be- 
came less considerable, and we felt an indescribable pleasure 
in examining the plantsof this region. Nowhere, perhaps, 
can be found collected together in so small a space of ground, 
productions so beautiful, and so remarkable in regard to the 
geography of plants. At the height of a thousand toises the 
lofty savannahs of the hills terminate in a zone of shrubs, 
which by their appearance, their tortuous branches, their stiff 
leaves, and the dimensions and beauty of their purple flowers, 

remind us of what is called in the Cordilleras of the Andes the 
vegetation of the paramos} and thepunas. We find there the 
family of the Alpine rhododendrons, the thibaudias, the an- 
dromedas, the vacciniums, and those befarias { with resinous 

leaves, which we have several times compared to the rhodo- 
dendron of our European Alps. 7 mit 

“Even when nature does not produce the same species in 
analogous climates, either in the plainsof isothermal parallels, 
or on table-lands the temperature of which resembles that of 
places nearer the poles, we still remark a striking resem- 

* T do not see what this can mean, Primroses and cowslips can't be- 

come shrubs ; nor can violets, nor daisies, nor any other of our pet 
meadow flowers. 
+ ‘Deserts.’ Punas is not in my Spanish dictionary, and the refer- 

ence to a former note.is wrong in my edition of Humboldt, vol. iii., p. 

490. 
{ ‘The Alpine rose of equinoctial America,” p. 453, pus 

4 
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distant countries. This phenomenon is one of the 
vious in the history of organic forms. I say the his- 

j ere vain would reason forbid man to form hypotheses 
on the origin of things: he is not the less tormented with 
these insoluble problems of the distribution of beings.” 
15. Insoluble—yes, assuredly, poor little beaten phantasms 
of palpitating clay that we are—and who asked us to solve it? 
Even this Humboldt, quiet-hearted and modest watcher of 

_ the ways of Heaven, in the real make of him, came at last to 
4 be so far puffed up by his vain science in declining years that 
‘ he must needs write a Kosmos of things in the Universe, for- 
sooth, as if he knew all about them! when he was not able 

meanwhile, (and does not seem even to have desired the 
ability,) to put the slightest Kosmos into his own ‘ Personal © 
Narrative’; but leaves onedo gather what one wants out of 
its wild growth ; or rather, to wash or winnow what may be 
useful out of its débris, without any vestige either of reference 
or index ; and I must look for these fragmentary sketches of 

and grass through chapter after chapter about the races 
of the Indian and religion of the Spaniard,—these also of 
great intrinsic value, but made useless to the general reader 
_ by interspersed experiment on the drifts of the wind and the 
ets of the sea. 

16. But one more fragment out of a note (vol. iii, p. 494) 
: x must give, with reference to an order of the Rhododendrons 

as yet wholly unknown to me. 
_ “The name of vine tree, ‘ uvas camaronas’ (Shrimp grapes ?) 
is given in the Andes to plants of the genus Thibaudia on ac- 
count of their /arge succulent fruit. Thus the ancient botanists 
‘give the name of Bear’s vine, ‘ Uva Ursi,’ and vine of Mount 
Tas, ‘Vitis Idea,’ to an Arbutus and Myrtillus which belong, 
like the Thibaudiz, to the family of the Ericinez.” 
4 Now, though I have one entire bookcase and half of an- 

ther, and a large cabinet besides, or about fifteen feet square 

‘of books on botany beside me here, and a quantity more at 
“Oxford, I have no means whatever, in all the heap, of finding 
‘out what a Thibaudia is like. Loudon’s Cyclopedia, the only 

oe rere 
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general book I have, tells me only that it will grow well in 
camellia houses, that its flowers develop at ‘Christmas, and 
that they are beautifully varied like a fritillary: whereupon I 
am very anxious to see them, and taste thei-fruit, and be able 

to tell my pupils something intelligible of them,—a new order, 
as it seems to me, among my Oreiades. But for the present — 
I can make no room for them, and must be content, for Eng- — 
land and the Alps, with my single class, Myrtilla, including 
all the fruit-bearing and (more or less) myrtle-leaved kinds ; 

_ and Azalea for the fruitless flushing of the loftier tribes ; tak- — 
ing the special name ‘ Aurora’ for the red and purple ones — 
of Europe, and resigning the already accepted *‘ Rhodora’ eat 
those of the Andes and Himalaya. ° df ‘at GP itonag 

17. Of which also, with help of earnest Indian botanists, ‘i 
" hope nevertheless to add some little history to that of our own — 
Oreiades ; but shall set myself o~ the most familiar of them — 
first, as I phat hinted in taking for the frontispiece of this 
volume two unchecked shoots of our commonest heath, in | 
their state of full lustre and decline. And now I must go out — 
and see and think—and for the first time in my life—what 
becomes of all these fallen blossoms, and where my own — 
mountain Cora hides herself in winter ; and ananne aweok 7 
body is laid in its death. eperDey Gi vad 

Think of it with me, for a moment before hail That har- 
vest of amethyst bells, over all Scottish and Irish and Cum- 
berland hill and moorland ; what substance is there sin it, — 
yearly gathered out of the mountain winds,—stayed there, as 

if the morning and evening clouds had been caught out of 
them and woven into flowers ; ‘ Ropes of sea-sand’—but that 
is child’s magic merely, compared to the weaving of the Heath 
putidt the:elond.:: And ones woven, how much of it is forever 
worn by the Earth? What weight of that transparent tissue, 

half crystal and half comb of honey, lies strewn — st 

dead under the snow ? 

I must go and look, and can write no more teideba nor. 

morrow neither. I must gather slowly what I see, 
remember ; and meantime leaving, to be dealt with afterw 
the difficult and quite separate question of the production 
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. Dpated Deilhchaes this Grstvolameof Proserpina with some neces. 
a "sary statements respecting the operations, serviceable to other 
_ ereatures than themselves, in which the lives of the noblest 

_ plants are ended : honourable in this service equally. though 
 evatiescent, some,—in the passing of a breeze—or the dying 

_ of a day ;—and patient some, of storm and time, serene in 

_ fruitful sanctity, through all the uncounted ages which Man 
has polluted with his tears. 
BD pattited dy mil? to 
pdombsturtery ss ode 

3 19 Soe mE Os aa 

q eppdleytciic: : CHAPTER XIIL 

SERS 2 

ete th bit Es THE SEED AND HUSK. 

im 3 md the least sorrowful, nor least absurd of the confu- 
ns brought on us by unscholarly botanists, blundering 

Hits Greig languages, when they do not know how to use 
eit own, is that which has followed on their practice of 

the seed-vessels of flowers ‘ egg-vessels,’* in Latin ; 
u as involving total loss of the power of the jes old English 

word ‘husk,’ and the good old French one, ‘cosse.’ For all 
; the treasuries of plants (see ChapterIV., § 17) may be best 
: ceived, and described, generally, as consisting of ‘seed’ 
and “husk, "for the most part two or more seeds, in a husk 
comp of two or more parts, as pease in their shell, pips 
in an orange, or kernels in a walnut ; but whatever their num- 
Der, or the method of their andioeurd, let the student keep 

:. pis si mind, for the base of all study of fructification, 
e broad distinction between the seed, as one thing, and the 

3 husk : as another : the seed, essential to the continuance of the 
. ant’s race ; and the husk, adapted, primarily, to its guard 

a disgersination : but 5 to quite other and far 
a important functions. 

2. For on this distinction follows another practical one of 
aa importance. A seed may serve, and many do mightily 

for the food of man, when boiled, crushed, or otherwise 

_ +) * More literally ‘‘ persons to whom the care of eggs is entrusted.” 
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industriously prepared by man himself, for his mere susfe- 
nance. But the husk of the seed is prepared in many cases 
for the delight of his eyes, and the pleasure of his palate, by 
Nature herself, and is then called a ‘ fruit.’ 

3. The varieties of structure both in seed and husk, and yet 
more, the manner in which the one is contained, and distrib- 
uted by, the other, are infinite; and in some cases the husk 

is apparently wanting, or takes some unrecognizable form, 
But in far the plurality of instances the two parts of the plant’s 
treasury are easily distinguishable, and must be separately 
studied, whatever their apparent closeness of relation, or, (as 

in all natural things,) the equivocation sometimes taking place 
between the one and the other. Tome, the especially curious 
point in this matter is that, while I find the most elaborate ac- 
counts given by botanists of the stages of growth in each of 
these parts of the treasury, they never say of what use the guar- 
dian is to the guarded part, irrespective of its service to man, 
The mechanical action of the husk in containing and scattering 
the seeds, they indeed often notice and insist on ; but they do 

not tell us of what, if any, nutritious or fostering use the rind 

is to a chestnut, or an orange’s pulp to its pips, or a peach’s 
juice to its stone. 

4, Putting aside this deeper question for the moment, let 
us make sure we understand well, and define safely, the sep- 

arate parts themselves, A seed consists essentially of a store, 
or sack, containing substance to nourish a germ of life, which 
is surrounded by such substance, and in the process of growth 
is first fed by it. The germ of life itself rises into two por- 
tions, and not more than two, in the seeds of two-leayed 
plants ; but this symmetrical dualism must not be allowed to 
confuse the student’s conception, of the three organically — 
separate parts,—the tough skin of a bean, for instance; the — 
softer contents of it which we boil to eat; and the small — 

germ from which the root springs when it is sown. A 
bean is the best type of the whole structure. An almond out 
of its shell, a peach-kernel, and an apple-pip are also clear and 
perfect, though varied types. 

5. The husk, or seed-vessel, is seen in perfect simplicity of 
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_ type in the pod of a bean, or the globe of a poppy. There 
are, I believe, flowers in which it is absent or imperfect ; and 
- when it contains only one seed, it may be sosmall and closely 
united with the seed it contains, that both will: be naturally 
thought of as one thing only. Thus, in a dandelion, the 

little brown grains, which may be blown away, each with its 
silken parachute, are every one of them a complete husk and 
seed together. But the majority of instances (and those of 

_ plants the most serviceable to man) in which the seed-vessel 
has entirely a separate structure and mechanical power, justify 

us in giving it the normal term ‘husk,’ as the most widely 
applicable and intelligible. 
6) The change of green, hard, and tasteless vegetable sub- 
stance into beautifully coloured, soft, and Dillion substance, 

_ which produces what we call a fruit, is, in most cases, of the 

husk only; in others, of the part of the stalk which immedi- 
ately sustains the seed; and in a very few instances, not 
properly a change, but a distinct formation, of fruity substance 

_ between the husk and seed. Normally, however, the husk, 
_ like the seed, consists always of three parts; it has an outer 

_ skin, a central substance of peculiar nature, and an inner 

_ skin, which holds the seed. The main difficulty, in describing 
_ or thinking of the completely ripened product of any plant, is 

to discern clearly which is the inner skin of the husk, and 
which the outer skin of the seed. The peach is in this respect 
the best general type,—the woolly skin being the outer one 

of the husk; the part we eat, the central substance of the 

husk ; and the hard shell of the stone, the imner skin of the 
husk. The bitter kernel within is the seed. 
7. In this case, and in the plum and cherry, the two parts 

under present examination—husk and seed—separate natu- 
_ rally; the fruity part, which is the body of the husk, adhering 
firmly to the shell, which is its inner coat. But in the walnut 

and almond, the two outer parts of the husk separate from 
the interior one, which becomes an apparently independent 
‘shell.’ So that when first I approached this subject I divided 
the general structure of a treasury into three parts—husk, 
shell, and kernel; and this division, when we once have mas- 
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tered the main one, will be often useful. But at first let the 
student keep steadily to his conception of the two constant 
parts, husk and seed, reserving the idea of shells end Kernels 
a one group of plants only. 

. It will not be always without difficulty that a sniajeicts 
ae Sdineiion. when the tree pretends to have changed it. 

Thus, in the chestnut, the inner coat of the husk becomes 

brown, adheres to the seed, and seems part of it; and we 

naturally call only the thick, green, prickly coat, the husk, 
But this is only one of the deceiving tricks of Nature, to com- 
pel our attention more closely. The real place of separation, 
to her mind, is between the mahogany-coloured shell and the 
nut itself, and that more or less silky and flossy coating with- 

in the brown shell is the true lining of the entire ‘ husk.’ The 
paler brown skin, following the rugosities of the nut, is the true 

sack or skin of the seed. Similarly in the walnut and almond. 
9. But, in the apple, two new tricks are played us. First, 

in the brown skin of the ripe pip, we might imagine we saw 
the part correspondent to the mahogany skin of the chestnut, 
and therefore the inner coat of the husk. But it is not so. 
The brown skin of the pips belongs to them properly, and is 
all their own. It is the true skin or sack of the seed. The 
inner coat of the husk is the smooth, white, scaly part - the 
core that holds them. 

Then,—for trick number two. We should as naturally 
imagine the skin of the apple, which we peel off, to be corre- 
spondent to the skin of the peach ; and therefore, to be the 
outer part of the husk. But not at all. The outer part of 
the husk in the apple is melted away into the fruity mass of 
it, and the red skin outside is the skin of its stalk, not of its 

seed-vessel at all ! 
10. Isay ‘of its stalk,—that is to say, of the part of the 

stalk immediately sustaining the seed, commonly called the 
torus, and expanding into the calyx. In the apple, this torus 
incorporates itself with the husk completely ; then refines its 
own external skin, and colours that variously and beautifully, 
like the true skin of the husk in the peach, while the withered 
leaves of the calyx remain in the ‘eye’ of the apple. 
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But in the ‘hip’ of the rose, the incorporation with the 
husk of the seed does not take place. The torus, or,—as in 

_ this flower from its peculiar form it is called,—the tube of the 
_ ealyx, alone forms the frutescent part of the hip; and the 
complete seeds, husk and all, (the firm triangular husk enclos- 
ing an almond-shaped kernel,) are grouped closely in its in- 
terior cavity, while the calyx remains on the top in a large 
and searcely withering star. In the nut, the calyx remains 

green and beautiful, forming what we call the husk of a fil- 
bert ; and again we find Nature amusing herself by trying to 
make us think that this strict envelope, almost closing over 

_ the single seed, is the same thing to the nut that its green 
shell is to a walnut ! 

11. With still more capricious masquing, she varies and 
_ hides the structure of her ‘berries.’ 

_ ~The strawberry is a hip turned inside-out, the frutescent 
_ receptacle changed into a scarlet ball, or cone, of crystalline 
- and delicious coral, in the outside of which the separate seeds, 
husk and all, are imbedded. In the raspberry and blackberry, 
the interior mound remains sapless ; and the rubied translu- 

_ eency of dulcet substance is formed round each separate seed, 
} upon its husk ; not a part of the husk, but now an entirely in- 
_ dependent and added portion of the plant’s bodily form. 
_ 12. What is thus done for each seed, on the outside of the 
2 receptacle, i in the raspberry, is done for each seed, inside the 

‘calyx, in a pomegranate ; which is a hip in which the seeds 
have become surrounded with a radiant juice, richer than 
‘claret wine ; while the seed itself, within the generous jewel, 

- is succulent also, and spoken of by Tournefort as a“ baie sue- 
‘eulente.” The tube of the calyx, brown-russet like a large hip, 

externally, is yet otherwise divided, and separated wholly from 
_ the cinque-foiled, and cinque-celled rose, both in number of 
_ petal and division of treasuries ; the calyx has eight points, and 

nine cells. 
13. Lastly, in the orange, the fount of fragrant juice is in- 

-terposed between the seed and the husk. It is wholly inde- 
‘pendent of both ; the Aurantine rind, with its white lining and 
‘divided compartments, is the true husk ; the orange pips are 

Oe ee ee 
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the true seeds ; and the eatable part of the fruit is formed be- 
tween them, in clusters of delicate little flasks, as if a fairy’s 
store of scented wine had been laid up by her in the hollow 
of achestnut shell, between the nut and rind; and hen the 
green changed to gold. 

14. I have said ‘lastly ’—of the orange, for fous of the 
reader’s weariness only ; not as having yet represented, far less 
exhausted, the variety of frutescent form. But these are the 
most important types of it; and before I can explain the re- 
lation between these, and another, too often confounded with 
them—the granular form of the seed of grasses,—I must give 
some account of what, to man, is far more important than the 

form—the gift to him in fruit-food ; and trial, I ia 
tion. 

CHAPTER XIV. 

THE FRUIT GIFT. 

1. In the course of the preceding chapter, I hope that the 
reader has obtained, or may by a little patience both obtain 
and secure, the idea of a great natural Ordinance, which, in 

the protection given to the part of plants necessary to prolong 
their race, provides, for happier living creatures, food delight- 
ful to their taste, and forms either amusing or beautiful to 

their eyes. Whether in receptacle, calyx, or true husk,—in 
the cup of the acorn, the fringe of the filbert, the down of the — 
apricot, or bloom of the plum, the powers of Nature consult — 
quite other ends than the mere continuance of oaks and plum | 
trees on the earth ; and must be regarded always with grati-— 
tude more deep than wonder, when they are indeed seen with — 
human eyes and human intellect. 

2. But in one family of plants, the contents also of the seed | 
not the envelope of it merely, are prepared for the support of — 
the higher animal life; and their grain, filled with the sub-— 
stance which, for universally understood name, may best keep — 
the Latin one of Farina,—becoming in French, ‘ Farine,’ and | 
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"in English, <Flour,’—both in the perfectly nourishing ele- 
‘ments of it, and its easy and abundant multiplicability, be- 
comes the primal treasure of human economy. 
8. It has been the practice of botanists of all nations to 
consider the seeds of the grasses together with those of roses 
and pease, as if all could be described on the same principles, 
and with the same nomenclature of parts. But the grain of 

corn is a quite distinct thing from the seed of pease. In it, 
the husk and the seed envelope have become inextricably one. 
All the exocarps, endocarps, epicarps, mesocarps, shells, husks, 
sacks, and skins, are woven at once together into the brown 
bran ; and inside of that, a new substance is collected for us, 

which is not what we boil in pease, or poach in eggs, or munch 
in nuts, or grind in coffee ;—but a thing which, mixed with 
water and then baked, has given to all the nations of the world 

their prime word for food, in thought and prayer,—Bread ; 
their prime conception of the man’s and woman’s labor in pre- 
paring it—(“ whoso putteth hand to the plough ”—two women 
shall be grinding at the m/)—their prime notion of the 
means of cooking by fire—(‘‘ which to-day is, and to-morrow 
is cast into the.oven ”), and their prime notion of culinary office 

—the “chief baker,” cook, or pastry cook,—(compare Bedred- 
din Hassan in the Arabian Nights): and, finally, to modern 
civilization, the Saxon word ‘lady,’ with whatever it imports. 
- 4 Tt has also been the practice of botanists to confuse all 
the ripened products of plants under the general term ‘ fruit.’ 
But the essential and separate fruit-gift is of two substances, 
quite distinct from flour, namely, oil and wine, under the last 
term including for the moment all kinds of juice which will 
produce alcohol by fermentation. Of these, oil may be pro- 
duced either in the kernels of nuts, as in almonds, or in the 

substance of berries, as in the olive, date, and coffee-berry. 
But the sweet juice which will become medicinal in wine, can 
only be developed in the husk, or in the receptacle. 

5. The office of the Chief Butler, as opposed to that of the 
Chief Baker, and the office of the Good Samaritan, pouring in 

oil and wine, refer both to the total fruit-gift in both kinds: 
but in the study of plants, we must primarily separate our 
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notion of their gifts to men into the three elements, flour, oil 
and wine ; and have instantly and always intelli names 
for them in Latin, French, and English, AQHA? 

And I think it best not to confuse our ideas of pure vege- 
table substance with the possible process of fermentation :— 
so that rather than ‘ wine,’ for a constant specific term, I wilh 

take ‘ Nectar, —this term more rightly including the juices of 
the peach, nectarine, and plum, as well as those of (Lares 
currant, and apple. acreeguld 

Our three separate substances will then be easily m named en 
all three languages : 

d 
Farina. Oleum. Neitadost: Lz 

Farine. Huile. Nectare. 

Flour. Oil. Nectar. 

There is this farther advantage in keeping the third com- 
mon term, that it leaves us the words Suceus, Jus, Juice, for 

other liquid products of plants, watery, milky, sugary, or 
resinous,—often indeed important to man, but often also 

without either agreeable flavor or nutritious power ; and it is 
therefore to be observed with care that we may use the word 
‘juice,’ of a liquid produced by any part of a plant, but ‘ nee- 
tar,’ only of the juices produced in its fruit. 

6. But the good and pleasure of fruit is not in the idice 
only ;—in some kinds, and those not the least valuable, (as 

the date,) it is not in the juice at all. We still stand abso- 
lutely in want of a word to express the more or less firm sub- 
stance of fruit, as distinguished from all other products of a 
plant. And with the usual ill-luck,—(I advisedly think of it 
as demoniacal misfortune)—of botanical science, no other 
name has been yet used for such substance than the entirely 
false and ugly one of ‘ Flesh,’—Fr., ‘ Chair,’ with its still more 
painful derivation ‘Charnu,’ and in England the monstrous 

scientific term, ‘ Sarco-carp.’ 
But, under the housewifery of Proserpina, since we are to 

call the juice of fruit, Nectar, its substance will be as naturally 
and easily called Ambrosia; and I have no doubt that this, 

he 
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names defined in this chapter, will not only be 
F i practically more convenient than the phrases in com- 

mon use, but will more securely fix in the student's mind a 
; true conception of the essential differences in substance, which, 

ultimately, depend wholly on their pleasantness to human per- 

ception, and offices for human good ; and not at all on any 

otherwise explicable structure or faculty. It is of no use to 

‘determine, by microscope or retort, that cinnamon is made of 
cells with so many walls, or grape-juice of molecules with so 
many sides ;—we are just as far as ever from understanding 
why these particular interstices should be aromatic, and these 

special parallelopipeds exhilarating, as we were in the savagely 
unscientific days when we could only see with our eyes, and 
smell with our noses. But to call each of these separate sub- 
stances by a name rightly belonging to it through all the past 
variations of the language of educated man, will probably en- 
able us often to discern powers in the thing itself, of affecting 

the human body and mind, which are indeed qualities infi- 
nitely more its own, than any which can possibly be extracted 

_ by the point of a knife, or brayed out with a mortar and 
e. 

_ 7. Thus, to take merely instance in the three main elements 
of which we have just determined the names,—flour, oil, and 

;—the differences in the kinds of pleasure which the 
tongue. received. from the powderiness of oat-cake, or a well- 
boiled potato—{in the days when oat-cake and potatoes were !) 

_ —from the glossily-softened crispness of a well-made salad, 

and from the cool and fragrant amber of an apricot, are in- 
deed distinctions between the essential virtues of things 

which were made to be ¢asted, much more than to be eaten ; 
and in their various methods of ministry to, and temptation 
of, human appetites, have their part in the history, not of ele- 

_ ments merely, but of souls; and of the soul-virtues, which 

_ from the beginning of the world have bade the barrel of meal 
_ not waste, nor the cruse of oil fail; and have planted, by 

_ waters of comfort, the fruits which are for the healing of 
nations. 

_» 8. And, again, Alas eee I must repeat, with insistance, 
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the claim I have made for the limitation of language to the 
use made of it by educated men. The word ‘carp’ could 
never have multiplied itself into the absurdities of endo-carps 
and epi-carps, but in the mouths of men who scarcely ever 
read it in its original letters, and therefore never recognized 
it as meaning precisely the same thing as ‘fructus,’ which 
word, being a little more familiar with, they would have 

scarcely abused to the same extent; they would not have 
ealled a walnut shell an intra-fruct—or a grape skin an extra- 
fruct ; but again, because, though they are accustomed to the 
English ‘ fructify,’ ‘frugivorous’—and ‘usufruet,’ they are 
unaccustomed to the Latin ‘fruor,’ and unconscious therefore 

that the derivative ‘fructus’ must always, in right use, mean 
an enjoyed thing, they generalize every mature vegetable prod- 
uct under the term ; and we find Dr. Gray coolly telling us 
that there is no fruit so “likely to be mistaken for a seed,” as 
a grain of corn! a grain, whether of corn, or any other grass, 
being precisely the vegetable structure to which frutescent 
change is forever forbidden! and to which the word seed is 
primarily and perfectly applicable !—the thing to be sown, 
not grafted. ~ 

9. But to mark this total incapability of frutescent change, - 
and connect the form of the seed more definitely with its 
dusty treasure, it is better to reserve, when we are speaking 
with precision, the term ‘ grain’ for the seeds of the grasses: 
the difficulty is greater in French than in English: because 
they have no monosyllabic word for the constantly granular 
‘seed’; but for us the terms are all simple, and already in 

right use, only not quite clearly enough understood ; and 
there remains only one real difficulty now in our system of 
nomenclature, that having taken the word ‘husk’ for the seed- 
vessel, we are left without a general word for the true fringe 
of a filbert, or the chaff of a grass. I don’t know whether the 
French ‘frange’ could be used by them in this sense, if we 
took it in English botany. But for the present, we can man- 
age well enough without it, one general term, ‘ chaff,’ serving 
for all the grasses, ‘cup’ for acorns, and ‘ fringe’ for nuts. 

10. But I call this a real difficulty, because I suppose, among 

ae te a 
- : 7 
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3 elbylaeleitpiasts of which I know nothing, there may be 
_ forms of the envelope of fruits or seeds which may, for com- 
fort of speech, require some common generic name. One un- 

real difficulty, or shadow of difficulty, remains in our having no 
__entirely comprehensive name for seed and seed-vessel together 
_ than that the botanists now use, ‘fruit.’ But practically, even 
_ mow, people feel that they can’t gather figs of thistles, and 
_ never speak of the fructification of a thistle, or of the fruit of 
a8 ‘eGiadation. And, re-assembling now, in one view, the words 
_ we have determined on, they will be found enough for all 
_ practical service, and in such service always accurate, and, 
usually, suggestive. I repeat them in brief order, with such 

_ farther explanation as they need. 
11. All ripe products of the life of flowers consist essentially 

of the Seed and Husk,—these being, in certain cases, sus- 
_ tained, surrounded, or provided with means of motion, by 

_ other parts of the plant; or by developments of their own 
_ form which require in each case distinct names. Thus the 
white cushion of the dandelion to which its brown seeds are 
attached, and the personal parachutes which belong to each, 
must be separately described for that species of plants ; it is 

_ the little brown thing they sustain and carry away on the 
_ wind, which must be examined as the essential product of 
the floret ;—the ‘seed and husk.’ 
_ 12. Every seed has a husk, holding either that seed alone, 
or other seeds with it. 

__ Every perfect seed consists of an embryo, and the substance 

which first nourishes that embryo; the whole enclosed in 
a sack or other nafiehanit envelope. Three essential parts 
pesootne: 
_ Every perfect husk, vulgarly pericarp, or ‘ round-fruit,’—(as 

: acwig. ‘round-wig,’)—cousists of a shell, (vulgarly endocarp,) 
rind, (vulgarly mesocarp,) and skin, (vulgarly epicarp) ; three 
essential parts altogether. But one or more of these parts 
may be effaced, or confused with another ; and in the seeds 
of grasses they all concentrate themselves into bran. 
~ 13. When a husk consists of two or more parts, each of 
which has a separate shaft and volute, uniting in the pillar 
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and volute of the flower, each separate piece of the husk is 
called a ‘carpel.’ The name was first given by De Candolle, 
and must be retained. But it continually happens thata sim- 
ple husk divides into two parts corresponding to the two 

‘leaves of the embryo, as in the peach, or symmetrically hold- 
ing alternate seeds, as in the pea. The beautiful drawing of 
the pea-shell with its seeds, in Rousseau’s botany, is the only 
one I have seen which rightly shows and expresses this ora 
ment. 

14. A Fruit is either the husk, receptacle, petal, or bier 

part of a flower external to the seed, in which chemical changes 
have taken place, fitting it for the most part to become pleas- 
ant and healthful food for man, or other living animals ; but 
in some cases making it bitter or poisonous to them, and the 
enjoyment of it depraved or deadly. But, as far as we know, 
it is without any definite office to the seed it contains ; and 
the change takes place entirely to fit the plant to the service 
of animals.* 

In its perfection, the Fruit Gift is limited to a temperate 
zone, of which the polar limit is marked by the strawberry, and 
the equatorial by the orange. The more arctic regions produce 
even the smallest kinds of fruit with difficulty ; and the more 
equatorial, in coarse, oleaginous, or over-luscious masses. 4 

15, All the most perfect fruits are developed from exquisite 
forms either of foliage or flower. The vine leaf, in its generally 
decorative power, is the most important, both in life and in 
art, of all that shade the habitations of men. The olive leaf is, 

without any rival, the most beautiful of the leaves of timber 
trees ; and its blossom, though minute, of extreme beauty. 

The apple is essentially the fruit of the rose, and the peach of — 
her only rival in her own colour. The cherry and orange 
blossom are the two types of floral snow. 

* A most singular sign of this function is given to the chemistry of 
the changes, according to a French botanist, to whose carefully and 
richly illustrated volume I shall in future often refer my readers. 

‘* Vers l’époque de la maturité, les fruits exhalent de Vacide carbonique, — 
Ils ne presentent plus dés lors aucun dégagement d’oxygéne pendant le 
jour, et respirent, pour ainsi dire, a la fagon des animaux.” (Figuie, 
‘ Histoire des Plantes,’ p. 182. 8vo. Paris. Hachette, 1874.) ‘oy 



And, lastly, let my readers be assured, the economy of 
om and fruit, with the distribution of water, will be found 

__ hereafter the most accurate test of wise national government. 
Boe oe example of the action of a national government, rightly 
a so called, in these matters, I refer the student to, the Marie- 

a _ golas of Venice, translated in Fors Clavigera ; and I close this 
_ chapter, and this first volume of Proserpina, not without pride, 
in the words I wrote on this same matter eighteen years ago. 
_ So far as the labourer’s immediate profit is concerned, it 

matters not an iron-filing whether I employ him in growing a 
peach, or in forging a bombshell. But the difference to him 
is final, whether, when his child is ill, I walk into his cottage, 

and give it the peach,—or drop the shell down his chimney, 
3 and blow his roof off.” 
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PLATE IX.—VIoLA CANINA. 

Fast Sketch, to show Grouping of Leaves. 
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CHAPTER I 

VIOLA. 

1. AvrnoverI have not been able in the preceding volume 
to complete, in any wise as I desired, the account of the sev- 
eral parts and actions of plants in general, I will not delay any 
longer our entrance on the examination of particular kinds, 
though here and there I must interrupt such special study by 
recurring to general principles, or points of wider interest. 
But the scope of such larger inquiry will be best seen, and 
the use of it best felt, by entering now on specific study. 

I begin with the Violet, because the arrangement of the 

group to which it belongs—Cytherides—is more arbitrary 
than that of the rest, and calls for some immediate explana- 
tion. 

2. I fear that my readers may expect me to write something 
very pretty for them about violets: but my time for writing 
prettily is long past ; and it requires some watching over my- 
self, I find, to keep me even from writing querulously. For 
while, the older I grow, very thankfully I recognize more and 
more the number of pleasures granted to human eyes in this 
fair world, I recognize also an increasing sensitiveness in my 
temper to anything that interferes with them ; and a grievous 
readiness to find fault—always of course submissively, but very 
articulately—with whatever Nature seems to me not to have 
managed to the best of her power ;—as, for extreme instance, 

her late arrangements of frost this spring, destroying all the 
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beauty of the wood sorrels; nor am I less inclined, looking ta 
her as the greatest of sculptors and painters, to ask, every time 
I see a narcissus, why it should be wrapped up in brown 
paper; and every time I see a violet, what it wants with a 
spur ? 

3. What any flower wants with a spur; is indeed the sim- 
plest and hitherto to me unanswerablest form of the question; 
nevertheless, when blossoms grow in spires, and are crowded — 
together, and have to grow partly downwards, in order to win 
their share of light and breeze, one can see some reason for the 
effort of the petals to expand upwards and backwards also. 

But that a violet, who has her little stalk to herself, and might 

grow straight up, if she pleased, should be pleased to do noth- 
ing of the sort, but quite gratuitously bend her stalk down at 
the top, and fasten herself to it by her waist, as it: were;—this 
is so much more like a girl of the period’s fancy than a violet’s, 
that I never gather one separately but with renewed. ‘astonish 
ment at it. 

4, One reason indeed there is, which I never, siablghd of 
until this moment! a piece of stupidity which I can:only pars 
don myself in, because, as it has chanced, I have studied violets 
most in gardens, not in their wild haunts,—partly thinking 
their Athenian honour was as a garden flower ; and partly be- 
‘ing always led away from them, among the hills, by flowers 
which I could see nowhere else. With all excuse I can furbish 
up, however, it is shameful that the truth of the matter never 
‘struck me before, or at least this bit of the truth—as follows. 

5. The Greeks, and Milton, alike speak of violets as growing 
in meadows (or dales). But the Greeks did) so because they 
ould not fancy any delight except in meadows; and Milton, 
‘because he wanted a rhyme to nightingale—and, after all, was 
‘London bred. But. Viola’s:beloved knew where violets grew 
‘in Ilyria,—and grow everywhere else also, when ar — 
on a bank, facing the south. 

_ Just as distinctly as: the daisy and buttercup are: snatidens 
flowers, the violet is a bank flower, and would fain grow always 
on a steep slope, towards the sun. And it is so poised on.its 
stem that it shows, when growing on.a slope, the full spacé 
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F diaticadingwt its flower,—not at all, in any strain of modesty, 
hiding itse/f, though it may easily be, by grass or mossy stone, 
*half hidden,’—but, to the full, showing itself, and intending 
(ots ies as fragrant, to the uttermost of its 

» Nor susatity in its oblique setting on the stalk, but in the 
reversion of its two upper petals, the flower shows this pur- — 
pose of being fully seen, (For a flower that does hide itself, 
take a lily of the valley, or the bell of a grape hyacinth, or a 
eyclamen.) But respecting this matter of petal-reversion, we 

_ tust now farther state two or three general principles. 

+. 6, A perfect or pure flower, as a rose, oxalis, or campanula, 
is always composed of an unbroken whorl, or corolla, in the 
form of a disk, cup, bell, or, if it draw together again at ‘the 

. lips, a narrow-necked vase. This cup, bell, or vase, is divided 

_ into similar petals, (or segments, which are petals carefully 
__ joined,) varying in number from three to eight, and enclosed 
by a calyx whose sepals are symmetrical also. 

_.» An imperfect, or, as I am inclined rather to call it, an ‘in- 
jured’ flower, is one in which some of the petals have infe- 
rior office and position, and are either degraded, for the bene- 
fit of others, or expanded and honoured at the cost of others. 
» Of this process, the first and simplest condition is the re- 

_ versal of the upper petals and elongation of the lower ones, 
in blossoms set on the side of a clustered stalk. When the 
‘change is simply and directly dependent on their position in 
the cluster, as in Aurora Regina,* modifying every bell just 

_ in proportion as it declines from the perfected central one, 
‘some of the loveliest groups of form are produced which can 

_ be seen in any inferior organism : but when the irregularity 
_ becomes fixed, and the flower is always to the same extent 

distorted, whatever its position in the cluster, the plant is to 
_ be rightly thought of as reduced to a lower rank in creation. 
7. It is to be observed, also, that these inferior forms of 

flower have always the appearance of being produced by some 
kind of mischief—blight, bite, or ill-breeding ; they never 

“pam idea of improving themselves, now, into poner 
. JRGOL Dos y *Vol. b, p. 162, note. > 
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better ; one is only afraid of their tearing or puffing them- 
selves into something worse. Nay, even the quite natural 
and simple conditions of inferior vegetable do not in the 
least suggest, to the unbitten or unblighted human intellect, 
the notion of development into anything other than their like : 
one does not expect a mushroom to translate itself into a 
pineapple, nor a betony to moralize itself into a lily, nora 
snapdragon to soften himself into a lilae. 

8. It is very possible, indeed, that the recent phatiaay for 
the investigation of digestive and reproductive operations in | 
plants may by this time have furnished the microscopic mal- 
ice of botanists with providentially disgusting reasons, or 
demoniacally nasty necessities, for every possible spur, spike, 
jag, sting, rent, blotch, flaw, freckle, filth, or venom, which 

can be detected in the construction, or distilled from the dis- 

solution, of vegetable organism. But with these obscene 
processes and prurient apparitions the gentle and happy 
scholar of flowers has nothing whatever to do. I am amazed 
and saddened, more than I care to say, by finding how much 
that is abominable may be discovered by an ill-taught curi- 
osity, in the purest things that earth is allowed to produce 
for us ;—perhaps if we were less reprobate in our own ways, 
the grass which is our type might conduct itself better, even 
though i has no hope but of being cast into the oven ; in the 
meantime, healthy human eyes and thoughts are to be set on 
the lovely laws of its growth and habitation, and not on the 
mean mysteries of its birth. 

9. I relieve, therefore, our presently inquiring ovale frona 
any farther care as to the reason for a violet’s spur,—or for 
the extremely ugly arrangements of its stamens and style, 
invisible unless by vexatious and vicious peeping. You are to 
think of a violet only in its green leaves, and purple or golden 
petals ;—you are to know the varieties of form in both, proper 
to common species ; and in what kind of places they all most 
fondly live, and most deeply glow. 

“ And the recreation of the minde which is taken heereby — 
cannot be but verie good and honest, for they admonish and — 
stir up a man to that which is comely and honest. For — 

| 

q 
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F ihiee through their beautie, varietie of colour, and exquisite 
forme, do bring to a liberali and gentle manly minde the re- 
-membrance of honestie, comeliness, and all kinds of vertues. 
For it would be an unseemely and filthie thing, as a certain 

wise man saith, for him that doth looke upon and handle faire 
and beautiful things, and who frequenteth and is conversant 
in faire and beautiful places, to have his mind not faire, but 
filthie and deformed.” 

_ 10, Thus Gerarde, in the close of his introductory notice 

of the violet,—speaking of things, (honesty, comeliness, and 
the like,) scarcely now recognized as desirable in the realm 
of England ; but having previously observed that violets are 

useful for the making of garlands for the head, and posies to 
smell to ;—in which last function I observe they are still 
pleasing to the British public : and I found the children here, 
only the other day, munching a confection of candied violet 
leaves. What pleasure the flower can still give us, uncan- 
died, and unbound, but in its own place and life, I will try 
to trace through some of its constant laws. 

_ 11. And first, let us be clear that the native colour of the 
violet is violet ; and that the white and yellow kinds, though 
pretty in their place and way, are not to be thought of in 
generally meditating the flower’s quality or power. A white 
violet is to black ones what a black man is to white ones ; and 

the yellow varieties are, I believe, properly pansies, and be- 
long also to wild districts for the most part ; but the true 
violet, which I have just now called ‘black,’ with Gerarde, 
“the blacke or purple violet, hath a great prerogative above 
others,” and all the nobler species of the pansy itself are of 
full purple, inclining, however, in the ordinary wild violet to 
blue. In the ‘Laws of Fésole,’ chap. vii., §§ 20, 21, I have 
made this dark pansy the representative of purple pure ; the 
viola odorata, of the link between that full purple and blue ; 
and the heath-blossom of the link between that full purple 
and red. The reader will do well, as much as may be pos- 

sible to him, to associate his study of botany, as indeed all 

other studies of visible things, with that of painting: but he 
_ must remember that he cannot know what violet colour 
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-veally is, unless he watch the flower in its early growth, — It 
becomes dim in age, and dark when it is gathered—at least, 
when it is tied in bunches ;—but I-am under the’impression 
that the colour actually deadens also,—at all events, no other 
single flower of the same quiet colour lights up the ground 
near it as a violet will. The bright hounds tongue looks 
merely like a spot of bright paint ; but a young wr Glows | 
like painted glass, 

12. Which, when you have once well noticed, the two hice 
of Milton and Shakspeare which seem opposed, will both be- 
come clear to you. The said lines are dragged from hand to 
hand along their pages of pilfered quotations by the hack 
botanists,—who probably never saw them, nor anything: else, 
in Shakspeare or Milton in their lives,—till even in reading 
them where they rightly come, you can scarcely recover their 
fresh meaning: but none of the botanists ever think of asking 
why Perdita calls the violet ‘dim,’ and Milton ‘glowing.’ 
 Perdita, indeed, calls it dim, at’ that moment, in thinking 

of her own love, and the hidden passion of it, unspeakable ; 
nor is Milton without some purpose of using it as an emblem 
of love, mourning,—but, in both cases, the subdued and 

quiet hue of the flower as an actual tint of colour, and the 
strange force and life of it as a part of light, are felt vy — 
uttermost. 

.) And observe, also, that both of the poets contrast the siolet, 

in its softness, with the intense marking of the — ‘Mil- 
ton makes the opposition directly— 

‘* the pansy, freaked with jet ws “weodla 
The glowing violet.” : 

Shakspeare shows yet stronger sense of the difference, in : the 
“purple with Love’s wound” of the pansy, while the Hott is 
sweet with Love’s hidden life, and sweeter than the lids of | 

Juno's eyes. 4 

. Whereupon, we may perhaps consider with outiidives a little 
what the difference is between a violet and a pansy ? Od ahi 

13. Is, I say, and was, and is to come,—in spite of florists; | 
who try to make pansies round, instead of pentagonal ; and — 

ee 
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F gnats pial aiittying people, who say that violets and pansies 
are the same thing—and that neither of them are of much 
interest! As, for instance, Dr. Lindley in his ‘Ladies’ Bot- 
an 

ee snack Violets, and Pansies, or Heartsease, repre- 
sent a smail family, with the structure of which you should 

- be familiar ; more, however, for the sake of its singularity than 

for its extent or importance, for the family is a very small 
one, and there are but few species belonging to it in which 
much interest is taken, As the parts of the Heartsease are 
larger than those of the violet, let us select the former in 
preference for the subject of our study.” Whereupon we 
plunge instantly into the usual account of things with horns 
and tails. ‘The stamens are five in number—two of them, 
which are in front of the others, are hidden within the horn of 
the front petal,” ete., ete., ete. (Note in passing, by the ‘ horn 
of the front’ petal he means the ‘spur of the bottom’ one, 
which indeed does stand in front of the rest,—but if therefore 
it is to be called the front petal—which is the back one ?) 
You may find in the next paragraph description of a “ singu- 
lar conformation,” and the interesting conclusion that “no 
one has yet discovered for what purpose this singular con- 
formation was provided.” But you will not, in the entire 
article, find the least attempt to tell you the difference be- 
tween a violet and a pansy !—except in one statement—and 
that false! ‘The sweet violet will have no rival among flow- 
ers, if we merely seek for delicate fragrance ; but her sister, 
the heartsease, who is destitute of all sweetness, far surpasses 

_. her in rich dresses and gaudy!!! colours.” The heartsease is — 
not without sweetness. There are sweet pansies scented, and 
dog pansies unscented—as there are sweet violets scented, 
and dog violets unscented. What is the real difference? 

_ 14. I turn to another scientific gentleman—more scientific 
in form indeed, Mr. Grindon,—and find, for another interest- 

ing phenomenon in the violet, that it sometimes produces 
flowers without any petals! and in the pansy, that ‘the flow- 
ers turn towards the sun, and when many are open at once, 

present a droll appearance, looking like a number of faces all 
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on the ‘qui vive.” But nothing of the difference between 
them, except something about ‘stipules,’ of which “it is im- 
portant to observe that the leaves should be taken from the 
middle of the stem—those above and below being variable.” 

I observe, however, that Mr. Grindon has arrranged his 
violets under the letter A, and his pansies under the letter 
B, and that something may be really made out of him, with 
an hour or two’s work. I am content, however, at present, 
with his simplifying assurance that of violet and pansy to- 
gether, “six species grow wild in Britain—or, as some be- 
lieve, only four—while the analysts run the number up to 
fifteen.” 

15. Next I try Loudon’s Cyclopedia, which, through all its 
700 pages, is equally silent on the business; and next, Mr. 
Baxter’s “British Flowering Plants,’ in the index of which I 
find neither Pansy nor Heartsease, and only the ‘Calathian’ 
Violet, (where on earth is Calathia?) which proves, on turning 
it up, to be a Gentian. 

16. At last, I take my Figuier, (but what should I do if I 
only knew English ?) and find this much of clue to the mat- 
ter :-— 

“Qu’est ce que c’est que la Pensée? Cette jolie plante ap- 
partient aussi au genre Viola, mais 4 un section de ce genre. 

En effet, dans les Pensées, les pétales supérieurs et lateraux 
sont dirigés en haut, linférieur seul est dirigé en bas: et de 
plus, le stigmate est urcéole, globuleux.” 

And farther, this general description of the whole violet 
tribe, which I translate, that we may have its full value :— 

“The violet is a plant without a stem (tige),—(see vol. i., 
p. 108,)—whose height does not surpass one or two deci- 
metres. Its leaves, radical, or carried on stolons, (vol. i., p. 

111,) are sharp, or oval, crenulate, or heart-shape. Its stipules 
are oval-acuminate, or lanceolate. Its flowers, of sweet scent, 

of a dark violet or a reddish blue, are carried each on a slen- 

der peduncle, which bends down at the summit. Such is, 
for the botanist, the Violet, of which the poets would i as- 
suredly another description.” . 

17. Perhaps; or even the painters! or even an adapoeat 
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‘unbotanieal human creature ! I must set about my business, 
. at any rate, in my own way, now, as I best can, looking first 

at things themselves, and then putting this and that together, 
out of these botanical persons, which they can’t put together 
out of themselves. And first, I go down into my kitchen 
garden, where the path to the lake has a border of pansies on 
both sides all the way down, with clusters of narcissus behind 

_ them. And pulling up a handful of pansies by the roots, I 
find them “without stems,” indeed, if a stem means a wooden 
thing; but I should say, for a low-growing flower, quite 
lankily and disagreeably stalky! And, thinking over what I 
vemember about wild pansies, I find an impression on my 
mind of their being rather more stalky, always, than is quite 
graceful ; and, for all their fine flowers, having rather a weedy 

and littery look, and getting into places where they have no 
business. See, again, vol. i., chap. vi, § 5. 

now, going up into my flower and fruit garden, I 
find (June 2nd, 1881, half-past six, morning,) among the wild 
saxifrages, which are allowed to grow wherever they like, and 
the rock strawberries, and Francescas, which are coaxed to 

grow wherever there is a bit of rough ground for them, a 
bunch or two of pale pansies, or violets, 1 don’t know well 
which, by the flower; but the entire company of them has a 
tagged, jagged, unpurpose-like look ; extremely,—I should 
say,—demoralizing to all the little blanie’ in their neighbour 
hood : and on gathering a flower, I find it is a nasty big thing, 
all of a feeble blue, and with two things like horns, or thorns, 

sticking out where its ears would be, if the pansy’s frequently 
monkey face were underneath them. Which I find to be two 
of the leaves of its calyx ‘out of place,’ and, at all events, for 

their part, therefore, weedy, and insolent. 
19. I perceive, farther, that this disorderly flower is lifted 

on a lanky, awkward, springless, and yet stiff flower-stalk ; 

which is not round, as a flower-stalk ought to be, (vol.i., p. 
235,) but obstinately square, and fluted, with projecting 

_ edges, like a pillar run thin out of an iron-foundry for a cheap 
railway station. I perceive also that it has set on it, just be- 

_ fore turning down to carry the flower, two little jaggy and im 
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definable leaves,—their colour a little more violet than oe 
blossom. 

These, and such undeveloping leaves, heen daly oceur, 
are called ‘ bracts’ by botanists, a good word, from the Latin 
‘bractea,’ meaning a piece of metal plate, so thin as to 
crackle. They seem always a little stiff, like bad parchment, 

—born to come to nothing—a sort of infinitesimal fairy-law- 
yer’s deed. They ought to have been in my index at p. 237, 
under the head of leaves, and are frequent in flower structure, 

—never, as far as one can see, of the smallest use. They are 
constant, however, in the flower-stalk of the whole violet 

tribe. 

20. I perceive, farther, that this lanky fowtensatell bend- 
ing a little in a crabbed, broken way, like an obstinate person 
tired, pushes itself up out of a still more stubborn, nondescript, 
hollow angular, dogs-eared gaspipe of a stalk, with a section 

something like this, Mord but no bigger than Ww with 

a quantity of ill-made and ill-hemmed leaves on it, of no. 
describable leaf-cloth or texture,—not cressic, (though the 
thing does altogether look a good deal like a quite uneatable 
old watercress) ; not salvian, for there’s no look of warmth or 
comfort in them ; not cauline, for there’s no juice in them ; 

not dryad, for there’s no strength in them, nor apparent use : 
they seem only there, as far as I can make out, to spoil the 
flower, and take the good out of my garden bed. Nobody in 
the world could draw them, they are so mixed up together, 
and crumpled and hacked about, as if some ill-natured child 
had snipped them with blunt scissors, and an ill-natured cow 
chewed them ‘a little afterwards and left them, proving far 
too tough or too bitter. 

21. Having now sufficiently observed, it seems to me, this 
incongruous plant, I proceed to ask myself, over it, M. 
Figuier’s question, ‘ Qu’est-ce c’est qu'un Pensée?’ Is thisa 
violet—or a pansy—or a bad imitation of both ? 

Whereupon I try if it has any scent : and to my much sur- 
prise, find it has a full and soft one—which I suppose is what 
my gardener keeps it for! According to Dr. Lindley, then, — 

eis ce, kee Mee slayctads 83 ES 
i. oe : 
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.  peivest eat But according to M. Figuier,—let me 
see, do its middle petals bend up, or down ? 

_ Ithink Tll go and ask the gardener what he calls it. 
_ 22. My gardener, on appeal to him, telis me it is the ‘Viola 

 Cornuta,’ but that he does not know himself if it is violet or 
pansy. Itake my Loudon again, and find there were fifty- 
three species of violets, known in his days, of which, as it 
chances, Cornuta is exactly the last. 
‘Horned violet’: I said the green things were /ike horns! 

bait what i is one to say of, or to do to, étiawtifie people, who 
first call the spur of the violet’s petal, horn, and then its 
_ calyx points, horns, and never define a ‘horn’ all the while! | 

Viola Cornuta, however, let it be ; for the name does mean 
something, and is not false Latin. But whether violet or 

_ pansy, I must look farther to find out. 
_ 23. I take the Flora Danica, in which I at least am sure of 
finding whatever is done at all, done as well as honesty and 
care can ; and look what species of violets it gives. 

_ Nine, in the first ten volumes of it; four in their modern 
sequel (that I know of,—I have had no time to examine the 

last issues). Namely, in alphabetical order, with their pres- 

ent Latin, or tentative Latin, names ; and in plain English, 
the senses intended by the hapless scientific people, in “gueh 
Serpent Latin :— 
deoite “3 

(1) Viol Arvensis Field (Violet) . . ss « No. 1748 
(2) > Biflora. Two-flowered . . 2... 46 
8) ~ Canina. Ddgitifnes 1453 
(38) “ Canina. Var. Multicaulis (eigiapeptiiiensid), 

avery singular sort of violet—if it were 
+> so! Its real difference from our dog- 

_ violet isin being pale — and having a 
Sieoldeni centre... ©.) i feredtis. 2646 

(4) “ Hirta. Pairy io. warmlie. ante 618 
5) “ Mirabilis. © Marvellous. . . . . . . 1045 

(6) “Montana. Mountain. ». ... . . ~~ 1329 
(7) *  Odorata. Odorbuginiiay. 4.41608 said 309 
ee eniameginint.  Marshy. . ... . saiwit’. 83 

7 
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(9) Viola Tricolor. Three-coloured . . . . . 623 
(98) “ Tricolor. Var. Arenaria, Pong Three- 

coloured . «ig Be 2647 

(10) ‘“ Elatior. Taller Siar f 68 

(11) “ Epipsila. (Heaven knows er it it 
Greek, not Latin, and looks as if it meant 

something between a bishop and a short. 
lettér't). thiol gtigery A en 

I next run down this list, noting what names we can keep, 

and what we can’t; and what aren’t worth keeping, if we 
could : passing over the varieties, however, for the — 
a 

(1) Arvensis. Field-violet. Good. 
(2) Biflora. A good epithet, but in false Latin. It is to ye 

our Viola aurea, golden pansy. 
(3) Canina. Dog. Not pretty, but intelligible, and by 

common use now classical. Must stay. 
(4) Hirta. Late Latin slang for hirsuta, and sisi used 

of nasty places or nasty people; it shall not stay. 
The species shall be our Viola Seclusa,—Monk’s 
violet-—meaning the kind of monk who leads a 
rough life like Elijah’s, or the Baptist’s, or Esau’s—_ 
in another kind. This violet is one of the loveliest 
that grows. 

(5) Mirabilis. Stays so; marvellous enough, truly: not more 
so than all violets; but I am very glad to hear of 
scientific people capable of admiring anything. 

(6) Montana. Stays so. 
(7) Odorata. Not distinctive ;—nearly classical, however. 

It is to be our Viola Regina, else I should not have 
altered it. 

(8) Palustris. Stays so. 
(9) Tricolor. True, but intolerable. The flower is the qu 

of the true pansies: to be our Viola Psyche. 
(10) Elatior. Only a variety of our already accepted Cor 

nuta. ©] 



1) The last is, I believe, also only a variety of Palustris. 
Tts leaves, I am informed in the text, are either 

__ * pubescent-reticulate-venose-subreniform,” or “ lato- 

-—s gordate-repando-crenate ;” and its stipules are 
“ei - “ ovate-acuminate-fimbrio-denticulate.”. I do not 

_ + wish to pursue the inquiry farther. 
- caine : 

24. These ‘hits species will include, noting Sebi and there 

a local variety, all the forms which are familiar to us in North- 

ern Europe, except only two ;— these, as it singularly chances, 
being the Viola Alpium, noblest of all the wild pansies in the 
world, so far as I have seen or heard of them,—oi which, con- 
sequently, I find no picture, nor notice, in any botanical work 
whatsoever ; and the other, the rock-violet of our own York- 

_ We have therefore, ourselves, finally then, twelve following 

species to study. I give them now all in their accepted 
- names and proper order,—the reasons for occasional differ- 
- ence between the Latin and English name will be presently 

ay Viola dositeia’ Queen violet. 
(2) “ Psyche. Ophelia’s pansy. 
(3). “ Alpium. — Freneli’s pansy. 
(4) “ Aurea. Golden violet. 
(5) “ Montana. Mountain violet. 
(6) “ Mirabilis. Marvellous violet. 
(7) “ Arvensis. — Field violet. 
(8) “ Palustris. Marsh violet. 
(9) ‘“ Seclusa. © Monk's violet. 

(10) “ Canina. Dog violet. 
(11) “ Cornuta. Cow violet. 

~~» (12) “  =Rupestris. Crag violet. 

_ 25. We will try, presently, what is to be found out of use- 
ful, or pretty, concerning all these twelve violets; but must 

_ first find out how we are to know which are violets indeed, 

_ and which, pansies. 
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- se 

* 

Yesterday, after finishing my list, I went out again to ex- — 
amine Viola Cornuta a little closer, and pulled up a full grip 
of it by the roots, and put it in water in a wash-hand basin, 

which it filled like a truss of green hay. 109 
Pulling out two or three separate plants, I find each to con- 

sist mainly of a jointed stalk of a kind I have not yet de- 
scribed,—roughly, some two feet long altogether ; (accurate- | 
ly, one 1 ft. 105 in. ; another, 1 ft. 10 in. ; another, 1 ft. 9 in. 

—but all these measures taken without straightening, and: 
therefore about an inch short of the truth), and divided into. 
seven or eight lengths by clumsy joints where the mangled 
leafage is knotted on it ; but broken a little out of the way at 
each joint, like a rheumatic elbow that won’t come straight, 

or bend farther ; and—which is the most curious point of alk 
in it—it is thickest in the middle, like a viper, and gets quite: 
thin to the root and thin towards the flower ; also the lengths 
between the joints are longest in the middle: here I give: 
them in inches, from the root upwards, in a stalk — at 
random. nf eiite 

1st (nearest root) ‘ : : , 02 
2nd . . . . . be Als 02 t) 

3rd ‘ ’ < ‘ : , 1d, ©) 

4th ein pers . ‘ a 2 a Bee) 
5th . . . . . . 28 (f} 

6th és ° ‘ . : > we Te 
7th jah ‘ . : ». taBbyny 
8th : : . : ° oo wi8diey 

9th > palais a vtotbae aBbeay 
10th . . : > ithe 1} ; 

1 ft. 94 in, 

But the thickness of the joints and length of terminal flower 
stalk bring the total to two feet and about an inch over. I 
dare not pull it straight, or should break it, but it overlaps 
my two-foot rule considerably, and there are two inches be- 
sides of root, which are merely underground stem, very thin — 
and wretched, as the rest of it is merely root aboye ground, 
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bloated. (I begin actually to be a little awed 
ane as I should be by a green snake—only the snake would 
be prettier.) The flowers also, I perceive, have not their two 
horns regularly set in, but the five spiky ealyx-ends stick out 

the petals—sometimes. three, sometimes four, it may 
_ be all five up and down—and produce variously fanged) or 
forked. effects, feebly ophidian or diabolic. On the whole, a 
plant entirely ‘mismanaging itself,—reprehensible and awk- 
Ward, with taints of worse than awkarduess ; and clearly, no 
true ‘ species,’ but) only a link.* And it really is, as you will 
find presently, a link in two directions ; it is half violet, half 
pansy, a ‘cur’ among the Dogs, and a thoughtless thingamong 
the thoughtful. And being so, it ieadsbachols between the 
entire violet tribe and the Runners—pease, strawberries, and 
the like, whose glory is in their speed ; but a violet has no 
business whatever to run anywhere, being appointed to stay 
where it was born, in extremely contented (if not secluded) 
places. “‘ Half-hidden from the eye?”—no ; but desiring at- 

_ tention, or extension, or corpulence, or connection be any- 
_ body else’s family, still less. 

» 26. \ And if, at the time you read this, you can run out 

and gather a érue violet, and its leaf, you will find that the 
flower grows: from the very ground, out of a cluster of heart- 
shaped leaves, becoming here a little rounder, there a litle 

sharper, but on the whole heart-shaped, and that is the 
_ proper and essential form of the violet leaf. You will find also 
_ that the flower has five petals; and being held down by the 
bent stalk, two of them bend back and up, as if resisting it ; 
two expand at the sides; and one, the principal, grows ean 
wards, with its attached spur behind. ‘So that the front view 
of the flower must be some modification of this typical ar- 
rangement, Fig. m, (for middle form). Now the statement 
above quoted from Figuier, § 16, means, if he had been able 
to express himself, that the two lateral petals in the violet are 
directed downwards, Fig. 11. 4, and in the pansy upwards, 

‘Big. 11..c. And that, in the main, is true, and to be fixed 

well and clearly in your mind. But in the real orders, one 
.» * See ‘Deucalion,’ vol. ii., chap. i., p. 13, § 18. - 
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flower passes into the other through all kinds of intermediate 
positions of petal, and the plurality of species are of the me 
dle type, Fig. m. 3.* 

27. Next, if you will gather a real pansy leaf, you will find 

c 

Fie. 1. 

it—not heart-shape in the least, but sharp oval 
or spear-shape, with two deep cloven lateral flakes 
at its springing from the stalk, which, in ordinary 
aspect, give the plant the hagegled and draggled 
look I-have been vilifying it for. These, and 
such as these, “leaflets at the base of other 

leaves” (Balfour's Glossary), are called by bot- 
anists ‘stipules.’ I have not allowed the word 
yet, and am doubtful of allowing it, because it 
entirely confuses the student’s sense of the Latin 
‘stipula’ (see above, vol. i, chap. viii, § 27) 
doubly and trebly important in its connection 
with ‘stipulor,’ not noticed in that paragraph, 
but readable in your large Johnson ; we shall 
have more to say of it when we come to ‘straw’ 
itself. 

28. In the meantime, one may think of these 
things as stipulations for leaves, not fulfilled, or 

‘stumps’ or ‘sumphs’ of leaves! But I think I can do better 
for them. We have already got the idea of crested leaves, (see 
vol. i., plate) ; now, on each side of a knight's crest, from earliest 
Etruscan times down to those of the Scalas, the fashion of ar- 

mour held, among the nations who wished to make themselves 
terrible in aspect, of putting cut plates or ‘ bracts’ of metal, like 
dragons’ wings, on each side of the crest. I believe the cus- 
tom never became Norman or English ; it is essentially Greek, 
Etruscan, or Italian,—the Norman and Dane always wearing 

a practical cone (see the coins of Canute), and the Frank or 
English knights the severely plain beavered helmet ; the Black 
Prince’s at Canterbury, and Henry V.’s at Westminster, are 
kept hitherto by the great fates for us to see. But the South- 
ern knights constantly wore these lateral dragon’s wings; 

*T am ashamed to give so rude outlines; but every moment now is 
valuable to me: careful outline of a dog-violet is given in Plate X. 

- 

a 

_—— 
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Facies dik thet special name, it may perhaps be substi- 
tuted with advantage for ‘ stipule’; but I have not wit 
enough by me just now to invent a term. 
_ 29. Whatever we call them, the things themselves are, 
throughout all the species of violets, developed in the run- 

weedy varieties, and much subdued in the beautiful 

3 and generally the pansies have them large, with spear- 
Jeaves; and the violets small, with heart- 

for more effective decoration of the ground. I 

igi at) eos Resins. Queen Violet. Sweet Violet. ‘Viola 
-Odorata,’ L., ‘Flora Danica, and Sowerby. The latter draws 

it with golden centre and white base of lower petal ; the Flora 
‘Danica, all purple. It is sometimes altogether white. It is 
one most perfectly for setting off its colour, in group with 

,—and most losierian tly: so far as I know, in hollows 
‘the Savoy limestones, associated with the pervenche, which 

_embroiders and illumines them all over. I believe it is the 
earliest of its race, sometimes called ‘ Martia,’ March violet. 

Tn Greoee and South Italy even a flower of the winter. 

_ “*The Spring is come, the violet’s gone, 
_. The first-born child of the early sun. 

woah ‘With us, she is but a winter’s flower; 
The snow on the hills cannot blast her bower, 

And she lifts up her dewy eye of blue 

- To the youngest sky of the selfsame hue. 
And when the Spring comes, with her host 
Of flowers, that flower beloved the most 
Shrinks from the crowd that may confuse 
Her heavenly odour, and virgin hues. 

Pluck the others, but still remember 

Their herald out of dim December,— 
The morning star of all the flowers, 
The pledge of daylight’s lengthened hours, 
Nor, midst the roses. eer forget 
The virgin, virgin violet.” * 

-  * A eareless bit of Byron's, (the last song but one in the ‘ Deformed 
_ Transformed ’); but Byron’s most careless work is better, by its innate 
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- 81. It is the queen, not only of the violet tribe, but of all 
fow-growing flowers, in sweetness of scent—variously appli-— 
cable and pervicailea in domestic economy :—the scent of the 
lily of the valley seems less capable of preservation, or use, 1 

But, respecting these perpetual beneficences and benignities — 
of the sacred, as opposed to the malignant, herbs, whose 
poisonous power is for the most part restrained in them, dur rg 
ing their life, to their juices or dust, and not allowed sensibly - . 
to pollute the air, I should like the scholar to re-read pp. 240, — 
241 of vol. i, and then to consider with himself what a gro-— 
tesquely warped and gnarled thing the modern scientific” 
mind is, which fiercely busies itself in yenomous chemistries — 
that blast every leaf from the forests ten miles round ; and yet 
cannot tell us, nor even think of tellmg us, nor does even one 

of its pupils think of asking it all the while, howa violet throws 
off her perfume !—far less, whether it might not be. more 

wholesome to ‘treat’ the air which men are to breathe in 
masses, by administration of yale-lilies and violets, Anata oh 
charcoal and sulphur ! afaheanl 

The closing sentence of the first volume just now ss 
to—p. 943.--should also be re-read ; it was the sum of a chap- 
ter I had in hand at that time on the Substances and Essences 
of Plants—which never got finished ;—and in trying to put 
it into small space, it has become obscure: thé terms “logi- 
cally inexplicable” meaning that no words or process of com- 
parison will define scents, nor do, any traceable modes of se- 
quence or relation connect them ; each is an independent 
power, and gives a separate impression to the senses. Above 
all, there is no logic of pleasure, nor any assignable reason for 
the difference, betweot loathsome and delightful scent, which 
makes the fungus foul and the vervain sacred : but one prac- 
tical conclusion I (who am in all final ways the most prosaie¢ 
and practical of human creatures) do very solemnly beg my 
readers to meditate ; namely, that although not recognized by 

energy, than other people’s most laboured. I suppress, in some doubty 
about my ‘digamma,’ notes on the Greek violet and the Ion of 
Euripides ;— which the reader will perhaps be good peicg seni ; 
serious loss to him, and supply for himself, Secartd 
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act of scent, there is no space of neglected 

E- land which is not in some way modifying the atmosphere of 
} all the world,—it may be, beneficently, as heath and pine,—it 

may be, malignantly, as Pontine marsh or Brazilian jungle ; 
but, in one way or another, for good and evil constantly, by 
; day and night, the various powers of life and death in the 
_ plants of the desert are poured into the air, as vials of con- 
 tinual angels: and that no words, no thoughts can measure, 

_ nor imagination follow, the possible change for good which 
_ energetic and tender care of the wild herbs of the field and 
_ trees of the wood might bring, in time, to the bodily pleasure 
and mental power of Man. 

- $2. IL Viowa Psycue. Ophelia’s Pansy. 
_ The wild heart’s-ease of Europe ; its proper colour an ex- 
7 quisitely clear purple in the upper petals, gradated into deep 

_ blue in the lower ones ; the centre, gold. Not larger than a 

- violet, but perfectly formed, and firmly set in allits petals. 
_ Able to live im the driest ground ; beautiful in the coast sand- 

hills of Cumberland, following the wild geranium and burnet 

rose: and distinguished thus by its power of life, in waste and 
_ dry places, from the violet, which needs kindly earth and 

_ Quite one of the most lovely things that Heaven has made, 
_ and only degraded and distorted by any human interference ; 
_ the swollen varieties of it produced by cultivation being all 
_ gross in outline and coarse in colour by comparison. 

It is badly drawn even in the ‘ Flora Danica,’ No. 623, con- 
_ sidered there apparently as a species escaped from gardens ; 

_ the description of it being as follows :— 
_ | Viola tricolor hortensis repens, flore purpureo et cceruleo, 
PO; P., 199.” (1 don’t know what C. B. P. means.) “< Pas- 
sim, ecite villas.” 

_ “Viola tricolor, caule triquetro diffuso, foliis oblongis in- 
_ isis, stipulis pinnatifidis,” Linn. Systema Nature, 185. 

_ 33. “Near the country farms ”—does the Danish botanist 

_ mean?—the more luxuriant weedy character probably ac- 
quired by it only in such neighbourhood ; and, I suppose, 

_ various confusion and degeneration possible to it beyond other 
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plants when once it leaves its wild home. It is given by Sib- 
thorpe from the Trojan Olympus, with an exquisitely delicate 
leaf; the flower described as “triste et pajlide violaceus,” 

but coloured in his plate full purple ; and as he does not say 
whether he went up Olympus to gather it himself, or only saw 
it brought down by the assistant whose lovely drawings are 
yet at Oxford, I take leave to doubt his epithets. That this 
should be the only Violet described in a ‘Flora Greca’ ex- 
tending to ten folio volumes, is a fact in modern scientific his- 
tory which I must leave the Professor of Botany and the Dean 
of Christ Church to explain. 

34, The English varieties seem often to be yellow in the 
lower petals, (see Sowerby’s plate, 1287 of the old edition) ; 
crossed, I imagine, with Viola Aurea, (but see under Viola 

Rupestris, No. 12) ; the names, also, varying between tricolor 
and bicolor—with no note anywhere of the three colours, or 

two colours, intended! 

The old English names are many.—‘ Love in idleness,'— 
making Lysander, as Titania, much wandering in mind, and 
for a time mere ‘Kits run the street’ (or run the wood ?)— 
“Call me to you” (Gerarde, ch. 299, Sowerby, No. 178), with 

‘Herb Trinity,’ from its three colours, blue, purple, and gold, 

variously blended in different countries? ‘Three faces under 
a hood’ describes the English variety only. Said to be the 
ancestress of all the florists’ pansies, but this I much doubt, 

the next following species being far nearer the forms most 
chiefly sought for. 

35. TIL Viora Avprya. ‘Freneli’s Pansy’—my own name 
for it, from Gotthelf’s Freneli, in ‘ Ulric the Farmer’ ; the en- 

tirely pure and noble type of the Bernese maid, wife, and 
mother. 

The pansy of the Wengern Alp in specialty, and of the 
higher, but still rich, Alpine pastures, Full dark-purple ; at 
least an inch across the expanded petals ; I believe, the ‘ Mater 

Violarum’ of Gerarde ; and true black violet of Virgil, remain- _ 
ing in Italian ‘ Viola Mammola ’ (Gerarde, ch. 298). 

86. IV. Vrora Aurea, Golden Violet. Biflora usually ; but — 
its brilliant yellow is a much more definite characteristic ; and 

¥ 
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q heeds insisting on, because there is a ‘Viola lutea’ which is 
not yellow at all ; named so by the garden-florists. My Viola 
aurea ‘is the Rock-violet of the Alps; one of the bravest, 
Db and dearest of little flowers. The following notes 
upon it, with its summer companions, a little corrected from 

_ my diary of 1877, will enough characterize it. 
_ | “ June Tth—The cultivated meadows now grow only dan- 
- delions—in frightful quantity too ; but, for wild ones, primula, 
; bell gentian, golden pansy, and anemone,—Primula farinosa 
in mass, the pansy pointing and vivifying in a petulant sweet 

_ way, and the bell gentian here and there deepening all,—as if 
_ indeed the sound of a deep bell among lighter music. 
“Counted in order, I find the effectively constant flowers 

are eight ;* namely, 
_ . 4, The golden anemone, with richly cut large leaf ; prim- 
_ rose colour, and in masses like primrose, studded through 

1 them with bell gentian, and dark purple orchis. 
_. 2. The dark purple orchis, with bell gentian in equal 
: auutitity; say six of each in square yard, broken by sparklings 
_ of the white orchis and the white grass flower; the richest 

_ piece of colour I ever saw, touched with gold by the geum. 
_- “3 and 4. These will be white orchis and the grass flower.t 
_ “5, Geum—eyerywhere, in deep, but pure, gold, like 
pieces of Greek mosaic. — 

_ 6, Soldanella, in the lower meadows, delicate, but not 

_ here in masses. 
“7. Primula Alpina, divine in the rock clefts, and on the 

_ ledges changing the grey to purple,—set in the dripping caves 
with 

_ 8. Viola (pertinax—pert) ; I want a Latin word for various 
studies—failures all—to express its saucy little stuck-up way, 

| * Nine : I see that I missed count of P. farinosa, the most abundant S ofall.’ 

4 **A feeble little quatrefoil—growing one on the stem, like a Par- 
nassia, and looking like a Parnassia that had dropped a leaf. I think it 
drops one of its own four, mostly, and lives as three-fourths of itself, for 

_ most of its time. Stamens pale gold. Root-leaves, three or four, grass- 
“like ; growing among the moist moss chiefly.” 
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and exquisitely trim peltate leaf. I never saw such a lovely 
perspective line as the pure front leaf profile. Impossible also 
to get the least of the spirit of its lovely dark brown fibre 
markings. Intensely golden these dark fibres, just browning 
the petal a little between them.” 

And again in the defile of Gondo, I find “ Viola (saxatilis 2) 
name yet wanted ;—in the most delicate studding of its round 
leaves, like a small fern more than violet, and bright sparkle 
of small flowers in the dark dripping hollows. Assuredly de- 
lights in shade and distilling moisture of rocks.” 

I found afterwards a much larger yellow pansy on the 
Yorkshire high limestones; with vigorously black Fenton 
marking on the lateral petals. 

37. V. Viota Montana. Mountain Violet. 
Flora Danica, 1329. Linnzus, No. 13, “ Caulibus: erectis, 

foliis cordato-lanceolatis, floribus serioribus apetalis,” i.e., on 

erect stems, with leaves long heart-shape, and its later flowers 
without petals—not a word said of its earlier flowers which 
have got those unimportant appendages! In the plate of the 
Flora it is a very perfect transitional form between violet and | 
pansy, with beautifully firm and well-curved leaves, but the 
colour of blossom very pale. ‘In subalpinis Norvegise pas- 
sim,” all that we are told of it, means I suppose, in the lower 

Alpine pastures of Norway ; in the Flora Suecica, p. 306, hab- 
itat in Lapponica, juxta Alpes. 

38. VI. Viora Mrrasmuis. Flora Danica, 1045, A small and — 
exquisitely formed flower in the balanced cinquefoil inter- — 
mediate between violet and pansy, but with large and superbly 
curved and pointed leaves, It is a mountain violet, but be- 
longing rather to the mountain woods than meadows. “In 
sylvaticis in Toten, Norvegiz.” 

Loudon, 3056, “‘ Broad-leaved : Germany. 
Linneus, Flora Suecica, 789, says that the flowers of it which 

have perfect corolla and full scent often bear no seed, but 
that the later ‘cauline’ blossoms, without petals, are fertile. 
‘“‘Caulini vero apetali fertiles sunt, et seriores. Habitat pas 
sim Upsalize.” 

” 

I find this, and a plurality of other species, indicated by ; 

j 
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3 Tinea vn triangular stalks, “caule triquetro,” mean- 

the kind sketched in Figure 1 above. 
4 o Viora Arvensts. Field Violet. Flora Danica, 1748. 

Peretti ‘running weed; nearly like Viola Cornuta, but 
feebly lilac and yellow in edtows Te dry fields, and with corn. 

__ Flora Suecica, 791 ; under titles of Viola ‘tricolor’ and ‘bi- 
_ color arvensis,’ and Herba Trinitatis. Habitat ubique in sferi- 
_ libus arvis: “Planta vix datur in qua evidentius perspicitur 

generationis opus, quam in hujus cavo apertoque stigmate.” 
It is quite undeterminable, among present botanical in- 
_ structors, how far this plant is only a rampant and over-in- 
_ dulged condition of the true pansy (Viola Psyche) ; but my 

_ own scholars are to remember that the true pansy is full 
purple and blue with golden centre ; and that the disorderly 

_ field varieties of it, if indeed not scientifically distinguishable, 
are entirely separate from the wild flower by their scattered 

_ form and faded or altered colour. I follow the Flora Danica 
3 in giving them as a distinct species. 
40. VIL Vrota Pacvsrris. Marsh Violet. Flora Darien: 
3 83. As there drawn, the most finished and delicate in form 
of all the violet tribe ; warm white, streaked with red ; and as 

_ pure in outline as an oxalis, both in flower and leaf ; it is like 
a violet imitating oxalis and anagallis. 

_ In the Flora Suecica, the petal-markings are said to be 
black ; in ‘ Viola lactea’ a connected species, (Sowerby, 45,) 

_ purple. Sowerby’s plate of it under the name ‘palustris’ is 
pale purple veined with darker; and the spur is said to be 

_ *honey-bearing,’ which is the first mention I find of honey in 
_ the violet. The habitat given, sandy and turfy heaths. It is 

said to’ grow plentifully near Croydon. 
_ Probably, therefore, a violet belonging to the chalk, on 

which nearly all herbs that grow wild—from the grass to the 
bluebell—are singularly sweet and pure. I hope some of my 
botanical scholars will take up this question of the effect of 
different rocks on vegetation, not so much in bearing different 
species of plants, as different characters of each species.* 

_ “The great work of Lecoq, ‘Geographie Botanique,’ is of priceless 
_ value ; but treats all on too vast a scale for our purposes, 
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41. IX. Vora Svowvsa. Monk’s Violet. “Hirta,” Flora 
Danica, 618, ‘In fruticetis raro.” A true wood violet, full but 

dim in purple. Sowerby, 894, makes it paler. The leaves very 
pure and severe in the Danish one ;—longer in the English. 
“‘Clothed on both sides with short, dense, hoary hairs.” 

Also belongs to chalk or limestone only (Sowerby). 
X. Viora Caniva. Dog Violet. I have taken it for analysis 

in my two plates, because its grace of form is too much de- 
spised, and we owe much more of the beauty of spring to it, 
in English mountain ground, than to the Regina. 
XL Vrora Cornura. Cow Violet. Enough described already. 
XII. Viora Rupesrris. Crag Violet. On the high limestone 

moors of Yorkshire, perhaps only an English form of Viola 
Aurea, but so much larger, and so different in habit—growing 
on dry breezy downs, instead of in dripping caves—that I 
allow it, for the present, separate name and number.* 

42. ‘For the present,’ I say all this work in ‘Proserpina’ 
being merely tentative, much to be modified by future students, 
and therefore quite different from that of ‘ Deucalion,’ which 
is authoritative as far as it reaches, and will stand out like 

a quartz dyke, as the sandy speculations of modern gossiping 
geologists get washed away. 

But in the meantime, I must again solemnly warn my girl- 
readers against all study of floral genesis and digestion. How 
far flowers invite, or require, flies to interfere in their family 
affairs—which of them are carnivorous—and what forms of 
pestilence or infection are most favourable te some vegetable 
and animal growths,—let them leave the people to settle who 
like, as Toinette says of the Doctor in the ‘ Malade Imaginaire’ — 
—‘y mettre le nez.” I observe a paper in the last ‘Contempo- 
rary Review,’ announcing for a discovery patent to all mankind 
that the colours of flowers were made ‘to attract insects”! } — 

* It is, I believe, Sowerby’s Viola Lutea, 721 of the old edition, there 
painted with purple upper petals; but he says in the text, * Petals 
either all yellow, or the two uppermost are of a blue purple, the rest 
yellow. with a blue tinge: very often the whole are purple.” 

+ Did the wretch never hear bees in a lime tree then, or ever see one 
on a star gentian ? 
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‘They will next hear that the rose was made for the canker. 
_ and the body of man for the worm. 

_ 43. What the colours of flowers, or of birds, or of preciows 
" stones, or of the sea and air, and the blue mountains, and the 

- eyening and the morning, and the clouds of Heaven, were 
given for—they only know who can see them and can feel, and 
who pray that the sight and the love of them may be prolonged, 
where cheeks will not fade, nor sunsets die. 

44, And now, to close, let me give you some fuller account 

of the reasons for the naming of the order to which the violet 
belongs, ‘ Cytherides.’ 
- You see that the Uranides, are, as far as I could so gather 

them, of the pure blue of the sky ; but the Cytherides of al- 
tered blue ;—the first, Viola, typically purple; the second, 
Veronica, pale blue with a peculiar light ; the third, Giulietta, 
deep blue, passing strangely into a subdued green before and 
after the full life of the flower. 
_ All these three flowers have great strangenesses in them, 
and weaknesses ; the Veronica most wonderful in its connec- 
tion with the poisonous tribe of the foxgloves ; the Giulietta, 
alone among flowers in the action of the shielding leaves ; and 
the Viola, grotesque and inexplicable in its hidden structure, 
but the most sacred of all flowers to earthly and daily Love, 
both in its scent and glow. 
Now, therefore, let us look completely for the meaning of 

the two leading lines, — 

** Sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes, 
Or Cytherea’s breath.” 

45. Since, in my present writings, I hope to bring into one 
focus the pieces of study fragmentarily given during past life, © 
I may refer my readers to the first chapter of the ‘Queen of 

_ the Air’ for the explanation of the way in which all great 
myths are founded, partly on physical, partly on moral fact,— 
so that it is not possible for persons who neither know the 
aspect of nature, nor the constitution of the human soul, to 
understand a word of them. Naming the Greek Gods, there- 

fore, you have first to think of the physical power they repre- 
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sent. When Horace calls Vulcan ‘ Avidus,’ he thinks of him 
as the power of Fire ; when he speaks of Jupiter's red right 
hand, he thinks of hin “as the power of rain with lightning ; 
and when Homer speaks of Juno’s dark eyes, you have to re- 
member that she is the softer form of the rain power, and to 
think of the fringes of the rain-cloud across the light of the — 
horizon. Gradually the idea becomes personal and human 
in the “ Dove’s eyes within thy locks,” * and “ Dove's eyes 
‘by the river of waters” of the Song of Solomon, = 

46. ‘Or Cytherea’s breath,”—the two thoughts of: softest 
glance, and softest kiss, being thus together associated with 
the flower: but note especially that the Island of Cythera was 
dedicated to Venus because it was the chief, if not the only 

Greek island, in which the purple fishery of Tyre was estab- 
lished ; and in our own minds should be marked not only as 
the vei southern fragment of true Greece, but the virtual 

continuation of the chain of mountains which separate the 
Spartan from the Argive territories, and are the natural home 
of the brightest Spartan and Argive beauty — nor togeT 
in Helen. 

47. And, lastly, in accepting for the pees this name of 
Cytherides, you are to remember the names of Viola and 
Giulietta, its two limiting families, as those of Shakspeare’s 
two most loving maids—the two who love simply, and to the 
death: as distinguished from the greater natures in whom — 
earthly Love has its due part, and no more; and farther still — 

from the greatest, in whom the earthly love is quiescent, or 
subdued, beneath the thoughts of duty and immortality. 

It may be well quickly to mark for you the levels of loving 
temper in Shakspeare’s maids and wives, from the greatest to | 

' the least. 
48. 1. Isabel. All earthly love, and the possibilities of it 

held in absolute subjection to the laws of God, and the judg- 
ments of His will. She is Shakspeare’s only ‘Saint.’ Queen 
Catherine, whom you might next think of, is only an ordinary 

* Septuagint, ‘the eyes of doves out of thy silence.” Vulgate, “the — 
eyes of doves, besides that which is hidden in them.” beragecanetitin : 
dim look of love, beyond all others in sweetness. pee 



of trained religious temper :—her maid of honour 
lsey a more Christian epitaph. 

_ 2. Cordelia. - The earthly love consisting in diffused com- 
- passion: of the universal spirit ; not in any conquering, per- 

fixed, feeling. 
eg “Mine enemy’s dog, 

bat 23 

| rnd : 
he had bit me, should have stood that night 
my fire.” 

These lines are spoken in her hour of openest direct expres- 

speare clearly does not mean her to have been su- 
beautiful in person ; it is only her true lover who 
‘fair’ and ‘fairest ’"—and even that, I believe, partly 

in courtesy, after having the instant before offered her to his 
subordinate duke ; and it is only Ais scorn of her which makes 
Mampetuly‘tare for her. 

; evabrsng 0&7 
, Gods, "tis strange that from their cold neglect 

pirgete, oul ‘My love should kindle to inflamed respect !” 
i i Geiss cr ipeaey 

; Had did beck entirely beautiful, he would have honoured her 
q as a lover should, even before he saw her despised ; nor would 
: she ever have been so despised—or by her father, misunder- 
stood. Shakspeare. himself does not pretend to know where 
her girl-heart was,—but I should like to hear how a great 
actress would say the “Peace be with Burgundy !” 
_ 8. Portia. The maidenly passion now becoming great, and 
chiefly divine in its humility, is still held absolutely subordi- 

_ nate to duty ; no thought of disobedience to her dead father’s 
4 is entertained for an instant, though the temptation 
is marked. as passing, for that instant, before her crystal 

g Instantly, i in her own peace, she thinks chiefly of 
her loyer’s ;—she is a perfect Christian wife in a moment, 
persis her husband with the gift of perfect Peace,— 

“ Never shall you lie by Portia’s side 
With an unquiet soul.” 

Gy is is the root of her modesty ; her ‘unlettered girl’ is like 
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Newton’s simile of the child on the sea-shore. Her perfect — 
wit and stern judgment are never disturbed for an instant by 
her happiness: and the final key to her character is given in 
her silent and slow return from Venice, where she a at 
every wayside shrine to pray. 

4. Hermione. Fortitude and Justice personified, with un- 
wearying affection. She is Penelope, tried by her husband's 
fault as well as error. 

5. Virgilia. Perfect type of wife and mother, but without 
definiteness of character, nor quite strength of intellect enough 
entirely to hold her husband’s heart. Else, she had saved 
him : he would have left Rome in his wrath—but not her. 
Therefore, it is his mother only who bends him: but she can- 
not save. . 

6. Imogen. The ideal of grace and gentleness ; but weak ; 
enduring too mildly, and forgiving too easily. But the piece 
is rather a pantomime than play, and it is impossible to judge 
of the feelings of St. Columba, when she must leave the stage 
in half a minute after mistaking the headless clown for head- 
less Arlecchino. 

7. Desdemona, Ophelia, Rosalind. They are under differ- 
ent conditions from all the rest, in having entirely heroic and 
faultless persons to love. I can’t class them, therefore,—fate 
is too strong, and leaves them no free will. 

8. Perdita, Miranda. Rather mythic visions of maiden 
beauty than mere girls. 

9. Viola and Juliet. Love the ruling power in the entire 
character: wholly virginal and pure, but quite earthly, and — 
recognizing no other life than his own. Viola is, however, 

far the noblest. Juliet will die unless Romeo loves her: “If | 

he be wed, the grave is like to be my wedding bed ;” but 
Viola is ready to die for the happiness of the man who does 
not love her; faithfully doing his messages to her rival, whom 
she examines strictly for his sake. It is not in envy that she 
says, ‘‘ Excellently done,—if God did all.” The key to her 
character is given in the least selfish of all Jover’s songs, the — 
one to which the Duke bids her listen : 
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_. . “The spinsters and the knitters in the sun, 
And the free maids, that weave their thread with bones, 

Do use to chaunt it.” 

(They, the unconscious Fates, weaving the fair vanity of life 
with death) ; and the burden of it is— 

‘* My part of Death, no one so true 
Did share it.” 

> 

4 eae. she says, in the great first scene, “Was not this 
love 3 deed?” and in the less heeded closing one, her heart 
then happy with the knitters in the sun, 

da? MM z I544 

- * And all those sayings will I over-swear, 
_ And all those swearings keep as true in soul 
As doth that orbed continent the Fire 
‘That severs day from night.” 

f . } + 

Or, at least, did once sever day from night,—and perhaps does 
still in Mllyria. Old England must seek new images for her 
loves from gas and electric sparks,—not to say furnace fire. 
~ I am obliged, by press of other work, to set down these 
notes in cruel shortness : and many a reader may be disposed 
to question utterly the standard by which the measurement is 
made. It will not be found, on reference to my other books, 
that they encourage young ladies to go into convents ; or 
underyalue the dignity of wives and mothers. But, as surely 
as the sun does sever day from night, it will be found always 
that the noblest and loveliest women are dutiful and religious 
by continual nature ; and their passions are trained to obey 
them ; like their dogs. Homer, indeed, loves Helen with all 

his heart, and restores her, after all her naughtiness, to the 

queenship of her household ; but he never thinks of her as 
_ Penelope’s equal, or Iphigenia’s. Practically, in daily life, one 

often sees married women as good as saints; but rarely, I 
_ think, unless they have a good deal to bear from their hus- 
bands. Sometimes also, no doubt, the husbands have some 
trouble in managing St. Cecilia or St. Elizabeth ; of which 
questions I shall be obliged to speak more seriously in another 
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place: content, at present, if English maids know better, by 
Proserpina’s help, what Shakspeare meant by the dim, and 
Milton by the glowing, violet. 

CHAPTER IL 

PINGUICULA, 

(Written in early June, 1881.) 

1, Ow the rocks of my little stream, where it runs, or leaps, 
through the moorland, the common Pinguicula is now in its 
perféctest beauty ; and it is one of the offshoots of the violet 
tribe which I have to place in the minor collateral groups of 
Viola very soon, and must not put off looking at it till next 
year. 

There are three varieties given in Sowerby: 1. Vulgaris, 2. — 
Greater-flowered, and 3. Lusitanica, white, for the most. part, 

pink, or ‘ carnea,’ sometimes: but the proper colour of the 

family is violet, and the perfect form of the plant is the ‘ vul- 
gar’ one. The larger-flowered variety is feebler in colour, and 
ruder in form: the white Spanish one, however, is very lovely, 
as far as I can judge from Sowerby’s (old Sowerby’s) pretty 
drawing. 

The ‘ frequent ’ one (I shall usually thus translate ‘ vulgaris’), 
is not by any means so ‘frequent’ as the Queen violet, being — 
a true wild-country, and mostly Alpine, plant; and there is — 
also a real ‘ Pinguicula Alpina,’ which we have notin England, 
who might be the Regina, if the group were large enough to 
be reigned over: but it is better not to affect Royalty among 
these confused, intermediate, or dependent families. 

2. In all the varieties of Pinguicula, each blossom has one 
stalk only, growing from the ground ; and you may pull all 
the leaves away from the base of it, and keep the flower only, 
with its bunch of short fibrous roots, half an inch long ; look- — 

ing as if bitten at the ends, Two flowers, characteristically, 

—three and four very often,—spring from the same root, in 
places where it grows luxuriantly; and luxuriant growth 
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—" clusters of some twenty or thirty stars may be 
seen on the surface of a square yard of boggy ground, quite 
watluts ‘but its real glory is in harder life, in the crannies 
of well-wetted rock. 
8. What T have called ‘stars’ are irregular clusters of ap- 
proximately, or tentatively, five aloeine ground leaves, of very 
pale green,—they may be six or seven, or more, but always 
run into a rudely pentagonal arrangement, essentially first 
trine, with two succeeding above. Taken as a whole the plant 

is really a main link between violets and Droseras ; but the 
flower has much more violet than Drosera in the make of it,— 
spurred, and five-petaled,* and held down by the top of its 
bending stalk as a violet is ; only its upper two petals are not 
reverted—the calyx, of a dark soppy green, holding them 
down, with its three front sepals set exactly like a strong 

 * When TI have the chance, and the time, to submit the proofs of 
* Proserpina ’ to friends who know more of Botany than I, or have kind- 
ness enough to ascertain debateable things for me, I mean in future to 
do so,—using the letter A to signify Amicus, generally; with acknowl- 

ent by name, when it is permitted, of especial help or correction. 
Note 1 first of this kind: I find here on this word, ‘ five-petaled,’ as ap- 

to Pinguicula, “Qy. two-lipped ? it is monopetalous, and mono- 
sepalous, the calyx and corolla being each all in one piece.” 
' Yes; and I am glad to have the observation inserted. But my term, 
*five-petaled,’ must stand. For the question with me is always first, 
not how the petals are connected, but how many they are. Also I have 
accepted the term petal—but never the word lip=-as applied to flowers. 
The generic term ‘Labiate’ is cancelled in ‘ Proserpina,’ ‘ Vestales’ 
being substituted ; and these flowers, when I come to examine them, 
are to be desttibed; not as divided into two lips, but into hood, apron, 
and side pockets Farther, the depth to which either calyx or corolla 
is divided, and the firmness with which the petals are attached to the 

torus, may, indeed, often be an important part of the plant's description, 
but ought not to be elements in its definition. Three petaled and three- 
sepaled, four-petaled and four-sepaled, five-petaled and five-sepaled, 
etc., etc., are essential—with me, primal—elements of definition ; next, 
Whether iloadliite or stellar in their connection; next, whether round or 
pointed, etc. Fancy, for instance, the fatality to a rose of pointing its 

petals, and toa lily, of rounding them! But how deep out, or how 
hard holding, is quite a minor question. 
Farther, that all plants are petaled and sepaled, and never mere cups 

in saucers, is a great fact. not to be dwelt on in a note 
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trident, its two backward sepals clasping the spur. ‘There are 
often six sepals, four to the front, but the normal number is 

five. Tearing away the calyx, I find the flower to have been 
held by it asa lion might hold his prey by the loins if he 
missed its throat; the blue petals being really campanulate, 
and the flower best described as a dark bluebell, seized and 
crushed almost flat by its own calyx ina rage. Pulling away 
now also the upper petals, I find that what are in the violet 
the lateral and well-ordered fringes, are here thrown mainly 
on the lower (largest) petal near its origin, and opposite the 
point of the seizure by the calyx, spreading from this centre 
over the surface of the lower petals, partly like an irregular 
shower of fine Venetian glass broken, partly like the wild- 
flung Medusa-like embroidery of the white Lucia.* 

4. The calyx is of a dark soppy green, I said ; like that of 
sugary preserved citron ; the root leaves are of green just as 
soppy, but pale and yellowish: as if they were half decayed ; 
the edges curled up and, as it were, water-shrivelled, as one’s 
fingers shrivel if kept too long in water. And the whole plant 
looks as if it had been a violet unjustly banished to a bog, and 
obliged to live there—not for its own sins, but for some 
Emperor Pansy’s, far away in the garden,—in a partly bog- 
gish, partly hoggish manner, drenched and desolate ; and 
with something of demoniac temper got into its calyx, so that 
it quarrels with, and bites the corolla ;—something of glutton- 
ous and greasy habit got into its leaves; a discomfortable 
sensuality, even in its desolation, Perhaps a penguin-ish life 
would be truer of it than a piggish, the nest of it being in- 
deed on the rock, or morassy rock-investiture, like a sea- 
bird's on her rock ledge. 

5. I have hunted through seven treatises on botany, namely 
Loudon’s Encyclopedia, Balfour, Grindon, Oliver, Baxter of 

Oxford, Lindley (‘ Ladies’ Botany’), and Figuier, without 
being able to find the meaning of ‘ Lentibulariaces,’ to which 

* Our ‘ Lucia Nivea,’ ‘ Blanche Lucy ;’ in present botany, Bog bean! 
having no connection whatever with any manner of bean, but only a 
slight resemblance to bean-leaves in its own lower ones. Compare Ch, 
IV. § 11. 
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* ceil Pingnicula i is said by them all (except Figuier) to 
belong. It may perhaps be in Sowerby ;* but these above- 
named treatises are precisely of the kind with which the or- 

dinary scholar must be content: and in all of them he has to 
learn this long, worse than useless, word, under which he is 

into classing together two orders naturally quite 
distinct, the Butterworts and the Bladderworts. 

Whatever the name may mean—it is bad Latin. There is 
such a word as Lenticularis—there is no Lentibularis ; and 
it must positively trouble us no longer. t 

The Butterworts are a perfectly distinct group—whether 
small or large, always recognizable at aglance. Their proper 
Latin name will be Pinguicula, (plural Pinguicule,)—their 

- *Ttis not. (Resoluto negative from A., unsparing of time for me; 
and what a state of things it all signifies !) 

+ With the following three notes, ‘A’ must become a definitely and 
gratefully interpreted letter. I am indebted for the first, conclusive in 
itself, but variously supported and confirmed by the two following, to 
R. J. Mann, Esq., M.D., long ago a pupil of Dr, Lindley’s, and now 
on the council of Whitelands College, Chelsea:—for the second, to 
Mr. Thomas Moore, F.L.S , the kind Keeper of the Botanic Garden at 
Chelsea; for the third, which will be farther on useful to us, to Miss 

 Kemm, the botanical lecturer at Whitelands. 
(1) There is no explanation of Lentibulariaceew in Lindley’s ‘ Vege- 

table Kingdom.’ He was not great in that line. The term is, however, 
taken from Lenticula, the lentil, in allusion to the lentil-shaped air- 
bladders of the typical genus Utricularia: 

The change of the c into b may possibly have been made only from 
some euphonic fancy of the contriver of the name, who, I think, was 
Rich. 

But I somewhat incline myself to think that the tibia, a pipe or flute, 
may have had something to do with it. The tibia may possibly have 

_ been diminished into a little pipe by a stretch of licence, and have 
become tibula: [but tibulus is a kind of pine tree in Pliny]; when Len- 

_ tibula would be the lens or lentil-shaped pipe or bladder. I give you 
_ this only for what it is worth. The lentécula, as a derivation, is reliable 

and has authority. 
Lenticula, a lentil, a freckly eruption ; leniticularis, lentil-shaped ; 

so the nat. ord. ought to be (if this be right) lenticwlariacee. 
(2) Boranic GARDENS, CHELSEA, Feb, 14, 1882. 
Lentibularia is an old generic name of Tournefort's, which has been 

superseded by utricularia, but, oddly enough, has been retained in the 
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English, Bog-Violet, or, more familiarly, Butterwort} and ’ 
their French, as at present, Grassette. SEES 

The families to be remembered will be only five, ~ehintey, 
1. Pinguicula Major, the largest of the group. As bog 

plants, Tréland may rightly claim the noblest of them, which 
certainly grow there luxuriantly, and not (I believe) with us. 
Their colour is, however, more broken and — sp, $3 
than that of the following’ species. 

2. Pinguicula Violacea : Violet-coloured Bavinwery’ Kine 
stead of ‘vulgaris,’) the common English and” _ _ 
above noticed. 

3. Pinguicula Alpina: Alpine Butterwort, white ante sara 
smaller than either of the first two families; the spur és- 
pecially small, according to D. 453. Much rarer, as well.as 
smaller, than the other varieties in Southern Europe. ‘Ia 
Britain, known only upon the moors of Roschaugh, Rosshire, 
where the progress of cultivation seems likely soon to efface 
it. (Grindon.) 

4. Pinguicula Pallida : Pale Butterwort. From Sowerby’ 3 
drawing, (135, vol. iii.,) it would appear to be the most. deli- 
cate and lovely of all the group. The leaves, “like those of 
other species, but rather more delicate and pellucid, reticu- 
lated with red veins, and much involute in the margin. Tube 
of the corolla, yellow, streaked with red, (the streaks like 
those of a pansy); the petals, pale violet. It much resem- 

name of the order lentibularew ; but it probably eomes from Je 
which signifies the little root bladders, somewhat resembling oa 

(8) ‘Manual of Scientific Terms,’ Stormonth, p. 234. we 
Lentibulariacee, neuter, plural. 
(Lenticula, the shape of a lentil; from lens, a lentil.) The Butter- 

wort family, an order of plants so named from the lenticnlar shape 
of the air-bladders on the branches of utricularia, one of the 

genera, (But observe that the Butterworts have nothing of the 
sort, any of them.—R.) 

Loudon. —-‘ Floaters.” 

Lindley.—‘' Sometimes with whorled vesicles.” 
In Nuttall’s Standard (?) Pronouncing Dictionary, it is given,— 

Lenticularee, a nat. ord. of marsh plants, which thrive in water or 
marshes, 
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a les Vito, (our Minima, No. 5,) in many particulars, the 
hairy, and in the lower part the hairs tipped with 

a viseid fluid, like a sundew. But the Villosa has a slender 

spur ; and in this the spur is blunt and thick at the 
end.” (Since the hairy stem is not peculiar to Villosa, I take 
for her, instead, the epithet Minima, which is really definitive.) 
~~ The pale one is commonly called ‘ Lusitanica,’ but I find no 
‘direct notice of its Portuguese habitation. Sowerby’s plant 7 

- eame from Blandford, Dorbetshire » and Grindon says it is 
frequent in Ireland, abundant in Arran, and extends on the 
western side of the British island from Cornwall to Cape 
Wrath. My epithet, Pallida, is secure, and simple, wherever 
the plant is found. 
&. Pinguicula Minima: Least Butterwort; in D. 1021 

ealled Villosa, the scape of it being hairy. I have not yet got 
rid of this absurd word ‘ scape,’ meaning, in bot- 

anist’s Tiatin, the flower-stalk of a flower grow- 
ing out of a cluster of leaves on the ground. It 
is a bad corruption of ‘sceptre,’ and especially 
false and absurd, because a true sceptre is neces- 
sarily branched.* In ‘Proserpina,’ when it is 
spoken of distinctively, it is called ‘ virgula’ (see 
vol. i, pp. 112, 115, 116). The hairs on the 
virgula are in this instance so minute, that even 
with a lens I cannotsee them in the Danish plate : 
of which Fig. 8 is a rough translation into wood- 
cut, to show the grace and mien of the little thing. 
The trine leaf cluster is characteristic, and the 

folding up of the leaf edges. The flower, in the 
Danish plate, full purple. Abundant in east of 
Finmark (Finland ?), but always growing in marsh x 
moss, (Sphagnum palustre.) o\* 

6. I call it ‘Minima’ only, as the least of the "1 * 
five here named : without putting forward any claim for it to be 
the smallest pinguicula that ever was or will be. In such sense 

_ ™ More accurately, shows the pruned roots of branches,—érei5h xpara 

‘Touny ev Specot AéAoiwev. The pruning is the mythic expression of the 
subduing of passion by rectorial law. 
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only, the epithets minima or maxima are to be understood 
when used in ‘ Proserpina’: and so also, every statement and 

every principle is only to be understood as true or tenable, 
respecting the plants which the writer has seen, and which 
he is sure that the reader can easily see: liable to modifica- 
tion to any extent by wider experience ; but better first 
learned securely within a narrow fence, and afterwards 

trained or fructified, along more complex trellises. 
7. And indeed my readers—at least, my newly found read- 

ers—must note always that the only power which I claim for 
any of my books, is that of being right and true as far as 
they reach. None of them pretend to be Kosmoses ;—none 

to be systems of Positivism or Negativism, on which the 
earth is in future to swing instead of on its old worn-out 
poles ;—none of them to be works of genius ;—none of them 
to be, more than all true work must be, pious ;—and none to 

be, beyond the power of common people’s eyes,* ears, and 
noses, ‘zesthetic.’ They tell you that the world is so big, and 
can’t be made bigger—that you yourself are also so big, and 
can’t be made bigger, however you puff or bloat yourself ; 
but that, on modern mental nourishment, you may very 
easily be made smaller. They tell you that two and two are 
four, that ginger is hot in the mouth, that roses are red, and 

smuts black. Not themselves assuming to be pious, they 
yet assure you that there is such a thing as piety in the 
world, and that it is wiser than impiety ; and not themselves 
pretending to be works of genius, they yet assure you that 
there is such a thing as genius in the world, and that it is 
meant for the light and delight of the world. 

8. Into these repetitions of remarks on my work, often 
made before, I have been led by an unlucky author who has 
just sent me his book, advising me that it is ‘‘ neither critical 
nor sentimental” (he had better have said in plain English 
“without either judgment or feeling”), and in which nearly 

*The bitter sorrow with which I first recognized the extreme rarity 
of finely-developed organic sight is expressed enough in the lecture 
on the Mystery of Life, added in the large edition of ‘Sesame and 
Lilies.’ 
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the frst sentence I read is—‘‘ Solomon with all his acuteness 

was not wise enough to. . . etc., etc., etc.” (‘give the Jews 
the British constitution,’ I beliews the man means.) He is 
not a whit more conceited than Mr. Herbert Spencer, or Mr. 
Goldwin Smith, or Professor Tyndall,—or any lively London 
apprentice out on a Sunday ; but this general superciliousness 
with respect to Solomon, his Proverbs, and his politics, char- 
acteristic of the modern Cockney, Yankee, and Anglicised 
Scot, i is a difficult thing to deal with for us of the old school, 

who were well whipped when we were young ; and have been 
in the habit of occasionally ascertaining our own levels as we 
grew older, and of recognizing that, here and there, some- 
body stood higher, and struck harder. 

9. A difficult thing to deal with, I feel more and more, 
hourly, even to the point of almost ceasing to write ; not only 
eyery feeling I have, but, of late, even every word I use, being 

alike inconceivable to the insolence, and unintelligible amidst 
the slang, of the modern London writers. Only in the last 
magazine I took up, I found an article by Mr. Goldwin Smith 
on the Jews (of which the gist—as far as it had any—was that 
we had better give up reading the Bible), and in the text of 

which I found the word ‘tribal’ repeated about ten times in 
every page. Now, if ‘tribe’ makes tribal,’ tube must make 

tubal, cube, cubal, and gibe, gibal; and I suppose we sball 
next hear of tubal music, cubal minerals, and gibal conversa- 

tion! And observe how all this bad English leads instantly 

to blunder in thought, prolonged indefinitely. The Jewish 
Tribes are not separate races, but the descendants of 
brothers. ‘The Roman Tribes, political divisions ; essentially 

Trine: and the whole force of the word Tribune vanishes, as 
soon as the ear is wrung into acceptance of his lazy innovation 
by the modern writer. Similarly, in the last elements of 
mineralogy I took up, the first order of crystals was called 
“tesseral’ ; the writer being much too fine to call them ‘four-al,’ 
and too much bent on distinguishing himself from all previous 
writers to call them cubic. 

10. What simple schoolchildren, and sensible school- 
masters, are to do in this atmosphere of Egyptian marsh, 
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which rains fools upon them like frogs, I can no more with 
any hope or patience conceive ;—but this finally Trepeat, con: 
cerning my own books, that they are written in honest Eng- 
lish, of good Johnsonian lineage, touched here and there with 
colour of a little finer or Elizabethan quality: and that the 
things they tell you are comprehensible by any moderately 
industrious and intelligent person ; and accurate, toa degree 
which the accepted methods of modern science i a in my 
own particular fields, approach, 

11. Of which accuracy, the reader may observe for imme- 
diate instance, my extrication for him, from among the uvu- 
larias, of these five species of the Butterwort ; which, being 

all that need be distinctly named and remembered, do need 
to be first carefully distinguished, and then remembered in 
their companionship. So alike are they, that Gerarde makes 
no distinction among them ; but masses them under the gen- 
eral type of the frequent English one, described as the second 
kind of his promiscuous group of ‘Sanicle,’ “which Clusius 
calleth Pinguicula ; not before his time remembered, hath 

sundry small thick leaves, fat and full of juice, being broad 

towards the root and sharp towards the point, of a faint green 
colour, and bitter in taste; out of the middest whereof 

sprouteth or shooteth up a naked slender stalke nine inches 
long, every stalke bearing one flower and no more, sometimes 
white, and sometimes of a bluish purple colour, fashioned 
like unto the common Monkshoods” (he means Larkspurs) 
“called Consolida Regalis, having the like spur or Lark's heel 
attached thereto.” Then after describing a third kind of 
Sanicle—(Cortusa Mathioli, a large-leaved Alpine Primula,) he 
goes on: “ These plants are strangers in England ; their nat- 
ural country is the alpish mountains of Helvetia. They grow 
in my garden, where they flourish exceedingly, except Butter- 
woort, which groweth in our English squally wet grounds,”— 
(‘Squally,’ I believe, here, from squalidus, though Johnson 
does not give this sense; but one of his quotations from Ben 
Jonson touches it nearly: ‘‘Take heed that their new flowers 
and sweetness do not as much corrupt as the others’ dryness 
and squalor,”—and note farther that the word ‘squall,’ in the 
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_ sense of gust, is not pure English, but the Arabic ‘Cluaul’ 
with an s prefixed :—the English word, a form of ‘ squeal,’ 

meaning a child’s cry, from Gothic ‘Squela’ and Icelandic 
* squilla,’ would scarcely have been made an adjective by Ger- 
arde),—“ and will not yield to any culturing or transplanting : 
it groweth especially in a field called Cragge Close, and at 
Crosbie Rayenswaithe, in Westmerland ; (West-mere-land you 
observe, not mor) upon Ingleborough Fells, twelve miles from 
Lancaster, and by Harwoode in the same county near to 
Blackburn : ten miles from Preston, in Anderness, upon the 

bogs and marish ground, and in the boggie meadows about 
Bishop’s-Hatfield, and also in the fens in the way to Wittles 
Meare ” (Roger Wildrake’s Squattlesea Mere ?) “from Fendon, 
in Huntingdonshire.” Where doubtless Cromwell ploughed 
it up, in his young days, pitilessly ; and in nowise pausing, as 
Burns beside his fallen daisy.” 
_ 12. Finally, however, I believe, we may accept its English 
name of ‘ Butterwort’ as true Yorkshire, the more enigmatic 
form of ‘Pigwilly’ preserving the tradition of the flowers 
once abounding, with softened Latin name, in Pigwilly bot- 
tom, close to Force bridge, by Kendal, Gerarde draws the 
English variety as “Pinguicula sive Sanicula Eboracensis,— 
Butterwort, or Yorkshire Sanicle ;”” and he adds: ‘“ The hus- 

bandmen’s wives of Yorkshire do use to anoint the dugs of 
their kine with the fat and oilous juice of the herb Butter- 
wort when they be bitten of any FEPMO BS WORD, OF chapped, 
rifted and hurt by any other means.” 

13. In Lapland it is put to much more certain use; “it is 
called Tatgrass, and the leaves are used by the inhabitants to 
make their ‘tit miolk,’ a preparation of milk in common use 
among them. Some fresh leaves are laid upon a filter, and milk, 
yet warm from the reindeer, is poured over them. After pass< 
ing quickly through the filter, this is allowed to rest for one or 
two days until it becomes ascescent,* when it is found not to 
have separated from the whey, and yet to have attained much 
greater tenacity and consistence than it would have done 
otherwise. The Laplanders and Swedes are said to be ex. 

* Lat. acesco, to turn sour. 
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tremely fond of this milk, which when once made, it is not 
necessary to renew the use of the leaves, for we are told that 
a spoonful of it will turn another quantity of warm milk, and 
make it like the first.” * (Baxter, vol. iii, No. 209.) 

14. In the same page, I find quoted Dr. Johnston’s obser- 
vation that “when specimens of this plant were somewhat 
rudely pulled up, the flower-stalk, previously erect, almost 
immediately began to bend itself backwards, and formed a 
more or less perfect segment of a circle ; and so also, if a 
specimen is placed in the Botanic box, you will in a short 
time find that the leaves have curled themselves backwards, 

and now conceal the root by their revolution.” 
I have no doubt that this elastic and -wiry action is partly 

connected with the plant’s more or less predatory or fly-trap 
character, in which these curiously degraded plants are asso- 
ciated with Drosera. I separate them therefore entirely from 
the Bladderworts, and hold them to be a link between the 

Violets and the Droseracez, placing them, however, with the 
Cytherides, as a sub-family, for their beautiful colour, and 

because they are indeed a grace and delight in ground whieh, 
but for them, would be painfully and rudely desolate. 

* Withering quotes this as from Linnzus, and adds on authority of a 
Mr. Hawkes, “This did not succeed when tried with cows’ milk.” 
He also gives as another name, Yorkshire Sanicle ; and says it is called 

earning grass in Scotland. Linnzus says the juice will curdle reindeer's 
milk. The name for rennet is earning, in Lincolnshire, Withering 
also gives this note: ‘* Pinguis, fat, from its effect in CONGEALING 
milk,’—{A.) Withering of course wrong: the name comes, be the 
reader finally assured, from the fatness of the green leaf, quite peculiar 
among wild plants, and fastened down for us in the French word 

‘Grassette.’ I have found the flowers also difficult to dry, in the be- 
nighted early times when I used to think a dried plant useful! See 
closing paragraphs of the 4th chapter,—R. 
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CHAPTER IL 

VERONICA. 

1. “Tue Corolla of the Foxglove,” says Dr. Lindley, begin- 
ning his account of the tribe at page 195 of the first volume of 

his ‘Ladies’ Botany,’ “isa large inflated body (!), with its throat 
spotted with rich purple, and its border divided obliquely into 
five very short lobes, of which the two upper are the smaller ; 

its four stamens are of unequal length, and its style is divided 
into two lobes at the upper end. A number of long hairs 
cover the ovary, which contains two cells and a great quantity 
of ovules. 
“This” (sc. information) “ will show you what is the usual 

character of the Foxglove tribe ; and you will find that all the 
other genera referred to it in books agree with it essentially, 
although they differ in subordinate points. It is chiefly (A) 
in the form of the corolla, (B) in the number of the stamens, 
(C) in the consistence of the rind of the fruit, (D) in its form, 

(E) in the number of the seeds it contains, and (F) in the 
manner in which the sepals are combined, that these differ- 
ences consist.” 
2. The enumerative letters are of my insertion—otherwise 

the above sentence is, word for word, Dr. Lindley’s,—and ‘it 

seems to me an interesting and memorable one in the history 
of modern Botanical science. For it appears from the tenor 
of it, that in a scientific botanist’s mind, six particulars, at 

least, in the character of a plant, are merely ‘subordinate 
points,’—namely, 

1. (®) The combination of its calyx, 
2. (A) The shape of its corolla, 
3. (B) The number of its stamens, 
4. (D) The form of its fruit, 
5. (C) The consistence of its shell,—and 
6. (E) The number of seeds in it. 

Abstracting, then, from the primary description, all the six 
inessential points, I find the three essential ones left are, that 
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the style is divided into two lobes at the upper end, that a 
number of glandular hairs cover the ovary, and that this latter 
contains two cells. 

3. None of which particulars concern any reasonable mor- 
tal, looking at a Foxglove, in the smallest degree. Whether 
hairs which he can’t see are glandular or bristly, —whether 
the green knobs, which are left when the purple bells are 

gone, are divided into two lobes or two hundred,—and whether 

the style is split, like a snake’s tongue, into two lobes, or like 
a rogue’s, into any number—are merely matters of vulgar 
curiosity, which he needs a microscope to discoyer, and will 
lose a day of his life in discovering. But if any pretty young 
Proserpina, escaped from the Plutonic durance of London, 
and carried by the tubular process, which replaces Charon’s 
boat, over the Lune at Lancaster, cares to come and walk on 

the Coniston hills in a summer morning, when the eyebriglit 
is out on the high fields, she may gather, with a little help 
from Brantwood garden, a bouquet of the entire Foxglove 

_ tribe in flower, as it is at present defined, and may see what 
they are like, altogether. 

4. She shall gather : first, the Euphrasy, which a the 
turf on the brow of the hill glitter as if with new-fallen manna ; 
then, from one of the blue clusters on the top of the garden 
wall, the common bright blue Speedwell; and, from the gar- 

den bed beneath, a dark blue spire of Veronica spicata; then, 

at the nearest opening into the wood, a little foxglove in its 
first delight of shaking out its bells ; then—what next, does 
the Doctor say ?—a snapdragon? we must go back into the 
garden for that—here is a goodly crimson one, but what the 
little speedwell will think of him for a relative I can’t think! 
—a mullein ?—that we must do without for the moment; a 

monkey flower ?—that we will do without, altogether ; a lady’s 
slipper ?—say rather a goblin’s with the gout! but, such as 
the flower-cobbler has made it, here is one of the kind that 

people praise, out of the greenhouse,—and yet a figwort we 
must have, too ; which I see on referring to Loudon, may be 

balm-leaved, hemp-leaved, tansy-leaved, nettle-leayed, wing- 

leaved. heart-leaved. ear-leaved, spear-leaved, or lyre-leaved. 
_— se 
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 Bthini Fem find a balm-leaved one, though I don’t know 

_ what to make of it when I’ve got it, but it’s called a ‘Scorodo- 
nia’ in Sowerby, and something very ugly besides ;—Ill put 
_ abit of Teucrium Scorodonia in, to finish: and now—how 
_ will my young Proserpina arrange her bouquet, and rank the 

family relations to their contentment ? 
’ 5. She has only one kind of flowers in her hand, as botani- 
eal classification stands at present; and whether the system 

be more rational, or in any human sense more scientific, which 
_ puts calceolaria and speedwell together,—and foxglove and 

euphrasy ; and runs them on one side into the mints, and on 

_ the other into the nightshades ;—naming them, meanwhile, 
- gome from diseases, some from vermin, some from blockheads, 

_ and the rest anyhow :—or the method I am pleading for, 
which teaches us, watchful of their seasonable return and 

chosen abiding places, to associate in our memory the flowers 
which truly resemble, or fondly companion, or, in time kept 
by the signs of Heaven, succeed, each other; and to name 

them in some historical connection with the loveliest fancies 
and most helpful faiths of the ancestral world—Proserpina be 
judge; with every maid that sets flowers on brow or breast— 
from Thule to Sicily. 
6. We will unbind our bouquet, then, and putting all the 

rest of its flowers aside, examine the range and nature of the 

little blue cluster only. 
And first—we have to note of it, that the plan of the blos- 

_ som in all the kinds is the same; an irregular quatrefoil: and 
irregular quatrefoils are of extreme rarity in flower form. I 
don’t myself know one, except the Veronica. The cruciform 
vegetables—the heaths, the olives, the lilacs, the little Tor- 

mentillas, and the poppies, are all perfectly symmetrical. 
Two of the petals, indeed, as a rule, are different from the 

other two, except in the heaths ; and thus a distinctly crosslet 
_ form obtained, but always an equally balanced one : while in 

the Veronica, as in the Violet, the blossom always refers itself 

_ to a supposed place on the stalk with respect to the ground - 
_ and the upper petal is always the largest. 

The supposed place is often very suppositious indeed—-for 
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clusters of the common veronicas, if luxuriant, throw their 

blossoms about anywhere. But the idea of an upper and 
lower petal is always kept in the flower’s little mind. 

7. In the second place, it is a quite open and flat quatrefoil 
—so separating itself from the belled quadrature of the heath, 
and the tubed and primrose-like quadrature of the cruciferze ; 
and, both as a quatrefoil, and as an open one, it is separated 
from the foxgloves and snapdragons, which are neither qua- 
trefoils, nor open ; but are cinqfoils shut up! | 

8. In the third place, open and flat though the flower be, it 
is monopetalous; all the four arms of the cross strictly be- 
coming one in the centre; so that, though the blue foils look 
no less sharply separate than those of a buttercup or a cistus ; 
and are so delicate that one expects them to fall from their 
stalk if we breathe too near,—do but lay hold of one,—and, 

at the touch, the entire blossom is lifted from its stalk, and 

may be laid, in perfect shape, on our paper before us, as easily 
as if it had been a nicely made-up blue bonnet, lifted off its 
stand by the milliner. 

I pause here, to consider a little ; because I find myself 

mixing up two characteristics which have nothing necessary 
in their relation ;—namely, the unity of the blossom, and its 
coming easily off the stalk. The separate petals of the cistus 
and cherry fall as easily as the foxglove drops its bells ;—on 
the other hand, there are monopetalous things that don’t drop, 
but hold on like the convoluta,* and make the rest of the tree 
sad for their dying. I do not see my way to any systematic 
noting of decadent or persistent corolla; but, in passing, we 
may thank the veronica for never allowing us to see how it 
fades,} and being always cheerful and lovely, while it is with us. 

*T find much more difficulty, myself, being old, in using my altered 
names for species than my young scholars will. In watching the bells 
of the purple bindweed fade at evening, let them learn the fourth verse 
of the prayer of Hezekiah, as it is in the Vulgate—‘ Generatio mea 
ablata est, et convoluta est a me, sicut tabernaculum pastoris,”"—and — 

they will net forget the name of the fast-fading —ever renewed—“ belle 
d’un jour.” 

+ ‘It is Miss Cobbe, I think, who says, ‘ all wild flowers know how 
to die gracefully.’ "—A, 
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;. 9, And for a farther specialty, I think we should take note 
_ of the purity and simplicity of its floral blue, not sprinkling 
_ itself with unwholesome sugar like a larkspur, nor varying 
_ into coppery or turquoise-like hue as the forget-me-not ; but 
_ keeping itself as modest as a blue print, pale, in the most 

frequent kinds; but pure exceedingly ; and rejoicing in fel- 
lowship with the grey of its native rocks. The palest of all I 
think it will be well to remember as Veronica Clara, the 
Poor Clare” of Veronicas. I find this note on it in my 

_. £The flower of an exquisite grey-white, like lichen, or shaded 
hoar-frost, or dead silver ; making the long-weathered stones 

_ it grew upon perfect with a finished modesty of paleness, as 
_ if the- flower could be blue, and would not, for their sake. 

Laying its fine small leaves along in embroidery, like Anagal- 
lis tenella, —indescribable in the tender feebleness of it—after- 

_ wards as it grew, dropping the little blossoms from the base 
_ of the spire, before the buds at the top had blown. Gath- 

ered, it was happy beside me, with a little water under a 
stone, and put out one pale blossom after another, day by 

_ 10. Lastly, and for a high worthiness, in my estimate, note 
that it is wild, of the wildest, and proud in pure descent of 
race ; submitting itself to no follies of the cur-breeding florist. 
Its species, though many resembling each other, are severally 
constant in aspect, and easily recognizable ; and I have never 

_ seen it provoked to glare into any gigantic impudence at a 
_ flower show. Fortunately, perhaps, it is scentless, and so de- 

spised. 
11. Before I attempt arranging its families, we must note 

that while the corolla itself is one of the most constant in 

form, and so distinct from all other blossoms that it may be 

always known at a glance ; the leaves and habit of growth vary 
so greatly in families of different climates, and those born for 
special situations, moist or dry, and the like, that it is quite 

impossible to characterize Veronic, or Veronique, vegetation 

in general terms. One can say, comfortably, of a strawberry, 

that it is a creeper, without expecting at the next moment to 
14 
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see a steeple of strawberry blossoms rise to contradict us ;— 
we can venture to say of a foxglove that it grows in a spire, 
without any danger of finding, farther on, a carpet of prostrate — 
and entangling digitalis ; and we may pronounce of a butter- 
cup that it grows mostly in meadows without fear of finding 
ourselves at the edge of the next thicket, under the shadow of 
a buttercup-bush growing into valuable timber. But the 
Veronica reclines with the lowly,* upon occasion, and aspires, 
with the proud ; is here the pleased companion of the ground- 
ivies, and there the unrebuked rival of the larkspurs : on the 
rocks of Coniston it effaces itself almost into the film of a © 
lichen ; it pierces the snows of Iceland with the gentian : and 
in the Falkland Islands is a white-blossomed evergreen, of 
which botanists are in dispute whether it be Veronica or Olive. 

12. Of these many and various forms, I find the manners 
and customs alike inconstant ; and this of especially singular 
in them—that the Alpine and northern species bloom hardily 
in contest with the retiring snows, while with us they wait till 
the spring is past, and offer themselves to us only in consola- 

- tion for the vanished violet and primrose. As we farther ex- 
amine the ways of plants, I suppose we shall find some that 
determine upon a fixed season, and will bloom methodically 
in June or July, whether in Abyssinia or Greenland; and 

others, like the violet and crocus, which are flowers of the 

spring, at whatever time of the favouring or frowning year the 
spring returns to their country. I suppose also that botan- 
ists and gardeners know all these matters thoroughly : but 
they don’t put them into their books, and the clear notions of 
them only come to me now, as I think and watch. 

13. Broadly, however, the families of the Veronica fall into 
three main divisions,—those which have round leaves lobed 

at the edge, like ground ivy; those which have small thyme- 
like leaves ; and those which have long leaves like a foxglove’s, 

only smaller—never more than two or two and a half inches 
long. I therefore take them in these connections, though 
without any bar between the groups; only separating the Re- 

* See distinction between recumbent and rampant herbs, below, under 
‘ Veronica Agrestis,’ p. 212. 
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gina from the other thyme-leaved ones, to give her due pre- 
cedence ; and the rest will then arrange themselves into 
twenty families, easily distinguishable and memorable. 

I have chosen for Veronica Regina, the brave Icelandic one, 

which pierces the snow in first spring, with lovely small shoots 
of perfectly set leaves, no larger than a grain of wheat; the 

Fie. 4. 

flowers in a lifted cluster of five or six together, not crowded, 

yet not loose ; large, for veronica—about the size of a silver 

penny, or say half an inch across—deep blue, with ruby centre. . 

My woodcut, Fig. 4, is outlined* from the beautiful en- 

* * Abstracted ’ rather, I should have said, and with perfect skill, by 

Mr. Collingwood (the joint translator of Xenophon’s Economics for the 
‘Bibliotheca Pastorum’). So also the next following cut, Fig. 5. 
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eraving D. 342,*—there called ‘ fruticulosa,’ from the number 
of the young shoots. 

14. Beneath the Regina, come the twenty aera distin: 
guished families, wnariiely $ — 

1. Chamedrys. ‘Ground-oak.’ I cannot tell Siti 
called—its small and rounded leaves having nothing like oak 
leaves about them, except the serration, which is common to 

half, at least, of all leaves that grow. But the idea is all over 

Europe, apparently. Fr. ‘petit chéne:’ German and English 
-*Germander,’ a merely corrupt form of Chameedrys. 

The representative English veronica “Germander Speed- 
well ”—very prettily drawn in S. 986; too tall and weedlike 
in D. 448. 

2. Hederifolia. Ivy-leaved : but more fan eymbalaria- 
leaved. It is the English field representative, though blue- 
flowered, of the Byzantine white veronica, V. Cymbalaria, 

very beautifully drawn in G. 9. Hederifolia well in D. 428. 
3. Agrestis. Fr. ‘Rustique.’ We ought however clearly 

to understand whether ‘agrestis,’ used by English botanists, 
is meant to imply a literally field flower, or only a ‘ rustic’ 
one, which might as properly grow in a wood,» I shall always 
myself use ‘agrestis’ in the literal sense, and ‘rustica’ for 
‘rustique.’ I see no reason, in the present case, for separat- 
ing the Polite from the Rustic flower: the agrestis, D, 449 

* Of the references, henceforward necessary to the books I have used 
as authorities, the reader will please note the following abbreviations ;— 

. Curtis’s Magazine of Botany. 
. Flora Danica, 
. Figuier. 

. Sibthorpe’s Flora Greca. 

. Linneus. Systema Nature. 
S. Linneus’s Flora Suecica. But till we are quite used to the other 

letters, I print this reference in words. 
N. William Curtis’s Flora Londinensis. Of the exquisite plates 

engraved for this book by James Sowerby, note is taken in the 
close of next chapter. 

O. Sowerby’s English Wild Flowers; the old edition in thirty-two 
thin volumes —far the best. 

8. Sowerby’s English Wild Flowers; the modern edition in ten vol 
umes, 

MH Prasya 
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. ahi S. 971, seems to me not more meekly recumbent, nor 
_ more frankly cultureless, than the so-called Polita, S. 972: 
_ there seems also no French acknowledgment of its polite- 
id ness, nee og Greek family, G. 8, seem the rudest and wildest 

Quite a fla flower it is, I believe, lying Mites low on the 
_ ground, recumbent, but not creeping. Note this difference : 

_ no fastening roots are thrown out by the reposing stems of 
_ this Veronica ; a creeping or accurately ‘rampant’ plant roots 

| Heltud advancing Conf. Nos. 5, 6. 
4, Arvensis. ‘We have yet to note a still finer distinction 
_ in epithet. ‘ Agrestis’ will properly mean a flower of the open 
_ ground—yet not caring whether the piece of earth be culti- 
_ vated or not, so long as it is under clear sky. But when agri- 
culture has turned the unfruitful acres into ‘ arva beata,’—if 

_ then the plant thrust itself between the furrows of the plough, 
__ it is properly called ‘ Arvensis.’ 
_ I don’t quite see my way to the same distinction in English, 
_ —perhaps I may get into the habit, as time goes on, of calling 
the Arvenses consistently furrow-flowers, and the Agrestes 
field-flowers. Furrow-veronica is a tiresomely long name, but 

_ must do for the present, as the best interpretation of its Latin 
_ character, “vulgatissima in cultis et arvis,” D. 515. The 
_ blossom itself is exquisitely delicate ; and we may be thankful, 
both here and in Denmark, for such a lovely ‘ vulgate.’ 

_  §&. Montana. D. 1201. The first really creeping plant we 
have had to notice. It throws out roots from the recumbent 
stems. Otherwise like agrestis, it has leaves like ground-ivy. 
Called a wood species in the text of D. 

_ ©, Persica. An eastern form, but now perfectly natural- 
_ ized here—D. 1982 ; S. 973. The flowers very large, and ex- 
tremely beautiful, but only one springing from each leaf-axil. 

_ Leaves and stem like Montana ; and also creeping with new 
roots at intervals. 
7. Triphylla (not triphyllos,— —see Flora Suecica, 22). 

canting trifid-leaved ; but the leaf is really divided into 
five lobes, not Kifeecilnes S. 974, and G. 10. The palmate 
form of the leaf seems a mere caprice, and indicates no transi- 
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tional form in the plant: it may be accepted as only a mo- | 
‘mentary compliment of mimicry to the geraniums. The 
Siberian variety, ‘ multifida,’ C. 1679, divides itself almost as 

the submerged leaves of the water-ranunculus. 
The triphylla itself is widely diffused, growing alike ¢ on the 

sandy fields of Kent, and of Troy. In D. 627 is given an ex- 
tremely delicate and minute northern type, the flowers springing 
as in Persica, one from each leaf-axil, and at distant intervals. 

8. Officinalis. D. 248, S. 294. Fr. ‘ Veronique officinale’ ; 
(Germ. Gebrauchlicher Ehrenpreis,) our commonest English 
and Welsh speedwell ; richest in cluster and frankest in road- 
side growth, whether on bank or rock ; but assuredly liking 
either a bank or a rock, and the top of a wall better than the 

shelter cf one. Uncountable ‘myriads, I am tempted to 
write, but, cautiously and literally, ‘hundred’ of blossoms— 
if one could count,—ranging certainly towards the thousand 

in some groups, all bright at once, make our Westmoreland 
lanes look as if they were decked for weddings, in early sum- 
mer. In the Danish Flora it is drawn small and poor ; its 
southern type being the true one: but it is difficult to explain 
the difference between the look of a flower which really suffers, 

as in this instance, by a colder climate, and becomes mean 
and weak, as well as dwarfed ; and one which is braced and 

brightened by the cold, though diminished, as if under the 
charge and charm of an affectionate fairy, and becomes a joy- 
fully patriotic inheritor of wilder scenes and skies. Medicinal, 
to soul and body alike, this gracious and domestic flower ; 
though astringent and bitter in the juice. It is the Welsh 
deeply honoured ‘ Fluellen.’—See final note on the myth of 
Veronica, see § 18. 

9. Thymifolia, Thyme-leaved, G. 6. Of course the long 
gest possible word—serpyllifolia—is used in S$. 978. Itis a — 
high mountain plant, growing on the top of Crete as the snow 
retires ; and the Veronica minor of Gerarde; ‘the roote is — 

small and threddie, taking hold of the upper surface of the 
earth, where it spreadeth.” So also it is drawn as a creeper in © 
F. 492, where the flower appears to be oppressed and con — 
cealed by the leafage, 
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~ 40. Minuta, called ‘hirsuta’ in §. 985: an ugly character- 
istic to name the lovely little thing by. The distinct blue 
lines in the petals might perhaps justify ‘picta’ or ‘lineata,’ 
rather than an epithet of size; but I suppose it is Gerarde’s 
Minima, and so leave it, more safely named as ‘minute’ than 
‘least.’ For I think the next variety 
may dispute the leastness. 
~ tt. Verna. D. 252. Mountains, 

in dry places in early spring. Up- 
right, and confused in the leafage, 
which is sharp-pointed and close set, 
much hiding the blossom, but of ex- 
treme elegance, fit for a sacred fore- 
ground ; as any gentle student will 
feel, who copies this outline from the 
Flora Danica, Fig. 5. 
- £2. Peregrina. Another extreme- 
ly small variety, nearly pink in colour, 
passing into bluish lilac and white. 
American ; but called, I do not see 

why, ‘Veronique voyageuse,’ by the 
French and Fremder Ebrenpreis in 
Germany. Given as a frequent Eng- 
lish weed in S. 927. 

13. Alpina. Veronique des Alpes. 
Gebirgs Ehrenpreis. Still minute ; 
its scarcely distinct flowers form- 
ing a close head among the leaves ; 
round-petalled in D. 16, but sharp, 
as usual, in §. 980. On the Norway 
Alps in grassy places ; and in Scotland 
by the side of mountain rills ; but rare. 

On Ben Nevis and Lachin y Gair (S.) 
14. Scutellata. From the shield-like shape of its seed-ves 

sels. Veronique 4 Ecusson; Schildfruchtiger Ehrenpreis. 
But the seed-vessels are more heart shape than shield. March 
Speedwell. S. 988, D. 209,—in the one pink, in the other 

blue ; but again in D. 1561, pink. ' 

Fie. 5. 
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“In flooded meadows, common.” (D.) Aspoiledand seat- 
tered form ; the seeds too conspicuous, but the flowers very 
delicate, hence ‘ Gratiola minima’ in Gesner. The confused 

ramification of the clusters worth noting, in relation to the 

equally straggling fibres of root. 
15. Spicata. S. 982: very prettily done, sejpredintiig. the 

inside of. the flower as deep blue, the outside pale. The top 
of the spire, all calices, the calyx being indeed, through all 
the veronicas, an important and persistent member. — 

The tendency to arrange itself in spikes is to be noted as a 
degradation of the veronic character; connecting it on one 
side with the snapdragons, on the other with the ophryds. 
In Veronica Ophrydea, (C. 2210,) this resemblance to the 
contorted tribe is carried so far that “the corolla of the ve- 
ronica becomes irregular, the tube gibbous, the faux (throat) | 
hairy, and three of the laciniz (lobes of petals) variously 
twisted.” The spire of blossom, violet-coloured, is then close 
set, and exactly resembles an ophryd, except in being sharper 
at the top. The engraved outline of the blossom is good, and 
very curious. 

16. Gentianoides. This is the mostdirectly and curiously 
imitative among the—shall we call them—‘histrionic’ types 
of Veronica. It grows exactly like a clustered upright gen- 
tian; has the same kind of leaves at its root, and springs — 
with the same bright vitality among the retiring snows of the 
Bithynian Olympus. (G. 5.) If, however, the Caucasian 
flower, ©. 1002, be the same, it has lost its perfect grace in 

luxuriance, growing as large as an asphodel, and with root- 
leaves half a foot long. : 

The petals are much veined ; and this, of all medias has — 
the lower petal smallest in proportion to the three sae : 
“triplo aut quadruplo minori.” (G.) 

17. Stagnarum. Marsh-Veronica. The last four families 
we have been examining vary from the typical Veronicas not 
only in their lance-shaped clusters, but in their lengthened, 
and often every way much enlarged leaves also: and the two 
which we now will take in association, 17 and 18, carry the 

change in aspect farthest of any, being both of them true 
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2s ei with strong stems and thick leaves. The present 
- name of my Veronica Stagnarum is however V. anagallis, a 

_ mere insult to the little water primula, which one plant of the 
_ Veronica would make fifty of. This is a rank water-weed, 
having confused bunches of blossom and seed, like unripe 
- currents, dangling from the leaf-axils. So that where the 
_ little triphylla, (No. 7, above,) has only one blossom, daintily 
_ set, and well seen, this has a litter of twenty-five or thirty on 
_ along stalk, of which only three or four are well out as flow- 
_ ers, and the rest are mere knobs of bud or seed. The stalk 
_ is thick (half an inch round at the bottom), the leaves long 
and misshapen. “Frequens in fossis,” D, 203. French, 

_ Mouron d’Eau, but I don’t know the root or exact meaning 
_ of Mouron. 

_ An ugly Australian species, ‘labiata,’ C. 1660, has leaves 

two inches long, of the shape of an aloe’s, and partly aloeine 
4 in texture, ‘sawed with unequal, fleshy, pointed teeth.” 

_. £8. Fontium. Brook-Veronica. Brook-Lime, the Anglo- 
| esi ‘lime’ from Latin limus, meaning the soft mud of 
_ streams. German ‘ Bach-bunge’ (Brook-purse ?) ridiculously 
_ changed by the botanists into ‘ Beccabunga,’ for a Latin name! 
Very beautiful in its crowded green leaves as a stream-com- 
panion ; rich and bright more than watercress. See notice of 
it at Matlock, in ‘Modern Painters,’ vol. v. 
#9. Clara. Veronique des rochers. Saxatilis, I suppose, 
in Sowerby, but am not sure of having identified that with 
my own favourite, for which I therefore keep the name ‘ Clara,’ 

_ (see above § 9) ; and the other rock variety, if indeed another, 
- must be remembered, together with it. 

20, Glauca. G.7. And this at all events, with the Clara, 
_is to be remembered as closing the series of twenty families, 
_acknowledged by Proserpina. It is a beautiful low-growing 
ivy-leaved type, with flowers of subdued lilac blue. On 

q eran Hymettus: no other locality given in the Flora Greeca. 
15. Tam sorry, and shall always be so, when the varieties 
_ of any flower which I have to commend to the student’s mem- 
_ ory, exceed ten or twelve in number ; but I am content to 

gratify his pride with lengthier task, if indeed he will resign 
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himself to the imperative close of the more inclusive catalogue | 
and be content to know the twelve, or sixteen, or twenty, ac- 

knowledged families, thoroughly ; and only in their iileebens 
tion to think of rarer forms. The object of ‘ Proserpina,’ is 
to make him happily cognizant of the common aspect of Greek 
and English flowers ; under the term ‘ English,’ comprehend- 
ing the Saxon, Celtic, Norman, and Danish Floras. Of the 

evergreen shrub alluded to in § 11 above, the Veronica De- 
eussata of the Pacific, which is “a bushy evergreen, with 

beautifully set cross-leaves, and white blossoms scented like 
olea fragrans,” I should like him only to read with much sur- 
prise, and some incredulity, in Pinkerton’ s or other entertain- 
ing travellers’ voyages. 

16. And of the families given, he is to note fou thie:a eorn- 
mon simple.characteristic, that they are quatrefoils referred to 
a more or less elevated position on a central stem, and haying, 
in that relation, the lowermost petal diminished, contrary to 
the almost universal habit of other flowers to develop in such 
a position the lower petal chiefly, that it may have its full 
share of light. You will find nothing but blunder and em- 
barrassment result from any endeavour to enter into further 
particulars, such as “the relation of the dissepiment with re- 
spect to the valves of the capsule,” etc., etc., since “in the 

various species of Veronica almost every kind of dehiscence 
may be observed ” (C. under V. perfoliata, 1936, an Australian 

species), Sibthorpe gives the entire definition of Veronica 
with only one epithet added to mine, ‘Corolla quadrifida, 
rotata, lacinii infima angustiore, ” but I do not know. what 
‘rotata’ here means, as there is no appearance of revolved 
action in the petals, so far as I can see. OF 

17. Of the mythie or poetic significance of the veronica, 
there is less to be said than of its natural beauty. I have not 
been able to discover with what feeling, or at what time, its 

sacred name was originally given; and the legend of 8. Veron- 
ica herself is, in the substance of it, irrational, and therefore | 

incredible. The meaning of the term ‘rational,’ as applied to 
a legend or miracle, is, that there has been an intelligible need 
for the permission of the miracle at the time when it is re-— 

a 



_ ean reach, for the reflection of His features upon a piece of 
linen which could be seen by not one in a million of the dis- 
_ ciples to whom He might more easily, at any time, manifest 
_ Himself personally and perfectly. Nor, I believe, has the 
_ story of S. Veronica ever been asserted to be other than sym- 
bolic by the sincere teachers of the Church ; and, even so far 
as in that merely explanatory function, it became the seal of 

_ an extreme sorrow, it is not easy to understand how the pen- 
_ sive fable was associated with a flower so familiar, so bright, 
and so popularly of good omen, as the Speedwell. 

18. Yet, the fact being actually so, and this consecration of 

the veronica being certainly far more ancient and earnest than 
the faintly romantic and extremely absurd legend of the forget- 
me-not; the Speedwell has assuredly the higher claim to be 

- given and accepted as a token of pure and faithful love, and 
to be trusted as a sweet sign that the innocence of afféction is 
indeed more frequent, and the appointed destiny of its faith 
more fortunate, than our inattentive hearts have hitherto dis- 

19. And this the more, because the recognized virtues and 

_ uses of the plant are real and manifold: and the ideas of a 
peculiar honourableness and worth of life connected with it 

by the German popular name ‘ Honour-prize ’ ; while to the 
heart of the British race, the same thought is brought home 

_ by Shakespeare’s adoption of the flower’s Welsh name, for the 
_ faithfullest common soldier of his ideal king. As a lover's 
_ pledge, therefore, it does not merely mean memory ;—for, in- 
_ deed, why should love be thought of as such at all, if it need 

_ to promise not to forget ?—but the blossom is significant also 
_ of the lover's best virtues, patience in suffering, purity in 

_ thought, gaiety in courage, and serenity in truth: and there- 
_ fore I make it, worthily, the clasping and central flower of 

_ the Cytherides, 

VERONICA. ‘ “Sean 

5 deter : and that the nature and manner of the act itself 
_ should be comprehensible in the scope. There was thus 
- quite simple need for Christ to feed the multitudes, and to 
_ appear to S. Paul; but no need, so far as human intelligence 
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CHAPTER IY. 

GIULIETTA. 

1. Surrostna that, in early life, one had the power of living 
to one’s fancy,—and why should we not, if the said faney were 
restrained by the knowledge of the two great laws concerning 
our nature, that happiness is increased, not by the enlarge- 
ment of the possessions, but of the heart ; and days length- 
ened, not by the crowding of emotions, but the economy of 
them ?—if thus taught, we had, I repeat, the ordering of our 

house and estate in our own hands, I believe no manner of 

temperance in pleasure would be better rewarded than that of 
making our gardens gay only with common flowers; and 
leaving those which needed care for their transplanted life to 
be found in their native places when we travelled. So long asI 
had crocus and daisy in the spring, roses in the summer, and 
hollyhocks and pinks in the autumn, I used to be myself inde- 
pendent of farther horticulture,—and it is only now that I am 
old, and since pleasant travelling has become impossible to 
me, that I am thankful to have the white narcissus in my bor- 
ders, instead of waiting to walk through the fragrance of the 
meadows of Clarens ; and pleased to see the milkwort blue on 
my scythe-mown banks, since I cannot gather it any more on | 
the rocks of the Vosges, or in the divine glens of Jura. 

2. Among the losses, all the more fatal in being unfelt, 
brought upon us by the fury and vulgarity of modern life, I 
count for one of the saddest, the loss of the wish to gather a — 

flower in travelling. The other day,—whether indeed a sign 
of some dawning of doubt and remorse in the publie mind, as 
to the perfect jubilee of railroad journey, or merely a piece of — 
the common daily flattery on which the power of the British 
press first depends, I cannot judge ;—but, for one or other of 
such motives, I saw lately in some illustrated paper. a pictorial 
comparison of old-fashioned and modern travel, representing, 
as the type of things passed away, the outside passengers of 
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| siemens fivti> Noddled iniid tailed slisktens, fret. the 
swirl of a winter snowstorm ; and for type of the present Ely- 

sian dispensation, the inside of ‘a first-class ‘saloon carriage, 
with a beautiful young lady in the last pattern of Parisian 
travelling dress, conversing, Daily news in hand, with a young 

officer—her fortunate vis-d-vis—on the subject of our military 
successes in Afghanistan and Zululand.* : 
3. I will not, in presenting—it must not be called, the 
other side, but the supplementary, and wilfully omitted, 
facts, of this ideal,—oppose, as I fairly might, the discomforts 
of a modern cheap excursion train, to the chariot-and-four, 
with outriders and courier, of ancient noblesse. I will com- 
pare only the actual facts, in the former and in latter years, of 
my Own journey from Paris to Geneva. As matters are now 
arranged, I find myself, at half-past eight in the evening, 

waiting in a confused crowd with which I am presently to 
contend for a seat, in the dim light and cigar-stench of the 

great station of the Lyons line. Making slow way through 
the hostilities of the platform, in partly real, partly weak po- 
liteness, as may be, I find the corner seats of course already 
full of prohibitory cloaks and umbrellas; but manage to get 
a middle back one; the net overhead is already surcharged 
with a bulging extra portmanteau, so that I squeeze my desk 
as well as I can between my legs, and arrange what wraps I 
have about my knees and shoulders. Follow a couple of 
hours of simple patience, with nothing to entertain one’s 
thoughts but the steady roar of the line under the wheels, the 
blinking and dripping of the oil lantern, and the more or less 
ungainly wretchedness, and variously sullen compromises 
and encroachments of posture, among the five other passen- 
gers preparing themselves for sleep: the last arrangement for 
the night being to shut up both windows, in order to effect, 

with our six breaths, a salutary. modification of the night air. 
4. The banging and bumping of the carriages over the turn- 

tables wakes me up as Iam beginning to doze, at Fontaine- 
bleau, and again at Sens; and the trilling and thrilling of the 

* See letter on the last results of our African campaigns, in the Morn- 

ing Post of April 14th, of this year. 
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little beiceraph bell establishes itself. in my ears, pe oy, 
there, trilling me at last into a shivering, suspicious sort of 

sleep, which, with a few vaguely fretful shrugs and _fidgets, 
carries me as far as Tonnerre, where the ‘quinze minutes. 
d’arret’ revolutionize everything ; and I get a turn or two on 
the platform, and perhaps a glimpse of the stars, with promise 
of a clear morning ; and so generally keep awake past Mont 
Bard, remembering the happy walks one used to have on the 
terrace under Buffon’s tower, and thence watching, if per- 
chance, from the mouth of the high tunnel, any film of moon- 
light may show the far undulating masses of the hills of 
Citeaux. But most likely one knows the place where the 
great old view used to be only by the sensible quickening of 
the pace as the train turns down the incline, and crashes 
through the trenched cliffs into the confusion and high clat- 
tering vault of the station at Dijon. 

5. And as my journey is almost always in the spring-time, 
the twisted spire of the cathedral usually shows itself against 
the first grey of dawn, as we run out again southwards ; and 
resolving to watch the sunrise, I fall more complacently asleep, 
—and the sun is really up by the time one has to change ear- 
ringes, and get morning coffee at Macon. And from Ambe- 
rieux, through the Jura valley, one is more or less feverishly 
happy and thankful, not so much for being in sight of Mont 
Blane again, as in having got through the nasty and gloomy 
night journey ; and then the sight of the Rhone and. the 
Saléve seems only like a dream, presently to end in nothing- 
ness ; till, covered with dust, and feeling as if one never should 

be fit for anything any more, one staggers down the hill to the 
Hotel des Bergues, and sees the dirtied Rhone, with its new 
iron bridge, and the smoke of a new factor y exactly dividing 
the line of the aiguilles of Chamouni. 

6. That is the j journey as it is now,—and as, for me, it must 

be; except on foot, since there is now no other way of making 
it. But this was the way we used to manage it in old days :— 

Very early in Continental transits we had found out that 
the family travelling carriage, taking much time and ingenuity 
to load, needing at the least three, usually four—horses, and 
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*  Atptad iit not only jolted and lagged painfully on 
bad roads, but was liable in every way to more awkward dis- 
_ eomfitures than lighter vehicles; getting itself jammed in 
4 archways, wrenched with damage out of ruts, and involved in 
_ yolleys of justifiable reprobation among market stalls. So 
__ when we knew better, my father and mother always had their 
Own old-fashioned light two-horse carriage to themselves, and 

_ Thad one made with any quantity of front and side pockets 
_ for books and picked uj} stones; and hung very low, with a 

- fixed side-step, which I could get off or on with the horses at 
q the trot ; and at any rise or fall of the road, relieve them, and 

get my own walk, without troubling the driver to think of me. 
4. Thus, leaving Paris in the bright spring morning, when 
the Seine glittered gaily at Charenton, and the arbres de 
Judée were mere pyramids of purple bloom round Villeneuve- 
St.-Georges, one had an afternoon walk among the rocks of 
Fontainebleau, and next day we got early into Sens, for new 
lessons in its cathedral aisles, and the first saunter among the 
budding vines of the coteaux. -I finished my plate of the 

- Tower of Giotto, for the ‘Seven Lamps,’ in the old inn at 
Sens, which Dickens has described in his wholly matchless 

_ way in the last chapter of ‘Mrs. Lirriper’s Lodgings.’ The 
next day brought us to the oolite limestones at Mont Bard, 
and we always spent the Sunday at the Bell in Dijon. Mon- 
day, the drive of drives, through the village of Genlis, the 

fortress of Auxonne, and up the hill to the vine-surrounded 
town of Dole ; whence, behold at last the limitless ranges of 

_ Jura, south and north, beyond the woody plain, and above 
_ them the ‘ Derniers Rochers’ and the white square-set summit, 

worshipped ever anew. Then at Poligny, the same afternoon, 
we gathered the first milkwort for that year; and on Tuesday, 

_ at St. Laurent, the wild lily of the valley ; and on Wednesday, 
- at Morez, gentians. 

_ And on Thursday, the eighth or ninth day from Paris, days 
_ all spent patiently and well, one saw from the gained height 
of Jura, the great Alps unfold themselves in their chains and 
wreaths of incredible crest and cloud. 

8. Unhappily, during all the earliest and usefullest years of 
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such travelling, I had no thought of ever taking up botany as 
a study ; feeling well that even geology, which was antecedent 
to painting with me, could not be followed out in connection 
with art but under strict limits, and with sore shortcomings. 
It has only been the later discovery of the uselessness of old 

scientific botany, and the abominableness of new, as an ele- 
ment of education for youth ;—and my certainty that a true 
knowledge of their native Flora was meant by Heaven to be 
one of the first heart-possessions of every happy boy and girl 
in flower-bearing lands, that have compelled me to gather into 
system my fading memories, and wandering thoughts. And 
of course in the diaries written at places of which I now want 
chiefly the details of the Flora, I find none ; and in this in- 

stance of the milkwort, whose name I was first told by the 
Chamouni guide, Joseph Couttet, then walking with me on 
the unperilous turf of the first rise of the Vosges, west of 
Strasburg, and rebuking me indignantly for my complaint 
that, being then thirty-seven years old, and not yet able to 
draw the great plain and distant spire, it was of no use trying in 
the poor remainder of life to do anything serious,—then, and 
there, I say, for the first time examining the strange little 
flower, and always associating it, since, with the limestone 

crags of Alsace and Burgundy,* I don’t find a single note of 
its preferences or antipathies in other districts, and cannot 

say a word about the soil it chooses, or the height it ventures, 

or the familiarities to which it condescends, on the Alps or 

Apennines. . 
9. But one thing I have ascertained of it, lately at Brant- 

wood, that it is capricious and fastidious beyond any other 
little blossom Iknow of. In laying out the rock garden, most 
of the terrace sides were trusted to remnants of the natural 

slope, propped by fragments of stone, among which nearly 
every other wild flower that likes sun and air, is glad some- 
times to root itself. But at the top of all, one terrace was 

brought to mathematically true level of surface, and slope of 

* TI deliberately, not garrulously, allow more autobiography in ‘ Pro- 
serpina’ than is becoming, because I know not how far I may be per 
mitted to carry on that whivh was begun in ‘ Fors.’ 
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side, and turfed with delicately chosen and adjusted sods, 
- meant to be kept duly trim by the scythe. And only on this 

terrace does the Giulietta choose to show herself,—and even 
j there, not in any consistent places, but gleaming out here in 
one year, there in another, like little bits of unexpected sky 
through cloud ; and entirely refusing to allow either bank or 

_ terrace to be mown the least trim during her time of disport 
_ there, So spared and indulged, there are no more wayward 

_ things in all the woods or wilds ; no more elicate and per- 

fect things to be brought up by watch through day and night, 
_ than her recumbent clusters, trickling, sometimes almost 

gushing through the grass, and meeting in tiny pools of flaw- 
less blue. | 
10. Iwill not attempt at present to arrange the varieties 

__ of the Giulietta, for I find that all the larger and presumably — 
_ characteristic forms belong to the Cape ; and only since Mr. 
_ Froude came back from his African explorings have I been 

able to get any clear idea of the brilliancy and associated in- 
 finitude of the Cape flowers. If I could but write down the 

substance of what he has told me, in the course of a chat or 
_ two, which have been among the best privileges of my recent 
stay in London, (prolonged as it has been by recurrence of 

~ illness,) it would be a better summary of what should be 
generally known in the natural history of southern plants than 

- Teould glean from fifty volumes of horticultural botany. In 
_ the meantime, everything being again thrown out of gear by 

_ the aforesaid illness, I must let this piece of ‘ Proserpina’ 

break off, as most of my work does—and as perhaps all of it 
- may soon do—leaving only suggestion for the happier re- 
- search of the students who trust me thus far. 

11. Some essential points respecting the flower I shall note, 
however, before ending. There is one large and frequent 

q species of it of which the flowers are delicately yellow, touched 
_ with tawny red forming one of the chief elements of wild fore- 
_ ground yegetation in the healthy districts of hard Alpine lime- 
_ stone.* This is, I believe, the only European type of the large 

_ *In present Botany, Polygala Chamebuxus; C. 316: or, in English, 
Much Miik Ground-box. It is not, as matters usually go, a name to be 
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Cape varieties, in all of which, judging from such plates as 
have been accessible to me, the crests or fringes of the lower 
petal are less conspicuous than in the smaller species; and 
the flower almost takes the aspect of a broom-blossom or 
pease-blossom. In the smaller European varieties, the white 
fringes of the lower petal are the most important and charac- 
teristic part of the flower, and they are, among European wild 
flowers, absolutely without any likeness of associated struct- 
ure. The fringes or crests which, towards the origin of petals, 
so often give a frosted or gemmed appearance to the centres 
of flowers, are here thrown to the extremity of the petal, and 
suggest an almost coralline structure of blossom, which in no 
other instance whatever has been imitated, still less carried 

out into its conceivable varieties of form. How many such 
varieties might have been produced if these fringes of the 
Giulietta, or those already alluded to of Lucia nivea, had been 

repeated and enlarged; as the type, once adopted for complex 
bloom in the thistle-head, is multiplied in the innumerable 
gradations of thistle, teasel, hawkweed, and aster! We might 
have had flowers edged with lace finer than was ever woven 
by mortal fingers, or tasselled and braided with fretwork of 
silver, never tarnished—or hoarfrost that grew brighter in the 
sun. But it was not to be, and after a few hints of what 

might be done in this kind, the Fate, or Folly, or, on recent — 

theories, the extreme fitness—and consequent survival, of the — 
Thistles and Dandelions, entirely drives the fringed Lucias — 

and blue-flushing milkworts out of common human neighbour- — 
hood, to live recluse lives with the memories of the abbots of 

Cluny, and pastors of Piedmont. 

12. I have called the Giulietta ‘ blue-flushing’ because it is 

ill thought of, as it really contains three ideas; and the plant does, 
without doubt, somewhat resemble box, and grows on the ground ;—far 

more fitly called ‘ground-box’ than the Veronica ‘ground-oak.’ I want 
to find a pretty name for it in connection with Savoy or Dauphiné, 
where it indicates, as above stated, the healthy districts of hard lime- 
stone. I donot remember it as ever occurring among the dark and moist 
shales of the inner mountain ranges, which at once confine and pollute 
the air. 
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one of the group of exquisite flowers which at the time of 
their own blossoming, breathe their colour into the surround- 
ing leaves and supporting stem. Very notably the Grape 
hyacinth and Jura hyacinth, and some of the Vestals, empur- 

pling all their green leaves even to the ground: a quite dis- 
tinct nature in the flower, observe, this possession of a power 
to kindle the leaf and stem with its own passion, from that of 
the heaths, roses, or lilies, where the determined bracts or © 

calices assert themselves in opposition to the blossom, as little 
pine-leayes, or mosses, or brown-paper packages, and the 

like. 
_ 13. The Giulietta, however, is again entirely separate from 
the other leaf-flushing blossoms, in that, after the two green 

leaves next the flower have glowed with its blue, while it lived, 
they do not fade or waste with it, but return to their own 
former green simplicity, and close over it to protect the seed. 
I only know this to be the case with the Giulietta Regina ; but 
suppose it to be (with variety of course in the colours) a con- 

- dition in other species,—though of course nothing is ever said 
of it in the botanical accounts of them. I gather, however, 

from Curtis’s careful drawings that the prevailing colour of 
the Cape species is purple, thus justifying still further my 
placing them among the Cytherides ; and Iam content to take 
the descriptive epithets at present given them, for the follow- 
ing five of this southern group, hoping that they may be ex- 
plained for me afterwards by helpful friends. 
14 Bracteolata, C. 345. 

Oppositifolia, C. 492. 
Speciosa, C. 1790. 

These three all purple, and scarcely distinguishable from 
sweet pease-blossom, only smaller. 

_ Stipulacea, C..1715. Small, and very beautiful, lilac and 

_ purple, with a leaf and mode of growth like rosemary. The 
* Foxtail” milkwort, whose name I don’t accept, C. 1006, is 

intermediate between this and the next species. 
15. Mixta, C. 1714. -I don’t see what mingling is meant, 

except that it is just like Erica tetralix in the leaf, only, ap- 
parently, having little four-petalled pinks for blossoms, This 
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appearance is thus botanically explained. I do not myself 
understand the description, but copy it, thinking it may be of 
use to somebody. ‘ Theapex of the carina is expanded into 
a two-lobed plain petal, the lobes of which are emarginate. 
This appendix is of a bright rose colour, and forms the prin- 
cipal part of the flower.” The describer relaxes, or relapses, 
into common language so far as to add that ‘ this appendix’ 
“‘ dispersed among the green foliage in every part of the shrub, 
gives it a pretty lively appearance.” 

Perhaps this may also be worth extracting. 
“Carina, deeply channelled, of a saturated purple within, 

sides folded together, so as to include and firmly embrace the 
style and stamens, which, when arrived at maturity, upon- 
being moved, escape elastically from their confinement, and 
strike against the two erect petals or ale—by which the pollen 
is dispersed. 

“Stem shrubby, with long flexile branches.” (Length or 
height not told. I imagine like an ordinary heath’s.) 

The term ‘carina,’ oceurring twice in the above description, 
is peculiar to the structure of the pease and milkworts ; we 
will examine it afterwards. The European varieties of the 
milkwort, except the chamzebuxus, are all minute,—and, their 

ordinary epithets being at least inoffensive, I give them for 
reference till we find prettier ones ; altering only the Calcarea, 
because we could not have a ‘ Chalk Juliet,’ and two varieties 

of the Regina, changed for reason good—her name, according 
to the last modern refinements of grace and ease in pronutici- 
tion, being Eu-vulgaris, var. genuina! My readers may more 
happily remember her and her sister as follows :— 

16. (t) Giulietta Regina. Pure Blue. The same in colour, 
form, and size throughout Europe. 

(u.) Giulietta Soror-Regine. Pale, reddish-blue or 
white in the flower, and smaller in the leaf, 

otherwise like the Regina. 
(m.) Giulietta Depressa. The smallest of those I can 

find drawings of. Flowers, blue; lilae in the 
fringe, and no bigger than pins’ heads; the 
leaves quite gem-like in minuteness and order. 
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(1v.) Giulietta Cisterciana. Its present name ‘Cal- 
- earea,’ is meant, in botanic Latin, to express its 

growth on limestone or chalk mountains. But 
we might as well call the South Down sheep, 
Calcareous mutton. My epithet will rightly 
associate it with the Burgundian hills round 
Cluny and Citeaux. Its ground leaves are 
much larger than those of the Depressa ; the 
flower a little larger, but very pale. 

(v.) Giulietta Austriaca. Pink, and very lovely, with 
bold cluster of ground leaves, but itself minute 
—almost dwarf. Called ‘small bitter milkwort’ 
by 8S. How far distinct from the next follow- 
ing one, Norwegian, is not told. 

The above five kinds are given by Sowerby 
as British, but I have never found the Austriaca 

myself. 
(v1.) Giulietta Amara. Norwegian. Very quaint in 

blossom outline, like a little blue rabbit with 

long ears. D. 1169. 
17. Nobody tells me why either this last or No. 5 have 

been called bitter ; and Gerarde’s five kinds are distinguished 
only by colour—blue, red, white, purple, and “the dark, of 
an overworn ill-favoured colour, which maketh it to differ 

from all others of his kind.” I find no account of this ill- 
favoured one elsewhere. The white is my Soror Regine ; 
the red must be the Austriaca ; but the purple and overworn 
ones are perhaps now overworn indeed. All of them must 
have been more common in Gerarde’s time than now, for he 

goes on to say ‘“‘ Milkwoort is called Ambarualis flos, so called 
because it doth specially flourish in the Crosse or Gang-weeke, 
or Rogation-weeke, of which flowers, the maidens which use 
in the countries to walk the procession do make themselves 
garlands and nosegaies, in English we may call it Crosse 
flower, Gang flower, Rogation flower, and Milk-woort.” 

18. Above, at page 151, vol. i, in first arranging the 
Cytherides, I too hastily concluded that the ascription to this 
plant of helpfulness to nursing mothers was ‘ more than ordi- 
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narily false’ . thinking that its rarity could never icipated 
it to be tain tried. If indeed true, or in any degree true, 
the flower has the best right of all to be classed with the 
Cytherides, and we might have as much of it for beauty and 
for service as we chose, if we only took half the pains to gar- 
nish our summer gardens with living and life-giving blossom, 
that we do to garnish our winter eluitonies with dying and 
useless ones. 

19. I have said nothing of root, or fruit, or > ede having 
never had the hardness of heart to pull up a milkwort 
cluster—nor the chance of watching one in seed :—The 
pretty thing vanishes as it comes, like the blue sky of April, 
and leaves no sign of itself—that Jever found. ©The botanists 
tell me that its fruit ‘“ dehisces loculicidally,” which I suppose 
is botanic for ‘‘ splits like boxes,” (but boxes shouldn't split, 
and didn’t, as we used to make and handle them before rail- 

ways). Out of the split boxes fall seeds—too few; and, as 
aforesaid, the plant never seems to grow again in the same 
spot. I should thankfully receive any notes from friends 
happy enough to live near milkwort banks, on the manner of 
its nativity. 

20. Meanwhile, the Thistle, and the Nettle, and in Dock, 
and the Dandelion are cared for in their generations by the 
finest arts of—Providence, shall we say? or of the spirits 

appointed to punish our own want of Providence? May I 
ask the reader to look back to the seventh chapter of the first 
volume, for it contains suggestions of thoughts which came 
to me at a time of very earnest and faithful inquiry, set 
down, I now see too shortly, under the press of reading they 
involved, but intelligible enough if they are read-as slowly as — 
they were written, and especially note the paragraph of sum- 
mary of p. 86 on the power of the Earth Mother, as Mother, 
and as Judge ; watching and rewarding the conditions which 
induce adversity and prosperity in the kingdoms of men: 
comparing with it carefully the close of the fourth chapter, p. 
63,* which contains, for the now recklessly multiplying classes 

* Which, with the following page, is the summary of many chapters 
of ‘ Modern Painters:’ and of the aims kept in view throughout ‘Mu 
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. Bsc ond colonists ; truths essential to their skill, and 

_ inexorable upon their labour. 
_ 21. The ‘pen-drawing facsimiled by Mr. Allen with more 

than. his) nsual, care. in the frontispiece to this number of 
a $ ina,’ was one of many executed during the investiga- 

tion of the schools of Gothic (German, and later French), 

which founded their minor ornamentation on the serration of 
the thistle leaf, as the Greeks on that of the Acanthus, but 

_ witha consequent, and often morbid, love of thorny points, 
and insistance upon jagged or knotted intricacies of stubborn 

vegetation, which is connected in a deeply mysterious way 
with the gloomier forms of Catholic asceticism. * 
22. ‘But also, in beginning ‘ Proserpina,’ I intended to give 

many illustrations of the light and shade of foreground leaves 
belonging to the nobler groups of thistles, because I thought 

_ they had been neglected by ordinary botanical draughtsmen ; 
not knowing at that time either the original drawings at Oxford 

- for the ‘Flora Greea,’ or the nobly engraved plates executed in 

the close of the last century for the ‘ Flora Danica’ and ‘ Flora 

Londinensis.’. The latter is in the most difficult portraiture 
_ of the larger plants, even the more wonderful of the two ; and 
had I seen the miracles of skill, patience, and faithful study 

which are collected in the first and second volumes, published 
in 1777 and 1798, I believe my own work would never have 
been undertaken.+ Such as it is, however, [ may still, health _ 

being granted me, persevere in it; for my own leaf and branch 
studies express conditions of shade which even these most ex- 

nera Pulveris.’ The three kinds of Desert specified—of Reed, Sand, 
and Rock—should be kept in mind as exhaustively including the 
states of the earth neglected by man. For instance of a Reed desert, 
produced merely by his neglect, see Sir Samuel Baker's account of the 
choking up of the bed of the White Nile. Of the sand desert, Sir F. 
Palgrave’s journey from the Djowf to Hayel, vol. i, p. 92. 

* This subject is first entered on in the ‘Seven Lamps,’ and carried) 
_ forward in the final chapters of ‘Modern Painters,’ to the point where 
_ I hope to take it up for conclusion, in the sections of ‘ Our Fathers have 
_ told us’ devoted to the history of the fourteenth century. 
' + See in the first volume, the plates of Sonchus Arvensis and Tussi- 
_ lago Petasites ; 1n the second, Carduus tomentosus and Picris Echioides. 
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quisite botanical plates ignore; and exemplify uses of the pen 
and pencil which cannot be learned from the inimitable fine- 
ness of line engraving. The frontispiece to this number, for 
instance, (a seeding head of the commonest field-thistle of our 
London suburbs,) copied with a steel pen on smooth grey 
paper, and the drawing softly touched with white on the 
nearer thorns, may well surpass the effect of the pr i 

23. In the following number of ‘Proserpina’ I have been 
tempted to follow, with more minute notice than usual, the 
‘conditions of adversity’ which, as they fret the thistle tribe 
into jagged malice, have humbled the beauty of the great do- 
mestic group of the Vestals into confused likenesses of the 
Dragonweed and Nettle: but I feel every hour more and more 
the necessity of separating the treatment of subjects in ‘Pro- 
serpina’ from the microscopie curiosities of recent botanic 
illustration, nor shall this work close, if my strength hold, 
without fulfilling in some sort, the effort begun long ago in 
‘Modern Painters,’ to interpret the grace of the larger blos- 
soming trees, and the mysteries of leafy form which clothe 
the Swiss precipice with gentleness, and colour with softest 

azure the rich horizons of England and Italy. 
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DESCRIPTIVE NOMENCLATURE. 

Pxants in perfect form are said, at page 22, to consist of 
four principal parts: root, stem, leaf, and flower. (Compare 
Chapter V., § 2.) The reader may have been surprised at the 
omission of the fruit from this list. But a plant which has 
borne fruit is no longer of ‘ perfect’ form. Its flower is dead. 
And, observe; it is further said, at page 49, (and compare 
Chapter IIL, § 2,) that the use of the fruit is to produce the 
flower: not of the flower to produce the fruit. Therefore, - 
the plant in perfect blossom, is itself perfect. Nevertheless, 
the formation of the fruit, practically, is included in the 

flower, and so spoken of in the fifteenth line of the same 

Each of these four main parts of a plant consist normally 
of a certain series of minor parts, to which it is well to attach 
easily remembered names. In this section of my index I will 
not admit the confusion of idea involved by alphabetical ar- 
rangement of these names, but will sacrifice facility of refer- 
ence to clearness of explanation, and taking the four great 
parts of the plant in succession, I will give the list of the ~ 
minor and constituent parts, with their names as determined 
in Proserpina, and reference to the pages where the reasons 
for such determination are given, endeavouring to supply, at 
the same time, any deficiencies which I find in the body of 
the text. 



I. THE Roor, 
PAGE 

Origin of the word Root...... oy ts REE voce see Dekteeweube! wo 
The offices of the root are threefold: “namely, Tenure, Nourish- 

ment, and Animation «1. aims cy <si-utl> > pauls «ee ve viewed) SOLO 
The essential parts of a Root are two: the Linshs and Fibres...... 27 

I. Tne Limp is the gathered mass of fibres, or at ‘eal of fibrous 
substance, which extends itself in search of nourishment... 26 

IL Tue Frere is the organ by which the nourishment is re- 
ceived ......... Sia, A hans k eeoube vidi ae pene snk hou POOLE: 

The inessential or accidental parts of roots, which are attached to 
the roots of some plants, but not to those of others, (and are, 
indeed, for the most part absent,) are three: namely, Store- 
Houses, Refuges, and Ruins.......... Spent teeter eee eee 27 

III. SrorE-Hovuses contain the food of the future plant...... vs 27 

IV. ReEFUvGES shelter the future plant itself for a time. . tenses -. 8 

V. Rvrvs form a basis for the growth of the future piant in ite [ 
proporende® aise ped i. vhesins wad } Baldivis dé sig Ree 

, Root-Stocks, the accumulation of such ruins in a vital order’. et, 30 

General questions relating to the office and chemical power of nea B1 

The nomenclature of Roots will not be extended; in Pro- 
serpina, beyond the five simple terms here given: though 
the ordinary botanical ones—corm, bulb, tuber, ete.—will 
be severally explained in connection with the plants which: 
et specially characterize. sah 

It. Tue Srem. 

Derivation of ppd chy co cite pcan BS ass npn da . 96 

The channel of communication between leaf and root ............ 107 

In a perfect plant it consists of three parts : " 

I. Tue Srem (StremMMaA) proper.—A growing or advancing shoot 
which sustains all the other organs of the plant.......+. tee 96 

It may grow by adding thickness to its sides without advancing ; 
but its essential characteristic is the vital power of Advance. 96 
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1 i lay branched ; having subordinate leaf-stalks and 
" flower-stalks, if not larger branches bdiadedccs sttwavdiawts. GEE 

22.;” 

it Sse, buds, leaves, and flowers of the plant. 

| to incidentally throughout ‘the eighth eka wtih. 94-97 
miele Pee! ; 2e 

HE LEAF-STALK (CymBa) sustains, and expands itself into, 

‘ ent ly fu rrowed above, and convex below...... axenic —— 

It is to be called in Latin, the Cymba ; in English, the Leaf-Stalk 95 

| I, Tae Frowrn-stak (PETIOLUS): 

me Sts Gememtielly round ... ..... ...05..0cc -seecdees ‘heeds « ak dbs se 
i aBt Stung. 

‘s ov is usually separated distinctly at its termination from the 
flower... ee rs ee ey 92, 93 

aan Petiolus ; in English, Wawersulk er 
“aH! cers 

These three are the essential parts of a stem. But besides these, it 
has, when largely developed, a permanent form: namely, 

IV. Tue TRuNK.—A non-advancing mass of collected stem, ar- 
- _. rested at a given height from the ground......... Rt MO SEs 98 

~ *- ‘The'stems of annual plants are either leafy, as of a thistle, 
or bare, sustaining the flower or flower-cluster at a certain 

“height above the ground. Receiving therefore these follow- 
. ing names :— 

Yv. THe Virca.—The leafy stem of an annual plant, not a 
_ Brass, yet growing upright........ en cdss ssac ss cen eae 104 

VL Tue VircuLa.—The leafiess flower-stem of an annual plant, 
/ Not a grass, as of a primrose or dandelion....... ita ohbtees 104 



VIL Tue Fr.um.—The running stem of a creeping plant. 

It is not specified in the text for use ; but will be necessary ; 
so also, perhaps, the Stelechos, or stalk proper (26, p. 104) the 
branched stem of an annual plant, not a grass; one cannot 
well talk of the Virga of hemlock. The ‘Stolon’ is explained 
in its classical sense at page 100, but I believe botanists use 
it otherwise. I shall have occasion to refer to, and complete 
its explanation, in speaking of bulbous plants. 

VIII. THe CaupEx.—The essentially ligneous and compact part of 

This equivocal word is not specified for use in the text, but 
I mean to keep it for the accumulated stems of inlaid plants, 
palms, and the like ; for which otherwise we haye no sepa- 
rate term. et 

PAGE 
tr 

IX. Tur AvENA.—Not specified in the text at all; but it will be ~ 
prettier than ‘baculus,’ which is that I had proposed, for 

the ‘ staff’ of grasses, See page 113. 

These ten names are all that the student need remember ; 
but he will find some interesting particulars respecting the 
following three, noticed in the text :— 

Stips.—The origin of stipend, stupid, and stump,........-.++0++ 

SrreuLaA.—The subtlest Latin term for straw........-seeeeeeeeee 

CAuLIs (Kale).—The peculiar stem of branched eatable vegetables 
\ 

CannA.—Not noticed in the text; but likely to be sometimes use- 

ful for the stronger stems of grasses. 

Ill, THe Lear. 

Derivation of word.........- bie Serbo bine ble 3d eons hae Rp Rees BOONES » 

The Latin form ‘folium’.,... » en atsece 12A0nee te a 

The Greek form ‘petalos’,.... pennes ooh Pee 00 meen ews tee ee wed 

Veins and ribs of leaves, to be usually summed under the term ‘rib’ 

Chemistry of leaves......... ey ree pipes tee ese scesmeleb abe 

The nomenclature of the leaf consists, in botanical books, 
of little more than barbarous, and, for the general reader, to- 
tally useless attempts to describe their forms in Latin. But 

104 

105 

2eee8ps 
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are infinite and indescribable except by the pen- 
ve central types of form in the next volume of 

1; which, so that the reader sees and remembers, 
- call anything he likes But it is necessary that 

. s should be assigned to certain classes of leaves which 
_ are essentially different from each other in character and tis- 
gue, not merely in form. Of these the two main divisions 
have been already given: but I will now add the less impor- 
tant: ones which yet require distinct names, 

Se Ey ats ee 

eG Te, APOLLINE.—Typically represented by the joarel. chitertans 38 

o ARETHUSAN.—Represented by the alisma................- 40 
Ye LPT OT EF 

+  Itonght to have been noticed that the character of serra- 
tion, within reserved limits, is essential to an Apolline leaf, 
and genolutely refused by an Arethusan one. = 

UL Dryav.—Of the ordinary leaf tissue, neither manifestly 
strong, nor admirably tender, but serviceably consistent, 

_ which we find generally to be the substance of the leaves of 
_ forest trees. Typically represented by those of the oak. 

TV. ABIeTINE.—Shaft or sword-shape, as the leaves of firs and 

V. CreEssic.—Delicate and light, with smooth tissue, as the 
- Teayes of cresses, and clover. 

WL SaLvIAn.—Soft and woolly, like miniature blankets, easily 
folded, as the leaves of sage. 

‘Yi. ‘CAULINE.—Softly succulent, with thick central ribs, as of 
‘the cabbage. 

VILL ALorrne.—Inflexibly succulent, as of the aloe or houseleek.. 

No rigid application of these terms must ever be attempt- 
ed ; but they direct the attention to important general condi- 
tions, and will often be found to save time and trouble in 

_ description. 

IV. THE FLOWER. 

7 Its general nature and function ....... one Maeees Wacas cee osobcei ee 

_ Consists essentially of Corolla and Treasury..........20..-s00---. 58 

_ Has in perfect form the following parts :—- 

I. THE Torvus.—Not yet enough described in the text. It is 
_ the expansion of the extremity of the flower-stalk, in prepara- 
tion for the support of the expanding flower. ..... wveeee DO-LSA 
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VI. 

Vil. 

: P. 

Tur InvotucruM.—Any kind of wrapping or propping con- 
dition of leafage at the base of a flower may properly come 

under this head ;. but the manner of prop or protection dif- 
fers in ditferent en and I will not at present atte angio 
names to these peculiar forms. 

Tne CaLyx (The Hiding-place).—The outer whorl of leaves, 
under the protection of which the real flower is brought to 

maturity. Its separate leaves are called SEPALS .U0) i500... 

. THe CoROLLA (The Cup).—The inner whorl of leaves, form 

* 53 ing the flower itself. Its separate leaves are called deal ; 

. THe TREASURY.—The part of the flower that ——-s its. 
seeds. 

THe PruLAR.—The part of the flower above its treasury, by 
which the power of the pollen is carried down to the seeds, . 

It consists usually of two parts—the Smarr and VOLUTE.. 

When the pillar is composed of two or more shafts, attached 
to separate treasury-cells, each cell with its shaft is called a 
CARPEL ..... 04 ee ee ee ee ee 

THE STAMENS.—The parts of the flower which secrete its . 
pollen’... s. 4 bie adie vie de ae evveccdes oat dae ae eee wee wee ee wee 

They consist usually of two parts, the FILAMENT and AN- | 
THER, not yet described, 

VIII. Tue Necrary,—The part of the flower containing its honey, 

or any other special product of its inflorescence. The name 

has often been given to certain forms of petals of which the 
use is not yot known. No notice has yet been taken of this 
part of the flower in Proserpina. 

These being all the essential parts of the flower itself, other 
forms and substances are developed in the seed as it ripens, 
which, I believe, may most conveniently be arran ott in im 
separate section, though not logically to be considered 
separable from the flower, but only as mature states of certain 
parts OL av. 
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A “HR must "ones more desire the reader to take notice that, 
under the four sections already defined, the morphology of 

_ the plant is to be considered as complete, and that we are now 
te Pome and name, farther, its product ; and that not 

errr. ee ee 

’ | editia ian detriment, for the sake of higher creatures. This 

q a consists essentially of two parts: the Seed and its 

- ate exis ae | PAGE 

og Aes BR SRED.—Dofined. . 5... ..,0c0ir'e do niee saieevice siaside ens cises 152 

Bey It consists, in its perfect form, of three parts ............ 153 
Binsin Suit | ; 

stuns three parts are not yet determinately named in the 
‘a : but I give now the names which will be usually at- 

i: Oi tached to them. 

ips a The Sacque.—The Outside skin of a seed................. 152 
— 

3 The Nutrine.—A word which I coin, for general applicabil- 
- ity, whether to the farina of corn, the substance of a nut, 

or the parts that become the first leaves in a bean ...... 152 

eis) a The Germ.—The origin of the root ... .....s..eseesee eee 152 

Mepis Heme -ehned 2. 158 
Consists, like the seed when in perfect form, of three 

- The Skin.—The outer envelope of all the seed structures .. 153 

ay The Rind.—The central body of the Husk ..... soatek 153-162 

C. The Shell.—Not always shelly, yet best described by this 
general term ; and becoming a shell, so called, in nuts, 

peaches, dates, and other such kernel-fruits ........... 153 

_ The products of the Seed and Husk of Plants, for the use 

_ of animals, are practically to be massed under the three heads 

of Breap, Or, and Frurr. But the substance of which bread 

‘is made is more accurately described as Farina; and the 
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pleasantness of fruit to the taste depends on two elements in 
its substance: the juice, and the pulp containing it, which 
may properly be called Nectar and Ambrosia. We have there- 
fore in all four essential products of the Seed and Husk— 

A. Farina. Flour cnet sSiontcs Apenee fs ope. phe aii yaad = 158 

B. Oleum. Sl sesees i  cpeh thaees cba seeeeeeees eae 100 

C. Nectar. Fruit-juice,...6... 08 S deena’ al ef suse. 158 

D. Ambrosia. —_ Fruit-substance... ahd unea eal apa 

Besides these all-important products of the seed, others are 
formed in the stems and leaves of plants, of which no ac- 
count hitherto has been given in Proserpina, I delay any ex- 
tended description of these until we have examined the struct- 
ure of wood itself more closely ; this intricate and difficult 
task having been remitted (p. 122) to the days of coming 
spring ; and I am well pleased that my younger readers should 
at first be vexed with no more names to be learned than those 
of the vegetable productions with which they are most pleas- 
antly acquainted: but for older ones, I think it well, before 
closing the present volume, to indicate, with warning, some 
of the obscurities, and probable fallacies, with which this 
vanity of science encumbers the chemistry, no less than the 
morphology, of plants, 

Looking back to one of the first books in which our new 
knowledge of organic chemistry began to be displayed, thirty 
years ago, I find that even at that period the organic elements 
which the cuisine of the laboratory had already detected in 
simple Indigo, were the following :— 

Isatine, Chlorindine, 
Bromisatine, Chlorindoptene, 
Bibromisatine ; Chlorindatmit ; 
Chlorisatine, Chloranile, 
Bichlorisatine ; Chloranilam, and, 
Chilorisatyde, Chloranilammon, 
Bichlorisatyde ; 
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And yet, with all this practical skill in decoction, and aceu- 

“ t 

(2 
in observation and nomenclature, so far are 

our scientific men from arriving, by any decoctive process of 
their’ own knowledge, at general results useful to ordinary 
human creatures, that when I wish now to separate, for young 
scholars, in first massive arrangement of vegetable productions, 
the Substances of Plants ftom their Essences ; that is to say, 
the weighable arid measurable body of the plant from its 
practically immeasurable, if not imponderable, spirit, I find 
in my three volumes of close-printed chemistry, no informa- 
tion whatever respecting the quality of volatility in matter, 
except this one sentence :— * :*% 
The disposition of various substances to yield vapour is 

very different : and the difference depends doubtless on the 
relative power of cohesion with which they are endowed.” * 
- in this not extremely pregnant, though extremely cau- 
tious, sentence, two conditions of matter are confused, no 

notice being taken of the difference in manner of dissolution 
between a vitally fragrant and a mortally putrid substance. 
~ It is still more curious that when I look for more definite 
instruction on such points to the higher ranks of botanists, I 
find in the index to Dr. Lindley’s “Tateodwetion to Botany’ 
—seven hundred pages of close print—not one of the four 
words ‘ Volatile,’ ‘Essence,’ ‘Scent,’ or ‘Perfume.’ I examine 
the index to Gray’s ‘Structural and Systematic Botany,’ with 
precisely the same success. I next consult Professors Balfour 

- and Grindon, and am met by the same dignified silence. 
Finally, I think over the possible chances in French, and try 
in Figuier’s indices to the ‘Histoire des Plantes’ for ‘Odeur’ 
—no such word! ‘Parfum ’—no such word. ‘Essence —no 
such word. ‘Encens’—no such word. I try at last ‘Pois de 
Senteur,’ at a venture, and am referred to a page which de- 
scribes their going to sleep. 

Left thus to my own resources, I must be content for the 

present to bring the subject at least under safe laws of nomen. - 
lature. It is possible that modern chemistry may be entirely 

* “Elements of Chemistry,” p. 44. By Edward Turner; edited by 
Justus Liebig and William Gregory. Taylor and Walton, 1840, 
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right in alleging the absolute identity of substances such as 
albumen, or fibrine, whether they occur in the animal or 
vegetable economies. But I do not choose to assume this 
identity in my nomenclature. It may, perhaps, be very fine 
and very instructive to inform the pupils preparing for com- 
petitive examination that the main element of Milk is Milkine, 
and of Cheese, Cheesine. But for the practical purposes of 
life, all that I think it necessary for the pupil to know is that 
in order to get either milk or cheese, he must address himself 
to a Cow, and not toa Pump; and that what a chemist can 

produce for him out of dandelions or cocoanuts, however 
milky or cheesy it may look, may more safely be called by 
some name of its own. f 

This distinctness of language becomes every day more Aeuis, | 

able, in the face of the refinements of chemical art which now 

enable the ingenious confectioner to meet the demands of an 
unscientific person for (suppose) a lemon drop, with a mixture 
of nitric acid, sulphur, and stewed bones. It is better, what- 

ever the chemical identity of the products may be, that each 
should receive a distinctive epithet, and be asked for and sup- - 
plied, in vulgar English, and vulgar probity, either as essence 
of lemons, or skeletons. 

I intend, therefore,—and believe that the practice will be 
found both wise and convenient,—to separate in all my works 
on natural history the terms used for vegetable products from 
those used for animal or mineral ones, whatever may be their 
chemical identity, or resemblance in aspect. I do not mean . 
to talk of fat in seeds, nor of flour in eggs, nor of milk in 
rocks. Pace my prelatical friends, I mean to use the word 
‘Alb’ for vegetable albumen ; and although I cannot without 
pedantry avoid using sometimes the word ‘milky’ of the white 
juices of plants, I must beg the reader to remain unaffected 
in his conviction that there isa vital difference between liquids 
that coagulate into butter, or congeal into India-rubber, Oil, 
when used simply, will always mean a vegetable product; and 
when I have occasion to speak of petroleum, tallow, or blub- 

ber, I shall generally call these substances by their right 
names, 



2 also a certain number of vegetable materials more 
pared, secreted, or digested for us by animals, such 

et. ney, silk, and cochineal. The properties of these 
: require more coriplex definitions, but they have all very intel- 

4 - term for an extract of any plant in boiling water: though when _ 
standing alone the word will take its accepted Chinese mean- 
‘ ec essence, the general term for the condensed dew of 
ey. , which is with grace and fitness called the 

- tbeing’ of a plait because its properties are almost always 
_ characteristic of the species; and it is not, like leaf tissue or — 
wood fibre, approximately the same material’ inodifferant 

shapes ; but a separate element in each family of flowers, of a 
mysterious, delightful, or dangerous influence, logically i inex- 
sae chemically inconstructible, and wholly, in dignity of © 

above all modes and faculties of form. 

ad 2 

~ ligible and well-established names. ‘Tea’ must be a general — 
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TO THE PLANTS SPOKEN OF IN THIS VOLUME, UNDER THEIR ENGLISH 

NAMES, ACCEPTED BY PROSERPINA, 

Apple, 74 
Ash, 85, 90 
Aspen, 94 
Asphodel, 10, 29 

Bay, 39 
Bean, 75 
Bed-straw, 86 
Bindweed, 102 
Birch, 120 

Blackthorn, 85, 90 
Blaeberry, 40, 143 
Bluebell, 102 

Bramble, 85, 135 
Burdock, 80, 93 
Burnet, 69 
Butterbur, 84 

Cabbage, 93, 105 
Captain-salad, 105 
Carrot, 26, 29 
Cauliflower, 93, 105 
Cedar, 29, 46, 81, 
Celandine, 54 

Cherry, 49, 92 
Chestnut, 47 

‘¢ Spanish, 117 
Chicory, 84 
Clover, 80 

Colewort, 105 
Coltsfoot, 79 
Corn-cockle, 78 
Corn-flag, 76, 78 

1és , at 

Cowslip, 98 
Crocus, 29, 30 

Daffodil, 10 
Daisy, 83, 102, 145 
Dandelion, 88 
Devils Bit, 104 
Dock, 93 

Elm, 40 

Fig, 48 
Flag, 76 
Flax, 116 
Foils, Rock, 102 

** “Roof, 102, 108 
Foxglove, 70, 84, 98 
Frog-flower, 43 

Grape, 74, 92 

Grass, 40, 41, 42, 111, 113, 114, 
115 ; 

Hawk's-eye, 84 
Hazel, 85 

Heath, 50, 51, 77, 144 
Hemlock, 77 
Herb-Robert, 86 
Holly, 81, 85 
Houseleek, 30, 108 
Hyacinth, 49, 50 

Ivy, 80 

Jacinth, 61, 129 



Lilac, 
Lily, 5, 29, 40, 75, 78 
- Lily, St. Bruno’s, 5, 10, 11 
_ Lily of the Valley, 101 

F Peony, # 91 

3 Pink, 102 

Poppy, 52, 56, 63, 73 
Primrose 

Radish, 28, 31 
Ragged Robin, 109 
Rhubarb, 92 

Rice, 40 
Rock-foil, 102 
Roof-foil, 102, 103 : 
Rose, 48, 52, 56, 75, 78, 85. 86 

91, 102 
Rush, 110 

Saxifrage 85, 101, 103 
Scabious 104 
Sedum, 103 
Sorrel-wood, 11 
Spider Plant, 10 

Sponsa solis, 84 
Stella, 102, 103 

** domestica, 103 
Stonecrop, 103 
Sweetbrier, 79 

Thistle, 75, 81, 83, 84, 86, 103 note, 
107 note. 

Thistle, Creeping, 97 
“Waste, 108 

Thorns, 86, 90 
‘* Black, 85, 90 

Thyme, 84 
Tobacco, 31, 78 
Tormentilla, 79 

Turnip, 29 

Vine, 75, 78, 99, 106 
Viola, 102 

Wallflower, 80 
Wheat, 90, 116 
Wreathewort, 121 
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TO THE PLANTS SPOKEN OF IN THIS VOLUME, UNDER THEIR LATIN OR 
GREEK NAMES, ACCEPTED BY PROSERPINA,. 

Acanthus, 75 
Alata, 102 
Alisma, 40 
Amaryllis, 29, 30 
Anemone, 78 
Artemides, 136 
Asphodel, 10 
Aurora, 143 
Azalea, 143 

Cactus, 33 
Campanula, 102 
Carduus, 97 
Charites, 131 

Cistus, 52 

Clarissa, 102, 109 
Contorta, 121 
Convoluta, 102~ 

Cyclamen, 27 

Droside, 29, 188 

Ensate, 141 

Erie, 11, 142 
Eryngo, 61 

Fragaria, 131 
Francesca, 102, 108 
Frarinus, 135 

« 

Geranium, 61, 86 pr 
Gladiolus, 75, 78, 115 

Hyacinthus, 129 os 
Hypnum, 13 eg fe 

Tris, 29, 74 

Lilium (see Lily), 10 © 
Lucia, 79,1382 ~ © 

Magnolia, 39 
Margarita, 102 
Myrtilla, 142 

Narcissus, 78 

Ophrys, 125 

Papaver, 66, 70 
Persica, 102 
Pomum, 131 
Primula, 101 

Rosa, 102 
Rubra, 131, 136 

Satyrium, 126 
Stella, 102, 103 

Veronica, 56 
Viola, 102 
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1 _ ARIADNE FLORENTINA. 
; Sahin ofl’ 

aahvaty ih SIX LECTURES 

Risire fe we ON 

WOOD AND METAL ENGRAVING. 

LECTURE I. 

DEFINITION OF THE ART OF ENGRAVING. 

1, Tur entrance on my duty for to-day begins the fourth 
year of my official work in Oxford; and I doubt not that 

‘some of my audience are asking themselves, very doubtfully 
at all events, I ask myself, very anxiously—what has been 
P asnek.2 

_ For practical result, I have not much to show. I an- 
nounced, a fortnight since, that I would meet, the day before 
yesterday, any gentleman who wished to attend this course 
for purposes of study. My class, so minded, numbers four, 
of whom three wish to be artists, and ought not therefore, by 

rights, to be at Oxford at all; and the fourth is the last re- 
‘maining unit of the class I had last year. 
_ 2. Yet I neither in this reproach myself, nor, if I could, 
ggeee I reproach the students who are not here. I do not 
‘reproach myself ; for it was impossible for me to attend prop- 

€ ¥ the schools and to write the grammar for them at the 
‘same time; and I do not blame the absent students for not 
attending a school from which I have generally been absent 
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myself. In all this, there is much to be mended, but, i in true 
light, nothing to be regretted. 

I say, I had to write my school grammar. These three 
volumes of lectures under my hand,* contain carefully set 
down, the things I want you first to know. None of my 
writings are done fluently ; the second volume of Modern 

Painters was all of it written twice—most of it, four times, 
—over ; and these lectures have been written, I don’t know 

how many times. You may think that this was done merely 
in an author’s vanity, not in a tutor’s care. To the vanity I 
plead guilty,—no man is more intensely vain than Iam; but 
my vanity is set on having it known of me that I am a good 
master, not in having it said of me that I am a smooth author. 

My vanity is never more wounded than in being ‘called a fine 
writer, meaning—that nobody need mind what I say. 

3. Well, then, besides this vanity, I have some solicitude 

for your progress. You may give me credit for it or not, as 
you choose, but it is sincere. And that your advance may be 
safe, I have taken the best pains I could in laying down laws 
for it. In these three years I have got my grammar written, 
and, with the help of many friends, all working instruments 
in good order; and now we will try what we can do. Not 
that, even now, you are to depend on my presence with you 
in personal teaching. I shall henceforward think of the lect- 
ures less, of the schools more; but my best work for the 
schools will often be by drawing in Florence or in Lancashire 
—not here. 

4. I have already told you several times that the course 
through which I mean every student in these schools should 
pass, is one which shall enable them to understand the ele- 
mentary principles of the finest art. It will necessarily be 
severe, and seem to lead to no immediate result. Some of 

you will, on the contrary, wish to be taught what is imme- 
diately easy, and gives prospect of a manifest success, 

But suppose they should come to the Professor of Logie 
and Rhetoric, and tell him they wanted to be eee to — 
like Mr. Spurgeon, or the Bishop of 

* Inaugural series, Aratra Pentelici, far Eagle's Nest. 



ee Spanid say Pie them,—I eA, and if I could I would 
- ‘not, tell you how to preach like Mr. Spurgeon, or the Bishop 
of ——. Your own character will form your style ; your own 
4 zeal will direct it ; your own obstinacy or ignorance may 
a limit or exaggerate it ; but my business is to prevent, as far 

_ as I can, your having any particular style ; and to teach you 
the laws 8 of all language, and the essential power of your 
: coves’ 
q ‘manner, this course, which I propose to you in art, | 
y will be calculated only to give you judgment and method in 
_ future study, to establish to your conviction the laws of gen- 

_ eral art, and to enable you to draw, if not with genius, at 
_ least with sense and propriety. 

' The course, so far as it consists in practice, will be defined . 
_ in my Instructions for the schools. And the theory connected 

_ with that practice is set down in the three lectures at the end 
_ of the first course I delivered—those on Line, Light, and 

_ . You will have, therefore, to get this book,* and it is the 
_ only one which you will need to have of your own,—the 
others are placed, for reference, where they will be accessible 

7 “6 you. | 
5 In the 189th paragraph, p. 132, it states the order of 
your practical study in these terms : 

z “1 wish you to begin by getting command of line ;—that is 
to say, by learning to draw a steady line, limiting with ab- 

_ solute correctness the form or space you intend it to limit; 
to proceed by getting command over flat tints, so that you 

_ may be able to fill the spaces you have enclosed evenly, either 
with shade or colour, according to the school you adopt ; 
and, finally, to obtain the power of adding such fineness of 
_ drawing, within the masses, as shall express their undulation, 
and their characters of form and texture.” 
_ And now, since in your course of practice you are first re- 
quired to attain the power of drawing lines accurately and 
_ delicately, so in the course of theory, or grammar, I wish you 

rs * My inaugural series of seven lectures, published at the Clarendon 
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first to learn the principles of linear design, exemplified by 
the schools which at the top of page 130 you will find charac- 
terized as the Schools of Line. 

6. If I had command of as much time as I should like to 
spend with you on this subject, I would begin with the early 
forms of art which used the simplest linear elements of design. 
But, for general service and interest, it will be better that I 
should sketch what has been accomplished by the greatest 
masters in that manner ; the rather that their work is more or 

less accessible to all, and has developed into the vast indus- 
tries of modern engraving, one of the most powerful existing 
influences of education and sources of pleasure among civil- 
ized people. 

And this investigation, so far from interrupting, will facili- 
tate our examination of the history of the nobler arts. You 
will see in the preface to my lectures on Greek sculpture that 
I intend them to be followed by a course on architecture, and 
that by one on Florentine sculpture. But the art of engraving 
is so manifestly, at Florence, though not less essentially else: 
where, a basis of style both in architecture and sculpture, that 
it is absolutely necessary I should explain to you in what the 
skill of the engraver consists, before I can define with accu- 
racy that of more admired artists. For engraving, though 
not altogether in the method of which you see examples in 
the print-shops of the High Street, is, indeed, a prior art to 

that either of building or sculpture, and is an inseparable part 
of both, when they are rightly practised. 

7. And while we thus examine the scope of this first of the 
arts, it will be necessary that we learn also the scope of mind 
of the early practisers of it, and accordingly acquaint our- 
selves with the main events in the biography of the schools of 
Florence. To understand the temper and meaning of one 
great master is to lay the best, if not the only, foundation for 
the understanding of all; and I shall therefore make it the 
leading aim of this course of lectures to remind you of what 
is known, and direct you to what is knowable, of the life and 
character of the greatest Florentine master of engraving, 
Sandro Botticetli ; and, incidentally, to give you some idea of 
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"the power of the greatest master of the German, or any north- 
ern, school, Hans Holbein. 

8. You must feel, however, that I am using the word “en- 
graving” in a somewhat different, and, you may imagine, a 
wider, sense, than that which you are accustomed to attach to 

it. So far from being a wider sense, it is in reality a more, 
accurate and restricted one, while yet it embraces every con- 
ceivable right application of the art. And I wish, in this first 
lecture, to make entirely clear to you the proper meaning of 
the word, and proper range of the art of, engraving ; in my 
next following lecture, to show you its place in Italian schools, 
and then, in due order, the place it ought to take in our own, 
and in all schools. 

9. First then, to-day, of the Differentia, or essential quality 
of Engraving, as distinguished from other arts. 

What answer would you make to me, if I asked casually © 
what engraving was? Perhaps the readiest which would oc- 
cur to you would be, ‘“ The translation of pictures into black 
and white by means admitting reduplication of impressions.” 
But if that be done by lithography, we do not call it engray- 
ing,—whereas we speak contentedly and continually of seal 
engraving, in which there is no question of black and white. 
And, as scholars, you know that this customary mode of speak- 
ing is quite accurate ; and that engraving means, primarily, 
making a permanent cut or furrow in something. The cen- 
tral syllable of the word has become a sorrowful one, meaning 
the most permanent of furrows. 

10. But are you prepared absolutely to accept this limita- 
tion with respect to engraving as a pictorial art? Will you 
call nothing an engraving, except a group of furrows or cavi- 
ties cut in a hard substance? What shall we say of mezzo- 
tint engraving, for instance, in which, though indeed furrows 
and cavities are produced mechanically as a ground, the 
artist's work is in effacing them? And when we consider the 
power of engraving in representing pictures and multiplying 

them, are we to recognize and admire no effects of light and 
shade except those which are visibly produced by dots or 
furrows? I mean, will the virtue of an engraving be in ex- 
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hibiting these imperfect means of its effect, or in concealing 
them ? 

11. Here, for instance, is the head of a soldier by Deven 
a mere gridiron of black lines. Would this be better or 
worse engraving if it were more like a photograph or litho- 
graph, and no lines seen?—suppose, more like the head of 
Mr. Santley, now in all the music-shops, and really quite de- 
ceptive in light and shade, when seen from over the way ? 
Do you think Durer’s work would be better if it were more 
like that? And would you have me, therefore, leaving the 
question of technical method of production altogether to the 
craftsman, consider pictorial engraving simply as the produc- 
tion of a light-and-shade drawing, by some method earns 
its multiplication for the public? 

12. This, you observe, is a very practical question indeed 
For instance, the illustrations of my own lectures on sculpture 
are equivalent to permanent photographs. There can be little 
doubt that means will be discovered of thus producing perfect 
facsimiles of artists’ drawings; so that, if no more than fac- 

simile be required, the old art of cutting furrows in metal 
may be considered as, at this day, virtually ended. And, in- 
deed, it is said that line engravers cannot any more get ap- 
prentices, and that a pure steel or copper plate is not likely 
to be again produced, when once the old living masters of the 
bright field shall have been all laid in their earth-furrows. 

13. Suppose, then, that this come to pass; and more than 
this, suppose that wood engraving also be superseded, and 
that instead of imperfect transcripts of drawings, on wood- 
blocks or metal-plates, photography enabled us to give, quite 
cheaply, and without limit to number facsimiles of the fin- 
ished light-and-shade drawings of artists themselves. Another 
group of questions instantly offers itself, on these new condi- 
tions ; namely, What are the best means for a light-and-shade 
drawing—the pen, or the pencil, the chareoal, or the flat 
wash? That is to say, the pen, producing shade by black 
lines, as old engraving did; the pencil, producing shade. by 
grey lines, variable in force ; the charcoal, producing a smoky 
shadow with no lines in it, or the washed tint, producing a 
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trar sdiiaow with no Rie in it. Which of these 
methods is the best?—or have they, each and all, virtues to 
be separately studied, and distinctively applied ? 

__ Is engraving to be only considered as cut work? 2nd, For 
present designs multipliable without cutting, by the sunshine, 

__what'methods or instruments of drawing will be best? And 
now, 3rdly, before we can discuss these questions at all, is 
there not another lying at the root of both,—namely, what a 
 light-and-shade drawing itself properly is, and how it differs, 
or should differ, from a painting,—whether by mere defi- 
; -¢iency, or by some entirely distinct merit ? 

L 
common talk about Turner, that his works are intelligible 
and beautiful when engraved, though incomprehensible as 

‘paintings. Admitting this to be so, do you suppose it is be- 
_ eause the translation into light and shade is deficient in some 

is qualities: which the painting had, or that it possesses some qual- 
ity which the painting had not? Does it please more because 
; it is deficient in the colour which confused a feeble spectator, 
and offended a dogmatic one,—or because it possesses a deci- 
_ gion in its steady linear labour which interprets, or corrects, 
the swift pencilling of the artist? 
16. Do you notice the two words I have just used, Decision, 

and Linear 2—Decision, again introducing the idea of cuts or 
divisions, as opposed to gradations | Linear, as opposed to 

massive or broad ? 
Yet we use all these words at different times in praise, 

illo: they evidently mark inconsistent qualities. Softness 
- and decision, breadth and delineation, cannot co-exist in equal 

graving inconsistent with that of the painting, and vice versa. 
Now, be clear about these three questions which we have 

to-day to answer. 

‘A. Is all engraving to be cut work ? 

shade drawing will be best ? 
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' B. If it need not be cut work, but only the reproduction. 
. of a drawing, what methods of executing a light-and- 

is 
. 

14. See how curiously the questions multiply on us. Ist, 

15. For instance, you know how confidently it is said, in 

degrees. There must surely therefore be a virtue in the en- — 
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CG. Is the shaded drawing itself to be oon cle as a 
deficient or imperfect painting, or as a different thing 
from a painting, having a virtue of its own, belonging 
to black and white, as opposed to colour? 

17. I will give you the answers at once, briefly, and am- 
plify them afterwards. 

A. All engraving must be cut work ;—+hat is its differentia, 

Unless your effect be produced by cutting into some 
solid substance, it is not engraving at all, 

B. The proper methods for light-and-shade drawing vary 
according to subject, and the degree of completeness 
desired,—some of them having much in common with 
engraving, and others with painting. 

C. The qualities of a light-and-shade drawing ought to 
be entirely different from those of a painting. It is 
not a deficient or partial representation of a coloured 
scene or picture, but an entirely different reading of 
either. So that much of what is intelligible in a paint- 
ing ought to be unintelligible in a light-and-shade 
study and vice versa. 

[Yon have thus three arts,—engraving, light-and-shade draw- 
ing, and painting. 
Now I am not going to lecture, in this course, on painting, 

nor on light-and-shade drawing, but on engraving only. But 
I must tell you something about light-and-shade drawing 
first ; or, at least, remind you of what I have before told. 

18. You see that the three elementary lectures in my first 
volume are on Line, Light, and Colour,—that is to say, on 

the modes of art which produce linear designs,—which pro- 

duce effects of light,—and which produce effects of colour. 
I must, for the sake of new students, briefly repeat the ex- 

planation of these. 
Here is an Arabian vase, in which the pleasure given to the 

eye is only by lines ;—no effect of light, or of colour, is at- 
tempted. Here is a moonlight by Turner, in which there are 
no lines at all, and no colours at all. The pleasure given to 
the eye is only by modes of light and shade, or effects of light. 
Finally, here is an early Florentine painting, in which there are 
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K Pa tlieidies winen to the eye is in gaiety and variety of colour. 
__. 19. I say, the pleasure given to the eye. The lines on this 
vase write ‘something ; ; but the ornamentation produced by 
~ the beautiful writing is independent of its meaning. So the 

colour. It is not the shape of the waves, but the light on 
_ them ; not the expression of the figures, but their colour, by 
_ which the ocular pleasure is to be given. 
_ . These three examples are violently marked ones ; but, in 
_ preparing to draw any object, you will find that, practically, 
_ you have to ask yourself, Shall I aim at the colour of it, the 

- light of it, or the lines of it? You can’t have all three ; you 
_ ean’t eyen have any two out of the three in equal stvtonyth 
_ The best art, indeed, comes so near nature as in a measure to 
- unite all. But the best is not, and cannot be, as good as 

nature; and the mode of its deficiency is that it must lose 
_ some of the colour, some of the light, or some of the delinea- 

tion. And in consequence, there is one great school which 
says, We will have the colour, and as much light and de- 

_ lineation as are consistent with it. Another which says, We 
will have shade, and as much colour and delineation as are 
consistent with it. The third, We will have delineation, and 
‘as much colour and shade as are consistent with it. 

_ . 20. And though much of the two subordinate qualities may 
- in each school be consistent with the leading one, yet the 
_ schools are evermore separate : as, for instance, in other mat- 
_ ters, one man says, I will have my fee, and as much honesty 

as is consistent with it ; another, I will have my honesty, and 
as much fee as is consistent with it. Though the man who 
_ will have his fee be subordinately honest,—though the man 
_ who will have his honour, subordinately rich, are they not 
evermore of diverse schools ? 

So you have, in art, the utterly separate provinces, though 
in contact at their borders, of 

i The Delineators ; 

The Chiaroscurists ; and 

The Colourists. 

4 ‘moonlight is pleasant, first, as light; and the figures, first,as . 
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_ 21. The Delineators are the men on whom I am nigatng to 3 

give you this course of lectures. They are essentially engrav- — 
ers, an engraved line being the best means of delineation. 
The Chiaroscurists are essentially draughtsmen with chalk, 
charcoal, or single tints. Many of them paint, but always with 
_some effort and pain. Leonardo is the type of them; but the 
entire Dutch school consists of them, laboriously painting, 
without essential genius for colour. 

The Colourists are the true painters ; and all the faultless 
(as far, that is to say, as men’s work can be so,) and consum- 
mate masters of art belong to them. 

22. The distinction between the colourist and chiaroscurist 
school is trenchant and absolute ; and may soon be shown you 
so that you will never forget it. Here is a Florentine picture — 
by one of the pupils of Giotto, of very good representative 
quality, and which the University galleries are rich in possess- 
ing. At the distance at which I hold it, you see nothing but 
a chequer-work of brilliant, and, as it happens, even glaring 
colours. If you come near, you will find this patehwork re- 
solve itself into a Visitation, and Birth of St. John; but that 

St. Elizabeth’s red dress, and the Virgin’s blue and white one, 
and the brown posts of the door, and the blue spaces of the 
sky, are painted in their own entirely pure colours, each shaded 
with more powerful tints of itself,—pale blue with deep blue, 
scarlet with crimson, yellow with orange, and green with rich- 
er green. 

The whole is. therefore as much a mosaic work of brilliant 
colour as if it were made of bits of glass. There is no effect 

of light attempted, or so much as thought of : you don’t know 
even where the sun is; nor have you the least notion what 

time of day it is. The painter thinks you cannot be so super- 
fluous as to want to know what time of day it is. 

23. Here, on the other hand, is a Dutch picture of good 

average quality, also out of the University galleries. It repre- 
sents a group of cattle, and a herdsman watching them, And 
you see in an instant that the time is evening. The sun is 
setting, and there is warm light on the landscape, the cattle, 
and the standing figure, 
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re Nor paleo, the picture in any conspicuous way seem devoid 
of colour. On the contrary, the herdsman has a scarlet jacket, 
which comes out rather brilliantly from the mass of shade 
round it ; and a person devoid of colour faculty, or ill taught, 
might imagine the picture to be really a fine work of colour. 

But if you will come up close to it, you will find that the 
herdsman has brown sleeves, though he has a scarlet jacket ; 
and that the shadows of both are painted with precisely the 
same brown, and in several places with continuous touches of 
the pencil. It is only in the light that the scarlet is laid on. 
_ This at once marks the picture as belonging to the lower or 
shiagoseuriat school, even if you had not before recognized it 
as such by its pretty rendering of sunset effect. 

24, You might at first think it a painting which showed 
greater skill than that of the school of Giotto. But the skill 
is not the primary question. The power of imagination is the 
first thing to be asked about. This Italian work imagines, 

and requires you to imagine also, a St. Elizabeth and St. Mary, 
to the best of your power. But this Dutch one only wishes 
you to imagine an effect of sunlight on cowskin, which is a far 

_ lower strain of the imaginative faculty. 
_Also, as you may see the effect of sunlight on cowskin, in 

reality, any summer afternoon, but cannot so frequently see a 
St. Elizabeth, it is a far less useful strain of the imaginative 
faculty. 

And, generally speaking, the Dutch chiaroscurists are in- 
deed persons without imagination at all,—who, not being able 

to get any pleasure out of their thoughts, try to get it out of 
their sensations ; note, however, also their technical connec- 

tion with the Greek school of shade, (see my sixth inaugural 
lecture, p. 158,) in which colour was refused, not for the sake 

of deception, but of solemnity. 
25. With these final motives you are not now concerned ; 

your present business is the quite easy one of knowing, and 

noticing, the universal distinction between the methods of 
treatment in which the aim is light, and in which it is colour; 

c. and so to keep yourselves guarded from the danger of being 
_ misled by the, often very ingenious, talk of persons who have 
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vivid colour sensations without having learned to distinguish. 
them from what else pleases them in pictures. There is an 
interesting volume by Professor Taine on the Dutch school, 
containing a valuable historical analysis of the influences which 
formed it ; but full of the gravest errors, resulting from the 
confusion in his mind between colour and tone, in conse- © 

quence of which he imagines the Dutch painters to be colour- 
ists. 

26. It is so important for you to be grounded securely in 
these first elements of pictorial treatment, that I will be so 
far tedious as to show you one more instance of the relative 
intellectual value of the pure colour and pure chiaroscuro 
school, not in Dutch and Florentine, but in English art. Here 
is a copy of one of the lost frescoes of our Painted Chamber 
of Westminster ;—fourteenth-century work, entirely conceived 
in colour, and calculated for decorative effect. There is no 

more light and shade in it than in a Queen of Hearts in a 
pack of cards; all that the painter at first wants you to see is- 
that the young lady has a white forehead, and a golden crown, 
and a fair neck, and a violet robe, and a crimson shield with 
golden leopards on it; and that behind her is a clear blue 
sky. . Then, farther, he wants you to read her name, ** Debon- 

nairete,” which, when you have read, he farther expects you 
to consider what it is to be debonnaire, and to remember 

your Chaucer’s description of the virtue :— 

She was not brown, nor dun of hue, 
But white as snowe, fallen new, 
With eyen glad, and browes bent, 
Her hair down to her heeles went, 

And she was simple, as dove on tree, 
Full debonnair of heart was she. 

27. You see Chaucer dwells on the color just as much as 
the painter does, but the painter has also given her the Eng- 
lish shield to bear, meaning that good-humour, or debonnair- 

ete, cannot be maintained by self-indulgence ;—only by forti- 
tude. Farther note, with Chaucer, the “ eyen glad,” and brows 

“bent” (high-arched and calm), the strong life (hair down to 
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the reels.) and that her gladness is to be without subtlety, — 
- 3 that is to say, without the slightest pleasure in any form of 

_ advantage-taking, or ary shrewd or mocking wit: “she was 
_ simple as dove on tree ;” and you will find that the colour- 

both in the fresco and in the poem, is in the very 
highest degree didactic and intellectual ; and distinguished, as _ 

_ being so, from all inferior forms of art. Farther, that it re- 
quires you yourself first to understand the nature of simplicity, 
and to like simplicity in young ladies better than subtlety ; and 
to understand why the second of Love’s five kind arrows 
(Beauté being the first), 

_ Simplece ot nom, la seconde 
Qui maint homme parmi le monde 
Et mainte dame fait amer. 

Nor must you leave the picture without observing that there 
is another reason for Debonnairete’s bearing the Royal shield, 
—of all shields that, rather than another. ‘“ De-bonne-aire ” 

_ meant originally ‘‘ out of a good eagle’s nest,” the “‘ aire” sig- 
nifying the eagle’s nest or eyrie especially, because it is flat, 
the Latin “area” being the root of all. 
_ And this coming out of a good nest is recognized as, of all 
things, needfullest to give the strength which enables people 
to be good-humoured ; and thus you have “ debonnaire” 

the third word of the group, with “ gentle” and 
_ “kind,” all first signifying “of good race.” 

You will gradually see, as we go on, more and more why.I 
called my third volume of lectures Eagle’s Nest; for Iam not 
fantastic in these titles, as is often said; but try shortly to 

mark my chief purpose in the book by them. 
28. Now for comparison with this old art, here is a modern 

engraving, in which colour is entirely ignored ; and light and. 
shade alone are used to produce what is supposed to be a 
piece of impressive religious instruction. But it is not a 
piece of religious instruction at all ;—only a piece of religious 
sensation, prepared for the sentimental pleasure of young 
ladies ; whom (since Iam honoured to-day by the presence 
of many) I will take the opportunity of warning against such 
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forms of false theological satisfaction. This engraving repre- 
sents a young lady in a very long and, though plain, very be- 
coming white dress, tossed upon the waves of a terrifically 
stormy sea, by which neither her hair nor her becoming dress 
is in the least wetted ; and saved from despair in that situa- 

_ tion by closely embracing a very thick and solid stone Cross. 
By which far-sought and original metaphor young ladies are 
expected, after some effort, to understand the recourse they 
may have, for support, to the Cross of Christ, in the midst of 
the troubles of this world. 

29. As those troubles are for the present, in all probability, 
limited to the occasional loss of their thimbles when they have 
not taken care to put them into their workboxes,—the concern 
they feel at the unsympathizing gaiety of their companions,— 
or perhaps the disappointment at not hearing a favourite 
clergyman preach,—(for I will not suppose the young ladies 

- interested in this picture to be affected by any chagrin at the 
loss of an invitation to a ball, or the like worldliness,)—it 

seems to me the stress of such calamities might be repre- 
sented, in a picture, by less appalling imagery. And I can 
assure my fair little lady friends,—if I still have any,—that 
whatever a young girl’s ordinary troubles or annoyances may 
be, her true virtue is in shaking them off, as a rose-leaf shakes 

- Off rain, and remaining debonnaire and bright in spirits, or 
even, as the rose would be, the brighter for the troubles ; and 

not at all in allowing herself to be either drifted or depressed 
to the point of requiring religious consolation. But if any real 
and deep sorrow, such as no metaphor can represent, fall upon 
her, does she suppose that the theological advice of this piece 
of modern art can be trusted? If she will take the pains to 
think truly, she will remember that Christ Himself never says 
anything about holding by His Cross. He speaks a good deal 
of bearing it; but never for an instant of holding byit. It is 
His Hand, not His Cross, which is to save either you, or St. 

Peter, when the waves are rough. And the utterly reckless 
way in which modern religious teachers, whether in art or 
literature, abuse the metaphor somewhat briefly and violently 

~ leant on by St. Paul, simply prevents your understanding the 

— - 
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Fa ols any word which Christ Himself its on this 
matter! So you see this popular art of light and shade, 
_ eatching you by your mere thirst of sensation, is not only un- 
3 _ didactic, but the reverse of didactic—deceptive and illusory. 

see This popular art, you hear me say, scornfully; and I 

bien dold; you, in some of my teaching in Aratra Pentelici, that 
_ all great art must be popular. Yes, but great art is popular, 
as bread and water are to children fed be a father. And vile 
r art is popular, as poisonous jelly is, to children cheated by a 
_confectioner. And it is quite possible to make any kind of 
art popular on those last terms. The colour school may be- 
- come just as poisonous as the colourless, in the hands of fools, — 
_ or of rogues. Here is a book I bought only the other day,— 
_ one of the things got up cheap to catch the eyes of mothers 
_ at bookstalls,—Puss in Boots, illustrated ; a most definite 
work of the colour school—red jackets and white paws and 
yellow coaches as distinct as Giotto or Raphael would have 

_ kept them. But the thing is done by fools for money, and 
_ becomes entirely monstrous and abominable, Here, again, is 

_ colour art produced by fools for religion : here is Indian sacred 
_ painting,—a black god witha hundred arms, with a green god 
on one side of him and a red god on the other ; still a most 

_ definite work of the colour school. Giotto or Raphael could 
not have made the black more resolutely black, (though the 
_ whole colour of the school of Athens is keptin distinct separa- 

tion from one black square in it), nor the green more unques- 
tionably green. Yet the whole is pestilent and loathsome. 

_ 81. Now but one point more, and I have done with this sub- 
_ ject for to-day. 
- You must not think that this manifest brilliancy and Harle- 

_ quin’s-jacket character is essential in the colour school. The 
essential matter is only that everything should be of ifs own 
_ definite colour: it may be altogether sober and dark, yet the 
distinctness of hue preserved with entire fidelity. Here, for 

instance, is a picture of Hogarth’s,—one of quite the most 
precious things we have in our galleries. It represents a 
meeting of some learned society—gentlemen of the last cen- 

_ tury, very gravely dressed, but who, nevertheless, as gentlemen 

+ 
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pleasantly did in that day,—you feline Goldsmith's weak- 
ness on the point—wear coats of tints of dark red, blue, or 
violet. There are some thirty gentlemen in the room, and 
perhaps seven or eight different tints of subdued claret-colour 
in their coats; and yet every coat is kept so distinctly of its — 
own proper claret-colour, that each gentleman’s servant woul: 
know his master’s. 

Yet the whole canvas is so grey and quiet, that as ITnow — 
hold it by this Dutch landscape, with the vermilion jacket, 
you would fancy Hogarth’s had no colour in it at all, and that 
the Dutchman was half-way to becoming a Titian; whereas — 
Hogarth’s is a consummate piece of the most perfect colourist 
school, which Titian could not beat, in its way ; and the Dutch- 

man could no more paint half an inch of it than he could sum- 
mon a rainbow into the clouds. 

32. Here then, you see, are, altogether, five works, all of — 
the absolutely pure colour school :— 

1. One, Indian,—Religious Art ; 

2. One, Florentine,—Religious Art ; 

3. One, English, from Painted Chamber Westminster,— 
Ethic Art ; 

4. One, English ,—Hogarth,—Naturalistie Art ; 

5. One, Baplishaiito-day sold in the High Street,—Carica-_ 
turist Art. 

And of these, the Florentine and old English are divine work, — 
God-inspired ; full, indeed, of faults and innocencies, but di- — 
vine, as good children are. | 

Then this by Hogarth is entirely wise and right ; but — 
worldly-wise, not divine, | 

While the old Indian, and this, with which we feed our chil- | 
dren at this hour, are entirely damnable art ;—every bit of it — 
done by the direct inspiration of the devil,—feeble, ridiculous, — 
—yet mortally poisonous to every noble quality in body and | 
soul. | 

33. I have now, I hope, guarded you sufficiently from the — 
danger either of confusing the inferior school of chiaroscuro — 
with that of colour, or of imagining that a work must neces- — 
sarily be good, on the sole ground of its belonging to the — 
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: I can now proceed securely to separate the 
- third school, that of Delineation, from both ; and to examine 

* few ial qualiti 

It begins, (see Inaugural Lectures, § 137,) in the primitive 
Saale races insensible alike to shade and to colour, and 

veloping into both. 
- Now as the design is primitive, so are the means likely to 
be primitive. A line is the simplest work of art you can pro- 

- duce. What are the simplest means you can produce it _ 
with? 

_ A Cumberland lead pencil is a work of art in itself, quite a 
nineteenth-century machine. Pen and ink are complex and 
‘eoemay's and even chalk or charcoal not always handy. 

But the primitive line, the first and last, generally the best — 
of lines, is that which you have elementary faculty of at your 

_ fingers’ ends, and which kittens can draw as well as you—the 

- The first, I say, and the last of lines. Permanent exceed- 

_ ingly,—even in flesh, or on mahogany tables, often more per- 
manent than we desire. But when studiously and honourably 

__ made, divinely permanent, or delightfully—as on the venerable 
_ desks of our public schools, most of them, now, specimens of 

_ “wood engraving dear to the heart of England. 
4 34. Engraving, then, is in brief terms, the Art of Scratch. 

It is essentially the cutting into a solid substance for the sake 
of making your ideas as permanent as possible,—graven with 
‘an iron pen in the Rock for ever. Permanence, you observe, 
is the object, not multiplicability ;—that is quite an accidental, 
sometimes not even a desirable, attribute of engraving. Du- 
ration of your work—fame, and the undeceived vision of all 
men, on the pane of glass of the window on a wet day, or on 
the pillars of the castle of Chillon, or on the walls of the 

pyramids ;—a primitive art,—yet first and last with us. 
Since then engraving, we say, is essentially cutting into the 

surface of any solid; as the primitive design is in lines or 
dots, the primitive cutting of such design is a scratch or a 
hole ; and scratchable solids being essentially three—stone, 

nearly devoid of thought and of sentiment, but gradually de- 4 
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wood, metal,—we shall have three great schools of unuenting 
to investigate in each material. 

35. On tablet of stone, on tablet of wood, on tablet of steel, 
—the first giving the law to everything; the second true 
Athenian, like Athena’s first statue in olive-wood, making the 
law legible and homely ; and the third true Vulcanian, haying 
the splendour and power of accomplished labour, 
Now of stone engraving, which is joined inseparably with 

sculpture and architecture, I am not going to speak at length 
in this course of lectures. I shall speak only of wood and 

_metal engraving. But there is one circumstance in stone en- 
graving which it is necessary to observe in connection with — 
the other two branches of the art. 

The great difficulty for a primitive engraver is to make his 
scratch deep enough to be visible. Visibility is quite as 
essential to your fame as permanence; and if you have 

only your furrow to depend on, the engraved tablet, at 

certain times of day, will be illegible, and passed without 
notice. 

But suppose you fill in your furrow with something black, 
then it will be legible enough at once ; and if the black fall 
out or wash out, still your furrow is there, and may be filled 
again by anybody. 

Therefore, the noble stone engravers, using marble to re- 
ceive their furrow, fill that furrow with marble ink, 

And you have an engraved plate to purpose ;—with the 
whole sky for its margin! Look here—the front of the church 
of San Michele of Lucca,—white marble with green serpen- 
tine for ink; or here,—the steps of the Giant’s Stair, with 

lead for ink; or here,—the floor of the Pisan Duomo, with 

porphyry for ink. Such cutting, filled in with colour or with 
black, branches into all sorts of developments,—Florentine 

mosaic on the one hand, niello on the other, and infinite 

minor arts. 

36. Yet we must not make this filling with eclour part of 
our definition of engraving. To engrave is, in final strictness, 

**to decorate a surface with furrows.” (Cameos, in accuratest 

terms, are minute sculptures, not engravings.) A ploughed 

Ne ee ee ee 
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is the eat type of such art ; and is, on hilly land, an 
exquisite piece of decoration. 

Therefore it will follow that engraving distinguishes itself 
4 - from ordinary drawing by greater need of muscular effort. 
_ he quality of a pen drawing is to be produced easily,—de- 
.* ibshaabely; always,* but with a point that glides over the 

paper. ‘Engraving, on the contrary, requires always force, 
and its virtue is that of a line produced by pressure, or by 
4 blows of a chisel. 
Pony involves, therefore, always, ideas of power and dexterity, 
. but also of restraint ; and the delight you take in it should 

involve the understanding of the difficulty the workman dealt | 
with. You perhaps doubt the extent to which this feeling 

_ ‘justly extends, (in the first volume of ‘‘ Modern Painters,” ex- 

: _ pressed” under the head “Ideas of Power.”) But why is a 
4 ‘large stone in any building grander than a small one? Sim- 
ply because it was more difficult to raise it. So, also, an en- 
grayed line is, and ought to be, recognized as more grand 

than a pen or pencil line, because it was more difficult to exe- 
cute it. 
_ In this mosaic of Lucca front you forgive much, and ad- 
mire much, because you see it is all cut in stone. So, in wood 
and steel, you ought to see that every line has been costly ; 
‘but observe, costly of deliberative, no less than athletic or 
executive power. The main use of the restraint which makes 

the line difficult to draw, is to give time and motive for delib- 
eration in drawing it, and to ensure its being the best in your 

power. 
37. For, as with deliberation, so without repentance, your 

engraved line must be. It may, indeéd, be burnished or 

beaten out again in metal, or patched and botched in stone; 

but always to disadvantage, and at pains which must not be 
ineurred often. And there is a singular evidence in one of 
Durer’s finest plates that, in his time, or at least in his manner 

_ of work, it was not possible at all. Among the disputes as to 
the meaning of Durer’s Knight and Death, you will find it 
poentiactss suggested, or insisted, that the horse’s raised foot 

; * Compare Inaugural Lectures, § 144. 
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is going to fall into a snare. What has been fancied a noose — 
is only the former outline of the horse’s foot and limb, unel- 
faced. 

The engraved line is therefore to be ccnduaiie not experi- 
mental. ‘I have determined this,” says the engraver. Much 
excellent pen drawing is excellent in being tentative,—in be- 
ing experimental. Indeterminate, not through want of mean- 
ing, but through fulness of it—halting wisely between two 
opinions—feeling cautiously after clearer opinions. But your 
engraver has made up his opinion. This is so, and must for 
ever be so, he tells you. A very proper thing for a thoughtful 
man to say ; a very improper and impertinent thing for a fool- 
ish one to say. Foolish engraving is consummately foolish 
work. Look,—all the world,—look for evermore, says the 

foolish engraver ; see what a fool I have been, How many 
lines I have laid for nothing. How many lines a 
with no precept, much less superprecept. 

88. Here, then, are two definite ethical characters in all en- 

graved work, It is Athletic; and it is Resolute. Add one 
more; that it is Obedient shire their infancy the nurse, but 

in their youth the slave, of the higher arts; servile, both in 

the mechanism and labour of it, and in its funetion of inter- 

preting the schools of painting as superior to itself. 
And this relation to the higher arts we will study at the 

source of chief power in all the normal skill of Christendom, 
Florence ; and chiefly, as I said, in the work of one Florentine 

master, Sandro Botticelli. 

LECTURE IL. 

THE RELATION OF ENGRAVING TO OTHER ARTS IN FLORENCE. 

39. From what was laid before you in my last lecture, you 
must now be aware that I do not mean, by the word ‘ engray- 
ing,’ merely the separate art of producing plates from which 
black pictures may be printed. 

I mean, by engraving, the art of producing decoration on a 
surface by the touches of a chisel or a burin ; and I mean by 
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| Spates arts, the subordinate surface of this lin- 
ear work, in sculpture, i in metal work, and in painting ; or in 
the representation and repetition of painting. 

_ And first, therefore, I have to map out the broad relations 
: of the arts of sculpture, metal work, and painting, in Florence, 
_ among themselves, during the period in which the art of en- 
_ raving was distinctly connected with them.* 
40. You will find, or may remember, that in my lecture on 

"Michael Angelo and Tintoret I indicated the singular impor- 
in the history of art, of a space of forty years, between 

1480, and the year in which Raphael died, 1520. Within that 
- space of time the change was completed, from the principles 
_ of ancient, to those of existing, art ;—a manifold change, not 
_ definable in brief terms, but most clearly characterized, and 
_ easily remembered, as the change of conscientious and didactic 
_ art, into that which proposes to itself no duty beyond techni- 
- cal skill, and no object but the pleasure of the beholder. Of 
- that momentous change itself I do not purpose to speak in the 
_ present course of lectures ; but my endeavour will be to lay 

before you a rough chart of the course of the arts in Florence 
up to the time when it took place ; a chart indicating for you, 

definitely, the growth of conscience, in work which is distinct- 

_ ively conscientious, and the perfecting of expression and 
means of popular address, in that which is distinctively di- 
dactic. . 

Foye 4 iM ey en 

- Ae 
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41. Means of popular address, observe, which have become 
- singularly important to us at this day. Nevertheless, remem- 
. ber that the power of printing, or reprinting, black pictures, 
_ —practically contemporary with that of reprinting black /e/ters, 
_ —modified the art of the draughtsman only as it modified that 
_of.the scribe. Beautiful and unique writing, as beautiful and 
unique painting or engraving, remain exactly what they were ; 
_ but other useful and reproductive methods of both have been 
_superadded. Of these, it is acutely said by Dr. Alfred Wolt- 

-mann,+— 
_ *Compare Aratra Pentelici, § 154. 

_ +‘ Holbein and His Time,” 4to, Bentley, 1872, (a very valuable book,) 
_p. 17. Italics mine. 
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“A far more important ontte is pliyedd in the artlife acu’ 7 
many by the technical arts for the multiplying of works ; for 
Germany, while it was the land of book-printing, is also the 
land of picture-printing. Indeed, wood-engraying, which pre- — 
ceded the invention of book-printing, prepared the way for it, 
and only left one step more necessary for it. Bookzprinting and 
picture-printing have both the same inner cause for their ori- 
gin, namely, the impulse to make each mental gain a common ~ 
blessing. Not merely princes and rich nobles were to have 
the privilege of adorning their private chapels and apartments 
with beautiful religious pictures; the poorest man was also to 
have his delight in that which the artist had devised and pro- — 
duced. It was not sufficient for him when it stood in the — 
church as an altar-shrine, visible to him and to the congregation — 
from afar; he desired to have it as his own, to carry it about 
with him, to bring it into his own home. The grand impor-— 
tance of wood-engraving and copperplate is not sufficiently — 
estimated in historical investigations. They were not alone — 

of use in the advance of art ; they form an epoch in the entire . 
life of mind and culture. The idea embodied and mulipheg® 
in pictures became like that embodied in the printed word, 
the herald of every intellectual movement, and conquered the 
world.” 

42. «Conquered the world”? The rest of the sentence is” . 
true, but this, hyperbolic, and greatly false. It should have — 
been said that both painting and engraving have conquered — 
much of the good in the world, and, hitherto, little or none of © 
the evil. ‘ . 

Nor do I hold it usually an advantage to art, in teaching, j 
that it should be common, or constantly seen. In becoming ~ 
intelligibly and kindly beautiful, while it remains solitary and — 
unrivalled, it has a greater power. Westminster Abbey is 
more didactic to the English nation, than a million of popu 
illustrated treatises on architecture. . 

Nay, even that it cannot be understood but with some diffi- 
culty, and must be sought before it can be seen, is no harm, — 

The noblest didactic art is, as it were, set on a hill, and its— 

disciples come to it. The vilest destructive and corrosive art — 
stands at the street corners, crying, ‘‘ Turn in hither ; come, 

eat of my bread, and drink of my wine, which 1 have . 
mingled.” 
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And Dr. Woltmann hen:-allawe; bintienthytad easily to fall 
into the common notion of Liberalism, that bad art, dissemi- 
- nated, is instructive, and good art isolated, not so. The 

_ question is, first, I assure you, whether what art you have got 
j is good or bad. If essentially bad, the more you see of it, 
_ the worse for you. Entirely popular art is all that is noble, 
in the cathedral, the council chamber, and the market-place ; 
_ not the paltry coloured print pinned on the wall of a private 

room, 
_ 43. I despise the poor !—do I, think you? Not so. They 

. + only despise the poor who think them better off with police 
, news, and coloured tracts of the story of Joseph and Poti- 
_ ‘phar’s wife, than they were with Luini painting on their 
_ church walls, and Donatello carving the pillars of their 
_ Market-places. 

_ Nevertheless, the effort to be universally, instead of locally, 
didactic, modified advantageously, as you know, and in a 
; thousand ways varied, the earlier art of engraving : and the 

_ development of its popular power, whether for good or evil, 
- eame exactly—so fate appointed—at a time when the minds 
__ of the masses were agitated by the struggle which closed in 

the Reformation in some countries, and in the desperate re- 
fusal of Reformation in others.* The two greatest masters of 
engraving whose lives we are to study, were, both of them, 

_ passionate reformers : Holbein no less than Luther ; Botticelli 
no less than Savonarola. 

44, Reformers, I mean, in the full and, accurately, the only, 
sense. Not preachers of new doctrines; but witnesses 
- against the betrayal of the old ones which were on the lips of 
_ all men, and in the lives of none. Nay, the painters are indeed 
more pure reformers than the priests. They rebuked the 

_ manifest vices of men, while they realized whatever was love- 
_ liest in their faith. Priestly reform soon enraged itself into 

_ mere contest for personal opinions ; while, without rage, but 

in stern rebuke of all that was vile in conduct or thought,— ~ 
“in declaration of the always-received faiths of the Christian 

; 

: 

* See Carlyle, Frederick, Book IIL, chap. viii. 
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Church, and in warning of the power of faith, and death,* 
over the petty designs of men,—Botticelli and Holbein to- 
‘gether fought foremost in the ranks of the reformation. 

45. To-day I will endeavour to explain how they attained 
such rank. Then, in the next two lectures, the technics of 
both,—their way of speaking ; and in the last two, what they 
had got to say. 

First, then, we ask how they attained this rank ;—who 

taught them what they were finally best to teach? How far 
must every people—how far did this Florentine people— 
teach its masters, before they could teach dt? 

Even in these days, when every man is, by hypothesis, as — 
good as another, does not the question sound strange to you ? 

You recognize in the past, as you think, clearly, that national — 

advance takes place always under the guidance of masters, 
or groups of masters, possessed of what appears to be some 
new personal sensibility or gift of invention ; and we are apt 
to be reverent to these alone, as if the nation itself had been 

unprogressive, and suddenly awakened, or converted, by the 
genius of one man. 

No idea can be more superficial. Every nation must teach 
its tutors, and prepare itself to receive them ; but the fact on 
which our impression is founded—the rising, apparently by 
chance, of men whose singular gifts suddenly melt the multi- — 
tude, already at the point of fusion ; or suddenly form, and 
inform, the multitude which has gained coherence enough to 
be capable of formation,—enables us to measure and map — 
the gain of national intellectual territory, by tracing first the 
lifting of the mountain chains of its genius. 

46. I have told you that we have nothing to do at present 
with the great transition from ancient to modern habits of 
thought which took place at the beginning of the sixteenth — 
century. Ionly want to go as far as that point ;—where we 

* I believe Iam taking too much trouble in writing these lectures. 
This sentence, § 44, has cost me, I suppose, first and last, about as 
many hours as there are lines in it;—and my choice of these two words, 
faith and death, as representatives of power, will perhaps, after all, 
only puzzle the reader. 
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: ; tad find ‘the old superstitious art represented finally by 
 Perugino, and the modern scientific and anatomical art repre- 

sented primarily by Michael Angelo. And the epithet be- 
stowed on Perugino by Michael Angelo, ‘goffo nell’ arte,’ 

_ dunce, or blockhead, in art,—being, as far as my knowledge of 
history extends, the most cruel, the most false, and the most , 
foolish insult ever offered by one great man to another,—does 
you at least good service, in showing how trenchant the 
separation is between the two orders of artists,*—how exclu- | 
sively we may follow out the history of all the ‘ goffi nell’ 
arte,’ and write our Florentine Dunciad, and Laus Stultitize, 

in peace; and never trench upon the thoughts or ways of 
‘these proud ones, who showed their fathers’ nakeduess, and 

snatched their masters’ fame. 
47. The Florentine dunces in art are a multitude ; but I 

only want you to know something about twenty of them. 
_ Twenty !—you think that a grievous number? It may, 
perhaps, appease you a little to be told that when you really 

‘have learned a very little, accurately, about these twenty 
dunees, there are only five more men among the artists of 

- Christendom whose works I shall ask you to examine while 
you are under my care. That makes twenty-five altogether, 
—an exorbitant demand on your attention, you still think ? 
And yet, but a little while ago, you were all agog to get me to 
go and look at Mrs. A’s sketches, and tell you what was to be 
thought about them ; and Tve had the greatest difficulty to 
keep Mrs..B’s photographs from being shown side by side with 
the Raphael drawings in the University galleries. And you 
will waste any quantity of time in looking at Mrs. A’s 
sketches or Mrs. B’s photographs; and yet you look grave, 
because, out of nineteen centuries of European art-labour and 

thought, I ask you to learn something seriously about the 
works of five-and-twenty men ! 

48. It is hard upon you, doubtless, considering the quan- 

_™ He is said by Vasari to have called Francia the like. Francia is a 

~ child compared to Perugino ; but a finished working-goldsmith and 
ornamental painter nevertheless ; and one of the very last men to be 
called ‘ goffo,’ except by unparalleled insolence, 
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tity of time you must nowadays spend in trying which can hit 
balls farthest. So I will put the task into the simplest nssoves I 
can. 

Here are the names of the twenty-five men,* and cine 
each, a line indicating the length of his life, and the position 
of it in his century. The diagram still, however, needs a few 
words of explanation. Very chiefly, for those who know any- 
thing of my writings, there is needed explanation of its not 

including the names of Titian, Reynolds, Velasquez, Turner, 
and other such men, always reverently put before you at other 
times. 

They are absent, because I have no fear of your not looking 
at these. All your lives through, if you care about art, you 
will be looking at them. But while you are here at Oxford, 
I want to make you learn what you should know of these 
earlier, many of them weaker, men, who yet, for the very 

reason of their greater simplicity of power, are better guides 
for you, and of whom some will remain guides to all genera- 
tions. And, as regards the subject of our present course, I 
have a still more weighty reason ;—Vandyke, Gainsborough, 
Titian, Reynolds, Velasquez, and the rest, are essentially por- 
trait painters. They give you the likeness of a man: they 
have nothing to say either about his future life, or his gods. 
‘That is the look of him,’ they say: ‘here, on earth, we know 
no more.’ . re 

49. But these, whose names I have engraved, have some- 

thing to say—generally much,—either about the future life of 
man, or about his gods. They are therefore, literally, seers 

or prophets. False prophets, it may be, or foolish ones; of 
that you must judge; but you must read before you can 
judge; and read (or hear) them consistently ; for you don’t 
know them till you have heard them out. But with Sir 
Joshua, or Titian, one portrait is as another: it is here a 
pretty lady, there a great lord; but speechless, all ;-—whereas, 
with these twenty-five men, each picture or statue is not 

* The diagram used at the lecture is engraved on the opposite leaf; 

the reader had better draw it larger for himself, as it had to be made 
inconveniently small for this size of leaf, 

‘ 
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; bl achat person of a plomalt soaidly; but another 
"chapter of-a Sibylline book 

_ 50. For this reason, then, I do not want Sir Joshua or 

| Velasquen in my defined group ; and for my present purpose, 
I can spare from it even four others :—namely, three who have 
too special gifts, and must each be separately studied—Cor- 

_ reggio, Carpaccio, Tintoret ;—and one who has no special gift, 
_ buta balanced group of many—Cima. This leaves twenty- 

a 

one for classification, of whom I will ask you to lay hold thus. 
You must continually have felt the difficulty caused by the 
names of centuries not tallying with their years ;—the year 
1201 being the first of the 13th century, and so on. Iam 
always plagued by it myself, much as I have to think and write 
with reference to chronology ; and I mean for the future, in 
our art chronology, to use as far as possible a different form 

of notation. 
_ 51. In my diagram the vertical lines are the divisions of 
tens of years ; the thick black lines divide the centuries. The 
horizontal lines, then, at a glance, tell you the length and date 
of each artist’s life. In one or two instances I cannot find the 

- date of birth ; in one or two more, of death ; and the line in- 

dicates then only the ascertained* period during which the 
artist worked. 

And, thus represented, you see nearly all their lives run 
through the year of a new century ; so that if the lines repre- 
senting them were needles, and the black bars of the years 
1300, 1400, 1500 were magnets, I could take up nearly all the 

needles by lifting the bars. 
_ §2. I will actually do this, then, in three other simple dia- 
grams. I place a rod for the year 1300 over the lines of life, 
and I take up allit touches. Ihave to drop Niccola Pisano, 

_ but I catch five. Now, with my rod of 1400, I have dropped 
Oreagna indeed, but I again catch five. Now, with my rod of 
1500, I indeed drop Filippo Lippi and Verrocchio, but I catch 

seven. And here I have three pennons, with the staves of the 

-* ¢Ascertained,’ scarcely any date ever is, quite satisfactorily. The 
diagram only represents what is practically and broadly true. I may . 

have to modify it greatly in detail. 
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years 1300, 1400, and 1500 running through théto Saline 
the names of nearly all the men I want you to study in easily 
remembered groups of five, five, and seven. And these three 
groups I shall hereafter call the 1300 group, 1400 group, and 
1500 group. 

53. But why should four unfortunate masters be dropped 
out? 

Well, I want to drop them out, at any rate ; but not in dis- 

respect. In hope, on the contrary, to make you remember . 
them very separately indeed ;—for this following reason. 
We are in the careless habit of speaking of men who form 

a great number of pupils, and have a host of inferior satellites 
round them, as masters of great schools. 

But before you call a man a master, you should ask, Are 
his pupils greater or less than himself? If they are greater 
than himself, he is a master indeed ;—he has been a true 

teacher. But if all his pupils are less than himself, he may 
have been a great man, but in all probability has been a bad 
master, or no master. 

Now these men, whom I have signally left out of my groups, 
are true Jlasters. 

Niccola Pisano taught all Italy ; but chiefly his own son, 
who succeeded, and in some things very much surpassed 
him. 

Oreagna taught all Italy, after him, down to Michael An- 
gelo. And these two—Lippi, the religious schools, Verrocchio, 
the artist schools, of their century. 

Lippi taught Sandro Botticelli; and Verrocchio taught 
Leonardo da Vinci, Lorenzo di Credi, and Perugino. Have I 
not good reason to separate the masters of such pupils from 
the schools they created ? 

54, But how is it that I can drop just the cards I want out 
of my pack ? 

Well certainly I force and fit matters a little: I leave some 
men out of my list whom I should like to have in it ;— 
Benozzo, Gozzoli, for instance, and Mino da Fiesole ; but I 

can do without them, and so can you also, for the present. I 
catch Luca by a hair’s-breadth only, with my 1400 rod; but 
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1300. 

1240—1303 Cimabue 9 ed 

1250—1321 Giovanni Pisano ——1 o_o} oe 

1232—1310 ARNOoLFO eee 

1270—1345 Andrea Pisano +} ee 

7400, 

1374—1488 Quercia ~~ tae 

1381—1455 Ghiberti Gant TRE 4 

1377—1446 BRUNELLESCHI — = oe 

1386—1468 Donstello o aunt 

1400—1481 Luca > ~~ Sanaa 

1500-6 

1431—1506 Mantegna See) 

1457—1515 Botticelli \e—-~-o-—-9—-2— 

1426—1516 Bellini 4 > ote Os 

1446—1524 PERUGINO ned 

1470—1535  Luini ——s ooo 

1471—1527_ Durer Ameo _—— 

1498—1543 Holbein eo 

a beat 
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on the whole, with very little coaxing, I aa the groupe in this 
memorable and quite literally ‘handy’ form. For see, I write 
my list of five, five, and seven, on bits of pasteboard ; Ihinge | 
my rods to these ; and you can brandish the school of 1400 in 
your left hand, gna of 1500 in your right, like—railway sig- 
nals ;—and I wish all railway signals were as clear. Once 
learn, thoroughly, the groups in this artificially contracted 
form, and you can refine and complete afterwards ‘oh your 
leisure. 

55. And thus actually flourishing my two pennons, and get- 
ting my grip of the men, in either hand, I find a notable thing 
concerning my two flags. The men whose names I hold in 
my left hand are all sculptors ; the men whose names I hold © 
in my right are all painters. 

You will infallibly suspect me of having chosen them thus 
on purpose. No, honour bright !—I chose simply the greatest 
men,—those I wanted to talk to you about. I arranged them 
by their dates ; I put them into three conclusive peaes 3 ca: 
and behold what follows ! 

56. Farther, note this: in the 1300 group, four out of the 
five men are architects as well as sculptors and painters. In 

the 1400 group, there is one architect; in the 1500, none. 
And the meaning of that is, that in 1300 the arts were all : 
united, and duly led by architecture ; in 1400, sculpture began 
to assume too separate a power to herself ; in 1500, painting — 
arrogated all, and, at last, betrayed all. From which, with 

much other collateral evidence, you may justly conclude that — 
the three arts ought to be practised together, and that they 
naturally are so. I long since asserted that no man could be 
an architect who was not aseulptor. As I learned more and 
more of my business, I perceived also that no man could be a 
sculptor who was not an architect ;—that is to say, who had ~ 
not knowledge enough, and pleasure enough in structural law, x 

to be able to build, on occasion, better than a mere builder. 

And so, finally, I now positively aver to you that nobody, in 
the graphie arts, ean be quite rightly a master of anything, 
who is not master of everything ! 

57. The junction of the three arts in men’s minds, at the 

ea ee 
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| t time: a signified in these) words of Chaucer. 
- ‘Love's Garden, neg 

5 OF ito weeping on Everidele 
En Slt sa detetitink id closed was, and walled well 

P. ae ys With high walls, embatailled, 
gluten what Portrayed without, and well dathyted 

p - eabdrisheishy «is ‘With many rich portraitures. 
a: Sitio fas 

3 "Phe French aicacal is better still, and gives four pel sy in 

unison i. 
‘Quant suis avant un pou alé 

Fe thokyed s03 Et vy un vergier grant et le, 
_ dighieeshsen” ‘Bien eloz de bon mur batillié 
J toe) Pourtrait dehors, et entaillié 

-» © Ou (for au) maintes riches escriptures. 

einmobadr iswer. ov 

Read also carefully the ddsiwintion of the temples of Mars 
and Venus in the Knight’s Tale. Contemporary French uses 
*entaille’ even of solid sculpture and of the living form ; and 
Pygmalion, as a perfect master, professes wood carving, ivory 
carving, wax-work, and iron-work, no less than stone sculpt- 
Bre see i! 

oT ee ya " : a = 

Pimalion, uns entaillieres 

=) > Pourtraians en fuz * et en pierres 

os =>». En mettaux, en os, et oii cire, 

Ls» +» Bten toute autre matire. 
- 

30 
bet - made a little sketch, when last’in Florence, of a sub- 
ject whic tal fix the idea of this unity of the arts in your 
min inds, At the base of the tower of Giotto are two rows of 

exagonal panels, filled with bas-reliefs. Some of these are 
b unknown hands,—some by Andrea. Pisano, some by Luca 

. Robbia, two by Giotto himself ; of these I sketched the 
nel representing the art of petite 

i ou haye in that bas-relief one of the foundation-stones of 

‘the most perfectly-built tower in Europe ; you have that stone 

carved by its architect’s own hand ; you find, further, that this 
ete OT 

sone For fust, log of wood, erroneously ‘fer’ in the later printed editions. 
_ Compare the account of the works of Art and sith towards the _ 
of the Romance of the Rose. 
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architect and sculptor was the greatest painter of his time, 
and the friend of the greatest poet ; and you have represented ~ 
by him a painter in his shop,—bottega,—as symbolic of the 
entire art of painting. 

59. In which representation, please note how carefully 
Giotto shows you the tabernacles, or niches, in which the 

paintings are to be placed. Not independent of their Semen, 
these panels of his, you see! 

Have you ever considered, in the early history of painting, 
how important also is the history of the frame maker? It is 
a matter, I assure you, needing your very best consideration. 
For the frame was made before the picture. The painted 
window is much, but the aperture it fills was thought of be- 
fore it. The fresco by Giotto is much, but the vault it adorns 
was planned first. Who thought of these ;—who built? — 

Questions taking us far back before the birth of the shep- 
herd boy of Fesolé,—questions not to be answered by history 
of painting only, still less of painting in Jialy only. 

60. And in pointing out to you this fact, I may once for alll 
prove to you the essential unity of the arts, and show you 
how impossible it is to understand one without reference to 
another. Which I wish you to observe all the more closely, 
that you may use, without danger of being misled, the data, 

of unequalled value, which have been collected by Crowe and 
Cavalcasella, in the book which they have called a History of 
Painting in Italy, but which is in fact only a dictionary of de- 
tails relating to that history. Such a title is an absurdity on 
the face of it. For, first, you can no more write the history 
of painting in Italy than you can write the history of the 
south wind in Italy. The sirocco does indeed produce cer- 
tain effects at Genoa, and others at Rome ; but what would be 

che value of a treatise upon the winds, which, for the honour 

of any country, assumed that every city of it had a native 
sirocco ? 

But, further,—imagine what, success would attend the me- 
teorologist who should set himself to give an account of the 
south wind, but take no notice of the north! 

And, finally, suppose an attempt to give you an account of 
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“either wind, but none of the seas, or mountain passes, by 
which they were nourished, or directed. 
_ 61. For instanee, I am in this course of lectures to give you 

an account of a single and minor branch of graphic art,—en- 
graying. But observe how many references to local cireum- 
stances it involves. There are three materials for it, we said ; 

—stone, wood, and metal. Stone engraving is the art of 
countries possessing marble and gems; wood engraving, of 
countries overgrown with forest ; metal engraving, of countries 
possessing treasures of silver and gold. And the style of a 
stone engraver is formed on pillars and pyramids ; the style 
of a wood engraver under the eaves of larch cottages; the 
style of a metal engraver in the treasuries of kings. Do you 
suppose I could rightly explain to you the value of a single 
touch on brass by Finiguerra, or on box by Bewick, unless I 
had grasp of the great laws of climate and country; and 
could trace the inherited sirocco or tramontana of thought to 
which the souls and bodies of the men owed their existence? 

_ 62. You see that in this flag of 1300 there is a dark strong 
line in the centre, against which you read the name of 
Arnolfo, 
In writing our Florentine Dunciad, or History of Fools, can 

we possibly begin with a better day than All Fools’ Day? On 
All Fools’ Day—the first, if you like better so to call it, of the 
month of opening,—in the year 1300, is signed the document 
making Arnolfo a citizen of Florence, and in 1310 he dies, 

chief master of the works of the Cathedral there. To this 
man, Crowe and Cavaleasella give half a page, out of three 
volumes of five hundred pages each. 

But lower down in my flag, (not put there because of any 
inferiority, but by order of chronology,) you will see a name 
sufficiently familiar to you—that of Giotto ; and to him, our 
historians of painting in Italy give some hundred pages, 
under the impression, stated by them at page 243 of their 
volume, that ‘‘in his hands, art in the Peninsula became en- 

titled for the first time to the name of Italian.” 
63. Art became Italian! Yes, but what art? Your authors 

give a perspective—or what they call such,—of the upper 
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church of Assisi, as if that were merely an accidental oceur- 
rence of blind walls for Giotto to painton! = = 

But how came the upper church of Assisi there? Sow 
came it to be vaulted—to be aisled ? How came 6 Giotto to be 
asked to paint upon it? 

The art that built it, good or bad, must have been an Italian 
one, before Giotto. He could not have painted on nase air. 
Let us see how his panels were made for him. 

64. This Captain—the centre of our first group—Arnolfo, 
has always hitherto been called ‘Arnolfo di Lapo ;’—Arnolfo 
the son of Lapo. 

Modern investigators come down on us delightedly, to an 
us—Arnolfo was not the son of Lapo. 

In these days you will have half a dozen aoetoriy withing 
each a long book, and the sense of all will be,—Arnolfo wasn’t 
the son of Lapo. Much good may you get of that! 

Well, you will find the fact to be, there was a great North- 

man builder, a true:son of Thor, who came down into Italy 
in 1200, served the order of St. Francis there, built Assisi, 

taught Arnolfo how to build, with Thor’s hammer, and disap- 
peared, leaving his name uncertain—Jacopo—Lapo—nobody 
knows what. Arnolfo always recognizes this man as his true 
father, who put the soul-life into him ; he is known to his 
Florentines always as Lapo’s Arnolfo, 

That, or some likeness of that, is the vital fact. You never 

can get at the literal limitation of living facts. They disguise 
themselves by the very strength of their life: get told again 
and again in different ways by all manner of people ;—the 
literalness of them is turned topsy-turvy, inside-out, over 
and over again ;—then the fools come and read them wrong 
side upwards, or else, say there never was a fact at all. _Noth- 
ing delights a true blockhead so much as to prove a negative ;—- 
to show that everybody has been wrong. Fancy the delicious 
sensation, to an empty-headed creature, of fancying for a 
moment that he has emptied everybody else’s head as well as 
his own! nay, that, for once, his own hollow bottle of a head 
has had the best of other bottles, and has been /jirst money ¢ fe. 

first to know—nothing. 

ee 
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- 65. Hold, then, steadily the first tradition about this Ar- 
nolfo. That his rea] father was called “Cambio ” matters to 

_ you not a straw. That he never called himself Cambio’s 
- Arnolfo—that nobody else ever called him so, down to 

Vasari’s time, is an infinitely significant fact to you. In my 
d letter in Fors Clavigers you will find some ae- 

count of the noble habit of the Italian artists to call them- 
selves by their masters’ names, considering their master as 
their true father. If not the name of the master, they take 
that of their native place, as having owed the character of 
their life to that. They rarely take their own family name : 
sometimes it is not even known,—when best known, it is un- 
familiar to us. The great Pisan artists, for instance, never 

bear any other name than ‘the Pisan ;’ among the other five- 
and-twenty names in my list, not above six, I think, the two 
German, with four Italian, are family names. Perugino, 
(Peter of Perugia), Luini, (Bernard of Luino), Quercia, 
(James of Quercia), Correggio, (Anthony of Correggio), are 
named from their native places. Nobody would have under: 
stood me if I had called Giotto, ‘Ambrose Bondone ;’ or 

Tintoret, Robusti; or even Raphael, Sanzio. Botticelli is 
named from his master ; Ghiberti from his father-in-law ; and 
Ghirlandajo from his work. Orcagna, who did, for a wonder, 
name himself from his father, Andrea Cione, of Florence, has 

been always called ‘ Angel’ by everybody else ; while Arnolfo, 
who never named himself from his father, is now like to be — 
fathered against his will. 

But, I again beg of you, keep to the old story. For it 
represents, however inaccurately in detail, clearly in sum, 
the fact, that some great master of German Gothic at this 
time came down into Italy, and changed the entire form of 

Italian architecture by his touch. So ‘that while Niccola and 
Giovanni Pisano are still virtually Greek artists, experimen- 
tally introducing Gothic forms, Arnolfo and Giotto adopt the 
entire Gothic ideal of form, and thenceforward use the pointed 
arch and steep gable as the limits of sculpture. 
_ 66. Hitherto I have been speaking of the relations of my 
twenty-five men to each other. But now, please note their 
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relations altogether to the art before them. These twenty- 
five include, I say, all the great masters of Christian art. 

Before them, the art was too savage to be Christian ; after- 
wards, too carnal to be Christian. 

Too savage to be Christian? I will justify that assertion 
hereafter ; but you will find that the European art of 1200 
includes all the most developed and characteristic conditions 
of the style in the north which you have probably been ac- 
customed to think of as Norman, and which you may always 
most conveniently call so; and the most developed condi~ 
tions of the style in the south, which, formed .out of effete 

Greek, Persian, and Roman tradition, you may, in like man- 

ner, most conveniently express by the familiar word Byzayrrxe. 
Whatever you call them, they are in origin adverse in temper, 
and remain so up to the year 1200. Then an influence ap- 
pears, seemingly that of one man, Nicholas the Pisan, (our 
first Masrer, observe,) and a new spirit adopts what is best 
in each, and gives to what it adopts a new energy of its own, 
namely, this conscientious and didactic power which is the 
speciality of its progressive existence. And just as the new- 
born and natural art of Athens collects and reanimates Pelas- 
gian and Egyptian tradition, purifying their worship, and 
perfecting their work, into the living heathen faith of the 
world, so this new-born and natural art of Florence collects 

and animates the Norman and Byzantine tradition, and forms 
out of the perfected worship and work of both, the honest 
Christian faith, and vital craftsmanship, of the world. 

67. Get this first summary, therefore, well into your minds. 

The word ‘Norman’ I use roughly for North-savage ;— 
roughly, but advisedly. I mean Lombard, Scandinavian, 
Frankish ; everything north-savage that you can think of, 
except Saxon. (I have a reason for that exception; never 
mind it just now.) * 

* Of course it would have been impossible to express in any accurate 
terms, short enough for the compass of a lecture, the conditions of op- 
position between the Heptarchy and the Northmen ;—between the By- 
zantine and Roman ;—and between the Byzantine and Arab, which form 
minor, but not less trenchant, divisions of Art-province, for subsequent 
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dat aneth savage I call Norman, all south-savage I call By- 
ZANTINE ; this latter including dead native Greek primarily— 
then dead foreign Greek, in Rome ;—then Arabian—Persian 

—Phenician—Indian—all you can think of, in art of hot 
countries, up to this year 1200, I rank under the one term 
Byzantine. Now all this cold art—Norman, and all this hot 
art—Byzantine, is virtually dead, till 1200. It has no con- 
science, no didactic power ;* it is devoid of both, in the sense 

that dreams are. 
_ Then in the 13th century, men wake as if they heard an 
alarum through the whole vault of heaven, and true human 
life begins again, and the cradle of this life is the Val d’Arno. 
There the northern and southern nations meet ; there they lay 
down their enmities ; there they are first baptized unto John’s 
baptism for the remission of sins; there is born, and thence 

exiled,—thought faithless for breaking the font of baptism to 
save a child from drowning, in his ‘bel San Giovanni,’ —the 
greatest of Christian poets ; he who had pity even for the lost. 

68. Now, therefore, my whole history of Christian architect- 
ure and painting begins with this Baptistery of Florence, and 
with its associated Cathedral. Arnolfo brought the one into 
the form in which you now see it; he laid the foundation of 
the other, and that to purpose, and he is therefore the Caprain 
of our first school. 
_ For this Florentine Baptistery + is the great one of the 
world. Here is the centre of Christian knowledge and power. 

delineation. If you can refer to my ‘‘ Stones of Venice,” see § 20 of its 
first chapter. 
- * Again much too broad a statement: not to be qualified but by a 

- length of explanation here impossible. My lectures on Architecture, 
now in preparation, will contain further detail. 
+ At the side of my page, here, I find the following memorandum, 

which was expanded in the viva-voce lecture. The reader must make 
what he can of it, for I can’t expand it here. 

Sense of Italian Church plan. 
_Baptistery, to make Christians in ; house, or dome, for them to pray 

and be preached to in ; bell-tower, to ring all over the town, when they 
were either to pray together, rejoice together, or to be warned of danger. 

Harvey’s picture of the Covenauters, with a shepherd on the outlook, 
as a campanile, 
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- And it is one piece of large engraving. White substance, 

cut into, and filled with black, and dark-green. = 
No more perfect work was afterwards done; and I wish 

you to grasp the idea of this building clearly and irrevocably, 
—first, in order (as I told you in a previous lecture) to quit 
yourselves thoroughly of the idea that ornament should be 
decorated construction ; and, secondly, as the noblest type of 

the intaglio ornamentation, which developed itself into all 
minor application of black and white to engraving. = 

69. That it should do so first at Florence, was the natural 

sequence, and the just reward, of the ancient skill of Etruria 

in chased metal-work. The effects produced in gold, either 
by embossing or engraving, were the direct means of giving 
interest to his surfaces at the command of the ‘ auri faber,’ or 
orfevre : and every conceivable artifice of studding, chiselling, 
and interlacing was exhausted by the artists in gold, who were 
at the head of the metal-workers, and from whom ate — 

_ of the sculptors were reinforced. 
The old French word ‘orfroiz,’ (aurifrigia,) cutee 4 essen- 

tially what we eall ‘frosted’ work in gold ; that which resem- 
bles small dew or crystals of hoar-frost ; the ‘ frigia’ coming 
from the Latin frigus. To chase, or enchase, is not properly 
said of the gold ; but of the jewel which it secures with hoops 
or ridges, (French, enchasser*), Then the armourer, or eup 

and casket maker, added to this kind of decoration that of 

flat inlaid enamel; and the silver-worker, finding that the 
raised filigree (still a staple at Genoa) only attraeted tarnish, 
or got crushed, early sought to decorate a surface which 
would bear external friction, with labyrinths we safe inci- 
sion. 

70. Of the security of incision as a means of permanent 
decoration, as opposed to ordinary carving, here is a beautiful 

instance in the base of one of the external shafts of the Cathe- 
dral of Lucca; 13th-century work, which by this time, had it 

been carved in relief, would have been a shapeless remnant of 
indecipherable bosses. But it is still as safe as if it had been 
cut yesterday, because the smooth round mass of the pillar is 

* And ‘chassis,’ a window frame, or tracery, 

a 
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aly ' 3 into that, furrows are cut with a chisel 
1 der comma and as powerful as‘a burin. The 
of 1 design is trusted entirely to the depth of these 
ms—here dying out and expiring in the light of the 
, there deepened, by drill holes, into as definitely a 

; line as if it were drawn with ink; and describing the 
3 outline of the leafage with a delicacy of comet and of percep- 

tion which no man will ever surpass, and which very few have 
rivalled, in the proudest days of design. 

nad ‘This security, in silver plates, was completed by filling the 
v8 with the black paste which at once exhibited and pre- 
‘them. ‘The transition from that niello-work to modern 

ene one of no real moment: my object is to make 
understand the qualities which constitute the merit of the 

engraving, whether charged with niello or ink. And this I 
hope ultimately to accomplish by studying with you some of 
the works of the four men, Botticelli and Mantegna in the 

Durer and Holbein in the north, whose names I have 
ut in our last flag, above and beneath those of the three 

‘painters, Perugino the captain, Bellini on one side— 
Luini on the other. 

- The four following lectures * will contain data necessary for 
such study : you must wait longer before I can place before 

_ you those by which I can justify what must greatly surprise 
some of my audience—my having given Perugino the captain’s 

a place among the three painters. 
. 72. But I do so, at least primarily, because what is com- 
; monly thought affected in his design is indeed the true re- 

- mains of the great architectural symmetry which was soon to 
be lost, and which makes him the true follower of Arnolfo and 

_ Brunelleschi; and because lie is a sound craftsman and work- 
- man to the very heart’s core. A noble, gracious, and quiet 

’ labourer from youth to death,—never weary, never impatient, 

_* This present lecture does not, as at present published, justify its 
§ title ; ‘because I have not thought it necessary to write the yiva-voce 
portions of it which amplified the 69th paragraph. I will give the sub- 
stance of them in better form elsewhere ; ; meantime the part of the 

_ ecture here given may be in its own way useful. 
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never untender, never untrue. Not Tintoret in power, not 
Raphael in flexibility, not Holbein in veracity, not Luini in 

love,—their gathered gifts he has, in balanced and fruitful 
measure, fit to be the guide, and impulse, and father of all. 

LECTURE TL 

THE TECHNICS OF WOOD ENGRAVING. 

73. I am to-day to begin to tell you what it is necessary 
you should observe respecting methods of manual execution 
in the two great arts of engraving. Only to begin to tell you, 
There need be no end of telling you such things, if you care 
to hear them. The theory of art is soon mastered ; but ‘dal 
detto al fatto, ve gran tratto;’ and as I have several times 
told you in former lectures, every day shows me more and 
more the importance of the Hand, 

74. Of the hand as a Servant, observe,—not of the hand as 

a Master. For there are two great kinds of manual work : 
one in which the hand is continually receiving and obeying 
orders ; the other in which it is acting dependently, or even 
giving orders of its own. And the dependent and submis- 
sive hand is a noble hand; but the independent or imperative 
hand is a vile one. 

That is to say, as long as the pen, or chisel, or other 
graphic instrument, is moved under the direct influence of 
mental attention, and obeys orders of the brain, it is work- 
ing nobly ; the moment it moves independently of them, and 
performs some habitual dexterity of its own, it is base. 

75. Deaxterity—I say ;—some ‘right-handedness’ of its own. 
We might wisely keep that word for what the hand does at 
the mind’s bidding ; and use an opposite word—sinisterity, 
—for what it does at its own. For indeed we want such a 
word in speaking of modern art ;—it is all full of sinisterity. 
Hands independent of brains ;—the left hand, by division of 
labour, not knowing what the right does,—still less what it 
ought to do, 
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16. Turning, then, to our special subject. All engraving, I 
said, is intaglio in the solid. But the solid, in wood engrav- 
ing, is a coarse substance, eusily cut ; and in metal, a fine 

substance, not easily. Therefore, in general, you may be pre- 
pared to accept ruder and more elementary work in one than 
the other; and it will be the means of appeal to blunter 
minds. 

You probably already know the difference between the 
actual methods of producing a printed impression from wood 
and metal ; but I may perhaps make the matter a little more 
clear. In metal engraving, you cut ditches, fill them with 
ink, and press your paper into them. In wood engraving, 
you leave ridges, rub the tops of them with ink, and stamp 
them on your paper. 

The instrument with which the substance, whether of the 
wood or steel, is cut away, is the same. It is a solid plough- 
share, which, instead of throwing the earth aside, throws it 
up and out, producing at first a simple ravine, or furrow, in 
the wood or metal, which you can widen by another cut, or 

extend by successive cuts. This (Fig. 1) is the general shape 
of the solid ploughshare : 

Ww 
Fie. 1. 

but it is of course made sharper or blunter at pleasure. The 
furrow produced is at first the wedge-shaped or cuneiform 
ravine, already so much dwelt upon in my lectures on Greek 
sculpture. 

77. Since, then, in wood printing, you print from the sur- 
face left solid ; and, in metal printing, from the hollows cut ~ 

into it, it follows: that if you put few touches on wood, you 
draw, as on a slate, with white lines, leaving a quantity of 
black ; but if you put few touches on metal, you draw with 
black lines, leaving a quantity of white. 
Now the eye is not in the least offended by quantity of 

white, but is, or ought to be, greatly saddened and offended 
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by quantity of black. Hence it follows that you must never 
put little work on wood. You must not sketch opor: ‘it. 
You may sketch on metal as much as you please, | 

78. “ Paradox,” you will say, as usual. ‘ Are not all our 
journals,—and tbe best of them, Punch, par excellence,—full 

of the most brilliantly swift and slight sketches, engraved on 
wood ; while line-engravings take ten years to produce, and 
cost ten guineas each when they are done?” 

Yes, that is so; but observe, in the first place; obats ap- 
pears to youa sketch on wood is not so at all, but a most la- 
borious and careful imitation of a sketch on paper ; whereas 

when you see what appears to be a sketch on metal, it is one, 
And in the second place, so far as the popular fashion is con- 
trary to this natural method,—so far as we do in reality try 
to produce effects of sketching in wood, and of finish’ in 
metal,—our work is wrong. 

Those apparently careless and free sketches on the Stil 
ought to have been stern and deliberate ; those exquisitely 
toned.and finished engravings on metal ought to have looked, 
instead, like free ink sketches on white paper. That is the 
theorem which I propose to you for consideration, and which, 
in the two branches of its assertion, I hope to prove to you ; 
the first part of it, (that wood-cutting should be careful,) in 
this present lecture ; the second, (that metal-cutting should 
be, at least in a far greater degree than it is now, slight, and 
free,) in the following one. 

79. Next, observe the distinction in respect of thickness, no 
less than number, of lines which may properly be used in the 
two methods. 

In metal engraving, it is easier to lay a fine line than a thick 
one ; and however fine the line may be, it lasts ;—but in wood 

engraving it requires extreme precision and skill to leave a 
thin dark line, and when left, it will be quickly beaten down 
by a careless printer. Therefore, the virtue of wood engray- 
ing is to exhibit the qualities and power of thick lines ; and of 
metal engraving, to exhibit the qualities and power of third 
ones, 

All thin dark lines, therefore, in wood, broadly anbadtiihe 
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are to be used only in case of necessity ; and thick lines, on 
metal, only in case of necessity. 
a __ 80. Though, however, thin dark lines cannot easily be pro- 
; duced i in wood, thin light ones may be struck in an instant. 

Nevertheless, even thin light ones must not be used, except 
with extreme caution. For observe, they are equally useless 

as outline, and for expression of mass. You know how far 
from exemplary or delightful your boy’s first quite voluntary 

exercises in white line drawing on your slate were? You 
could, indeed, draw a goblin satisfactorily in such method ;— 
around O, with arms and legs to it, and a scratch under two 
dots in the middle, would answer the purpose; but if you 

_ wanted to draw a pretty face, you took pencil or pen, and 
_paper—not your slate. Now, that instinctive feeling that a 
white outline is wrong, is deeply founded, For Nature her- 
self draws with diffused light, and concentrated dark ;—never, 

except in storm or twilight, with diffused dark, and con- 
centrated light ; and the thing we all like best to see drawn— 
the human face—cannot be drawn with white touches, but by 
extreme labour. For the pupil and iris of the eye, the eye- 
brow, the nostril, and the lip are all set in dark on pale 
ground, You can’t draw a white eyebrow, a white pupil of 
the eye, a white nostril, and a white mouth, on a dark ground. 
Try it, and see what a spectre you get. But the same number 
of dark touches, skilfully applied, will give the idea of a beau- 
tiful face. And what is true of the subtlest subject you have 
to represent, is equally true of inferior ones. Nothing lovely 

_ ean be quickly represented by white touches. You must hew 
out, if your means are so restricted, the form by sheer labour ; 

and that both cunning and dextrous. The Florentine mas- 

__ters, and Durer, often practise the achievement, and there are 
_ many drawings by the Lippis, Mantegna, and other leading 

Italian draughtsmen, completed to great perfection with the 
white line; but only for the sake of severest study, nor is 
their work imitable by inferior men. And such studies, how- 

ever accomplished, always mark a disposition to regard 
] too much, and local colour too little. 

We conclude, then, that we must never trust, in wood, to 
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our power of outline with white ; and our general laws, thus 
far determined, will be—thick lines in wood; thin ones in 
metal; complete drawing on wood ; sketches, if we choose, 
on etal: 

81. But why, in wood, lines at all? Why not cut wis 
white spaces, and use the chisel as if its incisions were so 
much white paint? Many fine pieces of wood-eutting are 
indeed executed on this principle. Bewick does nearly all his 
foliage so ; and continually paints the light plumes of his birds 
with single touches of his chisel, as if he were laying on white. 

But this is not the finest method of wood-cutting. It im- 
plies the idea of a system of light and shade in which the 
shadow is totally black. Now, no light and shade can be 
good, much less pleasant, in which all the shade is stark 
black. Therefore the finest wood-cutting ignores light and 
shade, and expresses only form, and dark local colour. And 
it is convenient, for simplicity’s sake, to anticipate what I 
should otherwise defer telling you until next lecture, that fine 
metal engraving, like fine wood-cutting, ignores light and 
shade ; and that, in a word, all good engraving whatsoever 
does so. 

82. I hope that my saying so will make you eager to inter- 
rupt me. ‘What! Rembrandt's etchings, and Lupton’s mez- 
zotints, and Le Keux’s line-work,—do you mean to tell us 
that these ignore light and shade ?’ 

I never sid that mezzotint ignored light and shade, or 
ovght to do so. Mezzotint is properly to be considered as 
chiaroscuro drawing on metal. But I do mean to tell you 
that both Rembrandt’s etchings, and Le Keux’s finished line- 
work, are misapplied labour, in so far as they regard chiaro- 
scuro ; and that consummate engraving never uses it as a 
primal element of pleasure. 

83. We have now got our principles so far defined that T 
ean proceed to illustration of them by example. 

Here are facsimiles, very marvellous ones,* of two of the 

* By Mr. Burgess. The toil and skill necessary to produce a fac- 
simile of this degree of precision will only be recognized by the reader 
who has had considerable experience of actual work. 
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best wood engravings ever produced by art,—two subjects in 
Holbein’s Dance of Death. You will probably like best that 
I should at once proceed to verify my last and most startling 

statement, that fine engraving disdained chiaroscuro. 
_ This vignette (Fig. 2) represents a sunset in the open 
mountainous fields of southern Germany. And Holbein is 
so entirely careless about the light and shade, which a Dutch- 
man would first have thought of, as resulting from the sunset, 
that, as he works, he forgets altogether where his light comes 
from. Here, actually, the shadow of the figure is cast from 

_ the side, right across the picture, while the sun is in front. 

And there is not the slightest attempt to indicate gradation 
of light in the sky, darkness in the forest, or any other positive 
element of chiaroscuro. 

This is not because Holbein cannot give chiaroscuro if he 
chooses. He is twenty times a stronger master of it than 
Rembrandt; but he, therefore, knows exactly when and how 

to use it; and that wood engraving is not the proper means 
for it. The quantity of it which is needful for his story, and 
will not, by any sensational violence, either divert, or vulgarly 
enforce, the attention, he will give ; and that with an unriv- 

alled subtlety. Therefore I must ask you for a moment or two 
to quit the subject of technics, and look what these two 
woodcuts mean. | 
_ 84. The one I have first shown you is of a ploughman 
ploughing at evening. It is Holbein’s object, here, to express 
the diffused and intense light of a golden summer sunset, so 
far as is consistent with grander purposes. A modern French 
or English chiaroscurist would have covered his sky with 
fleecy clouds, and relieved the ploughman’s hat and his horses 
against it in strong black, and put sparkling touches on the 
furrows and grass. Holbein scornfully casts all such tricks 
aside ; and draws the whole scene in pure white, with simple 
outlines. 
_ 85. And yet, when I put it beside this second vignette, 
(Fig. 3), which is of a preacher preaching in a feebly-lighted 
ehurch, you will feel that the diffused warmth of the one sub- 
ject, and diffused twilight in the other, are complete; and 
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they will finally be to -you more impressive than if they had 
been wrought out with every superficial means of a on 
each block. cnta diode | 

For it is as a symbol, not as a scenic effect, that ‘in each 
case the chiaroscuro is given. Holbein, I said, is at the head 
of the painter-reformers, and his Dance of Death is the most 
energetic and telling of all the forms given, in this epoch, to 
the Rationalist spirit of reform, preaching the new Gospel of 
Death,—“ It’ is no matter whether you are priest or layman, 
what you believe, or what you do: here is the end.” You 
shall see, in the course of our inquiry, that Botticelli, in like 
manner, represents the Faithful and Catholic sees, 20 Te- 
form. Purdike Hi 

86. The teaching of Holbein is therefore ania rhelanehioly, 
—for the most part purely rational ; and entirely furious in 
its indignation against all who, either by actual injustice in 
this life, or by what he holds to be false promise of another, 
destroy the good, or the energy, of the few days which man 
has to live. Against the rich, the luxurious, the Pharisee, the 
false lawyer, the priest, and the unjust judge, Holbein uses 
his fiercest’ mockery; but he is never himself unjust ; never 
caricatures or equivocates ; gives the facts as he knows them, 
with explanatory symbols, few and clear, 9 6 

87. Among the powers which he hates, the pathetic and 
ingenious preaching of untruth is one of the chief; and it is 
curious to find his biographer, knowing this, and reasoning, 
as German crities nearly always do, from ) acquired knowledge, 
not perception, imagine instantly that he sees hypoerisy in 
the face of Holbein’s preacher. ‘How skilfully,” says Dr. 
Woltmann, “is the preacher propounding his doctrines ; how 
thoroughly is his hypocrisy expressed in the features of his 
countenance, and in the gestures of his hands.” But look at 
the cut yourself, candidly. I challenge you to find the slight 
est trace of hypocrisy in either feature or gesture. ‘Holbein 
knew better. It is not the hypocrite who has power in the 
pulpit. It is the sincere preacher of untruth who does mis- 
chief there, The hypocrite’s place of power is in trade, or in 
general society ; none but the sincere ever get fatal influence 
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a in the pulpit, This man is a refined gentleman—ascetic, 
earnest, thoughtful, and kind, He scarcely uses the vantage 

even of his pulpit,—comes aside out of it, as an eager man 
would, pleading ; he is intent on being understood—is under- 
stood ; his congregation are delighted—you might hear a pin 
drop among them : one is asleep indeed, who cannot see him, 
(being under the pulpit,) and asleep just because the teacher 
‘is as gentle as he is earnest, and speaks quietly. 
_ 88. How are we to know, then, that he speaks in vain? 
First, because among all his hearers you will not find one 
shrewd face. They are all either simple or stupid people: 
there is one nice woman in front of all, (else Holbein’s repre- 
sentation had been caricature,) but she is not a shrewd one, 
_ Secondly, by the light and shade. The church is not in ex- 
treme darkness—far from that; a grey twilight is over every- 
thing. but the sun is totally Per out of it ;—not a ray comes 

in even at the window—that is darker than the walls, or vault. 
_ Lastly, and chiefly, by the mocking expression of Death. 
Mocking, but notangry. The man has been preaching what 
he thought true. Death laughs at him, but is not indignant 

with him, 
_ Death comes quietly : Iam going to be preacher now ; here 

isyour own hour-glass, ready for me. You have spoken many 
. words i in your day, But “of the things which you have spoken, 
this is the sum,”—your death-warrant, signed and sealed. 

There’s your text for to-day. 
89. Of this other picture, the meaning is more plain, and 

far more beautiful The husbandman is old and gaunt, and 
has past his days, not in speaking, but pressing the iron into 

the ground. And the payment for his life’s work is, that he 
is clothed in rags, and his feet are bare on the clods ; and he 

= Sais hat—but the brim of a hat only, and his long, unkempt 

grey hair comes through. But all the air is full of warmth 
and of peace ; and, beyond his village church, there is, at last, 
light indeed. His horses lag in the furrow, and his own 

bs totter and fail: but one comes to help him, ‘It isa 
long field,’ says Death ; ‘ but we'll get to the end of it to-day, 
—you and I.’ 
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90. And now that we know the meaning, we are able to 
discuss the teclinical qualities farther. 

Both of these engravings, you will find, are executed with 
blunt lines ; but more than that, they are executed with quiet 
lines, entirely steady. 

Now, here I have in my hand a lively woodcut of the pres- 
ent day—a good average type of the modern style of wood- 
cutting, which you will all recognize.* 

The shade in this is drawn on the wood (not cut, but drawn, 
observe,) at the rate of at least ten lines in a second: Hol- 
bein’s at the rate of about one line in three seconds. + 

91. Now there are two different matters to be considered 
with respect to these two opposed methods of execution. 
The first, that the rapid work, though easy to the artist, is 
very difficult to the woodcutter ; so that it implies instantly 
a separation between the two crafts, and that your wood en- 
graver has ceased to be a draughtsman. I shall return to 
this point. I wish to insist on the other first; namely, the 
effect of the more deliberative method on the drawing itself. 

92. When the hand moves at the rate of ten lines in a 
second, it is indeed under the government of the muscles of 
the wrist and shoulder ; but it cannot possibly be under the 
complete government of the brains. I am able to do this 
zigzag line evenly, because I have got the use of the hand 
from practice ; and the faster it is done, the evener it will be. 
But I have no mental authority over every line I thus lay: 
chance regulates them. Whereas, when I draw at the rate of 
two or three seconds to each line, my hand disobeys the mus- 
cles a little—the mechanical accuracy is not so great; nay, 
there ceases to be any appearance of dexterity at all. But 
there is, in reality, more manual skill required in the slow 
work than in the swift,—and all the while the hand is 

thoroughly under the orders of the brains. Holbein deliber- 
ately resolves, for every line, as it goes along, that it shall be 

* The ordinary title-page of Punch. 
+ In the lecture-room, the relative rates of execution were shown; I 

arrived at this estimate by timing the completion of two small pieces ‘of 
shade in the two methods. . 
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_ 80 thick, so far from the next,—that it shall begin here, and 
_ stop there. And he is deliberately assigning the utmost 

_ quantity of meaning to it, that a line will carry. 
_ 93. It is not fair, however, to compare common work of 
one age with the best of another. Here is a woodcut of Ten- 
niel’s, which I think contains as high qualities as it is possible 
to find in modern art.* I hold it as beyond others fine, be- 
cause there is not the slightest caricature in it. No face, no 

attitude, is pushed beyond the degree of natural humour they 
would have possessed in life; and in precision of momentary 
expression, the drawing is equal to the art of any time, and 

_ shows power which would, if regulated, be quite adequate to 
producing an immortal work. 

94. Why, then, is it not immortal? You yourselves, in 
compliance with whose demand it was done, forgot it the 
next week. It will become historically interesting; but no 
man of true knowledge and feeling will ever keep this in his 
cabinet of treasure, as he does these woodcuts of Holbein’s. 
_ The reason is that this is base coin,—alloyed gold. There 
is gold in it, but also a quantity of brass and lead—wilfully 
added—to make it fit for the public. Holbein’s is beaten 
gold, seven times tried in the fire. Of which commonplace 
but useful metaphor the meaning here is, first, that to catch 

the vulgar eye a quantity of,—so-called,—light and shade is 
added by Tenniel. It is effective to an ignorant eye, and is ~ 
ingeniously disposed ; but it is entirely conventional and false, 
unendurable by any person who knows what chiaroscuro is. 
. Secondly, for one line that Holbein lays, Tenniel has a 

_ dozen. There are, for instance, a hundred and fifty-seven 
lines in Sir Peter Teazle’s wig, without counting dots and 
_ slight cross-hatching ;—but the entire face and flowing hair 

_ of Holbein’s preacher are done with forty-five lines, all told. 
__ 95. Now observe what a different state of mind the two — 

_ artists must be in on such conditions ;—one, never in a hurry, 

never doing anything that he knows is wrong ; never doing a D>? 

- line badly that he can do better ; and appealing only to the 

_ . * John Bull as Sir Oliver Surface, with Sir Peter Teazle and Joseph 
Surface. It appeared in Punch, early in [863. 
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feelings of sensitive persons, and the judgment of attentive 
ones. That is Holbein’s habit of soul. What is the habit of 
soul of every modern engraver? Always in a hurry; every- 
where doing things wibsich he knows to be wrong—(Tenniel 
knows his light and shade to be wrong as well as I do)—con- 
tinually doing things badly which he was able to do better ; 
and appealing exclusively to the feelings of the oy ome the 
judgment of the inattentive. 

Do you suppose that is not enough to make the difference 
between mortal and immortal art,—the origina - acan ering 

supposed alike in both ? * 
96. Thus far of the state of the artist himself. I pass soit 

to the relation between him and his subordinate, - eee 
cutter. 

The modern wttiet 9 requires him to cut a husitred aa fifty- 
seven lines in the wig only,—the old artist requires him to 

cut forty-five for the face, and long hair, altogether. The 
actual proportion is roughly, and on the average, about one 
to twenty of cost in manual labour, ancient to modern,—the 
twentieth part of the mechanical labour, to produce an immor- 
tal instead of a perishable work,—the twentieth part of the 
labour ; and—which is the ‘greatest difference of all—that 
twentieth part, at once less mechanically difficult, and more 

mentally pleasant. Mr. Otley, in his general History of En- 
graving, says, ‘ The greatest difficulty in wood engraving oc- 
curs in clearing out the minute quadrangular lights ;” and in 
any modern woodcut you will see that where the lines of the 
drawing cross each other to produce shade, the white inter- 
stices are cut out so neatly that there is no appearance of any 
jag or break in the lines; they look exactly as if they had 
been drawn with a pen. It is chiefly difficult to cut the 
pieces clearly out when the lines cross at right angles ; easier 
when they form oblique or diamond-aheped interstices ; but 

* In preparing these passages for the press, I feel perpotial} need of 
qualifications and limitations, for it is impossible to surpass the humour, 

or precision of expressional touch, in the really golden parts of Tenniel’s 

day. 
works ; and they may be immortal, as representing what is best in their : 

| 
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- in any case, some half-dozen cuts, and in square crossings as 
many as twenty, are required to clear one interstice, There- 
fore if I carelessly draw six strokes with my pen across other 
six, I produce twenty-five interstices, each of which will need 

at least six—perhaps twenty, careful touches of the burin to 
clear out.—Say ten for an average ; and I demand two hun- 

dred and fifty exqusitely precise touches from my engraver, 
to render ten careless ones of mine. 
» 97. Now I take up Punch, at his best. The whole of the 
left side of John Bull's waistcoat—the 
shadow on his knee-breeches and great- 
coat—the whole of the Lord Chancellor’s 
gown, and of John Bull’s and Sir Peter 
Teazle’s complexions, are worked with fin- 
ished precision of cross-hatching. These 
have indeed some purpose in their texture ; 
but in the most wanton and gratuitous way, 
the wall below the window is cross-hatched 
too, and that not with a double, but a treble line, Fig. .4. 

There are about thirty of these columns, with thirty-five in- 
terstices each : approximately, 1,050—certainly not fewer— 
interstices to be deliberately cut clear, to get that two inches 
square of shadow. 
_ Now ealculate—or think enough to feel the impossibility of 
calculating—the number of woodcuts used daily for our pop- 
ular prints, and how many men are night and day cutting 
1,050 square holes to the square inch, as the occupation of 

their manly life. And Mrs. Beecher Stowe and the North 
Americans fancy they have abolished slavery ! 
- 98. The workman cannot have even the consolation of 
pride ; for his task, even in its finest accomplishment, is not 
really difficult,—only tedious. When you have once got into 
the practice, it is as easy as lying. To cut regular holes with- 

_ out a purpose is easy enough ; but to cut zrregular holes with 

a purpose, that is difficult, for ever ;—no tricks of tool or 
‘trade will give you power to do that. 

_ The supposed -difficulty—the thing which, at all events, it 
takes time to learn, is to cut the interstices neat, and each 

Fra, 4. 
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lke the other. But is there any reason, do you suppose, for 
their being neat, and each like the other? So far from it; 
they would be twenty times prettier if they were irregular, 
and each different from the other. And an old woodcutter; 
instead of taking pride in cutting these intestices smooth and 
alike, resolutely cuts them rough and irregular ; taking care, 
at the same time, never to have any more than are wanted, this 
being only one part of the general system of intelligent ma- 
nipulation, which made so good an artist of the engraver that 
it is impossible to say of any standard old woodeut, whether 
the draughtsman engraved it himself or not. I should imag- 
ine, from the character and subtlety of the touch, that every 
line of the Dance of Death had been engraved by Holbein; 
we know it was not, and that there can be no certainty given 
by even the finest pieces of wood execution of anything more 
than perfect harmony between the designer and workman. 
And consider how much this harmony demands in the latter. — 
Not that the modern engraver is unintelligent in applying his 
mechanical skill: very often he greatly improves the drawing ; 
but we never could mistake his hand for Holbein’s. 

99. The true merit, then, of wood execution, as regards this 
matter of cross-hatching, is first that there be no more eross- 
ing than necessary ; secondly, that all the interstices be vari- 
ous, and rough. You may look through the entire series of 
the Dance of Death without finding any cross-hatching what- 
ever, except in a few unimportant bits of background, so rude 

as to need searecely more than one touch to each interstice. 
Albert Durer crosses more definitely ; but yet, in any fold of 
his drapery, every white spot differs in size from every other, 
and the arrangement of the whole is delightful, by the ain 
of variety which the spots on a leopard have. 

On the other hand, where either expression or form can be 
rendered by the shape of the lights and darks, the old engraver 
becomes as careful as in an ordinary ground he is careless. 

The endeavour, with your own hand, and common pen and 
ink, to copy asmall piece of either of the two Holbein woodcuts’ 
(Figures 2 and 3) will prove this to you better than any words, 

100. I said that, had Tenniel been rightly trained, there 
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ain hes been the making of a Holbein, or nearly a Holbein, 
in him. I do not know; but I can turn from his work to that 
of a man who was not feuinis at all, and who was, without 
training, Holbein’s equal. 

_ Equal, in the sense that this brown stone, in my left hand, 
is the equal, though not the likeness, of that in my right. 
They are both of the same true and pure crystal; but the one 
is brown with iron, and never touched by forming hand ; the 

other has never been in rough companionship, and has been 
exquisitely polished. So with these two men. The one was 
the companion of Erasmus and Sir Thomas More. His father 
was so good an artist that you cannot always tell their draw- 
ings asunder. But the other was a farmer's son ; and learned 

his trade in the back shops of Newcastle. 
Yet the first book I asked you to get was his biograplay ; 

and in this frame are set together a drawing by Hans Hol- 
bein, and one by Thomas Bewick. I know which is most 
scholarly ; but I do not know which is best. 
101. Itis much to say for the self-taught Englishman ;—yet 
do not congratulate yourselves on his simplicity. I told you, 
a little while since, that the English nobles had left the his- 
tory of birds to be written, and their spots to be drawn, by a 
printer’s lad ;—but I did not tell you their farther loss in the 
fact that this printer’s lad could have written their own his- 
tories, and drawn their own spots, if they had let him. But 

they had no history to be written; and were too closely macu- 
late to be portrayed ;—white ground in most places altogether 
obscured. Had there been Mores and Henrys to draw, Be- 
wick could have drawn them ; and would have found his func- 

tion. As it was, the nobles of his day left him to draw the 

frogs, and pigs, and sparrows—of his day, which seemed to 
him, in his solitude, the best types of its Nobility. No sight 
or thought of beautiful things was ever granted him ;—no 
heroic creature, goddess-born—how much less any native 
Deity—ever shone upon him. To his utterly English mind, 
the straw of the stye, and its tenantry, were abiding truth ;— 
the cloud of Olympus, and its tenantry, a child’s dream. He 
could draw a pig, but not an Aphrodite. 
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102. The three pieces of woodcut from his Fables (the two. 
lower ones enlarged) in the opposite plate, show his utmost 
strength and utmost rudeness. I must endeayour to make 

you thorbusiile understand both :—the magnificent artistic 
power, the flawless virtue, veracity, tenderness,—the infinite 
humour of the man ; and yet the difference between England: 
and Florence, in the use they make of such gifts in their elite: 

dren. ripaiermetre ‘ 

For the moment, however, I confine myself to the examina, 
tion of technical points ; and we must follow our formericon-, 
clusions a little further. . iodanepingcds wilt 

103. Because our lines in wood must be thick, Sideianmeen, 
an extreme virtue in wood engraving to economize lines,—not 
merely, as in all other art, to save time and power, but because, 

our lines being necessarily blunt, we must make’ up our minds 
to do with fewer, by many, than are in the object. inte is this. 
necessarily a disadvantage ? rein osebened 

Absolutely, an immense disadvantage—a woodent never can. 
be so beautiful or good a thing as a painting, or line engraying- 
But in its own separate and useful way, an excellent thing, be-, 
cause, practised rightly, it exercises in the artist, and sum-. 

mons in you, the habit of abstraction ; that is tosay, of decid-. 

ing what are the essential points in the things you see, and. 
seizing these ; a habit entirely necessary to strong humanity ; 

and so natural to all humanity, that it leads, in its indolent, 
and undisciplined states, to all the vulgar amateur’s liking of. 
sketches better than pictures. The sketch seems, to put the 
thing for him into a concentrated and exciting form. 

104. Observe, therefore, to guard you from this error, that. 
a bad sketch is good for nothing ; and that nobody can make 

a good sketch unless they generally are trying to finish with 
extreme care. But the abstraction of the essential particulars 

in his subject by a line-master, has a peculiar didactic value. 
For painting, when it is complete, leaves it much to your own 

judgment what to look at ; and, if you are a fool, you look at 
the wrong thing ;—but in a fine woodcut, the master _ to 
you, *‘ You shall look at this or at nothing.” he diy 

105. For example, here is a. little tailpiece of Bewick’s, to 
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able of the Frogs and the Stork.* He is, as I told you, 
_ as stout a reformer as Holbein, or Botticelli, or Luther, or 
- Sayonarola ; and, as an impartial reformer, hits right and left, 
Si classes, if he sees them wrong. Most fre- 
; strikes’ at vice without reference to class ; but in 
4 this vignette he strikes definitely at the degradation of the viler 
4 mind which is incapable of being governed, because 

derstand the nobleness of kingship. He has writ- 
4 etter than written, engraved, sure to suffer no slip of 
_ type—his legend under the drawing; so that we know his 
3 meaning: — . 
a » & Set them up with a king, indeed !” 

_ , 106. There is an audience of seven frogs, listening to a 
_ speaker, or croaker, in the middle; and Bewick has set him- 

_ self to. show in all, but especially in the speaker, essential frog- 
_ giness of mind—the marsh temper. He could not have done 

_ it half so well in painting as he has done by the abstraction of 
_ wood-outline. The characteristic of a manly mind, or body, 
is to be gentle in temper, and firm in constitution; the con- 
_ trary essence of a froggy mind and body is to be angular in 

_ temper, and flabby in constitution. I have enlarged Bewick’s 
‘ orator-frog for you, Plate I., ¢., and I think you will feel that 

_ he is entirely expressed in those essential particulars. 
__, This being perfectly good woodcutting, notice especially its 

_ deliberation. No serawling or scratching, or cross-hatching, 
_ or ‘free’ work of any sort. Most deliberate laying down of 

solid lines and dots, of which you cannot change one. The 
real difficulty of wood engraving is to cut every one of these 
_ black lines or spaces of the exactly right shape, and not at all 
_ to cross-hatch them cleanly. 

_. 107. Next, examine the technical treatment of the pig, above. 
_ Thaye purposely chosen this as an example of a white object 
on dark ground, and the frog asa dark object on light ground, 
to explain to you what I mean by. saying that fine engraving 
- regards local colour, but not light and shade. You see both 
- frog and pig are absolutely without light and shade. The frog, 
indeed, casts a shadow; but his hind leg is as white as his 
Pag ». >>... * From Bewick’s A’sop’s Fables. 
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throat. In the pig you don’t even know which way the light — 
falls. But you know at once that the pig is white, — the 
frog brown or green. 

108. There are, however, two pieces of chiaroscuro implied 
in the treatment of the pig. It is assumed that his curly tail 
would be light against the background—dark against his.own 
rump. This little piece of heraldic quartering is absolutely 
necessary to solidify him. He would have been a white ghost 
of a pig, flat on the background, but for that alternative tail, 
and the bits of dark behind the ears. Secondly: Where the 
shade is necessary to suggest the position of his ribs, it is 
given with graphic and chosen points of dark, as few as pos- 
sible ; not for the sake of the shade at all, but of the es 
bone. 

109. That, then, being the law of refused ekinatadenes ob- 
serve further the method of outline. We said that we were 
to have thick lines in wood, if possible. Look what thickness 

of black outline Bewick has left under our pig’s chin, and 
above his nose. 

But that is not a line at all, you think? 
No ;—a modern engraver would have made it one, and 

prided himself on getting it fine. Bewick leaves it actually 
thicker than the snout, but puts all his ingenuity of touch to 
vary the forms, and break the extremities of his white cuts, so 

that the eye may be refreshed and relieved by new forms at 
every turn. The group of white touches filling the space be- 
tween snout and ears might be a wreath of fine-weather 

clouds, so studiously are they grouped and broken. 
And nowhere, you see, does a single black line cross an- 

other. 

Look back to Figure 4, page 55, and you will know, hence- — 
forward, the difference between good and bad woodeutting. 

110. We have also, in the lower woodcut, a notable instance 

of Bewick’s power of abstraction. You will observe that one — 
of the chief characters of this frog, which makes him humor- — 
ous —next to his vain endeavour to get some firmness into his — 
forefeet—is his obstinately angular hump-back. And you — 
must feel, when you see it so marked, how important a gen- 

: 
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eral character of a frog it is to have a hump-back,—not at the 
shoulders, but the loins. 

; 111. Here, then, is a case in which you will see the exact - 

- function that anatomy should take in art. 
___ All the most scientific anatomy in the world would never 
have taught Bewick, much less you, how to draw a frog. 
_ But when once you have drawn him, or looked at him, so as 
to know his points, it then becomes entirely interesting to find 
out why he has a hump-back. So I went myself yesterday to 
Professor Rolleston for a little anatomy, just as I should have 
gone to Professor Phillips for alittle geology ; and the Pro- 

_ fessor brought me a fine little active frog ; and we put him on 
_ the table, and made him jump all over it, and then the Pro- 

_ fessor brought in a charming Squelette of a frog, and showed 
me that he needed a projecting bone from his rump, as a bird 
needs it from his breast,—the one to attach the strong mus- 
eles of the hind legs, as the other to attach those of the fore- 
Jegs or wings. So that the entire leaping power of the frog 
is in his hump-back, as the flying power of the bird is in its 

_ breastbone. And thus this Frog Parliament is most literally 
_ a Rump Parliament—everything dapedding on the hind legs, 
and nothing on the brains ; which makes it wonderfully like 

_ some other Parliaments we know of nowadays, with Mr. Ayr- 
_ ton and Mr. Lowe for their esthetic and acquisitive eyes, and 

_ arump of Railway Directors. 
_ 112. Now, to conclude, for want of time only—I have but 

_ touched on the beginning of my subject,—understand clearly 
_ and finally this simple principle of all art, that the best is that 

_ which realizes absolutely, if possible. Here is a viper by Car- 
paccio: you are afraid to go near it. Here is an arm-chair by 
Carpaccio : you who came in late, and are standing, to my re- 

- gret, would like to sit down in it. This is consummate art ; 

_ but you can only have that with consummate means, and ex- 
 quisitely trained and hereditary mental power. 

_ With inferior means, and average mental power, you must 
be content to give a rude abstraction ; but if rude abstraction 

_ ts to be made, think what a difference there must be between 

_ @ wise man’s and a fool's; and consider what heavy responsi- 
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bility lies upon you in your youth, to determine, among reali- ‘ 
ties, by what you will be delighted, and, among imaginations, 
by whose you will be led. mH fT! 

LECTURE IV. 

cil trot ad 

i iaks ierty 

113. We are to-day to examine the proper misthods fot the 
technical management of theemost perfect of the arms of pre-— 
cision possessed by the artist. For you will at once under- — 
stand that a line cut by a finely-pointed instrument upon the | 
smooth surface of metal is susceptible of the utmost fineness — 
that can be given to the definite work of the human hand. In | 
drawing with pen upon paper, the surface of the paper is — 
slightly rough ; necessarily, two points touch it instead of one, — 
and the liquid flows from them more or less irregularly, what-_ 
ever the draughtsman’s skill. But you cut a metallie ‘sur-_ 
face with one edge only ; the furrow drawn by a skater on — 
the surface of ice is like it on a large scale. Your surface is — 
polished, and your line may be wholly faultloanpat perrmsicace.. . 
is. er 

114. And because, in such material, effects snk “a pro-— 
duced which no penmanship could rival, most people, I fancy, 
think that a steel plate half engraves itself; that the work- 
man has no trouble with it, compared to that: of a pen 
draughtsman. bt Hood hve 

To test your feeling in this matter accurately, here is a 
manuscript book written with pen and ink, and gr 
with flourishes and vignettes. | 

You will all, I think, be disposed, on examining it, to ex- 
claim, How wonderful! and even to doubt the possibility of | 
every page in the book being completed in the same manner. — 
Again, here are three of my own drawings, executed with the 
pen, and Indian ink, when I was fifteen. They are copies — 

from large lithographs by Prout ; and I imagine that most of — 
my pupils would think me very tyrannical if I requested them — 
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. hing of the kind themselves. And yet, when you 
D fechetlis tisitp liniows a line engraving like this,* or this,* 
Fabel erin. contains, alone, as much work as fifty pages 
_ of the manuscript book, or fifty such drawings as mine, you 
look upon its effect as quite a matter of course,—you never 

‘ wonderful’ that is, nor consider how you would like 
to have hich aaa anything of the same kind your- 

MIP. 2 

; PAB. Yet you cannot plappies it is in reality easier to — 
3 a line with a cutting point, not seeing the effect at all, or, if 

any effect, seeing a gleam of light instead of darkness, than 
to draw your black line at once on the white paper? You 

 eannot really think + that there is something complacent, 
- sympathetic, and helpful in the nature of steel; so that while 

_ a pen-and-ink sketch may always be considered an achieve- 
ment proving cleverness in the sketcher, a sketch on steel 

_ eomes out by a mere favour of the indulgent metal; or that 
_ the plate is woven like a piece of pattern silk, and the pattern 
_ is developed by pasteboard cards punched full of holes? Not 
0. Look close at this engraving, or take a smaller and simpler 
one, Turner’s Mercury and Argus,—imagine it to be a draw- 
_ ing in pen and ink, and yourself required similarly to produce 
_ its parallel! True, the steel point has the one advantage of 

not blotting, but it has tenfold or twentyfold disadvantage, in 
_ that you cannot slur, nor efface, except in a very resolute and 
laborious way, nor play with it, nor even see what you are 

_ doing with it at the moment, far less the effect that is to be. 
You must feel what you are doing with it, and know precisely 
what you have got todo; how deep, how broad, how far apart 

your lines must be, etc. and ete., (a couple of lines of etceteras 
_ would not be enough to imply ali you must know). But sup- 
q pose the plate were only a pen drawing: take your pen—your ~ 
pembeet  SoTity 

5 parietillar's, large plate of the Grand Canal, Venice, after Turner ; and 
*s, of Tivoli, after Turner. The other examples referred to are 

eft in the University Galleries. 
th is paragraph was not read at the lecture, time not allowing :—it 

“is part of what I wrote on engraving some years ago, in the papers si 
the i gpamem called the Cestus of Aglaia. 
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finest—and just try to copy the leaves that entangle the head of 
Jo, and her head itself; remembering always that the kind 
of work required here is mere child’s play compared to that 
of fine figure engraving. Nevertheless, take a small magnify-— 
ing glass to this—count the dots and lines that gradate the 
nostrils and the edges of the facial bone; notice how the 
light is left on the top of the head by the stopping, at its out- 
line, of the coarse touches which form the shadows under the 

leaves ; examine it well, and then—I humbly ask of you—try 
to do a piece of it yourself! You clever sketcher—you young 
lady or gentleman of genius—you eye-glassed dilettante—you 
eurrent writer of criticism royally plural,—I beseech you,— 
do it yourself; do the merely etched outline yourself, if no 

more. Look you,—you hold your etching needle this way, 
as you would a pencil, nearly ; and then,—you serateh with 
it! it is as easy as lying. Or if you think that too difficult, 
take an easier piece ;—take either of the light sprays of foliage 
that rise against the fortress on the right, pass your lens over 
them—-look how their fine outline is first drawn, leaf by leaf ; 

then how the distant rock is put in between, with broken 
lines, mostly stopping before they touch the leaf-outline; and 
again, I pray you, do it yourself,—if not on that seale, on a 
larger. Go on into the hollows of the distant rock,—trayerse 

its thickets, —number its towers ;— count how many lines there 

are in a laurel bush—in an arch—in a casement; some hun- 

dred and fifty, or two hundred, deliberately drawn lines, you 
will find, in every square quarter of an inch ;—say three thou- 
sand to the inch,—each, with skilful intent, put in its place! 

and then consider what the ordinary sketcher’s work must 
appear, to the men who have been trained to this! . 

116. “But might not more have been done by three thou- 
sand lines to a square inch?” you will perhaps ask. Well, 
possibly. It may be with lines as with soldiers: three hun- 
dred, knowing their work thoroughly, may be stronger than 
three thousand less sure of their aim. We shall have to press 

close home this question about numbers and purpose pres- 
ently ;—it is not the question now. Suppose certain results 
required,—atmospheric effects, surface textures, transparen- 
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; cies of shade, confusions of light,—then, more could not be 
done with less. There are engravings of this modern school, 

Oe Le | a ee eT ee 

of which, with respect to their particular aim, it may be said, 
most truly, they ‘cannot be better done.” 

_ Here is one just finished,—or, at least, finished to the eyes 
of ordinary mortals, though its fastidious master means to re- 
touch it ;—a quite pure line engraving, by Mr. Charles Henry 
Jeens ; (in calling it pure line, I mean that there are no mixt- 
ures of mezzotint or any mechanical tooling, but all is steady 
hand-work,) from a picture by Mr. Armytage, which, without 

possessing any of the highest claims to admiration, is yet free 
from the vulgar vices which disgrace most of our popular re- 
ligious art ; and is so sweet in the fancy of it as to deserve, 

better than many works of higher power, the pains of the en- 
graver to make it 2 common possession. It is meant to help 
us to imagine the evening of the day when the father and 
mother of Christ had been seeking him through Jerusalem : 
they have come toa well where women are drawing water ; 
St. Joseph passes on,—but the tired Madonna, leaning on the 

_ well’s margin, asks wistfully of the women if they have seen 
_ such and such a child astray. Now will you just look fora 

while into the lines by which the expression of the weary and 
_ anxious face is rendered; see how unerring they are,—how 

_ealm and clear; and think how many questions have to be 
- determined in drawing the most minute portion of any one, 
 —its curve,—its thickness,—its distance from the next,—its 

own preparation for ending, invisibly, where it ends. Think 
what the precision must be in these that trace the edge of 
the lip, and make it look quivering with disappointment, or 

_ in these which have made the eyelash heavy with restrained 
tears. 

117. Or if, as must be the case with many of my audience, 
_ it is impossible for you to conceive the difficulties here over- 
come, look merely at the draperies, and other varied sub- 
_ stances represented in the plate ; see how silk, and linen, and 

_ stone, and pottery, and flesh, are all separated in texture, and 
- gradated in light, by the most subtle artifices and appliances 
_ of line,—of which artifices, and the nature of the mechanical 

° 
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labour throughout, I must endeavour to give you to-day a 
more distinct conception than you are in the habit of form- 
ing. But as I shall have to blame some of these methods in 
their general result, and I do not wish any word of general 
blame to be associated with this most excellent and careful 
plate by Mr. Jeens, I will pass, for special examination, to one 
already in your reference series, which for the rest exhibits 
more various treatment in its combined landscape, back- 
ground, and figures; the Belle Jardiniére of pe pre’ een 
and engraved by the Baron Desmoyers. why 

You see, in the first place, that the ipebaltbay eiitannd 
other coarse surfaces are distinguished from the flesh and 
draperies by broken and wriggled lines. Those broken lines 
cannot be executed with the burin, they are etched in the 
early states of the plate, and are a modern artifice, never used 

by old engravers; partly because the older men were not 
masters of the art of etching, but chiefly because even those 
who were acquainted with it would not employ lines of this 
nature. They have been developed by the importance of 
landscape in modern engraving, and have produced some val- 
uable results in small plates, especially of architecture. | But 
they are entirely erroneous in principle, for the surface of 
stones and leaves is not broken or jagged in this manner, but 
consists of mossy, or blooming, or otherwise organic texture, — 

which cannot be represented by these coarse lines; their gen- 
eral consequence has therefore been to withdraw the mind of 
the observer from all beautiful and tender characters in fore- 
ground, and eventually to destroy the very — of land-— 
scape engraving which gave birth to them. . il sdb 

Considered, however, as a means of relieving more , deli. 
cate textures, they are in some degree legitimate, being, in — 

fact, a kind of chasing or jagging one part of the plate surface — 
in order to throw out the delicate tints from the rough field. — 
But the same effect was produced with less pains, and far 
more entertainment to the eye, by the older engravers, who 
employed purely ornamental variations of line ; thus in Plate . 
IV., opposite page 87, the drapery is sufficiently distin- 
guished’ from the grass by the treatment of the latter as an_ 



_ graved by Mare Antonio, with the same purpose, in the plate 
% lyme r Standard Series. 
ib vetoes however, you observe what difference of texture 
and exists between the smooth, continuous lines them- 

gel¥es, Which are all really engraved. You must take some 
4 pains to understand the nature of this operation. 

. The line is first cut lightly through its whole course, by 
bsolute decision and steadiness of we which you may en- 
wour to imitate if you like, in its simplest phase, by draw- 

12 cirele with your compass-pen ; and. then, grasping your 
snholc er so that you can push the point like a plough, de- 
ibing other circles inside or outside of it, in exact parallel- 

Bcd the mathematical line, and at exactly equal distances. 
To approach, or depart, with your point at finely gradated 
intervals, may be your next exercise, if you find the first un- 

i dly easy. 
119. When the line is thus described in its proper course, 
it is ploughed deeper, where depth is needed, by a second 
F aht of the burin, first on one side, and then on the other, the 

‘cut being given with gradated force so as to take away most 
_ steel where the line is to be darkest. Every line of gradated 

_ depth in the plate has to be thus cut eight or ten times over 
at least, with retouchings to smooth and clear all in the close. 

_ Jason has to plough his field ten-furrow deep, with his fiery. 
oxen well in hand, all the while. 

_ When the essential lines are thus produced, in their several 
directions, those which have been drawn across each other, so 
as to give depth of shade, or richness of texture, have to be 

_ farther enriched by dots in the interstices ; else there would 
bea painful appearance of network Wedkywhieee'+ and these 
dots require each four or five jags to produce them ; and each 
‘of these jags must be done with what artists and engravers 

_ alike call ‘feeling,—the sensibility, that is, of a hand com- 

_ pletely under mental government. So wrought, the dots look 

soft, and like touches of paint ; but mechanically dug in, they 

are vulgar and hard. 

.~ 120. Now, observe, that, for every piece of shadow through- 
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out the work, the engraver has to decide with abet sraatin 
and kind of line he will produce it. Exactly the same quan- 
tity of black, and therefore the same depth of tint in general 
effect, may be given with six thick lines; or with twelve, of 
half their thickness ; or with eighteen, of a third of the thick- 

ness. The second six, second twelve, or second eighteen, may 
cross the first six, first twelve, or first eightéen, or go between 
them ; and they may cross at any angle. And then the third 
six may be put between the first six, or between the second 
six, or across both, and at any angle. In the net-work thus 
produced, any kind of dots may be} put in the severally shaped 
interstices. And for any of the series of superadded lines, 
dots, of equivalent value in shade, may be substituted, (Some 
engravings are wrought in dots altogether.) Choice infinite, 
with multiplication of infinity, is, at all events, to be made, 
for every minute space, from one side of the plate to the other. 

121. The excellence of a beautiful engraving is primarily in 
the use of these resources_to exhibit the qualities of the orig- 
inal picture, with delight to the eye in the method of transla- 
tion ; and the language of engraving, when once you begin to 
deestand it, is, in these respects, so fertile, so ingenious, so 

ineffably subtle and severe in its grammar, that you may quite 
easily make it the subject of your life’s investigation, as you 
would the scholarship of a lovely literature. 

But in doing this, you would withdraw, and necessarily 
withdraw, your attention from the higher qualities of art, 
precisely as a grammarian, who is that, and nothing more, . 
ioses command of the matter and substance of thought. Aud 
the exquisitely mysterious mechanisms of the engraver’s 
method haye, in fact, thus entangled the intelligence of the 
careful draughtsmen of Europe ; so that since the final per- 
fection of this translator’s power, all the men of finest patience 
and finest hand have stayed content with it ;—the subtlest 
draughtsmanship has perished from the canvas, * and sought 

* An effort has lately been made in France, by Meissonier, Gérome, 
and their school, to recover it, with marvellous collateral skill of en- 

gravers, The etching of Gerome’s Louis XVI. and Molidre is one of the 
completest pieces of skilful mechanism ever put on metal, 
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more popular praise in this labyrinth of disciplined language, 
_ and more or less dulled or degraded thought. And, in sum, I 

_ know no cause more direct or fatal, in the destruction of the 
j great schools of European art, than the perfectness of modern 

; line engraving. 
122. This great and profoundly to be regretted influence I 

_ will prove and illustrate to you on another occasion. My ob- 
_ ject to-day is to explain the perfectness of the art itself ; and 

_ above all to request you, if you will not look at pictures in- 
_ stead of photographs, at least not to allow the cheap merits 
_ of the chemical operation to withdraw your interest from the _ 
- splendid human labour of the engraver. Here is a little vi- 
_ gnette from Stothard, for instance, in Rogers’ poems, to the 
; Loree 

t ¢ « Soared in the swing, half vleael and half afraid, 

k lies bp _ Neath sister elms, that waved their summer shade.” 

_ You would think, would you not? (and rightly,) that of all 
difficult things to express with crossed black lines and dots, 
the face of a young girl must be the most difficult. Yet 
here you haye the face of a bright girl, radiant in light, 
_ transparent, mysterious, almost breathing,—her dark hair in- 

volved in delicate wreath and shade, her eyes full of joy and 
_ sweet playfulness,—and all this done by the exquisite order 
_ and gradation of a very few lines, which, if you will examine 

_ them through a lens, you find dividing and chequering the 
lip, and cheek, and chin, so strongly that you would have fan- 

cied they could only produce the effect of a grim iron mask. 
_ But the intelligences of order and form guide them into beauty, 
. and inflame them with delicatest life. 

_ 123. And do you see the size of this head? About as large 
as the bud of a forget-me-not! Can you imagine the fineness 
_ of the little pressures of the hand on the steel, in that space, 
_ which at the edge of the almost invisible lip, fashioned its less 
_ or more of smile. 
_ My chemical friends, if you’ wish ever to know anything 
rightly concerning the arts, I very urgently advise you to 
throw all. your vials and washes down the gutter-trap ; and 

_ if you will ascribe, as you think it so clever to do, in your 
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modern creeds, all virtue to the sun, use that virtue through 
your own heads and fingers, and apply your solar energies to 
draw a skilful line or two, for once or twice in your life. You 
may learn more by trying to engrave, like Goodall, the tip of 
an ear, or the curl of a lock of hair, than by photographing 
the entire population of the United States of Lee, 
white, and neutral-tint. 

And one word, by the way, touching the eceitpitbtaie I friki 
at my having set you to so fine work that it hurts your eyes. 
You have noticed that all great sculptors—and most of the 
great painters of Florence—began by being goldsmiths. Why _ 
do you think the goldsmith’s apprenticeship is so fruitful? — 
Primarily, because it forces the boy to do small work, and 

mind what he is about. Do you suppose Michael Angelo 
learned his business by dashing or hitting at it? He laid the 
foundation of all his after power by doing precisely what I 
ain requiring my own pupils to do,—copying German engray- 
ings in facsimile! And for your eyes—you all sit up at night 
till you haven’t got any eyes worth speaking of. Go to bed 
at half-past nine, and get up at four, and you'll see something 
out of them, in time. 

124. Nevertheless, whatever admiration you may be brbuiht 
to feel, and with justice, for this lovely workmanship,—the 
more distinctly you comprehend its merits, the more distinctly 
also will the question rise in your mind, How is it that a per- 
formance so marvellous has yet taken no rank in the records 
of art of any permanent or acknowledged kind? How is 
it that these vignettes from Stothard and Turnér,* like tlie 

*I must again qualify the too sweeping statement of the text, I 
think, as time passes, some of these nineteenth century line engravings 
will become monumental, The first vignette of the garden, with the 
cut hedges and fountain, for instance, in Rogers’ poems, is so consum- 
mate in its use of every possible artifice of delicate line, (note the look 
of tremulous atmosphere got by the undulatory etched lines on the pave- 
ment, and the broken masses, worked with dots, of the fountain foam,) 

that I think it cannot but, with some of its companions, survive the ref- 
use of its school, and become classic, I find in like manner, even with 
all their faults and weaknesses, the vignettes 6 Heyne’s at to be 
real art-possessions, 
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"woodcuts from. Tenniel, scarcely make the name of the en-_ 
e known ; and that they never are found side by side with 

c this older and apparently ruder art, in the cabinets of men of 
_ veal judgment. The reason is precisely the same as in the 

ease of the Tenniel woodcut. This modern line engraving is 
alloyed gold. Rich in capacity, astonishing in attainment, it 

nevertheless admits wilful fault, and misses what it ought 
first to haye attained, It is therefore, to a certain measure, 
vile in its perfection ; while the older work is noble even in 
its failure, and classic no less in what it deliberately refuses, 

_ than in what it rationally and rightly prefers and performs. 
_ 125. Here, for instance, I have enlarged the head of one of ~ 

_ Durer’s Madonnas for you out of one of his most careful 
plates.* You think it very ugly. Well, so it is. Don’t be 
afraid to think so, nor to say so. Frightfully ugly ; vulgar 
also. It is the head, simply, of a fat Dutch girl, with all the 
pleasantness left out. There is not the least doubt about 
that. Don’t let anybody force Albert Durer down your 
throats; nor make you expect pretty things from him. Stot- 

_ hard’s young girl in the swing, or Sir Joshua’s Age of Inno- 
cence, are in quite angelic spheres of another world, compared 
to this black domain of poor, laborious Albert. We are not 

talking of female beauty, so please you, just now, gentlemen, 
but of engraving. And the merit, the classical, indefeasible, 
immortal merit of this head of a Dutch girl with all the 
beauty left out, is in the fact that every line of it, as engrav- _ 

ing, is as good as can be ;—good, not with the mechanical 
dexterity of a watchmaker, but with the intellectual effort and 

sensitiveness of an artist who knows precisely what can be 
done, and ought to be attempted, with his assigned materials. _ 

He works easily, fearlessly, flexibly ; the dots are not all meas- 
ured in distance ; the lines not all mathematically parallel or 

_ divergent. He has even missed his mark at the mouth in one 
place, and leaves the mistake, frankly. But there are no pet- 
‘ Sita mistakes ; nor is the eye so accustomed to the look of 

_ * Plate 11th, in the Appendix, taken from the engraving of the his vs 

sitting in the fenced garden, with two angels crowning her. 
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the mechanical furrow as to accept it for final excellence. The 
engraving is full of the painter’s higher power and wider per- 
ception ; it is classically perfect, because duly subordinate, 
and presenting for your applause only the virtues proper to 
its own sphere. Among these, I must now ete the first 
of all is the decorative arrangement of lines. 

126. You all know what a pretty thing a damask tablecloth 
is, and how a pattern is brought out by threads running one 
way in one space, and across in another. So, in lace, a cer- 

tain delightfulness is given by the texture of meshed lines. 
Similarly, on any surface of metal, the object of the en- 

graver is, or ought to be, to cover it with lovely lines, forming 
a lacework, and including a-variety of spaces, delicious to nae 
eye. 

And this is his business, primarily ; before any other nlastie 
can be thought of, his work must be ornamental. You know 
I told you a sculptor’s business is first to cover a surface with 
pleasant bosses, whether they mean anything or not; so an en-— 
graver’s is to cover it with pleasant lines whether, they mean 
anything or not. That they should mean something, and a 
good deal of something, is indeed desirable afterwards ; but 
first we must be ornamental. 

127. Nowif you will compare Plate IL at the beginning of this 
lecture, which is a characteristic example of good Florentine 
engraving, and represents the Planet and power of Aphro- 
dite, with the Aphrodite of Bewick in the upper division of 
Plate I., you will at once understand the difference between a 
primarily ornamental, and a primarily realistic, style. The 
first requirement in the Florentine work, is that it shall be a 

lovely arrangement of lines; a pretty thing upon a page. 
Bewick has a secondary notion of making his vignette a pretty 
thing upon a page. But he is overpowered by his vigorous 
veracity, and bent first on giving you his idea of Venus. Quite 
right, he would have been, mind you, if he had been carving 
a statue of her on Mount Eryx ; but not when he was engrav- 

ing a vignette to Aisop’s fables. To engrave well is to orna- 
ment a surface well, not to create a realistic impression. I beg 
your pardon for my repetitions ; but the point at issue is the 
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2 root of the whole business, and I must get it well asserted, : 

Ta me pass to a more important example. 
Aisle Three years ago, in the rough first arrangement of the 

: copies in the Educational Series, I put an outline of the top of 
’s sceptre, which, in the catalogue, was said to be prob- 

4 ably by Baccio Bandini of Florence, for your first real exer- 
cise; it remains so, the olive ge put first only _ its 

~ mythological rank. 
- The series of engravings to which the plate from which that 
exercise is copied belongs, are part of a number, executed 

_ chiefly, I think, from early designs of Sandro Botticelli, and 

_ some in great part by his hand. He and his assistant, Baccio, 
worked together; and in such harmony, that Bandini proba- 
bly often does what Sandro wants, better than Sandro could 
have done it himself ; and, on the other hand, there is no-de- 

sign of Bandini’s over which Sandro does not seem to have 
had influence. 
- And wishing now to show you three examples of the finest 
work of the old, the renaissance, and the modern schools,— 

of the old, I will take Baccio Bandini’s Astrologia, Plate IIL, 

- opposite. Of the renaissance, Durer’s Adam and Eve. And 
- of the modern, this head of the daughter of Herodias, en- 

-graved from Luini by Beaugrand, which is as affectionately 
and sincerely wrought, though in the modern manner, as any 
‘plate of the old schools. 

_ 129. Now observe the progress of the feeling for light and 
shade in the three examples. 

‘The first is nearly all white paper ; you think of the outline 
as the constructive element throughout. 
~The second is a vigorous piece of white and black—not of 

light and shade,—for all the high lights are equally white, 
whether of flesh, or leaves, or goat’s hair. 
_ The third is complete in chiaroscuro, as far as engraving 

can be. 
Now the dignity and virtue of the plates is in the exactly 

- inverse ratio of their fulness in chiaroscuro. 

Bandini’s is excellent work, and of the very highest school. 
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Durer’s entirely accomplished work, but of an ule Ao 
And Beaugrand’s, excellent work, but of a vulgar and igi 
classical school. 

And these relations of the schools are to be determined by 
the quality in the lines ; we shall find that in proportion as 
the light and shade is neglected, the lines are studied ; that 

those of Bandini are perfect ; of Durer perfect, only with a 
lower perfection ; but of Beaugrand, entirely faultful. — 

130. I have just explained to you that in modern engraving 
the lines are cut in clean furrow, widened, it may be, by suc- 
cessive cuts; but, whether it be fine or thick, retaining 

always, when printed, the aspect of a continuous line drawn 
with the pen, and entirely black throughout its whole course. 
Now we may increase the delicacy of this line to any extent 

by simply printing it in grey colour instead of black. I ob- 
tained some very beautiful results of this kind in the later 

volumes of ‘ Modern Painters,’ with Mr. Armytage’s help, by - 
using subdued purple tints; but, in any case, the line thus 
engraved must be monotonous in its character, and cannot be 

expressive of the finest qualities of form, 
Accordingly, the old Florentine workmen constructed the 

line itself, in important places, of successive minute touches, 
so that it became a chain of delicate links which could be 

opened or closed at pleasure.* If you will examine through 
a lens the outline of the face of this Astrology, you will find it 
is traced with an exquisite series of minute touches, suscepti- 
ble of accentuation or change absolutely at the engrayver's 
pleasure ; and, in result, corresponding to the finest condi- 
tions of a pencil line drawing by a consummate master. In 

the fine plates of this period, you have thus the united powers — 
of the pen and pencil, and both absolutely secure and multi- 
pliable. 

* The method was first developed in engraving designs on silyer— 
numbers of lines being executed with dots by the punch, for variety’s 
sake. For niello, and printing, a transverse cut was substituted for the 
blow. The entire style is connected with the later Roman and Byzan- 
tine method of drawing lines with the drill hole, in marble. See above, 

Lecture IL., Section 70, 



31. Ta a alittle proud of ss rade Aigcdtered, 
aud had the patience to carry out, this Florentine method of 
_ exéotition for myself, when I was a boy of thirteen. My good 

r had given me some copies calculated to teach 
F ms -dreedom of hand ; the touches were rapid and vigorous,— 
many of them in mechanically regular zigzags, far beyond any 

* 

: done. But I was resolved to have them, somehow; and 
; actually facsimilied a considerable portion of the drawing in 
the Florentine manner, with the finest point I could eut to 
4 Saraihorce a quarter of an hour to forge out the like- 

‘of one return in the zigzag which my master carried 

~ fully, that he did not detect my artifice till I sholwod it him,— 
_ on which he forbade me ever to do the like again. And it 

_ was only thirty years afterwards that I found I had been quite 
right after all, and working like Baccio Bandini! But the 
patience which carried me “through that early effort, served 
tie well through all the thirty years, and enabled me to 
; yze, and in a measure imitate, the method of work em- 
: by every master; so that, whether you believe me or 
not at first, you will find what I tell you of their superiority, 
or inferiority, to be true. 
ah “982. When lines are studied with this degree of care you 
< sure the master will leave room enough for you to see 
them and enjoy them, and not use any at random, All the 
_. engravers, therefore, leave much white paper, and use 

r entire power on the outlines. 
183 Next to them come the men of the Renaissance schools, 

d by Durer, who, less careful of the beauty and refine- 

- And the essential difference between these men and the 
poderns is that these central masters cut their line for the 

¢ part with a single furrow, giving it depth by force of 
hand or wrist, and retouching, not in the furrow itself, but with 
a s beside it.* Such work can only be done well on copper, 

* this most important and distinctive character was: pointed cut to 
Mr. Burgess. 

‘down through twenty returns in two seconds ; and so success- 

819 

pid mitie to imitate in the bold way in which they | 

of the line, delight in its vigour, accuracy, and complex- | 
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and it can display all faculty of hand or ectiek precision of 
eye, and accuracy of knowledge, which a human creature can 
possess. But the dotted or hatched line ig not used in this 
central style, and the higher sabes, pf beauty never 
thought of. 

In the Astrology of Bandini,—and Helin that the As- 
trologia of the Florentine meant what we mean by Astronomy, 
and much more,—he wishes you first to look.at the face : the 
lip half open, faltering in wonder; the amazed, intense, 
dreaming gaze ; the pure dignity of forehead, undisturbed by 
terrestrial thought. None of these things could be so much 
as attempted in Durer’s method ; he can engraye flowing hair, 
skin of animals, bark of trees, wreathings of metal-work, with 

the free hand ; also, with laboured chiaroscuro, or with sturdy 

line, he can reach expressions of sadness, or gloom, or pain, | 

or soldierly strength,—but pure beauty,—never. 
134. Lastly, you have the Modern school, deepening its 

lines in successive cuts, .The instant consequence of the in- 
troduction of this method is the restriction.of curvature ; you 
cannot follow a complex curve again with precision through 
its furrow. If you are a desirous ploughman, you can driye 
your plough any number of times along the simple curve. 
But you cannot repeat again exactly the motions which cut a 
variable one.* You may retouch it, energize it, and deepen 

it in parts, but you cannot cut it all through again equally. 
And the retouching and energizing in parts is a living and in- 
tellectual process ; but the cutting all through, equally, a me- 
chanical one. The difference is exactly such as that between 

the dexterity of turning out two similar mouldings from a 
lathe, and carving them with the free hand, like a Pisan sculp- 
tor. And although splendid intellect, and subtlest sensibility, — 
have been spent on the production of some modern plates, the — 
mechanical element introduced by their manner of execution | 
always overpowers both ; nor can any plate of consummate value — 
ever be produced in the modern method. ) 

135. Nevertheless, in landscape, there are two examples in | 
your Reference series, of insuperable skill and extreme beauty : . 

* This point will ee further examined and explained in the Appendix. — . 

: 
a 
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PLATE IV.—‘‘ By THE SPRINGS OF PARNASSUS.” 
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| Miller's plate, before instanced, of the Grand Canal, Venice ; 
and E. Goodall’s of the upper fall of the Tees. The men who 

_ engraved these plates might have been exquisite artists ; but 
their patience and enthusiasm were held captive in the false 
system of lines, and we lost the painters; while the engray- 
ings, wonderful as they are, are neither of them worth a 
Turner etching, scratched in ten minutes with the point of an 

_ old fork ; and the common types of such elaborate engraving 
are none of them worth a single frog, pig, or puppy, out of 
the corner of a Bewick vignette. 
_ 186. And now, I think, you cannot fail to understand clearly — 

_ what you are to look for in engraving, as a separate art from 
that of painting. Turn back to the ‘ Astrologia’ as a perfect 
type of the purest school. She is gazing at stars, and crowned 
with them. But the stars are black instead of shining! You 
cannot have a more decisive and absolute proof that you must 
not look in engraving for chiaroscuro. 
_ Nevertheless, her body is half in shade, and her left foot ; 

;. and she casts a shadow, and there isa bar of shade behind 
her. 7 VJ 

_ All these are merely so much acceptance of shade as may 
relieve the forms, and give value to the linear portions. The 

- face, though turned from the light, is shadowless. 
Again. Every lock of the hair is designed and set in its 
wee with the subtlest care, but there is no lustre attempted, 
—no texture,—no mystery. The plumes of the wings are set 
studiously in their places,—they, also, lustreless. That even 

their filaments are not drawn, and that the broad curve em- 

bracing them ignores the anatomy of a bird’s wing, are con- 
ditions of design, not execution. Of these in a future lect- 

—oure* 
137. The ‘ Poesia,’ Plate IV., opposite, is a still more severe, 

_ though not so generic, an example ; its decorative foreground 
reducing it almost to the rank of Goldsmith’s ornamentation. 
I need scarcely point out to you that the flowing water shows 
neither lustre nor reflection; but notice that the observer’s 

- eimion:: is supposed to be so close to every dark touch of the 

* See Appendix, Article T. 
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graver that he will see the minute dark spots which indicate 
the sprinkled shower falling from the vase into the pool. — 

138. This habit of strict and calm attention, constant in the 

artist, and expected in the observer, makes all the difference 
between the art of Intellect, and of mere sensation. For 
every detail of this plate has a meaning, if you care to under- 
stand it. This is Poetry, sitting by the fountain of Castalia, 
which flows first out of a formal urn, to show that it is not 
artless ; but the rocks of Parnassus are behind, and on the 

top of them—only one tree, like a mushroom with a thick 
stalk. You at first are inclined to say, How very absurd, to 

put only one tree on Parnassus! but this one tree is the Im- 
mortal Plane Tree, planted by Agamemnon, and at once con- 
nects our Poesia with the Iliad. Then, this is the hem of the 

robe of Poetry,—this is the divine vegetation which springs 
up under her feet,—this is the heaven and earth united by her 
power,—this is the fountain of Castalia flowing out afresh 
among the grass,—and these are the drops with which, out of 
a pitcher, Poetry is nourishing the fountain of Castalia. 

All which you may find out if you happen to know anything 
about Castalia, or about poetry ; and pleasantly think more 
upon, for yourself. But the poor dunces, Sandro and Baccio, 
feeling themselves but ‘ goffi nell’ arte,’ have no hope of telling 
you all this, except suggestively. They can’t engrave grass of 
Parnassus, nor sweet springs so as to look like water; but 
they can make a pretty damasked surface with ornamental 
leaves, and flowing lines, and so leave you oe to think — 
of—if you will. 

139. ‘But a great many people won’t, and a erat many 
more can’t ; and surely the finished engravings are much more 
delightful, and the only means we have of giving any idea of 
finished pictures, out of our reach,’ 

Yes, all that is true; and when we examine the effects of 

line engraving upon taste in recent art, we will discuss these 

matters ; for the present, let us be content with knowing what 

the best work is, and why it isso. Although, however, I do 

uot now press further my cavils at the triumph of modern 
line engraving, I must assign to you, in few words, the 
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reason of its recent decline. Bngeabess coihiesti that pho- 
© tognishe and cheap woodcutting have ended their finer craft. 
_ No complaint can be less grounded. They themselves de- 
_ stroyed their own craft, by vulgarizing it. Content in their 
_ beautiful mechanism, they ceased to learn, and to feel, as 

’ _ artists; they put themselves under the order of publishers 
_ and printsellers ; they worked indiscriminately from whatever — 

was put into their hands,—from Bartlett as willingly as from 
_ Turner, and from Mulready as carefully as from Raphael. 
_ They filled the windows of printsellers, the pages of gift books, 

__ with elaborate rubbish, and piteous abortions of delicate in- 
» dustry. They worked cheap, and cheaper,—smoothly, and 
more smoothly,—they got armies of assistants, and surrounded 
_ themselves with schools of mechanical tricksters, learning 
_ their stale tricks with blundering avidity. They had fallen— 

before the days of photography—into providers of frontis- 
pieces for housekeepers’ pocket-books. I do not know if 
photography itself, their redoubted enemy, has even now 
ousted them from that last refuge. 

140. Such the fault of the engraver,—very pardonable ; 
scarcely avoidable,—however fatal. Fault mainly of humility. 
But what has your fault been, gentlemen? what the patrons’ 
fault, who have permitted so wide waste of admirable labour, 

_ 80 pathetic a uselessness of obedient genius? It was yours to 
have directed, yours to have raised and rejoiced in, the skill, 
the modesty, the patience of this entirely gentle and indus- 
trious race ;—copyists with their heart. The common painter- 
copyists who encumber our European galleries with their 
easels and pots, are, almost without exception, persons too 
stupid to be painters, and too lazy to be engravers. The real 
copyists—the men who can put their soul into another’s work 
—are employed at home, in their narrow rooms, striving to 
make their good work profitable to all men. And in their 
submission to the public taste they are truly national servants 
as much as Prime Ministers are. They fulfil the demand of 
the nation ; what, asa people, you wish to have for possession 
in art, these men are ready to give you. 
~ And what have you hitherto asked of them?—Ramsgate 
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Sands, and Dolly Vardens, and the Paddington Station,~ 
these, I think, are typical of your chief demands ; the cartoons 

of Raphael—which you don’t care to see themselves; and, by 
way of a flight into the empyrean, the Madonna di San Sisto. 
And, literally, there are hundreds of cities and villages in 
Italy in which roof and wall are blazoned with the noblest 
divinity and philosophy ever imagined by men; and of all 
this treasure, I can, as far as I know, give you not one ex- 
ample, in line engraving, by an English hand ! 

Well, you are in the main matter right in this. You want 
essentially Ramsgate Sands and the Paddington Station, be- 

- eause there you can see yourselves. 
Make yourselves, then, worthy to be seen for ever, and let 

English engraving become noble as the record of nnaren 
_ loveliness and honour, 

LECTURE V. 

DESIGN IN THE GERMAN SCHOOLS OF ENGRAVING. 

141. By reference to the close of the preface to ‘ Eagle’s 
Nest,’ you will see, gentlemen, that I meant these lectures, 

from the first, rather to lead you to the study of the char- 
acters of two great men, than to interest you in the processes 
of a secondary form of art. As I draw my materials into the 
limited form necessary for the hour, I find my divided pur- 
pose doubly. failing ; and would fain rather use my time to- 
day in supplying the defects of my last lecture, than in 
opening the greater subject, which I must, treat with still 
more lamentable inadequacy. Nevertheless, you must not 
think it is for want of time that I omit reference to other 
celebrated engravers, and insist on the special power of these 
two only. Many not inconsiderable reputations are founded 
merely on the curiosity of collectors of prints, or on partial 
skill in the management of processes ; others, though resting 
on more secure bases, are still of no importance to you in the 
general history of art; Whereas you will find the work of 
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eee Botticelli determining for you, without need of 
any farther range, the principal questions of moment in the 
relation of the Northern and Southern schools of design. 
_ Nay, s'wider method of inquiry would only render your com- 
‘ less accurate in result. It is only in Holbein’s majestic 
aunghidt capacity, and only in the particular phase of Teutonic 

_ life which his art adorned, that the problem can be dealt with 
: on fair terms. We Northerns can advance no fairly compara- 
_ ble antagonist to the artists of the South, except at that one 
moment, and in that one man. Rubens cannot for an instant 

be matched with Tintoret, nor Memling with Lippi; while 
Reynolds only rivals Titian in what he lédtned: from’ hit’ 
But in Holbein and Botticelli we have two men trained in- 

dependently, equal in power of intellect, similiar in material 
and mode of work, contemporary in age, correspondent in 

_ disposition. The relation between them is strictly typical of 
_ the constant aspects to each other of the Northern and South- 
ern schools. 
_ 142. Their point of closest contact is in the art of engray- 
ing, and this art is developed entirely as the servant of the 
“great passions which perturbed or polluted Europe in the 
‘fifteenth century. The impulses which it obeys are all new; 
and it obeys them with its own nascent plasticity of temper. 
‘Painting and sculpture are only modified by them ; but en- 
Pe? is educated. 
__ These passions are in the main three ; namely, 

i, L The thirst for classical literature, and the forms of proud 
and false tastes which arose out of it, in the position it 
had assumed as the enemy of Christianity. 

| 2 The pride of science, enforcing (in the particular do- 

a ve main of Art) accuracy of perspective, shade, and anat- 
Sr omy, never before dreamed of. 

ng ‘The sense of error and iniquity in the theological teach- 
aS ing of the Christian Church, felt by the highest intel- 

_lects of the time, and necessarily rendering the formerly 
submissive religious art impossible, 
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Zo-day, then, our task is to examine the oscnliea chatacters 
of the Design of the Northern Schools of Engraing: as af- 
fected by these great influences. 

143. I have not often, however, used the word ‘ design, and 
must clearly define the sense in which I now-use it. It is 
vaguely used in common art-parlance ; often as if it meant 
merely the drawing of a picture, as distinct from its colour ; 

and in other still more inaccurate ways. The accurate and 
proper sense, underlying all these, I must endeavour to make 
clear .to you, 

‘Design’ properly signifies that power in any lect loeki 
which has a purpose other than of imitation, and which is 
‘designed,’ composed, or separated to that end, It implies — 
the rejection of some things, and the insistan¢e upon ee: : 

with a given object.* 
- Let us take progressive instances. Here is a group of 
prettily dressed peasant children, charmingly painted by a 
very able modern artist—not absolutely without design, for 
he really wishes to show yowhow pretty peasant children can 
be, (and, in so far, is wiser and kinder than Murillo, who 

likes to show how ugly they can be) ; also, his group is agree- 
ably arranged, and its component children carefully chosen. 
Nevertheless, any summer’s day, near any country village, you 
may come upon twenty groups in an hour as pretty as this; 

*If you paint a bottle only to amuse the spectator by showing him" 
how like a painting may be to a bottle, you cannot be considered, in art- 
philosophy, as a designer. Butif you paint the cork flying out of the 
bottle, and the contents arriving in an arch at the mouth of a recipient 
glass, you are so far forth a designer or signer; probably meaning to 
express certain ultimate facts respecting, say, the hospitable disposition 
of the landlord of the house; but at all events representing the bottle 

and glass in a designed, and not merely natural, manner. Not tierely — 
natural—nay, in some sense non-natural, or supernatural, And all 
great artists show both this fantastic condition of mind in their work, 
and show that it has arisen out of a communicative or didactic et 

They are the Sign-painters of God, 
I have added this note to the lecture in copying my memoranda of it 

here at Assisi, June 9th, being about to begin work in the Tavern, or 

Tebernecsl amt, of the Lower Church, with its variously significant four 
great ‘signs,’ ; 
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—if you have eyes—children in them twenty times 

han these. A photograph, if it could render them 
pail: in colour, would far excel the charm of this 

~ painting 3 for i in it, good and clever as it is, there is nothing 

_ supernatural, and much that is sub-natural. 
per 144. Beside this group of, in every sense of the word, ‘ art- 

ess’ lit e country girls, I will now set one—in the best sense 
: ‘of the word artful’ little country girl,—a sketch by Gains- 

| “Porongh. 
You never saw her like before. Never will again, now that — 

Gainsborough is dead. No photography,—no seience,—no | 
ag , will touch or reach for an instant this super-natural- 
nes will look vainly through the summer fields for 
sah a child. ‘Nor up the lawn, nor by the wood,” is she. 
' Whence do you think this marvellous charm has come? 
Sapentions: knew, would not we all be Gainsboroughs? This, 

only you may practically ascertain, as surely as that a flower 
_ will.die if you -cut its root away, that you cannot alter a sin- 
- gle touch in Gainsborough’s work without injury to the whole. 
_ Half a dozen spots, more or less, in the printed gowns of 
_ these other children whom I first showed you, will not make 

the smallest difference to them ; nor a lock or two more or 
_ less in their hair, nor a dimple or two more or less in their 
? cheeks, But if you alter one wave of the hair of Gains- 
 borough’s girl, the child is gone. Yet the art is so subtle, 

that I do not expect. you to believe this. It looksso instine- 
__ tive, so easy, so ‘chanceux,’—the French word is better than 
ours. Yes, and in their more accurate sense, also, ‘Il a de la 

_A stronger Designer than he was with him. He 
a ond tell. you himself how the thing was done. 

z (M5, I proceed to take a more definite instance—this Greek 
of the Lacinian Juno. The design or appointing of the 

forms. now entirely prevails over the resemblance to Nature. 
No real hair could ever be drifted into these wild lines, which 

: pe mean. the wrath of the Adriatic winds round the Cape of 
s. 

And yet, whether this be uglier or prettier than Gains- 
 borough’s child—(and you know already what J think about 

=4% 
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it, that no Greek goddess was ever half so pretty as an 
English girl, of pure clay and temper, )—uglier or prettier, it 
is more dignified and impressive. It at least belongs to the 
domain of a lordlier, more majestic, more guiding, and or- 
daining art. 

146. I will go back another five hundred years, wld place 
an Egyptian beside the Greek divinity. The resemblance to 
Nature is now all but lost, the ruling law has become all. 
The lines are reduced to an easily counted number, and their 
arrangement is little more than a decorative sequence of 
pleasant curves cut in porphyry,—in the phe part of their 
contour following the outline of a woman’s face in profile, 
over-crested by that of a hawk, on a kind of pedestal. But 
that the sign-engraver meant by his hawk, Immortality, and 
by her pedestal, the House or Tavern of Truth, is of little im- 
portance now to the passing traveller, not. yet preparing to 
take the sarcophagus for his place of rest. | 

147. How many questions are suggested to us by these 
transitions! Is beauty contrary to law, and grace attainable 
only through license? What we gain in language, shall we 
lose in thought? and in what we add of labour, more and 
more forget its ends ? 

Not so. 
Look at this piece of Sandro’s work, the Libyan Sibyl.* 
It is as ordered and normal as the Egyptian’s ;—as graceful 

and facile as Gainsborough’s. It retains the majesty of old 
religion ; it is invested with the joy of newly-awakened child- 
hood. 

Mind, I do not expect you—do not wish you—to enjoy 
Botticelli’s dark engraving as much as Gainsborough’s aerial 
sketch ; for due comparison of the men, painting should be 
put beside painting. But there is enough even in this copy 
of the Florentine plate to show you the junction of the two 
powers in it—of prophecy, and delight. 

148. Will these two powers, do you suppose, be united in 
the same manner in the contemporary Northern art? That 

Northern school is my subject to-day ; and yet I give you, as 
* Plate X., Lecture VI. 



2 of ihe nteretin condition bolween Egypt and Eng- 
und ; Holbein, but Botticelli. Iam obliged to do this; 

cause in the Southern art, the religious temper remains un- 

‘Luther wished to be, but could not be—a re- 

former still believing in the Church : his mind is at peace ; 
and his art, therefore, can pursue the delight of beauty, and 
yet remain prophetic. But it was far otherwise in Germany. 
ee oeeie of manners became the destruction of 

auendert therefore, not a prophecy, but a protest. It is 
-work of the greatest Protestant who ever lived,* 

‘which Task you to study with me to-day. 
149. I said that the power of engraving had developed itself 

‘during the introduction of three new—(practically and vitally 
new, that is to say)—elements, into the minds of men: ele- 

prone, eg briefly may be expressed thus : 

j sedi dea ae Classicism, and Literary Science. 
5 2. Medicine, and Physical Science.+ 

| 8. Reformation, and Religious Science. 

Bt oeis ye 9:3 
- ‘ d first of Classicism. 
4 =i feel, do not you, in this typical work of Gainsbor- 

ugh’s, that his subject as well as his picture is ‘artless’ in a 
love y Sense ;—nay, not only artless, but ignorant, and un- 

scientific, in a beautiful way? You would be afterwards 
ren orseful, I think, and angry with yourself—seeing the 
effect produced on her face—if you were to ask this little lady 

2 a T do not mean the greatest teacher of reformed faith; but the 
| protestant against faith unreformed. 

eigen become the permitted fashion among modern mathemati- 
ci: iapanaiges; and apothecaries, to call themselves ‘ scientific men,’ as 

sed to theologians, poets, and artists. They know their sphere to 
a separate one ; but their ridiculous notion of its being a peculiarly 

ie ae one ought not to be allowed in our Universities. There is a 
mee of Morals, a science of History, a science of Grammar, a science 

es. and a science of Painting; and all these are quite beyond 

ison higher fields for human intellect, and require accuracies of 

observation, than either chemistry, electricity, or geology. 

329 

pcenapensd by the doctrines of the Reformation. Botticelli — 
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to spell a very iin word? Also, if you wished to dindebisse! 
many times the sevens go in forty-nine, you would perhaps — 
wisely address yourself elsewhere. On the other hand, you 
do not doubt that dis lady* knows very well how many times: 
the sevens go in forty-nine, and is more Mistress of ‘Arts see 
any of us are Masters of them. . | 

150. You have then, in the one case, a beautiful simplicity, . 
and a blameless ignorance ; in the other, a beautiful artful- 
ness, and a wisdom which you do not dread;—or, at least, 

even though dreading, love. But you.know also that we may 
remain in a hateful and culpable ignorance; and, as I fear 
too many of us in competitive effort feel, ee poate of 
a hateful knowledge. 

Ignorance, therefore, is not evil slooabatiste : buts innocent, r 

may be loveable. 4 
Knowledge also. is not good absolutely ; put, guilty, may s 

be hateful. 

So, therefore, when I now repeat my former statement, that 
the first main opposition between the Northern and. Southern — 
schools is in the simplicity of the one, and the scholarship of 
the other, that statement may imply sometimes the superiority 

of the North, and sometimes of the South. You may have a 
heavenly simplicity opposed to a hellish (that is to say, a lust-_ 
ful and arrogant) scholarship; or you may have a barbarous” 
and presumptuous ignorance opposed to a divine and aise 
ciplined wisdom. Ignorance opposed to learning in both” 
cases ; but evil to good, as the case may be. 

151. For instance: the last time I was standing before mi 
phael’ s arabesques in the Loggias of the Vatican, I wrote down 

in my pocket-book the decenbnn: or, more modestly speak 
ing, the inventory, of the small portion of that infinite wilder-— 
ness of sensual. fantasy which happened to. be opposite me.” 
It consisted of a woman’s face, with serpents for hair, and a 
virgin’s breasts, with stumps for arms, ending in blue butter- 

flies’ wings, the whole changing at the waist into a goat’s body 
which ended below in an obelisk upside-down, to the apex at. 

* The Cumezan Sibyl, Plate VII., Lecture VL 
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ottom aE ieiticla’ seeks appended, by graceful chains, an 
\d two bunches of grapes. 

a know in a moment, by a glance at this ‘design — 
; struck with free hand, and richly gradated in 
colour, —that the master was familiar with a vast range of art 
“and literature : that he knew all about Egyptian sphinxes, and 

; about Egyptian obelisks, and Hebrew altars; 
3 about Hermes, and Venus, and Bacchus, and satyrs, and goats, 

any iehiiawe also—or ought to know, in an instant,—that all 
_ this learning has done him no good ; that he had better have 
known nothing than any of these things, since they were to 

_ be used by him only to such purpose ; and that his delight in 
armless breasts, legless trunks, and obelisks upside-down, has 
been the last effort of his expiring sensation, in the grasp of 

_ corrupt and altogether victorious Death. And you have thus, 

_ in Gainsborough as compared with Raphael, a sweet, sacred, 
_ and living simplicity, set against an impure, profane, and para- 
lyzed knowledge. 

_ 152. But, next, let us consider the reverse conditions. 
_» Let us take imstance of contrast between faultful and 
_ treacherous i ote me and divinely pure and fruitful knowl- 
7 ine 

SAluibiAplaie of honour at the end of one of the rooms of 
q Eyal Roped Academy—years ago—stood a picture by an Eng- 

lish Academician, announced as a representation of Moses sus- 
tained by Aaron and Hur, during the discomfiture of Amalek. 
In the entire range of the Pentateuch, there is no other scene 

(in which the visible agents are morta! only) requiring so 
_ much knowledge and thought to reach even a distant approxi- 
mation to the probabilities of the fact. One saw in a moment 
_ that the painter was both powerful and simple, after a sort ; 
that he had really sought for a vital conception, and had orig- 

' inally and earnestly read his text, and formed his conception. 
And one saw also in a moment that he had chanced upon this 
subject, in reading or hearing his Bible, as he might have 
chanced on a dramatie¢ scene accidentally in the street. That 
he knew nothing of the character of Moses,—nothing of his 
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law,-—nothing of the character of Aaron, nor of the nature of p 

a priesthood,—nothing of the meaning of the event which he 
was endeavouring to represent, of the temper in which it 
would have been transacted by its agents, or - ite ~~ 
to modern life. 

153. On the contrary, in the fresco of the cali ined in 

the life of Moses, by Sandro Botticelli, you know—not ‘in a 
moment,’ for the knowledge of knowledge cannot be so ob- 
tained ; but in proportion to the discretion of your own read- 
ing, and to the care you give to the picture, you may know,— 
that here isa sacredly guided and guarded learning; here a 
Master indeed, at whose feet you may sit safely, who can teach 

you, better than in words, the significance of both Moses’ law 

and Aaron’s ministry ; and not only these, but, if he chose, 

could add to this an exposition as complete of the highest — 
philosophies both of the Greek nation, and of his own; and 
could as easily have painted, had it been asked of him, Draco, 
or Numa, or Justinian, as the herdsman of Jethro. 

154. It is rarely that we can point to an opposition between 
faultful, because insolent, ignorance, and virtuous, because 

gracious, knowledge, so direct, and in so parallel elements, as 
in this instance. In general, the analysis is much more com- 
plex. It is intensely difficult to indicate the mischief of in- 
v oluntary and modest ignorance, calamitous only in a measure ; 
fruitful in its lower field, yet sorrowfully condemned to tay 
lower field—not by sin, but fate. 
When first I introduced you to Bewick, we chobéds our 

too partial estimate of his entirely magnificent powers with 
one sorrowful concession—he could draw a pigs | but not a 
Venus, brary 

Eminently he could so, because—which is still more sorrow- 
fully to be conceded—he liked the pig best. I have put now 
in your educational series a whole galaxy of pigs by him ; 
but, hunting all the fables through, I find only one Venus, 
and I think you will all admit that she is an unsatisfactory 
Venus.* There is honest simplicity here ; but you regret it; 
you miss something that you find in Holbein, much more in 

* Lecture III., p. 57. é 
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‘Botticelli. You eae ina thorewd that this man Sadao nothing 

_ of Sphinxes, or Muses, or Graces, or Aphrodites; and, be- 
_ sides, that, knowing nothing, he would have no liking for 
them even if he saw them ; but much prefers the style of a 

well-to-do English housekeeper with corkscrew curls, anda a 

portly person. 

_ 155. You miss something, I said, in Bewick which you find — 

in Holbein. But do you suppose Holbein himself, or any ” 
_ other Northern painter, could wholly quit himself of the like 

- accusations? I told you, in the second of these lectures, that 

the Northern temper, refined from savageness, and the South- 
‘erp, redeemed from decay, met, in Florence. Holbein and 

Botticelli are the purest types of the two races. -Holbein isa - 
# civilized boor; Botticelli a reanimate Greek. Holbein was 

_ polished by companionship with scholars and kings, but re- 
mains always a burgher of Augsburg in essential nature. 
Bewick and he are alike in temper; only the one is untaught, 

the other perfectly taught. But Botticelli needs no teaching. 
_ He is, by his birth, scholar and gentleman to the heart’s core. 

Christianity itself can only inspire him, not refine him. He is. 
as tried gold chased by the jeweller,—the roughest part of 
him is the outside. 

_ Now how differently must the newly recovered scholastic 
4 Jearning tell upon these two men. It is all out of Holbein’s 
-way ; foreign to his nature, useless at the best, probably cum- 

- brous. But Botticelli receives it as a child in later years re-' 
_covers the forgotten dearness of a nursery tale ; and is more 
himself, and again and again himself, as he breathes the’air — 
of Greece, and hears, in his own Italy, the lost voice of the 

‘3 Sibyl murmur again by the Avernus Lake. 

156. It is not, as we have seen, every one of the Southern 

race who can thus receive it. But it graces them all ; is at 
once a part of their being ; destroys them, if it is to destroy, 
the more utterly because it so enters into their natures. It 
destroys Raphael; but it graces him, and isa part of him. 
Tt all but destroys Mantegna; but it graces him. And it 

_ does not hurt Holbein, just because it does not grace him— 
_ never is for an instant a part of him. It is with Raphael as 
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with some charming young girl who las a new and beauti- 
fully made dress brought to her, which entirely becomes her, 
—so much, that in a little while, thinking of nothing else, she 
becomes it; and is only the decoration of her dress. But 
with Holbein it is as if you brought the same dress to a stout 
farmer’s daughter who was going to dine at the Hall; and 
begged her to put it on that she might not diseredit the com- 
pany. She puts it on to please you; looks entirely ridiculous 
in it, but is not spoiled by it,—remains herself, in “spite 
of it. ; 

157. You probably have never noticed the extreme awk- 
warduness of Holbein in wearing this new dress ; you would 
the less do so because his own people think him all the finer 

for it, as the farmer’s wife would probably think her daughter. 
Dr. Woltmann, for instance, is enthusiastic in praise of the 
splendid architecture in the background of his Annunciation. 
A fine mess it must have made in the minds of simple German 
maidens, in their notion of the Virgin at home! I cannot 
show you this Annunciation ; but I have under my hand one 
of Holbein’s Bible cuts, of the deepest seriousness and import 

—his illustration of the Cantieles, show- 

ing the Church as the bride of Christ. 
You could not find a subject requir- 

ing more tenderness, purity, or dignity 
of treatment. In this maid; symboliz- 
ing the Church, you ask for the most 
passionate humility, the most angelic 
beauty: ‘Behold, thou art fair, my 
dove.” Now here is Holbein’s ideal of 
that fairness; here is his “ Church as 

the Bride.” 
I am sorry to associate this figure in 

your minds, even for a moment, with 

the passages it is supposed to illustrate ; 
but the lesson is too important to be 

omitted. Remember, Holbein represents the temper of 
Northeru Reformation. He has all the nobleness of that 
temper, but also all its baseness. He represents, indeed, the 
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of German truth against Italian lies ; but he represents 
t it of German animalism against Hebrew imagina- 

_ This ie of Holbein’s is half-way from Solomon’s 

a Rembrandt's wife, sitting on his knee while 

ne key of the question is not in this. Florentine 
s at this time, also, enough to say for itself. But 

ani , at this time, feels the joy of a gentle- 
of cburl. And a Florentine, whatever he does,— 

s or sinful, chaste or lascivious, severe or extrava- 

hit with a grace. 
i a ou think perhaps, that Holbein’s Solomon’s bride is 

$0 \e 1 chiefly because she is overdressed, and has too 
y feathers and jewels. No; a Florentine would have put 

F quantity of feathers and jewels on her, and yet never lost 
. Yon shall see him do it, and that to a fantastic 

_ degree, for I have an example under my hand. Look back, 
first, to Bewick’s Venus (Lect. IIL, p. 57). You can’t accuse 

| her of being oyerdressed. She complies with every received 
- modern principle of taste. Sir Joshua's precept that drapery 
should be ‘drapery, and nothing more,” is observed more 
strictly even by Bewick than by Michael Angelo. If the ab- 

_ sence of decoration could exalt the beauty of his Venus, here 
had been her perfection. 
Now look back to Plate IL (Lect. IV.), by Sandro; Venus 
~ in her planet, the ruling star of Florence. Anything more 
g jue in conception, more unrestrained in fancy of orna- 

_ ment, you cannot find, even in the final days of the Renais- 
| - Vet Venus holds her divinity through all; she will 
a majestic to you as you gaze; and there is not a line 
4 of her chariot wheels, of her buskins, or of her throne, which 
_ you may not see was engraved by a gentleman. 

_ 159. Again, Plate V., opposite, is a facsimile of another 
_ engraving of the same series—the Sun in Leo. It is even 
_ more extravagant in accessories than the Venus. You see the 
_ Sun’s epaulettes before you see the sun ; the spiral scrolls of 
"his chariot, and the black twisted rays of it, might, so far as 

of form only are considered, be a design for some 
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modern court-dress star, to be made i in aindbaaee re tyes al 

all this wild ornamentation is, if you will examine it, more 
purely Greek in spirit than the Apollo Belvidere. ; 

You know I have told you, again and again, that the soul of 
Greece is her veracity ; that what to other nations were fables 
and symbolisms, to her became living facts—living gods. 
The fall of Greece was instant when her gods again becaine 
fables. The Apollo Belvidere is the work of a sculptor to 
whom Apollonism is merely an elegant idea on which to ex- 
hibit bis own skill. He does not himself feel for an instant 
that the handsome man in the unintelligible attitude,* with 
drapery hung over his left arm, as it would be hung to dry 
over a clothes-line, is the Power of the Sun. But the Floren- 
tine believes in Apollo with his whole mind, and is trying to 
explain his strength in every touch, 

For instance ; t said just now, ‘ You see the sun’s epaulettes 
before the sun.” Well, don’t you, usually, as it rises? Do 4 : 

you not continually mistake a luminous cloud for it, or won- 
der where it is, behind one ? Again, the face of the Apollo 
Belvidere is agitated by anxiety, passion, and pride. Is the 
sun’s likely to be so, rising on the evil and the good? This 
Prince sits crowned and “alta look at the quiet fingers of 
the hand holding the sceptre,—at the restraint of the reins 
merely by a depression of the wrist. : 

160. You have to look carefully for those fingers holding _ 
the sceptre, because the hand—which a great anatomist 
would have made so exclusively interesting—is here confused 
with the ornamentation of the arm of the chariot on which it 
rests. But look what the ornamentation is ;—fruit and leaves, 

abundant, in the mouth of a cornucopia. A quite valgar and: 
meaningless ornament in ordinary renaissance work. Is it so 

*T read somewhere, lately, a new and very ingenious theory about 
the attitude of the Apollo Belvidere, proving, to the author's satisfaction, 

that the received notion about watching the arrow was all a mistake. 
The paper proved, at all events, one thing—namely, the statement in 
the text. For an attitude which has been always hitherto taken tomean 
one thing, and is plausibly asserted now to mean another, must be in 
itself unintelligible. 



here, think yea ? Are not the leaves bites of earth in the 
‘San’s hand ?* 
~~ You thought, perhaps, when I spoke just now of the action 

_ of the right hand, that less than a depression of the wrist 
_ would stop horses such as those. You fancy Botticelli drew 
_ them so, because he had never seen a horse ; or because, able 
_ to draw fingers, he could not draw hoofs! How fine it would 
be to have, instead, a prancing four-in-hand, in the style of 
Piccadilly on the Derby-day, or at least horses like the real 

- Greek horses of the Parthenon ! 
_ Yes; and if they had had real ground to trot on, the Flor- 
" -entine would have shown you he knew how they should trot. 
- But these have to make their way up the hillside of other 
lands. Look to the example in your standard series, Hermes 
F Eriophoros. You will find his motion among clouds repre- 
q sented precisely in this labouring, failing, half-kneeling atti- 
tude of Jimb. These forms, toiling ’ up through the rippled 
_ sands of heaven, are—not horses _tliey are clouds themselves, 
_ like horses, but only a little like. Look how their hoofs lose 

_ themselves, buried in the ripples of cloud ; it makes one think 
of the quicksands of Morecambe Bay. 
And their tails—what extraordinary tufts of tails, ending in 
_ points! Yes ; but do you not see, nearly joining with them, 
what is not a horse tail at all ; but a flame of fire, kindled at 
- Apollo’s knee? All the rest of ‘the radiance about him shoots 

_ fromhim. But this is rendered up tohim. As the fruits of 
_ the earth are in one of his hands, its fire is in the other. And 

all the warmth, as well as all the light of it, are his. 

We had a little natural pliiloaophy, gentlemen, as well as 
"theology, in Florence, once upon a time. 

_ 161. Natural philosophy, and also natural art, for in this 

_the Greek reanimate was a nobler creature than the Greek 
_ who had died. His art had a wider force and warmer glow. 
I have told you that the first Greeks were distinguished from 

_ the barbarians by their simple humanity ; the second Greeks 
_ these Florentine Greeks reanimate—are human more strong- 

_ *Tt may be asked, why not corn also ? Because that belongs to Ceres, 
_ who is equally one of the great gods. 
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ly, more deeply, leaping from the Byzantine death at the call 
of Christ, ‘“‘ Loose him, and let him go.” And there is upon 

them at once the joy of resurrection, and the Bares obihe 
rave. 

; 162. Of this resurrection of the Greek, and the ‘oun of Pe 
tomb he had been buried in ‘ those four days,” I have to give 
you some account in the last lecture. I will only to-day show 
you an illustration of it which brings us back to our immedi- 

ate question as to the reasons why Northern art could not ac- 
cept classicism. When, in the closing lecture of Aratra Pen- 

telici, [compared Florentine with Greek work, it was to point 
out to you the eager passions of the first as opposed to the 
formal legalism and proprieties of the other. Greek work, I 
told you, while truthful, was also restrained, and never but 
under majesty of law ; while Gothic work was true, in the per- 
fect law of Liberty or Franchise. And now I give you in fac- 
simile (Plate VL) the two Aphrodites thus compared—the 
Aphrodite Thalassia of the Tyrrhene seas, and the Aphrodite 
Urania of the Greek skies. You may not at first like the Tus- 

can best; and why she is the best, though both are noble, 
again I must defer explaining to next lecture. But now turn 
back to: Bewiok’s Venus, and compare her with the Tuscan 
Venus of the Stars, (Plate IL); and then here, in Plate VL, 
with the Tuscan Venus of the Seas, and the Greek Venus of 
the Sky. Why is the English one vulgar? ‘What is it, im the 
three others, which makes them, if not beautiful, at least re- 

fined ?—every one of them ‘designed’ and aah sacar | 
bly, by a gentleman ? 

I never haye been so puzzled by any subject of analysis as, | 
for these ten years, I have been by this. Every answer I give, — 
however plausible it seems at first, fails in some way, or in | 

some cases. But there is the point for you, more definitely 
put, I think, than in any of my former books ;—at present, — 
for want of time, I must leave it to your own thoughts. _ 

163. iI. The second influence under which engraving devel- — 
oped itself, I said, was that of medicine and the physical 
sciences. Gentlemen, the most audacious, and the most val- 

uable, statement which I have yet made to you on the sub. 



PLATE VL—FAIRNESS OF THE SEA AND AIR. 

In Venice and Athens. 
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al art, in these rooms, is that of the évil result- 

eainyes anatomy. It is a statement so audacious, 
scaninredn for some time I dared not make it to you, but 

_ for ten years, at least, I dared not make it to myself. I saw, 
- indeed, that whoever ‘studied anatomy was in a measure in- 

5 but I kept attributing the mischief to secondary 
- eatuses: Tt can’t be this drink itself that poisons them, I said 
.! This drink is medicinal and strengthening: I see 
PY that it kills ‘them, but it must be because they dvi 46.661a 
_ when they have been hot, or they take something else with it 

‘it into poison. The drink itself must be good. 
‘Well, emen, I found out the drink itself to be poison at 
eer sae: breaking of my choicest Venice glass. I could 

not’ make out what it was that had killed Tintoret, and laid 
it long to the charge of chiaroscuro. It was only after my 
q ‘study of his Paradise, in 1870, that I gave up this 
_ idea, finding the chiaroscuro, which I had thought exaggerated 
was, in all original and undarkened passages, beautiful and 
eat And then at lust I got hold of the true clue: 

- gteonaaene di Michel Agnolo.” And the moment I had dared 
to accuse that, it éxplained everything ; and I saw that the 
s. demons of Italian art, led on by Michael Angelo, 

had not pleasure, but knowledge ; not indolence, but 
- ambition ; and not love, but horror. 
: 164) But when first I ventured to tell you this, I did not 

_ know, myself, the fact of all most conclusive for its con- 
_ firmation. If will take me a little while to put it before you 
> tette total force, and I must first ask your attention to a minor 
comm « In one of the smaller rooms of the Munich Gallery is 
_ Holbein’s painting of St. Margaret and St. Elizabeth of Hun- 
; ,— standard of his early religious work. Here is a photo- 
j : “from ‘the St. Elizabeth ; and, in the same frame, a 
_ Fretich lithograph of it. I consider it one of the most im- 
_ portant pieces of comparison I have arranged for you, showing 

n ata glance the difference between true and false senti- 
Of that difference, generally, we cannot speak to-day, 

Este one special result of it you are to observe ;—the omission, 
_ in the French drawing, of Holbein’s daring representation of 
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disease, which is one of the vital ES of ais : 
Quite one of the chief strengths of St. Elizabeth, in the Roman 
Catholic view, was in the courage of her dealing with disease, 
chiefly leprosy. Now observe, I say Roman Catholic view, 
very earnestly just now ; I am not at all sure that it is so in a 

Catholic view—that is to say, in an eternally Christian and 
Divine view. And this doubt, very nearly now a certainty, 
only came clearly into my mind the other day after many and 
many a year’s meditation on it. I had read with great rever- 
ence all the beautiful stories about Christ’s appearing as a 
leper, and the like ; and had often pitied and rebuked myself 
alternately for my intense dislike and horror of disease. I 
am writing at this moment within fifty yards of the grave of 
St. Francis, and the story of the likeness of his feelings to 
mine had a little comforted me, and the tradition of his con- 
quest of them again humiliated me ; and I was thinking very 
gravely of this, and of the parallel instance of Bishop Hugo of 
Lincoln, always desiring to do service to the dead, as opposed 
to my own unmitigated and Louis-Quinze-like horror of fu- 
nerals ;—when by chance, in the cathedral of Palermo, a new 

light was thrown for me on the whole matter. 
165. I was drawing the tomb of Frederick IL,. which is 

shut off by a grating fears the body of the church ; and I had, 
in general, quite an unusual degree of quiet and comfort at 
my work. But sometimes it was paralyzed by the uncon- 
scious interference of one of the men employed in some minor 
domestic services about the church. When he had nothing 
to do, he used to come and seat himself near my grating, not 
to look at my work, (the poor wretch had no eyes, to speak 
of,) nor in any way meaning to be troublesome ; but there 
was his habitual seat.’ His nose had been carried off by the 
most loathsome of diseases; there were two vivid circles of 

scarlet round his eyes ; and as he sat, he announced his. pres- 
ence every quarter of a minute (if otherwise I could have for- 
gotten it) by a peculiarly disgusting, loud, and long expectora- 
tion. On the second or third day, just as I had forced myself 

_ into some forgetfulness of him, and was hard at my work, I 

was startled from it again by the bursting out of aloud and 
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“ ieeeexseticn close to me; and on looking round, saw 
q a lively young fledgling of a priest, seventeen or eighteen 

years old, in the most eager and spirited chat with the man 
in the chair. He talked, laughed, and spat, himself, com- 

panionably, in the merriest way, for a quarter of an hour; 
evidently without feeling the slightest disgust, or being made 
‘serious for an instant, by the aspect of the destroyed creature 

before him. 
_ 166. His own face was simply that of the ordinary vulgar 
type of thoughtless young Italians, rather beneath than above 
the usual standard ; and I was certain, as I watched him, that 
he was not at all my superior, but very much my inferior, in 

_ the coolness with which he beheld what was to me so dread- 
3 ful. Iwas positive that he could look this man in the face, 
- precisely because he could nof look, discerningly, at any beau- 
 tiful or noble thing; and that the reason I dared not, was 
: because [ had, spiritually, as much better eyes than the priest, 
_ as bodily, than his companion. 

_ Having got.so much of clear evidence given me on the mat- 
:. ter, it was driven home for me a week later, as I landed on 
_ the quay of Naples. Almost the first thing that presented 

itself to me was the sign of a travelling theatrical company, 
j displaying the principal scene of the drama to be enacted on 
j their classical stage. Fresh from the theatre of Taormina, I 
- was curious to see the subject of the Neapolitan popular 
drama. It was the capture, by the police, of a man and his 
_ wife who lived by boiling children. One section of the police 
_ Was coming in, armed to the teeth, through the passage ; 
| another section of the police, armed to the teeth, and with 
high feathers in its caps, was coming up through a trap-door. 
In fine dramatic unconsciousness to “the last. moment, like the 

_ clown in a pantomime, the child-boiler was represented as still 
j industriously chopping up a child, pieces of which, ready for 

the pot, lay here and there on the table in the middle of the 

picture. The child-boiler’s wife, however, just as she was 
’ taking the top off the pot to put the meat in, had caught a 
: glimpse of the foremost policeman, and stopped, as much, i in 
- rage as in consternation. 
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167. Now it is precisely the same feeling, weet laid: 
ing, in the lower Italian (nor always in the lower classes only) 

which makes him demand the kind of subject for his seeular 
drama ; and the Crucifixion and Pieta for his religious drama. 
The only part of Christianity he can enjoy is its horror; and 
even the saint or saintess are not always denying themselves 
severely, either by the contemplation of torture, or the com- 
panionship with disease. imtany eds 

Nevertheless, we must be cautious, on the other hand, to 
allow full value to the endurance, by tender and delicate per- 
sons, of what is really loathsome or distressful to them in the 
service of others ; and I think this picture of Holbein’s indi- 
eative of the exact balance and rightness of his own mind in 
this matter, and therefore of his power to conceive a true saint 
also. He had to represent St. Catherine’s chief effort ;—he 
punts her ministering to the sick, and, among them, is a 
leper ; and finding it thus his duty to paint leprosy, he cour- 
ageously himself studies it from the life. Not to insist on its 
horror ; but to assert it, to the needful point of fact,: whithihe 
does with medical accuracy. 
Now here is just a case in which science, in a icudserdined 

degree, is really required for a spiritual and moral purpose. 
And you find Holbein does not shrink from it even in ee ex- 
treme case in which it is most painful. . 

168. If, therefore, you do find him in other cases not using 
it, you may be sure he knew it to be unnecessary. © 

Now it may be disputable whether in order to hike intdiing 
Madonna, one need to know how many ribs she has; but it 
would have seemed indisputable that in order to draw a skel- 
eton, one must know how many ribs 7 has. ibe 

Holbein is par excellence the draughtsman of: theddotia 
His painted Dance of Death was, and his engraved Dance of — 
Death is, principal of such things, without any comparison or — 
denial. He draws skeleton’ after skeleton, in every possible 
gesture ; but never so much as counts their ribs! He neither | 

knows noreares how many ribs a skeleton has. There are’ ie ‘ 
ways enough to rattle. 

Monstrous, you think, in impudence,—Holbein for anaes : 
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a Nobody wants to know how many ribs a skeleton 
more than how many bars a gridiron has, so long as 

S SRMiMalibeenthey and the other broil ; and/still Jeag; whan 
_ ‘the breath and the fire are both out. 
Fon seeiqene it only of the bones, think you, that Holbein is 
careless ?* Nay, incredible though it may seem to you,—but, 

tory at once of much of his excellence,—he did 
not know anatomy at all! I told you in my Preface, already 

‘Holbein studies the face first, the body secondarily ; 
bed Thad no idea, myself, how completely he had refused the 
venomous : science of his day. I showed you a dead Christ of 
| his; Jong ago. Can you match it with your academy draw- 
_ ings, think you? And yet he did not, and would not, know 

the human body,’ ete., ete., and all your modern recipes for 

a 

—< 

his characteristic ones, and show what he might haye been, 

anatomy. He would not ; but Durer would, and did -—went — 

_ hotly into it—wrote heokis upon it, and upon ‘ proportions of 

_ painting flesh. How did his studies prosper his art ? 
__~ People are always talking of his Knight and Death, and his 

_ “Melancholia, as if those were his principal works. They are 

without his anatomy ; but they were mere bye-play compared 
“to his Greater Fortune, and Adam and Eve. Look at these. 

Here is his full energy displayed ; here are both male and 
_ female forms drawn with perfect knowledge of their bones 
and muscles, and modes of action and digestion,—and I hope 
you are pleased. 
4 But it is not anatomy only that Master Albert studies. He 
__hasa taste for optics also; and knows all about refraction 
- and reflection. What with his knowledge of the skull inside, 
and the vitreous lens outside, if any man in the world is to < 
z _ draw an eye, here’s the man to do it, surely! With a hand 

_ which can give lessons to John Bellini, and a care which would _ 
fain do all so. thatit can’t be done betier, and acquaintance with 

a af Bice: 

_ * Or inventive! See Woltmann, p- 267. ‘*The shin-bone, or the 
lower part of the arm, exhibit only one bone, while the upper arm sod 

thigh are often allowed the luxury of two”! 

“ hed -1toeAbfonding him! HagRikcinenph, in bina ; - 
Axcmegan has ever more pleased me than this grand negli- 

| 
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every erack in the cranium, and every humour in shistbadah 
if we can’t draw an eye, we should just like to ae who ean ! 
thinks Albert. 

So having to engrave the portrait of Melancthon, inetend:et 
looking at Melancthon, as ignorant Holbein would have been 
obliged to do,—wise Albert looks at the room window ; and 
finds it has four cross-bars in it, and knows scientifically that 
the light on Melancthon’s eye must be a reflection of the win- 
dow with its four bars—and engraves it so, accordingly ; and 
who shall dare to say, now, it isn’t like Melancthon? 

Unfortunately, however, it isn’t, nor like any other person 
in his senses ; but like a madman looking at somebody who 
disputes his hobby. While in this drawing of Holbein’s, 
where a dim grey shadow leavesa mere crumb of white paper, 
-gdeitelathilly it seems, for all the fine scientific Leeann AB 
behold, it is an eye indeed, and of a noble creature. | 

170. What is the reason? do you ask me; and is all the 

common teaching about generalization of details true, then ? 
No; not a syllable of it is true. Holbein is right, not be- 

cause he draws more generally, but more truly, than Durer. 
Durer draws what he knows is there ; but Holbein, only what 
he sees. And, as I have told you often before, the really — 
scientific artist is he who not only asserts bravely what he 
does see, but confesses honestly what he does not. You must 
not draw all the hairs in an eyelash ; not because it is sublime 
to generalize them, but because it is impossible to see them. 
How many hairs there are, a sign painter or an anatomist may 
count ; but how few of them you can see, it is only the utmost 
rriantil Carpaccio, Tintoret, Reynolds, and Velasquez, who 
count, or know. ) 2 

171. Such was the effect, then, of his science upon Durer’s 
ideal of beauty, and skill in portraiture. What effect had it 
on the temper and quantity of his work, as compared with 
poor ignorant Holbein’s! You have only three portraits, by 
Durer, of the great men of his time, and those bad ones; while 
he toils his soul out to draw the hoofs of satyrs, the bristles 

of swine, and the distorted aspects of base women and vicious 
men. 



| on ‘the contrary, has ignorant Holbein done for you? 
- Shak and he divide between them, by word and look, 

_ the Story of England under Henry and Elizabeth. 

5 dikes Antonio, (far more deadly than on Durer’s,) I must tell 
g you in a future lecture ;—the effect of it on their minds, I 
_ must partly refer to now, in passing to the third head of my 
; statement—the influence of new Theology. For 
_ Durer and Mantegna, chiefly because of their science, forfeited 

their place, not only as painters of men, but as servants of 
- God. Neither of them has.left one completely noble or com- 
3 pletely didactic picture ; while Holbein and Botticelli, in con- 
_ summate pieces of art, led the way before the eyes of all men, 

to the purification of their Church and land. 
173. Ill. But the need of reformation presented itself to 

these two men last named on entirely different terms. 
To Holbein, when the word of the Catholic Church proved 

false, and its deeds bloody ; when he saw it selling permission 
of sin in his native Augsburg, and strewing the ashes of its 
enemies on the pure Alpine waters of Constance, what refuge 

_ was there for him in more ancient religion? Shall he wor- 

q ‘ship Thor again, and mourn over the death of Balder? He 
reads Nature in her desolate and narrow truth, and she teaches 

him the Triumph of Death. 
a But, for Botticelli, the grand gods are old, are immortal. 
_ The priests may have taught falsely the story of the Virgin; 

_ —did they not also lie, in the name of Artemis, at Ephesus ; 
in the name of Aphrodite, at Cyprus?—but shall, therefore, 

_ Chastity or Love be dead, or the full moon paler over Arno? 
_ Saints of Heaven and Gods of Earth !—shall these perish be- 

cause vain men speak evil of them? Let us speak good for 
’ ever, and grave, as on the rock, for ages to come, the glory of 

Beauty, and the triumph of Faith. 
174. Holbein had bitterer task. 
Of old, the one duty of the painter had been to exhibit the 

virtues of this life, and hopes of the life to come. Holbein 
had to show the vices of this life, and to obscure the hope of 
the future. ‘“ Yes, we walk through the valley of the shadow 
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of death, and fear all evil, for Thou art not with us, and Thy — 
rod and Thy staff comfort us not.” He does not choose this 
task. It is thrust upon him,—just as fatally as the burial of 
the dead is in a plague-struck city. These are the things he 
sees, and must speak. He will-not become a better artist 
thereby ; no drawing of supreme beauty, or beautiful things, 
will be possible to him. Yet we cannot say he ought to have 
done anything else, nor can we praise him specially in doing 
this. It is his fate ; the fate of all the bravest in that day. 

175.. For instance, there is no scene about which a shallow 

and feeble painter would have been more sure to adopt the 
commonplaces of the creed of his time than the death of a 
child,—chiefly, and most of all, the death of a country child, 

—a little thing fresh from the cottage and the field. Surely 
for such an one, angels will wait by its sick bed, and rejoice as 
they bear its soul away ; and over its shroud flowers will be 
strewn, and the birds will sing by its grave. So your common 
sentimentalist would think, and paint. Holbein sees the facts, 
as they verily are, up to the point when vision ceases. He 
speaks, then no more. 

The country labourer’s cottage—the rain coming siiiomgh 
its roof, the clay crumbling from its partitions, the fire lighted 
with a few chips and sticks on a raised piece of the mud floor, 
—such dais as can be contrived, for use, not for honour.- The 

damp wood sputters ; the smoke, stopped by the roof, though 
the rain is not, coils round again, and down. But the mother 
can warm the child’s supper of bread and milk so—holding 
the pan by the long handle ; and on mud floor though it be, 

they are happy,—she, and her child, and its brother,—if only 
they could be left so. They shall not be left so: the young 
thing must leave them—will never need milk warmed for it any 
more. It would fain stay,—sees no angels—feels only an icy 
grip on its hand, and that it cannot stay. Those who loved 
it shriek and tear their hair in vain, amazed in grief. ‘Oh, 

little one, you must lie out in the fields then, not even under 
this poor torn roof of thy mother’s to-night?’ 

176. Again: there was not in the old creed any subject 
more definitely and constantly insisted on than the death of a 



Se .. seis are the old \ aan thought, till 
; ; then: but his hour has come ; and the black covetousness of 
hell is awake and watching ; the sharp, harpy claws will clutch 

his soul out of his mouth, and scatter his treasure for others 
5 So the commonplace preacher and painter taught. Not so 
_ Holbein. The devil want to snatch his soul, indeed! Nay, 

he never had a soul, but of the devil’s giving. His misery to” 
‘begin on his deathbed! Nay, he had never an unmiserable 
hour of life. The fiend is with him now,—a paltry, abortive 
_ fiend, with no breath even to blow hot with. He supplies the 

hell-blast with a machine. Itis winter, and the rich man has 
a his furred cloak and cap, thick and heavy ; the beggar, bare- 
headed to beseech him, skin and rags hanging about him to- 

gether, touches his shoulder, but all in vain ; there is other 

business in hand. More haggard than the beggar himself, 
wasted and palsied, the rich man counts with his fingers the - 

: gain of the years to come. 
_ But of those years, infinite, that are to be, Holbein says 

nothing. ‘I know not; Isee not. This only I see, on this 
very winter's day, the low pale stumbling-block at your 
feet, the altogether by you unseen and forgotten Death. 
You shall not pass him by on the other side ; here is a fasting 
figure in skin and bone, at last, that will stop you; and for 
all the hidden treasures of earth, here is your spade : dig now, 
and find them.’ 

177. I have said that Holbein was condemned to teach 
these things. He was not happy in teaching them, nor 

_ thanked for teaching them. Nor was Botticelli for his lovelier 
teaching. But they both could do no otherwise. They lived 

Sette aiid éisedfantgices and with both, in their marvellous 
design, veracity is the beginning of invention, and love its end. 

I have but time to show you, in conclusion, how this affec- 
tionate self-forgetfulness protects Holbein from the chief 

* calamity of the German temper, vanity, which is at the root 

of all Durer’s weakness. Here is a photograph of Holbein’s 
portrait of Erasmus, and a fine proof of Durer’s. In Hol — 
bein’s, the face leads everything ; and the most lovely quali- 
ties of the face lead in that. The cloak and cap are perfectly 
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painted, just because you look at them neither more nor less 
than you would have looked at the cloak in reality. You 
don’t say, ‘How brilliantly they are touched,’ as you would 
with Rembrandt ; nor ‘How gracefully they are neglected, 
as you would with Gainsborough ; nor ‘ How exquisitely they 
are shaded,’ as you would iotas’ Tpbrkide j nor ‘How grandly 
they are composed,’ as you would with Titian. You say only, 
‘Erasmus is surely there ; and what a pleasant sight!’ You 
don’t think of Holbein at all. He has not even put in the 
minutest letter H, that Ican see, toremind you of him. Drops 
his H’s, I regret to say, often enough. ‘My hand should be 
enough for you; what matters my name?’ But now, look 
at Durer’s. The very first thing you see, and at any distance, 
is this great square tablet with 

“The image of Erasmus, drawn from the life by Albert 
Dates. 1526,” 

and a great straddling a.p. besides. Then you see a cloak, 
and a table, and a pot, with flowers in it, and a heap of books 
with all their leaves and all their clasps, and all. the little bits 

of leather gummed in to mark the places ; and last of all you 
see Erasmus’s face ; and when you do see it, the most of it is 
wrinkles. . 

All egotism and insanity, this, gentlemen. Hard words to 
use ; but not too hard to define the faults which rendered so 

much of Durer’s great genius abortive, and to this day para- 
lyze, among the details of a lifeless and ambitious precision, 
the student, no less than the artist, of German blood. For 

too many an Erasmus, too many a Durer, among them, the 
world is all cloak and clasp, instead of face or book ; and the 
first object of their lives is to engrave their initials. 

For us, in England, not even so much is at present to be 
hoped ; and yet, singularly enough, it is more our modesty, 
unwisely submissive, than our vanity, which has destroyed 
our English school of engraving. 

At the bottom of the pretty line engravings which used to 
represent, characteristically, our English skill, one saw always 
two inscriptions. At the left-hand corner, ‘‘ Drawn by—so- 
and-so ;” at the right-hand corner, ‘ Engraved by—so-and> 
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50.” ae the worst and cheapest. plates—for the Sta- 
_ tioner’s Almanack, or the like,—one saw sometimes, ‘‘ Drawn 
_ and engraved by so-and-so,” which meant nothing more than 
_ that the publisher would not go to the expense of an artist, 
and» that the engraver haggled through as he could. (One 

fortunate exception, gentlemen, you have :dnithéunld drawings 
_ for your Oxford Almanack, though the publishers, I have no 

- doubt, even in that case, employed the cheapest artist they 
- could find:*) But in general, no engraver thought himself 
_able to draw; and no artist thought it his businaied to en- 

But the fact that this and the following lecture are on the 
subject of design in engraving, implies of course that in the 
work we haye to examine, it was often the engraver himself 

who designed, and as often the artist who engraved. 
_And you will observe that the only engravings which bear 

imperishable value are, indeed, in this kind. It is true that, 

in woodeutting, both Durer and Holbein, as in our own days 
Leech and Tenniel, have workmen under them who can do all 

they want. But in metal cutting it is not so. For, as I have 
told you, in metal cutting, ultimate perfection of Line has to 
be reached; and it can be reached by none but a master’s 
hand ; nor by his, unless in the very moment and act of de- 

‘signing. Never, unless under the vivid first force of imagina- — 
tion and intellect, can the Line have its full value. And for 

this high reason,’ gentlemen, that paradox which perhaps _ 
seemed to you so daring, is nevertheless deeply and finally 

true, that while a woodcut may be laboriously finished, a 
grand engraving on metal must be comparatively incomplete. 
For it must be done, throughout, with the full fire of temper — 

in it, visibly governing its lines, as the wind does the fibres 
of cloud. 

* The drawings were made by Turner, and are now among the chief 
treasures of the Oxford Galleries. I ought to add some notice of Ho- 
garth to this lecture in the Appendix ; but fear I shall have no time ; 
besides, though I have profound respect for Hogarth, as, in literature, 
I have for Fielding, I can't criticise them, because I know nothing of 

their subjects. — 
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The value hitherto attached to Rembrandt's stoking, dott 
others imitating them, depends on a true instinct in the pub- 
lic mind for this virtue of line. But etching is an indolent 
and blundering method at the best; and I do not doubt that’ 
you will one day be grateful for the severe disciplines of 
drawing required in these schools, in that they will have en- 
abled you to know what a line may be, driven by a master’s 
chisel on silver or marble, following, and fostering as it fol- 
lows, the instantaneous strength of his determined thought. — 
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LECTURE VI. 

DESIGN IN THE FLORENTINE SCHOOLS OF ENGRAVING. 

1. In the first of these lectures, I stated to you their sub- 
ject, as the investigation of the engraved work of a group of 
men, to whom engraving, as a means of popular address, was 
above all precious, because their art was distinctively didactic. 

Some of my hearers, must. be aware that, of late years, the 

assertion that art should be didactic has been clamorously and 
violently derided by the countless crowd of artists who have 
nothing to represent, and of writers who have nothing to say ; 
and that the contrary assertion—that art consists only in 
pretty colours and fine words,—is accepted, readily enough, 

by a public which rarely pauses to look at a picture with at- 
tention, or read a sentence with understanding. 

2. Gentlemen, believe me, there never was any great ad- 
vancing art yet, nor can be, without didactic purpose. The 
leaders of the strong schools are, and must be always, either 
teachers of theology, or preachers of the moral law. I need 
not tell you that it was as teachers of theology on the walls of 
the Vatican that the masters with whose names you are most 
familiar obtained their perpetual fame. But however great 
their fame, you have not practically, I imagine, ever been ma- 
terially assisted in your preparation for the schools either of 
philosophy or divinity by Raphael’s ‘School of Athens,’ by 
Raphael’s ‘Theology,’—or by Michael Angelo’s ‘Judgment.’ 
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* My task, to-day, is to set before you some part of the design — 
of the first Master of the works in the Sistine Chapel; and 1 
_ believe that, from his teaching, you will, even in the hour 
_ which Task you now to give, learn what may be of true use 
ie to you in all your future labour, whether in Oxford or else- 

8. You have doubtless, in the course of these lectures, been 

. ally surprised by my speaking of Holbein and Sandro 
Botticelli, as Reformers, in the same tone of respect, and with 
_ the same implied assertion of their intellectual power and 
agency, with which it is usual to speak of Luther and Savon- 

arola. You have been accustomed, indeed, to hear painting 
and sculpture spoken of as supporting or enforcing Church 
doctrine ; but never as reforming or chastising it. Whether 

Protestant or Roman Catholic, you have admitted what in the 
‘one case you held to be the abuse of painting, in the further- 
ance of idolatry—in the other, its amiable and exalting min- 
istry to the feebleness of faith. But neither have recognized, 

_ far more earnest work of the great painters of the fifteenth 
century. The Protestant was, in most -cases, too vulgar to 

- understand the aid offered to him by painting ; and in all 
cases too terrified to believe in it. He drove the gift-bringing 
Greek with imprecations from his sectarian fortress, or re-— 

ceived him within it only on the condition that he should 
_ speak no word of religion there. 

- 4 On the other hand, the Catholic, in most cases too in- 

dolent to read, and, in all, too proud to dread, the rebuke of 
_ the reforming painters, confused them with the crowd of 
his old flatterers, and little noticed their altered language, or 
_ their graver brow. In a little while, finding they had ceased 

_ to be amusing, he effaced their works, not as dangerous, but 
as dull; and recognized only thenceforward, as art, the innoe- 
nous bombast of Michael Angelo, and fluent efflorescence of 
_ Bernini. But when you become more intimately and impar- 
tially acquainted with the history of the Reformation, you 

will find that, as surely and earnestly as Memling and Giotto 
strove in the north and south to set forth and exalt the Cath- 

—the Protestant his ally,—or the Catholic his enemy, in the © . 
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olic faith, so surely and earnestly did Holbein: aa 1 Botticel 
strive, in the north, to chastise, and, in the south, to revive it. 
In what manner, I will try to-day briefly to show you. 

5. I name these two men as the reforming leaders; there 
were many, rank and file, who worked in alliance with Hol- 
bein ; with Botticelli, two great ones, Lippi and Perugino. 
But both of these had so much pleasure in their own pictorial 
faculty, that they strove to keep quiet, and out of harm’s way, 
—involuntarily manifesting themselves sometimes, however ; 
and not in the wisest manner. Lippi’s running away with a 
novice was not likely to be understood as a step in Church 
reformation correspondent to Luther’s marriage.* Nor have 
Protestant divines, even to this day, recognized the real mean- 
ing of the reports of Perugino’s ‘infidelity.’ Botticelli, the 
pupil of the one, and the companion of the other, held the 

truths they taught him through sorrow as well as joy ; and’ 
he is the greatest of the reformers, because he preached with- 

out blame ; though the least known, because he died without 
victory. 

I had hoped to be able to lay before you some better hiagrs: 
phy of him than the traditions of Vasari, of which I gave a short » 
abstract some time back in Fors Clavigera; but as yet I have 

only added internal evidence to the popular story, the more 

important points of which I must review briefly. It will not 
waste your time if I read,—instead of merely giving you refer- 
ence to,—the passages on which I must comment. 

6. “‘His father, Mariano Filipepi, a Florentine citizen, 
brought him up with care, and caused him to be instructed 
in all such things as are usually taught to children before 
they choose a calling. But although the boy readily acquired 
whatever he wished to Iearn, yet was he constantly discon- 

* The world was not then ready for Le Pére Hyacinthe ;—but the real 
gist of the matter is that Lippi did, openly and bravely, what the high- 
est prelates in the Church did basely and in secret ; also he loved, 
where they only lusted ; and he has been proclaimed therefore by them 
—and too foolishly believed by us—to have been a shameful person. 
Of his true life, and the colours given to it, we will try to learn some- 
thing tenable, before we end our work in Florence. 



nted ; Sica mnie) ho, Asko! nity slebesninlin ieeBiing, writ- 
ing, or accounts, insomuch that the father, disturbed by the 

eccentric habits of his son, turned him over in despair to a © 
By gossip of his, called Botticello, who was a goldsmith, and con- — 

sidered a very competent master of his art, to the intent that 
the boy might learn the same.” 
_. “He took no pleasure in reading, writing, nor sceouitite 74 
You will find the same thing recorded of Cimabue; but it 
is more curious when stated of a man whom I cite to you as 
typically a gentleman and a scholar. But remember, in those 
days, though there were not so many entirely correct books 
issued by the Religious Tract Society for boys to read, there 

‘were a great many more pretty things in the world for boys 
to see. The Val d’Arno was Pater-noster Row to purpose ; 
their Father's Row, with books of His writing on the moun- 
_ aim shelves. And the lad takes to looking at things, and 
_ thinking about them, instead of reading about them,—which. 
- ITcommend to you, also, as much the more scholarly practice 
_ of the two. To the end, though he knows all about the ce- — 

~ lestial hierarchies, he is not strong in his letters, nor in his 
_ dialect.” I asked Mr. Tyrrwhitt to help me through witha 
_ bitof his Italian the other day. Mr. Tyrrwhitt could only help 
_~ me by suggesting that it was “ Botticelli for so-and-so.” And 

_ one of the minor reasons which induce me so boldly to attrib- 
ute these sibyls to him, instead of Bandini, is that the letter- 

ing is so ill done. The engraver would assuredly have had 
his lettering all right,—or at least neat. Botticelli blunders 
_ through it, seratches impatiently out when he goes wrong ; 
and as I told you there's no repentance in the engraver’s trade 

____ leaves all the blunders visible. 
_ 7. Imay add one fact bearing on this question lately com- 

municated to me.* In the autumn of 1872 I possessed my- 
self of an Italian book of pen drawings, some, I have no 

doubt, by Mantegna in his youth, others by Sandro himself. 
In examining these, I was continually struck by the com- 
paratively feeble and blundering way in which the titles were 

* I insert supplementary notes, when of importance, in the text of 
the lecture, for the convenience of the general reader. 
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written, while all the rest of the handling was vial superb ; 
and still more surprised when, on the sleeves and hem of the 
robe of one of the principal figures of women, (‘ Helena — 
rapita da Paris,”) I found what seemed to be meant for 

inscriptions, intricately embroidered ; which nevertheless, 
though beautifully drawn, I could not read. In copying Bot- 
ticelli's Zipporah this spring, I found the border of her robe 
wrought with characters of the same kind, which a young 
painter, working with me, who already knows the minor se- 
crets of Italian art better than I,* assures me are letters,—and 

letters of a language hitherto undeciphered. 
8. “There was at that time a close connexion and Asians 

constant intercourse between the goldsmiths and the painters, 
wherefore Sandro, who possessed considerable ingenuity, and 
was strongly disposed to the arts of design, became en- 
amoured of painting, and resolved to devote himself entirely 
to that vocation. He acknowledged his purpose at once to 
his father ; and the latter, who knew the force of his inclina- 

tion, took him accordingly to the Carmelite monk, Fra Filip- 
po, who was a most excellent painter of that time, with whom 
he placed him to study the art, as Sandro himself had desired. 
Devoting himself thereupon entirely to the vocation he had 
chosen, Sandro so closely followed the directions, and imitated 
the manner, of his master, that Fra Filippo conceived a great 
love for him, and instructed him so effectually, that Sandro 

rapidly attained to such a degree in art as none would have 
predicted for him.” 

I have before pointed out to you the importance of training 
by the goldsmith. Sandro got more good of it, however, 
than any of the other painters so educated,—being enabled 
by it to use gold for light to colour, in a glowing harmony 
never reached with equal perfection, and rarely attempted, in 
the later schools. To the last, his paintings are partly treated 
as work in niello ; and he names himself, in perpetual grati- 
tude, from this first artizan master. Nevertheless, the fort- 
unate fellow finds, at the right moment, another, even more 

to his mind, and is obedient to him through his haiaiiide as to 
* Mr. Charles F. Murray. 
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Sabie idictigh his childhood. And this master loves him ; 
and instructs him ‘so effectually, —in grinding colors, do you 

* Perppodes’ only ; or in laying of lines only; or in anything 
-more than these ? 
_ 9. I will tell you what Lippi must have taught any boy 

“whom he loved. First, humility, and to live in joy and peace, 
& _ injuring no man—if such innocence might be. Nothing is so 

manifest in every face by him, as its gentleness and rest. 
Secondly, to finish his work perfectly, and in such temper that 
the angels might say of it—not he himself—‘Iste perfecit — 

opus.’ Do*you remember what I told you in the Eagle’s 
Nest, that true humility was in hoping that angels might 
‘sometimes admire ow: work ; not in hoping that we should 

ever be able to admire theirs ? Thirdly,—a little thing it 
seems, but was a great one,—love of flowers. No one draws 
such lilies or such daisies as Lippi. Botticelli beat him after- 
wards in roses, but never in lilies. Fourthly, due honour for 
classical tradition, Lippi is the only religious painter who - 
dresses John Baptist in the camel-skin, as the Greeks dressed 
Heracles in the lion’s,—over the head. Lastly, and chiefly of 

all—Le Pére Hyacinthe taught his pupil certain views about 
__~ the doctrine of the Church, which the boy thought of more 

deeply than his tutor, and that by a great deal ; and Master 
Sandro presently got himself into such question for painting ~ 
heresy, that if he had been as hot-headed as he was true- 
hearted, he would soon have come to bad end by the tar- 
barrel. But he is so sweet and so modest, that nobody is 
frightened ; so clever, that everybody is pleased: and at last, 
actually the Pope sends for him to paint his own private 
chapel,—where the first thing my young gentleman does, 
mind you, is to paint the devil, in a monk’s dress tempting 
Christ! The sauciest thing, out and out, done in the history 
of the Reformation, it seems to me; yet so wisely done, and 
with such true respect otherwise shown for what was sacred 
in the Church, that the Pope didn’t mind: and all went on as 
merrily as marriage bells. 

10. I have anticipated, however, in telling you this, the 
_ proper course of his biography, to which I now return. 
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“While still a youth he painted the figure of Fortitude, 
among those pictures of the Virtues which Antonio and Pietro 
Pollaiuolo were executing in the Mercatanzia, or Tribunal of 
Commerce, in Florence. In Santo Spirito, a church of the 

same city, he painted a picture for the chapel of the Bardi 
family: this work he executed with great diligence, and 
finished it very successfully, depicting certain olive and palm 
trees therein with extraordinary care.” 
It is by a beautiful chance that the first work of his, speci- 

fied by his Italian biographer, should be the a 
Note also what is said of his tree drawing. 

“Having, in consequence of this work, obtained sie 
credit and reputation, Sandro was appointed by the Guild of 
Porta Santa Maria to paint a picture in San Marco, the sub- 
ject of which is the Coronation of Our Lady, who is surround- 
ed by a choir of angels—the whole extremely well designed, 
and finished by the artist with infinite care. He executed 
various works in the Medici Palace for the elder Lorenzo, 

more particularly a figure of Pallas on a shield wreathed with 
vine branches, whence flames are proceeding : this he painted 
of the size of life. A San Sebastiano was also among the 
most remarkable of the works executed for Lorenzo. In the 
church of Santa Maria Maggiore, in Florence, is a Pieta, with 
small figures, by this master: this is a very beautiful work. 
For different houses in various parts of the city Sandro paint- 
ed many pictures of a round form, with numerous figures of 
women undraped. Of these there are still two examples at 
Castello, a villa of the Duke Cosimo,—one representing the 
birth of Venus, who is borne to earth by the Loves and 
Zephyrs ; the second also presenting the figure of Venus 
crowned with flowers by the Graces: she is here intended to 
denote the Spring, and the allegory is expressed by the painter 
with extraordinary grace.” 

Our young Reformer enters, it seems, on a very miscellane- 
ous course of study ; the Coronation of Our Lady; St. Sebas- 
tian; Pallas in vine-leayes ; and Venus,—without fig-leaves. 

* Some notice of this picture is given at the beginning of my third 
Morning in Florence, ‘ Before the Soldan.’ 
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a lly Calvinistic, Fra Filippo’s teaching seems to have 
cf been! All the better for the boy—being such a boy as he 
7 3 was: but I cannot i in this lecture enter farther into my reasons 

q for saying SO. 
11. Vasari, however, has shot far ahead in telling us of this 
a picture of the Spring, which is one of Botticelli’s completest 
_ works. Long before he was able to paint Greek nymphs, he 
g had done his best in idealism of greater spirits; and, while 
yet quite a youth, painted, at Castello, the Assumption of Our 
Lady, with “the patriarchs, the prophets, the apostles, the 

evangelists, the martyrs, the confessors, the doctors, the vir- 
3 gins, and the hierarchies!” 

_ Imagine this subject proposed to a young, ‘oie even old) 
British artist, for his next appeal to public sengalioal at the 

_ Academy! But do you suppose that the young British artist 
_ is wiser and more civilized than Lippi's scholar, because his 
only idea of a patriarch is of a man with a long beard; of a 
doctor, the M.D. with the brass plate over the way ; a of a 

virgin, Miss of the theatre ? 
Not that even Sandro was able, according to Vasari’s re- 
E port, to conduct the entire design himself. The proposer of 
the subject assisted him ; and they made some modifications 
in the theology, which brought them both into trouble—so 
early did Sandro’s innovating work begin, into which sub- 
_ jects our gossiping friend waives unnecessary inquiry, as_ 
follows. 

But although this picture is exceedingly beautiful, and 
ought to have put envy to shame, yet there were found certain 

_ malevolent and censorious persons who, not being able to affix. 
anyother blame to the work, declared that Matteo and Sandro — 

_ had erred grayely in that matter, and had fallen into une 
__ heresy. 
C ** Now, whether this be true or not, let none expect the 

judgment of that question from me: it shall suffice me to 
note that the figures executed by Sandro in that work are en- 
tirely worthy of praise ; and that the pains he took in depict- 

ing those circles of the heavens must have been very great, to 
_ say nothing of the angels mingled with the other figures, or 
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of the various foreshortenings, all which are designed i ina 
very good manner. ite 

“ About this time Sandro received a commission to cinta a 
small picture with figures three parts of a braccio high, —the 
subject an Adoration of the Magi. ; 

“Tt is indeed a most admirable work : the composition, the 
design, and the colouring are so beautiful that every artist 
who examines it is astonished ; and, at the time, it obtained 
so great a name in Florence, and other places, for the master, 

that Pope Sixtus IV. having erected the chapel built by him in 
his palace at Rome, and desiring to have it adorned with paint- 
ings, commanded that Sandro Botticelli should be eppnaees 
Superintendent of the work.” 

12. Vasari’s words, “about this time,” are ovideettls wang 

It must have been many and many a day after he painted 
Matteo’s picture that he took such high standing in Florence 
as to receive the mastership of the works in the Pope’s chapel 
at Rome. Of his position and doings there, I will tell you 
presently ; meantime, let us complete the story of his life. 

“By these works Botticelli obtained great honour and 
reputation among the many competitors who were labouring 
with him, whether Florentines or natives of other cities, and 

received from the Pope a considerable sum of money ;_ but 
this he consumed and squandered totally, during his resi- 
dence in Rome, where he lived without due care, as was ae 
habit.” 

13. Well, but one would have liked to hear how he squan- 
dered his money, and whether he was without care—of other 
things than money. 

It is just possible, Master Vasari, that Botticelli may have 
laid out his money at higher interest than you know of ; mean- . 
time, he is advancing in life and thought, and becoming less 
and less comprehensible to his biographer. And at length, 
having got rid, somehow, of the money he received from the 
Pope ; and finished the work he had to do, and uncovered it, 

—free in conscience, and empty in purse, he returned to Flor- 
ence, where, “‘ being a sophistical person, he made a comment 

on a part of Dante, and drew the Inferno, and put it in en 
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aq ‘in which he consumed much time ; and not working 
for reason, brought infinite disorder into his affairs.” 

-- 14. Unpaid work, this engraving of Dante, you perceive,— 
consuming much time also, andnot appearing to Vasari to be 
work atall. It is but a short sentence, gentlemen,—this, in 
the old edition of Vasari, and obscurely worded,—a very fool- 

ish person’s contemptuous report of a thing to him totally in- 
comprehensible. But the thing itself is out-and-out the most 
important fact in the history of the religious art of Italy. I 
¢an show you its significance in not many more words than 
have served to record it. 
~ Botticelli had been painting in Rome ; and had expressly 
Sitesi 40 represent there,—being Master of Works, in the 
poe of the Defender of the Faith,—the foundation of 

e Mosaic law ; to his mind the Eternal Law of God,—that 
law of which ‘iisAeen Evangelicals sing perpetually their own 
original psalm, “Oh, how hate I Thy law! it is my abomina- 

tion all the day.” Returning to Florence, he reads Dante’s 
vision of the Hell created by its violation. He knows that. 
the pictures he has painted in Rome cannot be understood by 
the people ; they are exclusively for the best trained scholars 
in the Church. Dante, on the other hand, can only be read 
in manuscript ; but the people could and would understand 
his lessons, if they were pictured in accessible and enduring 
form. ~He throws all his own lauded work aside,—all for 

which he is most honoured, and in which his now matured 

and magnificent skill is as easy to him as singing to a per- 
_ fect musician. And he sets himself to a servile and de- 
spised labour,—his friends mocking him, his resources fail- 
ing him, infinite ‘disorder’ getting into his affairs—of this 
world. 

15. Never such another thing happened in Italy any more, 
Botticelli engraved her Pilgrim’s Progress for her, putting 
himself in prison to do it. She would not read it when done. 
Raphael and Mare Antonio were the theologians for her 
money. Pretty Madonnas, and satyrs with abundance of tail, 
—let our pilgrim’s progress be in these directions, if you 
please. 
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Botticelli's own pilgrimage, however, was now to be accom. 
plished triumphantly, with such crowning blessings as Heaven 
might grant to him. In spite of his friends and his disor- 
dered affairs, he went his own obstinate way; and found 

another man’s words worth engraving as well as Dante’s ; not 
without perpetuating, also, what he deemed worthy of his 
own. | 

16. What would that be, think you? His chosen works 

before the Pope in Rome ?—his admired Madonnas in Flor- 
ence ?—his choirs of angels and thickets of flowers? Some 
few of these—yes, as you shall presently see ; but ‘ the best 
attempt of this kind from his hand is the Trinmaph of Faith, 
by Fra Girolamo Savonarola, of Ferrara, of whose sect our 
artist was so zealous a partisan that he totally abandoned 
painting, and not having any other means of living, he fell 
into very great difficulties. But his attachment to the party 
he had adopted increased ; he became what was then called a 
Piagnone, or Mourner, and abandoned all labour ; insomuch 

that, finding himself at length become old, being also very 
poor, he must have died of hunger had he not been sup- 
ported by Lorenzo de’ Medici, for whom he had worked at 
the small hospital of Volterra and other places, who assisted 
him while he lived, as did other friends and admirers of his 
talents.” 

17. In such dignity and independence—having employed 
his talents not wholly at the orders of the dealer—died, a 
poor bedesman of Lorenzo de’ Medici, the President of that 

high academy of art in Rome, whose Academicians were Pe- 
_rugino, Ghirlandajo, Angelico, and Signorelli; and whose 
students, Michael Angelo and Raphael. 

‘A worthless, ill-conducted fellow on the whole,’ thinks 
Vasari, ‘ with a crazy fancy for scratching on copper.’ 

Well, here are some of the seratches for you to see ; only, 

first, I must ask you seriously for a few moments to consider 
what the two powers were, which, with this iron pen of his, 
he has set himself to reprove. 

18. Two great forms of authority reigned over the entire 

civilized world, eonfessedly, and by name, in the middle ages. 



he reign over it still, and must ion ever, as at present 
a very far from confessed ; and, in most places, ragingly denied. 

| _ The first power is that of the Teacher, or true Father ; tho 
3 E dieibes ‘in God.’ It may be—happy the children to ‘litte it 

_ isthe actual father also ; and whose parents have been their 
4 tutors. But for the most part, it will be some one else who — 
_ teaches them, and moulds their minds and brain. All such 
p Sette when true, being from above, and coming down 
from the Father of Lights, with whom is no yariableness, 

| shadow of turning, is properly that of the holy Catho- 
lie « exxhova,’ council, church, or papacy, of many fathers in 
~ God, not of one. Eternally powerful and divine ; reverenced 
of all humble and lowly scholars, in Jewry, in Greece, in Rome, 

in Gaul, in England, and beyond sea, from Arctic zone to zone. 
_ The second authority is the power of National Law, enfore- 

any justice in conduct by due reward and punishment. Power 
_ wested necessarily in magistrates capable of administering it 
with merey and equity ; whose authority, be it of many or 

and was acknowledged, throughout civilized Christendeti as 
the power of the Holy Empire, or Holy Roman Empire, be- 

cause first throned in Rome ; but it is for ever also acknowl- 
_ edged, namelessly, or by name, by all loyal, obedient, just, 
and humble hearts, which truly desire that, whether for them 

should be pronounced and executed ; and as the wisdom or 
word of their Father should be taught, so the will of their 
Father should be done, on earth, as it is in heaven. 

19. You all here know what contention, first, and then 

; parkas corruption and dishonour, had paralyzed these two pow- 
_ ers before the days of which we now speak. Reproof, and 
- either reform or rebellion, became necessary everywhere. 
The northern Reformers, Holbein, and Luther, and Henry, 

_ and Cromwell, set themselves to their task rudely, and, it 

_ might seem, carried it through. The southern Reformers, 
Dante, and Savonarola, and Botticelli, set hand to their task 
reverently, and, it seemed, did not by any means carry it 
through. But the end is not yet. 

few, is again divine, as proceeding from the King.of kings, 

or against them, the eternal equities and dooms of Heaven ~ 
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20. Now I shall endeavour to-day to set before you the art 
of Botticelli, especially as exhibiting the modesty of great im- 
agination trained in reverence, which characterized the south- 

ern Reformers ; and as opposed to the immodesty of narrow 
imagination, trained in self trust, which caseaernne the 
northern Reformers. Ne oe 

‘The modesty of great imagination ;’ that is to diy of the 
power which conceives all things in true relation, and not. only 
as they affect ourselves. I can show you this most definitely — 
by taking one example of the modern, and unschooled temper, 
in Bewick ;* and setting it beside Botticeilli’s treatment of the 
same subject of thought, —namely, the meaning of wy: and 
the reforms necessary in the carrying on of wars 

21. Both the men are entirely at one in their purpose. 
They yearn for peace and justice to rule over the earth, in- 
stead of the sword ; but see how differently they will say what 
is in their hearts to the people they address. To Bewick, war 
was more an absurdity than it was a horror: he had not seen 
battle-fields, still less had he read of them, in ancient days. 
He cared nothing about heroes,—Greek, Roman, or Norman. 

What he knew, and saw clearly, was that Farmer Hodge’s boy 
went out of the village one holiday afternoon, a fine young 
fellow, rather drunk, with a coloured riband in his hat; and 
came back, ten years afterwards, with one leg, one eye, an old 
red coat, and a tobacco pipe in the pocket of it. That is what 
he has got to say, mainly. So, for the pathetic side of the 
business, he draws you two old soldiers meeting as bricklay- 
ers’ labourers ; and for the absurd side of it, he draws a stone, 

sloping sideways with age, in a bare field, on which you can 
just read, out of a long inscription, the words “ glorious vic- 
tory ;” but no one is there to read them,—only a jackass, who 
uses the stone to scratch himself against. 

22. Now compare with this Botticelli’s reproof of war. He 

*T am bitterly sorry for the pain which my partial references to tthe } 
man whom of all English artists whose histories I have read, I most es- 
teem, have given to onc remaining member of his family. I hope my 
meaning may be better understood after she has seen the close of this 
lecture. De Ta 



R it, and often; and between noble persons ;—kuew 
a the temper in which: the noblest knights went out to it ;— 
_ knew the strength, the patience, the glory, and the grief it 
_ He would fain see his Florence in peace ; and yet he knows 
_ that the wisest of her citizens are her bravest soldiers. So he 
_ seeks for the ideal of a soldier, and for the greatest glory of 
_ war, that in the presence of these he may speak reverently, 
_ what he must speak. He does not go to Greece for his hero. 

He is not sure that even her patriotic wars were always right. 
But, by his religious faith, he cannot doubt the nobleness of 

_ the soldier who put the children of Israel in possession of their 
_ promised land, and to whom the sign of the consent of heaven 

_ Was given by its pausing light in the valley of Ajalon. Must 
_ then setting sun and risen moon stay, he thinks, only to look 
_ upon slaughter? May no soldier of Christ bid them siay | 
_ otherwise than so? He draws Joshua, but quitting his hold 
of the sword : its hilt rests on his bent knee; and he kneels 

before the sun, not commands it ; and this is his prayer :— 
Oh, King of kings, and Lord of lords, who alone rulest- 

_ always in eternity, and who correctest all our wanderings,— 

_ Giver of melody to the choir of angels, listen Thou a little to 
_ our bitter grief, and come and rule us, oh Thou highest King, 
with Thy love which is so sweet!” 

3 Is not that a little better, and a little wiser, than Bewick’s 

_ jackass? Is it not also better, and wiser, than the sneer of 
modern science? ‘What great men are we !—we, forsooth, 
can make almanacs, and know that the earth turns round. 

- Joshua indeed! Let us have no more talk of the old clothes- 

man.’ 
All Bewick’s simplicity is in that ; but none of Bewick’s un- 

derstanding. 
_ 23. I pass to the attack made by Botticelli upon the guilt 
of wealth. So I had at first written; but I should rather 

have written, the appeal made by him against the cruelty of 
_ wealth; then first attaining the power it has maintained to this 

day. 
___‘The practice of receiving interest had been confined, until 
4 this fifteenth century, with contempt and malediction, te the 
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profession, so styled, of usurers, or to the Sian The mer- 
chants of Augsburg introduced it as a convenient and pleasant 
practice among Christians also; and insisted that it was de- — 
corous and proper even among respectable merchants. In the 
view of the Christian Church of their day, they might more 
reasonably have set themselves to defend adultery.* How- 
ever, they appointed Dr. John Eck, of Ingoldstadt, to hold 
debates in all possible universities, at their expense, on the 
allowing of interest ; and as these Augsburgers had in Venice 
their special mart, Fondaco, called of | the Germiana, their new 
notions came into direct collision with old Venetian ones, and 

were much hindered by them, and all the more, because, in 

opposition to Dr. John Eck, there was preaching on the other 
side of the Alps. The Franciscans, poor themselves, preached 
mercy to the poor: one of them, Brother Marco of San Gallo, 
planned the ‘Mount of Pity,’ for their defence, and the mer- 

chants of Venice set up the first in the world, against the 
German Fondaco. The dispute burned far on towards our 
own times. You perhaps have heard before of one Antonio, 
a merchant of Venice, who persistently retained the then ob- 

solete practice of lending money gratis, and of the peril it 
brought him into with the usurers. But you perhaps did not 
before know why it was the flesh, or heart of flesh, in him, 

that they so hated. 
24. Against this newly risen demon of authorized usury, 

Holbein and Botticelli went out to war together. Holbein, 
as we have partly seen in his designs for the Dance of Death, 
struck with all his soldier’s strength.+ Botticelli uses neither- 
satire nor reproach. He turns altogether away from the crim- 
inals ; appeals only to heaven for defence against them. He 
engraves the design which, of all his work, must have cost him 
hardest toil in its execution,—the Virgin praying to her Son 
in heaven for pity upon the poor: “For these are also my 
children.” | Underneath, are the seven works of Mercy ; and 

* Read Ezekiel xviii. 
+ See also the account by Dr. Woltmann of the picture of the Triumph 

of Riches. ‘ Holbein and his Time,’ p. 352. 
¢ These words are engraved in the plate, as spoken by the Virgin, 



‘tl © ened them, the building of the Mount of Pity: in | 
Z di e lies Italy, mapped in cape and bay, with the cities 
3 whieh bad founded mounts of pity,—Venice in the distance, 

_ chief. Little seen, but engraved with the master’s loveliest 
se aks) thie background there is a group of two small figures 
_ =+the Franciscan brother kneeling, and an angel of Victory 
 erowning him. E 
_ 25. Teall it an angel of Victory, observe, with assurance; 

& although there i is no legend claiming victory, or dintinggeiahe. 
_ ing this. angel from any other of those 1 which adorn with crowns 
of flowers the nameless crowds of the blessed. For Botticelli 

___ has other ways of speaking than by written legends. I know 
_ by aglance at this angel that he has taken the action of it~ 
_ from a Greek coin ; and I know also that he had not, in his 
_ own exuberant fancy, the least need to copy the action of any 
_ figure whatever. So I understand, as well as if he spoke to 

me, that he expects me, if I am an educated gentleman, to 
_ recognize this particular action asa Greek angel's; and to 
know that it is a temporal victory which it crowns. 
_ 26, And now farther, observe, that this classical learning of 

_ Botticelli’s, received by him, as I told you, as a native element 
of his being, gives not only greater dignity and gentleness, 

but far wider range, to his thoughts of Reformation. As he 
_ asks for pity from the cruel Jew to the poor Gentile, so he asks 
_ for pity from the proud Christian to the untaught Gentile. 
_ Nay, for more than pity, for fellowship, and acknowledgment 

_ of equality before God. The learned men of his age in gen- 
eral brought back the Greek mythology as anti-Christian. 

_ But Botticelli and Perugino, as pre-Christian ; nor only as 
pre-Christian, but as the foundation of Christianity. “But 

_ chiefly Botticelli, with perfect grasp of the Mosaic and classic 
_ theology, thought over and seized the harmonies of both; and 
_ he it was who gave the conception of that great choir of the 
a prophets and sibyls, of which Michael Angelo, more or less 

_ ignorantly borrowing it in the Sistine Chapel, in great part 
_ lost the meaning, while he magnified the aspect. 
3 27. For, indeed, all Christian and heathen mythology had 
7 alike become to Michael Angelo ouly a vehicle for the display 
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of his own powers of drawing limbs and trunks : sicily as 

resolved, and made the world of his day believe, that all the 
glory of design lay in variety of difficult attitude, he flings the 
naked bodies about his ceiling with an upholsterer’s ingenuity 
of appliance to the corners they could fit, but with total ab- 
sence of any legible meaning. Nor do I suppose»that one 

’ person in a million, even of those who have some acquaintance 
with the earlier masters, takes patience in the Sistine Chapel 

- to conceive the original design. But Botticelli’s mastership 
of the works evidently was given to him as a theologian, even 
more than as a painter; and the moment when he came to 
Rome to receive it, you may hold for the crisis of the Refor- 
mation in Italy. The main effort to save her priesthood was 
about to be made by her wisest Reformer,—face to face with 
the head of her Church,—not in contest with him, but in the 
humblest subjection to him ; and in adornment of his own 
chapel for his own anigee and more than delight, if it anight 
be. 

28. Sandro brings to work, not under him, but with him, 

the three other strongest and worthiest men he knows, Peru- 
gino, Ghirlandajo, and Luca Signorelli. There is evidently 
entire fellowship in thought between Botticelli and Perugino. 
They two together plan the whole ; and Botticelli, though the 
master, yields to Perugino the principal place, the end of the 
chapel, on which is to be the Assumption of the Virgin. It 
was Perugino’s favourite subject, done with his central 
strength ; assuredly the crowning work of his life, and of 
lovely Christian art in Kurope. 

Michael Angelo painted it out, and drew devils and dead 
bodies all over the wall instead. But there remains to us, 

happily, the series of subjects designed by Botticelli to lead 
up to this lost one. 

29. He came, I said, not to attack, but to restore the Papal 

authority. To show the power of inherited honour, and uni- 
versal claim of divine law, in the Jewish and Christian Church, 

—the law delivered first by Moses; then, in final grace and 
truth, by Christ. 

He designed twelve great pictures, each containing some 
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enty figures the size of life, and groups of smaller ones 
“searcely to be counted. Twelve pictures,—six to illustrate 
the giving of the law by Moses ; and six, the ratification and 
- completion of it by Christ. Event by event, the jurispru- 
dence of each dispensation is traced from dawn to close in 

‘ this correspondence. 
me team L269 

3 ‘Ak Uinidpan of Circumcision. 7. Covenant of Baptism. 
_ 2. Entrance on his Ministry 8, Entrance on his Ministry by 

by Moses. Christ. 
: 3. , Moses by the Red Sea. 9. Peter and Andrew by the Sea of 

.— Galilee. 

= 4. Delivery of Law on Sinai. 10. Sermon on Mount. 
8. Destruction of Korah. 11. Giving Keys to St. Peter. 
6. Death of Moses. 12. Last Suppet. 

Of these pictures, Sandro painted three himself, Perugino 
3 three, and the Assumption ; Ghirlandajo one, Signorelli one, 
8 ane Rosselli four.* I believe that Sandro intended to take 
& the roof also, and had sketched out the main succession of its 

_ design; and that the prophets and sibyls which he meant to 
paint, he drew first small, and engraved his drawings after- 
x wards, that some part of the work might be, at all events, thus 

communicable to the world outside of the Vatican. 
30. It is not often that I tell you my beliefs; but lam 

= forced here, for there are no dates to found more on. Is it — 
_ not wonderful that among all the infinite mass of fool’s 
_ thoughts about the “majestic works of Michael Angelo” in 

_ the Sistine Chapel, no slightly more rational person has ever 
_ asked what the chapel was first meant to be like, and how it 
was to be roofed? 
Nor can I assure myself, still less you, that all these prophets 

and sibyls are Botticelli’s. Of many there are two engravings, 
_ with variations: some are inferior in parts, many altogether. 
_ He signed none; never put grand tablets with ‘S. B.’ into his 
' skies; had other letters than those to engrave, and no time 
_ tospare. I have chosen out of the series three Of the sibyls, 
_ which have, I think, clear internal evidence of being his; and 

3 * Cosimo Rosselli, especially chosen by the Pope for his gay colouring. 

367 
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these you shall compare with Michael Angelo’s. Bat first J 
must put you in mind what the sibyls were. 

31. As the prophets represent the voice of God in man, the 
sibyls represent the voice of God in nature. They are prop- 
erly all forms of one sibyl, Avs BovAn, the counsel of God ; 
and the chief one, at least in the Roman mind, was the Sibyl 
of Cumae. From the traditions of her, the Romans, and we 
through them, received whatever lessons the myth, or fact, of 
sibyl power has given to mortals. 
How much have you received, or may you yet receive, think © 

you, of that teaching? I call it the myth, or fact ; but re- 
member that, as a myth, it is a fact. This story has concen- 
trated whatever good there is in the imagination of visionary 
powers in women, inspired by nature only. The traditions 
of witch and gipsy are partly its offshoots. You despise both, 
perhaps. But can you, though in, utmost pride of your su- 
preme modern wisdom, suppose that the character—say, even 
of so poor and far-fallen a sibyl as Meg Merrilies—is only the 
coinage of Scott’s brain ; or that, even being no more, it is 

valueless? Admit the figure of the Cumaean Sibyl, in like 
manner, to be the coinage only of Virgil’s brain. As such, it, 
and the words it speaks, are yet facts in which we may find 
use, if we are reverent to them. 

To me, personally, (I must take your indulgence for a mo- 
ment to speak wholly of myself,) they have been of the truest 
service—quite material and indisputable. 

T am writing on St. John’s Day, in the monastery of Assisi ; 
and I had no idea whatever, when I sat down to my work this 
morning, of saying any word of what I am now going to tell 
you. I meant only to expand and explain a little what I said 
in my lecture about the Florentine engraving. But it seems 
to me now that I had better tell you what the Cumaean Sibyl 
has actually done for me. 

32. In 1871, partly in consequence of chagrin at the Revo- 
lution in Paris, and partly in, great personal sorrow, I was 
struck by acute inflammatory illness at Matlock, and reduced 
to a state of extreme weakness ; lying at one time unconscious 
for some hours, those about me having no hope of my life, I 
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har dabedatie that the immediate cause of the illness was. 

_ simply, eating when I was not hungry ; so that modern science 
’ wotild acknowledge nothing in the whole business but an ex- 
_ treme and very dangerous form of indigestion ; and entirely 
pa any interference of the Cumaean Sibyl in the matter. 

- Lonce heard a sermon by Dr. Guthrie, in Edinburgh, upon 
tie wickedness of fasting. It was very eloquent and in- 
_ genious, and finely explained the superiority of the Seotch 
_ Free Church to the benighted Catholic Church, in that the 

_ Free Church saw no merit in fasting. And there was no 
4 mention, from beginning to end of the sermon, of even the 
existence of such texts as Daniel i. 12, or Matthew vi. 16. 

- . Without the smallest merit, I admit, in fasting, I was never-. 
- dithens; reduced at Matlock to a state very near starvation ; 

and could not rise from my pillow, without being lifted, for — 
_ some days. And in the first clearly pronounced stage of re- 
 eovery, when the perfect powers of spirit had returned, while 
_ the body was still as weak as it well could be, I had three 
} dreams, which made a great impression on me ; for in ordi- 

_ nary health my dreams are supremely ridiculous, if not un- 
_ pleasant ; and in ordinary conditions of illness, very ugly, and 

_ always without the slightest meaning. But these dreams were 

all distinct and impressive, and bid much meaning, if I chose 

to take it. 
83. The first* was of a Venetian fisherman, who wanted me 
_ to follow him down into some water which I thought was too 
_ deep; but he called me on, saying he had something to show 
_ me; so I followed him; and presently, through an opening, 
 asif in the arsenal wall, he showed me the bronze horses of 

_ St. Mark’s, and said, ‘See, the horses are putting on their 

harness.’ 
__ The second was of a preparation at Rome, in St. Peter’s, (or 
a vast hall as large as St. Peter’s,) for the exhibition of a relig- 
- ious drama. Part of the play was to be a scene in which 
demons were to appear in the sky; and the stage servants 

‘were arranging grey fictitious clouds, and painted fiends, for 
_ it, under the direction of the priests. There was a woman 

* T am not certain of their order at this distance of time. 
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dressed in black, standing at the corner of the stage watching 
them, having a likeness in her face to one of my own dead 
friends ; and I knew somehow that she was not that friend, 

but a spirit; and she made me understand, without speaking, 
that I was to watch, for the play would turn out other than 
the priests expected. And I waited; and when the seene 
cam? on the clouds became real clouds, and the fiends real 
fiends, agitating them in slow quivering, wild and terrible, 
over the heads of the people and priests. I recollected dis- 
tinctly, however, when I woke, only the figure of the black 
woman mocking the people, and of one priest in an agony of 
terror, with the sweat pouring from his brow, but violently 
scolding one of the stage servants for having failed in some 
ceremony, the omission of which, he thought, had ~~ the 
devils their power. 

The third dream was the most interesting and mibiciiid 
Some one came to me to ask me to help in the deliverance of 
a company of Italian prisoners who were to be ransomed for - 
money. Isaid I had no money. They answered, Yes, I had 
some that belonged to meas a brother of St. Francis, if I 
would give it up. I said I did not know even that I was a 
brother of St. Francis ; but I thought to myself, that perhaps 
the Franciscans of Fésole, whom I had helped to make hay in 
their fields in 1845, had adopted me for one ; only I didn’t 
see how the consequence of that would be my having any 
money. However, I said they were welcome to whatever I 
had ; and then I heard the voice of an Italian woman singing ; 
and I have never heard such divine singing before nor since ; 
the sounds absolutely strong and real, and the melody alto- 
gether lovely. If I could have written it! But I could not 
even remember it when I woke,—only how beautiful it was. 

34. Now these three dreams have, every one of them, been 

of much use to me since ; or so far as they have failed to be 
useful, it has been my own fault, and not theirs; but the 

chief use of them at the time was to give me courage and con- 
fidence in myself, both in bodily distress, of which I had still 
not a little to bear ; and worse, much mental anxiety about 

matters supremely interesting to me, which were turning out 
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= was recovering, as if it meant to throw me back into the 
4 grave,—I held out and recovered, repeating always to myself, 

4 toa one Latin line, 

_ Tu ne cede malis, sed contra fortior ito. 

Now I had got this line out of. the tablet in the engraving of 
 Raphael’s vision, and had forgotten where it came from. And 

_ I thought I knew my sixth book of Virgil so well, that I never 

“And through all such trouble—which came upon me as I | 

or rather having always murmured in my ears, at every new - 

looked at it again while I was giving these lectures at Oxford, 
and it was only here at Assisi, the other day, wanting to look 
_ more accurately at the first scene by the lake Avernus, that I 
_ found I had been saved by the words of the Cumaean Sibyl. 
_ . 35. “Quam tua te Fortuna sinet,” the completion of the 
_ sentence, has yet more and continual teaching in it for me 
_. now; asit has forall men. Her opening words, which have 
become hackneyed, and lost all present power through vulgar 
_ use of them, contain yet one of the most immortal truths ever 

_ yet spoken for mankind ; and they will never lose their power 
__ of help for noble persons. But observe, both in that lesson, 
_ .“Facilis descensus Averni,” etc. ; and in the still more pre- 
_ ious, because universal, one on which the strength of Rome 
- was founded,—the burning of the books,—the Sibyl speaks 

_ .only as the voice of Nature, and of her laws ;—not as a divine 

helper, prevailing over death ; but as a mortal teacher warning 
‘us against it, and strengthening us for our mortal time; but © 
not for eternity. Of which lesson her own history is a part, 

_ and her habitation by the Avernus lake. She desires im- 
_ mortality, fondly and vainly, as we do ourselves. She receives, 

_ from the love of her refused lover, Apollo, not immortality, 
but length of life ;—her years to be as the grains of dust in 
her hand. And even this she finds was a false desire ; and 

_ her wise and holy desire at last is—to die. She wastes away ; 
_ becomes a shade only, and a voice. The Nations ask her, 

What wouldst thou? She answers, Peace ; only jet my last 
ryords be true.“ L’ultimo mie pavrlar sie verace.’ 
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36. Therefore, if anything is to be conceived, rightly, and 
chiefly, in the form of the Cumaean Sibyl, it must be of fading 
virginal beauty, of enduring patience, of far-looking into fu- 
turity. “For after my death there shall yet PAR | merenyss 
‘‘ another virgin.” 

Jam redit et virgo ;—redeunt Saturnia regna, 
Ultima Cumaei venit jam carminis aetas. 

Here then is Botticelli’s Cumaean Sibyl. She is armed, for 
she is the prophetess of Roman fortitude ;—but her faded 
breast scarcely raises the corslet ; her hair floats, not falls, in 
waves like the currents of a river,—the sign of enduring life ; 
the light is full on her forehead: she looks into the distance 
as ina dream. It is impossible for art to gather together 
more beautifully or intensely every image which can express 
her true power, or lead us to understand her lesson. 

37. Now you do not, I am well assured, know one of 

Michael Angelo’s sibyls from another : unless perhaps the 
Delphian, whom of course he makes as beautiful as he can. 
But of this especially Italian prophetess, one would have 
thought he might, at least in some way, have shown that he 
knew the history, even if he did not understand it. She might 
have had more than one book, at all events, to burn. She 

might have had a stray leaf or two fallen at her feet. He 
could not indeed haye painted her only as a voice; but his 
anatomical knowledge need not have hindered him from paint- 
ing her virginal youth, or her wasting and watehing: age, oF 
her inspired hope of a holier future. 

38. Opposite,—fortunately, photograph from the fige it- 
self, so that you can suspect me of no exaggeration,—is 
Michael Angelo’s Cumaean Sibyl, wasting away. It is by a gro- 
‘esque and most strange chance that he should have made the 
figure of this Sybil, of all others in the chapel, the most fleshly 
and gross, even proceeding to the monstrous license of show~ 
ing the nipples of the breast as if the dress were molded over 
them like plaster. Thus he paints the poor nymph beloved 
of Apollo,—the clearest and queenliest in prophecy and com- 
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' e sybils,—as an ugly crone, with the arms of 
poring down upon a single book. 

E aoe is one point of fine detail, however, in Botticelli’s 
‘Oinaean Sibyl, hed in the next I am going to show you, to 
ccwerecs Tr must go back for a little while to the question 

tion of the Italian painters to the Greek. I 
1t like repeating in one lecture what I have said in another ; 

O ithe trouble of reference, must remind you of 
‘what Fst in my fourth lecture:on Greek birds, when! we 

‘the adoption of the plume crests in armour, 
. t signifies command ; but the diadem, obedience ; 
eeaee tes erown is iHisencily adiadem. It is the thing 
that binds, before it is the thing that honours. 
"Now all the great schools dwell on this symbolism. The 

‘long flowing hair is the symbol of life, and the dd3ypa of the 
law restraining it. Royalty, or kingliness, over life, restrain- 
ing and glorifying. In the extremity of restraint—in death, 
eon att as of death to Earth, or ignoble as of death to 
He: oe is fastened with the mortcloth: ‘Bound 

d foot Sri graye-clothes, and the face bound about 

x “40. "Now Sok Wack to the Grst'Greok head I ever showed 
| you, used as the type of archaic sculpture in Aratra Pentelici, 
ar odierse look at the crown in Botticelli’s Astrologia. It is ab- 

y the Greek form,—even to the peculiar oval of the 
shade’ while the diadem—the governing law—is set with 

ispointed stars—to rule the destiny and thought. Then re- 
* rn to the Cumaean Sibyl. She, as we have seen, is the 
‘symbol of enduring life—almost immortal. The diadem is 
withdrawn from the forehead—reduced to a narrow fillet-— 
here, and the hair thrown free. 

_ 41. From the Cumaean Sibyl’s diadem, traced only by 
points, turn to that of the Hellespontic, (Plate 9, opposite). 
T do not know why Botticelli chose her for the spirit of proph- 

 ecy in old age ; but he has made this the most interesting 
plate of the series in the definiteness of its connection with 

the work from Dante, which becomes his own prophecy in 
old age. The fantastic yet solemn treatment of the gnarled 
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wood occurs, as far as I know, in no other engravings -but 

this and the illustrations to Dante ; and I am content to leave 

it, with little comment, for the reader’s quiet study, as show- 
ing the exuberance of imagination which other men at this 
time in Italy allowed to waste itself in idle arabesque, re- 
strained by Botticelli to his most earnest purposes ; and giy- 
ing the withered tree-trunks hewn for the rude throne of the 
aged prophetess, the same harmony with her fading spirit 
which the rose has with youth, or the laurel with victory. 
Also in its weird characters, you have the best example I can 
show you of the orders of decorative design which are espe- 
cially expressible by engraving, and which belong to a group 
of art-instincts scarcely now to be understood, much less re- 
covered, (the influence of modern naturalistic imitation being 

too strong to be conquered)—the instincts, namely, for the 
arrangement of pure line, in labyrinthine intricacy, through 
which the grace of order may give continual clue. The en- 
tire body of ornamental design, connected with writing, in the 
middle ages seems as if it were a sensible symbol, to the eye 
and brain, of the methods of error and recovery, the minglings 
of crooked with straight, and perverse with progressive, which 
constitute the great problem of human morals and fate ; and 
when I chose the title for the collected series of these lectures, 

I hoped to haye justified it by careful analysis of the methods 
of labyrinthine ornament, which, made sacred by Theseian tra- 

ditions,* and beginning in imitation of physical truth, with 
the spiral waves of the waters of Babylon as the Assyrian 
carved them, entangled in their returns the eyes of men, on 
Greek vase and Christian manuscript—till they closed in the 
arabesques which sprang round the last luxury of Venice and — 
Rome. 

But the labyrinth of life itself, and its more and more inter. — 
woven occupation, become too manifold, and too difficult for — 
me; and of the time wasted in the blind lanes of it, perhaps that 
spent in analysis or recommendation of the art to which men’s | 
present conduct makes them insensible, has been chiefly cast 
away. On the walls of the little room where I finally reyise | 

* Callimachus, ‘ Delos,’ 304 ete. 



lecture,* hangs an old silken sampler of great-grandame’s 
= work : representing the domestic life of Abraham : chiefly the 
_ stories of Isaac and Ishmael. Sarah at her tent-door, watching 

with folded arms, the dismissal of Hagar : above, in a wilderness 
_ full of fruit trees, birds, and butterflies, little Ishmael lying at 

the root of a tree, and the spent bottle under another ; Hagar in 
prayer, and the angel appearing to her out of a avcatiad line of 
_  gloomily undulating clouds, which, with a dark-rayed sun in the 

_ midst, surmount the entire composition in two arches, out of 
which descend shafts of (I suppose) beneficent rain ; leaving, 

_ however, room, in. the corner opposite to Ishmael’s angel, for 
_ Isaac’s, who stays Abraham in the sacrifice : the ram in the | 

_ thicket, the squirrel in the plum tree above him, and the 
' grapes, pears, apples, roses, and daisies of the foreground, 

being all wrought with involution of such ingenious needle- 
work as may well rank, in the patience, the natural skill, and 

_ the innocent pleasure of it, with the truest works of Florentine 
engraving. Nay ; the actual tradition of many of the forms of 

q ancient art is in many places evident,—as for instance in the 

_ spiral summits of the flames of the wood on the altar, which 
are like a group of first-springing fern. On the wall opposite 

is a smaller composition, representing Justice with her bal- 
ance and sword, standing between the sun and moon, with a 
background of pinks, borage, and corncockle : a third is only 
a cluster of tulips and iris, with two Byzantine peacocks ; but 

the spirits of Penelope and Ariadne reign vivid in all the work 
—and the richness of pleasurable fancy is as great still, in 
these silken labours, as in the marble arches and golden roof 
of the cathedral of Monreal. . 

But what is the use of explaining or analyzing it? Such 
work as this means the patience and simplicity of all feminine 

life; and can be produced, among us at least, no more, 

Gothic tracery itself, another of the instinctive labyrinthine 
intricacies of old, though analyzed to its last section, has be- 

come now the symbol only of a foolish ecclesiastical sect, re- - 
tained for their shibboleth, joyless and powerless for all good, 
The very labyrinth of the grass and flowers of our fields, though 

*In the Old King’s Arms Hotel, Lancaster. 
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dissected to its last leaf, is yet bitten bare, or trampled to 
slime, by the Minotaur of our lust ; and for the traceried spire 
of the poplar by the brook, we possess but the four-square 
furnace tower, to mingle its smoke with heavenibe —* 
clouds.* 

We will look yet at one sampler more of the nialedl work, 
done in the happy time when flowers were pure, youth simple, 
and imagination gay,—Botticelli’s Libyan Sibyl. | . 

Glance back first to the Hellespontic, noting the close fillet, 
and the cloth bound below the face, and then you pwill be pre- 
pared to understand the last I shall show you, and the loveli- 
est of the southern Pythonesses. 

42, A less deep thinker than Botticelli en rei made - 
her parched with thirst, and burnt with heat. But the voice 
of God, through nature, to the Arab or the Moor, is not in the 

thirst, but in the fountain,—not in the desert, but in the grass 
of it. And this Libyan Sibyl is the spirit of wild om and 
flowers, springing in desolate places. 

You see, her diadem is a wreath of them ; but the blossoms 

of it are not fastening enough for her hair, though it is not 
long yet—(she is only in reality a Florentine girl of fourteen 
or fifteen)—so the little darling knots it under her ears, and 
then makes herself a necklace of it. But though flowing hair 
and flowers are wild and pretty, Botticelli had not, in these 
only, got the power of Spring marked to his mind. Any girl 
might wear flowers ; but few, for ornament, would be likely to 

wear grass, So the Sibyl shall have grass in her diadem ; not 
merely interwoven and bending, but springing and strong. 
You thought it ugly and grotesque at first, did not you? It 
was male | 80, because precisely what Botticelli wanted — to 
look at. 

* A manufacturer wrote to me the other day, ‘‘ We don’t want to make 
smoke!’’? Who said they did ?—a hired murderer does not want to 
commit murder, but does it for sufficient motive. (Even our shipown- 

ers don’t want to drown their sailors ; they will only do it for sufficient 
motive.) If the dirty creatures did want to make smoke, there would 
be more excuse for them : and that they are not clever enough to con- 
sume it, is no praise to them. A man who can't help his hiccough 
leaves the room; why do they not leave the England they pollute ? 
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= But that's not all. This conical cap of hers, with one bead 
a e the top,—considering how fond the Florentines are of 

_head-dresses, this seems a strange one for a young 
4 girl But, exactly as I know the angel of Victory to be Greek, 

at his Mount of Pity, so I know this head-dress to be taken 
a from a Greek coin, and to be meant fora Greek symbol. It 

is the Petasus of Hermes—the mist of morning over the dew. 
Lastly, what will the Libyan Sibyl say to you? The letters 
are large on her tablet. Her message is the oracle from the 
temple of the dew : “The dew of thy birth is as the womb of. 
the morning.”—‘“ Ecce venientem diem, et latentia aperien- 
tem, tenebit gremio gentiun regina.” . 
43. Why the daybreak came not then, nor yet has come, 

Tinko‘eny a deeper darkness ; and why there is now neither — 
queen nor king of nations, but every man doing that which is 
right in his own eyes, I would fain go on, partly to tell you, 
and partly to meditate with you: but it is not our work for 
to-day. The issue of the Reformation which these great 
painters, the scholars of Dante, began, we may follow, farther, 
in the study to which I propose to lead you, of the lives of 
Cimabue and Giotto, and the relation of their work at Assisi 
to the chapel and chambers of the Vatican. 
44. To-day let me finish what I have to tell you of the style 
of southern engraving. What sudden bathos in the sentence, 
you think! So contemptible the question of style, then, in 
painting, though not in literature? You study the ‘style’ of 
Homer; the style, perhaps, of Isaiah; the style of Horace, 
and of Massillon. Is it so vain to study the style of Botti- 
celli? 

In all cases, it is equally vain, if you think of their style 
first. But know their purpose, and then, their way of speak- 
ing is worth thinking of. These apparently unfinished and 
certainly unfilled outlines of the Florentine,—clumsy work, — 
as Vasari thought them,—as Mr. Otley and most of our 
English amateurs still think them,—are these good or bad 

_ engraving ? 
You may ask now, comprehending their motive, with some 

hope of answering or being answered rightly, And the an- 



swer is, They are the finest gravers’ work ever ae jet “a 
human hand. You may teach, by process of discipline and 
of years, any youth of good artistic capacity to engrave a plate 
in the modern manner ; but only the noblest passion, and the 
tenderest patience, ill ever engrave one line like these of 
Sandro Botticelli. ee 

45. Passion, and patience! Nay, even these you may have 

to-day in England, and yet both be in vain. Only a few years 
ago, in one of our northern iron-foundries, a workman of in- 
tense power and natural art-faculty set himself to learn en- 
eraving ;—made his own tools ; gave all the spare hours of his 
laborious life to learn their use ; learnt it; and engraved a 
plate which, in manipulation, no professional engraver would 
be ashamed of. He engraved his blast furnace, and the cast- 

ing of a beam of a steam engine. This, to him, was the power - 

of God,—it was his life. 

No greater earnestness was ever given by man to promul- 
gate a Gospel. Nevertheless, the engraving is absolutely 
worthless. The blast furnace is not the power of God; and 
the life of the strong spirit was as much consumed in the 
flames of it, as ever driven slaves by the burden aa 7 _ 
the day. 

How cruel to say so, if he yet lives, you think No, my 
friends ; the cruelty will be in you, and the guilt, if, having 

been brought here to learn that God is your Light, you yet 
leave the blast furnace to be the only light of England. 

It has been, as I said in the note above (p. 167), with ex- 
treme pain that I have hitherto limited my notice of our own 
great engraver and moralist, to the points in which the disad- 
vantages of English art-teaching made him inferior to his 
trained Florentine rival. But, that these disadvantages were 
powerless to arrest or ignobly depress him ;—that however 
failing in grace and scholarship, he should never fail in truth 
or vitality ; and that the precision of his unerring hand *— 

*T know no drawing 80 ‘subtle as Bewick’s, since the fifteenth cen- 
tury, except Holbein’s and Turner’s, I have been greatly surprised 
lately by the exquisite water-colour work in some of Stothard’s smaller 
vignettes ; but he cannot set the line like Turner or Bewick, = 



{mevitable eye—and his rik judging eaeiiatiould 
ix place him in the first rank of the great artists not of England 
_ only, but of all the world and of all time :—that this was pos- 

_ sible to him, was simply because he lived a country life. Be- 
wick himself, Botticelli himself, Apelles himself, and twenty 
_ times Apelles, condemned to slavery in the hellfire of the iron 
_ furnace, could have done—Norue. Absolute paralysis of all. 
high human faculty must result from labour near fire. The 
_ poor engraver of the piston-rcd had faculties—not like Be- 
_ wick’s, for if he had had those, he never would have endured 

the degradation ; but assuredly, (I know this by his work,) 
a faculties high enough to have made him one of the most ac- 

_ complished figure painters of his age. And they are scorched 
out of him, as the sap from the grass in the oven: while on 

his Northumberland hill-sides, Bewick grew into as stately 
life as their strongest pine. 
_ And therefore, in words of his, telling consummate and un- 

changing truth concerning the life, honour, and happiness of 
England, and bearing directly on the points of difference be- 

- tween class and class which I have not dwelt on without need, 

I will bring these lectures to a close. 
~ “T have always, through life, been of opinion that there is 
no business of any kind that can be compared to that of a man 
who farms his own land. It appears to me that every earthly 
pleasure, with health, is within his reach. But numbers of 
these men (the old statesmen) were grossly ignorant, and in 
exact proportion to that ignorance they were sure to be offen- 

sively proud. This led them to attempt appearing above their 
station, which hastened them on to their ruin ; but, indeed, 

_ this disposition and this kind of conduct invariably leads to 
such results. There were many of these lairds on Tyneside; 
as well as many who held their lands on the tenure of ‘suit 
and service,’ and were nearly on the same level as the lairds. 
Some of the latter lost their lands (not fairly, I think) in a way 
they could not help ; many of the former, by their misdirected 
pride and folly, were driven into towns, to slide away into 
nothingness, and to sink into oblivion, while their ‘ha’ 

houses’ (halls), that ought to have remained in their families 
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from generation to generation, have alae ately”: Ehsan: 
always felt extremely grieved to see the ancient mansions of 
many of the country gentlemen, from somewhat similar causes, 
meet with a similar fate. The gentry should, in an especial 
manner, prove by their conduct that they are guarded against 
showing any symptom of foolish pride, at the same time that - 
they soar above every meanness, and that their conduct is 
guided by truth, integrity, and patriotism. If they wish the 
people to partake with them in these good qualities, they must 
set them the example, without which no real respect can ever 
be paid to them. Gentlemen ought never to forget the re- 
spectable station they hold in society, and that they are the 
natural guardians of public morals and may with propriety 
be considered as the head and the heart of the country, while 
‘a bold peasantry’ are, in truth, the arms, the sinews, and the. 

strength of the same ; but when these last are degraded, they 
soon become dispirited and mean, and often dishonest and 
useless. 

% * * * % * * 
“This singular and worthy man * was perhaps the most in- 

valuable acquaintance and friend I ever met with. His moral 
lectures and advice to me formed a most important succeda- 
neum to those imparted by my parents. His wise remarks, 
his detestation of vice, his industry, and his temperance, 

* Gilbert Gray, bookbinder. I have to correct the inaccurate—and 
very harmfully inaccurate, expression which I used of Bewick, in Love’s 
Meinie, ‘a printer’s lad at Newastle.’ His first master was a goldsmith 

and engraver, else he could never have been an artist. I am very 
heartily glad to make this correction, which establishes another link of 
relation between Bewick and Botticelli; but my error was partly caused 
by the impression which the above description of his ** most invaluable 
friend’? made on me, when I first read it. 
Much else that I meant to correct, or promised to explain, in this lect- 

ure, must be deferred to the Appendix ; the superiority of the Tusean 
to the Greek Aphrodite I may perhaps, even at last, leave the reader to 
admit or deny as he pleases, having more important matters of debate 
on hand. Butas I mean only to play with Proserpina during the spring, 
I will here briefly anticipate a statement I mean in the Appendix to en- 
force, namely, of the extreme value of coloured copies by hand, or 

paintings whose excellence greatly consists in colour, as auxiliary to en- 
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. debits il a most lively and cheerful dinpibultion,; altogether 
tt made him appear to me as one of the best of characters. In 
See ge I often spent my winter evenings. This was 
also the éase with a number of young men who might be con- 
sidered as his pupils; many of whom, I have no doubt, he di- 

- rected into the paths of truth and integrity, and who revered 
his memory through life. He rose early to work, lay down — 
when he felt weary, and rose again when refreshed. His diet 

was of the simplest kind ; and he ate when hungry, and drank 
when dry, without paying regard to meal-times. By steadily 
‘Plentog this mode of life he was enabled to accumulate sums 

—from ten to thirty pounds. This enabled him to 
~ get books, of an entertaining and moral tendency, printed and 
circulated at a cheap rate. His great object was, by every 
possible means, to promote honourable feelings in the minds 
of youth, and to prepare them for becoming good members of 

. Lhave often discovered that he did not overlook in- 
genious mechanics, whose misfortunes—perhaps mismanage~ 
ment—had led them to a lodging in Newgate. To these he 
directed his compassionate eye, and for the deserving (in his 
estimation), he paid their debt, and set them at. liberty. He 
felt hurt at seeing the hands of an ingenious man tied up in 

_ gravings of them. ‘The prices now given without hesitation for nearly 
worthless original drawings by first-rate artists, would obtain for the 

misguided buyers, in something like a proportion of teu to one, most 
precious copies of drawings which can only be represented at all in en- 

graving by entire alteration of their treatment, and abandonment of 
their finest purposes. I feel this so strongly that I have given my best 
attention, during upwards of ten years, to train a copyist to perfect fidel- 
ity in rendering the work of Turner; and having now succeeded in en- 

abling him to produce facsimilies so close as to look like replicas, fac- 
similies which I must sign with my own name and his, in the very work 
of them, to prevent their being sold for real Turner vignettes, I can ob- 
tain no custom for him, and am obliged to leave him to make his bread 
by any power of captivation his original sketches may possess in the 
eyes of a public which maintains a nation of copyists in Rome, but is 
content with black and white renderings of great English art; though 
there is scarcely one cultivated English gentleman or lady who has not 
been twenty times in the Vatican, for once that they have been in the 
National Gallery. 
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“setitin, where they were e of no use either to himself or ng an . 

community. This worthy man had been educated for a priest ; 
but he would say to me, ‘ Of a “ trouth,” Thomas, I did not 
like their ways.’ So he gave up the thoughts of being a priest, 
and bent his way from Aberdeen to Edinburgh, where he en- 

~ gaged himself to Allan Ramsay, the poet, then a bookseller at 
the latter place, in whose service he was both shopman and 
bookbinder. From Edinburgh he came to Neweastle. . Gil- 
bert had had a liberal education bestowed upon him. He had 
read a great deal, and had reflected upon what he had read. 
This, with his retentive memory, enabled him to be a pleasant 
and communicative companion. I lived in habits of intimacy 
with him to the end of his life ; and, when he died, I, with 

others of his friends, attended his remains to the graye at 
the Ballast Hills.” 

And what graving on the sacred cliffs of Egypt ever hon- 
oured them, as that grass-dimmed furrow does the mounds of 

our Northern land ? 
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oe -, NOTES. 

I. The following letter, from one of my most faithful read« 

_ers, corrects an important piece of misinterpretation in the © 
text. The waving of the reins must be only in sign of the 
fluctuation of heat round the Sun’s own chariot :— 

‘* Spring Field, Ambleside, 
‘* February 11, 1875. 

«Dear Mr. Ruskin,—Your fifth lecture on Engraving IT 

; have to hand. 

“Sandro intended those wavy lines meeting under the 
Sun’s right * hand, (Plate V.) primarily, no doubt, to represent 
the four ends of the four reins dangling from the Sun’s hand. 
The flames and rays are seen to continue to radiate from the 
platform of the chariot between and beyond these ends of 
the reins, and over the knee. He may have wanted to ac- 
knowledge that the warmth of the earth was Apollo’s, by mak- 
ing these ends of the reins spread out separately and wave, _ 
and thereby enclose a form like a flame. But I cannot think it. 

* Believe me, 

* Ever yours truly, 
Cuas. Wa. Surrs.” 

IL. I meant to keep labyrinthine matters for my Appendix; 
but the following most useful byewords from Mr. Tyrrwhitt 

had better be read at once :— 
“Tn the matter of Cretan Labyrinth, as connected by Vir- 

on the print ? On the plate, the reins would be in the left hand ; and 
the whole movement be from the left to the right ? The two different 
forms that the radiance takes would i Speco respectively heat and 

light, would they not?” 

* ‘Would not the design have looked better, to us, on the plate than 
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gil with the Sandesh Troje, or equestrian game of iatiee end | 
turning, continued in England from twelfth century ; and 
having for last relic the maze * called ‘Troy Town,’ at Troy 
farm, near Somerton, Oxfordshire, which itself resembles the 

circular labyrinth on a coin of Cnossus in ‘ Fors Clayigera.’ 
“The connecting quotation from Virg., Aun., v., 588, is as 

follows : 

* Ut quond am Creta fertur Labyrinthus in alta 
Parietibus textum cecis iter, ancipitemque 
Mille viis habuisse dolum, qua signa sequendi 
Falleret indeprensus et inremeabilis error. 
Haud alio Teucriin nati vestigia eursu 
Impediunt, texuntque fagas et preelia ludo, 
Delphinum similes.’ ”’ 

Labyrinth of Ariadne, as cut on the Downs by shepherds 
from time immemorial,— 

Shakspeare, ‘ Midsummer Night’s Dream,’ Act ii. se. 2: 

‘** Oberon. The nine-men’s morris} is filled up with mud; 
And the quaint mazes in the wanton green 
By lack of tread are undistinguishable.”’ 

The following passage, ‘Merchant of Venice,’ Act iii., se, 2, 
confuses (to all appearance) the Athenian tribute to Crete, 
with the story of Hesione : and may point to general con- 
fusion in the Elizabethan mind about the myths: 

* Pores . + With much more love 
Than yiding Alcides, when he did reduce 
The virgin-tribute paid by howling Troy 
To the sea monster.” ¢ 

Theseus is the Attic Hercules, however; and Troy may 
have been a sort of house of call for mythical monsters, in the 

view of midland shepherds. 

* Strutt, pp. 97-8, ed. 1801. 

+ Explained as ‘‘a game still played by the shepherds, cowkeepers,” 
etc., in the midland counties. 

t See Iliad, 20, 145. ; 
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_. NOTES ON THE PRESENT STATE OF ENGRAVING IN ENGLAND. 
jidetes 

I nave long deferred the completion of this book, because I 
had hoped to find time to show, in some fulness, the grounds 

for my conviction that engraving, and the study of it, since 
the development of the modern finished school, have been 
ruinous to European knowledge of art. But Iam more and 
more busied in what I believe to be better work, and ean only 
with extreme brevity state here the conclusions of many years’ 

thought. 
__ These, in several important particulars, have been curiously 
enforced on me by the carelessness shown by the picture 
dealers about the copies from Turner which it has cost Mr. — 
Ward and me * fifteen years of study together to enable our- 
selyes to make. | “ They are only copies,” say they,—‘ nobody 
will look at them.” 

It never seems to occur even-to the most intelligent persons 
that an engraving also is ‘ only a copy,’ and a copy done with 
refusal of colour, and with disadvantage of means in render- 

ing shade. But just because this utterly inferior copy can be 
reduplicated, and introduces a different kind of skill in 
another material, people are content to lose all the composi- 
tion, and all the charm, of the original,—so far as these de- 

pend on the ehief gift of a painter,—colour ; while they are 
gradually misled into attributing to the painter himself quali- 
ties impertinently added by the engraver to make his plate 
popular: and, which is far worse, they are as gradually and 

* See note to the close of this article, p. 152. 
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subtly prevented from looking, in the origin, for the ‘aut 
ties which engraving could never render. Further, it con- 
tinually happens that the very best colour-compositions en- 
grave worst ; for they often extend colours over great spaces 

at equal pitch, and the green is as dark as the red, and the 
blue as the brown ; so that the engraver can only distinguish 
them by lines in different directions, and his plate becomes a 
vague and dead mass of neutral tint ; but a bad and forced 
piece of colour, or a piece of work of the Bolognese school, 
which is everywhere black in the shadows, and colourless in 
the lights, will engrave with great ease, and appear spirited 
and forcible. Hence engravers, as a rule, are interested in 
reproducing the work of the worst schools of painting. 

“ Also, the idea that the merit of an engraving consisted in 
light and shade, has prevented the modern masters from even 
attempting to render works dependent mainly on outline and 
expression ; like the early frescoes, which should indeed have 
been the objects of their most attentive and continual skill: 
for outline and expression are entirely within the scope of en- 
graving ; and the scripture histories of an aisle of a cloister 
might have been engraved to perfection, with little more pains 
than are given by ordinary workmen to round a limb by Cor- 
reggio, or imitate the texture of a dress by Sir Joshua,—and 
both, at last, inadequately. 

I will not lose more time in asserting or lamenting the mis- 
chief arising out of the existing system : but will rapidly state 
what the public should now ask for. 

1. Exquisitely careful engraved outlines of all remaining 
frescoes of the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries 

in Italy, with so much pale tinting as may be explanatory of 
their main masses ; and with the local darks and loeal lights 
brilliantly relieved. The Arundel Society have published 
some meritorious plates of this kind from Angelico,—not, 
however, paying respect enough to the local colours, but con- 
ventionalizing the whole too much into outline. 

2. Finished small plates for book illustration. The cheap 
woodcutting and etching of popular illustrated books have 
been endlessly mischievous to public taste: they first obtained 
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hae of the lower school of line engraving, brought on it 
cs aed persistence in hack work for ignorant publishers. 
The last dregs of it may still be seen in the sentimental land- 

: “scapes engraved for cheap ladies’ pocket-books. But the 
_ woodcut can never, educationally, take the place of serene and 
; accomplished line engraving ; and the training of young ar- 
tists in whom the gift of delineation prevails over their sense 

eee. } “ 
ir power in a general reaction of the public mind from the 

of colour, to the productien of scholarly, but small plates, : F 
with their utmost honour of skill, would give a hitherto un- 
conceived dignity to the character and range of our popular 3 a 
literature. ae 

-__ 3. Vigorous mezzotints from pictures of the great masters, 
_ which originally present noble contrasts of light and shade. 
Many Venetian works are magnificent in this character. 
4. Original design by painters themselves, decisively en- 
graved in few lines —(not etched) ; and with such insistanee by — & 

dotted work on the main contours as we have seen in the ex- 

amples given from Italian engraving. 
5. On the other hand, the men whose quiet patience and — 
amet. manual dexterity are at present employed in pro- 
ducing large and costly plates, such as that of the Belle Jar- 
diniére de Florence, by M. Boucher Desnoyers, should be — i 
entirely released from their servile toil, and employed ex- 
clusively in producing coloured copies, or light drawings, | 
from the original work. The same number of hours of la- 
bour, applied with the like conscientious skill, would multiply 
precious likenesses of the real picture, full of subtle veracities~ 

which no steel line could approach, and conveying, to thou- 
sands, true knowledge and unaffected enjoyment of painting ; 
while the finished plate lies uncared for in the portfolio of 
the virtuoso, serving only, so far as it is seen in the print- 

“« 
ro 

seller's window by the people, to make them think that sacred 
painting must always be dull, and unnatural. 

1 have named the above engraving, because, for persons 

wishing to study the present qualities and methods of line- 
work, it is a pleasant and sufficient possession, uniting every 

_. yariety of texture with great serenity of unforced effect, and 
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exhibiting every possible artifice and achievement in the’ a - 
tribution of even and rugged, or of close and open line ; arti- 

fices for which,—while I must yet once more and emphati- 
cally repeat that they are illegitimate, and could not be pract- 
ised in a revived school of classic art,—I would fain secure 

the reader’s reverent admiration, under the conditions exacted, 

by the school to which they belong. Let him endeavour, 
the finest point of pen or pencil he can obtain, to imitate the 
profile of this Madonna in its relief against the grey back- 
ground of the water surface ; let him examine, through a good 
lens, the way in which the lines of the background are ended 
in a lance-point as they approach it ; the exact equality of depth 
of shade being restored by inserted dots, which prepare for 
the transition to the manner of shade adopted in the flesh : 
then let him endeavour to trace with his own hand some of the 
curved lines at the edge of the eyelid, or in the rounding of 
the lip ; or if these be too impossible, even a few of the quiet 
undulations which gradate the folds of the hood behind the 
hair ; and he will, I trust, begin to comprehend the range of 

- delightful work which would be within the reach of such an 
artist, employed with more tractable material on more extend- 
ed subject. 

If, indeed, the present system were capable of influencing 
the mass of the people, and enforcing among them the subtle 
attention necessary to appreciate it, something might be plead- 
ed in defence of its severity. But all these plates are entirely 
above the means of the lower middle classes, and perhaps not 
one reader in a hundred can possess himself, for the study I 
ask of him, even of the plate to which I have just referred. 
What, in the stead of such, he can and does possess, let him 
consider,—and, if possible, just after examining the noble 
qualities of this conscientious engraving. 

Take up, for an average specimen of modern illustrated 
works, the volume of Dickdnis’s ‘Master Humphrey’s Clock,’ 

containing ‘ Barnaby Rudge.’ 
_ You have in that book an entirely profitless and monstrous 
story, in which the principal characters are a coxcomb, an idiot, 
amadman, asavage blackguard, a foolish tavern-keeper, a mean 
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ee: edd deeds sd a conceited apprentice, C witeed up with a cer- 

tain quantity of ordinary operatic pastoral stuff, about a pretty 
Dolly in ribands, a lover with a wooden leg, and an heroic 

I i For these latter, the only elements of good, or 
life, in the filthy mass of the story,* observe that the author 

must filch the wreck of those old times of which we fiercely 

: 

| 
: : 

and frantically destroy every living vestige, whenever it is pos- 
sible. You cannot have your Dolly Varden brought up behind 
the counter of a railway station; nor your jolly locksmith 
trained at a Birmingham ‘steak tounary: And of these mate- 
Yials, observe that you can only have the ugly ones illustrated: 
The cheap popular art cannot draw for you beauty, sense, or 
honesty ; and for Dolly Varden, or the locksmith, you will look 
through the vignettes in vain. But every species of distorted 
folly and vice,—the idiot, the blackguard, the coxcomb, the 
paltry fool, the degraded woman,—are pictured for your hon- 
orable pleasure in every page, with clumsy caricature, strug- 
gling to render its dulness tolerable by insisting on defect,—_ 
if perchance a penny or two more may be evined out of the 
Cockney reader's itch for loathsomeness. 
Or take up, for instance of higher effort, the ‘Cornhill Mage 

adtaie’ for this month, July, 1876. It has a vignette of Venice 

for an illuminated letter. That is what your decorative art 
has become, by help of Kensington! The letter to be pro- 
duced isa T. There is’a gondola in the front of the design, — 
with the canopy slipped back to the stern like a saddle overa 
horse’s tail. There is another in the middle distance, all gone 
to seed at the prow, with its gondolier emaciated into an oar, 

: at the stern ; then there is a Church of the Salute, and a Du- 

cal palace,—in which I beg you to observe all the felicity and 
dexterity of modern cheap’ engraving ; finally, over the Ducal 

palace there is something, I know not in the least what meant 
_ for, like an umbrella dropping out of a balloon, which is the | 
ornamental letter T. Opposite this ornamental design, there 
is an engraving of two young ladies and a parasol, “betiveen 

* The raven, however, like all Dickens’s animals, is perfect ; and Tam 
the more angry with the rest because I have every now and then to open 
the book to look for him. f eis 
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two trunks of trees. The white face and black feet of the 
principal young lady, being the points of the design, are done 
with as much care,—not with as much dexterity,—as an or- 
dinary sketch of Dumourier’s in Punch. The young lady's 
dress, the next attraction, is done in cheap white and black 
cutting, with considerably less skill than that of any ordinary 
tailor’s or milliner’s shop-book pattern drawing. For the 
other young lady, and the landscape, take your magnifying 
glass, and look at the hacked wood that forms the entire 
shaded surface—one mass of idiotic scrabble, without the re- 
motest attempt to express a single leaf, flower, or clod of 
earth. It is such landscape as the public sees out of its rail- 
road window at sixty miles of it in the hour,—and Good 
enough for such a public. 

Then turn to the last—the poetical plate, p. 122: «Lifts 
her—lays her down with care.” Look at the gentleman with 
the spade, promoting the advance, over a hillock of hay, of 
the reposing figure in the black-sided tub. Take your mag- 
nifying glass to that, and look what a dainty female arm and 
hand your modern scientific and anatomical schools of art 
have provided you with! Look at the tender horizontal flux 
of the sea round the promontory point above. Look at the 
tender engraving of the linear light on the divine horizon, 
above the ravenous sea-gull. Here is Development and Prog- 
ress for you, from the days of Perugino’s horizon, and Dante’s 
daybreaks! Truly, here it seems 

‘**Si che le bianche e le vermiglie guance 
Per troppa etate divenivan rance.” 

I have chosen no gross or mean instances of modern work, 
It is one of the saddest points connected with the matter that 
the designer of this last plate is a person of consummate art 
faculty, but bound to the wheel of the modern Juggernaut, 
and broken on it. These woodcuts, for ‘ Barnaby Rudge’ and 
the ‘Cornhill Magazine,’ are favourably representative of the 
entire illustrative art industry of the modern press,—industry 
enslaved to the ghastly service of catching the last gleams in 
the glued eyes of the daily more bestial English mob,—rail- 
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; born and ag. which drags itself ‘about the black world 
it has withered under its breath, in one eternal grind and 

- shriek,—gobbling,—staring,— chattering, — giggling,—tram- 
_ pling out every vestige of cnbionni honour and domestic peace, 
wherever it sets the staggering hoof of it ; incapable of read- 

ing, of hearing, of thinking, of looking Grcxetoailn only of 
greed for money, lust for food, pride of dren, and the pru- 3 | 

vient itch of momentary curiosity for the polities last an- 
nounced by the newsmonger, and the religion last rolled by — 
the chemist into electuary for the dead. 
> In the miserably competitive labour of finding new bine 
’ Tus for the appetite—daily more gross—of this tyrannous mob, 
we may count as lost, beyond any hope, the artists who are 
dull, docile, or distressed enough to submit to its demands; 
and we may count the dull and the distressed by myriads ;— 
and among the docile, many of the best intellects we possess. . 
The few who have sense and strength to assert their own place 
and supremacy, are driven into discouraged disease by their 
isolation, like Turner and Blake ; the one abandoning the de- ~- 
sign of his ‘Liber Studiorum’ after imperfectly and sadly, 

- against total public neglect, carrying it forward to what it is, 
—monumental, nevertheless, in landscape engraving ;_ the 
other producing, with one only majestic series of designs from _ 
the book of Job, nothing for his life’s work but coarsely iri- 
descent sketches of enigmatic dream. 

And, for total result of our English engraving industry dur- 
ing the last hundred and fifty years, I find that practically at 
this moment I cannot get a single piece of true, sweet, and 

comprehensible art, to place for instruction in any children’s - 
school! I can get, for ten pounds apiece, well-engraved por- 
traits of Sir Joshua’s beauties showing graceful limbs through - 

flowery draperies; I can get—dirt-cheap—any quantity of 
Dutch flats, ditches, and hedges, enlivened by cows chewing 
the cud, and dogs behaving indecently ; I can get heaps upon 
heaps of temples, and forums, and altars, arranged as for 
academical competition, round seaports, with curled-up ships 
that only touch the water with the middle of their bottoms. 
I can get, at the price of lumber, any quantity of British 
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squires flourishing whips and falling over hurdles; and, in 
suburban shops, a dolorous variety of widowed mothers nurs- 
ing babies in a high li¢ht, with the Bible on a table, and 
baby’s shoes on a chair. Also, of cheap prints, painted red 
and blue, of Christ blessing little children, of Joseph and his 
brethren, the infant Samuel, or Daniel in the lion’s den, the 

supply is ample enough to make every child in these islands 
think of the Bible as a somewhat dull story-book, allowed on 
Sunday ;—but of trained, wise, and worthy art, applied to 
gentle purposes of instruction, no single example can be found 
in the shops of the British printseller or bookseller. And 
after every dilettante tongue in European society has filled 
drawing-room and academy alike with idle clatter concerning 
the divinity of Raphael and Michael Angelo, for these last 

hundred years, I cannot at this instant, for the first school 
which I have some power of organizing under St. George's 
laws, get a good print of Raphael’s Madonna of the tribune, 
‘or an ordinarily intelligible view of the side and dome of Be 
Peter's! 

And there are simply no words for the mixed absurdity and 
wickedness of the present popular demand for art, as shown 
by its supply in our thoroughfares. Abroad, in the shops of 
the Rue de Rivoli, brightest and most central of Parisian 
streets, the putrescent reriinant of what was once Catholicism 
promotes its poor gilded pedlars’ ware of nativity and eruci- 
fixion into such honourable corners as it can find among the 
more costly and studious illuminations of the brothel: and 
although, in Pall Mall, and the Strand, the large-margined 
Landseer,—Stanfield, —or Turner-proofs, in a few stately wit- 

dows, still represent, uncared-for by the people, or inaccessible 
to them, the power of an English school now wholly perished, 
—these are too surely superseded, in the windows that stop 
the crowd, by the thrilling attraction with which Doré, Gérome, 

and Tadema have invested the gambling table, the duelling 
ground, and the arena ; or by the more material and almost tan- 
gible truth with which the apothecary-artist By icien cvs the 
stripped actress, and the railway mound. 

Under these conditions, as T have now repeatedly asserted, 
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no professorship, nor school, of art can be of the least use to 
3 ‘the general public. No race can understand a visionary land- 

- scape, which blasts its real mountains into ruin, and blackens 

_ its river-beds with foam of poison. Nor is it of the least use 
_ to exhibit ideal Diana at Kensington, while substantial Phryne 
may be worshipped in the Strand. The only recovery of our 

__art-power possible,—nay, when once we know the full mean- 
ing of it, the only one desirable,—must result from the purifi- 
‘ation of the nation’s heart, and‘chastisement of its life : utterly 
“hopeless now, for our adult population, or in our large cities, 

; and their neighbourhood. But, so far as any of the sacred 
_ influence of former design can be brought to bear on the 

minds of the young, and so far as, in rural districts, the first 

elements of scholarly education can be made pure, the founda- - 
tion of a new dynasty of thought may be slowly laid. I was 

_ strangely impressed by the effect produced in a provincial 
school for children, chiefly of fishermen’s families, by 

the gift of a little coloured drawing of a single figure from 
the Paradise of Angelico in the Achdemia of “Florénda, The 

_. drawing was wretched enough seen beside the original : I had 
only bought it from the poor Italian copyist for charity ; but, — 
to the children, it was like an actual glimpse of heaven; they 
rejoiced in it with pure joy, and their mistress thanked me 
for it more than if I had sent her a whole library of good 
books. Of such copies, the grace-giving industry of young 
girls, now worse than lost in the spurious charities of the ba- 
zaar, or selfish ornamentations of the drawing-room, might, in 

a year’s time, provide enough for every dame-school in Eng- 
land ; and a year’s honest work of the engravers employed on 
our base novels, might represent to our advanced students 
every frescoed legend of philosophy and morality extant in 

- Christendom. 
For my own part, I have no purpose, in what remains to 

me of opportunity, either at Oxford or elsewhere, to address 
_ any farther course of instruction towards the development of 

Z 
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existing schools. After seeing the stream of the Teviot as 
black as ink, and a putrid carcase of a sheep lying in the dry 
channel of the Jed, under Jedburgh Abbey, (the entire strength 

393° 
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of the summer stream being taken away to > asieake a izle 
mill,) I know, finally, what value the British mind sets on the 
‘ beauties of nature,’ and shall attempt no farther the excite- 
ment of its enthusiasm in that direction. I-shall indeed 
endeavour to carry out, with Mr. Ward’s help, my twenty 
year’s held purpose of making the real character of Turner's 
work known, to the persons who, formerly interested by the 
engravings from him, imagined half the merit was of the en-— 
graver’s giving. But I know perfectly that to the general 
people, trained in the midst of the ugliest objects that vice can 
design, in houses, mills, and machinery, all beautiful form 

and colour is as invisible as the seventh heaven. It is not a 
question of appreciation at all ; the thing is physically invisi- 
ble to them, as human speeah is inaudible relia a steam 
whistle. 

And I shall also use all the strength I have to convince Leis 

among our artists of the second order, who are wise and mod- 

est enouali not to think themselves the matches of Turner or 
Michael Angelo, that in the present state of art they only 
waste their powers in endeavouring to produce original piet- 
ures of human form or passion. ‘Modern aristocratic life is 

too vulgar, and modern peasant life too unhappy, to furnish 
subjects of noble study ; while, even were it otherwise, the 
multiplication of designs by painters of second-rate power is 
no more desirable than the writing of music by inferior com- 
posers. They may, with far greater personal. happiness, and 
incalculably greater advantage to others, devote themselves to 
the affectionate and sensitive copying of the works of men. of 
just renown. The dignity of this self-sacrifice would soon be 
acknowledged with sincere respect, for copies produced by 
men working with such motive would differ no less from the 
common trade-article of the galleries than the rendering of 
music by an enthusiastic and highly-trained executant differs 
from the grinding of a street organ. And the change in the 
tone of the public feeling, produced by familiarity with such 
work, would soon be no less great than in their musical en- 
joy ment, if having been accustomed only to hear black Christys, 
blind fiddlers, and hoarse beggars scrape or howl about their 
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; een were permitted daily audience of faithful and 
s geuitlerorchestral rendering of the work of the highest: classi- 

[have not) until very lately, rightly appreciated the results 
of the labour of the Arundel Society in this direction. Al- 

_ though, from the beginning, I have been honoured in being a 
_ member of its council, my action has been hitherto rather of 
_ eheck than help, because I thought more of the differences 

_ between our copies and the great originals, than of their un- 
questionable superiority to anything the public could other- 

I was practically convinced of their extreme value only this 
last winter, by staying at the house of a friend in which the 

_ Arundel engravings were the principal decoration ; and where 
I learned more of Masaccio from the Arundel copy of the con- 

_ test with Simon Magus, than in the Brancacci chapel itself ; 
_ for the daily companionship with the engraving taught me 

subtleties in its composition which had escaped me in the 
multitudinous interest of visits to the actual fresco. 

- But the work of the Society has been sorely hindered | 
hitherto, because it has had at command only the skill of 
copyists trained in foreign schools of colour, and accustomed 

_ to meet no more accurate requisitions than those of the fashion- 
_ able traveller. I have always hoped for, and trust at last to 

obtain, co-operation with our too mildly laborious copyists, of 
_ English artists possessing more brilliant colour faculty ; and 

the permission of our subscribers to secure for them the great 
ruins of the noble past, undesecrated by the trim, but treacher- 
ous, plastering of modern emendation. 

Finally, I hope to direct some of the antiquarian energy 
often to be found remaining, even when love of the picturesque 
has passed away, to encourage the accurate delineation and 

_ engraving of historical monuments, as a direct function of our 
schools of art. All that I have generally to suggest on this 
matter has been already stated with sufficient clearness in the 
first of my inaugural lectures at Oxford : and my forthcoming 

‘Elements of Drawing,’ will contain all the directions I can 
give in writing as to methods of work for such purpose. The 
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publication of these has been hindeted, for at inal a year, by 
the abuses introduced by the modern cheap modes of printing 
engravings. I find the men won’t use any ink but what 
phiakes them, nor print but with what pressure pleases them ; 
and if I can get the foreman to attend to the business, and 
choose the ink right, the men change it the moment he leaves 
the room, and threaten to throw up the job when they are 
detected. All this, I have long known well, is a matter of 
course, in the outcome of modern principles of trade; but it 
has rendered it hitherto impossible for me to produce illus- 
trations, which have been ready, as far as my work or that of 

my own assistants is concerned, for a year and a half. Any 
one interested in hearing of our progress—or arrest, may 
write to my Turner. copyist, Mr. Ward :* and, in the mean- 
time, they can help my designs for art education best by 
making these Turner copies more generally known ; and by 
determining, when they travel, to spend what sums they haye 
at their disposal, not in fady photography, but in the en- 
couragement of any good water-colour and pencil draughtsmen 
whom they find employed in the galleries of Europe. itt 

ARTICLE IL. ‘ 

DETACHED NOTES, 

I. 

On the series of Sibyl engravings attributed to Botticelli. 

Since I wrote the earlier lectures in this volume, I haye been 

made more doubtful on several points which were embarrass- 
ing enough before, by seeing some better, (so-called,) impres- 

* 2, Church Terrace, Richmond, Surrey. Norr.—I have hitherto 
permitted Mr. Ward to copy any Turner drawing he was asked to do; 
but, finding there is a run upon the vignettes of Loch Lomond and 
Derwent, I have forbidden him to do more of them for the present, lest 

his work should get the least mechanical. The admirable drawings of 
Venice, by my good assistant Mr. Bunney, resident there, will become 
of more value to their purchasers every year, as the buildings from 
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1t choose to waste time or space in discussion, till I 
Silos of the matter ; and that more I must leave to my 
good friend Mw dicid of the British Massunisto> fnihoal for 

a me; for I have no time to take up the subject myself, but I 

. a el i eee, al Sk ie ef 

i le lat ee (Bah 

give, for frontispiece to this Appendix, the engraving of 
_ Joshua referred to in the text, which however beautiful in 
thought, is an example of the inferior execution and more 
. elaborate shade which puzzle me. But whatever is said in the ~ 
previous pages of the plates chosen for example, by whomso- 

_ eyer done, is absolutely trustworthy. Thoroughly fine they 
are, in their existing state, and exemplary to all persons and 

fimes. And of the rest, in fitting place I hope to give com- 
; plete—or at least satisfactory account. 3 

F 

I. 
Pp IA 

On te spree excellent engravers representative of the first, mid- 
“ie dle, and late schools. 

Z ay have given opposite a photograph, slightly reduced from - 
the Durer Madonna, alluded to often in the text, as an exam- 
ple of his best conception of womanhood. It is very curious 
that Durer, the least able of all great artists to represent 

‘womanhood, should of late have been a very principal object 
of feminine admiration. The last thing a woman should do is 
to write about art. They never see anything i in pictures but 

= what they are told, (or resolve to see out of contradiction,)— ag 
or the particular things that fall in with their own feelings. 
I saw a curious piece of enthusiastic writing by an Edinburgh 
lady, the other day, on the photographs I had taken from the 

q tower of Giotto. She did not care a straw what Giotto had 
meant by them, declared she felt it her duty only to announce 

which they are made are destroyed. I was but just in time, working 
with him at Verona, to catch record of Fra Giocondo’s work in the 
smaller square ; the most beautiful Renaissance design in-North Italy. 



what they were to her ; and wrote two pages on Fi. bas-relief 
- of Heracles and - ‘Aintenia-—auennenen it to be the death of Abel. 

It is not, however, by women only that Durer has been 

over-praised. He stands so alone in his own field, that the 
people who care much for him generally lose the power of 
enjoying anything else rightly ; and are continually attribut- 
ing to the force of his imagination quaintnesses which are 
merely part of the general mannerism of his day. 

The following notes upon him, in relation to two other ex~ 
cellent engravers, were written shortly for extempore expan- 
sion in lectsirinig. I give them, with the others in this termi- 

nal article, mainly for use to myself in future reference ; but 
also as more or less suggestive to the reader, if he has taken 
up the subject seriously, and worth, therefore, a few pages of 
this closing sheet. 

The men I have named as representative of all the good 
ones composing their school, are alike resolved their engray- 
ing shall be lovely. 

But Botticelli, the ancient, wants, with as little engraving, 

as much Sibyl as possible. 
Durer, the central, wants, with as much engraving as possi- 

ble, anything of Sibyl that may chance to be picked up with 
it. 

Beaugrand, the modern, wants, as much Sibyl as possible, 

and as much engraving too. 
I repeat—for I want to get this clear to you—Botticelli 

wants, with as little engraving, as much Sibyl as possible. 
For his head is full of Sibyls, and his heart. He can’t draw 
them fast enough ; one comes, and another, and another ; and 
all, gracious and wonderful and good, to be engraved for 
ever, if only he had a thousand hands and lives. He seratches 
down one, with no haste, with no fault, divinely careful, seru- 

pulous, patient, but with as few lines as possible. ‘Another 
Sibyl—let me draw another for heaven’s sake, before she has 
burnt all her books, and vanished.’ 3 

Durer is exactly Botticelli’s opposite. He is a workman, to 
the heart, and will do his work magnificently, ‘No matter 
what I do it on, so that my ¢raft be honourably shown. Any- 
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rill do; ; a Sibyl, a skull, a Madonna par Dheiehan hat 
and ‘a feather, an Adam, an Eve, a cock, a sparrow, a lion 

_ with two tails, a pig with five legs, —anything will do for me. 
_ But see if I don’t show you what engraving is, be my subject 
what it may’! 

‘Thirdly: Beaugrand, I said, wants as much Sibyl as possi- 
ble, and as much engraving. He is essentially a copyist, and 

: has no ideas of his own, but deep reverence and love for the. 
_ work of others. He will give his life to represent another 

man’s thought. He will do his best with every spot and line, 
 —exhibit to you, if you will only look, the most exquisite 
completion of obedient skill; but will be content, if you will 
_ not look, to pass his neglected years in fruitful peace, and 
count every day well spent that has given softness toa shadow, _ 
or light to a smile. - 

—___. 

APPENDIX, 

Il. 

: On Diais landscape, with reference to the sentence in p. 112: 
= A *T hope you are pleased.” 

s spoke just now only of the ill-shaped body of this figure 
of Fortune, or Pleasure. Beneath her feet is an elaborate 

- landscape. It is all drawn out of Durer’s head ;—he would 

- look at bones or tendons carefully, or at the leaf details of 
_ foreground ;—but at the breadth and loveliness of real land- 
_ scape, never. 

_.. He has tried to give you a bird’s-eye view of Germany ; 
_ rocks, and woods, and clouds, and brooks, and the pebbles in 

their beds, and mills, and cottages, and fences, and what not; 

_ \nt it is all a feverish dream, ghastly and strange, a monotone 
of diseased imagination. 
_And here is « little bit of the world he would not joa at— 

of the great river of his land, with a single cluster of its reeds, 
_ and two boats, and an island with a village, and the way for 

the eternal waters opened between the rounded hills.* 

* The engraving of Turner’s ‘‘ Scene on the Rhine ” (near Bingen ? ) 
__ with boats on the right, and reedy foreground on leit; the opening 
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It is just what you may see any day, upc eee 
seemingly artless ; but the artlessness of Turner is like the 
face of Gaineberonel s village girl, and a joy forever, 

IV. 

On the study of anatomy. 

The virtual beginner of artistic anatomy in Italy was a man 
called ‘ The Poulterer ’"—from his grandfather’s trade ; ‘ Polla- 
juolo,’ a man of immense power, but on whom the curse of 
the Italian mind in this age * was set at its deepest. 

Any form of passionate excess has terrific effects on body 
and soul, in nations as in men; and when this excess is in 
rage, and rage against your brother, and rage accomplished 
in habitual deeds of blood,—do you think Nature will forget 
to set the seal of her indignation upon the forehead? I told 
you that the great division of spirit between the northern and , 
southern races had been reconciled in the Val d’Arno. The 
Font of Florence, and the Font of Pisa, were as the very 
springs of the life of the Christianity which had gone forth to 
teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Prince of 
Peace. Yet these two brother cities were to each other—I do 
not say as Abel and Cain, but as Eteocles and Polynices, and 
the words of Adschylus are now fulfilled in them to the utter- 
most. The Arno baptizes their dead bodies :—their native 
valley between its mountains is to them as the furrow of a 
grave ;—“and so much of their land they have, as is sepul- 
chre.” Nay, not of Florence and Pisa only was this true: 
Venice and Genoa died in death-grapple ; and eight cities of 
Lombardy divided between them the joy of levelling Milan to 
her lowest stone. Nay, not merely in city against city, but in 

betveen its mountain banks in central distance. It is exquisitely en- 
graved, the plate being of the size of the drawing, about ten inches PY 
six, and finished with extreme care and feeling. 

* See the horrible picture of St. Sebastian by him in our own National ” 

Gallery. . 
L 

J 



| _ ‘Theban dragon flamed ceaselessly, and with ive same excuse 

> upon men’s lips. The sign of the shield of Polynices, Justice 

bringing back the exile, was to them all, in turn, the portent 
q of death : and their listory, in the sum of it and substance, is 
as of the servants of Joab and Abner by the pool of Gibeon. 
_ “They caught every one his fellow by the head, and thrust 

_ his sword in his fellow’s side ; so they fell down together : 
= Weeaeiaey: that place was called ‘the field of the strong 
men.’” 

— Now it is not possible for Christian men to live thus, except 
Sandie a fever of insanity. I have before, in my lectures on 
Prudence and Insolence in art, deliberately asserted to you 

the logical accuracy of the term ‘demoniacal possession "—the 
being in the power or possession of a betraying spirit; and — 
the definite sign of such insanity is delight in witnessing pain, 

usually accompanied by an instinct that gloats over or plays 
with physical uncleanness or disease, and always by a morbid 

| egotis ism. It is not to be recognized for demoniacal power so — 

& m y its viciousness, as its : paliri iness,—the taking pleasure 
in minute, contemptible, and loathsome things.* Now, in 

the middle of the gallery of the Brera at Milan, there is an 
elaborate study of a dead Christ, entirely characteristic of 

_ early fifteenth century Italian madman’s work. It is called— 
and was presented to the people as—a Christ ; but it is only 

an anatomical study of a vulgar and ghastly deat body, with 
the soles of the feet set sinaigght at the spectator, and the rest 

_ foreshortened. It is either Castagno’s or Mantegna’s,—in my 
_ mind, set down to Castagno ; but I have not looked at the pict- 
ure for years, and am not sure at this moment. It does not 

; matter a straw which : it is exactly characteristic of the mad- 
ness in which all of them—Pollajuolo, Castagno, Mantegna, 
 Lionardo da Vinci, and Michael Angelo, polluted their work — 
_ with the science of the sepulchre,+ and degraded it with pre- 

r 

Fr 

; 
2 
a 4 
7 
_ 

_ * As in the muscles of the legs and effort in stretching bows, of the 
_ executioners, in the picture just referred to. 

¢ Observe, I entirely distinguish the study of anatomy—i.e., of in- 
_ tense bone and muscle—from study of the nude, as the Greeks practised 

2 
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sumptuous and paltry technical skill. Foreshorten your 
- Christ, and paint him, if you can, half Mprries s > the 
scientific art of the Renaissance. i 
It is impossible, however, in so vast a subject to distiriguisls 

always the beginuer of things from the establisher. To the 
poulterer’s son, Pollajuolo, remains the eternal shame of first 
making insane contest the only subject of art; but the two 
establishers of anatomy were Lionardo and Michael Angelo. 
You hear of Lionardo chiefly because of his Last Supper, but 
Italy did not hear of him for that. This was not what brought 
her to worship Lionardo—but the Battle of the Standard. — 

wm PMc 
it. This for an entirely great painter is absolutely necessary ; but yet I 
believe, in the case of Botticelli, it was nobly restricted, The following 
note by Mr. Tyrwhitt contains, I think, the probable truth:— — 

‘“*Tho facts relating to Sandro Botticelli’s models, or rather to his 

favourite model (as it appears to me), are but few; and it is greatly to 
be regretted that his pictures are seldom dated ;—if it were certain in 
what order they appeared, what follows here might approach moral cer- 
tainty. 

‘** There is no doubt that he had great personal regard for Fra Filippo, 
up to that painter’s death in 1469, Sandro being then twenty-two years 

old. Hé may probably havc got only good from him ; anyhow he would 
get a strong turn for Realism,—i.e., the treatment of sacred and all 
other subjects in a realistic manner. He is described in Crowe and 
Cavalcaselle from Filippino Lippi's Martyrdom of St. Peter, as a sullen 
and sensual man, with beetle brows, large fleshy month, etc., etc. 
Probably he was a strong man, and intense in physical and intellectual 
habit. 

‘This man, then, begins to paint in his strength, with eonviction— 
rather happy and innocent than not—that it is right to paint any beau- 
tiful thing, and best to paint the most beautiful,—say in 1470, at twenty- 
three years of age. The allegorical Spring and the Graces, and the 
Aphrodite now in the Ufficii, were painted for Cosmo, and seem to be 
taken by Vasari and others as early, or early-central, works in his life : 
also the portrait of Simonetta Vespucei.' He is known to haye painted 
much in early life for the Vespucei and the Medici ;—and this daughter 
of the former house seems to have been inamorata or mistress of Giuliano 
de’ Medici, murdered by the Pazzi in 1478. Now it seems agreed by 
Crowe and Cavaleaselle, Pater, etc., (and Iam quite sure of it myself - 
as to the pictures mentioned)—first, that the same slender and long- 

1 Pitti, Stanza di Prometeo, 348, 



y St. Elizabeth, remember, she is not a eee 
dlizab eth, by auy means. She is an honest and sweet — 

man iady. y,—the best he could see ; he could do no better ; 
—and come back to my old Roky. pe man can do better 
I he sees : if he can reach the nature round him, it is well ; 

I 1e may - fall short of it ; he cannot rise above it ; “the be ag in 
hi is kir nd, are but Giadows” 

ie 

} = iene oat it x x * * x 
ss Yet that intense veracity of Holbein is indeed the strength 
x ‘and glory of all the northern schools. They exist only in be- 

ted model appears in Spring, the Aphrodite, Calumny, and other — 
_ Be condly, that she was Simonetta, the original of the Pitti 

Row Thnk she must have been induced to let Sandro draw from 
hole person undraped, more or less; and that he must have done 

ch a man probably would, in strict honour as to deed, word, and 
ght, but under occasional accesses of passion of which he 

ng, and which in all probability and by grace of God refined 

W pata or nearly so, as he got accustomed to look in honour at so 
beautiful a thing. (He may have left off the undraped after her death.) 

: § First, her figure is absolutely fine Gothic ; I don’t think any antique is 
so slender. Secondly, she has the sad, passionate, and exquisite Lom- 

‘mouth. Thirdly, her limbs shrink together, and she seems not 
to have ‘liked it,’ or been an accustomed model. Fourthly, there 

ion, giving her name to all those forms. 

‘lover Giuliano was murdered in 1478, and Savonarola hanged 
pe ida in 1498. Now, can her distress, and Savonarola’s preaching, 
between them, haye taken, in few years, all the carnality out of Sandro, 
supposing ] him to have come already, by seventy-eight, to that state in 

: which | the sight of her delighted him, without provoking ulterior feel- 
3 ings? All decent men accustomed to draw from the nude tell us they 

-get to that. § 

% * Sandro’s Dante is dated as published in 1482. He may have been 
saddening by that time, and weary of beauty, pure or mixed ;—though 

3 te went on painting Madonnas, Ifancy. (Can Simonetta be traced jn ~ 

Geeet 

iy 

a, 

1 I think Zipporah may be a remembrance of her. 
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ing true. Their work among men is the definition of wai 1s, 
and the abiding by it. They cannot dream of what is not. 
They make fools of themselves if they try. Think how feeble 
even Shakspeare is when he tries his hand at a Goddess ;— 
women, beautiful and womanly,—as many as you choose ; but 
who cares what his Minerva or Juno, say in the masque of the 

Tempest? And for the painters—when Sir Joshua tries for a 

Madonna, or Vandyke for a Diana—they can’t even paint! 

any of them? Ithink not. The Sistine paintings extend from 1481 to 
1484, however. I cannot help thinking Zipporah is impressed with 
her.) After Savonarola’s death, Sandro must have lost heart, and gone 
into Dante altogether. Most ways in literature and art lead to Dante; 
and this question about the nude and the purity of Botticelli ash no ex- 

ception to the rule. 
‘‘Now in the Purgatorio, Lust is the last sin of which we are to be 

made pure, and it has to be burnt out of us: being itself as searching 
as fire, as smouldering, devouring, and all that. Corruptio optimi pes- 
sima : and it is the most searching and lasting of evils, because it really 
is a corruption attendant on true Love, which is eternal—whatever the 

word means, That this is so, seems to me to demonstrate the truth of 
the Fall of Man from the condition of moral very-goodness in Gods 
sight. And I think that Dante connected the purifying pains of his in- 
termediate state with actual sufferings in this life, working out repen- 
tance,—in himself and others. And the ‘torment’ of this passion, to 
the repentant or resisting, or purity-seeking soul is decidedly like the 
pain of physical burning. 

‘* Further, its casuistry is impracticable ; because the more you stir 
the said ‘fire,’ the stronger hold it takes. Therefore, men and women 
are rightly secret about it, and detailed confessions unadvisable. Much 
talk about ‘ hypocrisy ’in this matter is quite wrong and unjust. Then, 
its connexion with female beauty, as a cause of love between man and 

"woman, seems to me to be the inextricable nodus of the Fall, the here 
inseparable mixture of good and evil, till soul and body are parted. 
For the sense of seen Beauty is the awakening of Love, at whatever 
distance from any kind of return or sympathy—as with a rose, or what 
not. Sandro may be the man who has gone nearest to the right separa- 
tion of Delight from Desire: supposing that he began with religion and 
a straight conscience ; saw lovingly the error of Fra Filippo’s way ; saw 
with intense distant love the error of Simonetta’s; and reflected on 

Florence and its way, and drew nearer and nearer to Sayonarola, being 
zet too big a man for asceticism ; and finally wearied of all things, and 
sunk into poverty and peace,” 

OE ee eee 
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isms! aay all—Cornelius, Hesse, Overbeck, and a i 
: together, are not worth one De Hooghe of an old woman with 
a broom sweeping a back-kitchen. The one thing we north- 

_ erns can do is to find out what is fact, and insist on it: mean 
: oped may be, or noble,—but fact always, or we die, 

‘the intensest form of northern realization can be 

in the south, when the southerns choose. There are 

4 neva of animal drawing in the Sistine Chapel unrivalled 

il veracity. The sheep at the well in front of Zip- 

; and afterwards, when she is going away, leading her 

children, her eldest boy, like every one "alse, has taken’ Wie 
chief treasure with him, and this treasure is his pet dog. It — 

is a little sharp-nosed white fox-terrier, full of fire and life ; 
but not strong enough for along walk. So little Gershom, 
whose name was “the stranger” because his father had been 

a stranger in a strange land,—little Gershom carries his white 
terrier under his arm, lying on the top of a large bundle to 

make it comfortable. The doggie puts its sharp nose and 
bright eyes out, above his hand, with a little roguish gleam 
sideways in them, which means,—if I can read rightly a dog’s 
expression,—that he has been barking at Moses all the morn- 
ing, and has nearly put him out of temper :— and without any 

- doubt, I can assert to you that there is not any other such 
piece of animal painting in the world,—-so brief, intense, vivid, © 

and absolutely balanced in truth ; as tenderly drawn as if it 

had been a saint, yet as humorously as Landseer’s Lord Chan- 

— 

Oppose to Holbein’s Veracity—Botticelli’s Fantasy. 
oe" a Shade a Colour. 
- = Despair - Faith. 
a9 <p Grossness * Purity. 

Tre Fantasy. Botticelli’s Tree in Hellespontic Sibyl. Not 
a a real tree at all—yet founded on intensest perception of beau- 
q tiful reality. So the swan of Clio, as opposed to Durer’s cock, 
_ or to Turner’s swan. 
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The Italian power of abstraction into one tanto 
sonage—Holbein’s death is only literal. He has to split his 
death into thirty different deaths ; and each is but a skeleton. 
But Orcagna’s death is one—the power of death itself. There 
may thus be as much breadth in thought, as in execution. 

% * * % * % 

What then, we have to ask, is a man conscious of in what he 
sees ? 

For instance, in all Cruikshank’s etchings—howeyer slight 
the outline—there is an intense consciousness of light and 

shade, and of local colour, as a part of light and shade; but 
none of colour itself. He was wholly incapable of colouring ; : 
and perhaps this very deficiency enabled him to give graphic 
harmony to engraving. 

%* * % % * * 

Bewick—snow-pieces, etc. Grey predominant ; perfect sense 
of colour, coming out in patterns of birds ;—yet so unculti- 
vated, that he engraves the brown birds better than pheasant 
or peacock ! 

For quite perfect consciousness of colour makes engraving 
impossible, and you have instead—Correggio. 

—_— 

VL. 

Final notes on light and shade. 

You will find in the 138th and 147th paragraphs of my in- 
augural lectures, statements which, if you were reading the 

book by yourselves, would strike you probably as each of 
them difficult, and in some degree inconsistent,—namely, that 

the school of colour has exquisite character and sentiment ; 
but is childish, cheerful, and fantastic ; while the school of 

shade is deficient in character and sentiment ; but supreme in 
intellect and veracity. ‘The way by light and shade,” I say, 
‘is taken by men of the highest powers of thought and most 
earnest desire for truth.” 
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ae The school of shade, I say, is deficient in character and sen- 

timent. Compare any of Durer’s Madonnas with any of An- 
gelico’s. 

Yet you may discern in the Apocalypse engravings that 
Durer’s mind was seeking for truths, and dealing with ques- 
tions, which no more could have occurred to Angelico’s mind 
than to that of a two-years'-old baby. 

The two schools unite in various degree ; but are always 
distinguishably generic, the two headmost masters represent- 
ing each being Tintoret and Perugino. The one, deficient in 
sentiment, and continually offending us by the want of it, but 
full of intellectual power and suggestion. 

The other, repeating ideas with so little reflection that he 
gets blamed for doing the same thing over again, (Vasari) ; 
but exquisite in sentiment and the conditions of taste which 
it forms, so as to become the master of it to Raphael and to 
all succeeding him ; and remaining such a type of sentiment, 
too delicate to be felt by the latter practical mind of Datch- 
bred England, that Goldsmith makes the admiration of him 
the test of absurd connoisseurship. But yet, with under- 
eurrent of intellect, which gets him accused of free-thinking, 
and therefore with under-current of entirely exquisite chiaros- 
euro, 

Light and shade, then, imply the understanding of things 
—Colour, the imagination and the sentiment of them. 

In Turner’s distinctive work, colour is scarcely acknowl- 
edged unless under influences of sunshine. The sunshine is 
his treasure ; his lividest gloom contains it ; his greyest twi- 
light regrets it, and remembers. Blue is always a blue 
shadow ; brown or gold, always light ;—nothing is cheerful 
but sunshine ; wherever the sun is not, there is melancholy 
or evil. Apollo is God; and all forms of death and sorrow 
exist in opposition to him. 

But in Perugino’s distinctive work,—and therefore I have 
given him the captain’s place over all,—there is simply no 
darkness, no wrong. Every colour is lovely, and every space 
is light. The world, the universe, is divine: all sadness is a 

part of harmony ; and all gloom, a part of peace. 
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_ IT reap the account in the Times newspaper of the opening 
of the Crystal Palace at Sydenham, as I ascended the hill be- 
tween Vevay and Chatel St. Denis, and the thoughts which it 
called up haunted me all day long, as my road wound among 
the grassy slopes of the Simmenthal. There was a strange 
contrast between the image of that mighty palace, raised so 
high above the hills on which it is built as to make them 

_ seem little else than a basement for its glittering stateliness, 
and those low larch huts, half hidden beneath their coverts of 
forest, and scattered like gray stones along the masses of far 
away mountain. Here, man contending with the power of 
Nature for his existence ; there, commanding them for his 
recreation : here a feeble folk nested among the rocks with 
the wild goat and the coney, and retaining the same quiet 
thoughts from generation to generation ; there, a great multi- 
tude triumphing in the splendour of immeasurable habitation, 
and haughty with hope of endless progress and irresistible 
power. 
- It is indeed impossible to limit, in imagination, the be- 
neficent results which may follow from the undertaking thus 
happily begun. For the first time in the history of the world, 
a national museum is formed in which a whole nation is in- 
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terested ; formed on a scale which permits the exhibition of 
monuments of art in unbroken symmetry, and of the produc- 
tions of nature in unthwarted growth,—formed under the 
auspices of science which can hardly err, and of wealth which 
can hardly be exhausted ; and placed in the close neighbour- 
hood of a metropolis overflowing with a population weary of 
labour, yet thirsting for knowledge, where contemplation may 
be consistent with rest, and instruction with enjoyment. It 
is impossible, I repeat, to estimate the influence of such an 
institution on the minds of the working-classes. How many 
hours once wasted may now be profitably dedicated to pur- 
suits in which interest was first awakened by some accidental 
display in the Norwood palace ; how many constitutions, al- 
most broken, may be restored by the healthy temptation into 
the country air,—how many intellects, once dormant, may be 
roused into activity within the crystal walls, and how these 
noble results may go on multiplying and increasing and bear- 
ing fruit seventy times sevenfold, as the nation pursues its 
career,—are questions as full of hope as incapable of caleula- 
tion. But with all these grounds for hope there are others 
for despondency, giving rise to a group of melancholy thoughts, 
of which I can neither repress the importunity nor forbear the 
expression, 

For three hundred years, the art of architecture has been the 
subject of the most curious investigation ; its principles have 
been discussed with all earnestness and acuteness; its models 

in all countries and of all ages have been examined with seru- 
pulous care, and imitated with unsparing expenditure. And 
of all this refinement of enquiry,—this lofty search after the 
ideal,—this subtlety of investigation and sumptuousness of 
practice,—the great result, the admirable and long-expected 
conclusion is, that in the centre of the 19th century, we sup- 

pose ourselves to have invented a new style of architecture, 
when we have magnified a conservatory ! 

In Mr. Laing’s speech, at the opening of the palace, he de- 
clares that “an entirely novel order of architecture, producing, 
by means of unrivalled mechanical ingenuity, the most mar- 

vellous and beautiful effects, sprang into existence to provide 
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9 a building,”* In these words, the speaker is not merely giv- 
ing utterance to his own feelings. He is expressing the popu- 
lar view of the facts, nor that a view merely popular, but one 

which has been encouraged by nearly all the professors of art 
of our time. 

It is to this, then, that our Doric and Palladian pride is at 

last reduced! We have vaunted the divinity of the Greek 
ideal—we have plumed ourselves on the purity of our Italian 
taste—we have cast our whole souls into the proportions of 
pillars, and the relations of orders—and behold the end! Our 
taste, thus exalted and disciplined, is dazzled by the lustre of 
a few rows of panes of glass ; and the first principles of archi- 
tectural sublimity, so far sought, are found all the while to 
have consisted merely in sparkling and in space. 
Let it not be thought that I would depreciate (were it pos- 

sible to depreciate) the mechanical ingenuity which has been 
displayed in the erection of the Crystal Palace, or that I un- 
derrate the effect which its vastness may continue to produce _ 
on the popular imagination. But mechanical ingenuity is not 
the essence either of painting or architecture: and largeness 
of dimension does not necessarily involve nobleness of design. 
There is assuredly as much ingenuity required to build a 
screw frigate, or a tubular bridge, as a hall of glass ;—all 
these are works characteristic of the age; and all, in their 
several ways, deserve our highest admiration; but not ad- 
miration of the kind that is rendered to poetry or to art. We 
may cover the German Ocean with frigates, and bridge the 
Bristol Channel with iron, and roof the county of Middlesex 

_ with crystal, and yet not possess one Milton, or Michael An- 
gelo. 

Well, it may be replied, we need our bridges, and have 
pleasure in our palaces; but we do not want Miltons, nor 
Michael Angelos. 

Truly, it seems so ; for, in the year in which the first Crys- 
tal Palace was built, there died among us a man whose name, 
in after ages, will stand with those of the great of all time. 
Dying, he bequeathed to the nation the whole mass of his 

* See the Times of Monday, June 12th. 
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most cherished works: and for these three years, while we 
have been building this colossal receptable for casts and copies 
of the art of other nations, these works of our own greatest 

painter have been left to decay in a dark room near Cavendish 
Square, under the custody of an aged servant. . 
This is quite natural. But it is also memorable. 
There is another interesting fact connected with the his- 

tory of the Crystal Palace as it bears on that of the art of 
Europe, namely, that in the year 1851, when all that glitter- 
ing roof was built, in order to exhibit the petty arts of our 
fashionable luxury—the carved bedsteads of Vienna, and glued 
toys of Switzerland, and gay jewellery of France—in that very 
year, I say, the greatest pictures of the Venetian masters 
were rotting at Venice in the rain, for want of roof to cover 
them, with holes made by cannon shot through their canvas. 
There is another fact, however, more curious than either of 

these, which will hereafter be connected with the history of 
the palace now in building ; namely, that at the very period 
when Europe is congratulated on the invention of a new style 
of architecture, because fourteen acres of ground have been 
covered with glass, the greatest examples in existence of true 
and noble Christian architecture were being resolutely de- 
stroyed ; and destroyed by the effects of the very interest 
which was slowly beginning to be excited by them. 

Under the firm and wise government of the third Napoleon, 
France has entered on a new epoch of prosperity, one of the 
signs of which is a zealous care for the preservation of her no- 
ble public buildings. Under the influence of this healthy im- 
pulse, repairs of the most extensive kind are at this moment 
proceeding, on the cathedrals of Rheims, Amiens, Rouen, 
Chartres, and Paris (probably also in many other instances 
unknown to me). These repairs were, in many cases, neces- 
sary up to a certain point ; and they have been executed by 
architects as skilful and learned as at present exist,—executed 
with noble disregard of expense, and sincere desire on the 
part of their superintendents that they should be Tt 
in a manner honourable to the country. 

They are nevertheless more fatal to the monuments they 

= | 
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are intended to. preserve, than fire, war, or revolution. For 

they, are undertaken, in the plurality of instances, under an 

, which the efforts of all true antiquaries have as 
yet | , unable to remove, that it is possible to reproduce 

~ the muti sculpture of past ages in its original beauty. 
PY “ Reproduire avec une etectitade mathematique,” are the 
words used, by one of the most intelligent writers on this 

subject,* of the proposed regeneration of the statue of Ste. 
Modeste, on the north porch of the Cathedral of Chartres. 
_ Now, it is not the question at present, whether 13th cen- 

tury sculpture be of value, or not. Its value is assumed by 
the authorities who have devoted sums so large to its so-called 
restoration, and may therefore be assumed in my argument. 
The worst state of the sculptures whose restorationis demanded 
may be fairly represented by that of the celebrated group of 
the Fates, among the Elgin Marbles in the British Museum. 

With what favour would the guardians of those marbles, or 
any other persons interested in Greek art, receive a proposal 
from a living sculptor to ‘“‘reproduce with mathematical ex- 
actitude” the group of the Fates, in a perfect form, and to 

destroy the original? For with exactly such favour, those 

who are interested in Gothic art should receive proposals to 

reproduce the sculpture of Chartres or Rouen. 
In like manner, the state of the architecture which it is pro- 

posed to restore, may, at its worst, be fairly represented to the 

British public by that of the best preserved portions of Mel- 
rose Abbey. With what encouragement would those among 
us who are sincerely interested in history, or in art, receive a 
proposal to pull down Melrose Abbey, and ‘reproduce it 
mathematically?” There can be no doubt of the answer 

which, in the instances supposed, it would be proper to re- 
turn. ‘By all means, if you can, reproduce mathematically, 

elsewhere, the group of the Fates, and the Abbey of Melrose. 
But leave unharmed the original fragment, and the existing 
rain.” And an answer of the same tenour ought to be given 
to every proposal to restore a Gothic sculpture or building. 

-*M. l’Abbé Bulteau, Description de la Cathédrale de Chartres, (8vo. 
Paris, Sagnier et Bray, 1850), p. 98, note. 
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Carve or raise a model of it in some other part of the city. 
but touch not the actual edifice, except only so far as may be 
necessary to sustain, to protect it. I said above that repairs 
were in many instances necessary. These necessary operations 
consist in substituting new stones for decayed ones, where 
they are absolutely essential to the stability of the fabric ; in 
propping, with wood or metal, the portions likely to give way ; 
in binding or cementing into their places the seulptures which 
are ready to detach themselves ; and in general care to remove 
luxuriant weeds, and obstructions of the channels for the dis- 

charge of the rain. But no modern or imitative seulpture 
ought ever, under any circumstances, to be mingled with the 
ancient work. 

Unfortunately, repairs thus conscientiously executed are 
always unsightly, and meet with little approbation from the 
general public ; so that a strong temptation is necessarily felt 
by all superintendents of public works, to execute the re- 
quired repairs in a manner which, though indeed fatal to the 
monument, may be, in appearance, seemly. Buta far more 
cruel temptation is held out to the architect. He who should 
propose to a municipal body, to build in the form of a new 
church, to be erected in some other part of their city, models 

of such portions of their cathedral as were falling into decay, 
would be looked upon as merely asking for employment, and 
his offer would be rejected with disdain. But let an architect 
declare that the existing fabric stands in need of repairs, and 
offer to restore it to its original beauty, and he is instantly re- 
garded as a lover of his country, and has a chance of obtain- 
ing a commission which will furnish him with a large and 
steady income, and enormous patronage, for twenty or thirty 
years to come. 

I have great respect for human nature. But I would rather 
leave it to others than myself to pronounce how far such a 
temptation is always likely to be resisted, and how far, when 
repairs are once permitted to be undertaken, a fabric is likely 
to be spared from mere interest in its beauty, when its de- 
struction, under the name of restoration, has become perma 

nently remunerative to a large body of workmen. 
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~ Let us assume, however, that the architect is always con- 

scientious—always willing, the moment he has done what is 

strictly necessary for the safety and decorous aspect of the 
building, to abandon his income, and declare his farther ser- 
vices unnecessary. Let us presume, also, that every one of 
the two or three hundred workmen who must be employed 
‘under him, is equally conscientious, and, during the course of 
years of labour, will never destroy in carelessness what it may 
be inconvenient to save, or in cunning, what it is difficult to 
imitate. Will all this probity of purpose preserve the hand 
from error, and the heart from weariness? Will it give dex- 
terity to the awkward—sagacity to the dull—and at once in- 
vest two or three hundred imperfectly educated men with 
the feeling, intention, and information, of the freemasons of 
the 13th century? Grant that it can do all this, and that the 
new building is both equal to the old in beauty, and pre- 
cisely correspondent to it in detail. Is it, therefore, altogether 
worth the old building? Is the stone carved to-day in their 
masons’ yards altogether the same in value to the hearts of 
the French people as that which the eyes of St. Louis saw 
lifted to its place? Would a loving daughter, in mere desire 
for gaudy dress, ask a jeweller for a bright facsimile of the 
worn cross which her mother bequeathed to her on her death- 
bed ?—-would a thoughful nation, in mere fondness for splen- 
dour of streets, ask its architects to provide for it facsimiles of 
the temples which for centuries had given joy to its saints, 
comfort to its mourners, and strength to its chivalry ? 

But it may be replied, that all this is already admitted by 
the antiquaries of France and England ; and that it is impos- 
sible that works so important should now be undertaken with- 
out due consideration and faithful superintendence. 

I answer, that the men who justly feel these truths are 
rarely those who have much influence in public affairs. It is 
the poor abbé, whose little garden is sheltered by the mighty 
buttresses from the north wind, who knows the worth of the 

cathedral. It is the bustling mayor and the prosperous archi- 
tect who determine its fate. 

I answer farther, by the statement of a simple fact. I have 
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given many years, in many cities, to the study of Gothic archi- 
tecture ; and of all that I know, or knew, the entrance to the 
north transept of Rouen Cathedral was, on the whole, the most 
beautiful—beautiful, not only as an elaborate and faultless 
work of the finest time of Gothic art, but yet more beautiful 
in the partial, though not dangerous, decay which had touched 
its pinnacles with pensive colouring, and softened its severer 
lines with unexpected change, and delicate fracture, like sweet 
breaks in a distant music, The upper part of it has been al- 
ready restored to the white accuracies of novelty ; the lower 
pinnacles, which flanked its approach, far more exquisite in 
their partial ruin than the loveliest remains of our English 
abbeys, have been entirely destroyed, and rebuilt in rough 
blocks, now in process of sculpture. This restoration, so far 

as it has gone, has been executed by peculiarly skilful work- 
men ; it isan unusually favorable example of restoration, espe- 
cially in the care which has been taken to preserve intact the 
exquisite, and hitherto almost uninjured sculptures which fill 
the quatrefoils of the tracery above the arch. But I happened 
myself to have made, five years ago, detailed drawings of the 
buttress decorations on the right and left of this tracery, 
which are part of the work that has been completely restored. 
And I found the restorations as inaccurate as they were un- 
necessary. 

If this is the case in a most favourable instance, in that of a 

well-known monument, highly esteemed by every antiquary in 
France, what, during the progress of the now almost universal 

repairs, is likely to become of architecture which is unwatched 
and despised ? 

Despised! and more than despised—even hated! It is a 
sad truth, that there is something in the solemn aspect of an- 
cient architecture which, in rebuking frivolity and chastening 
gaiety, has become at this time literally repulsive to a large 
majority of the population of Europe. Examine the direction 
which is taken by all the influences of fortune and of fancy, 
wherever they concern themselves with art, and it will be 

found that the real, earnest effort of the upper classes of Eu- 
ropean society is to make every place in the world as much 
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like the Champs Elysées of Paris as possible. Wherever the 
influence of that educated society is felt, the ald buildings are 
relentlessly destroyed ; vast hotels, like barracks, and rows of 
high, square-windowed dwelling-houses, thrust themselves 
forward to conceal the hated antiquities of the great cities of 
France and Italy. Gay promenades, with fountains and stat- 
ues, prolong themselves along the quays once dedicated to 
ecommerce ; ball-rooms and theatres rise upon the dust of 
desecrated chapels, and thrust into darkness the humility of 
domestic life. And when the formal street, in all its pride of 
perfumery and confectionery, has successfully consumed its 
way through the wrecks of historical monuments, and eon- 
diamwnilies its symmetry in the ruin of all that once prompted 
to reflection, or pleaded for regard, the whitened city is praised 
for its wpléndonr, and the exulting inhabitants for their patri- 
otism—patriotism which consists in insulting their fathers 
with forgetfulness, and surrounding their children with temp- 
tation. 
Tam far from intending my words to involve any disrespect- 
ful allusion to the very noble improvements in the city of Paris 
itself, lately carried out under the encouragement of the Em- 
peror. Paris, in its own peculiar character of bright mag- 
nificence, had nothing to fear, and everything to gain, from 
the gorgeous prolongations of the Rue Rivoli. But-I speak 
of the general influence of the rich travellers and proprietors 
of Europe on the cities which they pretend to admire, or en- 
deavour to improve. I speak of the changes wrought during 
my own lifetime, on the cities of Venice, Florence, Geneva, 
Lucerne, and chief of all on Rouen: a city altogether inesti- 
mable for its retention of medieval character in the infinitely 
varied streets in which one half of the existing and inhabited 
houses date from the 15th or early 16th century ; and the 
only town left in France in which the effect of old French do- 
mestic architecture can yet be seen in its collective groups. 
But when I was there, this last spring, I heard that these 

noble old Norman houses are all, as speedily as may be, to be 
stripped of the dark slates which protected their timbers, and 
deliberately whitewashed over all their sculptures and orna. 
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ments, in order to bring the interior of the town into some. 
conformity with the “handsome fronts” of the hotels and 
offices on the quay. 

Hotels and offices, and ‘‘ handsome fronts” in en, 
they can be built in America or Australia—built at any 
moment, and in any height of splendour. But who shall give 
us back, when once destroyed, the habitations of the French 
chivalry and bourgeoisie, in the days of the Field of the Cloth 
of Gold ? 

It is strange that no one seems to think of this! What do 
men travel for, in this Europe of ours? Is it only to gamble 
with French dies—to drink coffee out of French porcelain— 
to dance to the beat of German drums, and sleep in the soft 
air of Italy? Are the ball-room, the billiard-room, and the 
Boulevard, the only attractions that win us into wandering, or 
tempt us to repose? And when the time is come, as come it 
will, and that shortly, when the parsimony—or lassitude— 
which, for the most part, are the only protectors of the rem- 
nants of elder time, shall be scattered by the advance of 

civilisation—when all the monuments, preserved only because 

it was too costly to destroy them, shall have been crushed by 
the energies of the new world, will the proud nations of the 
twentieth century, looking round on the plains of Europe, 
disencumbered of their memorial marbles,—will those nations 

indeed stand up with no other feeling than one of triumph, 
freed from the paralysis of precedent and the entanglement of 
memory, to thank us, the fathers of progress, that no sadden- 
ing shadows can any more trouble the enjoyments of the 
future,—no moments of reflection retard its activities ; and 
that the new-born population of a world without a record and 
without a ruin, may, in the fulness of ephemeral felicity, dis- 
pose itself to eat, and to drink, and to die? 

Is this verily the end at which we aim, and will the mission 
of the age have been then only accomplished, when the last 
castle has fallen from our rocks, the last cloisters faded from 

our valleys, the last streets, in which the dead have dwelt, 

been effaced from our cities, and regenerated society is left in 

luxurious possession of towns composed only of bright saloons, 
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F ghbahidking gay parterres? If this be indeed our end, yet 
why must it be so laboriously accomplished? Are there no 
new countries on the earth, as yet uncrowned by Thorns of 
cathedral spires, untormented by the consciousness of a past? 
Must this little Europe—this corner of our globe, gilded with 
the blood of old battles, and grey with the temples of old 

narrow piece of the world’s pavement, worn down 
levees many pilgrims’ feet, be utterly swept and garnished for 
the masque of the Future? Is America not wide enough for 

the elasticities of our humanity? Asia not rich enough for its 
pride? or among the quiet meadow-lands and solitary hills of 
the old land, is there not yet room enough for the spreadings 
of power, or the indulgences of magnificence, without found- 
ing all glory upon ruin, and prefacing all progress with ob- 
literation ? 
. We must answer these questions speedily, or we answer 
them in vain. The peculiar character of the evil which is 
being wrought by this age is its utter irreparableness. Its 
newly formed schools of art, its extending galleries, and well- 
ordered museums will assuredly bear some fruit in time, and 
give once more to the popular mind the power to discern what 
is great, and the disposition to protect what is precious. But 
it will be too late. We shall wander through our palaces of 
erystal, gazing sadly on copies of pictures torn by cannon- 
shot, and on casts of sculpture dashed to pieces long ago. 
We shall gradually learn to distinguish originality and sin- 
cerity from the decrepitudes of imitation and palsies of repe- 
tition ; but it will be only in hopelessness to recognise the 
truth, that architecture and painting can be “restored ” when 
the dead can be raised,—and not till then. 
_ Something might yet be done, if it were but possible thor- 
oughly to awaken and alarm the men whose studies of arch- 
seology haye enabled them to form an accurate judgment of 
the importance of the crisis. But it is one of the strange 
characters of the human mind, necessary indeed to its peace, 
but infinitely destructive of its power, that we never thor-_ 
oughly feel the evils which are not actually set before our 
eyes. If, suddenly, in the midst of the enjoyments of the 
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palate and lightnesses of heart of a London dinner-party, the 
walls of the chamber were parted, and through their gap, the 
nearest human beings who were famishing, and in misery, 
were borne into the midst of the company—feasting and 
fancy-free—if, pale with sickness, horrible in destitution, 
broken by despair, body by body, they were’ laid upon the 
soft carpet, one beside the chair of every guest, would only 
the crumbs of the dainties be cast to them—would only a 
passing glance, a passing thought be vouchsafed to them ? 
Yet the actual facts, the real relations of each Dives and Laza- 
rus, are not altered by the intervention of the house wall be- 

tween the table and the sick-bed—by the few feet of ground 
(how few !) which are indeed all that separate se arhew pre 
from the misery. 

It is the same in the matters of which I heer rithardmedid 
speaking. If every one of us, who knows what food for the 
human heart there is in the great works of elder time, could 
indeed see with his own eyes their progressive ruin ; if every 
earnest antiquarian, happy in his well-ordered library, and in 
the sense of having been useful in preserving an old stone or 
two out of his parish church, and an old coin or two out of a 
furrow in the next ploughed field, could indeed behold, each 
morning as he awaked, the mightiest works of departed nations 
mouldering to the ground in disregarded heaps; if he could 
always have in clear phantasm before his eyes the ignorant 
monk trampling on the manuscript, the village mason striking 
down the monument, the court painter daubing the despised 
and priceless masterpiece into freshness of fatuity, he would 
not always smile so complacently in the thoughts of the little 
learnings and petty preservations of his own immediate sphere. 
And if every man who has the interest of Art and of History at 
heart, would at once devote himself earnestly—not to enrich 

his own collection—not even to enlighten his own neighbours 
or investigate his own parish- territory—but to far-sighted and 
fore-sighted endeavour in the great field of Europe, there is 

yet time to do much. An association might be formed, 
thoroughly organised so as to maintain active watchers and 
agents in every town of importance, who, in the first place, 
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_ should furnish the society with a perfect account of every 
monument of interest in its neighbourhood, and then with a 
yearly or half-yearly report of the state of such monuments, 
and of the changes proposed to be made upon them ; the so- 
ciety then furnishing funds, either to buy, freehold, such 

buildings or other works of untransferable art as at any time 
might be offered for sale, or to assist their proprietors, whether 
private individuals or public bodies, in the maintenance of 
such guardianship as was really necessary for their safety ; 

_ and exerting itself, with all the influence which such an asso- 
ciation would rapidly command, to prevent unwise restoration, 
and unnecessary destruction. 

Such a society would of course be rewarded only by the 
consciousness of its usefulness. Its funds would have to be 
supplied, in pure self-denial, by its members, who would be 
required, so far as they assisted it, to give up the pleasure of 
purchasing prints or pictures for their own walls, that they 
might save pictures which in their lifetime they might never 
behold ;—they would have to forego the enlargement of their 
own estates, that they might buy, for a European property, 
ground on which their feet might never tread. But is it ab- 
surd to believe that men are capable of doing this? Is the 
love of art altogether a selfish principle in the heart? and are 
its emotions altogether incompatible with the exertions of 
self-denial, or enjoyments of generosity ? 

I make this appeal at the risk of incurring only contempt 
for my Utopianism. But I should forever reproach myself if 
I were prevented from making it by such a risk ; and I pray 
those who may be disposed in anywise to favour it, to remem- 
ber that it must be answered at once or never. The next five 
years determine what is to be saved—what destroyed. The 
restorations have actually begun like cancers on every impor- 
tant piece of Gothic architecture in Christendom ; the question 
is only how much can yet be saved. All projects, all pursuits, 
having reference to art, are at this moment of less importance 
than those which are simply protective. There is time enough 
for everything else. Time enough for teaching—time enough 
for criticismg—time enough for inventing. But time little 
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enough for saving. Hereafter we can create, but it is now 
only that we can preserve. By the exertion of great national 
powers, and under the guidance of enlightened monarchs, we 
may raise magnificent temples and gorgeous cities ; we may 
furnish labour for the idle, and interest for the ignorant. But 

the power neither of emperors, nor queens, nor kingdoms, can 
ever print again upon the sands of time the effaced footsteps 
of departed generations, or gather together from the dust the 
stones which had been stamped with the spirit of our ances- 
tors. . 

THE END, 
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PREFACE, 

NE: 

Great nations write their antobiographies in three manu- 
scripts—the book of their deeds, the book of their words, and 
the book of their art. Not one of these books can be under- 
stood unless we read the two others; but of the three, the 

only quite trustworthy one is the last. The acts of a nation 
may be triumphant by its good fortune ; and its words mighty 
by the genius of a few of its children: but its art, only by 
the general gifts and common sympathies of the race. 
_ Again, the policy of a nation may be compelled, and, there- 
fore, not indicative of its true character. Its words may be 
false, while yet the race remain unconscious of their false- 
hood ; and no historian can assuredly detect the hypocrisy. 
But art is always instinctive ; and the honesty or pretence of 
it are therefore open to the day. The Delphic oracle may or 
may not have been spoken by an honest priestess,—we cannot 
tell by the words of it; a liar may rationally believe them a 
lie, such as he would himself have spoken; and a true man, 
with equal reason, may believe them spoken in truth. But 
there is no question possible in art: at a glance (when we 
have learned to read), we know the religion of Angelico to be 
sincere, and of Titian, assumed. 

The evidence, therefore, of the third book is the most vital 

to our knowledge of any nation’s life; and the history of 
Venice is chiefly written in such manuscript. It once lay 
open on the waves, miraculous, like St. Cuthbert’s book,—a 

golden legend on countless leaves: now, like Baruch’s roll, it 

is being cut with the penknife, leaf by leaf, and consumed in 

the fire of the most brutish of the fiends) What fragments 
of it may yet be saved in blackened scroll, like those withered 
Cottonian relics in our National library, of which so much has 
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been redeemed by love and skill, this book will help you, 
partly, to read. Partly,—for I know only myself in part ; but 

what I tell you, so far as it reaches, will be truer than you 
have heard hitherto, because founded on this absolutely faith- 
ful witness, despised by other historians, if not wholly unin- 
telligible to them. 
Iam obliged to write shortly, being too old now to spare 

time for any thing -more than needful work; and I write at 
speed, careless of afterwards remediable mistakes, of which 
adverse readers may gather as many as they choose : that to 
which such readers are adverse will be found truth _ can 
abide any quantity of adversity. 

As I can get my chapters done, they shall be published in 
this form, for such service as they can presently do. The 
entire book will consist of not more than twelve such parts, 
with two of appendices, forming two volumes: if I can get 
what I have to say into six parts, with one appendix, all = 
better. 

Two separate little guides, one to the Academy, the othe 
to San Giorgio de’ Schiavoni, will, I hope, be ready with the 
opening numbers of this book, which must depend somewhat 

on their collateral illustration ; and what I find likely to be 
of service to the traveller in my old ‘Stones of Venice’ is in 
course of re-publication, with further illustration of the com- 
plete works of Tintoret. But this cannot be reatly till the 
autumn ; and what I have said of the mightiest of Venetian 
masters, in my lecture on his relation to Michael Angelo, will 
be enough at present to enable the student to complete the 
range of his knowledge to the close of the story of ap 
Mark’s Rest.’ 
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Go first into the Piazetta, and stand anywhere in the shade, 
where you can well see its two granite pillars. 

Your Murray tells you that they are ‘famous,’ and that the 
one is “surmounted by the bronze lion of St. Mark, the other 
by the statue of St. Theodore, the Protector of the Republic.” 

_It does not, however, tell you why, or for what the pillars 
are ‘famous.’ Nor, in reply to a question which might con- 
ceivably occur to the curious, why St. Theodore should pro- 
tect the Republic by standing on a crocodile ; nor whether the 
“bronze lion of St. Mark” was cast by Sir Edwin Landseer, 
—or some more ancient and ignorant person ; nor what these 
rugged corners of limestone rock, at the bases of the granite, 
were perhaps once in the shape of. Have you any idea why, 
for the sake of any such things, these pillars were once, or 
should yet be, more renowned than the Monument, or the 
column of the Place Vendéme, both of which are much 

bigger ? 
Well, they are famous, first, in memorial of something 

which is better worth remembering than the fire of London, 
or the achievements of the great Napoleon. And they are 
famous, or used to be, among artists, because they are beau- 

tiful columns ; nay, as far as we old artists know, the most 

beautiful columns at present extant and erect in the conyen- 
iently visitable world. 

- Each of these causes of their fame I will try in some dim 
degree to set before you. 
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I said they were set there in memory of things,—not of the 

man who did the things. They are to Venice, in fact, what 
the Nelson column would be to London, if, instead of a statue 
of Nelson and a coil of rope, on the top of it, we had put one 

of the four Evangelists, and a saint, for the praise of the Gos- 
pel and of Holiness :—trusting the memory of Nelson to our 
own souls. 

However, the memory of the Nelson of Venice, being now 
seven hundred years old, has more or less faded from the heart 
of Venice herself, and seldom finds its way into the heart of a 
stranger. Somewhat concerning him, though a stranger, you 
may care to hear, but you must hear it in quiet; so let your 
boatmen take you across to San Giorgio Maggiore; there you 
can moor your gondola under the steps in the shade, and read 
in peace, looking up at the pillars when you like. = 

In the year 1117, when the Doge Ordelafo Falier had been 
killed under the walls of Zara, Venice chose, for his successor, 
Domenico Michiel, Michael of the Lord, ‘Cattolico nomo e 
audace,’’ a catholic and brave man, the servant * God and of. 
St. Michael. iilevian 

Another of Mr. Murray’s publications for your’ pied as- 
sistance (‘Sketches from Venetian History ’) informs you that, 
at this time, the ambassadors of the King of Jerusalem (the 
second Baldwin) were “ awakening the pious zeal, and eben 
lating the commercial appetite, of | the Venetians.” 

This elegantly balanced sentence is meant to cugient sibyied 
that the Venetians had as little piety as we have ourselves, and’ 
were as fond of money—that article being the only one which 
an Englishman could now think of, as an object of “ ‘commer- 
cial appetite.” Mv 

The facts which take this aspect to the lively satire are, 
in reality, that Venice was sincerely pious, and intensely covet- 
ous. But not covetous merely of money. She was covetous, 
first, of fame ; secondly, of kingdom ; thirdly, of pillars of 

‘Marin Sanuto. Vite Ducum Venetorum, henceforward quoted as 
V., with references to the pages of Muratori’s edition. See Appendix, 
Art. 1, which with following appendices will be given in a separate 

dumber as soon as there are eriough to form one, od -searaal 
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marble and granite, such as these that you see; lastly, and 
quite principally, of the relics of good people. Such an ‘ap- 
petite,” eed cockney friend, is not wholly ‘commer- 
cial.’ 527107 

~eiiftsthe tation in this religiously covetous hunger, Baldwin 
appealed, a captive to the Saracen. The Pope sent letters to 
press his suit, and the Doge Michael called the State to coun- 
cil in the church of St. Mark. There he, and the Primate of 
Venice, and her nobles, and such of the people as had due en- 
trance with them, by way of beginning the business, cele- 
brated the Mass of the Holy Spirit. Then the Primate read 
the Pope’s letters aloud to the assembly ; then the Doge made 
the assembly a speech. And there was no opposition party 
in that parliament to make opposition speeches ; and there 
were no reports of the speech next morning in any Times 
or Daily Telegraph. And there were no plenipotentiaries 
sent to the East, and back again. But the vote passed for 
war. 

- The Doge left his son in charge of the State ; and sailed for 
the Holy Land, with forty galleys and twenty-eight beaked 
ships of battle—‘“ships which were painted with divers 
colors,” * far seen in pleasant splendor. 

Some faded likeness of them, twenty years ago, might be 
seen in the painted sails of the fishing boats which lay crowded, 
in lowly lustre, where the development of civilization now only 
brings black steam-tugs,’ to bear the people of Venice to the 
bathing-machines of Lido, covering their Ducal Palace with 
soot, and consuming its sculptures with sulphurous acid. 

- The beaked ships of the Doge Michael had each a hundred 
oars,—each oar pulled by two men, not accommodated with 
sliding seats, but breathed well for their great boat-race be- 
tween the shores of Greece and Italy,—whose names, alas, with 

1*The Acts of God, by the Franks.’ Afterwards quoted as G. (Gesta 

Dei). Again, see Appendix, Art. 1. 
* The sails may still be seen scattered farther east along the Riva ; but 

the beauty of the scene, which gave some image of the past, was in their 
eombination with the Ducal Palace,—not with the new French and Eng 

lish Restaurants. 
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the names of their trainers, are noteless in the journals of the 

barbarous time. op ian poedties 
They beat their way across the waves, nevertheless,’ to the 

place by the sea-beach in Palestine where Dorcas worked for 

the poor, and St. Peter lodged with his namesake tanner. 
There, showing first but a squadron of a few ships, they drew 

the Saracen fleet out to sea, and so set upon them, + 
And the Doge, in his true Duke’s place, first in his beaked 

ship, led for the Saracen admiral’s, struck her, and sunk her. 

And his host of faleons followed to the slaughter : and to the 

prey also,—for the battle was not without gratificati6n of the 

commercial appetite. The Venetians took a 
containing precious silks, and “a quantity of drugs and pep- 

” 
per. coral agp sdanbh.h & 

After which battle, the Doge went up to there | 

to take further counsel concerning the use of his Venetian 
power ; and, being received there with saamtarre fie 

mas in the mountain of the Lord. 

In the council of war that followed, debate paneeinadiet 

whether to undertake the siege of Tyre or Ascalon. The 

judgments of men being at pause, the matter was given to the 
judgment of God. They put the names of the two cities in 
an urn, on the altar of the Church of the Sepulchre. An or- 

phan child was taken to draw the lots, who, putting his hand 
into the urn, drew out the name of Tyr. = 

Which name you may have heard before, and read perhaps 
words concerning her fall—careless always when the fall-took 
place, or whose sword smote her. roamon bape ado 

She was still a glorious city, still queen of the treasures of 
the sea ;° chiefly renowned for her work in glass and in 
purple ; set in command of a rich plain, “irrigated with plen- 
tiful and perfect waters, famous for its sugarcoonedhs;/ibanhiant 

' Oars, of course, for calm, and adverse winds, only ; bright sails full 
to the helpful breeze. A tiofl 

? *« Passava tuttavia per la piu popolosa e commerelanite! di Siria.”— 
Romanin, ‘Storia Documentata di Venezia,’ Venice, 1853, vol. ii, 
whence I take what else is said in the text; but see in the Gesta Dei, 
the older Marin Sanuto, lib. iii., pars. vi. cap. xii., and pars, xiv. cap. ii. 



sea, treble walled to the land; and, to all seeming, uncon- 
- querable but by famine.” 
a help in this great siege, the Venetians made their 

i 

iiiaia every city subject to the King of Jerusalem, the — 
Venetians should have a street, a square, a bath, and a bake- 
house: that is to say, a place to live in, a place to meet in, 

and due command of water ard bread, all free of tax ; that 
‘ _ they should use their own balances, weights, and measures 

any means false ones, you will please to observe) ; 
and that tie King of Jerusalem should pay annually to the 

_ Doge of Venice, on the Feast of St. Peter and St. Paul, three 
hundred Saracen byzants. 

| Such, with due approval of the two Apostles of the Gen- 
tiles, being the claims of these Gentile mariners from the 
_ King of the Holy City, the same were accepted in these terms: 
_ In the name of the Holy and undivided Trinity of the 

Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, these are the treaties 

which Baldwin, second King of the Latins in Jerusalem, made 
with St. Mark and Dominicus Michael”; and ratified by the 
aeienit . 
Reankiiie ce 

a Patriarch of Jerusalem ; 

__ Epremar, Archbishop of Cesarea ; 
_ Beryarp, Archbishop of Nazareth ; 

Asquiriy, Bishop of Bethlehem ; 
_ Gotpumus, Abbot of St. Mary’s, in the Vale of Jehoshaphat ;. 

_ Accnanp, Prior of the Temple of the Lord ; 
_ Gerarp, Prior of the Holy Sepulchre ; 
_ Arwarp, Prior of Mount Syon ; and 

Laue pE Pagano, Master of the. Soldiers: ofthe Temple. 
_.... With others many, whose names are in the chronicle 

_ of Andrea Dandolo. : 

Ae 

E 
sr 
. 
1 
_ 

5 : 

Ana thereupon the French crusaders by land, and the Vene- 
tians by sea, drew line of siege round Tyre. 
You will not expect me here, at St. George’s steps, to give 
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account of the various mischief ici on oicks 

dart, the stone, and the fire, by the Christian and Saracen, 
day by day. Both were at last wearied, when report came of 
help to the Tyrians by an army from Damascus, and a fleet | 
from Egypt. Upon which news, discord arose in the invad-— 
ing camp ; and rumor went abroad that the Venetians would 
desert their allies, and save themselves in their fleet. These : 
reports coming to the ears of the Doge, he took (aecording to 
tradition) the sails from his ships’ masts, and the rudders 

from their sterns,' and brought sails, rudders, and tackle 
ashore, and into the French camp, adding to these, for his 
pledge, ‘‘ grave words.” bdett dtciserrirs 

The French knights, in shame of their misereance, bade 
him refit his ships. The Count of Tripoli and William of 
Bari were sent to make head against the Damascenes; and 
the Doge, leaving ships enough to blockade the port, sailed 
himself, with what could be spared, to jind the Egyptian fleet. 
He sailed to Alexandria, showed his sails along the coast in 
defiance, and returned. Obhvachdet tite st 

Meantime his coin for payment of his mariners was spent. 
He did not care to depend on remittances. He struck a 

coinage of leather, with St. Mark’s and his own shield on it, 
promising his soldiers\ that for every leathern rag, so signed, 
at Venice, there should be given a golden zecchin. And his 
word was taken ; and his word was kept. roAS seancasi il 

So the steady siege went on, till the Tyrians lost hope, and 
asked terms of surrender. Bi vertapedics 

They obtained security of person and pooiphleticvhcn clin in- 
dignation of the Christian soldiery, who had expected the 
sack of Tyre. The city was divided into tet 

via aks “peer 

"By doing this he left his fleet helpless before an enemy, {68 val 
warfare at this time depended wholly on the fine stworhig “Of the ships 
at the moment of onset. But for all ordinary maneuyres necessary 

for the safety of the fleet in harbor, their oars were enough. Andrea 

Dandolo says he took a plank (‘‘tabula”) out of each shiy . —& More 
fatal injury. I suspect the truth to have been that he singly une: 

shipped the rudders, and brought them into camp; a grave speec 
symbol, earnest enough, but not costly of useless labor. » 9 ry : 
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iven to the King of Jerusal roe Sy 

there was in the Tyrians of being goweened at 
all. But the Venetians, for their third part, appointed a 

: ‘bailo’ to do civil justice, and a ‘ viscount’ to answer for mili- 
as; and appointed magistrates under these, who, 

3 g office, took the following oath : — 

tho it frand I will do right to all men wis are under the 
ion of Venice in the city of Tyre ; and to every other 

ees ant be brought before me for judgment, according to 
_ the ancient use and law of the city. And so far as I know 

not, and am left uninformed of that, I will act by such rule as 
shall appear to me just, according to the appeal and answer. 

_ Farther, I will give faithful and honest counsel to the Bailo 
and the Viscount, when Iam asked for it ; and if they share any 
rans: with me, I will keep it; neither will I- procure by 

fraud, good to a friend, nor evil to un enemy.” And thus the — 

* Menlitian state planted stable colonies in Asia. 
3p Thus far Romanin; to whom, nevertheless, it does not 

 eceur to ask what ‘establishing colonies in Asia’ meant for 
_ Venice. Whether they were in Asia, Africa, or the Island of 
Atlantis, did not at this time greatly matter ; but it mattered 

_ infinitely that they were colonies living in friendly relations 
with the Saracen, and that at the very same moment arose 

- cause of quite other than friendly relations, between the Ve- 
- netian and the Greek. 

For while the Doge Michael fought for the Christian king 
at Jerusalem, the Christian emperor at Byzantium attacked 
the defenceless states of Venice, on the maiuland of Dalmatia, — 

and seized their cities. Whereupon the Doge set sail home- 
wards, fell on the Greek islands of the Egean, and took the 

spoil of them ; seized Cephalonia ; recovered the lost cities of 
Dalmatia; compelled the Greek emperor to sue for peace,— 

_ gave it, in angry scorn ; and set his sails at last for his own 

Rialto, with the sceptres of Tyre and of Byzantium to lay at 
the feet of Venice. 
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Spoil also he brought, enough, of such co 
Venice valued. These pillars has you look upon, of rosy and p 

gray rock ; and the dead bodies of St. Donato and St Isidore. 
He tits returned, in 1126: Fate had left him yet. four 

years to live. In which, among other homely work, he made 
the beginning for you (oh sind civilized friend, you will at 
least praise him in this) of these mighty gaseous illuminations 
by which Venice provides for your seeing her shop-wares by 
night, and provides against your seeing the = sey or 
sea. : a} Vives: 

For, finding the narrow streets of Venice Sails a 

tune for robbers, he ordered that at the heads of them there 
should be set little tabernacles for images of the saints, and — 
before each a light kept burning. Thus he commands,—not 
as thinking that the saints themselves had need of candles, 
but that they would gladly grant to poor mortals in — 
material no less than heavenly light. Eade | 

And having in this pretty and lowly heneliceiting ended 
what work he had to do in this world, feeling his strength 
fading, he laid down sword and ducal robe together ; and be- 
came a monk, in this island of St. George, at the shore of 
which you are reading: but the old monastery on it which 
sheltered him was destroyed long ago, that this stately Palla- 
dian portico might be built, to delight Mr. Eustace on his 
classical tour,—and other such men of onan sr rence 

of excellent taste, like yourself. ’ 
And there he died, and was buried; and shevk he Sissies. 

tually tombless ; the place of his grave you find by going 
down the steps on your right hand behind the altar, leading 
into what was yet a monastery before the last Italian revolu- 
tion, but is now a finally deserted loneliness. ieotistobs, gad 

Over his grave there is a heap of frightful modern: 
sterer’s work, —Longhéna’s ; his first tomb (of which you may | 
see some probable likeness in those at the side of St. John 
and St. Paul) being removed as too modest and timeworn for 
the vulgar Venetian of the seventeenth century ; and this, 
that you see, put up to please the Lord MA and the 
beadles. banscidy al 

4 



I ecboiion was copied on the rotten black slate 
which is breaking away in thin flakes, dimmed by dusty salt. 
The beginning of it yet remains: “Here lies the Terror of 
_ the Greeks.” Read also the last lines : 

S pepgrtage Bt 
‘and HOSOEVER THOU ART, WHO COMEST TO BEHOLD THIS TOMB OF 

: a BOW THYSELF DOWN BEFORE GoD, BECAUSE OF HIM.” 

as : Mf these things, then, the two pillars before you are 
ious’ in memorial. What in themselves they possess 

tects honor, we will next try to discern. But you must 
row a little : nearer to the pillars, so as to see them clearly. 

E SR TO | 

Jews 3s 

iis: Phew | 
CHAPTER IL 

-: Bmitess pra es 
LATRATOR ANUBIS. 

© Isam these pillars were the most beautiful known to me, 
but you must understand this saying to be of the whole pillar 
eee base, shaft, and capital—not only of their shafts. 
You know so much of architecture, perhaps, as that an 
Ae tied? of it is the system, connecting a shaft with its capital 

and cornice. And you can surely feel so much of architect- 
ure, as that, if you took the heads off these pillars, and set 
the granite shafts simply upright on the pavement, they 
would perhaps remind you of ninepins, or rolling-pins, but 
would in no wise contribute either to respectful memory of 

the Doge Michael, or to the beauty of the Piazzetta. 
Their beauty, which has been so long instinctively felt by 
artists, consists then first in the proportion, and then in the- 
propriety of their several parts. Do not confuse proportion 
with propriety. An elephant is as properly made as a stag ; 
but he is not so gracefully proportioned. In fine architect- 
a and all other fine arts, grace and propriety meet. 
_ I will take the fitness first. You see that both these pillars 
have wide bases of successive steps.' You can feel that these 

1 Restored,—but they always must have had them, in some such pro- _ 
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would be ‘improper’ round the pillars of an arcade in which a 
people walked, because they would be in the way. But they 

are proper here, because they tell us the pillar is to be iso- 

lated, and that it is a monument of importance. Look “6 
these shafts to the arcade of the Ducal Palace. Its 
have been found fault with for wanting bases. But ‘they 
were meant to be walked beside without stuniBHHg i 

Next, you see the tops of the capitals of the great pillars 
spread wide, into flat tables. You can feel, surely, that these 
are entirely ‘ proper,’ to afford room for the statues they are 
to receive, and that the edges, which bear no weight, may 
‘properly ’ extend widely. But suppose a weight of superin- 
cumbent wall were to be laid on these pillars? The extent 
of capital which is now graceful, would then be weak and 
ridiculous. 

Thus far of propriety, whose simple laws are soon satisfied : 
next, of proportion. 

You see that one of the shafts—the St. Theodore’s—is much 

more slender than the other. 
One general law of proportion is that a slender shaft siiould 

have a slender capital, and a ponderous shaft, a ponderous 
one. 

But had this law been here followed, the companion ilies 
would have instantly become ill-matched. The eye would — 
have discerned in a moment the fat pillar and the lean. They 
would never have become the fraternal pilates the two! of 
the Piazzetta. 

With subtle, scarcely at first traceable, care, the designer 
varied the curves and weight of his capitals; and gave the 

soaseive head. to-the slender’ shaft, and the slender capital to 
the massive shaft. And thus they stand in ‘symmetry, and 
uncontending equity. 

Next, for the form of these capitals thensseleaal and tha 
date of them. 

You will find in the guide-books that though the shafts 
were brought home by the Doge in 1126, no one could be 
found able to set them up, until the year 1171, when a certain — 
Lombard, called Nicholas of the Barterers, raised them, and 
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* ard of such engineering skill, bargained that he might 
keep tables for forbidden games of chance between the shafts. 

_ Whereupon the Senate ordered that executions should also 
take place between them. 

__ You read, and smile, and pass on with a dim sense of hay- 

ing heard something like a good story. 
_  - Yes; of which I will pray you to remark, that at that un- 

civilized time, games of chance were forbidden in Venice, and 
that in these modern civilized times they are not forbidden ; 
and one, that of the lottery, even promoted by the Govern- 

_ ment as gainful: and that perhaps the Venetian people might 
_ find itself more prosperous on the whole by obeying that law 
_ oftheir fathers,‘ and ordering that no lottery should be drawn, 

except in a place where somebody had been hanged.? But 
the curious thing is that while this pretty story is never for- 
gotten, about the raising of the pillars, nothing is ever so 
much as questioned about who put their tops and bases to 
them !—nothing about the resolution that lion or saint should 
stand to preach on them,—nothing about the Saint’s sermon, 

_ or the Lion’s ; nor enough, even, concerning the name or oc- 

eupation of Nicholas the Barterer, to lead the pensive traveller 
into a profitable observance of the appointment of Fate, that 
in this Tyre of the West, the city of merchants, her monu- 
‘ments of triumph over the Tyre of the East should forever 

_ stand signed by a tradition recording the stern judgment of 
her youth against the gambler’s lust, which was the passion 
of her old age. 

But now of the capitals themselves. If you are the least 
interested in architecture, should it not be of some import- 
ance to you to note the style of them? Twelfth century 
capitals, as fresh as when they came from the chisel, are not 
tg be seen every day, or everywhere—much less capitals like 
these, a fathom or so broad and high! And if you know the 

‘ Have you ever read the ‘ Fortunes of Nigel’ with attention . the 
moral of it ? 

* It orders now that the drawing should be at the foot of St. Mark’s 
Campanile ; and, weekly, the mob of Venice, gathered for the event, 
fills the marble porches with its anxious murmur. 

J 

\ 



you will find these capitals still more interesting from their 
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architecture of England and France 4 in ‘the 

extreme difference in manner. Not the least like our clumps 

and humps and cushions, are they? For these are living 
Greek work, still; not savage Norman or ¢lumsy Northum- 

brian, these ; but of pure Corinthian race ; yet, with Venetian 
practicalness of mind, solidified from the ricizletdateds of light 
leafage which were their ancient form. You must find time 

for a little practical cutting of capitals yourself, before you 

will discern the beauty of these. There is nothing like a 
little work with the fingers for teaching the eyes. 

As you go home to lunch, therefore, buy a pound of Gruyére 
cheese, or of any other equally tough and bad, with as few 
holes in it as may be. And out of this pound of atiacepyost 
lunch, cut a solid cube as neatly as youcan, = 
Now all treatment of capitals depends: primarily on the way 

in which a cube of stone, like this of cheese, is left by the 

carver square at the top, to carry the wall, and eut round at 

the bottom to fit its circular pillar. Proceed therefore to cut 

your cube so that it may fit a round pillar of cheese at the — 
bottom, such as is extracted, for tasting, by magnanimous 
cheesemongers, for customers worth their while. Your first 
natural proceeding will of course be to cut off four corners ; 
so making an octagon at the bottom, which is a good part of 
the way toa circle. Now if you cut off those corners with 
rather a long, sweeping cut, as if you were cutting a pencil, 
you will see that already you have got very near the shape of 
the Piazzetta capitals. But you will come still nearer, if you 
make each of these simple corner-cuts into two narrower 
ones, thus bringing the lower portion of your bit of cheese 
into a twelve-sided figure. And you will see that each of 
these double-cut angles now has taken more or less the sl 
of a leaf, with its central rib at the angle. And if, further, 
with such sculpturesque and graphic talent as may be i = no 
you scratch out the real shape of a leaf at the edge 
cuts and run furrows from its outer lobes to the mia — 
behold, you have your Piazzetta capital. All but have i 
should say ; only this ‘all but’ is nearly all the good vo 



mes cf the exceeding fineness with which the simple 
sare drawn, and reconciled. 

artheless, you will have learned, if sagacious in such 
by this quarter of an hour’s carving, so much of — 

art as will enable you to discern, and to enjoy 
t of, all the twelfth and thirteenth century capi. 

So oeseed which, without exception, when of native cut- 

ting, are concave bells like this, with either a springing leaf, __ 

or a bending boss of stone which would become a leaf if it 

were furrowed, at the angles. But the fourteenth century 
~ brings a change. 
” Before I tell you what took Ray in the fourteenth century, 
you must cut yourself another cube of Gruyére cheese. You 

_ see that in the one you have made a capital of already, agood 
weight of cheese out of the cube has been cut away in taper- 

- ing down those long-leaf corners. Suppose you try now to 
make a capital of it eribbcnt cutting away so much cheese. If 
you begin half way down the side, with a shorter but more 
peat eut, you may reduce the base to the same form, and— 

ef supposing you are working in marble instead of cheese—you 

: 

have not only much less trouble, but you keep a much more 
solid block of stone to bear superincumbent weight. 

_ Now you may go back to the Piazzetta, and, thence pro- 
eeeding, so as to get well in front of the Ducal Palace, look 
first to the Greek shaft capitals, and then to those of the 
.Dueal Palace upper arcade. You will recognize, especially in 
those nearest the Ponte della Paglia (at least, if you have an 
eye in your head), the shape of your second block of Gruyére, 
—decorated, it is true, in manifold ways, but essentially 

shaped like your most cheaply cut block of cheese. Modern 
architects, i in imitating these capitals, can reach as faras— ~ 
imitating your Gruytre. Not being able to decorate the 
block when they have got it, they declare that decoration is 
“a superficial merit.” 
Yes,—very superficial. Eyelashes and eyebrows—lips and 

nostrils —chin-dimples and curling hair, are all very superficial 
things, wherewith Heaven decorates the human skull ; making 
the maid’s face of it, or the knight's. Nevertheless, what I 
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want you to notice now, is but the form of the block of Istrian fab 

_ stone, usually with a spiral, more or less elaborate, on each of ie 

its projecting angles. For there is infinitude of history in 

that solid angle, prevailing over the light Greek leaf. That is 

related to our humps and clumps at Diitham and Winchester. 
Here is, indeed, Norman temper, prevailing over Byzantine ; 
and it means,—the outcome of that quarrel of Michael with 
the Greek Emperor. It means—western for eastern life, in 
the mind of Venice. It means her fellowship with the west-~ 
ern chivalry ; her triumph in the Orushtlee, eae over 
her own foster nurse, Byzantium. 

Which significances of it, and many others with then if 
we would follow, we must leave our stone-cutting for a little 
while, and map out the chart of Venetian history from its be- 
ginning into such masses as we may remember without’ con- 
fusion. 

But, since this will take time, and we cannot quite tell dew 
long it may be before we get back to the twelfth century 
again, and to our Piazzetta shafts, let me complete what I can 
tell you of these at once. 

In the first place, the Lion of St. Mark is a splendid wierd 
of eleventh or twelfth century bronze. I know that by the 
style of him ; but have never found out where he came from.' 

‘ [may now chance on it, however, at any moment in other quests. 
Eleventh or twelfth century, the Lion—fifteenth, or later, his 

wings; very delicate in feather-workmanship, but with little 
lift or strike in them ; decorative mainly. Without doubt his 
first wings were thin hacia of beaten bronze, sired into 3 us 

mage ; fat wider in their sweep than these.’ 

1 «He”—the actual piece of forged metal, I mean, (See Appendix 
IL. for account of its recent botchings.) Your modern English explain- 
ers of him have never heard, I observe, of any such person as an 
‘ Evangelist,’ or of any Christian symbol of such a being! See page 42 
of Mr. Adams’ ‘ Venice Past and Present’ (Edinburgh and New York, 
1852). 

® Iam a little proud of this guess, for before correcting this sentence 
in type, I found the sharp old wings represented faithfully in the wood 
eut of Venice in 1480, in the Correr Museum. Durer, in 1500, draws 
the present wings; so that we get their date fixed within twenty years, 
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e Sinko of St. Theodore, whatever its age, is wholly 
merit. I ¢an’t make it out myself, nor find reeord of 

it: ina stonemason’s yard, I should have passed it as modern. 
But this merit of the statue is here of little consequence,— 
er it being wholly ‘in its meaning. 

St. Theodore represents the power of the Spirit of God in 
all noble and useful animal life, conquering what is venomous, 
useless, or in decay : he dabere from St. George in contending 
With material evil, instead of with sinful passion: the croco- 

tea which he stands is the Dragon of Egypt; slime-be- 
& of old, worshipped in its malignant power, for a God. 

St. Theodore’s martyrdom was for breakiag such idols ; and 
th beautiful instinct Venice took him in her earliest: days ~ 

for her protector and standard-bearer, representing the heav- 
enly life of Christ in men, prevailing over chaos and the deep. 

_ With far more than instinct, —w ith solemn recognition, and 
prayerfal vow, she took him in the pride of her chivalry, in 

_ mid-thirteenth century, for the master of that chivalry in their 
gentleness of home ministries. The ‘Mariegola’ (Mother- 
Law) of the school of St. Theodore, by kind fate yet preserved 
to us, contains the legend they believed, in its completeness, 
and their vow of service and companionship in all its terms. 
_ Either of which, if you care to understand,—several other 
matters and writings must be understood first ; and, among 
others, a pretty piece of our own much boasted,—how little 
obeyed,—Mother-Law, sung still by statute in our churches 

at least once in the month ; the eighty-sixth Psalm. “Her 
foundations are in the holy Mountains.” I hope you can go 

on with it by heart, or at least have your Bible in your port- 
manteau. In the remote possibility that you may have thought 
its carriage unnecessarily expensive, here is the Latin psalm, 

with its modern Italian-Catholic ‘ translation ; watery enough, 
this last, but a clear and wholesome, though little vapid, dilu- 
tion and diffusion of its text,—making much intelligible to 

; 1 From the ‘ Uffizio della B. V. Maria, Italiano e Latino, per tutti i 

tempi dell’ anno, del Padre G. Croiset,’ a well printed and most service: 
able little duodecimo volume, for any one wishing to know somewhat 
of Roman Catholic offices. Published in Milan and Venice, 
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the Protestant reader, which his a ena 
occasionally have been at fault in, 

Fundamenta eius in mon- 
tibus sanctis: diligit Dominus 
portas Sion super omnia taber- 
nacula Jacob. 

Gloriosa dicta sunt de te, 

civitas Dei. 

Memor ero Rahab et Baby- 
lonis, scientium me. 

Ecce alienigene, et Tyrus, 

et populus Adthiopum hi fue- 
runt illic. 

Numquid Sion dicet : Homo 
et homo natus est in ea, et ipse 
fundavit eam Altissimus? 

Dominus narrabit in scrip- 
turis populorum et principum : 
horum qui fuerunt in ea. 

Sicut letantium ompium 

habitatio est in te. 

rheivt hatin 

; ge t pf an 

Gernsalenind’d tarts soe 
isanti monti: Iddio ne pr 
cura, e 1’ ama pil che 
luoghi che dal suo ponalo:: sono 
sbitah. em 

+3) Ste 40) “bide fi a 

Quante cose tutte piene di lode 

sono state dette you citta di 
Dio! 

io Ye nate : 

Non seeded nell? ie né 
Egitto né Babilonia, cché que’ 
popoli mi avranno iconoseinto per 
loro Dio. meen ie 

Quanti popoli stranieri, bites 
opi, sino a quel punto miss nemici, 
verranno a prestarmi i loro omaggi. 

Ognuno dira allora: Vedete ise 
questa cittd si é popolata! I’ Altissi- 
mo |’ ha fondata e vuole wie 
in fiore. euthied ety Of 

Egli percid 8 I’ uniico che conosea 
il numero del popoloe de’ grandi 
che ne sono gli eat ieee Ry ry 

} 2 Ue gfttcs 

Non vie vora-foliett se mire per 
coloro che vi haune ’ pis tal 

WPA 

Reading then the psalm in these words, you toed it as the 
Western Christians sang it ever since St. Jerome wrote it into 
such interpretation for them ; and you must try to feel it as 
these Western Christians of Venice felt it, having now their 
own street in the holy city, and their covenant with the Prior 
of Mount Syon, and of the Temple of the Lord: they them- 
selves having struck down Tyre with their own swords, taken 
to ea her power, and now reading, as of themselves, 
the encompassing benediction of the prophecy for all Gent 
Nations, “Ecce alienigene—et Tyrus.” A notable piece of 

4 
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all humility of faith. 
_ What then is the meaning of the two verses just preceding 
these ?— 
_ “Glorious things are spoken of thee, thou City of God. I 
will make mention of Rahab and Babylon, with them that 
know me.” 

- If you like to see a curious mistake at least of one Protes- 
tant’s ‘ private judgment’ of this verse, you must look at my 
Teference to it in Fors Clavigera of April, 1876, p. 110, with 
its correction by Mr. Gordon, in Fors for June, 1876, pp. 178- 
203, all containing variously useful notes on these verses; of 
which the gist is, however, that the ‘Rahab’ of the Latin text 
is the Egyptian ‘Dragon,’ the crocodile, signifying in myth, 
which has now been three thousand years continuous in human 
mind, the total power of the crocodile-god of Egypt, couchant 
on his slime, born of it, mistakable for it,—his gray length of 

unintelligible scales, fissured and wrinkled like dry clay, itself 
but, as it were, a shelf or shoal of coagulated, malignant earth. 
He and his company, the deities born of the earth—beast 
headed,—with only animal cries for voices : — 

Be | ‘ “ Omnigenumque Deim monstra, et latrator Anubis 
Contra Neptunum et Venerem, contraque Minervam.” Lit 

This is St. Theodore’s Dragon-enemy—Egypt, and her captiv- 
ity; bondage of the earth, literally to the Israelite, in making 
bricks of it, the first condition of form for the God: im stern- 

er than mere literal truth, the captivity of the spirit of man, | 
whether to earth or to its creatures. 
_ And St. Theodore’s victory is making the earth his pedestal, 
instead of his adversary; he is the power of gentle and rational 
life, reigning over the wild creatures and senseless forces of 
the world. The Latrator Anubis—most senseless and cruel 
of the guardians of hell—becoming, by human mercy, the 
faithfullest of creature-friends to man. 
~ Do you think all this work useless in your Venetian guide? 
There is not a picture,—not a legend,—scarcely a column or 
an ornament, in the art of Venice or of Italy, which, by this 
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piece of work, well done, will not become more precious te 

you. Have you ever, for instance, noticed how the baying of 
Cerberus is stopped, in the sixth canto of Dante-—- = 

ASL? Seri) - 
‘¢ Tl duca mio a ana 

Prese la terra; et con piene le pugne Se aa 
La gitto dentro alle bramose canne.” Saag Mes ! 

MY WOT 

_ (To the three, therefore plural.) It is one of the innumerable 
subtleties which mark Dante’s perfect’ knowledge—inconceiv- 
able except as a form of inspiration—of the inner meaning of 
every myth, whether of classic or Christian theology, known 
in his day. 7 foo Ue 50S 

- Of the relation of the dog, horse, and eagle tothe chivalry 
of Europe, you will find, if you eare to read, more noted, in 
relation to part of the legend of St. Theodore, in the Fors of 
March, this year ; the rest of his legend, with what is notablest 

in his ‘ Mariegola,’ I will tell you when we come to examine 
Carpaccio’s canonized birds and beasts; of which, to refresh 
you after this piece of hard ecclesiastical reading (for I can’t 
tell you about the bases of the pillars to-day. We must get 
into another humor to see these), you may see within five 
minutes’ walk, three together, in the little chapel of St. George 
of the Schiavoni: St. George’s ‘Porphyrio,’ the bird of chas- 
tity, with the bent spray of sacred vervain in its ‘beak, at the 
foot of the steps on which St. George is baptizing the prin- 
cess ; St. Jerome’s lion, being introduced to the monastery 
(with resultant effect on the mind of the brethren) ; and St 
Jerome’s dog, watching his master translating the Bible, with 
highest complacency of approval. r Yoed wy 

And of St. Theodore himself you may be glad ta hice that 
he was a very historical and substantial saint as late as the 
fifteenth century, for in the inventory of the goods and chat- 
tels of his seuola, made by order of its master (Gastoldo), and 
the companions, in the year 1450, the first article is the body 
of St. Theodore, with the bed it lies on, covered by a eoverlid 
of “paiio di grano di seta, brocado de oro fino.” So late as 
the middle of the fifteenth century (certified by the inventario 
fatto a di XXX. de Novembrio MCCCCL, per, Sr nanni di 



de la coléna, Gastoldo, e suoi campagni, de tutte reli- 
 quie e arnesi e beni, se trova in questa hora presente in la 
is _ nostra scuola), here lay this treasure, dear to tho commercial 
heart of Venice. 
x Oh, good reader, who hast ceased to count the Dead bones 

for thy treasure, hast thou then thy Dead laid up in 

v dace! ed aos i 

Sit Mears 4:: | 
Ebb svar CHAPTER I. 

: Hey ah «gf, JAMES OF THE DEEP STREAM. 
. Bs em) - 

_ 'Twicr one is two, and twice two is four ; but twice one is 
not three, and twice two is not six, whatever Shylock may 
wish, or say, in the matter. In wholesome memory of which 
arithmetical, and (probably) eternal, fact, and in loyal defi- 
ance of Shylock and his knife, I write down for you these fig- _ 
ures, eel and plain : 
wees ei 

guithd i A 2: 4. 

ze Also i in this swiftly progressive ratio, the figures may ex- 
ale what modern philosophy considers the rate of progress 
ae from her days of religion, and golden ducats, to her 

A infidelity, and paper notes. 
4 gs them backwards, then, sublime modern philosopher ; 

He and they will give you the date of the birth of that foolish 
Venice of old time, on her narrow island. 

4, 2: 4 

_ In that year, and on the very day—(little foolish Venice 
used to say, when she was a very child),—in which, once 

laid on the sea sand, in the name of St. James the fisher. 

I think you had better go and see with your own eyes,— — 
tread with your own foot,—the spot of her nativity : so much 

upon a time, the world was made ; and, once upon another 

time—the Ave Maria first said,—the first stone of Venice was — 
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of a spring day as the task will take, cannot Bs 

profitably spent, nor more affectionately towards God and ~ 

man, if indeed you love either of them. == 
So, from the Grand Hotel,—or the Swiss Penieiol ccna 

duplicate Danieli with the drawbridge,—or wherever else 
among the palaces of resuscitated Venice you abide, | 
ulatory modern ambassador to the Venetian Senate,— 
to-day, walk through the Merceria, and through the Square 
of St. Bartholomew, where is the little octagon turret-chapel 
in the centre, for sale of news: and cross the Rialto—not in 

the middle of it, but on the right hand side, crossing from St. 
Mark’s. You will pr obably find it very dirty,—it may be, in- 
decently dirty,—that is modern progress, and Mr. Buckle’s 

_ civilization ; rejoice in it with a thankful heart, and stay in it 
placidly, after crossing the height of the bridge, when you 
come down just on a level with the capitals of the first story 
of the black and white, all but ruined, Palace of the Camer- 

lenghi ; Treasurers of Venice, built for them when she began 
to feel anxious about her accounts. ‘‘ Black and white,” I call 

it, because the dark lichens of age are yet on its marble—or, — 
at least, were, in the winter of *76—77 ; it may be, even before 
these pages get printed, it will be scraped and regilt—or 
pulled down, to make a railroad station at the Rialto. z 

Here standing, if with good eyes, or a good opera glass, 
you look back, up to the highest story of the blank and ugly 

building on the side of the canal you have just crossed 
—you will see between two of its higher windows, the. ‘Te- 
mains of a fresco of a female figure. It is, so far as I know, 
the last vestige of the noble fresco painting of Venice on her 
outside walls ;—Giorgione’s,—no less,—when Titian and he 
were houpé-painterienthe Sea-Queen so ranking them, for 
her pomp, in her proud days. Of this, and of the black and 
white palace, we will talk another day. I only asked you to 
look at the fresco just now, because therein is seen the end of | 
my Venice, the Venice I have to tell you of. Yours, of the 
Grand Hotels and the Peninsular steamers, you penprorec 
history of, for yourself. + her oh 
-Therein,—as it fades away—ends the Venice of St. Mark’s 



1 hers she was born, you may now go quite down 
s to see. Down, and through among the fruit-stalls 

» little square on the right ; then turning back, the 
is in front of you—not of the ancient church in- 

| deed, bat of a fifteenth century one—variously translated, in 
- times, into such small picturesqueness of stage 

* Saeaaablvivet possesses ; escaping, by God’s grace, however; 
the fire which destroyed all the otlior buildings of ancient 
Venice, round her Rialto square, in 1513.’ 

_- Some hundred or hundred ‘and fifty years before that, 
_ Venice had begun to suspect the bodies of saints to be a poor 
property ; carrion, i in fact,—and not even exchangeable car- 

eosetaetlaesd flesh might be bought instead perliaps of 
aspect. So, as I said, for a hundred years or so, she 

had brought home no relics,—but set her mind on trade- 
_ profits, and other practical. matters ; tending to the achieve- 
ment of wealth, and its comforts, and dignities. The curi- 
_ ous result being, that at that particular moment, when the 

fire devoured her merchants’ square, centre of the then mer- 
cantile world—she happened to have no money in her pocket 

_ to build it again with! 
Nor were any of her old methods of business again to be 
_ resorted to. Her soldiers were now foreign mercenaries, and 
_ had to be paid before they would fight ; and prayers, she had 

- found out long before our English wiseacre apothecaries’ ap- 
were of no use to get either money, or new houses 

with, at a pinch like this. And there was really nothing for 
_ it but doing the thing cheap,—since it had to be done. Fra 
" Gidcondo-of Verona offered her a fair design ; but the city 
could not afford it. Had to take Scarpagnino’s make-shift 
instead ; and with his help, and Sansovino’s, between 1520 
and 1550, she just managed to botch up—what you see sur- 

- round the square, of architectural stateliness for her mercan- 
tile home. Discovery of the Cape of Good Hope, the main 

8 Many chronic!es speak of it as burned ; but the authoritative inscrip- 

tion of 1601 speaks of it as ‘ consumed by age,’ and is therefore conclu: 

_ sive on this point. 

Y ae 
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cause of these sorrowful. circumstances of hers,—observe sa 
gacious historians. ee CRSA 

At all events, I have no doubt the walls were painted red, 
with some medallions, or other cheap decoration, under the 
cornices, enough to make the little square look comfortable, 
Whitewashed and sqvalid now—it may be left, for this time, 
without more note of it, as we turn to the little chureh.' 

Your Murray tells you it was built “in its present form ” 
in 1194, and “rebuilt in 1531, but precisely in the old form,” — 

and that it “has a fine brick campanile,” The fine brick cam- 
panile, visible, if you look behind you, on the other side of the 
street, belongs to the church of St. John Elemosinario, And 

the statement that the church was “rebuilt in precisely the. 
old form” must also be received with allowances. For the — 

_ “campanile” here, is in the most orthodox English Jacobite» 
style of the seventeenth century, the portico is Venetian fif- 
teenth, the walls are in no style at all, and the little Ma- 
donna inserted in the middle of them is an exquisitely fin- 
ished piece of the finest work of 1820 t0 1850. 

And, alas, the church is not only quite other in form, but 
even other in place, than it was in the fifth century, having 
been moved like a bale of goods, and with apparently as little 
difficulty as scruple, in 1322, on a report of the Salt Commis- 
sioners about the crowding of shops round it. And, in sum, 
of particulars of authentically certified vicissitudes, the little 
church has gone through these following—how many more 
than these, one cannot say—but these at least eI 
IIL) : | 

I Founded traditionally in 421 (serious daalbte srhibthee on 
Friday or Saturday, involving others about 7 on itself. ) 
The tradition is all we need care for. eri 

IL Rebuilt, and adorned with Greek mosaic -mrcdbeiteyitne 
Doge Domenico Selvo, in 1073; the Doge haying married a 
Greek wife, and liking pretty things. Of this husband and 
wife you shall hear more, anon. 

‘Do not, if you will trust me, at this time let your guide take you to 
look at the Gobbo di Rialto, or otherwise interfere with ‘a apne ete 
business. 

wie 
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ST. JAMES OF THE DEEP STREAM. 29 — 

ae aie and made bright again, getting also its due 
share He s ‘ied of Byzantium sent home by Henry Dan- 

- sellers Saehg, ip in 1322. ee 
= ‘“Tnstaurated ' into a more splendid church (dicto templo 

; rem ecclesiam instaurato) by the elected pleba- 
wat Reich. Regia, desirous of having the church devoted to 

_ his honor instead of St. James’s, 1531. 
VL Lifted up (and most likely therefore first much pulled 
reuna to keep the water from coming into it, in 1601, when 

e double arched campanile was built, and the thing finally 
: patched together in the present form. Doubtless, soon, by 
farther ‘progresso’ to become a provision, or, perhaps, a pe- 
troleum-store, Venice having no more need of temples; and 

being, as far as I can observe, ashamed of having so many, 
_ overshadowing her buyers and sellers. Better rend the veils 
in twain forever, if convenient storeshops may be formed in- 

- AE: yon) 
_ These, then, being authentic epochs of change, you may 

- decipher at ease the writing of each of them,—what is left of 
it. The campanile with the ugly head in the centre of it is 
‘your final Art result, 1601. The portico in front of you is 
Natalis Regia’s ‘instauration ’ of the church as it stood after 
1322, retaining the wooden simplicities of bracket above the 
pillars of the early loggia; the Madonna, as I said, is a piece 
of the 1320 to 1350 work ; and of earlier is no vestige here. 
But if you will walk twenty steps round the church, at the 
back of it, on the low gable, you will see an inscription in 
firmly graven long Roman letters, under a cross, similarly in- 

seribed. 
That is a vestige of the eleventh century church ; nay, more 

than vestige, the Voice of it—Sibylline,—left when its body 

Which I will ask you to hear, in a little while. But first 
you shall see also a few of the true stones of the older Temple. 
Enter it now; and reverently; for though at first, amidst 

_ wretched whitewash and stucco, you will scarcely see the true 
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marble, those six pillars and their capitals are ° . 

nants and material marble of the venerable church ; probably. 

once extending into more arches in the nave ; but this tran- 

sept ceiling of wagon vauit, with the pillars ‘that carry it, is 
true remnant of a medieval church, and, batters 
true image of the earliest of all—of the first of Ven- 

ice, planted, under which to abide; the Cross, g nm on 

the sands thus in relief, with two little pieces of ' 
ing, set cross wise ;—your modern engineers will soon’ make 
as nee; in portable brickwork, for London drains, admirable, 
worshipful, for the salvation of London mankind: oredr 
lessly rounded, and with small cupola above the crossing. 

Thus she set her sign upon the shore ; some 
inous seaweed there checking the current of the’ ‘Deep 
Stream,’ which sweeps rounds as you see, in that sigma of 
canal, as the Wharfe round the shingly bank of Bolton Abbey, 
—a notablest Crook of Lune, this ; ‘anid rrygeovnn here, on 
sands that will abide. i, Ue aa ao 
It is strange how seldom rivers have eats ‘Sanne from their 

depth. Mostly they take at once some dear, companionable 
name, and become gods, or at least living creatures, to their — 
refreshed people ; if nob: thu Pagan-named, they are noted 
by their color, or their purity,—White River, Black River, 
Rio Verde, Aqua Dolce, Fiume di Latte ; but seareely ever, 
‘Deep River.’ 1k italy WURbs 
And this Venetian slow-pacing water, not so much as a 

river, or any thing like one; but a rivulet, ‘fiumicello,” only, 
rising in those low mounds of voleanie hill to the west. 
“Rialto, ‘ Rialtum,’ ‘ Prealtum’” (another idea getting con- 

fused with the first), ‘‘dal fiumicello di egual nome’ che, 

scendendo dei colli Euganei gettavasi nel Brenta, con esso 
scorrendo lungo quelle isole dette appunto Realtine.”* The 
serpentine depth, consistent always among consistent shallow, 
being here vital ; and the conception of it partly mingled with 
that of the power of the open sea—the infinite ‘Altum ;' | 
sought by the sacred water, as in the dream of Eneas, “lacu 

; MOE ALS vice we 

1 Romanin, iin Beanies 



‘Latin, the shorter form, Rialtum,—properly, in the 
p of the State-documents, ‘Rivoaltanet So also, 

land ; “soft « campi,’ of which, in St. Margaret’s 

‘away; and yesterday, Feb. 26th, in the morning, a little tree 
_ that was pleasant to me taken up from before the door, be- 
eause it had heaved the pavement an inch or two out of 

_ square ; also beside the Academy, a little overhanging moment- 
a ary shade of boughs hewn away, ‘ to make the street “ bello,”’ 

said the axe-bearer. ‘What,’ I asked, ‘will it be prettier in 
summer without its trees?’ ‘Non x’e bello il verde,’ he an- 

- swered.’ True oracle, though he knew not what he said; 

voice of the modern Church “of ‘Venice ranking herself under 

= standard of the pit. 
| I said you should hear the oracle of her ancient Church in 

a little while ; but you must know why, and to whom it was 

spoken, first,—and we must leave the Rialto for to-day. Look, 

as you recross its bridge, westward, along the broad-flowing 
‘stream ; and come here also, this evening, if the day sets calm, 

for then the waves of it from the Rialto island to the Ca Fos- 
cari, glow like an Eastern tapestry in soft-flowing crimson, 

part with gold ; and beside them, amidst the tumult of 
srg fh my 

ee Pagal the good people of Edinburgh have the same taste ; and | 
ce proudly at having got an asphalt esplanade at the end of Prince's 
t, instead of cabbage-sellers. Alas! my Scottish friends; all that 

bon Street of yours has not so much beauty in it as a single cabbage- 

‘stalk, if you had eyes in your heads,—rather the extreme reverse of 

beauty ; and there is not one of the lassies who now stagger up and 

down the burning marle in high-heeled boots and French bonnets, who 

would not look a thousand-fold prettier, and feel, there’s no counting 

much nobler, bare-headed bat for the snood, and bare-foot on old- 

fashioned grass by the Nor’ loch side, bringing home from market, 

basket on arm, pease for papa’s dinner, and a bunch of cherries for 

baby. 

—— ae te v 

didit alto.” Hence the pee (ame takes, in 

ghout Venice, the Latin Rivus softens into Rio; the 
ipa into Riva, in the time when you had the running 

; feanals,’ but running brooks of sea,—‘lympha’ — 
rembling in eddies, between, not quays, but banks” , 

field, I have but this autumn seen the last worn vestige trodden. = 
ty 

—. 
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squalid ruin, remember the words that are ae 
: vad fe i 

Venice,’ as of Tyre :— cay * a iit 
~*~ HEM GF 

‘‘ Be still, ye inhabitants of the Isle. Thou whom the et 
chants of Zidon, that pass over the sea, have replenished. By 
great waters, the seed of Sihor, the harvest of the gain her 
revenue ; and she is a mart of nations.” rif 

- r red Ye ise wale 

CHAPTER, IV... (ius aeueaes 

ST. THEODORE THE CHATR-SELLER, fa + 

_ Tur history of Venice divides itself, with more iiiiieie 
than any other I have read, into periods of distinct tendency 
and character ; marked, in their transition, by phenomena no 

less definite than those of the putting forth the leaves, or 
setting of the fruit, in a plant ;—and as definitely connected 
by one vitally progressive organization, of which the energy 
must be studied in its constancy, while its results ri classed 
in grouped system. 3 

If we rightly trace the order, and estimate the iitiation of 
such periods, we understand the life, whether of an organized 
being or a state. But not to know the time when the seed is 
ripe, or the soul mature, is to misunderstand the total — 
ure. 

In the history of great multitudes, these ohaiiged of their 
spirit, and regenerations (for they are nothing less) of their 
physical power, take place through so subtle gradations of 
declining and dawning thought, that the effort to distinguish 
them seems arbitrary, like separating the belts of a rain ow’s " 
color by firmly drawn lines. But, at Venice, the lines are — 
drawn for us by her own hand ; and the changes in her tem- 
per are indicated by parallel modifications of her 7 and 
constitution, to which historians have always attributed, as to 
efficient causes, the national fortunes of which they are only 
the signs and limitation. 

In this history, the reader will find little importance ate 

“a 



tache to these external sivas of ioe constitution ; 
xcept as 3 labels, or, it may be, securing seals, of the state of 

- the nation’s heart. They are merely shapas of amphora, art- 
ful and ‘decorative indeed ; tempting to criticism or copy of 
_ their form, usefully recordant of different ages of the wine, 
‘and having occasionally, by the porousness or perfectness of 
their clay, effect also on its quality. But it is the grape-juice 

_ itself, and the changes in if, not in the forms of flask, that we 
: poet reality to study. 
_. Fortunately also, the dates of the great changes are easily 
: ‘Sibiiibaeed ; they fall with felicitous precision at the begin- 
ning of centuries, and divide the story of the city, as the 

_ pillars of her Byzantine courts, the walls of it, with symmetric 
stability. 

_ She shall also tell you, as I promised, her own story, in her 
own handwriting, all through. Not a word shall J have to 

_ say in the matter; or aught to do, except to deepen the letters 
_ for yon when they are indistinct, and sometimes to hold a 

blank space of her chart of life to the fire of your heart for a 
little while, until words, written secretly upon it, are seen ;— 
if, at least, there is fire enough in your own heart to heat 

_ And first, therefore, I must try what power of reading you 
have, when the letters are quite clear. We will take to-day, 

80 please you, the same walk we did yesterday ; but looking 
at other things, and reading a wider lesson. 

As early as you can (in fact, to get the good of this walk, 
you must be up with the sun), any bright morning, when the 
streets are quiet, come with me to the front of St. Mark's, to 
begin our lesson there. 

You see that between the arches of its vaults, there are six 

oblong panels of bas-relief. 
Two of these are the earliest pieces of real Venetian work I 

know of, to show you ; but before beginning with them, you 
must see a piece done by her Greek masters. 

' Go round therefore to the side farthest from the sea, where, 

in the first broad arch, you will see a panel of like shape, 
set horizontally ; the sculpture of which represents twelve 

\ 
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sheep, six on one side, six on the othe of a 
throne is set a cross; and on the top of the cross a circle; 
and in the circle, a little caprioling creature. = 

And outside of all, are two palm trees, one on each side; 
and under each palm tree, two baskets of dates ; and over the 
twelve sheep, is written in delicate Greek letters, “The holy 
Apostles ;” and over the little caprioling creature, ‘The Lamb.” 

Take your glass and study the carving of this bas-relief in- 
tently. It is full of sweet care, subtlety, tenderness of touch, 

and mind ; and fine cadence and change of line in the little 
bowing heads and bending leaves. Decorative in the ex- 
treme ; a kind of stone-stitching, or sampler-work, done with 
the innocence of a girl’s heart, and in a like unlearned ful- — 
ness. Here is a Christian man, bringing order and loveli- 
ness into the mere furrows of stone. Not by any means as - 
learned as a butcher, in the joints of lambs; nor as a grocer, 

in baskets of dates ; nor as a gardener, in endogenous plants; — 
but an artist to the heart’s core; and no less true a lover of | 
Christ and His word. Helpless, with his childish art, tocarve- 

Christ, he carves a cross, and caprioling little thing in a ring 

at the top of it. You may try—you—to carve Christ, if you~ 
can. Helpless to conceive the Twelve Apostles, these never- 
theless are sacred letters for the bearers of thet anions 
Peace. vhf: DVRs 

Of such men Venice learned to touch Abel hbshie igh 
come a Lapieida, and furrower of the marble as well as the sea. 

Now let us go back to that panel on the tot side of the 
central arch in front.’ ocd dgivak i 

This, you see, is no more a symbolical coulptare, sige 

' Generally note, when I say ‘right’ or ‘left’ side’ of a chur oo, | 
chapel, [ — either as you enter, or as you look to the altar, — 
not safe to say ‘north and south,’ for Italian churches stand all seie 
the compass; and besides, the phrase would be false of lateral chapels. 
Transepts are awkward, because often they have an altar instead of an 
entrance at their ends; it will be least confusing to treat tl cine a 
as large lateral chapels, and place them in the series of suc! as 
the sides of the nave, calling the sides right and left as you look « 
from the nave into the chapéls, or from the nave’s cet , to the forts 
window, or other termination of transept. Lads ial. Sige 
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al, and laboriously ardent to express, though 
ow relief, a curly-haired personage, handsome, and 

something like George the Fourth, dressed in richest Roman 
é dbor-ana’ ‘sitting in an absurd manner, more or less tailor- 
i fashion, if. not cross-legged himself, at least on a conspicu- 

3 -legged piece of splendid furniture ; which, after 
ig the Chinese, or engineer's isuaheeall perspective 

amsy perceive to be ouly a gorgeous pic-nic or draw- ~ 
1, apparently of portable character: such as are bought 
for luxury than labor,—for the real working apparatus 

} your tripod) at Messrs. Newman’s, or Winsor and Newton's. 
Le en portable, I say ; by no means intended as such 

the sculptor. Intended for a most permanent and mag- 
cent throne of state ; nothing less than a derived form of 

that Greek Thronos, in Which you have seen set the cross of 

the Lamb. Yes; and of the Tyrian and Judean Thronos— 
Solomon's, whieh it frightened the queen of Sheba to see him 
sitting on. Yes; and of the Evyptian throne of eternal gran- 
ite, on which colossal Memnon sits, melodious to morning 
HAE Asn of Aurora. Yes; and of the throne of Isis-Ma- 
donna, and, mightier yet than she, as we return towards the 
nativity of queens and kings. We must keep at present to 
our own poor little modern, practical saint—sitting on his 
portable throne (as at the side of the opera when extra people ~ 
are let in who shouldn’t be) ; only seven hundred years old. 
To this crossed-legeed apparatus the Egyptian throne had 
dwindled down ; it looks even as if the saint who sits on it 
might begin to think about getting up some day or other. 

All the more when you know who he is. Can you read the ~ 

letters of his name, written beside him ?— 

SCS GEORGIVS 

—Mr. Emerson’s purveyor of bacon, no less!" And he does 
look like getting up, when you observe him farther. Un- 
sheathing his sword, is not he ? 

1 See Fors Clavigera of February, 1873, containing the legends of St. 

George. This, with the other numbers of Fors referred to in the text 

of ‘St. Mark’s Rest,’ may be bought at Venice, together with it. 
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No ; sheathing it. That was the difficult thing } ee 

to do, as you will find on reading the true legend of him, 

which ¢his sculptor thoroughly knew ; in whose conception of 
the saint one perceives the date of said sculptor, no less than 
in the stiff work, so dimly yet perceptive of the ordinary laws 
of the aspect of things. From the bas-reliefs of the Parthe- 
non—through sixteen hundred years of effort, and speech- 
making, and fighting—human intelligence in the Arts has ar- 

rived, here in Venice, thus far. But haying got so far, we 
erate come ie something is sonia We have become dis- 

mere sy bles of a ving man, but the man himself, as truly as 

the poor stone-cutter can carve him. All bonds of tyrannous 
tradition broken ;—the legend kept, in faith yet; but the 
symbol become natural; a real armed knight, the best he 
could form a notion of ; curkphiniel and handsome ; and, his 
also the boast of Dogberry, every thing handsome about him. 
Thus far has Venice got in her art schools of the early thir- 
teenth century. I can date this sculpture to that time, pretty 
closely ; earlier, it may be,—not later; see afterwards the 
notes closing this chapter. 

And now, if you so please, we will walk under the clock- 
tower, and down the Merceria, as straight as we can go. 
There is a little crook to the right, bringing us opposite St. 
Julian’s church (which, please, don’t stop to look at just now); _ 
then, sharply, to the left again, and we come to the Ponte de’ 
Baratteri,—“ Rogue’s Bridge ”—on which, as especially a 
grateful bridge to English business-feelings, let us reverently 
pause. It has been widened lately, you observe,—the use of 
such bridge being greatly increased in these times; and in a 
convenient angle, out of passenger current (may you find such 
wayside withdrawal in true life), you may stop to look back at 
the house immediately above the bridge. 

In the wall of which you will see a horizontal panel of as 
relief, with two shields on each side, bearing six fleur-de-lys. 
And this you need not, I suppose, look for "Tetters on, to tell 
you its subject. Here is St. George indeed !—our own beloved 
old sign of the George and Dragon, all correct ; and, if you 

a a ee 



70 n iktn champions, Sabra too, on the rock, thrilled 
st the fight. And see what a dainty St. George, too! 
he Here je-n0 mere tailor’s enthronement. Eques, ipso melior 

i,—how he sits !—how he holds his lance !—how 

_ brightly youthful the crisp hair under his light cap of helm,— 
how deftly curled the fringe of his horse’s crest,—how vigorous 
in diseiplined career of accustomed conquest, the two noble 
living creatures! This is Venetian fifteenth century work of 

- finest style. Outside-of-house work, of course: we compare 
at present outside work only, panel with panel: but here are 
three hundred years of art progress written for you, in two 
pages,—from early thirteenth to late fifteenth century ; and 
in this little bas-relief is all to be seen, that can be, of ele- 

mentary principle, in the very crest and pride of Venetian 
sculpture,—of which note these following points. 

First, the aspirations of the front of St. Mark’s have been 
entirely achieved, and though the figure is still symbolieal, it 
is now a symbol consisting in the most literal realization pos- 
sible of natural facts. That is the way, if you care to see it, 
that a young knight rode, in 1480, or thereabouts. So, his 
foot was set in stirrup,—so his body borne,—so trim and true 

_ and orderly every thing in his harness and his life: and this 
rendered, observe, with the most consummate precision of 
artistic touch. Look at the strap of the stirrup,—at the little 
delicatest line of the spur,—can you think they are stone? 
don’t they look like leather and steel? His flying mantle,— 
is it not silk more than marble? That is all in the beautiful 
doing of it: precision first in exquisite sight of the thing 
itself, and understanding of the qualities and signs, whether 
of silk or steel ; and then, precision of touch, and cunning in 
use of material, which it had taken three hundred years to 
learn. Think what cunning there is in getting such edge to 

the marble as will represent the spur line, or strap leather, 

with such solid under-support that, from 1480 till now, it 

stands rain and frost! And for knowledge of form,—look 

_ at the way the little princess's foot comes out under the 

: 
drapery as she shrinks back. Look at it first from the left, to 
see how it is foreshortened, flat on the rock ; then from the 

a 
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right, to see the curve of dress up the limb think of the dif. pe 

ference between this and the feet of poor St. George Sartor of 

St. Mark’s, pointed down all their length. Finally, see how 

studious the whole thing is of beauty in every part,—how it 

expects you also to be studious. Trace the rich tresses of 

the princess’s hair, wrought where the figure melts into 

shadow ;—the sharp edges of the dragon’s mail, slipping over 

each other as he wrings neck and coils tail ;—nay, what dec- 

orative ordering and symmetry is even in the roughness of the 
ground and rock! And lastly, see how the whole piece of 
work, to the simplest frame of it, must be by the seulptor’s 
own hand : see how he breaks the line of his panel moulding 
with the princess’s hair, with St. George’s helmet, with the 
rough ground itself at the base ;—the entire tablet varied to 

its utmost edge, delighted: in and omnobien to. i — 
limit of substance. 

Here, then, as I said, is the top of Vinetidin soulpturean 
Was there no going beyond this, think you? 

Assuredly, much beyond this the Venetian could teavkcsiele 
had he gone straight forward. But at this point: che became — 
perverse, and there is one sign of evil in this piece, which you 
must carefully discern. coe bale 

In the two earlier sculptures, of the sheep, and the throned 
St. George, the artist never meant to say that twelve sheep 
ever stood in two such rows, and were the twelve apostles ; 
nor that St. George ever sat in that manner in a splendid 
chair. But he entirely believed in the facts of the lives of 
the apostles and saints, symbolized by such figuring. = 

But the fifteenth century sculptor does, partly, mean to as- 
sert that St. George did in that manner kill a dragon: does 

- not clearly know whether he did or not; does not care very 
- much whether he did or not ;—thinks it will be very nice if, 

at any rate, people believed that he did ;—but is more bent, 
in the heart of him, on making a pretty bas-relief peas ses 
thing else. 

Half way to infidelity, the fine gentleman is, with all his 
dainty chiselling. We will see, on those centiny roernets in 

another century, this fine chiselling comes to. (1K 



: GeENGBaemorning, and the sky lena you will see, ‘at the 
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: _ end of the narrow little street, the brick apse of St. Saviour’s, 
warm against the blue ; and, if you stand close to the right, a 

solemn piece of old Venetian wall and window on the oppo- 
a the calle, which you might pass under twenty 

times without seeing, if set on the study of shopsonly. Then 
>a to the right ; perforce,—to the left again ; and 

_ now to the left, once more ; and you are in the little piazza of 
‘St. Salvador, with a building in front of you, now occupied 
ies store, which you will please look at with atten- 
disieey frre 

-Itreminds you of many things at home, I suppose ?—has a 
old-fashioned, city-of-London look about it ;— 

something of Greenwich Hospital, of Temple Bar, of St. Paui’s, 
of Charles the Second and the Constitution, and the Lord 

Mayor and Mr. Bumble? Truly English, in many respects, 
this solidly rich front of Ionic pillars, with the four angels on 
the top, rapturously directing your attention, by the grace- 
fullest gesticulation, to the higher figure in the centre! 
- You have advanced another hundred and fifty years, and are 
in mid seventeenth century. Here is the ‘ Progresso’ of Ven- 
ice, exhibited to you, in consequence of her wealth, and gay 

life, and advance in anatomical and other sciences. 

Of which, note first, the display of her knowledge of angelic 
anatomy. Sabra, on the rock, just showed her foot beneath 

her robe, and that only because she was drawing back, fright- 

ened ; but, here, every angel has his petticoats cut up to his 
thighs ; he is not sufficiently sacred or sublime unless you see 
his legs so high. 
Secondly, you see how expressive are their attitudes,— 

« What a wonderful personage is this we have got in the mid- 

dle of us!” 
That is Raphaelesque art of the finest. Raphael, by this 
time, had taught the connoisseurs of Europe that whenever 

_ you admire anybody, you open your mouth and eyes wide ; 
when you wish to show him to somebody else you point at 
him vigorously with one arm, and wave the somebody else 
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on with the other ; when you have nothing to do:of that:
 “ees. 

you stand on one leg and hold up the other in a graceful line; 

these are the methods of true dramatic expression. . Your 

drapery, meanwhile, is to be arranged in “sublime masses,” 

and is not to be suggestive of any particular stuff{ 
If you study the drapery of these four angels thoroughly, — 

you can searcely fail of knowing, henceforward, what a bad 
drapery is, to the end of time. Here is drapery supremely, 
exquisitely bad ; it is impossible, by any contrivance, to get 
it worse. Merely clumsy, ill-cut clothing, you may see any : 
day ; but there is skill enough in this to make it 
execrable. That flabby flutter, wrinkled swelling, and puffed 
pomp of infinite disorder ;—the only action of it, being blown 
up, and away ; the only calm of it, collapse ;—the resolution of 
every miserable fold not to fall, if it can help it, into any nat- — 
ural line,—the running of every lump of it into the next, as 
dough sticks to dough—remaining, not less, evermore inea- 
pable of any harmony or following of each other’s lead or way ; 
—and the total rejection of all notion of beauty or use in the 
stuff itself. It is stuff without thickness, without fineness, 
without warmth, without coolness, without lustre, without 
texture ; not silk,—not linen, —not woollen ;—sometliing that 

wrings, and wrinkles, and gets between legs,—that is all. 
Worse drapery than this, you cannot see in mortal investiture. 

Nor worse want of drapery, neither—for the legs areas un- 
graceful as the robes that discover them; and the breast of — 
the central figure, whom all the angels admire, is pa 
under its corslet like a hamper of tomatoapples 

To this type the Venetians have now brought their symbol 
of divine life in man. For this is also—St. Theodore! And 

the respectable building below, in the Bumble style, is the 
last effort of his school of Venetian gentlemen to house them- 
selves respectably. With Ionic capitals, bare-legged angels, 
and the Dragon, now square-headed and blunt-nosed, they 
thus contrive their last club-house, and prepare, for resusci- 
tated Italy, in continued ‘ Progresso,’a stately furniture store. 
Here you may buy cruciform stools, indeed! and patent oil- 
cloths, and other supports of your Venetian worshipful dig: 



ie henet’s content. Here is your God’s Gift to the nine- 
; century. “Deposito mobili nazionali_ed_ esteri; 
aha Aines antichi e moderni, ed oggetti diversi.” 

Nevertheless, through all this decline in power and idea, 

_ there is yet, let us note finally, some wreck of Christian in- 
_ tention, some feeble coloring of Christian faith. A saint is 
~ still held to be an admirable person ; he is practically still the 
_ patron of your fashionable club-house, where you meet to 
offer him periodical prayer and alms. This architecture is, 
seriously, the best you can think of ; those angels are hand- 

- some, according to your notions of personality ; their attitudes 
really are such as you suppose to be indicative of celestial 

_ rapture,—their features, of celestial disposition. 
We will see what change another fifty years will bring 

about in these faded feelings of Venetian soul. 
The little calle on your right, as you front St. Theodore, 

Will bring you straight to the quay below the Rialto, where 
your gondola shall be waiting, to take you as far as the bridge 
over the Cannareggio under the Palazzo Labia. Stay your 
gondola before passing under it, and look carefully at the 
sculptured ornaments of the arch, and then at the correspond- 
ent ones on the other side. 
Tn these you see the last manner of sculpture, executed by 
Venetian artists, according to the mind of Venice, for her 
own pride and pleasure. Much she has done since, of art- 
work, to séll to strangers, executed as she thinks will please 
the stranger best. But of art produced for her own joy and 
in her own honor, this is a chosen example of the last! 

Not representing saintly persons, you see; nor angels in 

- attitudes of admiration. Quite other personages than angelic, 

and with expressions of any thing rather than affection or re- 
spect for aught of good, in earth or heaven. Such were the 
last imaginations of her polluted heart, before death. She 
had it no more in her power to conceive any other. ‘‘ Behold 
thy last gods,”—the Fates compel her thus to gaze and per- 
ese 

This last stage of her intellectual death precedes her po- 
litical one by about a century ; during the last half of which, 
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however, she did little more than lay ons alls 
which she could not complete, Virtually, w we may close her 
national history with the seventeenth century ; we shall not 
ourselves follow it even so far. Rae cheeses 

T have shown you, to-day, pieces of her art-work by whick 
you may easily remember its cardinal divisions.  - 

You saw first the work of her Greek masters, under whom 

she learned both her faith and art. Panos tea wierrd 
Secondly, the beginning of her own childish, efforts, in the 

St. George enthroned. * eethwegt agleiso 
Thirdly, the culmination of her skill in the Bh Geengp, com- | 

batant. : ine oa why 

Fourthly, the languor of her faith and art power the 

advance of her luxury, in the hypocrisy of. he Theodore’ 8 
Scuola, now a furniture warehouse. eyes 6 

Lastly, her dotage before shameful death. . tik-ex’S 
In the next chapter, I will mark, by their fie limits, the 

epochs of her political history, which correspond to these con- 
ditions of her knowledge, hope, and imagination.  —s_. 

But as you return home, and again pass before the porches 
of St. Mark’s, I may as well say at once what I can of these 
six bas-reliefs between them. re waittides-» 

On the sides of the great central arch are St. Goarpenand 
St. Demetrius, so inscribed in Latin. Between the next lat- 

eral porches, the Virgin and Archangel Gabriel, so inscribed, 
—the Archangel in 5 osin the “ Mother of God” in Greek. © 

And between these and the outer porches, uninscribed, two 
of the labors of Hercules. Iam much doubtful concerning 
these, myself,—do not know their manner of sculpture, nor 
understand their meaning. They are fine work; the Venetian 
antiquaries say, very early (sixth century); types, it may be, 
of physical human power prevailing over wild nature; the 
war of the world before Christ. ies 

Then the Madonna and Angel of Anauueaiiaa oxeuemnabe : 
Advent. eon ey 

Then the two Christian Warrior Saints expres the heorkiot 
Venice in her armies. 

There is no doubt, therefore, of the snes anaes 

SS ee 



1 from, I know not; the four inner ones, I think, are 
, and eatved for their place by the Venetian 

"scholars of the Greek schools, in late twelfth or early thir- 

AE Mg sipneial reason for assigning this origin to them is the 
_ manner of the foliage under the feet of the Gabriel, in which 
_ is the origin of all the early foliage in the Gothic of Venice. 

_ This bas-relief, however, appears to be by a better master 
than the others—perhaps later ; and is of extreme beauty. 
» Of the ruder St. George, Alt wtindeusive sculptures of Evan- 
gelists on the north side, I cannot yet speak with decision ; 

_ nor would you, until we have followed the story of “= 

————- se 

farther, probably care to hear. 
peak 
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thaw iatoey of Venice, then, divides itself into four quite 
distinct ° 
' L The first, in which the fugitives from many cities on the 
mainland, gathered themselves into one nation, dependent for 
existence on its labor upon the sea; and which develops 
itself, by that labor, into a race distinct in temper from all 
the other families of Christendom. This process of growth 
and mental formation is necessarily a long one, the result 
being so great. It takes roughly, seven hundred years— 
from the fifth to the eleventh century, both inclusive. Accu- 
rately, from the Annunciation day, March 25th, 421, to the 

day of St. Nicholas, December 6th, 1100. 
_ At the close of this epoch Venice had fully learned Chris- 
tiastitig from the Greeks, chivalry from the Normans, and the | 
laws of human life and toil from the ocean. Prudently and 
nobly proud, she stood, a helpful and wise princess, highest in 
counsel and mightiest in Jeed, among the knightly powers of 
the world. 

THE SHADOW ON THE DIAL, 
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II The second period is that of her great deeds in war, 

and of the establishment of her reign in justice and truth 

(the best at least that she knew of either), over, nominally, 

the fourth part of the former Roman Empire. It includes the 

whole of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and is chiefly 

characterized by the religious passion of the Crusades. It 
lasts, in accurate terms, from December 6th, 1100, to Febru- 
ary 28th, 1297; but as the event of that day was not con- 
firmed till. threa years afterwards, we get the manera 
cise terminal date of 1301. ; 

Ill. The third period is that of religious sppdthatseniy us 
distinct, though not withdrawn from, religious action. It is 

marked by the establishment of schools of kindly eivil order, 
and by its endeavors to express, in word, and picture, the 
thoughts which until then had wrought in silence. The 
entire body of her noble art-work belongs to this time. It 
includes the fourteenth and fifteeenth centuries, and wes 

years more: from 1301’ to 1520. 
IV. The fourth period is that of the luxurious use, “a dis- 

play, of the powers attained by the labor and meditation of 
former times, but now applied without either labor or medita- 
tion :—religion, art, and literature, having become things of 

cuubera snd.Soonkame,’t Ji spends, in eighty: years, the fruits 
of the toil of a thousand, and terminates, strictly, wit os 
death of Tintoret, in 1594: we will say 1600. 
From that day the remainder of the record of ‘Vaniel i 

only the diary of expiring delirium, and by those who loye 
her, will be traced no farther. But while you are here within 
her maladie endeavor to interpret clearly to you the 
legends on them, in which she has herself related the panaing 
of her Four Ages. Boren ied 

And see how easily they are to be numbered apaaenedia 
bered, Twelve hundred years in all; divided—if, broadly, 
we call the third period two centuries, and the fourth, one,— 
in diminishing proportion, 7, 2, 2,1: it is like the apiral 
of # shell, reversed. At 

I have in this first sketch of them distinguished rien ~ 
‘Compare ‘Stones of Venice’ (old edit.), vol. ii., p. 201. — 
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changes in the chief element of every nation’s 
x mind—its religion, with the consequent results upon its art.. 
peoraen I have made no mention whatever of all that 
~ common historians think it their primal business to discourse 
of, policy, government, commercial prosperity! One of my 
_ dates however is determined by a crisis of internal policy ; 
o are will at least note, as the material instrumentation of 
_ the spiritual song, the metamorphoses of state-order which 

_ accompanied, in each transition, the new nativities of the 

state’s heart. 
I. During the first period, which completes the binding of 

_ many tribes into one, and the softening of savage faith into 
_ intelligent Christianity, we see the gradual establishment of a 
more and more distinctly virtuous monarchic authority ; con- 
tinually disputed, and often abused, but purified by every 
reign into stricter duty, and obeyed by every generation with 

_ more sacred regard. At the close of this epoch, the helpful 
_ presence of God, and the leading powers of the standard- 

bearer Saint, and sceptre-bearing King, are vitally believed ; 
reyerently, and to the death, obeyed. And, in the eleventh 
century, the Palace of the Duke and lawgiver of the people, 
and his Chapel, enshrining the body of St. Mark, stand, bright 
with marble and gold, side by side. 
IL In the second period, that of active Christian warfare, 
there separates itself from the mass of the people, chiefly by 
pre-eminence in knightly achievement, and persistence in pa- 
triotic virtue,—but also, by the intellectual training received 

in the conduct of great foreign enterprise, and maintenance 
of legislation among strange people, — an order of aristocracy, 
raised both in wisdom and valor greatly above the average 
level of the multitude, and gradually joining to the traditions 
of Patrician Rome, the domestic refinements, and imaginative 
sanctities, of the northern and Frankish chivalry, whose chiefs 
were their battle comrades. At the close of the epoch, this 
more sternly educated class determines to assume authority 
in the government of the State, unswayed by the humor, and 
unhindered by the ignorance, of the lower classes of the 
people ; and the year which I have assigned for the accurate 
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close of the second period is that of the great ‘aiiadates - : 
tween nobles and plebeians, called by the Venetians the 

“Closing of the Council,”—the restriction, that: is to say, of 
the powers of the Senate to the lineal aristocracy. = = 

Il. The third period shows us the advance of this now 
separate body of Venetian gentlemen in such thought and 
passion as the privilege of their position admitted, or its 
temptations provoked. The gradually increasing knowledge 
of literature, culminating at last in the discovery of printing, 
and revival of classic formula of method, modified by reflec- 
tion, or dimmed by disbelief, the frank Christian faith of 
earlier ages; and social position independent of military 

prowess, developed at once the ingenuity, frivolity, and vanity 
of the scholar, with the avarice and cunning of the merchant. 

Protected and encouraged by a senate thus composed, dis- 
tinct companies of craftsmen, wholly of the people, gathered 
into vowed fraternities of social order ; and, retaining the 

illiterate sincerities of their religion, ldboredl in unambitious 
peace, under the orders of the philosophic aristocracy ;—built 
for them their great palaces, and overlaid their walls, within 
and without, with gold. and purple of Tyre, precious now in 
Venetian hands as the colors of heaven more than of the sea. 

By the hand of one of them, the picture of Venice, with her 
nobles in her streets, at the end of this epoch, is preserved to 
you as yet, and I trust will be, by the kind repr a 
datelessly. 

IV. In the fourth acted, the discovery of joi Aalbiides 
confused literature into vociferation, and the delicate skill of ~ 

the craftsman having provoked splendor into lasciviousness, 
the jubilant and coruscant passions of the nobles, stately yet 
in the forms of religion, but scornful of her discipline, ex- 
hausted, in their own false honor, at once the treasures of 

Venice and her skill ; reduced at last her people to misery, 
and her policy to shame, and smoothed for themselves the 
downward way to the abdication of their might for evermore. 
Now these two histories of the religion and policy of Ven- 

ice are only intense abstracts of the same course of thought 
and events in every nation of Europe. Throughout the whole — 

4 
: 



; - of Christendom, the two stories in like manner proceed to- 
gether. The acceptance of Christianity—the practice of it— 

the abandonment of it—and moral ruin. The development of 
kingly authority,—the obedience to it—the corruption of it— 
and socialruin. But there is no evidence that the first of these 

- courses of national fate is vitally connected with the second. 
That infidel kings may be just, and Christian ones corrupt, 

was the first lesson Venice learned when she began to be a 
scholar. 
_ And observe there are three quite distinct conditions of 

_ feeling and assumptions of theory in which we may approach 
this matter. The first, that of our numerous cockney friends, 

—that the dukes of Venice were mostly hypocrites, and if not, 
fools ; that their pious zeal was merely such a cloak for their 
commercial | appetite as modern church-going is for modern 
swindling ; or else a pitiable hallucination and puerility :— 
that really the attention of the supreme cockney mind would 
be wasted on such bygone absurdities, and that out of mere 

set for the common sense of monkey-born-and-bred hu- 
manity, the less we say of them the better. 
' The second condition of feeling is, in its full confession, a 
very rare one ;—that of true respect for the Christian faith, 
and sympathy with the passions and imaginations it excited, 
while yet in security of modern enlightenment, the observer 
regards the faith itself only as an exquisite dream of mortal 
childhood, and the acts of its votaries as a beautifully deceived 
eestor of vain hope. 

- This theory of the splendid mendacity of Heaven, and ma- 
jestic somnambulism of man, I have only known to be held in 
the sincere depth of its discomfort, by one of my wisest and 
dearest friends, under the pressure of uncomprehended sor- 
row in his own personal experience. But to some extent it 
confuses or undermines the thoughts of nearly all men who 

have been interested in the material investigations of recent 
physical science, while retaining yet imagination and under- 
standing enough to enter into the heart of the religious and 
creative ages. 

And it necessarily takes possession of the spirit of such men 
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chiefly at the times of personal sorrow, which toaiviovéa ‘to 

the wisest, the hollowness of their best trust, and the vanity 
of their dearest visions ; and when the epitaph of all human 
virtue, and sum of human peace, seem to be — in the 
lowly argument,— 

Saeco stows ety 
‘¢ We are such stuff ror 

As dreams are made of ; and our little life 7 
* Js rounded with a sleep. ” a. 

The third, the only modest, and therefore the only rational, 
theory, is, that we are all and always, in these as in former 
ages, deceived by our own guilty passions, blinded by our 
own obstinate wills, and misled by the insolence and fantasy 
of our ungoverned thoughts ; but that there is verily a Divin- 
ity in nature which has shaped the rough hewn deeds of our 
weak human effort, and revealed itself in rays of broken, but 
of eternal light, to the souls which have desired to — 
of the Son of Man. 
By the more than miraculous fatality which habithegli hills 

to permitted to rule the course of the kingdoms of this world, 
the men who are capable of accepting such faith, are rarely 
able to read the history of nations by its interpretation. 

They nearly all belong to some one of the passionately egot- 
istic sects of Christianity ; and are miserably perverted into the 
missionary service of their own schism; eager only, in the 
records of the past, to gather evidence to the advantage of 
their native persuasion, and to the disgrace of all opponent 
forms of similar heresy; or, that is to say, in every — = 
nine-tenths of the religion of this world. 

With no less thankfulness for the lesson, than stinial se ’ 

what it showed, I have myself been forced to reeognize the 
degree in which all my early work on Venetian history was 
paralyzed by this petulance of sectarian egotism; and it is 
among the chief advantages I possess for the task now under- 
taken in my closing years, that there are few of the errors 
against which I have to warn my readers, into which I have 
not myself at some time fallen. Of which errors, the chief, 
and cause of all the rest, is the leaning on our own under- 
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men, noble, yet “deceitful above all things, who can know 
‘them ?”—that infinitely perverted scripture is yet infinitely 
true. And for the ways of God! Oh, my good and gentle 
reader, how much otherwise would not you and I have made 
this world? 

At has. - ' CHAPTER VL 
dette Nabors £ 
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_ Nor, therefore, to lean on our own sense, but in all the 
strength it has, to use it ; not to be captives to our private 

, but to dwell in them, without wandering, until, out 

of the chambers of our own hearts we begin to conceive what 
labyrinth is in those of others,—thus we have to prepare our- 
selves, good reader, for the reading of any history. 
» If but we may at last succeed in reading a little of our own, 

and discerning what scene of the world’s drama we are set to 
play in,—drama whose tenor, tragic or other, seemed of old 
to rest with so few actors; but now, with this pantomimic 
mob upon the stage, can you make out any of the story ?— 
prove, even in your own heart, how much you believe that 
there is any Playwright behind the scenes ? 
- Such a wild dream as it is !—nay, as it always has been, 

except in momentary fits of consciousness, and instants of 
startled spirit,—perceptive of heaven. For many centuries 
the Knights of Christendom wore their religion gay as their 
crest, familiar as their gauntlet, shook it high in the summer 
air, hurled it fiercely in other people's faces, grasped their - 
spear the firmer for it, sat their horses the prouder ; but it 

never entered into their minds for an instant to ask the mean- 

ing of it! ‘Forgive us our sins :’ by all means—yes, and the — 
next garrison that holds out a day longer than is convenient 
to us, hang them every man to his battlement. ‘Give us this 

; ‘Senatng (the thought that we can measure the hearts of our 
_ brethren, and judge of the ways of God. Of the hearts of 

day our daily bread,’—yes, and our neighbor’s also, if we | y y 8 
hhave any luck. ‘Our Lady and the saints!’ Is there any 



 4nfidel dog that doubts of them?—in God’s name, boot and 
spur—and let us have the head off him. It went on so, 

frankly and bravely, to the twelfth century, at the earliest ; 
when men begin to think in a serious manner; more or less 
of gentle manners and domestic comfort being also then con- 

ceivable and attainable. Rosamond is not any more asked te 
drink out of her father’s skull. Rooms begin to be matted 
and wainscoted; shops to hold store of marvellous foreign 
wares ; knights. and ladies learn to spell, and to read; with 
pleasure ; music is everywhere ;—Death, also. Much to en- 

joy—much to learn, and to endure—with Death always at the 
gates. “If war fail thee in thine own country, get thee with 
haste into another,” says the faithful old French knight to the 
boy-chevalier, in early fourteenth century days. =) 

No country stays more than two centuries in this inter- 
mediate phase between Faith and Reason. In France it lasted 
from about 1150 to 1350; in England, 1200 to 1400; in 
Venice, 1300 to 1500. The course of it is always in the 
gradual development of Christianity,—till her yoke gets at 
once too aerial, and too straight, for the mob, who break 
through it at last as if it were so much gossamer ; and at the 
same fatal time, wealth and luxury, with the vanity of corrupt 
learning, foul the faith of the upper classes, who now begin to 
wear their Christianity, not tossed for a erest high over their — 
armor, but stuck as a plaster over their sores, inside of their 
clothes. Then comes printing, and universal gabble of fools; 

_ gunpowder, and the end of all the noble methods of war; 
trade, and universal swindling ; wealth, and universal gam- 
bling ; idleness, and universal harlotry ; and so at last— 

Modern Science and Political Economy ; and the reign of St. - 
Petroleum instead of St. Peter. Out of which God only knows 
what is to come next ; but He does know, whatever the Jew 
swindlers and apothecaries’ ‘prentices think about it, 9 © 

Meantime, with what.remainder of belief in Christ may be 
left in us ; and helping that remnant with all the power we 
have of imagining what Christianity was, to people who, with- 
out understanding its claims or its meaning, did not doubt 
for an instant its statements of fact, and used the whole of 



= ) ‘imagination to realize the acts of their Saviour’s 
A BEE Biinyevesscs of His angels, let us draw near to the 
_ first sandy thresholds of the Venetian’s home. 

Before you read any of the so-called historical events of the 
first period, I want you to have some notion of their scene. 
You will hear of Tribunes—Consuls—Doges; but what sort 
of tribes were they tribunes of? what sort of nation were 

_ over sons of Emperors: what manner of people were they, 
then, whose swords lighten thus brightly in the dawn of chiy- 

ik 
: Rot the webiste of her first seven hundred years of work and 

war, Venice was in great part a wooden town ; the houses of 
the noble mainland families being for long years chiefly at 
Heraclea, and on other islands; nor they magnificent, but 
farm-villas mostly, of which, and their farming, more pres- 
ently. Far too much stress has been generally laid on the 

fishing and salt-works of early Venice, as if they were her 
_ only businesses; nevertheless at least you may be sure of this 

much, that for seven hundred years Venice had more likeness 
in her to old Yarmouth than to new Pall Mall; and that you 
might come to shrewder guess of what she and her people 
were like, by living for a year or two lovingly among the her- 
ring-catchers of Yarmouth Roads, or the boatmen of Deal or 
Boseastle, than by reading any lengths of eloquent history. 
But you are to know also, and remember always, that this 
amphibious city—this Phocea, or sea-dog of towns—looking 
with soft human eyes at you from the sand, Proteus himself 
latent in the salt-smelling skin of her—had fields, and plots 
of garden here and there ; and, far and near, sweet woods of 

Calypso, graceful with quivering sprays, for woof of nests— 
gaunt with forked limbs for ribs of ships ; had good milk and 
butter from familiarly couchant cows; thickets wherein fa- 

miliar birds could sing ; and finally was observant of clouds 

- and sky, as pleasant and useful phenomena. And she had at 
due distances among her simple dwellings, stately churches 
of marble. 

These things you may know, if you will, from the following 
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they dukes of? You will hear of brave naval battle—victory 
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quite ridiculous” tradition; which, ridiculous sate: 
I will beg you for once to read, since the Doge a 
dolo wrote it for you, with the attention due to the address of 
a Venetian gentleman, and a King.’ Poe ec) 

“As head and bishop of the islands, the Bishop Magnus of 
Altinur went from place to place to give them comfort, saying 
that they ought to thank God for having eseaped from these 
barbarian cruelties. And there appeared to him St. Peter, or- 
dering him that in the head of Venice, or truly of. the city of 

Rivoalto, where he should find oxen and sheep feeding, he 

was to build a church under his (St. Peter’s) name. And thus 
he did ; building St. Peter’s Church in the island of Oliyolo, 
where a present is the seat and cathedral chureh of Venice. - 

“ Afterwards appeared to him the angel Raphael, commit- 
ting it to him, that at another place, where he should find a 
number of birds together, he should build him achurch: and ~ 
so he did, which is the church of the Angel Hophnt ie, Dor- 
soduro. orisety jt 

* Afterwards appeared to him Messer Jeans. Christ our 
Lord, and committed to him that in the midst of the city he 
should build a church, in the place, above which he should 
see a red cloud rest: and so he did; and it is San Salvador. . 

“ Afterwards appeared to him the most holy Mary the Vir- 
gin, very beautiful ; and commanded him that where he should 
see a white cloud rest, he should build a church: which is ia 
church of St. Mary the Beautiful. 

“Yet still appeared to him St. John the Baptist, pornoone 
ing that he should build two churches, one near the other— 
the one to be in his name, and the other in the name of his 
father. Which he did, and they are San Giovanni in Bragola, 
aud San Zaccaria. 

“Then appeared to him the apostles of Christ, idles, they 

' A more graceful form of this legend has been translated with feel- 
ing and care by the Countess Isobel Cholmley, in Bermani, from an 
MS. in her possession, copied, I believe, from one of the tenth century, 
But I take the form in which it was written by Andrea Dandolo, that 
the reader may have more direct associations with the perieyeem image 
of the Doge on his tomb in the Baptistery. we 
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to have a church in this new city; and they committed 
that where he should see twelve cranes in a com- 

e pany, ‘there he should build it. Lastly appeared to him the 
| Virgin Giustina, and ordered him that where he should 

aig 

N 9 ; this legend is quite one of the most precious things in 
story of Venice: preserved for us in this form at the end 

‘ gentlemen, it shows the very heart of her religious and 
power, and assures for us, with other evidence, 

moiaesine facts. 
; that a certain measure of pastoral home-life was 
with Venice’s training of her sailors ;—evidence 

0 remains to this day, in the unfailing ‘Campo’ 
nd every church; the church ‘meadow’—not_ church- 
: It happened to me, once in my life, to go to church 

a state of very great happiness and peace of mind; and 
| thie in a very small and secluded country church. And Fors 

ld have it that I should get a seat in the chancel; and 
day was sunny, and the little side chancel-door was open 
posite into, what I hope was a field. I saw no graves in 

it 5 ut in the sunshine, sheep feeding. And I never was at so 
divine a church service before, nor have been since. If you will 
read the opening of Wordsworth’s ‘ White Doe of Rylstone,’ 
and can enjoy it, you may learn from it what the look of an 
old Venetian church would be, with its surrounding field. 
St. Mark’s Place was only the meadow of St. Theodore’s 
church, in those days. 
Next—you observe the care and watching of animals. 
That is still a love in the heart of Venice. One of the chief 
little worries to me in my work here, is that I walk faster 
than the pigeons are used to have people walk ; and am con- 
tinually like to tread on them ; and see story in Fors, March 

of this year, of the gondolier and his dog. Nay, though, the 
other day, I was greatly tormented at the public gardens, in 

_the early morning, when I had counted on a quiet walk, by 

een cnd wired ona 5 | 53 

u 1 vines bearing fresh fruits there he should build her a 

fourteenth century, by one of her most highly edu-— 
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a cluster of boys who were chasing the first’ twittering birds 
of the spring from bush to bush, and throwing sand at them, 
with wild shouts and whistles, they were not doing it, as Tat 
first thought, in mere mischief, but with hope of once fp 
penny or two to gamble with, if they could clog the 3 
little creatures’ wings enough to bring one down—* ‘Canta 
bene, signor, quell’ uccellino.” Such the nineteenth century’s 
reward of Song. Meantime, among the silvery gleams of 
islet tower on the lagoon horizon, beyond Mazorbo—a white — 
ray flashed from the place where St. Francis preached to the 
Birds. 2 

__. Then thirdly—note that curious observance of the color of 
clouds. That is gone, indeed ; and no Venetian, or ‘Italian, or 
Frenchman, or Englishman, is likely to know or care, ‘more, 
whether any God-given cloud is white or red ; the primal ef- 
fort of his entire human existence being now to vomit out 
the biggest black one he can pollute the heavens with. But, in 
their rough way, there was yet a perception in the old fisher- 
men’s eyes of the difference between white ‘ nebbia” on the 
morning sea, and red clouds in the evening ~ And 
the Stella Maris comes in the sea Cloud -- Trooineaet ut the 
Son of Man on the jasper throne. Bee ahepsiies 

Thus much of the aspect, and the thoughts of earliest Ven- 
ice, we may gather from one tradition, carefully read. "What 
historical evidence exists to confirm the gathering, you shall 
see in a little while ; meantime—such being the seene of the 
opening dratinsiwe ‘istiat nt consider somewhat of the 
character of the actors. For though what manner of houses 
they had, has been too little known, what manner of men they 
were, has not at all been known, or even the reverse of known, 
—belied. 
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__ Are you impatient with me? and do you wish me, ceasing 
_ preamble, to begin—‘In the year this, happened that,’ and 

_ set you down a page of dates and Doges to be learned off 

_ by rote? You must be denied such delight a little while 
longer. If I begin dividing this first period, at present (and 

_ it has very distinctly articulated joints of its own), we should — 
get confused between the subdivided and the great epochs. I 
must keep your thoughts to the Three Times, till we know 
them clearly ; and in this chapter I am only going to tell you 
the story of a single Doge of the First Time, and gather what 
we can out of it. 

_ Only, since we have been hitherto dwelling on the soft and 

religiously sentimental parts of early Venetian character, it is 
needful that I should ask you to notice one condition in their 
government of a quite contrary nature, which historians usu- 
ally pass by as if it were of no consequence; namely, that 
during this first period, five Doges, after being deposed, had. 
their eyes put out. _ 

_ Pulled out, say some writers, and I think with pa 

reaching down as far as the endurance on our English stage 
of the blinding of Gloster in King Lear. 

But at all events the Dukes of Venice, whom har people 
thought to have failed in their duty, were in that manner in-_ 
eapacitated from reigning more. 
An Eastern custom, as we know: grave in judgment ; in 

the perfectness of it, joined with infliction of grievous Sight, 
before the infliction of grievous Blindness; that so the last 
memory of this world’s light might remain a grief. “And 
they slew the sons of Zedekiah before his eyes; and put out 
the eyes of Zedekiah.” 

__ Custom I know not how ancient. The sons of Eliab, when 
Judah was young in her Exodus, like Venice, appealed to it in 
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their fury : “Is it a small thing that thou hast salsa a 
out of aland that floweth with milk and honey, except thou 
make thyself altogether a Prince over us ; wilt thou put out 
the eyes of these men ?” 

The more wild Western races of Christianity, oats dei 
and the like,—Norman even, in the pirate times,—inflict the 
penalty with reckless scorn ;' but Venice deliberately, as was 
her constant way; such her —— law against leaders 
whom she had found spiritually blind: Pesirwiess behareess shall 
euide no more.” Pama ae 

Very savage! monstrous ! if you will; sihettiba! it be nota 
worse savageness deliberately to follow loudest i ese sight, 
may be debatable. 54 TBI ST 

The Doge whose history I am going to tell you ans Citra, 
of deposed Kings in the first epoch. Not blinded, he, as far 
as I read: but permitted, I trust peaceably, to become a monk ; 
Venice owing to him much that has been the delight of her 
own and other people’s eyes, ever since. Respecting the « 0e- 
easion of his dethronement, a story remains, however, ¥ 
notably in connection with this manner of punishment. — 

Venice, throughout this first period in close alliance with te 
Greeks, sent her Doge, in the year 1082, with a * valid fleet, 
terrible in its most ordered disposition,” to defend the Em- 
peror Alexis against the Normans, led by the 5 rege of all 
Western captains, Guiscard. si 

The Doge defeated him in naval battle once ; nty i the 
third day after, once again, and so conieluivelys that, ‘thinks 

Or sometimes pitifully : ‘‘ Olaf was by no means an weintoellbainiele 
' —much the reverse where he saw good cause, There was a wicked old 
King Rerik, for example, one of those five kinglets whom, with their 
bits of armaments, Olaf, by stratagem, had surrounded one night, and 
at once bagged and subjected when morning rose, all of them cons2nt- 
ing ;—all of them except this Rerik, whom Olaf, as the readiest sure 
course, took home with him ; blinded, and kept in his own house, find- 
ing there was no alternative but that or death to the obstinate old dog. 
who was a kind of distant cousin withal, and could not conscientiously 

be killed '’—(Carlyle,—‘ Early Kings of Norway,’ p. 121)- ~ conscience, 
and kin-ship, or “ kindliness,” declining somewhat in the Norman heart 
afterwards. ~ 



é ing the debate ended, he sent his lightest ships home, and 
anchored on the Albanian coast with the rest, as having done 

4 _ his work. | 4 Bh 

+ But Guiseard, otherwise minded on that matter, with the 
_ remains of his fleet,—and his Norman temper at hottest,— 

_ attacked him for the third time. The Greek allied ships fled. 
_ The Venetian ones, partly disabled, had no advantage in their 

_ seamanship :’ question only remained, after the battle, how 
_ thé Venetians should bear themselves as prisoners. Guiscard 
put out the eyes of some ; then, with such penalty impend- 
ing over the rest, demanded that they should make peace 
with the Normans, and fight for the Greek Emperor no more. 
» But the Venetians answered, “ Know thou, Duke Robert, 

that although also we should see our wives and children slain, 

we will not deny our covenants with the Autocrat Alexis ; 
neither will we cease to help him, and to fight for him with 
our whole hearts.” 
_ The Norman Siiaibent.thom home unransomod ; 
; There isa highwater mark for you of the waves of Venetian 
and Western chivalry in the eleventh century. A very notable 
scene ; the northern leader, without rival the greatest soldier 
of the sea whom our rocks and ice-bergs bred: of the Vene- 

tian one, and liis people, we will now try to learn the charac- 
ter more perfectly,—for all this took place towards the close 

_ of the Doge Selvo’s life. You shall next hear what I can 
- glean of the former course of it. 

_ Inthe year 1053, the Abbey of St. Nicholas, the protector 
_ of mariners, had been built at the entrance of the port of 
_ Venice (where, north of the bathing establishment, you now 

see the little church of St. Nicholas of the Lido); the Doge 
F: Domenico Contarini, the Patriarch of Grado, and the Bishop 

ie. chiefly finding the funds for such edifice. 

__. When the Doge Contarini died, the entire multitude of the 
people of Venice came in armed boats to the Lido, and the 

‘ Bishop of Venice, and the monks of the new abbey of St. 
Nicholas, joined with them in prayer,—the monks in their 

_ 1 Their crews had eaten all their stores, and their os were flying - 
light, and would not steer well, 
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church and the people on the shore and in thele aia Sthat 
God would avert all dangers from their country, and grant to 
them such a king as should be worthy to reign over it. And 
as they prayed, with one accord, suddenly there rose‘ up 
among the multitude the ery, ‘‘ Domenico Selvo, we will, and 

we approve,” whom a crowd of the nobles brought instantly 
forward thereupon, and raised him on their own shoulders 
and carried him to his boat ; into which when he had entered, 
he put off his shoes from his feet, that he might in all humility 
approach the church of St. Mark. And while the boats began to 
row from the island towards Venice, the monk who saw this, and 

tells us of it, himself began to sing the Te Deum. All around, 
the voices of the people took up the hymn, following it with 
the Kyrie Eleison, with such litany keeping time to their oars 
in the bright noonday, and rejoicing on their native sea; all 
the towers of the city answering with triumph peals as they 
drew nearer. They brought their Doge- to the Field of St: 

- Mark, and carried him again on their shoulders to the porch 
of the church; there, entering barefoot, with songs of praise 
to God round him—‘“such that it seemed as if the vaults must 
fall,”’—he prostrated himself on the earth, and gave thanks to 

God and St. Mark, and uttered such vow as was in his heart 

to offer before them. Rising, he received at the altar the 
Venetian sceptre, and thence entering the Ducal Palace, n re- 
ceived there the oath of fealty from the people.’ iy tes 

' This account of the election of the Doge Selvo is given by Sanso- 
vino (‘ Venetia descritta,’ Lib. xi. 40 ; Venice, 1663, p. 477),—saying at 
the close of it simply, ‘‘ Thus writes Domenico Rino, who was his chap- 
lain, and who was present at what I have related.” _Sansovino seems 
therefore to have seen Rino’s manuscript; but Romanin, without 
referring to Sansovino, gives the relation as if he had seen the MS. 
himself, but misprints the chronicler’s name as Domenico Tino, causing 
no little trouble to my kind friend Mr. Lorenzi and me, in hunting at 
St. Mark’s and the Correr Museum for the unheard-of chronicle, till 

Mr. Lorenzi traced the passage. And since Sansovino’s time nothing 
has been seen or further said of the Rino Chronicle. —See Foscarini, 
“della letteratura Veneziana,” Lib. ii. 

Romanin has also amplified and inferred somewhat beyond Sanso- 
vino’s words. The dilapidation of the palace furniture, especially, is 
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bawretahes, all of them, you think, prince and 
=e ‘pabcleaiike, don’t you? They were pleasanter creatures to 
_ see, at any rate, than any you will see in St. Mark’s field now- 
-adays. If the pretty ladies, indeed, would walk in the porch 

_ ike the Doge, barefoot, instead of in boots cloven in two like 
the devil’s hoofs, something might be said for them; but 

_ though they will recklessly yng their dresses thropgle it, I 
suppose: they would scarcely care to walk, like Greek maids, 
in that mixed mess of dust and spittle with which modern pro-~ 

gressive Venice anoints her marble pavement. Pleasanter to 

look at, I can assure you, this multitude delighting in their 
God and their Duke, than these, who have no Paradise to trust 

to with better gifts for them than a gazette, cigar, and pack 

of cards ; and no better governor than their own wills. You 

will see no especially happy or wise faces produced in St.Mark’s 
Place under these conditions. 

___ Nevertheless, the next means that the Doge Selvo took for 
the pleasure of his people on his coronation day savored 

somewhat of modern republican principles.. He gave them 

“the pillage of his palace ”—no less! Whatever they could 
_ lay their hands on, these faithful ones, they might carry away 

z 

: 

X 

_ with them, with the Doge’s blessing. At evening he laid down 
the uneasy crowned head of him to rest in mere dismantled 

walls ; hands dexterous in the practices of profitable warfare 
having bestirred themselves all the day. Next morning the 
first Ducal public orders were necessarily to the upholsterers 
and furnishers for readornment of the palace-rooms. Not by 

any special grace this, or benevolent novelty of idea in the 
good Doge, but a received custom, hitherto; sacred enough, 
if one understands it,—a kind of mythical putting off all the 

_ burdens of one’s former wealth, and entering barefoot, bare- 
body, bare-soul, into this one duty of Guide and Lord, light- 

ened thus of all regard for his own affairs or properties. 
“Take all I have, from henceforth; the corporal vestments 

not attributed by Sansovino to festive pillage, but to neglect after Con- 
tarini’s death. Unquestionably, however, the custom alluded to in the 
text existed from very early times. 
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of me, and all that is in their pockets, I give you to-day; the 
stripped life of me is yours forever.” Such, Aa 

King’s vow. eRe: 

Frankest largesse thus cast to his electors (eubliabis Laity 
is quite as costly and not half so merry), the Doge set. himself 
to refit, not his own palace merely, but much more, God’s 
house : for this prince is one who has at once David's piety, 
and soldiership, and Solomon’s love of fine things; a perfect 

man, as I read him, capable at once and gentle, religious and 
joyful, in the extreme: as a warrior the match of Robert 
Guiscard, who, you will find, was the soldier par excellence of 
the middle ages, but not his match in the wild-cat cunning— 
both of them alike in knightly honor, word being given. — As 
a soldier, I say, the match of Guiscard, but not holding war 
for the pastime of life, still less for the duty of Venice or her 
king. Peaceful affairs, the justice and the joy of human deeds 
—in these he sought his power, by principle and passion 
equally ; religious, as we have seen; royal, as we shall pres- 
ently see ; commercial, as we shall finally see ; ‘a perfect man, 

recognized as such with concurrent applause of people and 
submission of noble: “Domenico Selvo, we pre ane pe 
rove.’ 

3 No flaw in him, then? Nay; “how bad the best of susl2? 
say Punch,’ and the modern evangelical. Flaw he had, such 
as wisest men are not unliable to, with the ee 
Samson, Hercules, Merlin the Magician, 

Liking pretty things, how could he help Likisdeiptescyidie 
dies? He married a Greek maid, who came with new and 
strange light on Venetian eyes, and left wild fame of herself : 
how, every morning, she sent her handmaidens to gather the 
dew for her to wash with, waters of earth being not pure 
enough. So, through lapse of fifteen hundred years, de- 
scended into het Greek heart that worship in the —, of | 
the Dew. . 

Of this queen’s extreme luxury, and the mivadal inated of 

' Epitaph on the Bishop of Winchester (Wilberforce); see Por, Letter 
XLII, p, 210, mike 
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eyes of simple Venice, many traditions are current. 

at historians; which, nevertheless, I find resolve 

d elves, on closer inquiry, into an appalled record of the 
. ar; that she would actually not eat her meat with her fingers, 
but: it to her mouth with “certain two-pronged instru- 

nts (of gold, indeed, but the luxurious sin, in Venetian 
bial evidently not in the metal, but the fork); and that 

; d herself greatly in the use of perfumes: especially 
~ about her bed, for which whether to praise her, as one would 

. | ish housewife for sheets laid up in lavender, or to ery 
charo upon her, as the “stranger who flattereth,”* I know 

.; not, until I know better the reason of the creation of perfume 
4 ‘itself, and of its use in Easterh religion and delight—“ All thy 

_ garments smell of myrrh, aloes, and cassia, out of the ivory 
palaces, whereby thou hast made me glad ”—fading and cor- 

rz ng at last into the incense of the mass, and the extrait de 
Mt of Bond Street. What I do know is, that there 
“Was no more sacred sight to me, in ancient Florence, than the 

Bi, of the Monks of Santa Maria Novella, with its 

precious vials of sweet odors, each illuminated with the little 
_ picture of the flower from which it had truly been distilled 
—and yet, that, in its loaded air one remembered that the 

flowers had grown in the fields of the Decameron. 
But this also I know, and more surely, that the beautiful 

_ work done in St. Mark’s during the Greek girl’s reign in 
Venice first interpreted to her people’s hearts, and made legi- 
ble to their eyes, the law of Christianity in its eternal harmony 
with the laws of the Jew and of the Greek : and gave them the 

_ glories of Venetian art in true inheritance from the angels of 
_ that Athenian Rock, above which Ion spread his starry tapes- 

try,* and under whose shadow his mother had gathered the 
crocus in the dew. 

4 1 Cibos digitis non tangebat, sed quibusdam fuscinulis aurzeis et 
_ bidentibus suo ori applicabat.” (Petrus Damianus, quoted by Dandolo.) 

__ ® Proverbs vii., 5 and 17. 
* IT have myself learned more of the real meaning of Greek myths 

from Euripides than from any other Greek writer, except Pindar. But 
Ido not at present know of any English rhythm interpreting him 
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CHAPTER “Vite? hae eee 
) BavPoant:! 

THE REQUIEM. )  oereeatiataathe ay: 

of St. Mark’s Church ;—much more as I 
years since, and before, the first happy hour spent in trying 
to paint a piece of it, with my six-o’clock breakfast on the little 
café table beside me on the pavement in the n 
I am struck, almost into silence, by wonder at 
little Protestant mind, which never thought for a ‘moment of 
asking what the Church had been built for! ces bo 

Tacitly and complacently assuming that I had had the en- 
tire truth of God preached to me in Beresford Chapel in the 
Walworth Road,—recognizing no possible Christian use or 
propriety in any other sort of chapel elsewhere ; and per- 
ceiving, in this bright phenomenon before me, nothing of 
more noble function than might be in some new and radiant 
sea-shell, thrown up for me on the sand ;—nay, never once so 
much as thinking, of the fair shell itself, “Who ‘built its 

domed whorls, then ?” or “ What manner of creature lives in 
ods te¢ fete 

rightly—these poor sapless measures must serve my turn—(Woodhull’s : 
1778.) 

1. As I re-read the description I gave, snake plano, 
remember, forty 

‘The sacred tapestry I oa biy abba Hee 

Then taking from the treasures of the God, 
He cover’d o’er the whole, a wondrous sight » rf tevit esis T 
To all beholders: first he o’erthe roof 

Threw robes, which Hercules, the son of ire, afearle itive 
To Phebus at his temple brought, the spoils i 
Of vanquished Amazons ; SY Yes eae? a : 

On which these pictures by the loom were euabities: at | 
Heaven in its vast circumference all the stars 
Assembling ; there his courses too the Sum st 

Impetuous drove, till ceas’d his waning flame, 
And with him drew in his resplendent train, © 
Vesper’s clear light; then clad in sable garb _ 
Night hasten’d ; hastening stars accompanied — 
Their Goddess ; through mid-air the Pleiades, 
And with his falchion arm’d, Orion moy’d, _ 
But the sides he covered 

wit, ponte} 

ipl sptad oe hea 

vit 3 ; 

* HON ane oer 

ber “ae 3 ‘ 

; 
Hy 



pe = , Roman Catholic, good reader: I am a mere wan- 
ing Arab, if that will less alarm you, seeking but my cup 

r in the desert ; and I speak only as an Arab, or 
; faint hope of ever seeing the ghost of 
ater. A marvellous thing, nevertheless, I repeat, 

D aieaereetetant mind! Down in Brixton churchyard, all 
Seve sche al lie inside railings, and their relations expect 
5 sers-by to acknowledge reverently who's there :—nay, 

year, in my own Cathedral churchyard of Oxford, I 
new grave of a young girl fenced about duly with 

y e, and overlaid with flowers; and thought no 
2 | for a minute or two at the foot of it,—though 
there were several good Protestant persons standing by. 

| But the old leaven is yet so strong in me that I am very shy 
F idaabionight by any of my country people kneeling near 

St, Mark's grave. 
a know—it’s all nonsense: it isn’t St. Mark’s 

, pig ABs" at 

& ori yot more tapestry, the Barbaric fleet 
_ ——s ‘To that of Greece opposed, was there display’d ; 

__.._... Followed a monstrous brood, half horse, half man, 
* ap te ~The, Thracian monarch’s furious steed subdu’d, 

? eli: mow of Nemza. 

_- Rabws~ sees ott = UGhaerheath those craggy rocks, 
3 North of Minerva’s citadel (the kings 

Of Athens call them Macra), . 
there te Thou cam’st, resplendent with thy golden hair, 
eq = _ As I the crocus gathered, in my robe 

: h vivid flower assembling, to compose 
> @arlands of fragrance.” 

Siieenivosttion of fragrant garlands out of crocuses being haniesbien 
- Mr. Michael Woodhall’s improvement on Euripides. Creusa’s words are 
oe. Thou camest, thy hair flashing with gold, as I let fall the ero- 

eus petals, gleaming gold back again, into my robe at my bosom.” Into 
the folds of it, across her breast; as an English girl would have let 
them fall into her lap. 
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and never was,”—say my intellectual English Ent of Shocked 
friends. ND 

I suppose one must allow much to modern English shi for 
genuineness in all commercial articles. Be it so’ Whether 
God ever gave the Venetians what they thought He had given, 
does not matter to us; He gave them at least joy and peace in 
their imagined treasure, more than we have in our real ones. — 

‘And the gave them the good heart to build this chapel, over 
the cherished grave, and to write on the walls of it, St. Mark’s 
gospel, for all eyes,—and, so far as their Power ers for om 
time. 

3. But it was long before I learned to read that; ade ae: 
when, with Lord Lindsay’s first help, I had begun spelling it: 

out,—the old Protestant palsy still froze my heart, though my 
eyes were unsealed ; and the preface to the Stones of Venice 
was spoiled, in the very centre of its ctherwise good work by 
that blunder, which I’ve left standing in all its shame, and 
with its hat off—like Dr. Johnson repentant in Lichfield 
Market,—only putting the note to it “ Fool that I was!” (page 
5).' I fancied actually that the main function of St, Mark’s 
was no more than our St. George’s at Windsor, to be the pri- 
vate chapel of the king and his knights ;—a blessed function 
that also, but how much lower than the other? 

4, “Chiesa Ducare.” It never entered my heart once to 
think that there was a greater Duke than her Doge, for Venice ; 
and that she built, for her two Dukes, each their palace, side 
by side. The palace of the living, and of Nick, —was 
he then—the other Duke? 

“Viva san Marco.” 4 30 
You wretched little cast-iron gaspipe of a cockne “that you 

are, who insist that your soul’s your own, (see “Punch” for 
15th March, 1879, on the duties of Lent,) as if anybody else 

"Scott himself (God knows I say it sorrowfully, and not to excuse my 
own error, but to prevent Ais from doing more mischief,) has made just 
the same mistake, but more grossly and fatally, in the character given 
to the Venetian Procurator in the ‘‘ Talisman.” ~His error is more 
shemeful, because he has confused the institutions of Vortes! in the fit: 
teenth century with those of the twelfth. 
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_ would ever care to have it! is there yet life enough in the mole- 
cules, and plasm, and general mess of the making of you,to feel 

for an instant what that cry once meant, upon the lips of men ? 
_ Viva, Italia! you may still hear that cry sometimes, though 

7 she lies dead enough. Viva, Vittor—Pisani!—perhaps also 

_ that ery, yet again. 
But the answer,—“Not Pisani, but St. Mark,” when will 
you hear that again, nowadays? Yet when those bronze horses 

were won by the Bosphorus, it was St. Mark’s, standard, not 
Henry Dandolo’s, that was first planted on the tower of By- 
zantium,—and men believed—by his own hand. While yet 

his body lay here at rest: and this, its requiem on the golden 
aemurnadhen already written over it—in Hebrew, and Greek, 
and Latin. — 
_ In Hebrew, by the words of the prophets of Israel. 
- In Greek, by every effort of the building laborer’s hand, 
and vision to his eyes, 
» In Latin, with the rhythmic verse which Virgil had taught, 
—calm as the flowing of Mincio. 
_ But if you will read it, you must understand now, once 
for all, the method of utterance in Greek art,—here, and in 

Greece, and in Ionia, and the isles, from its first days to this 

very hour. 
_ 5. I gave you the bas-relief of the twelve sheep and little 

‘caprioling lamb for a general type of all Byzantine art, to fix 
in your mind at once, respecting it, that its intense first char- 
acter is symbolism. The thing represented means more than 
itself,—is a sign, or letter, more than an image. 

__ And this is true, not of Byzantine art only, but of all Greek 
art, pur sang. Let us leave, to-day, the narrow and degrad- 

ing word “Byzantine.” There is but one Greek school, from 

Homer’s day down to the Doge Selvo’s; and these St. Mark’s 
mosaics are as truly wrought in the power of Daedalus, with 

_the Greek constructive instinct, and in the power of Athena, 

with the Greek religious soul, as ever chest of Cypselus or 
shaft of Erechtheum. And therefore, whatever is represented 

here, be it flower or rock, animal or man, means more than it 
is in itself. Not sheep, these twelve innocent woolly things, 

= 

% 

> 
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—but the twelve voices of the gospel of hésevoniananile ier 
trees, these shafts of shooting stem and beaded fruit,—but 
the living grace of God in the heart, springing up in joy at 
Christ's coming ;—not a king, merely, this crowned creature 
in his sworded state,—but the justice of God in His eternal 
Law ;—not a queen, nor a maid only, this Madonna in her 

purple shade,—but the love of God poured forth, in the won- 
derfulness that passes the love of woman. She mney forget— 

_yet will I not forget thee. Li ydquo ym pie 
6. And in this function of his art, somborplediniabadhiasentl 

matter to the Greek how far his image be perfect or not. 
That it should be understood is enough,—if it can be beauti- 
ful also, well; but its function is not beauty, but instruction. 
You cannot have purer examples of Greek art than the draw- 
ings on any good vase of the Marathonian time. Black figures 
on a red ground,—a few white scratches through them, mark- 
ing the joints of their armor or the folds of their robes,— 
white circles for eyes,—pointed pyramids for beards,—you 
don’t suppose that in these the Greek workman thought he. 
had given the likeness of gods? Yet here, to his imagination, 
were Athena, Poseidon, and Herakles,—and all the powers 
that guarded his land, and cleansed his soul, and nad mene 
the way everlasting. - cd 

7. And the wider your knowledge extends: nth ‘istant 
days and homes of sacred art, the more constantly and clearly. 
you will trace the rise of its symbolic function, from the 
rudest fringe of racing deer, or couchant leopards, seratched 
on some ill-kneaded piece of clay, when men had yet searcely 
left. their own cave-couchant life,—up to the throne of Cima- 
bue’s Madonna. All forms, and ornaments, and images, have 
a moral meaning as anatural one. Yet out of all, a restricted 
number, chosen for an alphabet, are recognized | always as 
given letters, of which the familiar scripture is adapton by 
generation after generation. i BEML es! 

8. You had best begin reading the scripture of St. Mark’s 
on the low cupolas of the baptistery,—entering, as I asked 
you many a day since, to enter, under the tomb of ted ee 
Andrea Dandolo. joash ai. 



Béignificant of Baptism with water wide repentance. 
-of Resurrection to newness of life. 

baptism with water, of the lusts of the flesh. 

_ Resurrection, in in baptism by the spirit—here, and now, to the 
beginning of life eternal. 
Both the cupolas have Christ for their central figure: sur- 

‘rounded, in that over the font, by the Apostles baptizing with 

water; in that over the altar, surrounded by the Powers of - 
| Haren, baptizing with the Holy Ghost and with fire. Each 
of the Apostles, over the font, is seen baptizing in the country 
- to-which he is sent. 
_ Their legends, written above them, begin over the door of 

“alison: into the church, with St. John the Evangelist, and 
es end _— Mark—the order of all being as follows :— 

ae it John the Evangelist baptizes in Ephesus. 
sit Ly ROT A eee Judzea. 

ae St. oe eel (legend indecipherable). 
ES Mesopotamia. 
Eee aie ESS ee Palestine. 
er Alexandria. 

Over the door is Herod’s feast. Herodias’ daughter dances 
on St. John Baptist’s head in the charger, on her head,— 

_ simply the translation of any Greek maid on a Greek vase, 
_ bearing a pitcher of water on her head. 

_ Iam not sure, but I believe the picture is meant to repre- 
sent the two separate times of Herod’s dealing with St. John ; 
and that the figure at the end of the table is in the former 

time, St. John saying to him, “ It is not lawful for thee to 

have her.” 
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9, Pass on now into the farther chapel under i sdk 
dome. ob eis tis ivr wi bata 

Darker, and very dark ;—to my old eyes, scarcely wn 

able ;—to yours, if young and bright, it should be b ; 
for it is indeed the origin of all those golden-domed back: 
grounds of Bellini, and Cima, and Carpaccio; ‘itself ‘a Greck 
vase, but with new Gods. That ten-winged chert by thie'te- 
cess of it, behind the altar, has written on ‘the circle on its” 

breast, “ Fulness of Wisdom.” It is the type of the ‘Beith 0 of 
Reels te ait tipertic 

© + Pe ) dete nee yeaa 
XX ¢ biscnt isting Ft 

A y» ope aad eb ay ry 

2 om, > af! off Yi ght 
w 9 phat ae 
2 > set dao diester 
oO 6 ty oe 2efiy j iva $ 0 

the Spirit. But it was once a Greek Harpy, and its wasted 
limbs remain, scarcely yet clothed with flesh from. the claws 
of birds that they were. tie wis 

At the sides of it are the two powers of the Seraphim and 
Thrones: the Seraphim with sword ; ‘the Thrones | (TRONIS), 
with Fleur-de-lys sceptre,—lovely. - 

Opposite, on the arch by which you entered are The Vir- 
tues, (VIRTUTES). J Ae 

A dead body lies under a rock, out of which spring two tor- 
rents—one of water, one of fire. The Angel of the Virtues 
calls on the dead to rise. 

Then the circle is thus completed : firs heeaied % 

1 is heotia 
8 2 le 

7 3 fi , + Fiona 

Sha 

6 4 1,” AG Loa 
6 f ih OVau 



x Bideing-the Wisdom angel ; 8, the Seraphim ; 2, the Thrones; 
‘and’ &; the Virines 3. Dominations. 4. Angels. 6. Poten- 
tates. 7. Princes: the last with helm and sword. 
'§ Above, Christ Himself ascends, borne in a whirlwind o! 
angels as the vaults of Bellini and Carpaccio are only the | 

amplification of the Harpy-Vault, so the Paradise of Tintoret 
is only the final fulfilment of the thought in this narrow cupola. 

10. At your left hand, as you look towards the altar, is the 
__ most beautiful symbolic design of the Baptist’s death that I 
know in Italy. Herodias is enthroned, not merely as queen at 
Herod’s table, but high and alone, the type of the Power of 
evil in pride of womanhood, through the past and future 

_ world, until Time shall be no longer. 
_ On her right hand is St. John’s execution ; on her left, the 
Christian disciples, marked by their black crosses, bear his 
body to the tomb. 
It is a four-square canopy, round arched; of the exact type 

of that in the museum at Perugia, given to the ninth cen- 
tury; but that over Herodias is round-trefoiled, and there is 

_ no question but that these mosaics are not earlier than the 

And yet shidy03 are still absolutely Greek in all modes of 
_ thought, and forms of tradition. The Fountains of fire and 

_ ‘water are merely forms of the Chimera and the Peirene ; and 
the maid dancing, though a princess of the thirteenth century 
in sleeves of ermine, is yet the phantom of some sweet water- 
-earrier from an Arcadian spring. 
- 11. These mosaics are the only ones in the interior of the 

_ church which belong to the time (1204) when its fagade was 
_ completed by the placing of the Greek horses over its central 

arch, and illumined by the lovely series of mosaics still rep- 
resented in Gentile Bellini’s pictures, of which only one now 

_ remains. That one, left nearly intact—as Fate has willed— 
_ represents the church itself so completed ; and the bearing of 
the body of St. Mark into its gates, with all the great kings 
and queens who have visited his shrine, standing to look on ; 
‘not conceived, mind you, as present at any actual time, but as 

always looking on in their hearts. 

ear eee ee a 
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12. I say it is left nearly intact. The three figures on the 

extreme right are restorations ; and if the reader will carefully 

study the difference between these and the rest; and note 

how all the faults of the old work are caricatured, and every 

one of its beauties lost—so that the faces which in the older 
figures are grave or sweet, are in these three new ones as of 
staring dolls,—he will know, once for all, what kind of thanks 

he owes to the tribe of Restorers—here and elsewhere. 
Please note, farther, that at this time the church had round 

arches in the second story, (of which the shells exist yet,) but 
no pinnacles or marble fringes. All that terminal filigree is of a 
far laterage. I take the facade as you see it stood—just after 
1204—thus perfected. And I will tell you, so far as I know, 

the meaning of it, and of what it led to, piece by piece. 
13. I begin with the horses,—those I saw in my dream in 

1871,—“ putting on their harness.” See —s oe 
tina,” p. 203. il 

These are the sign to Europe of the debtetiation of the | 
Greek Empire by the Latin. They are chariot horses—the 
horses of the Greek quadriga,—and they were the trophies of 
Henry Dandolo. That is all you need know of them just 
now ; more, I hope, hereafter; but you must learn the mean- 
ing of a Greek quadriga first. They stand on the great outer 
archivolt of the fagade: its ornaments, to the front, are of 
leafage closing out of spiralsinto balls interposed between the 
figures of eight Prophets (or Patriarchs?)—Christ in their 
midst on the keystone. No one would believe at first it was 
thirteenth-century work, so delicate and rich as it looks ; nor 
is there anything else like it that I know, in Europe, of the 
date: but pure thirteenth-century work it is, of rarest chisel- 
ling. I have cast two of its balls with their surrounding leaf- 
age, for St. George’s Museum ; the most instructive » — of 
sculpture of all I can ever show there. scteist 

14. Nor can you at all know how good it is, unless: you 
will learn to draw: but some things concerning it may be — 
seen, by attentive eyes, which are worth the dwelling upon. » 

You see, in the first place, that the outer foliage is all of 
one kind—pure Greek Acanthus,—not in the least trans- — 



into ivy, or kale, or rose : trusting wholly for its 
varied play of its own narrow and pointed lobes. 
d pointed—but not jagged ; for the jagged form 
look at the two Jean d’Acre columns, and return 

will then feel why I call it pure ; it is as nearly 
-acanthus of early Corinth, only more flexible, 
incipient blending of the character of the vine 

id for the central bosses. You see that each leaf 
touches with its point a stellar knot of inwoven 

“ the ornament round the low archivolt of the 
D eliidaniyeiae sight below), the outer acanthus folding all in 

, aN - = 

_ 15. Now all thirteenth-century ornament of every nation 
_ runs much into spirals, and Irish and Scandinavian earlier 

_ decoration into little else. But these spirals are different from 
_ theirs. The Northern spiral is always elastic—like that of a 

a -watch-spring. ‘The Greek spiral, drifted like that of a whirl- 

_ pool, or whirlwind. It is always an eddy or vortex—not a 

_ living rod, like the point of a young fern. 
At least, not living its own life—but under another life. 

It is under the power of the Queen of the Air ; the power also 

that is over the Sea, and over the human mind. The first 

_ leaves I ever drew from St. Mark’s were those drifted under 

_ the breathing of it ;' these on its uppermost cornice, far love- 

lier, are the final perfection of the Ionic spiral, and of the 

thought in the temple of the Winds. 
But perfected under a new influence. I said there was 

“ rete like them (that I knew) in European architecture. 

_ But there is, in Eastern. They are only the amplification of 

_ the cornice over the arches of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. 

16. Ihave been speaking hitherto of the front of the arch 

only. Underneath it, the sculpture is equally rich, and much 

more animated. It represents,—What think you, or what 

q waeid you have, good reader, if you were yourself designing | 

the central archivolt of your native city, to companion, and 

even partly to sustain, the stones on which those eight Patri- 

archs were carved—and Christ ? 

! > 1 See the large plate of two capitals in early folio illustrations. 
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The great men of your city, I suppose,—or ‘the: good. wo-’ 

men of it? or the squires round about it? with the Master of 
the hounds in the middle? or the Mayor and Corporation ? 
Well. That last guess comes near the Venetian mind, only 
it is not my Lord Mayor, in his robes of state, nor the Cor- 
poration at their city feast; but the mere Craftsmen of Ven- 
ice—the Trades, that is to say, depending on handicraft, be- 
ginning with the shipwrights, and going on to the givers of 
wine and bread—ending with the carpenter, wr Pe 
the fisherman. RD eperg Dake 

Beginning, I say, if read from left to right, (north ¢ to south,) 
with the shipwrights; but under them is a sitting figure, 
though sitting, yet supported by crutches. I cannot read 
this symbol : one may fancy many meanings in it,—but I do 
not trust fancy in such matters. Unless I know what a sym- 
bol means, I do not tell you my own thoughts of it, 

17. If, however, we read from right to left, Orientalwise, 

the order would be more intelligible. It is bien ~~ totlabes, 

Fishing. hou Jem af ph 

Forging. uit ethers Qual 
. Sawing. Rough carpentry ? oto. aradaeh 
Cleaving wood with axe. Wheelwright? i 

Cask and tub making. digowdeoiy 
Barber-surgery. (ih batvenm, ibid 

. Weaving. 
Keyatoné—Ghiist the Lamb ; i. e., in huiiation, 
8. Masonry. ; 
9. Pottery. ong tam 

10. The Butcher. On euOd arb 
11, The Baker. (eyed Es RE 
12. The Vintner. oN Der jt 
13. The Shipwright. And ww Of 
14. The rest of old age? foal coopiatiros 

NO oP WP 

18. But it is not here the place to describe these carvings 
to you,—there are none others like them in Venice except the 
bases of the piazzetta shafts ; and there is little work like them 
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are, realistic seulpture of the twelfth and thir- 

centuries ; I may have much to say of them in their 

Under | labourers you may read, in large letters, a 
ece 0 history from the Vienna Morning Post—or whatever. 

pt —of the year 1815, with which we are not con- 

 eerned, nor need anybody else be so, to the end of time. 
# ~ Not with that ; nor with the mosaic of the vault beneath— 
‘flaunting glare of Venetian art in its ruin. No vestige of old 

' till we come to those steps of stone ascending 
on each side over the inner archivolt ; a strange method of 

_ enclosing its curve; but done with special purpose. If you 
j look in the Bellini picture, you will see that these steps 
- formed the rocky midst of a mountain which rose over them 

for the ground, in the old mosaic ; the Mount of the Beati- 
_ tudes. And on the vault above, stood Christ blessing for ever 

_ —not as standing on the Mount, but supported above it by 
Se Sst 

19, And on the archivolt itself were carved the Virtues— 
_ with, it is said, the Beatitudes ; but I am not sure yet of any- 

in this archivolt, except that it is entirely splendid 
sculpture. I had the separate figures cast for 

“my English museum, and put off the examination of them 
when I was overworked. The Fortitude, Justice, Faith, and 

_ Temperance are clear enough on the right—-and the keystone 
_ figure is Constancy, but Iam sure of nothing else yet: the 

_ less that interpretation partly depended on the scrolls, of 
_ which the letters were gilded, not carved :—the figures also 
cones: ‘in Bellini's time. 
Then the innermost archivolt of all is of mere twelfth-cen- 
tary ‘grotesque, unworthy of its place. But there were so 

many entrances to the atrium that the builders did not care 

to trust special teaching to any one, even the central, except 
as a part of the facade. The atrium, or outer cloister itself, 

was the real porch of the temple. And that they covered with 

as close scripture as they could—the whole Creation and 
Book of Genesis pictured on it. 
20. These are the mosaics usually attributed to the Doge 
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“Selvo : I cannot myself date any mosaics sien algae 
cision, never having studied the technical structure of them ;) 
and these also are different from the others of St. Mark's in 
being more Norman than Byzantine in manner; and in: an 
ugly admittance and treatment of nude form, which I find 
only elsewhere in manuscripts of the tenth and eleventh cen- 
turies of the school of Monte Cassino and South Italy. On 
the other hand, they possess some qualities of thought and 
invention almost in a sublime degree. But I believe Selvo 
had better work done under him than these. Better work at 
all events, you shall now see—if you will. You must get hold 
of the man who keeps sweeping the dust about, in St. Mark’s ; 
very thankful he will be, for a lira, to take you up to the gal- 
lery on the right-hand side, (south, of St. Mark’s interior ;) 
from which gallery, where it turns into the south transept, 
you may see, as well as it is possible to see, thee aon of the 
central dome. niiuide eon — 

21. Christ enthroned on a rainbow, in a bers 
by four flying angels underneath, forming white ‘pillars of 
caryatid mosaic. Between the windows, the twelve apostles, 
and the Madonna,—alas, the head of this principal’ figure 
frightfully “restored,” and I think. the greater part of the 
central subject. Round the circle enclosing Christ is written, 
“Ye men of Galilee, why stand ye at gaze? This Son of God, 
Jesus, so taken from you, departs that He may be the arbiter 
of the earth: in charge of judgment He comes, and to give the 

laws that ought to be.” Sie todd ees! 
22. Such, you see, the central thought of Venetia worship, 

Not that we shall leave the world, but that our Master will 
come to it: and such the central hope of Venetian worship, 
that He shall come to judge the world indeed ; not in a last 
and destroying judgment, but in an enduring and saying 
judgment, in truth and righteousness and peace. Catholic 
theology of the purest, lasting at all events down to the thir- 
teenth century ; or as long as the Byzantines had influence. 
For these are typical Byzantine conceptions; how far taken 
up and repeated by Italian workers, one cannot say ; but in 
their gravity of purpose, meagre thinness of form, and rigid 
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nes, to be remembered by you with distinctness as 
sing the first school of design in Venice, comparable in 
ani -her last school of design, by’ merely glancing 

he end of the north transept, where that rich piece of 
all of patriarchs, was designed by Paul Veronese. 

12 ‘divine picture it might have been, if he had only 
his own business, and let the mosaic workers mind 

even now it is the only beautiful one of the late 
ales, and shows a new phase of the genius of Veronese. 

All I want you to feel, however, is the difference of temper 
from mé when people liked the white pillar-like figures 
of the dome, to that when they liked the dark exuberance of 

he transept. 
her: ot from this coign of vantage you may see much 
Pit i e: a opposite you, and above, in the arch crossing the 
ransept between its cupola and the central dome, are mosaics 

hri “Temptation, and of his entrance to Jerusalem. 

bid € ‘one, of the Temptation, is entirely characteristic of 
the sthig rantine mythie manner of teaching. On the left, Christ 
2 ‘ aa cave which has sheltered Him for the forty 
’ fasting : out of the rock above issues a spring—mean- 

He drank of the waters that spring up to everlasting 
dora which whoso drinks shall never thirst ; and in His 

hand is a book—the living Word of God, which is His bread. 
ae holds up the stones in his lap. 
Rae the temptation on the pinnacle of the Temple, sym- 
fast tes wholly, as you see,—in very deed quite impossi- 

80 also that on the mountain, where the treasures of the 
| are, I think, represented by the glittering fragments 

on the mountain top. Finally, the falling Devil, cast down 
hea d-foremost i in the air, and approaching angels in minister- 

ing troops, complete the story. 
Se of “And. on the whole, these pictures are entirely represent- 

ative to y ‘ou of the food which the Venetian mind had in art, 

down to "the day of the Doge Selvo. Those were the kind of 
; images | ‘and shadows they lived on: you may think of them 

what you please, but the historic fact is, beyond all possible 
debate, that these thin dry bones of art were nourishing meat 

et! 
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to the Venetian race: that they grew and throve ° reat 
every day spiritually fatter for it, and more co 
in human soul :—no illustrated papers to be had, no 7 
Exhibition to be seen. If their eyes were to oo a Ae ; 

at all, such must. be their lugubrious delectatic 
difficult enough to imagine, but real and pure, [doubt 
passionate. In as quite singularly incompreher 

of sentiment, my cousin’s least baby has fallen i ove 

wooden spoon ; Paul not more devoted to Virginia. ‘The two 

are inseparable all about the house, vainly the. unimaginative 

bystanders endeavouring to perceive, for their part, any ami- 
ableness in the spoon. But baby thrives in his paengite: 
ment,—nay, is under the most perfect moral control, pliant as 
a reed, under the slightest threat of being parte | from his 
spoon, And I am assured that the crescent Venetian imagina- 
tion did indeed find pleasantness in these figures ; more es- 
pecially,—which is notable—in the extreme. emaciation of 
them,—a type of beauty kept in their hearts down, to 1 Vi- 
varini days ; afterwards rapidly changing to a very. opposite 
ideal indeed. 

25. Nor even in its most ascetic power, disturbing | these 
conceptions of what was fitting and fair in their own | persons, 
or as a nation of fishermen. They haye left us, ppily, a 
picture of themselves, at their greatest, time—unnoticed, so 
far as I can read, by any of their historians, but, left. for poor 
little me to discover—and that by chance—like the, inscrip- 
tion on St. James’s of the Rialto. 

But before going on to see this, look behind you, where you 
stand, at the mosaic on the west wall of the south 

It is not Byzantine, but rude thirteenth- -century, and for- 
tunately left, being the representation of an event of some 
import to Venice, ‘the recovery of the lost body of St. ‘Mark, 

You may. find the story told, with proudly polished, or 
loudly impudent, incredulity, in any modern guide-book. I 
will not pause to speak of it here, nor dwell, yet, on this mo- 
saic, which is clearly later than the story it tells by two hun- 
dred years. We will go on to the picture which shows us 
things as they were, in its time. 

—— 
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‘ou must go round the transept gallery, and get the 
into the compartment of the eastern aisle, in 

: _ which is the organ. And going to the other side of the square 
ry; and looking back from behind the organ, you 

osite, on the vault, a mosaic of upright figures in 
blue, green, purple, and white, variously embroid- 

‘ n gold. 

B as you are told by the inscription above 
1] Fioricet Priests, the Clergy, the Doge, and the people of 
Venice ; and are an abstract, at least, or epitome of those 
personages, as, sthey. were, and felt themselves to be, in Phone 

HRasd 
“pelieve, early. twelfth-century—late eleventh it might e 

twelfth it may be,—it does not matter: these were 
. thaeropls) af Venice in the central time of her unwearied 

_ life, her unsacrificed honour, her unabated power, and sacred _ 
faith, Her Doge wears, not the contracted shell-like cap, but 

_ the imperial crown. Her priests and clergy are alike mitred 
—not with the cloven, but simple, cap, like the conical hel- 

_ met ofa knight, Her people are also her soldiers, and their 

F ain bears his sword, sheathed in black. 
So far as features could be rendered in the rude time, the 

- faces are all noble—(one horribly restored figure on the right 
shows what ignobleness, on this large scale, modern brutality 
and ignorance can reach) ; for the most part, dark-eyed, but 

the Doge brown-eyed and fair-haired, the long tresses falling 

on his shoulders, and his beard braided like that, of an Etrus- 

can king. | 
27. And this is the writing over them. 

‘Ponttrices. Crervs. Porutus, Dux MENTE sERENUs.' 
__ The Priests. the Clergy. the People. the Duke, serene of 

mind 

Mosh Renna Highnesses of all the after Time and World;— 

? 

ri, The continuing couplet of monkish Latin, 
** Laudibus atque choris 

aha Excipiunt dulce canoris,’ 
may Otte a been made worse or less efficient Latin by some mis 

_ take in restoration, 
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how many of you knew, or know, what this Meigey ‘first to 
give the title, meant by her Duke’s arias. <= dager bg 
trusted it? Lorre Ott eh the 

The most precious “ historical picture” this, te gear 
of any in worldly gallery, or unworldly cloister, east or west ; 
but for the present, all I care for you to learn of it, is that 
these were the kind of priests, and people, and kings, who 
wrote this Requiem of St. Mark, of which, now, we will read 
what more we may. eeatel Ofite-ates 

28. If you go up in front of the organ, you may see, better 
than from below, the mosaics of the eastern dome. 

This part of the church must necessarily have been first 
completed, because it is over the altar and shrine. ‘In it, the 
teaching of the Mosaic legend begins, and in a sort ends ;— 
“Christ the King,” foretold of Préphtit aaa Evan- 
gelists—born of a Virgin in due time ! PREMBELE AS: “SPARS lh 

But to understand the course of legend, you si know 
what the Greek teachers meant by an Evangelion, as distinet 
from a Prophecy. Prophecy is here thought of in its nar- 

- rower sense as the foretelling of a good that istobe. 
But an Evangelion is the voice of the ee saying; it 

is here. 

And the four mystic Evangelists, under the ger otliveng 
creatures, are not types merely of the men that are to bring 
the Gospel message, but of the power of that message in all 
Creation—so far as it was, and is, spoken in all living things, 
and as the Word of God, which is Christ, was tema! and 
not merely prophesied, in the Creatures of His hand. 

29. You will find in your Murray, and other ‘lumnined nn 
ings of the nineteenth century, various explanations given of 
the meaning of the Lion of St. Mark—derived, they occasion- 
ally mention (nearly as if it had been derived by accident!), 
from the description of Ezekiel.' Which, perhaps, you may 
have read once on a time, though even that is doubtful in 
these blessed days of scientific education ;—but, boy or git, 
man or woman, of you, not one in a thousand, if one, has 

'Or, with still more enlightened Scripture research, eee: Borpte 
the visions of Daniel”! (Sketches, etc., p. 18.) : a 
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po, eS assured, asked what was the use of Ezekiel’s 
Vision, either to Ezekiel, or to anybody else ; any more than 
L used to think, myself, what St. Mark’s was puilt for. 
In ease you have not a Bible with you, I must be tedious 
enough to reprint the essential verses here. 

30. “As I was among the Captives by the River of Chebar, 
the Heavens were opened, and I saw visions of God.” 
_ Engitive at: least,—and all but captive,—by the River of the 
deep et, —the Venetians perhaps cared yet to hear what 

“Tn the fifth year of King Jehoiachin’s captivity, the word 
of the Lord came expressly unto Ezekiel the Priest.” 
(We also—we Venetians—have our Pontifices ; we also our 

King. May we not hear ?) 
“And T looked, and, behold, a whirlwind came out of the 

north, and a fire infolding itself. Also in the midst thereof 
was ’ the likeness of Four living Creatures. 
“And this was the aspect of them ; the Likeness of a Man 

‘was upon them. 
_ “ And every one had four faces, and every one four wings. 
And they had the hands of a Man under their wings. And 
their wings were stretched upward, two wings of every one 

were joined one to another, and two covered their bodies. 
And when they went, I heard the noise of their wings, like the 
noise of great waters, as the voice of the Almighty, the voice 

of speech, the noise of an Host.” 
(To us in Venice, is not the noise of the great waters known 

—and the noise of an Host? May we hear also the voice of 
the Almighty ?) 

« And they went every one straight forward. Whither the 
Spirit was to go, they went. And this was the likeness of their 
faces: they four had the face of a Man” (to the front), “and 
the face of a Lion on the right side, and the face of an Ox on 
the left side, and” (looking back) “ the face of an Eagle.” 

And not of an Ape, then, my beautifully-browed cockney 
friend ?—the unscientific Prophet! The face of Man ; and of 

! What alterations I make are from the Septuagint,, 
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the wild beasts of the earth, and of the tame, and’of the birds 
of the air. This was the Vision of the Glory of the Lord. — 

31. “And as I beheld the living creatures, behold, one wheel 
upon the earth, by the living creatures, with his four faces, 

. and their aspect, and their work, was ater: in the 
midst of a wheel.” 

Crossed, that is, the meridians of the four namaste the 
earth. (See Holbein’s drawing of it in his Old — 
series. ) 

“ And the likeness of the Firmament upon the heads of the 
living creatures was as the colour of the terrible crystal. 

«And there was a voice from the Firmament tliat was over 
their heads, when they stood, and had let down their wings. 

“ And above the Firmament that was over their heads was 
the likeness of a Throne; and upon the likeness of the 
Throne was the likeness of the Aspect of a Man brags iil 
it. 

“And from His loins round about I saw it as tt dae the 
appearance of fire ; and it had brightness round about, as the 
bow that is in the cloud in the day of rain. This was the 
appearance of the likeness of the Glory of the Lord. ‘and 
when I suw it, I fell wpon my face.” . 

32. Can any of us do the like—or is it otth while 
with only apes’ faces to fall upon, and the forehead that re- 
fuses to be ashamed? Or is there, nowadays, no more any- 
thing for us to be afraid of, or to be thankful for, in all the 
wheels, and flame, and light, of earth and heaven? — 

This that follows, after the long rebuke, is their Evange- 
lion. This the sum of the voice that speaks in reared (chap. 
xi. 16). 

“Therefore say, thus saith the Lord. Though I bane east 
them far off among the heathen, yet will I be to them as a 
little sanctuary in the places whither they shall come. — 

“And I will give them one heart; and I will put a new 
spirit within them; and I will take the stony heart out of 
their flesh, and will give them a heart of flesh. That they 
may walk in my statutes, and keep mine ordinances and de 
them, and they shall be my people, and I will be their God. 
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. i “did the Cherubims lift up their wings, and the 
wheels beside them, and the glory of the God of Israel was 
over them above.” 

33. That is the story of the Altar-Vault of St. Mark’s, of 
which though much was gone, yet, when I was last in Venice, 
much was left, wholly lovely and mighty. The principal fig: 
ure. ial diye Christ was indeed forever destroyed 
He ; but the surrounding Prophets, and the 

in ie at least retained so much of their ancient 
‘and expression as to be entirely noble,—if only one 

_nobility enough in one’s own thoughts to forgive the 
of any other human soul to speak cleazly what it had 

felt of the : most divine. 
_ My notes have got confused and many lost; and nowI 
aves no time to mend the thread of them: Iam not sure even 
if I have the list of the Prophets complete ; but these follow- 
ing at least you will find, and (perhaps with others between) 
in this order—chosen, each, for his message concerning 
Christ, which is written on the scroll he bears. 

1. On the Madonna’s left hand, Isaiah. “ Behold, a 

a virgin shall conceive.” (Written as far as 
“Tmmanuel.”) 

2. Jeremiah. ‘Hic est in quo,—Deus Noster.” 

3. Daniel. “Cum venerit” as far as to “cessabit 
unctio.” 

4 Obadiah. “ Ascendit sanctus in Monte Syon.” 
5. Habakkuk. “God shall come from the South, and 

_ the Holy One from Mount Paran.” 
6. Hosea. (Undeciphered.) 
7. Jonah. (Undeciphered.) 
8. Zephaniah. “Seck ye the Lord, all in the gentle 

time ” (in mansueti tempore). 
9. Haggai. | “ Behold, the desired of all nations shall 

come.” 
cy 10. Zachariah. ‘Behold a man whose name is the 
~~ Branch.’ (Oriens.) 
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11. Malachi. ‘‘Behoid, I send ry memenge eta 
(angelum meum). <= 

12. Solomon. “Who is this that PEE Ke - the 
morning ?” ; dad T ae 

13. David. “Of the fruit of thy body malt are 
thy throne.” ; 

35. The decorative power of the colour in ‘ehabe 
chiefly blue, purple, and white, on gold, is entirely svaieable 
—more especially the dark purple of the Virgin’s robe, with 
lines of gold for its folds ; and the figures of David and Solo- 
mon, both in Persian tiaras, almost Arab, with falling lappets 
to the shoulder, for shade ; David holding a book with He- 
brew letters on it and a cross, (a pretty sign for the Psalms :) 
and Solomon with rich orbs of lace like involved ornament on 
his dark robe, cusped in the short hem of it, over gold un- 
derneath. And note in all these mosaics that Byzantine 
“purple,"—the colour at once meaning Kinghood and its 
Sorrow, —is the same as ours—not scarlet, but prongs aan 
that deep. 

36. Then in the spandrils below, come the figimts oft the 
four beasts, with this sancreption # round, for all of them. 

** QUAEQUE SUB OBSCURIS 

Der Cristo DICTA FIGURIS 

His APERIRE DATUR a 

Er 1 us, Deus 1psz NOTATUR.” 

“Whatever things under obscure figures have been said of 
Christ, it is given to these” (creatures) “to open; and in 
these, Christ himself is seen.” 

A grave saying. Not in the least true of mere Matthew, 
Mark, Luke, and John. Christ was never seen in them, 

though told of by them. But, as the Word by which all 
things were made, He is seen in all things made, and in the 
“oiesis of them: and therefore, when the vision of Ezekiel is 
Seated to St. John, changed only in that the four creatures 
they him more distinct—each with its single aspect, and not 
a vurfold,—they are full of eyes within, and rest foe day 

em, 
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Holy, Holy, Holy, Lord God Almighty, 

which art, and wast, and art to come.” 
87. We repeat the words habitually, in our own most solemn 

religious service; but we repeat without noticing out of 
eeeavatthe: they come. 
“Therefore,” (we say, in much self-satisfaction,) “with 

poars and Archangels, and with all the Company of heaven,” y 
(meaning each of us, I suppose, the select Company we ex- 
pect to get into there,) “we laud and magnify,” ete. But it 
ought to make a difference in our estimate of ourselves, and 
of our power to say, with our hearts, that God is Holy, if we 
remember that we join in saying so, not, for the present, with 
the Angels,—but with the Beasts. 

38. Yet not with every manner of Beast ; for afterwards, 
all the Creatures in Heaven and Earth, and the Sea, 

in in the giving of praise, it is only these four who can say 

“The a5 that treadeth out the corn ; and the Lion that shall 

eat t straw like the Ox, and lie ioe with the lamb; and 
that fluttereth over her young; and the Waa: 

creature that loves its mate, and its children. In these four 
is all the power and all the charity of ear thly life ; and in 
such f power and charity “‘ Deus ipse notatur.” 
z 39. Notable, in that manner, He was, at least, to the men 
who built this shrine where once was St. Theodore’s ;—not be- 

pi nor forgetting their first master, but placing his statue, 

‘St. Mark’s Lion, as equal powers upon their pillars of 

justice: ;—St. Theodore, as you have before heard, being the 
human spirit in true conquest over the inhuman, because in 

true ‘sympathy with it—not as St. George in contest with, but 

being strengthened and pedestalled by, the “ Dragons and all 

40. But the issue of all these lessons we cannot yet meas- 

ure ; it is only now that we are beginning to be able to read 

them, in the myths of the past, and natural history of the 

present world. The animal gods of Egypt and Assyria, the 

animal cry that there is no God, of the passing hour, are, both 

of them, part of the rudiments of the religion yet to be re- 
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vealed, in the rule of the Holy Spirit over the venomous dust, 
when the sucking child shall play by the hole of the — and 
the weaned child lay his hand on the cockatrice den. — 

41. And now, if you have enough seen, and wacdeesielal 
this eastern dome and its lesson, go down into the church 
under the central one, and consider the story of that. 

Under its angles are the four Evangelists themselves, drawn 
as men, and each with his name, And over them the inserip- 
tion is widely different.’ ic den ars 

‘Sic actus Curist1 
DescriBuNT QUATUOR ISTI 
QuoD NEQUE NATURA 

LrrER NENT, NEC UTRINQUE FIGURA.” 

“Thus do these four describe the Acts of Christ. And 
weave his story, neither by natural knowledge, nor, soabiye . 
wise, by any figure.” 
- Compare now the two inscriptions. In the livin 
Christ himself is seen by nature and by figure. But | these 
four tell us his Acts, “Not by nature—not by figure.” ‘How 
then ? 

42. You have had various “lives of Christ,” German and 
other, lately provided among your other severely historical 
studies. Some, critical; and some, sentimental. But there 
is only one light by eit you can read the life of Christ,— 
the light of the life you now lead in the flesh ; and that not 
the natural, but the won life. ‘ Nevertheless, I live ; ; yet, not 
I, but Christ liveth in me.” 

Therefore, round the vault, as the pillars of it, are the 
Christian virtues ; somewhat more in number, and other i in 

nature, than the swindling-born and business-bred virtues — 
which most Christians nowadays are content in acquiring. 
But these old Venetian virtues are compliant also, in a way. 

‘I give, and construe, this legend as now written, but the five letters 
“liter” are recently restored, and I suspect them to have been origi- 
nally either three or six, “cer” or ‘discer.” In all the monkish 
rhymes I have yet read, I don't remember any so awkward a division 
as this of natura-liter, PHT 40 
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for sea-life, and there is one for every wind that 

, a 
Se f yor aden. in mid-nave, looking to the altar, the first 
arro of the cupola—(I call it first for reasons-pres- 

faces you, in the due east. Call the one next it, 

Dn the second window ; it bears east-south-east. 
. south-east ; the fourth, south-south-east ; the fifth, 
q south ; the ninth, west ; the thirteenth, north ; and the six- 
teenth, east-north-east. 

_ The Venetian Virtues stand, one between each window. 
On the sides of the east window stand Fortitude and Tem- 
perance ; Temperance the first, Fortitude the last: “he that 

endureth to the end, the same shall be saved.” 
Then their order is as follows: Temperance between the 
first and second windows,—(quenching fire with water) ;—be- 
tween the second and third, Prudence ; and then, in sequence, 

i": Steiger PI 

a0 Sy Satie um, Humility. 

yoo (ovey » -3¥. Kindness, (Benignitas), 

—tib etiop aoc Compassion. 
 Mgarged a vi, Abstinence, 

og BW Corel hs Ee! Merey. 
IST G é BH) Daly VE. Long-suffering. 

hata ral Ix, Chastity. 

heros tout lon, Bs Modesty. 

(5) xt. Constancy. 
eper tyir fers: Se Charity. 

pa xt. Hope. 

~ off oly fo cn oma. Faith. 
i xv. Justice. 

ojos sy 3ML. Fortitude. 

ee epabds eh oie: 

44. I meant i have read all their legends, but “could do 
it any time,” ‘and of course never did!—but these following 

are the most important. Charity is put twelfth at the last at- 

tained of the virtues belonging to human life only : but she 

is called fhe “‘ Mother of the Virtues ”—meaning, of them all, 

when they become divine ; and chiefly of the four last, which 
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relate to the other world. Then Long-suffering, (@atinti) ; 
has for her legend, “ Blessed are the Peacemakers” ; Chastity, 
«Blessed are the Pam in Heart”; Modesty, «Blessed are ye 
when men hate you”; while Conitattny (consistency) has the 
two heads, balanced, one in each hand, which are given to 
the keystone of the entrance arch: meaning, I believe, the 
equal balance of a man’s being, by which it not only stands, 
but stands as an arch, with the double strength of the two 
sides of his intellect and soul. “Qui sibi conséat.” Then note 

that “‘Modestia” is here not merely shamefacedness, though 
it includes whatever is good in that; but it is contentment in 
being thought little of, or hated, when one thinks one ought 
to be made pil of—a very difficult virtue to iA rea 
as I know some people who know. 

45. Then the order of the circle becomes entirely clear. 
All strength of character begins in temperance, prudence, and 
lowliness of thought. Without these, nothing is possible, of 
noble humanity: on these follow—kindness, (simple, as op- 
posed to malice), and compassion, (sympathy, a much rarer 
quality than mere kindness) ; then, self-restriction, a quite dif- 
ferent and higher condition than temperance,—the first being 
not painful when rightly practised, but the latter always SO ;— 
(‘IT held my peace, even from good ”— quanto quisque sibi 
plura negaverit, ab Dis plura feret”). Then come pity and 
long-suffering, which have to deal with the sin, and not merely 
with the sorrow, of those around us. Then the three Trial 
virtues, through which one has to struggle forward up to the 
power of Toe. the twelfth. 

All these relate only to the duties and belattons of the life 
that is now. 

But Love is stronger than Death; and through her, we have, 
first, Hope of life to come; then, surety of it; living by this 
surety, (the Just shall live by faith,) Righteousness, and 
Strength to the end. Who bears on her scroll, “The ea 
shall break the teeth of the Lions.” 

46. An undeveloped and simial system of human lite—you 
think it—cockney friend ! Mapy) 43 

Such as it was, the Venetians made shift to brave the wat 
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~ or Soni with it, as well as ever you are like to do; and 
they had, besides, the joy of looking to the peace of another. 

_ For, you see, above these narrow windows, stand the Apostles, 
and the two angels that stood by them on the Mount of the 

Ascension ; and between these the Virgin; and with her, and 
with the twelve, you are to hear the angel’s word, “ Why stand 

_ yeat gaze? as He departs, so shall He come, to give the Laws 
that ought to be.” 

DesirTa JURA, 

a form of “debit” little referred to in modern ledgers, but by 
the Venetian acknowledged for all devoirs of commerce and 
of war; writing, by his church, of the Rialto’s business, (the 
first words, these, mind you, that Venice ever speaks aloud,) 

“Around this Temple, let the Merchant’s law be just, his” 
pine shop and his covenants faithful.” And writing thus, 
in letters, above the place of St. Mark’s Rest,— 

. “ Brave be the living, who live unto the Lord ; 
For Blessed are the dead, that die in Him.” 

Nore.—The mosaics described in this number of St. Mark’s Rest be- 
ing now liable at any moment to destruction—from causes already enough 
specified, I have undertaken, at the instance of Mr. Edward Burne 
Jones, and with promise of that artist’s helpful superintendence, at once 

_ to obtain some permanent record of them, the best that may be at present 
possible: and to that end I have already dispatched to Venice an accom- 
plished young draughtsman, who is content to devote himself, as old 
painters did, to the work before him for the sake of that, and his own 

honour, at journeyman’s wages. The three of us, Mr. Burne Jones, and 
he, and I, are alike minded to set our hands and souls hard at this thing: 

but we can’t, unless the public will a little help us. I have given away 
already all I have to spare, and can’t carry on this work at my own cost; 
and if Mr. Burne Jonés gives his time and care gratis, and without stint, 
as I know he will, it is all he should be asked for. Therefore, the public 
must give me enough to maintain my draughtsman at his task: what 
mode of publication for the drawings may be then possible, is for after- 
consideration. I ask for subscriptions at present to obtain the copies 
only. The reader is requested to refer also to the final note appended 
to the new edition of the ‘‘Stones of Venice,” and to send what sub- 

scription he may please to my publisher, Mr. G, Allen, Sunnyside, Orp- 

ington, Kent. 
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CTOR CARPACCIO 





PREFACE. 

accio © in the chapel of San Giorgio de’ Schiavoni, is 

oper i‘? ii ftecsent to the part of “St. Mark’s Rest” in 
hich I propose to examine the religious mind of Venice in 

«ab eenth century ; but I publish these notes prematurely 

a Pe a the sooner become helpful, according to their 
_ power, to the English traveller. 

_ The second supplement, which is already in the press, will 

contain the analysis by my fellow-worker, Mr. James Reddie 

Anderson, of the mythological purport of the pictures here 
described. I separate Mr. Anderson’s work thus distinctly 
PRO. 

from my own, that he may have the entire credit of it; but 
_ the reader will soon perceive that it is altogether necessary, 

both for the completion and the proof of my tentative state- 
ments ; and that without the certificate of his scholarly in- 

vestigation, it would have been lost time to prolong the account 

of my own conjectures or impressions. 
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i: —seenanenge eanals which, entering the city from the open 
be crossed as you walk from the Piazzetta to- 

the Public Gardens, the fourth, called the “ Rio della 
a the unfinished church of the Pieta, facing the 

_ quay before you reach it, will presently, if you go down eth 
gondola, and pass the Campo di 8S. Antonin, permit your 
landing at some steps on the right, in front of a little chapel 
of indescribable architecture, chiefly made up of foolish spiral 

flourishes, which yet, by their careful execution and shallow 
_ mouldings, ate seen to belong to a time of refined temper. 

“Over its door are two bas-reliefs. That of St. Catherine lean- 

ing on her wheel seems to me anterior in date to the other, 
_ and is very lovely: the second is contemporary with the 
‘einque-cento building, and fine also ; but notable chiefly for 

_ the conception of the dragon as a creature formidable rather 
by its gluttony than its malice, and degraded beneath the 
level of all other spirits of prey; its wings having wasted 
‘away into mere paddles or flappers, having in them no faculty 
‘or memory of flight ; its throat stretched into the flaccidity of 
‘a sack, its tail swollen into a molluscous encumbrance, like an 
‘enormous worm ; and the human head beneath its paw sym- 
bolizing therefore the subjection of the human nature to the 
most brutal desires. 
_ When I came to Venice last year, it was with resolute 
purpose of finding out everything that could be known of the 
circumstances which led to the building, and determined the 

style, of this chapel—or more strictly, sacred hall, of the | 
School of the Schiavoni. But day after day the task was 
delayed by some more pressing subject of enquiry ; and, at 
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this moment—resolved at last to put what notes I have on the 
contents of it at once together,—I find myself reduced to copy, 
without any additional illustration, the statement of Flaminio 

Corner.’ 

“In the year 1451, some charitable men of the Illyrian or 
Sclavonic nation, many of whom were sailors, moved by 
praiseworthy compassion, in that they saw many of their fel- 
low-countrymen, though deserving well of the republic, perish 
miserably, either of hard life or hunger, nor have enough to 

pay the expenses of church burial, determined to establish a 
charitable brotherhood under the invocation of the holy 

martyrs St. George and St. Trifon—brotherhood whose pledge 
was to succour poor sailors, and others of their nation, in 
their grave need, whether by reason of sickness or old age, 
and to conduct their bodies, after death, religiously to burial. 
Which design was approved by the Council of Ten, in a 
decree dated 19th May, 1451; after which, they obtained from 
the pity of the Prior of the Monastery of St. John of Jeru- 
salem, Lorenzo Marcello, the convenience of a hospice in the 

buildings of the Priory, with rooms such as were needful for 
their meetings ; and the privilege of building an altar in the 
church, under the title of St. George and Trifon, the mar- 
tyrs; with the adjudgment of an annual rent of four zecchins, 

two loaves, and a pound of wax, to be offered to the Priory on 
the feast of St. George. Such were the beginnings of the 
brotherhood, called that of St. George of the Sclavonians, 

“Towards the close of the fifteenth century, the old hospice 
being ruinous, the fraternity took counsel to raise from the 
foundations a more splendid new one, under the title of the 
Martyr St. George, which was brought to completion, nes 
fagade of marble, in the year 1501. df ueixifod 

The hospice granted by the pity of the Prior of St Soba 
cannot have been very magnificent, if this little chapel be in- 
deed much more splendid ; nor do Lyet know what rank the 
school of the Sclavonians held, in power or number, among 
the other minor fraternities of Venice. The relation of the 
national character of the Dalmatians and Ilyrians, not. only 

' “Notizie Storiche,” Venice, 1758, p. 167. © = > 
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e, but to Europe, I find to be of far more deep and 
rest than is commonly supposed ; and in the case 

snetians, traceable back at least to the days of Her- 
dot ; for the festival of the Brides of Venice, and its inter- 

mm. by the Illyrian pirates, is one of the curious proofs of 
ids he had for naming the Venetians as one of the 
he Illyrians, and ascribing to them, alone among 

2s, the same practice as that of the Babylonians 
t to the dowries of their marriageable girls. 
anced that while the entire Riva,—the chief quay 

—was named from the Sclavonians, they were yet 
obi | to build their school on this narrow canal, and prided 

on the magnificence of so small a building, I have 
nor who the builder was ;—his style, differing 

 qealeaty from all the Venetian practice of the same date, 
3 al at once of purely classic forms, and of elaborate 

insipidly grotesque, and chastely barbar- 
om ohio unexampled degree, is noticeable enough, 
‘if we had not better things to notice within the unpre- 

ng doorway. Entering, we find ourselves in a little 
‘room about the size of the commercial parlour in an 
‘ald-fashioned. English inn; perhaps an inch or two higher 
‘in the ceiling, which is of good horizontal beams, narrow 

for effect of richness ; painted and gilded, also, 

now tawdrily enough, but always in some such patterns 
as yousee. At the end of the low room, is an altar, with 

“Gad oe :the right and left of it in the sides of the room, open- 
the one into the sacristy, the other to the stairs leading 

to thé upper chapel. All the rest mere flat wall, wainscoted 

_ two-thirds up, eight feet or so, leaving a third of the height, 

‘say four feet, claiming some kind of decent decoration. 

Which modest demand you perceive to be modestly supplied, 

by pictures, fitting that measure in height, and running long 

or short, as suits their subjects ; ten altogether, (or with the 

altar-piece, elevyen,) of which nine are worth your looking at. 

Not as very successfully decorative work, I admit. A 

‘modern Parisian upholsterer, or clever Kensington student, 

would have done for you a far surpassing splendour in a few 
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hours: all that we can say here, at the utmost, fe-that the 
place looks comfortable ; and, especially, warm,—the pictures 

having the effect, you will:fesh presently, of a soft evening 
sunshine on the walls, or glow from embers on some peaceful 
hearth, cast up into the room where one sits waiting for dear 
friends, in twilight. a: o Eaepeign 4: 

In a little while, if you still look with general glance, yet 
patiently, this warmth will resolve itself into a kind of chequer- 
ing, as of an Eastern carpet, or old-fashioned English sampler, 
al: more than usually broken and sudden variegation ; nay, 
suggestive here and there of a wayward patchwork, ni 
into grotesqueness, or even, with some touch of fantasy in 
masque, into harlequinade,—like a tapestry for a Christmas 
night in a home a thousand years old, to aE WEN Oa 
oured knights with honouring queens. dcfershien 

Thus far sentient of the piece, for all is seit habiattadl 
one,—go forward a little, please, to the second picture on 
the left, wherein, central, is our now accustomed friend, St. 
George : stiff and grotesque, even to humorousness, you will 
most likely think him, with his dragon in a singularly de- 
pressed and, as it were, water-logged, state. Never mind him, 
or the dragon; just now; but take a good opera-glass, and 
look therewith steadily dad long at the heads of the two 
princely riders on the left—the Saracen king and his daugh- 
ter—he in high white turban, she beyond him in iene a 
cap, high, like a castle tower. 

Look well and long. For truly,—and with tyiienalace drm 
secure knowledge of such matters, I tell you, through all this’ 
round world of ours, searching what the best life of if has 
done of brightest in all its times and years,—you shall not find 
another piece quite the like of that little piece of work, for su- 
preme, serene, unassuming, unfaltering sweetness of painter's 
perfect art. Over every other precious thing, of such things 
known to me, it rises, in the compass of its simplicity ; in be- 
ing able to gather the perfections of the joy of extreme child- 
hood, and the joy of a hermit’s age, with the yeas — 
sunshine of mid-life, all in one. “er 
Which is indeed more or less true of all Curpasetetl wad 
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mind ; but j in this piece you have it set in close jewellery, 
f inestimable. 

eme joy of childhood, I say. No little lady i in her first 
‘ shoes,—no soldier's baby seeing himself in the glass be- 

iis father’s helmet, is happier i in laugh than Carpaccio, 
heaps and heaps his Sultan’s snowy crest, and crowns 

hei lady with her ruby tower. No desert hermit is 
more temperate ; ; no ambassador on perilous policy more sub- 
ae preacher of first Christian gospel to a primitive race 

ore or tender. The wonderfullest of Venetian Har- 
this,—variegated, like Geryon, to the innermost mind 

of him—to the lightest gleam of his pencil: “Con pit color, 
rs on e sopraposte ; non fur mai drappi Tartari ne Tur- 

chi;” and all for good. 
_ Of course you will not believe me at first,—nor indeed, till 
son here unwoyen many a fibre of his silk and gold. Ihad 
no idea of the make of it myself, till this last year, when I hap- 

had beguiled to Venice one of my best young Oxford 
men, eager as myself to understand this historic tapestry, and 

d than I, who once getting hold of the fringes of 
it, has followed them thread by thread through all the gleam- 
ing damask, and read it clear ; whose account of the real mean- 
ing of all these pictures you shall haye presently in full. 

first, we will go round the room to know what is here 
to read, and take inventory of our treasures; and I will tell 
you only the little I made out myself, which is all that, with- 
out more hard work than can be got through to-day, you are 
likely either to see in them, or believe of them. 

_ First, on the left, then, St. George and the Dragon—com- 

batant both, to the best of their powers ; perfect each in their 
atures of dragon and knight. No dragon that I know of, 

pictured among mortal worms ; no knight I know of, pictured 

in immortal chivalry, so paifosk, each in his kind, as these 
two. What else is visible on the battleground, of living 

creature,—frog, newt, or viper,—no less admirable in their 

kind. The small black viper, central, I have painted carefully 
ea schools of Oxford as a Natural History study, such as 

ord schools prefer. St. George, for my own satisfaction, 
v4 
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also as well as I could, in the year 1872; and iach bet 
him some day better done, for an example to Shefiield in iron- 
armour, and several other things. — Sok ebtaads, 

Picture second, the one I first took you to see, is of the 
Dragon led into the market-place of the Sultan’s capital— 
submissive : the piece of St. George’s spear, which has gone 
through the back of his head, being used as a bridle: but 
the creature indeed now little needing one, being otherwise 
subdued enough; an entirely collapsed and confounded dragon, 
all his bones dissolved away ; prince and people ecrighit he 
returns to his dust. 2 

Picture third, on the left side of the altar." = 
The Sultan and his daughter are baptized by St. George. 
Triumphant festival of baptism, as at the new birthday of 

two kingly spirits. Trumpets and shawms high in resounding 
transport ; yet something of comic no less than rapturous in 
the piece ; a beautiful scarlet parrot ” (must we call him ?) 
conspicuously mumbling at a violet flower under the steps; 
him also—finding him the scarletest and mumblingest parrot 
I had ever seen—I tried to paint in 1872 for the Natural His- 
tory Schools of Oxford—perhaps a new species, or extinct 
old one, to immortalize Carpaccio’s name and mine. "When 
all the imaginative arts shall be known no more, perhaps, in 
Darwinian Museum, this scarlet “ Epops peak ce 4 may pre- 
serve our fame. (B,.giot oO} 

But the quaintest thing of all is’ St. George’s own attitude 
in baptizing. He has taken a good platterful of water to 
pour on the Sultan’s head. The font of inlaid bronze below 
is quite flat, and the splash is likely to be spreading. St. 
George—carefullest of saints, it seems, in the smallest mat- 
ters—is holding his mantle back well out of the way. I sup- 
pose, really and truly, the instinctive action would have been 

this, pouring at the same time so that the tptaant bes i! be 
towards himself, and not over the Sultan. 

With its head close to St. George’s foot, you see a sharp. 
eared white dog, with a red collar round his neck. Not a 

'' The intermediate oblong on the lateral wall is not Carpaccio 8, and 
is good for nothing, 4 pIOiet 
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nd, by any means; but an awkward animal : stupid- 
z, and not much or. a saint’s dog. Nor is it in the 

ested i in the baptism, which a saint’s dog would cer- . 
ebeen. The mumbling parrot, and pea can 

- a and the Basilisk —was ever so simple a saint, 
e Dead a beast? as if the absurdity of all heraldic 
echt ever were, had been hatched into one perfect ab- 

lit, —prancing there on the steps of the throne, self-satis- 
e ;—tis the beast whose glance is mortal! And little St. 
ph pan with nothing remarkable about him more than is 

eres little boy, for all I can see. 
@ worst of it is that I don’t happen to know anything 

ryphonius, whom I mix up a little with Tropho- 
is cave ; also I am not very clear about the differ- 

“ence. tween heailiaks and cockatrices ; and on the whole find 
myself reduced, i in this picture, to ro eatin the carpets with 
the crosses on them hung ott of the window, which, if you 
will € examine with opera-glass, you will be convinced, I think, 

. that nobody can do the like of them by rules, at Kensington ; 
and that if you really care to have carpets as good as they can 
be, you, must get somebody to design them who can draw 
saints and basilisks too. 
Note, also, the group under the loggia which the stair-case 

leads up to, high on the left. It is a picture in itself; far 
more lovely as a composition than the finest Titian or Vero- 

hese, simple and pleasant this as the summer air, and lucent 

a3 morning cloud. 
. On the other side also there are wonderful things, only 

there’s a black figure there that frightens me ; I can’t make 
it out at all; and would rather go on to the next picture, 

please. 
Stay—I forgot the arabesque on the steps, with the living 

plants taking part in the ornament, like voices chanting here 
_ nd there a note, as some pretty tune follows its melcdious 
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way, on constant instruments, Nature and art at Ly W 
each other—graceful and gay alike, yet all the while conscious 
that they are at play round the steps of a throne, and under 
the paws of a basilisk. 

The fifth picture is in the darkest recess of all the resi 
and of darkest theme,—the Agony in the garden. I 
never seen it rightly, nor need you pause at it, unless to. hote 

the extreme naturalness of the action in the sleep 
—their dresses drawn tight under them as th ey ees 
restlessly. But the principal figure is Hopelleealy ii invisible. 

The sixth picture is of the “calling of Matthew ; visible, 
this, in a bright day, and worth waiting for one, to see it in, 
through any stress of weather. 

For, indeed, the Gospel which the publican wrote for us, 
with its perfect Sermon on the Mount, and mostly more har- 
monious and gentle fulness, in places where St. Luke is ormal, 
St. John mysterious, and St. Mark brief,—this Gospel, ac- 

cording to St. Matthew, I should think, if we had to choose 
one out of all the books in the Bible for a prison or desert 
friend, would be the one we should keep. 

And we do not enough think how much that leaving. the 
receipt of custom meant, as a sign of the man’s nature, who 
was to leave us such a notable piece of literature. 

Yet observe, Carpaccio does not mean to express the fact, 

or anything like the fact, of the literal calling of Matthew. 
What the actual character of the publicans of Jerusalem was 
at that time, in its general aspect, its admitted degradation, 
and yet power of believing, with the harlot, what the masters 

and the mothers in Israel could not believe, it is not his purpose 
to teach you. This call from receipt of custom, he takes for 
the symbol of the universal call to leave all that we have, and 

are doing. ‘“ Whosoever forsaketh not all that he hath, can- 
not be my disciple.” For the other calls were easily obeyed 
in comparison of this. To leave one’s often empty nets and 
nightly toil on sea, and become fishers of men, bably you 
might find pescatori enough on the Riva there, within a hun- 
dred paces of you, who would take the chance at once, if any 
gentle person offered it them. James and Jude—Christ’s 
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—no thanks to them for following Him; their own 
ne ceivably no richer than His. Thomas aod Philip, I 

what thoughtful persons on spiritual matters, 
g of them long since ; going out to hear St. John 

q h, and to see whom she! had:-seen: ‘But tis man, busy 
x in the place of business—engaged in the interests of foreign 
 governments—thinking no more of an Israelite Messiah than 
. Mr. Goschen, but only of Egyptian finance, and the like— » 

suddenly the Messiah, passing by, says “ Follow me!” and he 
up, gives Him his hand, “ Yea! to the death ;” and ab- 

mn from his desk in that electric manner on the instant, 
leaving his cash-box unlocked, and his books for whoso list to 
balance !—a very remarkable kind of person indeed, it seems 

4 tome. — dt 

_ Carpaccio takes him, as I said, for a type of such sacrifice 
| atts best. Everything (observe in passing) is here given you 

‘of the best. Dragon deadliest—knight purest—parrot scar- 
‘letest—basilisk absurdest—publican publicanest ;—a perfect 
‘type of the life spent in taxing one’s neighbour, exacting duties, 

per-centages, profits in general, in a due and virtuous man- 
PAM 8 3 
oor. do not think Christ would have called a bad or corrupt 

| less that a bad or corrupt publican would 
have obeyed the call. Your modern English evangelical doc- 

trine that Christ has a special liking for the souls of rascals is 

the absurdest basilisk of a doctrine that ever pranced on judg- 
ment steps. That which is /ost He comes to save,—yes ; but 

not that which is defiantly going the way He has forbidden. 
‘He showed you plainly enough what kind of publican He 
would call, having chosen two, both of the best: ‘Behold, 
Lord, if I have taken anything from any man, I restore it 

fourfold !”—a beautiful manner of trade. Carpaccio knows 

‘well that there were no defalcations from Levi's chest—no op- 

pressions in his tax-gathering. This whom he has painted is 
‘a true merchant of Venice, uprightest and gentlest of the 

‘Merchant race ; yet with a glorious pride inhim. What mer- 

‘chant but one of Venice would have ventured to take Christ's 
‘hand, as his friend’s—as one man takes another's? Not re- 
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pentant, he, of anything he has done ; not oxvabtegedaaebia 
by Christ’s call ; but rejoicing in it, as meaning Christ's praise 
and love. ‘Come up higher then, for there are nobler» 
ures than these to count, nepts nobler King than this to render 
account to. Thou hast been faithful over a few things. ; enter 

thou into the joy of thy Lord.” riaaicy dildvet 
A lovely picture, in every sense and paniiey of painting ; 
natural, and graceful, and quiet, and. pathetic ;—divinely re- 

ligious, yet as decorative and dainty as a bank of violets in 
spring. hh ae bg Yee Biber: 

But the next picture! How was ever such a thing allowed. 
to be put in a church? Nothing surely could be more per- 
fect in comic art. St. Jerome, forsooth, introducing his noy- 
ice lion to monastic life, with the resulting effect on the vul- 
gar monastic mind. deeb Oey oman’) 

Do not imagine for an instant that Carpaccio does not see 
the jest in all this, as well as you do,—perhaps even a little 
better. _ ‘‘ Ask for him to-morrow, indeed, and you shall find 
him a grave man ;” but, to-day, Mercutio himself is not more 
fanciful, nor Shakespeare himself more gay in his faney of ‘the 
gentle beast and of a good conscience,” than here the painter 
as he drew his delicately smiling lion with his head on one 
side like a Perugino’s saint, and his left. paw raised, partly to 
show the thorn wound, partly in deprecationn— 

‘0 Indt@iyt 

“ For if I should, as lion, come in strife = 
Into this place, ’twere pity of my life” =) 9) 

f MN VETS OT 

The flying monks are scarcely at first intelligible but as white 
and blue oblique masses ; and there was much debate between 
Mr. Murray and me, as he sketched the picture for the Shef- 

field Museum, whether the actions of flight were indeed well 
given or not; he maintaining that the monks were really run- 
ning like Olympic archers, and that the fine drawing was only 
lost under the quartering of the dresses ;—I on the contrary 
believe that Carpaccio had failed, having no gift for represent- 
ing swift motion. We are probably both right ; I doubt not 
that the running action, if Mr. Murray says so, is rightly 
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: died. bet at this time, every Venetian painter had been 
trained to represent only slow and. dignified motion, and not 
till fifty years later, under classic influenes; came the floating 
and rushing force of Veronese and Tintoret. 
_ And Lam confirmed in this impression by the figure of the 
stag in the distance, which does not run freely, and by the 
imperfect gallop of St. George’s horse in the first subject. 

are many deeper questions respecting this St. 
; a ea than those of artistic skill. The picture is a 

; but is it a jest only? Is the tradition itself a 
Sjeditlotiwily, by our own fault, and perhaps Carpaccio’s, do 
we make it so ? 
In the first place, then, you will please to remember, as I 
have often told you, Carpaccio is not answerable for himself 
in this matter. He begins to think of his subject, intending, 
doubtless, to execute it quite seriously. But his mind no 

sooner fastens on it than the vision of it comes to him asa 
jest, and he is forced to paint it. Forced by the fates,— 
dealing with the fate of Venice and Christendom. We must 
ask of Atropos, not of Carpaccio, why this picture makes us 
laugh; and why the tradition it records has become to us a 
dream and a scorn. No day of my life passes now to its sun- 
set, without leaving me more doubtful of all our cherished 

contempts, and more earnest to discover what root there 
was for the stories of good men, which are now the mocker’s 
treasure. 
(toAtid E-want to read a good “ Life of St. Jerome.” And if I 
go to Mr. Ongaria’s I shall find, I suppose, the autobiography 
of George Sand, and the life of—Mr. Sterling, perhaps ; and 
Mr. Werner, written by my own master, and which indeed 
I've read, but forget now who either Mr. Sterling or Mr. Wer- 
ner were ; and perhaps, in religious literature, the life of Mr. 
Wilberforce and of Mrs. Fry ; but not the smallest scrap of 

information about St. Jerome. To whom, nevertheless, all 

the charity of George Sand, and all the ingenuity of Mr. Ster- 

ling, and all the benevolence of Mr. Wilberforce, and a great 

quantity, if we knew it, of the daily comfort and peace of our 

own little lives every day, are verily owing ; as to a lovely old 
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pair of spiritual spectacles, without whom we seigiieaicees 
a word of the “ Protestant. Bible.” It is of no use, however, 
to begin a life of St. Jerome now—and of little use to look at 
these pictures without a life of St. Jerome; but only thus 
much you should be clear in knowing about him, as not in 
the least doubtful or mythical, but wholly true, and the be- 
cinning of facts quite limitlessly important. to all) modern 
Europe—namely, that he was born of good, or at least rich _ 
family, in Dalmatia, virtually midway between the east and. 
the west; tuat he made the great Eastern book, the Bible, 
legible in the west; that he was the first great teacher of the 
nobleness of ascetic scholarship and courtesy, as opposed to 
ascetic savageness :—the founder, properly, of the ordered 
cell and tended garden, where before was but the desert and 

the wild wood; and that he died in the monashengnzisidind 
founded at Bethlehera, eesltdss 

It is this union of gentleness and refinement with ‘noble 
continence,—this love and imagination illuminating the 
mountain caye into a frescoed cloister, and winning its savage 
beasts into domestic friends, which Carpaccio has been. 
ordered to paint for you ; which, with ceaseless exquisiteness. 

of fancy, he fills these three canvases with the incidents of,— 
meaning, as I believe, the story of all monastic life, and. 
death, and spiritual life forevermore: the power of this great. 
and wise and kind spirit, ruling in the perpetual future over 
all household scholarship ; and the help rendered by the com- 
p2nion souls of the lower creatures to the i 
and virtue of man, its 

And if with the last picture of St. Jerome in hinddudgysothit 
happy white dog watching his face—you will mentally com- 
pare a hunting piece by Rubens, or Snyders, with the torn’ 
dogs rolled along the ground in their blood,—you may per- 
ape begin to feel that there is something more serious in 
this kaleidoscope of St. George’s Chapel than you at first be- 
lieved—which if you now care to follow out with me, let us 
think over this ludicrous subject: more quietly. han 

What account have we here given, voluntarily or taiiions, 
tarily, of monastic life, by a man of the keenest perception, 
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in the midst of it? That all the monks who have 
sight of the lion should be terrified out of their wits— 

, curious witness to the timidity of Monasticism! Here 
are people professing to prefer Heaven to earth—preparing 
_ themselves for the change as the reward of all their present 
| 5% st fy this is the way they receive the first chance 

_ Evidently aoe impression of monks must be, not 
that they were more brave or good than other men; but that 
they liked books, and gardens, and peace, and were afraid of 

death—therefore, retiring from the warrior’s danger of chiy- 
alry somewhat selfishly and meanly. He clearly takes the 
knight's view of them. What he may afterwards tell us of 

ernit them, will not be from a witness prejudiced 
in their favou r. Some good he tells us, however, even here. 
_ The pleasant order in wildness of the trees; the buildings 
Seccaiuealbedal, anc. religious use, set down as if in an Amer- 

ican clearing, here and there, as the ground was got ready 
Ge tpegees the perfect grace of cheerful, pure, illuminating 
art, filling every little cornice-cusp of the chapel with its jewel- 
picture of a saint,'—last, and chiefly, the perfect kindness to 
and fondness for, allsorts of animals. Cannot you better con- 
ceiye, as you gaze upon the happy scene, what manner of men 
they were who first secured from noise of war the sweet nooks 
of meadow beside your own mountain streams at Bolton, and 
Fountains, Furness and Tintern? But of the saint himself 
Carpaccio has all good to tell you. Common monks were, at 
least, harmless creatures ; but here is a strong and beneficent 
one. “Calm, before the Lion!” say C. C. with their usual 
perspicacity, as if the story were that the saint alone had cour- 
age to confront the raging beast—a Daniel in the lion’s den! 
They might as well say of Carpaccio’s Venetian beauty that 
she is “‘calm before the lapdog.” The saint is leading in his 
new pet, as he would a lamb, and vainly expostulating with 
his brethren for being ridiculous. The grass on which they 
have dropped their books is beset with flowers; there is no 

_ } See the piece of distant monastery in the lion picture, with its frag: 
si of fresco on wall, its ivy-covered door, and illuminated cornice, 
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sion of trouble or asceticism on the old man’s 
dently altogether happy, his life being athe ieee 
tire scene one of the ideal simplicity and security of heavenly 
wisdom: “ Her ways are ways of pleasantness, and all her 
paths are peace.” (domed sesrbaeie 

And now pass to the second picture. At first you will Do Re 
haps see principally its weak monks—looking m¢ isl in 
their sorrow than ever they did in their fear. Portraits these, 
evidently, every soul of them—chiefly the one in ch o> vo 

reading the funeral service so perfunctorily,— . ‘through- 
out, of the supreme commonplace; alike in and € ; 
sion, except those quiet ones in purple on the right, and the 
grand old man on crutches, come to see this sight. © 

But St. Jerome himself in the midst of them, the’ 
heart of him quiet, to such uttermost gtifetnaall Aha! y 
lying—look —absolutely flat like clay, as if it had been beat 
down, and clung, clogged, all along to the marble. ‘Earth to 
darth’ indeed: ” Level’ ‘aay and fila Tek now: all one—and 
the noble head senseless as a stone, with a stone for its: pi 
low. saan ca a 

There they gather and kneel about it—wondering, T think, 
more than pitying. To see what was yesterday the gredt Life 
in the midst of them, laid thus! But, so far as they do not 

wonder, they pity only, and grieve. There is no looking for 
his soul in the clouds,—no worship of relics here, implied even 
in the kneeling figures. All look down, woefully, wistfully, as 
into a grave. “And so Death passed upon all men, Balan 
all have sinned.” 
This is Carpaccio’s message to us. And lest you’ anda 

read it, and carelessly think that he meant only the usual com- 
monplace of the sacredness and blessedness of the death of the 
righteous,—look into the narrow shadow in the corner of’ the 
house at the left hand side, where, on the strange forked and 
leafless tree that occupies it, are set the cross and little vessel 
of holy water beneath, and above, the skull, which are always 
the signs of St. Jerome’s place of prayer in the desert. — 
The lower jaw has fallen from the skull into the proac Cf a 

water. a “ 
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ta little sign,—but you will soon know how much 
ai m r indicates by such things, and that here he means 
“that for the greatest, as the meanest, of the sons of 

is still the sign of their sin ; and that though in 
¢ all shall be made alive, yet also in Adam all die; and 

to their earth is not in itself the coming of peace, 
¢ infliction of shame. 

edge of the marble pavement is one of Car- 
r E ‘ aa nes signatures, on a white scroll, held in its mouth 

BAS cer 5 you will be able to enter into the joy of the last 

life of St. Jerome in Heaven. 
no thought, myself, of this being the meaning of such 

- @losing scene ; ; but the evidence for this “pending of it, laid be- 
_ fore me by my fellow-worker, Mr. Anderson, seems to me, in 
8 of its many clauses, irresistible ; and this at 
3 Teast is certain, that as the opposite St. George represents the 

aie 

Mastery of the body, in contest with the lusts of the 
, this of St. Jerome represents the perfect Mastery of 

: poe ante the fulfilment of the right desires of the Spirit : 
and all the arts of man,—music (a ‘long passage of melody 

_ written clear on one of the fallen scrolls), painting (in the il- 
_ luminated missal and golden alcove), and sculpture (in all the 
forms of furniture and the bronze work of scattered orna- 

_ ments),—these—and the glad fidelity of the lower animals,— 
___ all subjected in pleasant service to the more and more perfect 
‘t reading and teaching of the Word of God ;—read, not in 

_ written pages ehielly, but with uplifted eyes by the light of 
Heaven itself, entering and filling the mansions of Tamora 

ity. 
- This interpretation of the picture is made still more prob- 

able, by the infinite pains which Carpaccio has given to the 

working of it. It is quite impossible to find more beautiful 

and right painting of detail, or more truthful tones of atmos- 

phere and shadow affecting interior colours. 
Here then are the principal heads of the symbolic evidence, 

abstracted for us by Mr. Anderson from his complete account 

of the whole series, now in preparation. 
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1. “The position of the picture seems to show that it sums 
up the whole matter. The St. George series reads from left 
to right. So, chronologically, the two others of St, Jerome ; 
but this, which should according to the story have been first, 
appears after the death. 

2. “The figure on the altar is—most. unusually—our Lord 
with the Resurrection-banner. ‘The shadow of this figure falls 
on the wall so as to make a crest for the mitre on the altar— 
‘Helmet of Salvation.’ . . . . The mitre (by comparison with 
St. Ursula’s arrival in Rome it is a cardinal’s mitre), censer, 
ond crosier, are laid aside, 

“The Communion and Baptismal vessels are alag lnid 
a under this altar, not of the dead but of the Risen Lord. 
The curtain falling from the altar is drawn aside that we may 
notice this. 

4. “In the mosaic-covered recess above the altar there ; is 
prominently inlaid the figure of a cherub or seraph ‘che in 
he pitt locchio ha fisso,’ ~ 

“Comparing the colours of the winged and four-footed 
ie of the ‘animal binato’ in the Purgatory, it is I believe 
important to notice that the statue of our Lord is gold, the 
dress of St. Jerome red and white, and over the shoulders a 
cape of the brown colour of earth. 

6. ‘“ While candles blaze round the dead Jerome in the pre- 
vious picture, the candlesticks on the altar here are empty— 
‘they need no candle,’ 

7. “The two round-topped windows in the line behind the 
square one through which St. Jerome gazes, are the ancient 
tables bearing the message of light, delivered ‘of angels’ to 
the faithful, but now put behind, and comparatively dim be- 
side the glory of present and personal vision. Yet the light 
which comes even through the square window streams through 
bars Jike those of a prison. 

‘“¢ Through the body's prison bars 
His soul possessed the sun and stars,’ 

Dante Rosetti writes of Dante Allighieri; but Carpaccio 
hangs the wheels of all visible heaven inside these bars. 
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‘possessions’ are in a farther country. These 

<i two great volumes leaning against the wall 
the arm-chair are the same thing, the closed testa- 

eae 
9. “The documents hanging in the little chamber behind 
ad lying ; at the saint’s feet, remarkable for their hanging seals, 

shown by these seals to be titles to some property, or 
tan ts 5 but they are now put aside or thrown underfoot, 
IY, except, that possession is gotten, that Christ is risen, 

a testament is of no strength at all while the testator 
oth ? This T believe is no misuse of Paul’s words, but an 

pe la of them in their mystic sense, just as the New 
i titer writers quoted the Old Testament. There is a 

the table O. nt illuminated R on one of the documents under 
think you have written of it as Greek in its lines): 

I cannot but fancy it is the initial letter of ‘Resurrectio.’ 
What the music is, Caird has sent me no information about ; 

he was to enquire of some friend who knew about old church 
music. The prominent bell and shell on the table puzzle me, 
but I am sure mean something. Is the former the mass- 
bell ®ys0nc . 
- 10. “The statuettes of Venus and the horse, and the various 

antique fragments on the shelf behind the arm-chair are, I 
think, symbols of the world, of the flesh, placed behind even 

the old Scripture studies. You remember Jerome’s early 
learning, and the vision that awakened him from Pagan 
thoughts (to read the laws of the True City) with the words, 
‘Ubi est thesaurus tuus.’ 

“T have put these things down without trying to dress 
them into an argument, that you may judge them as one 
would gather them hap-hazard from the picture. Individu- 
ally several of them might be weak arguments, but together 

I do think they are conclusive. The key-note is struck by the 
empty altar bearing the risen Lord. I do not think Carpaccio 
thought of immortality in the symbols derived from mor- 
tal life, through which the ordinary mind feels after it. Nor 
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surely did Dante (V. esp. Par. IV. 27 and following: os 
And think of the words in Canto IT :— 

‘¢¢ Dentro dal ciel della Divina Pace 
Si gira un corpo nella cui virtute 
Lesser di tutto suo contento giace.’ 

But there is no use heaping up passages, as the sense that 
in using human language he merely uses mystic metaphor is 
continually present in Dante, and often explicitly stated. 
And it is surely the error of regarding these picture writings 
for children who live in the nursery of Time and Space, as if 
they were the truth itself, which can be discovered only 
spiritually, that leads to the inconsistencies of thought and 
foolish talk of even good men. 

“St. Jerome, in this picture, is young and brown-haired, 
not bent and with long white beard, as in the two others. I 
connect this with the few who have stretched their necks 

‘«« Per tempo al pan degli angeli del quale 
Vivesi qui ma non si vien satollo.’ 

St. Jerome lives here by what is really the immortal bread ; 
but shall not here be filled with it so as to hunger no 
more ; and under his earthly cloak comprehends as little per- 
haps the Great Love he hungers after and is fed by, as his 
dog comprehends him. I am sure the dog is there with some 
such purpose of comparison. On that very last quoted pas- 
sage of Dante, Landino’s commentary (it was printed in 
Venice, 1491) annotates the words ‘che drizzaste 1 eollo,’ 

with a quotation, yfau bay 

** Cum spectant animalia cetera terram 
Os homini sublime dedit, coelum tueri jussit.” 

I was myself brought entirely to pause of happy wonder 
when first my friend showed me the lessons hidden in these 
pictures ; nor do I at all expect the reader at first to believe 
them. But the condition of his possible belief in them is that 
he approach them with a pure heart and a meek one ; for this 
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' sae water, made it a healing pei ey but by it- 
only a little inwoven web of silk and gold. 

~ But to-day, that we may be able to read better to-morrow, 
; ee leaye this cell of sweet mysteries, and examine some 
_ of the painter’s earlier work, in which we may learn his way 
| of writing more completely, and understand the degree in 

which his own personal character, or prejudices, or imperfec- 
tions, mingle i in the method of his scholarship, and colour or 

_ divert the current of his inspiration. 
_ Therefore now, taking gondola again, you must ve carried 
through the sea-streets to a far-away church, in the part of 
Venice now wholly abandoned to the poor, though a kingly 
saint's—St. Louis's: but there are other things in this church 
to be noted, besides Carpaccio, which will the uactul in <Slaas 
tration of him ; and to see these rightly, you must compare 
with them things of the same kind in another church where 
there are no Carpaccios,—namely, St. Pantaleone, to which, 
being the nearer, you had better first direct your gondolier. 

_ For the ceilings alone of these two churches, St. Pantaleone 
and St. Alvise, are worth a day’ s pilgrimage in their sorrow- 
tubleoaon.. 
_ All the mischief that Paul Veronese did may be seen in the 

halting and hollow magnificences of them ;—all the absurdi- 
_ ties, either of painting or piety, under afflatus of vile ambition. 
Roof puffed up and broken through, as it were, with breath 
of the fiend from below, instead of pierced by heaven’s light 
from above ; the rags and ruins of Venetian skill, honour, and 
worship, exploded all together sky-high. Miracles of frantic 
mistake, of flaunting and thunderous hypocrisy,—universal 
lie, shouted through speaking-trumpets. 
If I could let you stand for afew minutes, first under 

Giotto’s four-square vault at Assisi, only thirty feet from the 
ground, the four triangles of it written with the word of God 
close as an illuminated missal, and then suddenly take you 
under these vast staggering Temples of Folly and Iniquity, 

you would know what to think of “modern development” 
thenceforth, 
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The roof of St. Pantaleone is, I suppose, the most curious 
example in Europe of the vulgar dramatic effects of painting. 
That of St. Alvise is little more than a caricature of the mean 
passion for perspective, which was the first effect of “science ” 
joining itself with art. And under it, by strange coincidence, 
there are also two notable pieces of plausible modern senti- — 
ment,—celebrated pieces by Tiepolo. He is virtually the be- 
ginner of Modernism : these two pictures of his are exactly 
like what a first-rate Parisian Academy student would do, set- 
ting himself to conceive the sentiment of Christ’s flagellation, 
ittene having read unlimited quantities of George Sand and 
Dumas. It is well that they chance to be here: look thor- 
oughly at them and their dramatic chiaroscuros for a little 
time, observing that no face is without some expression of 
crime or pain, and that everything is always put dark against 
light or light against dark. Then return to the entrance of 
the church, where under the gallery, frameless and neglected, 
hang eight old pictures,—bought, the story goes, at a pawn- 
broker’s in the Giudecea for forty sous each,’—to me among 
the most interesting pieces of art in North Italy, for they are 
the only examples I know of an entirely great man’s work in 
extreme youth. They are Carpaccio’s, when he cannot have 
been more than eight or ten years old, and painted then half 
in precocious pride and half in play. I would give anything 
to know their real history. ‘School pictures,” C. C. call 

them! as if they were merely bad imitations, when they are 
the most unaccountable and unexpected pieces of absurd 
fancy that ever came into a boy’s head, and secrabbled, rather 

than painted, by a boy’s hand,—yet, with the eternal master- 
touch in them already. 

Sussects.—1. Rachel at the Well. 2. Jacob and his Bons 
before Joseph. 3. Tobias and the Angel. 4, The Three 
Holy Children. 5. Job. 6. Moses, and Adoration of Golden 
Calf (C. C.). 7. Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. 8. Joshua 
and falling Jericho, 

' “Originally in St. Maria della Vergine” (C. C.). Why are not the 
documents on the authority of which these statements are Pre given 
clearly ? 
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all these pictures the qualities of Carpaccio are already 

entirely ‘pronounced ; the grace, quaintness, simplicity, and 
leep ir tentness on the meaning of incidents. I don’t know 

if e grim statue in No. 4 is, as C. C. have it, the statue of 
ebuchac nezzar’s dream, or that which he erected for the 

é holy ones to worship,—and already I forget how the 
ip of the golden calf” according to C. C., and “ Moses” 

according to my note, (and I believe the inscription, for most 
of, if not all, the subjects are inscribed with the names of the 

ons rey nted,) are relatively pourtrayed. But I have 
; forgotten, and beg my readers to note specially, the ex- 

. strangeness of the boy’s rendering of the meeting of 
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. One would have expected 
the Queen’s retinue, and her spice-bearing camels, and Solo- 
mon’s house and his servants, and his cup-bearers in all their 
glory ; and instead of this, Solomon and the Queen stand at 

the ite ends of a little wooden bridge over a ditch, and 

theFe is not another soul near them,—and the question seems 
to be which first shall set foot on it ! 
Now, what can we expect in the future of the man or boy 
who conceives his subjects, or is liable to conceive them, 

after this sort? There is clearly something in his head which 

‘we cannot at all make out ; a ditch must be to him the Rubi- 

eon, the Euphrates, the Red Sea,—Heaven only knows what ! 

a wooden bridge must be Rialto inembryo. This unattended 

King and Queen must mean the pre-eminence of uncounselled 

royalty, or what not; in a word, there’s no saying, and no 

eriticizing him; and the less, because his gift of colour and 

his enjoyment of all visible things around him are so intense, 

So instinctive, and so constant, that he is never to be thought 

of as a responsible person, but only as a kind of magie mirror 

which flashes back instantly whatever it sees beautifully ar- 

ranged, but yet will flash back commonplace things often as 

faithfully as others. 
~ I was especially struck with this character of his, as opposed 

to the grave and balanced design of Luini, when after work- 

ing six months with Carpaccio, I went back to the St. 

“Stephen at Milan, in the Monasterio Maggiore. In order 

~~ — ee a 
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to do justice to either painter, they should be alternately 

studied for a little while. In one respect, Luini greatly gains, 

and Carpaccio suffers by this trial; for whatever is in the 
least flat or hard in the Venetian is felt more violently by con- 
trast with the infinite sweetness of the Lombard’s harmonies, 
while only by contrast with the vivacity of the Venetian can 
you entirely feel the depth in faintness, and the grace in 
quietness, of Luini’s chiaroscuro. But the principal point 
of difference is in the command which Luini has oyer his 

thoughts, every design of his being concentrated on its 
main purpose with quite visible art, and all accessories that 

would in the least have interfered with it withdrawn in 

merciless asceticism; whereas a subject under Carpaccio’s 
hand is always just as it would or might have oceurred in 
nature ; and among a myriad of trivial incidents, you are 

left, by your own sense and sympathy, to discover the vital 
one. 

For instance, there are two small pictures of his in the Brera 
gallery at Milan, which may at once be compared with the 
Luinis there. I find the following notice of them in my diary 
for 6th September, 1876 :— 

‘“‘Here, in the sweet air, with a whole world in ruin sein 
me. The misery of my walk through the Brera yesterday no 
tongue can tell ; but two curious lessons were given me by 
Carpaccio. The first, in his preaching of St. Stephen—Ste- 
phen up in the corner where nobody would think of him ; the 
doctors, one in lecture throne, the rest in standing groups 
mostly—Stephen’s face radiant with true soul of heayven,—the 
doctors, not monsters of iniquity at all, but superbly true and 
quiet studies from the doctors of Carpaccio’s time ; doctors of 
this world—not one with that look of heaven, but tespectable 

to the uttermost, able, just, penetrating : a complete assembly 

of highly trained old Oxford men, but with more intentness, 
The second, the Virgin going up to the temple; and under 
the steps of it, a child of ten or twelve with his back to us, 
dressed in a parti-coloured, square-cut robe, holding a fawn in 

leash, at his side a rabbit; on the steps under the Virgin's 

feet a bas-relief of fierce fight of men with horned monsters 
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ampant snails: one with a conger-eel’s body, twining 
| the limb of the man who strikes it.” 

‘both these pictures are liable to be passed almost 
sh. notice ; they scarcely claim to be compositions at all ; 
Dut the one is a confused group of portraits; the other, a 

quaint piece of grotesque, apparently without any meaning, 
the principal feature in it, a child in a parti ocibaiel 
cloak. It is only when, with more knowledge of what we 

ay expec from the painter, we examine both pictures care- 
ly, the real sense of either comes upon us. For the 

heaven! ‘look on the face of Stephen is not set off with raised 
light, or d shade, or principality of place. The master 
trusts only to what nature herself would have trusted in—ex- 

‘pure and simple. If you cannot see heaven in the 
‘without any turning on of the stage lights, you 

| not see it at all. 
- There is some one else, however, whom you may see, on 
looking enough. On the opposite side of the group 
ns rs is another youth, just of Stephen’s age. And 
as face of Stephen is full of heavenly rapture, so that of 
his ‘opposite is full of darkest wrath,—the religious wrath 
which all the authority of the conscience urges, instead of 

jing. The old doctors hear Stephen’s speech with 
pause of gloom ; but this youth has no patience,— 

no endurance forit. He will be the first to cry, Away with 
him,—“ Whosoever will cast a stone at him, let them lay their 
mantle at my feet.” 
- Again—looking again and longer at the other pictures, you 
will first correct my mistake of writing “fawn ”—discovering 

_ the creature held by the boy to be a unicorn." Then you 
will at once know that the whole must be symbolic; and 
_ looking for the meaning of the unicorn, you find it signifies 

chastity ; and then you see that the bas-relief on the steps, 

_ which the little Virgin ascends, must mean the warring of 

: the old strengths of the world with lust: which theme you 

5 will find presently taken up also and completed by the sym- 

bols of St. George’s Chapel. If now you pass from these pict- 

awed 1 Corrected for me by Mr. C. F. Murray. 
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ures to any of the Luini frescoes in the same gallery, you will 
at once recognize a total difference in conception and treat- 
ment. The thing which Luini wishes you to observe is held 

forth to you with direct and instant proclamation. The 
saint, angel, or Madonna, is made central or principal ; every 
figure in the surrounding group is subordinate, and every ac- 
cessory subdued or generalized. All the precepts of conven- 
tional art are obeyed, and the invention and originality of the 
master are only shown by the variety with which he adorns 
the commonplace,—by the unexpected grace with which he 
executes what all have done,—and the sudden freshness yh 
which he invests what all have thought. 

This external difference in the manner of the two idatics 
is connected with-a much deeper element in the constitution 
of their minds. To Carpaccio, whatever he has to represent 
must be a reality ; whether a symbol or not, afterwards, is no 
matter, the first condition is that it shall be real. A serpent, 
or a bird, may perhaps mean iniquity or purity; but pri- 
marily, they must have real scales and feathers. But with 
Luini, everything is primarily an idea, and only realized so 
far as to enable you to understand what is meant. When St. 
Stephen stands beside Christ at his scourging, and turns to us 
who look on, asking with unmistakable passion, “ Was ever 
sorrow like this sorrow?” Luini does not mean that St. 
Stephen realiy stood there ; but only that the thought of the 
saint who first saw Christ in glory may best lead us to the 
thought of Christ in pain. But when Carpaccio paints St. 
Stephen preaching, he*means to make us believe that St. 
Stephen really did preach, and as far as he can, to show us 
exactly how he did it. 

And, lastly, to return to the point at which we left tek, 
His own notion of the way things happened may be a very 
curious one, and the more so that it cannot be regulated even 
by himself, but is the result of the singular power he has of 
seeing things in vision as if they were real. So that when, as 
we have seen, he paints Solomon and the Queen of Sheba 
standing at opposite ends of a wooden bridge over a ditch, 
we are not to suppose the two persons are less real to him on 
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punt, though absurd to us ; but we are to understand 
a vision of them did indeed appear to the boy who 
1 all his dawning life among wooden bridges, over 

; and had the habit besides of spiritualizing, or read- 
i vision, whatever he saw with eyes either of the body 

eibrit «x: . 
ight which he had in this faculty of vision, and the 

ith which he cultivated it, can only be justly esti- 
| _by close examination of the marvellous picture in the 

Sorr ‘Museum, representing two Venetian ladies with their 

pets. ies 

In the last general statement I have made of the rank of 
. , Inamed two pictures of John Bellini, the Madonna 

and that in the sacristy of the Frari, as, so 

r far as my knowledge went, the two best pictures in the world, 

; In that estimate of them I of course considered as one chief 
ss their solemnity of purpose—as another, their unpre- 

tending simplicity. Putting aside these higher conditions, 
and looking only to perfection of execution and essentially 
artistic power of design, I rank this Carpaccio above either of 

them, and therefore, as in these respects, the best picture in 

the world. I know no other which unites every nameable 
quality of painter’s art in so intense a degree—breadth with 
minuteness, briliiancy with quietness, decision with tender- 

ness, colour with light and shade : all thatis faithfullest in Hol- 
land, fancifullest in Venice, severest in Florence, naturalest 
in England. Whatever de Hooghe could do in shade, Van 

Eyck in detail—Giorgione i in mass—Titian in colour—Bewick 

and Landseer in animal life, is here at once ; and I know no 

other picture in the world which can be compared with it. 

__It is in tempera, however, not oil: and I must note in pass- 

ing that many of the qualities which I have been in the habit 

of praising in Tintoret and Carpaccio, as consummate achieve- 

ments in oil-paintings, are, as I have found lately, either in 

tempera altogether, or tempera with oil above. And Iam 

disposed to think that ultimately tempera will be found the 

proper material for the greater number of most delightful 

subjects. 

ca) a ee a a a eee _ Dues 
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The subject, in the present instance, is a simple study of 
animal life in all its phases. Iam quite sure that: this is the 
meaning of the picture in Carpaccio’s own mind. TI suppose 
him to have been commissioned to paint the portraits of two 
Venetian ladies—that he did not altogether like his models, 
but yet felt himself bound to do his best for them, and con- 
trived to do what perfectly satisfied them and himself too. 
He has painted their pretty faces and pretty shoulders, their 
pretty dresses and pretty jewels, their pretty ways and their 
pretty playmates-—and what would they have more?—he him- 
self secretly laughing at them all the time, and peers! the 
spectators of the future to laugh for ever. 

It may be, however, that I err in supposing the picture a 
portrait commission. It may be simply a study for practice, 
gathering together every kind of thing which he could get to 
sito him quietly, persuading the pretty ladies to sit to him 
in all their finery, and to keep their pets quiet as long as they 
could, while yet he gave value to this new group of studies in 
a certain unity of satire against the vices of peg tn 
time. 

Of this satirical purpose there cannot be question for a 
moment, with any one who knows the general tone of the 
painter’s mind, and the traditions among which he had been 
educated. In all the didactic painting of medieval Chris- 
tianity, the faultful luxury of the upper classes was symbol- 
ized by the knight with his falcon, and lady with her pet dog, 
both in splendid dress. This picture is only the elaboration 
of the well-recognized symbol of the lady with her pets ; but 
there are two ladies—mother and daughter, I think—and six 
pets, a big dog, a little dog, a parroquet, a peahen, a little 
boy, and a china vase. The youngest of the women sits se- 
rene in her pride, her erect head pale against the dark sky 
—the elder is playing with the two dogs; the least, a white 
terrier, she is teaching to beg, holding him up by his fore- 
paws, with her left hand; in her right is a slender riding- 

whip, which the larger dog has the end of in his mouth, and 

will not let go—his mistress also having dropped a letter,* os 
' The painter’s signature is on the supposed letter, 
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us paw on that and will not let her pick it up, looking 
_ out of gentlest eyes in arch watchfulness to see how far it will 
Be her that he should carry the jest. Behind him the 

green parroquet, red-eyed, lifts its little claw as if disliking 
_ the marble pavement; then behind the marble balustrade 
_ with gilded capitals, the bird and little boy are inlaid with 
_ glowing brown and red. Nothing of Hunt or Turner can 
surpass the plume painting of the bird ; nor can Holbein sur- 

_ pass the precision, while he cannot equal the radiance, of the 
_ porcelain and jewellery. 
To mark the satirical purpose of the whole, a pair of ladies’ 
shoes are put in the corner, (the high-stilted shoe, being, in 

_ fact, a slipper on the top of a column,) which were the gross- 
est and absurdest means of expressing female pride in the 
_ fifteenth and following centuries. 

~ In this picture, then, you may discern at once how Carpac- 
cio learned his business as a painter, and to what consummate 
point he learned it.’ 

_ And now, if you have begun to feel the power of these minor 
_ pictures, you can return to the Academy aml take up the St. 
Ursula series, on which, however, I find it hopeless to reduce. 

my notes to any available form at present :—the question of 
the influence of this legend on Venetian life being involved 
with enquiries belonging properly to what I am trying to do 

in “St. Mark’s Rest.” This only you have to observe gen- 
erally, that being meant to occupy larger spaces, the St. Ursula 

' pictures are very unequal in interest, and many portions seem 
_ to me tired work, while others are maintained by Mr. Murray 

_ to be only by the hands of scholars. This, however, I can my-° 

self assert, that I never yet began to copy or examine any por- 
tion of them without continually increasing admiration ; while 

= — are certain shortcomings and morbid faults through- 

ishnoibbe Carpaccio, in the Correr Museum, of St. Mary and Eliza- 

beth, is entirely lovely, though slighter in work ; and the so-called Man- 

tegna, but more probably (according to Mr. Murray) early John Bellini, 

—the Transfiguration,—full of majesty and earnestness. Note the in- 

scribed “ talk” with Moses and Elias,—‘‘ Have pity upon me, have pity 

upon me, oh ye my friends.” 
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out, unaccountable, and rendering the greater part of the work 
powerless for good to the general public. Taken as a con- 
nected series, the varying personality of the saint destroys its 
interest totally. The girl talking to her father in 539 is not 
the girl who dreams in 533; and the gentle little dreamer is 
still less like the severe, stiffly dressed, and not in any supreme 
degree well favoured, bride, in 542; while the middle-aged 
woman, without any claim to beauty at all, who occupies the 
principal place in the final Gloria, cannot by any effort of im- 
agination be connected with the figure of the young eae 
ing for the Pope’s blessing in 546, 

But indeed had the story been as consistently told as. the 
accessories are perfectly painted, there would have been no 
occasion for me now to be lecturing on the beauties of Car- 
paccio. The public would long since have discovered them, 
and adopted him for a favourite, That precisely in the par- 
ticulars which would win popular attention, the men whom it 
would be most profitable for the public to study should so 
often fail, becomes to me, as I grow older, one of those deepest 
mysteries of life, which I only can hope to have y= ce is 
me when my task of interpretation is ended. - 

But, for the sake of Christian charity, I would nak aiedins 
generous Protestant to pause for a while before the 8 
under the Castle of St. Angelo, (546), 

“Nobody knows anything about those old things,” esitt an 
English paterfamilias to some enquiring member of his family, | 
in the hearing of my assistant, then at work on this picture. 
Which saying is indeed supremely true of us nationally. But 
without requiring us to know anything, this picture puts be- 
fore us some certainties respecting medizval pre esi? 
which we shall do well to remember. 

Tn the first place, you will find that all these bishops ren 
cardinals are evidently portraits. Their faces are too varied 
-—too quiet—too complete—to have been invented by even 
the mightiest invention. Carpaccio was simply taking the 
features of the priesthood of his time, throwing aside, doubt- 
less, here and there, matter of offence ;—the too settled gloom 
of one, the evident subtlety of another, the sensuality of a 
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_ third ; but finding beneath all that, what was indeed the con- 
stitutional power and pith of their minds,—in the deep of 
them, rightly thoughtful, tender, and humble. 

one curious little piece of satire on the fault of 
the Church in making cardinals of too young persons. ‘The 

_ third, in the row of four behind St. Ursula, is a mere boy, 

_ very beautiful, but utterly careless of what is going on, and 
evidently no more fit to be a cardinal than a young calf would 
be. ‘The stiffness of his white dress, standing up under his 
chin as if he had only put it on that day, draws especial atten- 

The one opposite to him also, without this piece of white 
dress, seems to be a mere man of the world. But the others 
have all grave and refined faces. That of the Pope himself is 

_ quite exquisite in its purity, simple-heartedness, and joyful 
wonder at the sight of the child kneeling at his feet, in whom 

one whom he is himself to learn of, and follow. 

The more I looked at this picture, the more I became won- 
_ derstruck at the way the faith of the Christian Church has 
: been delivered to us through a series of fables, which, partly 

meant as such, are seuectnid into expressions of truth—but 
how much truth, it is only by our own virtuous life that we 

ean know. Only remember always in criticizing such a pict- 
ure, that it no more means to tell you as a fact’ that St. 

Ursula led this long procession from the sea and knelt thus 
before the Pope, than Mantegna’s St. Sebastian means that 
the saint ever stood quietly and happily, stuck full of arrows. 
It is as much a mythic symbol as the circles and crosses of 
the Carita; but only Carpaccio carries out his symbol into 
delighted realization, so that it begins to be absurd to us in 
the perceived impossibility. But it only signifies the essential 
truth of joy in the Holy Ghost filling the whole body of 

the Christian Church with visible inspiration, sometimes in 

old men, sometimes in children ; yet never breaking the laws 

of established authority and subordination—the greater saint 

1Tf it had been a fact, of course he would have liked it all the better, 

as in the picture of St. Stephen ; but though only an idea, it must be 

realized to the full. 
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blessed by the lesser, when the lesser is in the higher place 
of authority, and all the common and natural glories and de-. 
lights of the world made holy by its influence; field, and 
earth, and mountain, and sea, and bright maiden’s grace, and 

old men’s quietness,—all in one music of moving peace—the 
very procession of them in their multitude like a chanted 
hymn—the purple standards drooping in the light air that yet 
can lift St. George’s gonfalon ; ;’ and the angel Michael alight- 
ing—himself seen in vision instead of his statue—on the 
Angel's tower, sheathing his sword. 

What I have to say respecting the picture that shies the 
series, the martyrdom and funeral, is partly saddening, partly 
depreciatory, and shall be reserved for another place. The 
picture itself has been more injured and repainted than any 
other (the face of the recumbent figure entirely so) ; and 
though it is full of marvellous passages, I hope that the gen- 
eral traveller will seal his memory of Carpaccio in sy er. 
last described. 

'It is especially to be noted with Carpaccio, and perhaps more in this 
than any other of the series, that he represents the beauty of religion 
always in animating the present world, and never cives the charm to, 
the clear far-away sky which is so constant in Florentine sacred pictures, 
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__ Amoye the many discomforts of advancing age, which no 
one understands till he feels them, there is one which I sel- 
dom have heard complained of, and which, therefore, I find 
unexpectedly disagreeable. I knew, by report, that when I 
grew old I should most probably wish to be young again ; 
and, very certainly, be ashamed of much that I had done, or 
omitted, in the active years of life. I was prepared for sor- 
row in the loss of friends by death ; and for pain, in the loss 

by weakness or sickness. These, and many other 
minor calamities, Ihave been long accustomed to anticipate ; 

to read, in preparation for them, the confes- 
Gianoli weak, and the consolations of the wise. 
But, as the time of rest, or of departure, approaches me, 

not only do many of the evils I had heard of, and prepared 
for, present themselves in more grievous shapes than I had 
expected ; but one which I had scarcely ever heard of, tor- 

ments me increasingly every hour. 
- I had understood it to be in the order of things that the 
aged should lament their vanishing life as an instrument they _ 
had never used, now to be taken away from them ; but not as 

an instrument, only then perfectly tempered and sharpened, 
and snatched out of their hands at the instant they could have 

done some real service with it. Whereas, my own feeling, 
now, is that everything which has hitherto happened to me, 

or been done by me, whether well or ill, has been fitting me 

to take greater fortune more prudently, and do better work 

more thoroughly. And just when I seem to be coming out of 

school—yery sorry to have been such a foolish boy, yet hav-— 

ing taken a prize or two, and expecting to enter now upon 
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some more serious business than cricket,—I am dismissed by 

the Master I hoped to serve, with a—‘ That’s all I want of 

you, sir.” 
I imagine the sorrowfulness of these feelings must be 

abated, in the minds of most men, by a pleasant vanity in 
their hope of being remembered as the discoverers, at least, 
of some important truth, or the founders of some exclusive 
system called after their own names. But I have never ap- 
plied myself to discover anything, being content to praise 
what had already been discovered ; and the only doctrine or 
system peculiar to me is the ahoteehes of all that is doctrinal 
instead of demonstrable, and of all that is systematic instead 
of useful; so that no true diseiple of mine will ever be a 
“ Ruskinian ” !—he will follow, not me, but the instincts of his 

own soul, and the guidance of its Creator. Which, though 
not a sorrowful subject of contemplation in itself, leaves 
none of the common props and crutches of halting pride. — 
know myself to be a true master, because my pupils are nt 
on the way to do better than I have done; but there is not 
always a sense of extreme pleasure in watching their advance, 
where one has no more strength, though more than ever “aid 
will, to companion them. 

Not always—be it again confessed’; but when I first rial 
the legend of St. George, which here follows, my eyes grew 
wet with tears of true delight ; first, in the knowledge of so 
many beautiful things, at once given to me ; and then in the 
surety of the wide good that the work thus begun would 
spring up into, in ways before wholly unconceived by me. It 
was like coming to the brow of some healthy moorland, where 
here and there one had watched, or helped, the reaper of 
some patch of thinly scattered corn ; and seeing suddenly a 
great plain white to the harvest, far as the horizon. That the 
first-fruits of it might be given in no manner of self-exaltation 
—Fors has determined that my young scholar should have 
his part of mortification as well as I, just in the degree in 
which either of us may be mortified in the suecess of others. 
For we both thought that the tracing of this chain of tra- 
dition in the story of St. George was ours alone; and that we 
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r ty apprehend the doubt of our result, than the dis- 
_ pute of our originality. Nor was it, indeed, without extreme 
_ discomfiture and vexation that after I had been hindered 
ans this paper for upwards of ten months from 

th é it was first put into my hands, I read, on a bright 
. at Brantwood, when I expected the author's 
"visit, (the first he lind made to me in my own house,) a para- 
~ graph in the “Spectator,” giving abstract of exactly the same 
k historical statements, made by a French antiquary, M. Cler- 

‘I am well assured that Professor Airey was not more 
grieved, though I hope he was more conscience-stricken, for 

__ his delay in the publication of Mr. Adams’ calculations, than I 
was, for some days after seeing this anticipation of my friend’s 
discoveries. He relieved my mind himself, after looking into 
the matter, by pointing out to me that the original paper had 
been read by M. Clermont-Ganneau, before the Académie des 
Inseriptions et Belles-lettres of Paris, two months before his 
own investigations had kegun, and that all question of prior- 
ity was, therefore, at an end. It remained for us only to sur- 

render, both of us, what complacency we should have had in 
first announcing these facts; and to take a nobler pleasure in 
the confirmation afforded of their truth by the coincidence, to 
a degree of accuracy which neither of us had ever known take 
place before in the work of two entirely independent investi- 
gators, between M. Clermont-Ganneau’s conclusions and our 
own. I therefore desired my friend to make no alterations in 
his paper as it then stood, and to make no reference himself 
to the French author, but to complete his own course of in- 
vestigation independently, as it was begun. We shall have 
some bits all to ourselves, before we have done ; and in the 
meantime give reverent thanks to St. George, for his help, to 
France as well as to England, in enabling the two nations to 

read together the truth of his tradition, on the distant clouds 

of Heaven and Time. 
Mr. Anderson’s work remains entirely distinct, in its inter- 

pretation of Carpaccio’s picture by this tradition, and since at 

the mouth of two—or three, witnesses shall a word be estab- 
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lished, Carpaccio himself thus becomes the third, and the 

chief, witness to its truth ; and to the power of it on the far- 
thest race of the Knights ae Venice. 

The present essay treats only of the first picture in the 
chapel of St. George. I hope it may now be soon followed 
by its author’s consecutive studies of the other subjects, in 
which he has certainly no priority of effort to recognize, and 
has, with the help of the good Saints and no other persons, 
done all that we shall need. J. Ruskin. 
BRANTWOOD, 

26th January, 1878, 
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' Ov the eve of the Feast of the Annunciation, in the year of 
Christ 1452, the Council of Ten, by decree, permitted certain 

_ Dalmatians settled in Venice to establish a Lay Brotherhood, 
ealled of St. George and of St. Tryphonius. The brothers 
caused to be written in illuminated letters on the first pages 
of their minute book their “memorandum of association.” 
They desire to “hold united in sacred bonds men of Dalma- 
tian blood, to render homage to God and to His saints by 

charitable endeavours and religious ceremonies, and to help 
by holy sacrifices the souls of brothers alive and dead.” The 
brotherhood gave, and continues to give, material support to 
the poor of Dalmatian blood in Venice; money to the old, and 
education to the young. For prayer and adoration it built 
the chapel known as St. George’s of the Sclavonians. In this 
chapel, during the first decade of the sixteenth century, Car- 
paccio painted a series of pictures. First, three from the 
story of St. Jerome—not that St. Jerome was officially a patron 

_ of the brothers, but a fellow-countryman, and therefore, as it 
were, an ally ;—then three from the story of St. George, one 
from that of St. Tryphonius, and two smaller from the Gospel 
History. Allowing for doorways, window, and altar, these 
nine pictures fill the circuit of the chapel walls. 
Those representing St. George are placed opposite those of 
St. Jerome. In the anti-chapel of the Ducal Palace, Tintoret, 
who studied, not without result otherwise, these pictures of 
Carpaccio’s, has placed the same saints over against each other, 
To him, as to Carpaccio, they represented the two sides, practi- 
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cal and comtemplative, of faithful life. This balance we still, 

though with less completeness, signify by the linked names 
of Martha and Mary, and Plato has expressed it fully by the 
respective functions assigned in his ideal state to philosophers 
and guardians. The seer “able to grasp the eternal,” “ spec- 
tator of all time and of all existence,” —you may see him on 
your right as you enter this chapel,—recognizes and declares 
God’s ine the guardian obeys, enforces, and, if need be, 

fights for it. 

“St. George, Husbandman by name, and “ Tpoz 
Triumphant Warrior, by title, secures righteous peace, turn- 
ing his spear into a pruning-hook for the earthly nature of 
man. He is also to be known as “ Meyadopaprup,” by his deeds, 
the great witness for God in the world, and “trav dOAyrav 6 
péyas Tagcapxys,” marshal and Aenden of those who strive to 

obtain an incorruptible crown.’ St. Jerome, the seer, learned 

also in all the wisdom of the heathen, is, as Plato tells us such 
aman should be. Lost in his longing after “the universal 
law that knits human things with divine,” * he shows em 
gentle and without fear, having no terror even of death.’ 
the second picture on our right here we may see with = 
great quiet the old man has laid himself down to die, even 
such a pillow beneath his head as was under Jacob’s upon that 
night of vision by the place which he thenceforward knew to 
be the “House of God,” though “the name of it was called 
‘Separation’ ‘ at the first.” ° The fantastic bilingual inter- 

' These titles are taken from the earliest (Greek) records of him. The 
last corresponds to that of Baron Bradwardine’s revered ‘‘ Mareschal- 
Duke.” 

? Plat. Rep., VI. 486 A. * Plat. Rep., VI. 486 B. 
‘Luz. This word stands also for the almond tree, flourishing when 

desire fails, and ‘* man goeth to his long home.” 
° In the 2ist and 22nd Cantos of the * Paradise,” Dante, too, connects 

the Dream of Jacob with the ascetic, living where “*e consecrato un 
ermo, Che suole esser disposto a sola latria.” This is in a sphere of 
heaven where * la dolce sinfonia del Paradiso” is heard by mortal ears 
only as overmastering thunder, and where the pilgrim is taught that 
no created vision, not the seraph’s ‘‘che in Dio piu l o¢chio ha fisso ” 
may read that eternal statute by whose appointment spirits of the saints 
g0 forth upon their Masters business and return to Him again, = 

oem" 
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| ealiew.of Jerome’s name given in the “Golden Legend,” 
standard of medixval mythology, speaks to the same effect : 
“Hieronimus, quod est Sanctum Nemus,” Holy Grove, “a 
nemore ubi aliquando conversatus est,” from that one in which 
he sometimes had his walk—‘ Se dedit et sacri ne moris per- 

: palluit umbra,”* but not beneath the laurels of “lun giogo 
_ de Parnaso,” * to whose inferior summit, only, Dante in that 

line alludes, nor now under olive boughs— 
| eater he 2M 

| ee: reg : ‘* where the Attick bird 

sata 8 | ‘Trills her thick-warbled notes the summer long,” 
uh if WA, SF he 

but where, once on a winter night, shepherds in their vigil 
er, other singing, where the palm bearer of burdens, wit- 
ness of ‘yietorious hope, offers to every man, for the gathering, 
fruit unto everlasting life. ‘Ad Bethleem oppidum remea- 
vit, ubi, prudens animal, ad presepe Domini se obtulit per- 
mansurum.” “He went, as though home, to the town of 
Bethlehem, and like a wise domestic creature presented 

nse at his Master's manger to abide there.” 
er the pictures of St. George comes that of St. Try- 

pen ius, telling how the prayer of a little child shall conquer 
basilisk of earthly pride, though the soldier’s spear cannot 

overthrow this monster, nor maiden’s zone bind him. After 
‘the picture of St. Jerome we are given the Calling of Matthew, 
in which Carpaccio endeavours to declare how great joy fills 
the fugitive servant of Riches when at last he does homage as 
true man of another Master. Between these two is set the 
central picture of the nine, small, dark itself, and in a dark 

corner, in arrangement following pretty closely the simple 
tradition of earlier Venetian masters. The scene is an untilled 
garden—the subject, the Agony of our Lord. 

_ The prominent feature of the stories Carpaccio has chosen 
—setting aside at present the two gospel incidents—is that, 

though heartily Christian, they are historically drawn quite 
as much from Greek as from medieval mythology. Even in 
the scenes from St. Jerome’s life, a well-known classical tale, 

ee Dante, “ Eclogues,” i. 30. 2 Dante, ‘‘ Par.’’ I. 16. 
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which mingled with his legend, is introduced, and all the 

paintings contain much ancient religious symbolism. St. 
Tryphonius’ conquest of the basilisk is, as we shall see, al- 

most purely a legend of Apollo. From the middle ages on- 
wards it has been often remarked how closely the story of 
St. George and the Dragon resembles that of Perseus and 
Andromeda. It does not merely resemble,—it is that story. 

The earliest and central shrine of St. George,—his church, 
famous during the crusades, at Lydda,—rose by the stream 
which Pausanias, in the second century, saw running still 
“red as blood,” because Perseus had bathed there after his 
conquest of the sea monster. From the neighbouring town of 
Joppa, as Pliny tells us, the skeleton of that monster was 
brought by M. Scaurus to Rome in the first century B.c. St. 
Jerome was shown on this very coast a rock known by tra- 
dition as that to which Andromeda had been bound. Before 
his day Josephus had seen in that rock the holes worn by her 
fetters. | 

In the place chosen by fate for this the most famous and 
finished example of harmony between the old faith and the 
new there is a strange double piece of real mythology. Many 
are offended when told that with the best teaching of the 
Christian Church Gentile symbolism and story haye often 
mingled. Some still lament vanished dreams of the world’s 
morning, echo the 

** Voice of weeping heard, and loud lament,” 

by woodland altar and-sacred thicket. But Lydda was the 
city where St. Peter raised from death to doubly-marvellous 
service that loved garment-maker, full of good works, whose 
name was Wild Roe—Greek' type of dawn with its pure 
visions. And Lydda “was nigh unto Joppa,”* where was let 
down from heaven the mystic sheet, full of every kind of liv- 

' The Hebrew poets, too, knew ‘‘ the Hind of the glow of dawn.” 
* Near Joppa the Moslem (who also reverences St George) sees the 

field of some great final contest between the Evil and the Good, upon 
whom the ends of the world shall have come —a contest surely that will 
require the presence of our warrior-marshal. 
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es , (this, centuries before, a symbol familiar to the 
farthest east,’) for lasting witness to the faithful that through 
his travailing creation God has appointed all things to be 
helpful and holy to man, has made nothing common or un- 
clean, 
_ There is a large body of further evidence proving the origin 

_ of the story of St. George and the Dragon from that of 
Perseus. The names of certain of the persons concerned in 
both coincide. Secondary, or later variations in the place of 
the fight appear alike in both legends. For example, the 
_seene of both is sometimes laid in Phoenicia, north of Joppa. 

ing this we may note that a mythologist of the 
age of Augustus,* recounting this legend, is careful to ex- 
plain that the name of Joppa had since been changed to 
Pheenice. Theinstance of most value, however—because con- 
nected with a singular identity of local names—is that ac- 
count which takes both Perseus and St. George to the Nile 
delta. The Greek name of Lydda was Diospolis. Now St. 
Jerome speaks strangely of Alexandria as also called Dios- 
polis, and there certainly was a Diospolis (later Lydda) near 
Alexandria, where “alone in Egypt,” Strabo tells us, “men 
did not venerate the crocodile, but held it in dishonour as 
‘most hateful of living things.” One of the “‘ Crocodile towns” 
of Egypt was close by this. Curiously enough, considering 
the locality, there was also a “Crocodile-town” a short dis- 
tance north of Joppa. In Thebes, too, the greater Diospolis, 
there was a shrine of Perseus, and near it another KpoxodeiAwv 
Ticks. This persistent recurrence of the name Diospolis 

3 to Perseus’ original identity with the sun— 
noblest birth of the Father of Lights. In its Greek form that 
name was, of course, of comparatively late imposition, but we 

may well conceive it to have had reference’ to a local termi- 

- nology and worship much more ancient. It is not unreason- 

nee connect too the Diospolis of Cappadocia, a region so 

a a a ee: 

" Compare the illustrations on p. 44 of Didron’s ‘ Iconographie 

‘Chrétienne ” (English translation, p. 41). 

* Conon. Narr., XL. 

_ * Compare the iiaine Heliopolis given both to Baalbeck and On. 
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frequently and mysteriously referred to as that of eeren 
birth. 

Further, the stories both of Perseus and of St. dasa are 
curiously connected with the Persians; but this matter, to- 

gether with the saint’s Cappadocian nationality, will fall to be 
considered in relation to a figure in the last of Carpaccio’s 
three pictures, which will open up to us the earliest inte 
and deepest meaning of the myth. 

The stories of shi, fight given by Greeks and Christians are 
almost identical. There is scarcely an incident in it told by 
one set of writers but occurs in the account given by some 
member or members of the other set, even to the crowd of 
distant spectators Carpaccio has so dwelt upon, and to the 
votive altars raised above the body of the monster, with the 
stream of healing that flowed beside them. And while both 
accounts say how the saved nations rendered thanks to the 
I'ather in heaven, we are told that the heathen placed, beside 

His altar, altars to the Maiden Wisdom and to Hermes, while 
the Christians placed altars dedicated to the Maiden Mother 
and to George. Even Medusa’s head did not come amiss to 
the medieval artist, but set in the saint’s hand became his 
own, fit indication of the death by which he should afterwards 
glorify God. And here we may probably trace the original 
error—if, indeed, to be called an error—by which the myth 
concerning Perseus was introduced into the story of our sol- 
dier-saint of the East. From the fifth century to the fifteenth, 
mythologists nearly all give, and usually with approval, an in- 
terpretation of the word “‘gorgon” which makes it identical 
in meaning and derivation with “George.” When compara- 
tively learned persons, taught too in this special subject, ac- 
cepted such an opinion and insisted upon it, we cannot be 
surprised if their contemporaries, uneducated, or educated 
only in the Christian mysteries, took readily a similar view, 
especially when we consider the wild confusion in mediaeval 
minds concerning the spelling of classical names. Now just 
as into the legend of St. Hippolytus there was introduced a 
long episode manifestly derived from some disarranged and 
misunderstood series of paintings or sculptures concerning 
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of the Greek Hippolytus,—and this is by no means a 
ular ex: mple, the name inscribed on the work of art being 

m as evidence that it referred to the only bearer of that 
name then thought of—so, in all probability, it came about 
with St. George. People at Lydda far on into Christian times 

| _ would know vaguely, and continue to tell the story, how long 
= Bb ng that familiar cliff the dragon was slain and the royal 
s Then some ruined “freee or vase painting of 

2 the event: would exist, half forgotten, with the names of the 
written after Greek fashion near them in the usual 

errant ealigraphy. The Gorgon’s name could scarcely 
to be prominent in a series of pictures from Perseus’s his- 

_ tory, or in this scene as an explanation of the head in hishand. 
_ A Ohristian pilgrim, or hermit, his heart full of the great 

saint, whose name as “Triumphant” filled the East, would, 
_ when he had spelt out the lettering, at once exclaim, “ Ah, 

_ here is recorded another of my patron’s victories.” The prob- 
_ ability of this is enhanced by the appearance in St. George’s 
story of names whose introduction seems to require a similar 
explanation. But we shall find that the battle with the dragon, 
though not reckoned among St. George’s deeds before the 
eleventh or twelfth century, is entirely appropriate to the 
earliest sources of his legend. 
One other important parallel between Perseus and St. 

George deserves notice, though it does not bear directly upon 
these pictures. Both are distinguished by their burnished 

_. shields. The hero’s was given him by Athena, that, watching 
_ imitthe reflected figure of the Gorgon,' he might strike rightly 
_ with his sickle-sword, nor need to meet in face the mortal 

horror of her look. The saint’s bright shield rallied once and 

again a breaking host of crusaders, as they seemed to see it 
blaze in their van under Antioch’ wall, and by the breaches 

_ of desecrated Zion. But his was a magic mirror; work of 

__ eraftsmen more cunning than might obey the Queen of Air. 
Turned to visions of terror and death, it threw back by law 

1 The allegorising Platonists interpret Medusa as asymbol of man’s 

sensual nature. This we shall find to be Carpaccio’s view of the dragon 

of St. George. ® Acts xi. 26. 

SN ee a 
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of diviner optics an altered image—the crimson blazon of its 
cross.’ So much for the growth of the dragon legend, frag- 

ment of a most ancient faith, widely spread and variously 
localised, thus made human by Greek, and passionately spir- 

itual by Christian art. 132 
We shall see later that Perseus is not St. Georgels only 

blood-relation among the powers of earlier belief ; but for 
Englishmen there may be a linked association, if more difficult 
to trace through historic descent, yet, in its perfect harmony, 

even more pleasantly strange. The great heroic poem which 
remains to us in the tongue of our Anglo-Saxon ancestors— 
intuitive creation and honourable treasure for ever of simple 
English minds—tells of a warrior whose names, like St. 
George’s, are “ Husbandman” and ‘ Glorious,” whose crown- 
ing deed was done in battle with the poisonous drake, Even 
a figure very important in St. George’s history—one we shall 
meet in the third of these pictures—is in this legend not with- 
out its representative—that young kinsman of the Saxon hero, 
‘among the faithless” earls “ faithful only he,” who holds 
before the failing eyes of his lord the long rusted helm and. 
golden standard, ‘“ wondrous in the grasp,” and mystic ves- 
sels of ancient time, treasure redeemed at last by a brave man’s 
blood from the vaulted cavern of the “ Twilight Flyer.” For 
Beowulf indeed slays the monster, but wins no princess, and 
dies of the fiery venom that has scorched his limbs in the con- 
test. Him there awaited such fires alone--seen from their 
bleak promontory afar over northern seas--as burned once 
upon the ridge of Cita, his the Heraklean crown of poplar 
leaves only, blackened without by the smoke of hell, and 
on the inner side washed white with the sweat of a labour- 
er’s brow.” It is a wilder form of the great story told by 

‘Compare the strange reappearance of the Aiginetan Athena as St. 
John on the Florin, There the arm that bore the shield now with 
pointed finger gives emphasis and direction to the word ‘‘ Behold.” 

* There was in his People’s long lament for Beowulf one word about 
the hidden future, ‘when he must go forth from the body to become 

. .’’ What to become we shall not know, for fate has struck out 
just the four letters that would have told us, 
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d the doom that is over these for each of us. The 

ll maiden for ever set free, the sprinkling of pure water 
o ete life,—this only such eyes may discern as by hap- 

ier fate have also rested upon tables whose divine blazon is. 
w of heaven ; such hearts alone conceive, as, trained in 

e holy city of God, have among the spirits of just men 
+t, learned to love His commandment. 

_ Such, then, was the venerable belief which Carpaccio set 
himself to. picture i in the Chapel of St. George. How far he 
knew its wide reign and ancient descent, or how far, without 

. recognising these, he intuitively acted as the knowledge would 
haye led him, and was conscious of lighting up his work by 
Gentile learning and symbolism, must to us be doubtful. It 
is. not doubtful that, whether with open eyes, or in simple 

obedience | to the traditions of his training, or, as is most 
likely, loyal as well in wisdom as in humility, he did so il- 
_lumine it, and very gloriously. But painting this glory, he 
paints with it the peace that over the king-threatened cradle 
of another Prince than Perseus, was proclaimed to the heavy- 
laden, 
_ The first picture on the left hand as we enter the chapel 
shows St. George on horseback, in battle with the Dragon. 
Other artists, even Tintoret,’ are of opinion that the Saint 
rode a white horse. The champion of Purity must, they 
hold, have been carried to victory by a charger ethereal and 

Secains 
1 “ Beowulf” was probably composed by a poet nearly contemporary 

with Bede. The dragon victory was not yet added to the glories of St. 
George. Indeed, Pope Gelasius, in Council, more than a couple of cen- 

_turies before, had declared him to be one of those saints ‘‘ whose names 
are justly revered among men, but whose deeds are known to God only.” 
Beir Baad the Saxon teacher invokes him somewhat vaguely thus : — 

-“Tnvicto mundum qui sanguine temnis 
Infinita refers, Georgi Sancte, trophza ! ” 

Yet even in these words we see a reverence similar to Carpaccio’s for 

St. George as patron of purity. And the deeds ‘‘ known to God alone” 
"were in His good time revealed to those to whom it pleased Him. 

*In the ante-chapel of the Ducal Palace. 
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splendid as a summer cloud. Carpaccio ee ‘as his” 
horse was a dark brown. He knew that this colour is gener- 
ally the mark of greatest strength and endurance ; he had no 

wish to paint here an ascetic’s victory over the flesh. St. 
.George’s warring is in the world, and for it ; he is the enemy 
of its desolation, the guardian of its peace ; and all vital force 

of the lower Nature he shall have to bear him into battle ; 

submissive indeed to the spur, bitted and bridled for obedi- 
ence, yet honourably decked with trappings whose studs and 
bosses are fair carven faces. But though of colour prosaically 
useful, this horse has a deeper kinship with the air. Many of 
the ancient histories and vase-paintings tell us that Perseus, 
when he saved Andromeda, was mounted on Pegasus. Look 
now here at the mane and tail, swept still back the 
wind, though already the passionate onset has been brought 
to sudden pause in that crash of encounter. Though the flash 
of an earthly fire be in his eye, its force in his limbs—though 
the clothing of his neck be Chthonian thunder—this steed is 
brother, too, to that one, born by farthest ocean wells, whose 

wild mane and sweeping wings stretch through the firmament 
as light is breaking over earth. More; these masses of bil- 
lowy hair tossed upon the breeze of heaven are set here for a 
sign that this, though but one of the beasts that perish, has 
the roots of his strong nature in the power of heavenly life, 
and is now about His business who is Lord of heaven and 
Father of men. The horse is thus, as we shall see, opposed 
to certain other signs, meant for our learning, i in the dream 

of horror round this monster’s den.’ 
St. George, armed to his throat, sits firmly in the saddle. 

All the skill gained in a chivalric youth, all the might of a sol- | 
dier’s manhood, he summons for this strange tourney, stooping | 
slightly and gathering his strength as he drives the spear- 
point straight between his enemy’s jaws. His face is very fair, 
at once delicate and powerful, well-bred in the fullest bear-— 

’ This cloudlike effect is through surface rubbing perhaps more 
marked now than Carpaccio intended, but must always have been most 
noticeable. It produces a very striking resembiance to the Pegasus or 
the Ram of Phrixus on Greek vases. 
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e words ; a Plantagenet face in general type, but much 
d. | laiear lip is pressed upwards, the brow knit, in 

i partly, but more in care—and care not so 

' the fight’s ending, as that -this thrust in it 
y dealt, His hair flows in bright golden rip- 

y as those of a great spring whose up-welling waters 
circ mugh some clear pool, but it breaks at last to float 
aie: in tendrils of living light.‘ Had Car- 
paccio been aware that St. George and Perseus are, in this 
deed, one; had he even held, as surely as Professor Miiller 
finds reason to do, that at first Perseus was but the sun in his 
strength—for very name, being called the ‘“ Brightly-Burn- 

; head could not have been, more completely 
than it is, made the centre of light in the picture. In Greek 
_ works of art, as a rule, Perseus, when he rescues Andromeda, 
continues to wear the peaked Phrygian cap, dark helmet of 
Hades,* by whose virtue he moved, invisible, upon Medusa 

‘mists of dawn. Only after victory might he 
2 unveil his brightness. But about George from the first is no 
_ shadow: Creeping thing of keenest eye shall not see that 
_ splendour which is so manifest, nor with guile spring upon it 
unaware, to its darkening. Such knowledge alone for the 
dragon—dim sense as of a horse with its rider, moving to the 
fatal lair, hope, pulseless,—not of heart, but of talon and maw 
: —that here is yet another victim, then only between his teeth 

that keen lance-point, thrust far before the Holy Apparition 
_ at whose rising the Power of the Vision of Death waxes faint 

p aad drops those terrible wings that bore under their shadow, 
, but wounds for men. 

_ The pierces the base of the dragon’s brain, its point 

‘ating right through and standing out at the back of the 

just above its junction with the spine. The shaft breaks 
in the shock between the dragon’s jaws. This shivering of St. 

| Gearpe’s ‘Spear i is almost always emphasized in pictures of him 

, es, as here, in act, oftener by position of the splin- 

_ tered fragments prominent in the foreground. This is no tra- 

1 At his martyrdom St. George was hung up by his hair to be scourged. 

? Given by Hermes (Chthonios). 
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dition of ancient art, but a purely medieval incident, yet nok 
I believe, merely the vacant reproduction of a sight hain: 

familiar to the spectator of tournaments. The spear was type 
of the strength of human wisdom. This checks the enemy in 
his attack, subdues him partly, yet is shattered, having done 

so much, and of no help in perfecting the victory or in reap- 
ing its reward of joy. But at the Saint’s “loins, girt about 
with truth,” there hangs his holier pees se cn praia ey 
Spirit, which is the Word of God. 4 

The Dragon’ is bearded like a goat,’ pa doietcinily a 
thorny ° creature. Every ridge of his body, wings, and head, 
bristles with long spines, keen, sword-like, of an earthy brown 

colour or poisonous green. But the most 
of all isa short, strong, hooked one at the back of his" ity 

close to where the spear-point. protrudes.* These thorns are 
partly the same vision—though seen with even clearer eyes, 
dreamed by a heart yet more tender—as Spenser saw in the 
troop of urchins coming up with the host of other lusts 
against the Castle of Temperance. They are also symbolic 
as weeds whose deadly growth brings the power of earth to 
waste and chokes its good. These our Lord of spiritual hus- 
bandmen must for preliminary task destroy. The agricult- — 
ural process consequent on this first step in tillage we shall 
see in the next picture, whose subject is the triumph of the 
ploughshare sword, as the wegen of this one is the triumph 
of the pruning-hook spear.* To an Italian of Carpaccio’s 
time, further, spines—etymologically connected in Greek and 

' It should be noticed that St. George's dragon. isnever ashlee; 
as often St. Michael's. 

? So the Theban dragon on a vase, to be afterwards referred to. 
® The following are Lucian’s words concerning the monster “hte 

Perseus, ‘‘Kal 7d pev tress medpixds tals &kavOus Kal 
xdopari,”’ a 

‘I do not know the meaning of this here. It bears Pale bhi oe 
blance to the crests of the dragon of Triptolemus on vases. These crests 
signify primarily the springing blade of corn. That, here, has become 
like iron. 

* For “ pruning-hooks’’ in our version, the Vulgate —— —T 
~—tools for preparatory clearance, 



— with the backbone—were an acknowl- 

f the lust of the flesh, whose defeat the artist 

s out the portrditoré. For this, loathsome 
is full of horror, takes the place of the snails 

‘ in line beside his urchins. Though the 
-rampant, rises into air, turning claw and spike 

rds St. George, we are taught by this grey 
m twisting in the slime of deatli that the threatened 

to be dreaded not more for its horror than for 

' dragon lie, naked, with dead faces turned 
bikwo corpses—a youth’s and a girl's, eaten away 

: ‘Seaaitonss the middle, the flesh hanging at the waist in 
: ie rags torn by the monster's teeth. The man’s thigh 

er-arm bones snapped across and sucked empty of 
re turned to us for special sien of this destroyer’s 

e face, foreshortened, is ae by death and decay 
andes; likeness of an ape’s.*. The girl's face—seen 
in profile—is quiet and still beautiful ; her long hair is heaped 

s for a pillow under her head. It does not grow like St. 
3 George's, in living ripples, but lies in fantastic folds, that have 

' ‘@ savour, not of death only, but of corruption. 
_ For all its pale gold they at once carry back one’s mind to 
- Turner's Pytho, where the arrow of Apollo strikes him in the 

. midst, and, piercing, reveals his foulness. Round her throat 
3 cling a few torn rags, these only remaining of the white gar- 
Pepe) Gat f 

__. 4' The eel was Venus’ selected beast-shape in the ‘‘ Flight of the Gods.” 
ecio has enlarged upon the significance of this. Gen. Deor. IV. 68. 

One learns from other sources that a tail was often symbol of sensuality. 

In the; ets Botticelli of the National Gallery, known as Mars and 
’ Venus, but almost identical with the picture drawn afterwards by Spen- 
ser of the Bower of Acrasia, the sleeping youth wears an expression, 

_ though less strongly marked, very similar to that of this dead face here. 
_ Such brutish paralysis is with scientific accuracy made special to the 

_ male: It may be tioticed that the power of venomously wounding, ex- 

pressed by Carpaccio through the dragon’s spines, is in the Botticelli 

signified by the swarm of hornets issuing from the tree-trunk by the 

young mau s head. 

oe ey ioe 
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ment that clothed her once. Carpaccio was a qublataiiacss 
of ancient mythology.  Boceaccio’s very learned book on the 
Gods was the standard classical dictionary of those days in 
Italy. It telis us how the Cyprian Venus—a mortal princess: 
in reality, Boccaccio holds—to cover her own disgrace led the 
maidens of her country to the sea-sands, and, stripping them 
there, tempted them to follow her in shame. » I suspect Car- 
paccio had this story in his mind, and meant here to reveal in 
true dragon aspect the Venus that once seemed fair, to show 
by this shore the fate of them that follow her. It is to be no- 
ticed that the dead man is an addition made by Carpaccio to 
the old story. Maidens of the people, the legend-writers 
knew, had been sacrificed before the Princess ; but only he, 

filling the tale—like a cup of his country’s fairly fashioned 
glass—full of the wine of profitable teaching, is aware that 
men have often come to these yellow sands to join there in 
the dance of death—not only, nor once for all, this Saint who 
clasped hands with Vietory. Two ships in the distance—one 
stranded, with rigging rent or fallen, the other moving pros- 
perously with full aails on its “perme ra a 
thought.’ ifiey 8 

Frogs clamber about the corpse of the man, fiend subi 
the woman. Indeed for shells and creeping things this place 
where strangers lie slain and unburied would have been to 
the good Palissy a veritable and valued potter's field. “But to 
every one of these cold and scaly creatures a special symbol- 
ism was attached by the science—not unwisely dreaming— 
of Carpaccio’s day. They are, each one, painted here to am- 
plify and press home the picture's teaching. These lizards 
are born of a dead man’s flesh, these snakes “of his marrow :* 
and adders, the most venomous, are still only lizards ripened 
witheringly from loathsome flower into poisonous fruit. The 
frogs "symbols, Pierius tells us, of imperfection and pom 

1“ The many fail, the one succeeds.” 
2 «The silver don * not ‘‘loosed ” in God’s peace, but thus aoviity 

quickened. ; 

* Compare the ‘* unclean spirits come out of the mouth of the Aragon,” 

in Revelation. 
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s—are in transfigured form those Lycian husbandmen 
; oul words mocked Latona, whose feet defiled the wells 

er she thirsted for, as the veiled mother painfully jour- 
ith those two babes on her arm, of whom one should 

ween of Maidenhood, the other, Lord of Light, and 
Guardian of the Ways of Men.’ This subtle association be- 
syeeibetaechians and love declining to sense lay very deep 
Pi 2 italian mind. In “ Ariadne Florentina” there are two 
; “engravings from Botticelli of Venus, as a star floating through 

‘ heaven and as foam-born rising from the sea. Both pictures 

are most subtly beautiful, yet in the former the lizard like- 
ness shows itself distinctly in the face, and a lizard’s tail ap- 
pears i 1 manifest form as pendulous crest of the chariot, while 
in the latter not only contours of profile and back,’ but the 
solpeted: attitude of the goddess, bent and half emergent, with 

| _ hand resting not over firmly upon the level shore, irresistibly 
recall a frog. 
- In the foreground, between St. George and the Dragon, a 

4 lizard labours at the task set Sisyphus in hell for ever. 
" Sisyphus, the cold-hearted and shifty son of Holus,’ stained 
; in life by nameless lust, received his mocking doom of toil, 
_ partly for his treachery—winning this only in the end,— 
_ partly because he opposed the divine conception of the Macid 

race; but above all, as penalty for the attempt to elude the 
— death “that is appointed alike for all,” by refusal for 
his own body of that ‘sowing in corruption,” against which 

_ a deeper furrow is prepared by the last of husbandmen with 

whose labour each of us has on earth todo. Then, finding 

| ‘Carpaccio has had in his mind one scene of Tartarus, we 

may believe the corpse in the background, torn by carrion- 
; 
- 

birds, to be not merely a meaningless incident of horror, but 

a Famimarence of enduring punishment avenging upon Tity- 

us‘ the insulted purity of Artemis.’ 

1 Aaneds. 
___ *Compare the account of the Frog’s hump, “Ariadne Florentina,” p.93. 

__ 8Compare Pindar’s use of alddos asa fit adjective for Weddos, Nem. viii.43, 

#6 erre omniparentis alumnum.” 
' £Or, as the story is otherwise given, of the mother of Artemis, as im 

the case of the Lycian peasants above. ; 
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The coiled adder is the familiar symbol of sinclar 
meant either to seal for the defeated their fate as final, or ta 
hint, with something of Turner’s sadness, that this is a battle 
not gained “once for ever” and “for all,” but to be fought 
anew by every son of man, while, for each, defeat shall be 
deadly, and victory still most hard, though an armed Angel of 
the Victory of God be our marshal and leader in the ‘contest. 
A further comparison with Turner is suggested by the horse’s 
skull between us and Saint George. A similar skeleton is 
prominent in the corresponding part of the foreground in the 
“Jason” of the Liber Studiorum. But Jason elambers to 
victory on foot, allows no charger to bear him in the fight. 
Turner, more an antique’ Hellene than a Christian prophet, 
had, as all the greatest among the Greeks, neither vision nor 
hope of any more perfect union between lower and higher 
nature by which that inferior creation, groaning now with us 
in pain, should cease to be type of the mortal element, which 
seems to shame our soul as basing it in elay, and, with that 
element, become a temple-platform, lifting man’s rrpient 23 
heaven.” op! OEts Pitt 4te 

With Turner’s adder, too, springing immortal from the Py. 
thon’s wound, we cannot but connect this other adder of Car- 
paccio’s, issuing from the white skull of a great snake. Adders, 
according to an old fancy, were born from the jaws of their 
living mother. Supernatural horror attaches to this symbolie 
one, writhing out from between the teeth of that ophidian 
death’s-head. And the plague, not yet fully come forth, but 
already about its father's business, venomously fastens on a 
frog, type of the sinner whose degradation is but the begin- 
ning of punishment. So soon the worm that. eae rae also 

1 Hamlet, V. fi. 352. weit 
? Pegasus and the immortal horses of Achilles, born like Pegasus by 

the ocean wells, are always to be recognized as spiritual ereatures, not— 
as St. George’s horse here—earthly creatures, though serving and mani- 
festing divine power. Compare too the fate of Argus (Homer, Od. 

XVII.) In the great Greek philosophies, similarly, we find a realm of 
formless shadow eternally unconquered by sacred order, offering a con- 

trast to the modern systems which aim at a unity to be reached, if not 
by reason, at least by what one may not inaccurately eall an act of faith 



iptiatnng Circean poison to make the victim one 
as in that terrible circle those, afflicted, whom 

other - ed to lizard, or as hined s urchins, spoken of 
“above, to his snails. One is round and short, with smooth 

ing lip, turned over, and lying towards the spec- 
t _ The other is finer in form, and of a kind noticeable 

a for its rows of delicate spines. But, since the dweller in this 
_ one died, the waves of many a long-fallen tide rolling on the 
shingle have worn it almost smooth, as you may see its fel- 

3 lows to-day by hundreds along Lido shore. ‘Now such shells 

q were, through heathen ages innumerable and over many 
~ Jands, holy things, because of their whorls moving from left 
to right* in some mysterious sympathy, it seemed, with the 
_ sun ip his daily course through heaven. Then as the open 
_ clam-shell was special symbol of Venus, so these became of 
q the Syrian Venus, Ashtaroth, Ephesian Artemis, queen, not of 
purity” but of abundance, Mylitta, gris wor éoriv, the many 

named and widely worshipped.* In Syrian figures still ex- 

_ isting she bears just such a shell in her hand. Later writers, 
with whom the source of this symbolism was forgotten, 
pve for it, partly by imaginative instinct, partly by 

fanciful invention concerning the nature and way of life of 
_ these creatures. But there is here yet a further reference, 

since from such shells along the Syrian coast was crushed out, 

; sea-purple and scarlet, the juice of the Tyrian dye. And the 

3 power of sensual delight throned in the chief places of each 

J 

_ merchant city, decked her “stately bed” with coverings 

_ whose tincture was the stain of that baptism.‘ The shells are 

"1 Ovid associates shells with the enemy of Andromeda, but regarding 

it as a very ancient and fish-like monster, plants them on its back— 

“terga cavis super obsita conchis.”— Oz. Met., 1V. 724. 

q 2Tn India, for the same reason, one of the leading marks of the Bud- 

_ dha’s perfection was his hair, thus spiral. 

%Compare the curious tale about the Echeneis. Pliny, Hist. Nat., 

IX. 25. ‘De echeneide ejusque natura mirabili.” 
‘The purple of Lydda was famous. Compare Fors Clavigera, April, 

1876, p. 2, and Deucalion, § 39. 

a NT an 
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empty now, devoured—lizards on land or sea-shore are ever 

to such “inimicissimum genus” ’—or wasted in the deep. 
For the ripples? that have’ thrown and left them on the sand 
are a type of the lusts of men, that leap up from the 
surge over the shore of life, and fall in pins eee nisi 
desolation behind. im 

Near the coiled adder is planted a wAthiab sia laient 
The sinews and skin of the neck spread, and clasp the 
ground—as a zoophyte does its rock—in hideous mimicry of 
an old tree’s knotted roots. Two feet and legs, torn off by 
the knee, lean on this head, one against the brow and the 
other behind. The scalp is bare and withered. These things 
catch one’s eye on the first glance at the picture, and though 
so painful are made thus prominent as giving the key to a 
large part of its symbolism. Later Platonists—and among 
them those of the fifteenth century—developed from certain 
texts in the Timeus* a doctrine concerning the mystical 
meaning of hair, which coincides with its significance to the 
vision of early (pre-Platonic) Greeks. As a tree has its roots 
in earth, and set thus, must patiently abide, bearing such 
fruit as the laws of nature may appoint, so man, being ‘of 
other family—these dreamers belonged to a very “pre-scien- 
tific epoch ”—has his roots in heaven, and has the power of 
moving to and fro over the earth for service to the Law of 
Heaven, and as sign of his free descent. Of these diviner 
roots the hair is visible type. Plato tells us,‘ that of innocent, 

light-hearted men, “whose thoughts were turned heaven- 
ward,” but who “imagined in their simplicity that the clearest 
demonstration of things above was to be obtained by sight” 
the race of birds had being, by change of external shape 
into due harmony with the soul (‘ pereppvOpi€ero”)—such 
persons growing feathers instead of hair.” We have in 

1 Pliny, Hist. Nat., VIII. 39. ee 
*Under the name of Salacia and Venilia. See St. August, Civ. Dei, 

VII. 22. ; put 
8 Plato, Tim., 75, 76. 4 Tdid. 91, D. EB. 
°The most devoid of wisdom were stretched on earth, becoming foot 

less and creeping things, or sunk as fish in the sea. So, we saw Venus 

bi 
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Da t ' toc ‘an inversion of tree nature parallel to that of the 
iere. The tree, with roots in air, whose sweet fruit is, 

a y, alternately, to separa souls, sue and 

vot te 2 ay source and limits of earthly pleasure, seeking 
nly in it satisfaction for the hungry and immortal spirit. 
nere Soe blackened head of the sensual sinner is rooted to 

the fect t that might have been béantifal upon the moun- 
. of the woman’s body beyond, and then of this 

‘instead of a girdle, a rent; and instead of well-set 
ld ” The worm’s Hrsthren, the Dragon’s elect, 
uch shameful tonsure, unencircled by the symbolic 

of life, “‘risurgeranno,” from no quiet grave, 
this haunt of horror, “co crin mozzi” *—in piteous 

ss of wealth ruinously cast away. Then compare, in 
of the quotation from Plato above, the dragon’s thorny 

ami age; compare, too, the charger's mane and tail, and the 
rippling glory that crowns St. George. It is worth while, too, 

» have in mind the words of the ‘‘black cherub” that had 

ard the treacherous counsel of Guido de Montefeltro. 
From the moment it was uttered, to that of the sinner’s 

the evil spirit says, “stato gli sono a crini” “—lord of 

his fate. Further, in a Venetian series of engravings illus- 
trating Dante (published 1491), the firebreathings of the 
Dragon | on Cacus’ shoulders transform themselves into the 
Centaur’s femininely flowing hair, to signify the inspiration of 
his forceful fraud. This “ power on his head” he has because 
of such an angel.‘ When we consider the Princess we shall 

find this symbolism yet further carried, but just now have to 

notice how the closely connected franchise of graceful motion, 
eee FS 

chosen transmigration was into the form of an eel—other authorities 

say, of a fish. 
Dante, Purg., XXII., XXIII. 

* ? Ibid. Inf., VIL. 57. Purg., XXIL 46. © 3 Ibid. Inf., XXVIL. 

4 Ibid. XXV. . 
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lost to thoes dishonoured ones, is marked bycihqpedelabheas 
fully-painted bones lying on the left—a thigh-bone dislocated 
from that of the hip, and then thrust through it. Curiously, 
too, such dislocation would in life produce a hump, mimick- 
ing fairly enough in helpless distortion that one to which the 
frog's leaping power is due.’ ni adh 

Centrally i in the foreground is set the skull, perhaps of an 
ape, but more ptobably of an ape-like man, “with forehead 
villanous low.” This lies so that its eye-socket looks out, as 
it were, through the empty eyehole of a sheep's skull beside 
it. When man’s vision has become ovine merely, if shall at 

last, even of grass, see only such bitter and dangerous growth 
as our husbandman must reap with a spear from a dragon’s 
wing. eaeith hays jheeei 

The remaining minor words of this poem. in a forgotten 
tongue I cannot definitely interpret. The single skull with 
jaw-bone broken off, lying under the dragon’s belly, falls to 
be mentioned afterwards. The ghastly heap of them, crowned 
by a human mummy, withered and brown, beside the coil of 

the dragon’s tail, seem meant merely to add general emphasis 
to the whole. The mummy (and not thisalone in the picture) 
may be compared with Spenser’s description of re eee 
of the Army of Lusts :-— 

‘*His body lean and meagre asa rake, 
And skin all withered like a dryed rook, 
Thereto as cold and dreary as a snake. 

* * * * (ie ee pee 
Upon his head he wore a helmet light, - LEO yh hs 

Made of a dead man's skull, that seemed a henatie sue 

The row of five palm trees behind the asagoh gay? per- 
haps refers to the kinds of temptation over which Victory 
must be gained, and may thus be illustrated by ; the five troops 
that in Spenser assail the several senses, or beside Chaucer's 
five fingers of the hand of lust. It may be ahaerenctnnt 

a Al Bist 

‘ ‘Ariadne Florentina,’ Lect. III., p. 98. ptaatl 
* The venom of the stellio, a spotted species of lisard, emblem of 

shameiessness, was held to cause blackening of the face. = 
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‘s of the Essenes—preceders of the Christian Her- 
aad given up the world and its joys as ‘gens 

a | Beh rin sce dragon, in the far background, is a great city. 
Ww alls an¢ vers are crowded by anxious spectators of the 

ut apne "he Wistaiids i in it, on a lofty pedestal, the equestrian 
“te n emperor on horseback, perhaps placed there by 

paccic Wie bin of Alexandria, perhaps merely from a Vene- 
de and joy in the great figure of Colleone recently 

«Bet city. In the background of the opposite (St. 
_ George's) side of the picture rises a precipitous hill, crowned 
_ by a church. The cliffs are waveworn, an arm of the: sea 
; por er them and the city. 
j hieroglyphics, only the figure of the princess now 
% pemaine for our reading. ‘The expression on her face, ineffa- 

descriptive words,’ is translated into more tangible 
c. 1e gesture of her handsand arms. These repeat, 

. with added grace and infinitely deepened meaning, the move- 
of maidens who encourage Theseus or Cadmus in their 

vith monsters on many a Greek vase. They have been 
agony and prayer, but are now parting—still just 

ully—into a gesture of joyous gratitude to this 
in of the army of salvation and to the captain’s Captain. 

has painted her running from the scene of battle. 
‘Even with Tintoret‘ she turns away for flight; and if her 
hands are raised to heaven, and her knees fall to the earth, it 
is more that she stumbles in a woman’s weakness, than that 
she abides in faith or sweet self-surrender. Tintoret sees the 
anne: the first place a matter of fact, and paints accord- 

ving se nt Vv. i7. 
©: Sipposé Caliban | had conquered Prospero, and fettered him ina fig- 
dese brcaldo waiver that Miranda, after watching the struggle from the 

_ eave, had seen him coming triumphantly to seize her; and that the first 
appearance of Ferdinand is, just at that moment, to her rescue. If we 

_ conceive how she would have looked then, it may give some parallel to 
the expression on the princess’s face in this picture, but without a cer 

tain light of patient devotion here well marked. 
* Louvre. ‘National Gallery. 

. 
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ingly, following his judgment of girl nature.’ Carpaccio 
sees it as above all things a matter of faith, and paints myth- 
ically for our teaching. Indeed, doing this, he repeats the 

old legend with more literal accuracy. The princess was 
offered as a sacrifice for her people. If not willing, she was 
at least submissive ; nor for herself did she dream of flight. 
No chains in the soak were required for the Cheats eee 
eda. 

“And the king said, . . . ‘Daughter, I per pa 
had died long ago rather than that I should lose you thus.’ 
And she fell at his feet, asking of him a father’s blessing. 
And when he had blessed her once and again, with tears she 

went her way to the shore, Now St. George chanced to pass 
by that place, and he saw her, and asked why she wept. But 
she answered, ‘Good youth, mount quickly and flee away, 
that you die not here shamefully with me.’ Then St. George 
said, ‘Fear not, maiden, but tell me what it is you wait for 
here, and all the people stand far off beholding.’ And she 
said, ‘I see, good youth, how great of heart you are; but 
why do you wish to die with me?’ And St. George Rant err 
‘ Maiden, do not fear; I go not hence till you tell me why 
you weep. And when she had told him all, he answered, 

‘Maiden, have no fear, for in the name of Christ will I save 

you.’ And she said, ‘Good soldier,—lest you perish with 
me! For that I perish alone is enough, and you could not 
save me ; you would perish with me.’ Now while she spoke 
the dragon raised his head from the waters. And the maiden 
cried out, all trembling, ‘Flee, good my lord, flee away swift- 
ly.’”* But our ‘“ very loyal chevalier of the faith ” saw cause 
to disobey the lady. 

Yet Carpaccio means to do much more than just repeat 
this story. His princess, (it is impossible, without undue 
dividing of its substance, to put into logical words the truth 

‘And perhaps from a certain ascetic feeling, a sense growing with the 
growing license of Venice, that the soul must rather escape from this 
monster by flight, than hope to see it subdued and made er 
(vide p. 14). 

? Legenda Aurea, 

a 
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_ erow! s oe orchea i is shapéd into the font of a cross, sig- 
‘if dame faith, the saving virtue.’ We shall see that in the 
eture of Gethsemane also, Carpaccio makes the representa- 

of faith central. Without faith, men indeed may shun 
e deepest abyss, yet cannot attain the glory of heavenly 

pe and love. Dante saw how such men—even the best— 
not know the joy that is perfect. Moving in the divided 

c of under earth, on sward whose “ fresh verd- 

i changeless, expects neither in patient waiting 
is nor in sacred hope the early and the latter rain,’ “ Sembianza 

© aiRenppink itista né lieta.” 
. . then, is an incarnation of spiritiand life, mysti- 

’ crowned with all the virtues. But their diviner meaning 

Pt, and following the one legible command she 

goes down to such a death for her people, vainly. Only by 
help of the hero who slays monstrous births of nature, to sow 

_ and tend in its organic growth the wholesome plant of civil 
life, may she enter into that liberty with which Christ makes 

: free. 
q _ The coronet of the princess is clasped about a close red cap 

- which hides her hair. Its tresses are not yet cast loose, inas- 
pS much as, till the dragon be subdued, heavenly life is not 

secure for the soul, nor its marriage with the great Bride- 

groom complete. In corners even of Western Europe to this 

_ day, a maiden’s hair is jealously covered till her wedding. 

Compare now this head with that of St. George. Carpaccio, 

P j s “1 St. Thomas Aquinas, putting logically the apostle’s ‘‘ substance of 

me: ‘things hoped for,” defines faith as ‘‘a habit of mind by which eternal 

 _ kife is begun in us’’ (Summa IT. TIT. IV. 1). 

? Epistle of James, v., Dante selects (and Carpaccio follows him) as 

neayenly judge of a right hope that apostle who reminds his reader how 

' man’s life is even as a vapour that appeareth for a little time and thea 

__-vanisheth away. For the connection—geologically historic—of grass and 

showers with true human life, compare Genesis ii. 5—8, where the 

| right translation is, ‘‘ And no plant of the field was yet in the earth, 

. and no herb yet sprung up or grown,” ete. 

4 i 
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painting a divine service of mute prayer and acted 
has followed St. Paul’s law concerning vestments. Buisws 
shall see how, when prayer is answered and prophecy fulfilled, 

the long hair—‘a glory to her,” and given by Nature for a 
veil—is sufficient covering upon the maiden’s rai. bans ia a 
more mystic rite. Cig: 

From the cap hangs a long scarf-like veil. It is twisted 
once about the princess's left arm, and then floats in the air. 

The effect of this veil strikes oneon the first glance at the 
picture. It gives force to the impression of natural fear, yet 
strangely, in light fold, adds a secret sense of security, as 
though the gauze were some sacred wgis. And such indeed it 
is, nor seen first by Carpaccio, though probably his intuitive 
invention here. There is a Greek vase-picture * of Cadmus at- 
tacking a dragon, Ares-begotten, that guarded the sacred spring 
of the warrior-god. That fight was thus for the same holy 
element whose symbolic sprinkling is the end of this one here. 
A maiden anxiously watches the event; her gesture resembles 

the princess’s ; her arm is similarly shielded by a fold of her 
mantle. But we havea parallel at once more familiar and 
more instructively perfect than this. Cadmus had a daughter, 
to whom was given power upon the sea, because in utmost 
need she had trusted herself to the mercy of its billows. 
Lady of its foam, in hours when ‘the blackening wave is 
edged with white,” she is a holier and more helpful Aphrodite, 
—a “water-sprite” whose voice foretells that not “wreck” 
but salvation “is nigh.” In the last and most terrible crisis 
of that long battle with the Power of Ocean, who denied him 
a return to his Fatherland, Ulysses would have perished in the 
waters without the veil of Leucothea wrapped about his breast 
as divine life-buoy. And that veil, the “ immortal” kpydepror,’ 
was just such a scarf attached to the head-dress as this one o- 

' Inghirami gives this (No. 239). 

*In pursuance of the same symbolism, Troy walls were onge » literally 
called ‘‘ salvation,” this word, with, for certain historical reasons, the 
added epithet of “‘ holy,” being applied to them. With the «pfdeuwo 
Penelope shielded her ‘‘ tender’ cheeks in presence of the suitors, 



E Gatioadly, too, we Saas see that aa 
Ino), of Thebes’ and Cadmus’ line, daughter 
losely connected with certain sources of the 

rge.* But we have first to consider the drag- 

humility, yet not-in uncertainty, can sum 
els y, both with respect to his friend and to 
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US, SANCTUS, SANCTUS. 

OF THE MOSAICS IN THE BAPTISTERY OF 
ST. MARK’S. 

v, 
edifice i is to be regarded less as a temple wherein to pray 

1 ve Book of Common Prayer, a vast illuminated missal, 
alabaster instead of parchment.” 

Es ae Stones of Venice, ii. 4, 46. 

> Some pains, therefore, when we enter St. Mark's, to 
. eeeibod. or we shall not penetrate into the feeling 

the builder or of his times.” Stones of Venice, ii. 4, 64. 
; Soqn——.9:1 

ey i a5) 

0 win ig catalogue of the mosaics of the Baptistery of 
81 b wiitton 3 in the autumn of 1882, after a first visit 
ae was then sent to Mr. Ruskin as a contribution to 

’ econ of the church. It was not intended for 
at merely as notes or material for which he 

ssibly find some use ; and if the reader in Venice 
_ will further remember that it is thie 4vOFK oF lao ealtiay derail 
- quarian, but of a traveller on his holiday, he will, it is hoped, 
be the more ready to pardon errors and omissions which his 

n observation ean correct and supply. The mosaies of the 
tery “are, of course, only a small portion of those to be 

thronghout the church, but that portion is one complete 

we more than enough to illustrate the vast amount 

contained in the scripture legible on the walls of 
‘k’s by every comer who is desirous of taking any real 

n the building. 
The r er, then, who proposes to make use of the tieabak r 

“guide can, by reference to the following list, see at a glance 
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the subjects with which these mosaics deal, and the order in 
which his attention will be directed to them. They are, in 
addition to the altar-piece, these :— 

I. The Life of St. John the Baptist. 
II. The Infancy of Christ. 

Til. St. Nicholas. 
IV. The Four Evangelists. 
V. The Four Saints. 
VI. The Greek Fathers. 
VIL The Latin Fathers. 
VIII. Christ and the Prophets. 
IX. Christ and the Apostles. 
X. Christ and the Angels. 

The subject of the altar-piece is the Crucifixion. In the 
centre is Christ on the cross, the letters IC. XC. on either 
side. Over the cross are two angels, veiling their faces with 
their robes; at its foot lies a skull,—Golgotha,—upon which 
falls the blood from Christ’s feet, whilst on each side of the 
Saviour are five figures, those at the extreme ends of the mo- 
saic being a doge and dogaress, probably the donors. of Ge 
mosaic, 

To the left is St. Mark—S MARCVS—with an open, ick 
in his hand, showing the words, “In illo tempore 

INI, Maria mater... .” ‘In that hour Mary his 
OTEN mother ....” She stands next the cross, with 
POR her hands clasped in grief ; above her are the 

letters M—P © V—yyrijp ®cot—Mother of God. 
To the right of the cross is St. John the Eyangelist—S. 

IOHES EVG—his face covered with his hands, receiving 
charge of the Virgin: “‘“When Jesus, therefore, saw his 

mother, and the disciple standing by, whom he loved, he saith 
unto his mother, Woman, behold thy son! Then saith he to 
the disciple, Behold thy mother! And from that hour the 
disciple took her unto his own home ” (St. John xix. 26, 27). 

Lastly, next St. John the Evangelist is St. John —, 
bearing a scroll, on which are the words; 
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. ‘*ECCE AGNUS DEI ECE....” 

**Ecce agnus Dei, ecce qui tollit peccatum mundi.” 

x = Behold the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the world” 
(St. John i. 29).' 

F I Tur Lars or Sr. Joun rue Baprist.—Leaving the altar and 

_ turning to the right, we have the first mosaic in the séries 
q which gives the life of the Baptist, and consists in all of ten 

pictures. (See plan, p. 160.) 

ee pe a. His birth is announced. 
| b. He is born and named. 

. c. He is led into the desert. 
d. He receives a cloak from an angel. 
e. He preaches to the people. 
J. He answers the Pharisees. 
g. He baptizes Christ. 
h. He is condemned to death. 

Sw t. He is beheaded. 
; j. He is buried. 

4. His birth is announced.—This mosaic has three divisions. 
‘1. To the left is Zacharias at the altar, with the angel ap- 

pearmg tohim. He swings a censer, burning incense “in 
the order of his course.” He has heard the angel’s message, 
for his look and gesture show clearly that he is already struck 
dumb. Above are the words: 

: INGRESSO ZACHARIA TEPLV DNI 

2 cae 4 ARVIT EI AGLS DNI STAS 
3 A DEXTRIS ALTARIS 

‘Ingresso Zacharia templum domini aparuit ei angelus domini stans 

a dextris altaris.”’ 

* ** When Zacharias had entered the temple of the Lord there appeared 

to him an angel of the Lord standing on the right side of the altar” 

(St. Luke i. 9-11). 

1The scriptural references in this appendix are, first, to the Vulgate, 

which most of the legends in the Baptistery follow, and, secondly, to 

the English version of the Bible. The visitor will also notice that 

throughout the chapel the scrolls are constantly treated by the mosaic- 

ists literally as scrolls, the text being cut short even in the middle of a 
word by the curl of the supposed parchment. 
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he people waited for Zacharias, and marvelled 
xd so long in the temply. And when he came 

Jd not speak unto them: and they perceived that 
La vision in the temple: for he beckoned unto 

‘and remained speechless * (St. Luke i. 21, 22), 
%« H. S. ZAHARIAS EXIT 

_. ‘TUTUS AD PPLM 

a , 
etus harias exit tutus ad populum.” 

harias comes out safe to the people.” 

ed to his own house” (St. Luke i. 23). 
acing his wife Elizabeth. 

iS. ZAIA 
RIAS. 8. ELI 
SABETA 

rand named (opposite the door into the church). 
seated to the left’ of the picture, and hasa 

or writi g table” in front of him, in whiel 
is written ‘‘ Johannes. est nomen ejus”— 
5 as John” (Luke i. 63). To the right mae | 38 
eC nan, Elizabeth, points to the child Een | 

raring “ How would you have him called ?”; 
airing the right, another and younger woman sieneels, hold- 

,u the child to his father. At the back a servant with a 
| her arms looks on. Unlike the other two women, 

glory about her head. Above is a tablet in- 

Pe bsart sf: 
NATIVITAS 

SANCTI JOHANNIS 

BAPTISTA 

r tablet, with the date and artist's name— 

____ FRAN’ TURESSIVS V.F. MDCXXVIIL 
Loy See , GT 

3 

- 3be. sht” and “‘left’’ in this appendix is meant always the right 

3 and left the spectator as he faces his subject. 
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Turning now to the west wall, and standing with the altar 
behind us, we have the next three mosaics of the abaies, 
thus— t Bioes 7 

VAULT OF ROOF 

C, HE iS LED INTO THE DESERT, e.HE PREACHES, 

DOOR INTO ZENO CHAPEL. 

c. He is led into the desert.—The words of the legends are t— 

4 QVOM ANGELV’ SEDOVXAT S. IOHAN, 
I. DESERTUM. 

* Quomodo angelus seduxit (?) sanctum Johannem 
in desertum.” 

‘** How an angel led away saint John into the desert.” 

This is not biblical. And the child grew and waxed strong 
in spirit, and was in the deserts till the day of his showing unto 
Israel” is all St. Luke (i. 80) says. Here the infant Baptist is 
being led by an angel, who points onward with one hand, and 
with the other holds that of the child, who, so fay from being 
“strong in spirit,” looks troubled, and has one hand placed 
on his heart in evident fear. His other hand, in the grasp of 
the angel's, does not in any way hold it, but is held by it ; he 
is literally being led into the desert somewhat against his will. 
The word sedouaxat (? medieval for seduxit) may here well 
have this meaning of persuasive leading. It should also be 
noted that the child and his guide are already far on their 
way : they have left all vegetation behind them ; only a stony 
rock and rough ground, with one or two tufts of grass and a 
leafless tree, are visible. 

d. He receives a cloak from an angel.—This is also not bibl 
cal. The words above the mosaic are— 

HC AGELUS REPRESETAT VESTE BTO IOHI 

‘* Hie angelus representat vestem be to Johanni,’’ 
‘‘ Here the angel gives (back ?) a garment to the blessed John.” 
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his cloak of camel’s hair, and holds in. one 
nd a scroll, on which is written an abbreviation 

eek “‘ peravoere ”—** Repent ye.” 
a 

; che to the people. 
ve 

-HIC PREDICAT.! 

i He ere he > preaches ” [or ‘* predicts the Christ ”’]. — 

is gaunt and thin ; he wears his garment of 
igh iy tnd es his hand staff with a cross'at the top 

t. Te st nent s in a sort of pulpit, behind which is a build- 
) ‘a chureh ; whilst in front of him listen three 

Sree n, and a child. Below are three more women. + Spec ren 

is ne Pharisees (on the wall opposite e).— 
ats the priests and Levites sent from Jerusalem, 
th } he of himself?” They are four in num- 

a Rabbi 1 three Pharisees. To the left is St. John 
disciples behind him. Between them rolls the Jor- 

the ferry to which (Bethabara) the discussion between 
and the Jews took place, and across the river the 

 ) QvOM . ERGO. BaT 
eee Gone)! ZAS’, SI NQE. XPS . NE 
Saeki Q . HELLA,. NEQ’ PHA 

7 ergo baptizas si neque Christus, neque Elia, neque Pro- 
. 

4 
thou, then, if thon be not that Christ, nor Elias, 

et?” (John i. 25). 
a 

does not, however, give the answer recorded of 

the Gospel, but another written above his head 

thas 

ae of abbreviation over the C shows the omission of an h in 

ral ** predichat.” 
Pine alate ha “¢ Quid ergo paptizas si tu non es,” ete. 
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ls EGO BAPTIZO INO ‘“Ego baptizo in sipoine weiao et 
MIE PATRIS filii & Spiritus sancti.” 

ET . FILII . 7. SP’ “I baptize in the name. of the 
SCI Father, and Son, and Holy | Spirit.” 

g. He baptizes Christ. 

HICE BAPTISMV’ XPI 

On the left is a tree with an axe laid to its root. In the 
centre stands St. John, with his hand on the head of Christ, 
who stands in the midst of the river. Three angels look down 
from the right bank into the water; and in it are five fis 
over one of which Christ’s hand is rained in blessing. Below 
is a child with a golden vase in one hand, probably the river 
god of the Jordan, who is sometimes introduced ny these 
pictures. From above a ray of light, with a star and a dove 
in it, descends on the head of Christ ; “And Jesus when he 
was baptized, went up straightway out of the water : and, lo, 
the heavens were opened unto him, and he saw the Spirit of 
God descending like a dove, and lighting upon him : and, lo, 
a voice from heaven, saying, This is my beloved Son, i in bilo 
Iam well pleased ” (Matt, iii. 16, 17). on, Bee a 

h. His death is commanded by Herod (over the Goor into Le 
main body of the church). 

The mosaic is piastaida to the sacristan) entirely restored, 
and the letters of the legend appear to have been incorrectly 
treated. The words are “Puellx saltanti imperayit mater 
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) aliud petas nisi caput Johannis Baptista ”— 
girl danced her mother commanded her, saying, 
ng else, but only for the head of John the Bap- 

es are seen in the mosaic :— 
a with his hands raised in horror and distress, 

” (Mark vi. 26). 
pointing at him, with a smile of triumph. 
‘daughter dancing, with the charger on her head. 
ae are with regard to which see ante, p. 67, § 8, . 

suggested that the figure is St. John at a former 
Herod, “It is not lawful for thee to have her.” 

; not “80, it may be that the figure represents the 
otains, and chief estates of Galilee” (Mark vi. 

e at the feast. 

DP pre ¥ . x ‘e iE 

ere, oS > Pam Jhke- —ees 

4 ’ 4 . f _ 

a i a }- ~~. a ’ Set ges 7 eR a ae ss el 

: & : ; pe Sar. > | - “ay ae 

: 4 > ae . ie i i oy > 

mi AS nN - an te - - 

* 

"Js DECHOLACTO SCI IOHIS BAT. 
BAB “The beheading of St. John the Baptist.” 

he le is the headless body of St. John, still in prison. 
mediately the king sent an executioner (or ‘ one of 

:d’), and he went and beheaded him in prison.” The 
leant forward, and his hands are stretched out, as 

fin falling. A Roman soldier is sheathing his 
looks somewhat disgusted at the daughter of 

s she carries the head to her mother, who sits en- 
hroned near. (See ante, p. 69, § 10.) 

| is buried.—* And when his disciples heard of it they 
é and took up his corpse and laid it in a tomb” (Mark vi. 

a ee ee ae 

‘* Hie sepelitur corpus sancti Johan- 

nis Baptiste ”—‘ Here is being 

buried the body of St. John the 

Baptist.” 

— body of the Baptist is being laid in the grave 

by two disciples, whilst a third swings a censer over it. 
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I. Tur Inrancy or Curist. —Going back now sitherwtbat end 
of the chapel, we have four mosaics ne ee 
infancy of Christ. Ai HL 

1. The wise men before Herod. Above ¢ and ¢ in - Life 
2. The wise men adoring Christ. of St. John. ? 
3. The flight into Egypt. ( . iOpposite deand 9js902 

4. The Holy Innocents. \ att 
if 

+1 
1. The wise men before Herod. : 
Herod is seated on his throne, attended by a ie sol- 

dier ; he looks puzzled and anxious. Before him are the three 
kings in attitudes of supplication ; and above are the words— 

+. VBIE. QVINATU’. EST. REX. JUDHORUM — 

** Ubi est qui natus est rex Judeornm ?” 
‘‘ Where is he that is born king of the Jews ?” | Matt, ii, 2. 

4 

2. The wise men adoring Christ. 

+. ADORABVT EV ONS REGES TERE ET OMS GETES SER- 
VIENT EI 

‘* Adorabunt eum omnes reges terra, (et) omnes gentes nh ci Md 
‘Yea, all kings shall fall down before him ; all nations shall serve 

him ” (Psalm lxxii. 10, 11). 

In the centre is the Madonna seated on a chennai is 

also part of the stable of the inn. On her knees is the infant 
Christ, with two fingers of his right hand raised in benediction. 
The Madonna holds out her hand, as if showing the Child to 
the kings, who approach Him with gifts and in attitudes of 
devout worship. To the left isa man leading a camel out of a 
building ; whilst to the right of the stable lies Joseph asleep, 

with an angel descending to him: “ Arise and take the young 
child.” (See the next mosaic.) The rays from the central 
figure of the vaulted roof fall, one on the second of the tliree 

kings, and another, the most brilliant of them,—upon which, 
where *it breaks into triple glory, the star of renceysnintn is 
set,—upon the Madonna and the Christ. fisaihs . 
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o Egypt. 

GE ET _ACCIPE PUERVM ET MATREM EU’ ET FUGE 
GYPTUM . ET ESTO IBI USQ’ DVM DICAM TIBI 

"5 Jol 

( e-em et matrem ejus et fuge in Egyptum et esto 

ee 

—_ a gourd leads into a building with a 
ke dome a white ass, on which is seated the Ma- 

¢ the infant Christ. Joseph walks behind, car- 
cloak. The fact of the journey being sudden 

i them—only a cloak and a gourd ; they have 
of the three kings behind. 

C. HERODE’ VIDE’ Q’MILVSV’ EET AMAGI’ IRATV’E. RE, 
etiyeairy, fi" DE. 7. MIT 
Res Soguprr. OMS PUERO’ QVI. ERANT. BETHLEEM QM. OIRUS 

: FINIBUS. EIVS.! 

: Herodes videns quoniam illusus esset a magis iratus est valde, 
itter ‘oceidit omnes pueros qui erant in Bethlehem et in omnibus 

1s IignO} = 

n Herod, when he saw that he was mocked of the wise men, 
es a 

o 

3 whom already lie dead and bleeding on the rocky ground. 

To the right is a mother with her child in ber arms, and near 

Aan Women is holding up her hands in grief. 

= : | Sr. Nicxotas. 
ist below the mosaic of the Holy Innocents is one of S. 

AIVU \U’—St. Nicholas—with one hand raised in benedic- 

~U'The letters: underlined are unintelligible, as otherwise the legend 

follows the Vulgate. Possibly the words have been retouched, and the 

letters incorrectly restored. 
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tion whilst the other holds a book. He is here, elose to the 
small door that opens on to the Piazzetta, the to_ the 

sea of all the saints in St, Mark’s, because he i is ne sea saint, 
the patron of all ports, and especially of Venice. He was, it 
is well known, with St. George and St. Mark, one of the three 

saints who saved Venice frem the demon ship in the ‘storm 
when St. Mark gave to the fishermen the famous rin; 

There now remain for the trayeller’s examination | 
vaults of the Baptistery, the arches leading from one division 
of the chapel to another, and the spandrils which support the - 
font and altar domes. In thearch leading from the west end 
of the chapel to the front are the four evangelists; in that 
leading from the dome over the font to that over the altar are 
four saints, whilst in the spandrils of the two last-named domes 
are, over the font, the four Greek, and over the altar the four 
Latin fathers. 

IV. Tue Four Evaneetasts. 

8: LUCAS EVG. ano rt 

St. Luke is writing in a book, and has written a letter and 
a half, possibly QV, the first two letters of Geena A or- 
asmuch ”—which is the opening word of his Gospel. _ 

S. MARCVS EVG. 
(ft ohh) bi itis 

St. Mark is sharpening his pencil, and has a pair of eee 
on his desk, 

S. IOHES EVG, yo alee Bi 

St. John is represented as very old,—alluding of iste 28 
his having written his Gospel late in life. SF Te ay 

fart~4 1. 

S. MATHEY’ EVG, Tet luy 

St. Matthew is writing, and just dipping his pen in the ink. 
V. Four Samvts—St. Anthony, St. Pietro Creat Auadbipere 

St. Theodore. 



ht oe pete baa eee Te a 

QQaye 

= 

— 

*<Tl beato Antonio di Bresa.” 

ore Anthony is the hermit saint. He stands here. with 
P clasped hands, and at his side is a skull, the sign of penitence. 
_ He wears, as in many other pictures of him, a monk’s dress, 
‘in allusion to his being “the founder of ascetic monachism.” 
“His, temptations ” are well known. 

was St Pietro Urseolo (above St. Anthony). 
vo * BEA TUS *‘Beatus Petrus Ursiolo dux’s) Vened.” 

si V’VRSI “The blessed Pietro Urseolo, Doge of 
DUXS the Venetians.” 

‘This Doge turned monk. Influenced by the teaching of the 
abbot Guarino, when he came to Venice from his convent in 

Guyenne, Pietro left his ducal palace one September night, 
_ fled from Venice, and shut himself up in the monastery of 
_ Cusano, where he remained for nineteen years, till his death 

in 997. 
7 _ Here he is represented as a monk in a white robe, with a 

_ black cloak. He holds in his hand the Doge’s cap, which he 
has doffed for ever, and as he looks upwards, there shines 
~ down on him a ray of light, in the centre of which is seen the 

Holy Dove. 

¢. St. Isidore (opposite the Doge). 

ae S. ISIDORVS MARTIR (?) 

This is St, Isidore of Chios, a martyr saint, who perished 
during the persecutions of the Christians by the Emperor 
Decius, a.p. 250. He appears to have been much worshipped 

at Venice, where he is buried. Here he is seen dressed asa 

warrior, and bearing a shield and a lily, the symbol of purity.* 
_ 'See Stones of Venice, vol. ii. chap. viii § 127, and vol. iii. chap. ii. 
§ 61. His body was brought to Venice with that of St. Donato in 1126 
by the Doge Domenico Michiel. See ante p. 14. 
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d. St. Theodore. 8. THEODOR. M. eh Ae 

He is with St. George, St. Demetrius, and St. Mercurius, 
one of the four Greek warrior saints of Christendom, besides 
being, of course, the patron saint of Venice. He is martyr as 
well as warrior, having fired the temple of Cybele, and per- 
ished in the flames, a.p. 300. 

The four saints upon this arch thus represent two forms 
of Christian service ; St. Anthony and the Doge being chosen 
as types of asceticism, and the other two as eeeninien of 
actual martyrdom. 

VL Tse Four Greex Farners—Sé. John Tis seabi: Si. 
Gregory Nazianzenus, St. Basil the Great, and St. Athanasius (on 
the spandrils of the central dome). 

a. 8. IOHES CRISOSTOMOS PATKA (patriarch). on the right of the 
door leading into the church. 

He has no mitre, being one of the Greek Fathers, hs are 
thus distinguished from the Latin Fathers, all of waewt apc 
St. Jerome (the cardinal), wear mitres. . 

He bears a seroll— 
4 REG 
NVM.I 
NTRA **Regnum intrabit, quem non sit purus 
BIT.Q arte lavabit.” 

VE.NON ‘He shall enter the kingdom : who is 
S.PVR not clean, him shall he thoroughly wash.” 
VS MT oO 
E.LAV 
ABIT 

b. S GREGORIVS NAZIANZENUS (to the right of St. tone Chry- 
sostom). He is represented, as he usually is, as old and worn 
with fasting. On his scroll is written— 

+ QVO 
DNA niet es 
TURA ‘Quod natura tulit Christus baptismate 
TULI curat.”’ 
T XPS “What nature has brought, Christ by 
BAPTI baptism cures.” 
SMAT 
ECV 

RAT 



the right of his friend St. Gregory). “St. Basil — 
founder of monachism in the East, began his — ; 

m in early youth, and is here representedasa 
. The order of the Basilicans is still the only order — a 
Church. His scroll has— oe, 

ict) 

SO “Ut sole est primum lux” (asby the 
sun first we have light). The rest is un- 
intelligible, except the last word, which — 
suggests that the comparison is between 

Is of baptism. — 

ATHANASIUS, old and white-haired. His scroll runs— 4 

NUM “¢ Ut unum est numen, sie sacro munere 

a lumen (? atque lumen).” rive 

“As the Godhead is one, so also by € 
God’s gift is light”? (?) oe 

VIL Tue Four Larw Farners—St. Jerome, St. Ambrose, St. 

ug’ tine, and St. Gregory the Great (on the spandrils of the _ | 

altar dome). = 
The light here is very bad; and even after accustoming ad 

aself to it, the reader will hardly be able to do more than 

that all four figures have books before them, in which they 

writing, apparently in Greek characters. What they have 

} n—in no case more than a few letters—is impossible to 

ecipher from the floor of the chapel. St. Jerome wears his 

é¢ardinal’s hat and robes, and St. Ambrose has his bee-hive — 

n r him, in allusion to the story that when in his eradle a 

‘swarm of bees once lighted on his lips and did not sting him. 

The visitor has thus examined all the mosaics except those 

f the three domes. He must now, therefore, return from 

near the altar to the further end of the chapel, and take the 

E first vaulting (for accurately this is not a dome) of that part : ee 

of the roof. RT eae 

try 

iy 
i 



VEL. Cuarist anp THE Pasoirerts Sted 
In the centre is Christ, surrounded by the i and — 

patriarchs of the Old Testament, each of whom “unfolds a 
scroll and displays on it a portion of his own prophecy. it 

Standing with his back to the altar, the visitor will thus see 
to the left of the Christ, Zephaniah and ia, 74 & his 
right Isaiah and Hosea. Nas 

Sha | cll 

gr. “MARK’S ; 

oF es Pat or 

1. ZEPHANTAH. SOPHONIAH PHA (proghstgiat , 

His scroll runs thus :— is Yay A 
EXPE “« Expecta me in die resurrectionis mee 
TA ME quoniam ju dicium meum ut oungregets 
IN DIE gentes). ’ 

RESU | See Zeph. iii. 8. This legend tn sdlort- 
RECT _ ened, and not quite accurately quoted, 
IONIS from the Vulgate. Our version is:— - 
MEE ‘¢ Wait ye upon me until the day that 
QUO I rise up ..for my bt spom RT is Fg 
NIMA gather the nations....’ v 
IU 

2. ELISHA. ELISEAS PHA 
Scroll: —PATER cs bao ie ie 

MI PA ” ‘* Pater mi, pater mi, currus Israel et 
TER MI auriga ejus.” wy 

CURRUW’ ‘*My father, my father: the chariot of 
ISRAEL Israel and the horsemen thereof.” 
BRAG: 4 2 — ii 12. 
RIGA 
EIVS 

8. ISAIAIK ISATAS 
PHA wt 

Scroll :—ECCE V “ Keee virgo concipiet et pariet filium — 

IRGOc et vocabitur nom (en ejus Emmanuel),” 
CIPIET ‘*Behold a virgin shall conceive and 
ET PAR bear a son, and shall call his name In- 
TET FILI manvel,” ! 

UM ET V Isa. vii. 14. 
OCABIT Pe Re Ak 

UR NOM ra: "det 

‘Isaiah is constantly represented with these words on his seroll, as, 
for example, on the roof of the Arena Chapel at Padua, and on Ie 
western porches of the cathedral) of Verona. 

iva * ee 



he Venite et revertamur ad domino 
quia ipse cepit et sana (bit nos).” 

» Lord, for he has torn and he will heal 

- us.” 

“Hosea = ne 

around and facing the altar, we have, ‘to cas Se f 

oe and Elijah ; to the right, Abealaiiys 

ny EREMIAS 

PHA 

‘“*Hic est Deus noster et non extimas 
bitur alius.” 7 

“This is our God, and none other 
shall be feared.” 

‘* Domine si(c) conversus avenit pop- 
ulus tuus.” 
‘Lord, thus are thy people come 

against thee.” 
This is not biblical. It is noticeable 

that Elijah, unlike the other prophets, 
who look at the spectator, is turning i 
the Christ, whom he addresses. 

ABRAN 
PHA. 

‘¢ Visitavit (autem) dominus Saram 

sicut promiserat.” 

‘*The Lord visited Sarah as he had 
said. » 



8. JOEL. 
s PHA 2 hie ete 
se Scroll :—SUPER £5 rie e. 8 che 

SERVO(S) ‘Super servos meos ef super ancillas: 
MEOSET effundam de spiritu meo.”! — 
SUPERA ‘*Upon my men servants ra hand: > 
NCILAS maids will I pour out pac Spirit.” 
ERUNEA ae pee 1 29, 
MDES 3 
PVMEO ~ . :. ri‘? t 7 

Then, still facing the altar, thins are on the wall to the git 
David and Solomon ; on that to the ne above the ex ck of 
Christ, Obadiah and Jonah. eas 

9. DAVID. DAVID LEA 
PHA : 

Scroll: —FILIUS YS. hae 

MEV.E ‘* Filius meus es tu, rine hodie genui_ 
STU.E te,” : 
GO. “Thou art my son, this day have I be- — 
ODIE gotten thee.” 4a) | 
GEN ~ Psalm ii. 7. 
ULT 

E - 

10. SOLOMON. SALOMON | 
PHA 

Scroll :—QVESI 
VI.ILLV ; | 
M.ETNO “ Quesivi illum et non inveni-inven- 
NINVEN erunt in me vigiles qui custodiunt civi- 
LIUENE tatem.” . 
RUT.IN “T sought him, but.I found pease’ 
ME. VIGI The watchmen that go about the may 
LE.QVI found (or ‘came upon’) me.” 
CUTO Song of Solomon, iii, 2, 3. 
DIUT 
CIUI ppraet 
TA 
TEM : 

| 'The mosaic has apparently “ erundam” for “ effandam,” possibly a 
i _Testorer’s error, The Vulgate has ‘‘spiritum neum,” for ‘de spiritu 

meo.” ; ee : mS 

; Z, x 
ae 6 aa 

eo r 



**Eece parvulum 
tibus.” 7 

‘“ Behold he has made thee ‘small od 
among the heathen.” ' eres 

ex . Obadiah 2, 
ae (Vulgate has ‘‘dedi:” and so bee ‘ 

our Bible ‘I have.’’) 

dedit te in “gen- = 

JONAS oa 

PHA ; 

‘“Clamavi ad dominum et exaudivit 

me de tribulatione mea.” 

“IT cried by reason of my affliction 
to the Lord, and he heard me.” 

Jonah ii, 2. 

Curist anp tHe Apostrrs. (See ante, p. 67. § 8.) 
ow to under the central dome, Christ is again seen 

led in the midst, no longer, however, of the prophets, 
ut of ‘his own disciples. He is no longer the Messiah, but 

the risen Christ. He wears gold and red, the emblems of © 
r his right hand is rained in ater icvef bee left holds 



= 

176 

~~ 

Scroll: —EVNTES 

INMVDV 
aT 

UNIVES ’ 

VM. PRE ‘*Euntes in ‘perenne “universum 
DICHAT predicate evangelium omni creatura. 

EEVAN Qui crediderit et baphienbess ousies sak 
GELIV vus erit).” 

MOMIC .. ~ “Go ye into all pha ‘and 
REATU preach the Gospel to every creature. 

REQI He that believeth and is sy ies shall | 
CREDI be saved.” 
DERI St. Mark xvi. 15, 16. 
TEBA 

PTIS 

ATU ne 

Below, right round the dome, are the twelve Apostles, bap- 

tizing each in the country with which his ministry is actually 
or by tradition most associated. A list of them has been al-» 

ready given (anée, p. 67, § 8), with their countries, except that 
of St. Bartholomew, which is there noted as “ indecipherable.” 
It is, however, legible as India. 

Each Apostle is the centre of a similar group, consisting of 
the Apostle himself, his convert, in the moment of baptism, . 
and a third figure whose position is doubtful. He may be— 
awaiting baptism, already baptized, or merely an attendant : 
in the group of St. James the Less, he holds a towel; in that 
of St. Thomas, a cross ; and in every case he wears the cos- 
tume of the country where the baptism is taking place. Thus, 
to take the most striking instances, St. Philip's Phrygian has 
the red Phrygian cap; St. Peter's Roman is a Roman sol- ° 
dier ; the Indians of St. Thomas and St. Bartholomew are (ex- 

cept fotssouie slight variety of colour) both dressed alike, and 
wear turbans. Behind the figures is in each group a build- 
ing, also characteristic architecturally of the given country. — 
In two instances there is seen a tree growing out of this 
building, namely, in the case of Palestine and in that of 
Achaia ; but whether or no with any special meaning or ale “ 
lusion may be doubtful. 



mors are as follows (see ante, p. 67): Tes 

EVG BAPTIZA . I EFESO 

. ° . I ACHATIA 
° - - IN ROMA 
; : - YT INDIA 
: 2 . I MESOPOTAMIA 
- . . I PALESTIN 
»> y \. 1 ALESANDRIA 

the various traditions concerning the places of each 
#’s special ministry, the main tradition being always 
‘in cases of doubt. Thus St. John was “bishop of 
; St. James the Less bishop of Jerusalem, where he 

ceived St. Paul, and introduced him to the Chureh ; St. 
lip labored in Phrygia, and is said to have died at Hiera. 
is; St. Matthew chiefly in Ethiopia ; St. Simeon in Egypt ; 
LS t. Thomas (though this may be by confusion with an- 
t r Thomas) i is said to have preached in India and founded 

i Church at Malabar, where his tomb is shown, and “ Chris- 

of St. ‘Thomas ” is still a name for the Coe So, 

y of St. Matias were spent in Palestine ; and lastly, St 

i eso. AND THE ANGELS. 

ie Seng the centre is Christ mans BH a on the stars, 

Se a ee 
I FRIGIA ‘ <a 

F . I ETHYOPIA ee 
3 . I EGIPTV 5 
~ -. IN INDIA. 

is ist, most careful reference is made, as has been : . 

#77 died at TERE ; the first fifteen years et the 

Mark is reported to have been eat hy. St. Peter to Egypt, and * 

MS We pass lastly to the altar-dome, already partly described ae 

» in the “ Requiem ” chapter of this book (p. 68, § 9). te 



the circle with him are two woes whose Ree 3. 
their faces ; round it are nine other angels, ruby-co ; 

~ love, and bearing flaming torches. ‘He maketh 8 
spirits, and his ininisters a flaming fire.” 

Lower down round the dome are the “ dale a tes. 
angels and all the Company, of heaven,” who “laud and mag 
nify His glorious name.” These heavenly agencies : are divided 
into three hierarchies, each of three choirs, and oe nine— | 
choirs are given round this vault. 

Hierarchy I. . . . Seraphim, Cherubim, Thrones. © 
Hierarchy Il. . . . /Dominations, Virtues, Powers. 
Hierarchy III. . . Princedoms, Archangels, Angels. 

‘The first three choirs receive their glory immediately from 
God, and transmit it to the second ; the second illuminate 
the third ; the third are placed in ‘relation to the sarees 
universe aid man. ‘The first hierarchy are as councillors ; 31 
second as governors; the third as ministers. The Sera 

axe abeorbed: in perpetual loye and adoration immediately 
round the throne of God ; the Cherubim know and worship ; 
the Thrones sustain the seat of the Most High. The Domi- 
nations, Virtues, Powers, are the regents of the stars and ele- 
ments. The last three orders—Princedoms, Archangels, and 
Angels—are the protectors of the great monarchies on earth, 
and the executors cf the will of God throughout the universe.” 

The visitor can see for himself how ‘accurately this state- 
ment is borne out by the mosaics of the altar-dome. Imme- 
diately over the altar, and nearest therefore to the presence 
of God, is the Cherubim, “ the Lord of those that know,” with 
the words “fulness of knowledge,” “plenitudo scientiw, * 
his heart; to the left is the Sezaphim ; to the right the 
Thrones, “sustaining the seat of the Most High.” Further . 
to the right come the Dominations—an armed angel, holding 
in one hana a balance, in the other a spear. In one scale of 

the balance is a man, in the other the book of the law; and ~ 
this latter scale is being just snatched at by a winged demon, 
who, grovelling on the ‘grouad. turns round to meet the meet . 

} Mrs. Jameson’s ‘' Legendary Art,” p. 45, 

¢ 



ities, another armed angel, wearing ‘alae and — 
ated among the stars; and the Powers (“potes- — 
L ha black devil chained at his feet.. The Virtues 
with a skeleton in a grave below, and at the back — 

fire ; and, lastly, the Angels and Archangels, “the. 
aoe the will of God throughout the universe,” are 

arest to the gospel-dome, standing above a rocky cave, 
jich are three figures. They appear to have various 

in the resurrection ; the angel holds out a swathed — 
e archangel, who holds a man (perhaps the same 

y thus complete the resurrection of the dead 
emains only for the visitor to observe, before leaving the 
vel, the 2 manner in which its different parts are related to 

be with its display off heavenly triumph, are four 
mt here on earth.” But it is the domes them- 

elves “on meaning is most evidently connected. In all, 
he ‘same Figure i is seen in the centre, surrounded in the first 

Dy the - srophets of the Old Testament, in the second by the 
Apostles, in the third by the heavenly choirs, the three to- 

ier thus proclaiming the promise, the ministry, and the 
mph of the prophesied, crucified and glorified Christ. 

SANCTUS, SANCTUS, SANCTUS, 

EI _DOMINUS, DEUS, OMNIPOTENS, 

QUI ERAT, QUI EST, ET QUI VENTURUS EST. 
A Rey. iv. 8 

whom the grave-clothes are falling. Between — 

2 

ers 
wr Dy 
ny 
be 

i* 

~ 

es a Upon the arch at the entrance to the gospel- = 

me e the Four Evangelists; on that which prefaces the 
net 

. ithe 





ice Past and Present,” quoted, 20 n. mS 
ola 135. of eternity, 144. ;: i Se 

s of old, 125 Sere 

hop of, founds early Venetian churches, 52. 
. R., on Carpaccio, 1S. pref. ; St. George, 1 S. 96; 28 

t. Jerome, 1 8. 104, seq. 
0, his religion sincere, pref., 3. 
the hierarchies of, 68, 178; sculpture of, 39. 

of, in European Chivalry, 8; Venetian love of, 58. 
zing (St. Mark s Baptistery), 67 seq., 176 seq. 
es of their ministry, 176. 

3s, of Carpaccio, 18., 99. 
ecture, an ‘ order’ of, 15. 

at, combines grace ‘and fitness, 15. 
instinctive, pref. 3. 2 

ids on national sympathy, pref. 3. 
as material of history, pref. 4 seq. 
the faithful witness, pref. 3. 

n , not attacked by Venice, 10. 
sion, mosaic of the, St. Mark’s, 87. 
, Giotto’s chapel at, 1S. 111. 

hen: Sees, 61. 
} * ‘the— 

ry quoted on Carpaccio’s at Milan (Sept. 6, 1876), 1S. 114, 
oe of St..George’s viper (1872), 18. 97. 

of Carpaccio’s parrot, 1 S., 98. 
‘ earliest, of St. Mark’s, 62. 

rors of his early teaching, 48. 
ee elings of, in advancing years, not disabled but enabled, 2 8. ye 

Se knowledge of Greek myths, 62 n. 
1 for collecting records of St. Mark’s, 87 n. 

rotestantism of (see ‘‘ religion”). 
ten: and early religious teaching, 21, 62-63. 

_* —_ its effect on his early work in Venice, 48. 
teaching of, not a discoverer, 2S. 126, 127. 
site + abhors doctrine for proof, system re usefulness, 2 Ss. 126. 

* a ‘*true master,” 7. 



z 189 | 

- Bari, William of, at siege of Tyre, 12. 

- teaching his disciples not ‘ Ruskinians,” action 128 
books of, referred to— 

Ariadne F lorentina, p. (203) 70. : Si a ee 
Examples of Venetian Architecture, 71. Sh ee 
Fors Clavigera, purchasable_ in Venice, 86m, == 

4: iii. Feb. (on St. George), 36 n. fo aes ee 
ss 4 iv., p. 125 (‘Punch’), 60 n. ahiake 1S) ott 
“ ms vi. "710, 178-203 (on Psalm Ixxvi.), 28, 
+ dy vii. 75, gondolier and dog, 53. 
‘“ os vii. 68, on St. Theodore, 24. 

Michael Angelo and Tintoret, pref. 4. 
St. Mark’ s Rest, delay in issue of 24 Supplement, 2 8. 155 a < 

‘* scheme of and plans for, iv., 8 n. 25 ys “x8 

=s ‘* sold in Venice, 36 n. 
2 ‘* style of, pref. 3. 
“ 4! Supplement I., why issued, 1 s. we '9 

Stones of Venice, errors of, and Author's Protentnaae Bi 
‘* quoted, 129, 147, 44 n. 

“s ‘¢ republication of, planned, sa he 5 
“ "St. Mark s, description of, 62. 

Baldwin, king of Jerusalem, 9. 
Baptism of Christ (St. Mark's mosaic), 164. 
Baptist, the, Life of (St Mark’s mosaic), 159. 

Baruch’s roll, pref. 3. i 
Basilicans, the only order of the Greek Church, 171. bani bat 
Basilisk, Carpaccio’s, 1 8. 98. 
Bellini, Gentile, picture of Venice, 47. 
Bellini, Gentile, picture of St. Mark’s facade, 69, 70, 73. 
Bellini Giovanni, vaults of, 69, 70. 

“ Correr Museum (Transfiguration), 18. 120. 
“ “ nictures by in the Frari, St. Zaccaria, 18. 117. 

Bewick, 18. 117. 
Bible quoted — 

Gevienle £38. . 52 iv ween tcdacd boas 173) Zephaniah iii. 8........ swheectee ae 
Numbere evi.-18 o.oo 3 csetoteeavee 56 | St. Matthew ii. | oaee eeeecocesese 

2 Kings ii, aps tee eee wee teen ee eewnne 172 = ii. 16 eee tense Aen eeee 

BaP tee Seep tee 55 Y  S6 We ee 165 — 
Proverbs ili, it tka hope we. 1 8. 106 <p Vv. BAT dees yee 86 

VIG, 2 vatassa ted date 61 we x. 22 
Pealin, 0.9, oi oss iceccwtiekeaste 174 St. Mark. vi. 21, 2 

98, EVD. cab, oceans Soe wea ne pip 61 “xvi. 15, 16 
“ Ixxif. WD) Ras Ae ales aaa’ 166 | St. Luke i, 9, 11 
‘*  Ixxvi. (Vulgate and Italian 21-22 

Mersions).. 2 2634. Ochs v Bvigsi iy 
Song of Solomon iii. 2, 8.......... 174 43 ahh bad Q Ona <A 
Isaiah WIL 2G sy Varah cola ae 172 > KW 6 OO a. a tketmas 

XI. 8 5353'S seat ak se cere 84 8) gts 
WS RR ie ciao os onto 32 + xix. 

Jeremiah xvii. 9.0... cece eee nee 49 | St,. John i. 25)... ..csececwaswes i 
Haokiel 1,7" "5... cases acu phe 79 seq. eT Hp PPRNSS Stl ih Wi. can wwe 

i 80 « an cha 
Romans v a 7 
Galatians i rik 
1 Thess, Ag do ai 
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‘Venetian boys, 54; legend of, and 

_ $t. Mark’s typical of, 65. 
conquered by Venice, 65. 

1i, treasurers of Venice, 26. 
Hope, dise¢overy of, ruins Venice, 27. 

s of their treatment, 17, 19 
twelfth to fourteenth centuries, 17, 20. 

, Carpaccio’s satire on, 18. 118. 
' ‘R.’s master, 1 8. 123. 

_ _ ** Early Kings of Norway ” quoted, 56 n. 
2 Sterling, Life of, 1 S. 103 ; and of Werner, 103. pare 

(1) General Characteristics of his Art, 1S. 113; Its Characy 
__ teristics, 115 ; (2) Details of his pictures; (8) Particulat 
pictures. 

‘Jae 

Genéral Characteristics of his Art :— 3 s 
composition of, 1 S. 99. / “a 

details have.important meanings with, 1. S. 107. ee 
and Luini, 18. 116. oe 
religion, as animating the present world, 1 S. 122 n. pa 
satire of, 1S. 118, 121. = 
sense of humour, and power of seriousness, 1 8. 102. “ 

simplicity, strength, and joy, 1S. 96-97. Sy 
_ study of, feelings requisite to the, 1S. 113. oa 

~ symbolism, 1S. 121. = 

2) Details of his Pictures :— : 
-arabesques (S. Tryphonjus), i. S. 99. aye 

rot, iS. 99. 7 se 
8 of, lovely, i. S. 106. : ’ 
vaults of, 69, 70. <8 

Particular Putures of :— Ne 
a gad in thé Garden, i. S. 100. ie 

St. George and Dragon series, 24; 1S. 98 seq., 108; 2S. 138 — 

- §$t. Jerome. 1S. 104, 106, 108. 
_ St. Mary and Elizabeth (Correr Museum), 1 S. 119. 
_ $t. Matthew, calling of (St. Giorgio dei Schiavoni), 1S. 100. 

_ §t. Stephen (Brera Gallery, Milan), 1S. 114. : = 
_ $t.Tryphonius (St. Giorgio dei Schiavoni), 1 S. 99. oar 
St. Ursula series (Accademia, Venice), 1 S. 119, 121. ‘ 

_ Wenetian ladies and their pets (Correr Museum), in what sense — 
the best existing picture, 1S. 116. aes 
_ Virgin (Brera Gallery, Milan), 1S. 114. 

_ youthful sketches by, St. Alvise, i. S. 111. 

~~! 



Carpets, Eastern, 1S. 96. 
Catholicism, medizval, as shown by Carpaccio, 1 8. 120. me 
Ceilings painted, Venice, 18, 111. 7 Re eee 

Cephalonia, taken by Venice, 1 8. 99. Naan 

Cerberus, Dante’s, 24. , 

Charity, St Mark’s mosaic, 85. : avian see 
Cheese, lessons in capital carving, by use of, 18seq. = © © 
Cherubim, the St. Mark’s Baptistery, 66. ee opie eros 

* Chivalry, places of animals in, 24. 65 ee ee Ee 
*« of Venice and the West, A.D. 1100, 56. Cty Tees ieee BEE 

Chomley, Countess Isabel, legend translated by, 52. a Cone TE 
Christ and the Angels, St. Mark's Baptistery, 163. et ae ae 

and the Apostles, | ** 67. Uni Ly tah 
‘« baptism of, “ i 164. aah aoe ge F 
‘*  infaney of, * “ 166. ; Ea 
‘* and the Prophets, “ # 172. XSy? sda es 

: ‘¢ modern lives of, 84. eit (ote 
2 ‘¢ saves the lost,” 18. 101. t 
Christianity, development of, 50. pli 
; Churches of Venice, legend of their foundation, 52.0 } oMipgues) 
a ‘¢ guide to points of compass in, 35 n. . 
Ae Sie ‘Venice,’ and under names of particular churches, 28. 

Churchyards, 53. . 
 Cimabue, 68. 
Classical learning and Venice, 46. 
- _Clermont-Ganneau on St. George, 8. 127. 

Cockneyism, 9, 64, 86, 99. “ 
. Coinage, leathern of Doge Domenico, Michiel, 8. 
Colour, Venetian feeling for, 58. 

Corner, Flaminio, on St. Giorgio dei Schiavoni, 1 8. 98. 
Correr Museum, woodcut maps of Venice (1480) i in, 21. 

a * Carpaccio’s ‘‘ Venetian Ladies,” 18, 117% __ > 
Cotton MS., British Museum, pref. vi. 51. 
Creusa (Eur ipides’ ‘‘Ton”), 62 n. ee | 
Croiset’s office of the B. V. M., 22. ‘rad 
Crowe and Cavalcasella, 1 8. 105, 112, 113; 
Crucifixion, St. Mark’s Baptistery, 98. 
Crusades, Venice and the, 44 
Customs, blinding of deposed Doges, 55. a7 

‘* ‘pillage of palace on election of Doge, 59 n. ey 
Cybele, tduihe of, 189. 

~ 

Dalmatia, attacked by Byzantium, 13. 
Damascus, and siege of Tyre, 12, 10. 
Dandolo, Doge Andrea, chronicle of, 11, 12, 65 n. 

legend of Venetian Churches, 51, 52. 
oy = his tomb, St. Mark’s Baptistery, 52 n. 

_. © Henry, 70; adorns chureh of St. James of the Rialto, 28. 
Dante's grasp of theology, 24. 

: ‘« Cerberus (Canto vi.), 24 
.: Darwinism, 17, 1 8. 99. 
' Dates, recollection of, 25, 43. f i 

David, piety and soldiership of, 60, ‘ 



. St. Mark’s Baptistery, 157. 
- © , eastern dome, 74, 

St. George's, 18. 99. 
- St. Jerome’ S24, 18. 104, 

g of five deposed, 421 -1100, 55. ee 
n of (Doge Selvo), 58 seq = 

r Domenico Michiel, St. Pietro Urseolo, Selvo. 
pillage of, on election of Doge, 59, 60 n. MES ie 
iel, Doge, 13. eka 

and conquest of Tyre, 8 seq. 
_ dismantles his ships 12 n. 
_ leathern coinage of, 12. 

- seizes Egean isles and Cephalonia, 13. 
_ closing years and death, 14. 
tomb of (San Giorgio Maggiore), 14. 

ious feeling of, 50 seq. ye 
accio’s, 18. 101,28. 132. — tom: 

ood and bad, 37. 
ce, see ‘Venice —Ducal Palace,’ 16. 

| S. 112. 
mgraving of St. Mark’s Lion, 20. 

1 | Cathedral, 20. 

Pas 

MES ees ke re bee 

baie RD ye. MR eee 43 

. Prince's street, asphalted, 31 n. a te 
, seized by Venice, 138. 

rae 23, 26. ae 
flight into, 167. se (ie 
gods of, 121. 7 

‘siege of Tyre, 11, 12. . it 
sons of, 55. # ee a 

‘mosaic of, St. Mark’s Baptistery, 173. . ‘an 
‘referred to, 35. pe 

_ abbeys of, their quiet peace, 1 S. 96. ca 
oy maroon architecture of, 40. an 

- commerce, 36, 64. » ie 

oe * and greed of money, 8. Ve ae 

i raion of, 1200-1400, 50. a. 

uripides’ ‘Ion’ quoted, 61 n. ; age 

‘ope, course of history, 46. ripe 
ap 

lical doctrine of salvation, 1 8. 101. 
na vangelion aad ened Ki es a 

gelists, the, beasts of the, Sv. > hom 

am ey as 1 Bt: Mark’s mosaics), 82, 164. Bee 

«« __ gospels of, 1 S. 100. 
1 #&---- sculpture of (St. Mark's), 35. 
utions, between Piazzetta pillars, 17. 
, putting out the, 55. 
iel’s v vision, 78. 



Faith and reason, 50, iad 
Fathers, the Greeks and Latin, 168 seq. any 
Fawn in Carpaccio’s ‘ Virgin, Brera, Milan, 4, 56 . heart 
Fishing in early Venice, 51. ; iets 
Florence, sacred pictures of, 1 8, 122. ~ 

‘© Spezieria of S. M. Novella, 61. 
Forks, thought a luxury, 61. 
‘Fors’ and the author, 54. 4 ei 2 rs! . 

‘¢ ordering of events by, 8S. 127. ; . ee TE tig Ree 
Foscarini, on Doge Selvo’s election, 59 n. ee ae 
France, religion of, 1150-1350, 50. aed Sa 

Gabriel, Archangel, St. Mark's bas-reliefs, 34. ited ies whteeieeet 
Geryon, 18. 97. 2 ee pi eae 
Gesta Dei, quoted, 10, 11 n, 
Giotto’s chapel at Assisi, 1S. 111. . gig 
Giocondo, Fra, makes designs for Venice after 1513 fire, 28, 
Giorgione’s frescoes, 26; arrangement of masses, 1 : ts 
Giustina, church to S., founded, 53. 4 Gi 
Gordon, Rev. O., on Ps. Ixxxvi., 23. tomas ad aaa 
Goschen, Mr., 1 S. 101. nee) Bex 
Gothic, foilage, origin of Venetian, 43. (Tom Suis Rees 
Greek acanthus, 71. { @ veka ae 

art, but one school of, 65. ; Ua anaiese 
“4” its aim, first instruction, then ano, 66. 7a toute EA 
‘*  eapitals, 18, LEY teeta 
‘¢ harpy, 68. 
‘¢ myths (Euripides and Pindar’, 61 n. .— 
** temple of the Dew, 60. 2 ge 
** Thronos on St. Mark’s, 35. Ey ria = 
‘* work on St. Mark's, 42, 43,-61, 65. rE 

Guiscard, and Doge Selvo, 57 seq. ' 
‘« ‘the soldier par excellence of the Middle Ages,” 60, 

Gunpowder, 51. “ts 

« 

Pe -_ = 
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LECTURE I. 

| INAUGURAL, 

‘which is to-day laid on me, of introducing, among 
nts of education appointed in this great University. 

10 nly 3 new, but such as to involve in its possible re- 

ihe 

grave, that no man could undertake it without laying himself 
imputation of a kind of insolence; and no man 

ne ertake it rightly, without being in danger of having 
hands Praenet by dread of his task, and mistrust of 

loves best, have desired that this trust should be given me; 

roots, by God’s help, we set in earth to-day, will not 
ig height because the planting of it is under poor aus- 
or the first shoots of it enfeebled by ill gardening. 
The munificence of the English gentleman to whom we 
he fouriding of this Professorship at once in our three 

: Universities, has accomplished the first great group of a 

‘education ; and which, as you well know, are the sign 

‘Ss is some modification of the rest, is, as you well feel, so. 

of the high temper that ies most ohare where it 

d by resting also in the conviction that the goodly tree, — 

Ss of changes now taking gradual effect in our system of | 

a ital change in the national mind, respecting both the ~ — 

: les on which that education should be conducted, and = 



the ranks of society to which it should extend For, missions 
it was formerly thought that the discipline necessary to form 
the character of youth was best given in the study of abstract. 
branches of literature and philosophy, it is now thought that 
the same, or a better, discipline may be given by informing 
men in early years of things it cannot but be of chief practical 
advantage to them afterwards to know ; and by permitting to 
them the choice of any field of study which they may feel to 
be best adapted to their personal dispositions. I have always 
used what poor influence I possessed in advancing this change ; 
nor can any one rejoice more than I in its practical results. 
But the completion—I will not venture to say, eorrection—of 
a system established by the highest wisdom of noble ances- 

tors, cannot be too reverently uridertaken : and it is necessary 
tor the English people, who are sometimes violent in change 
in proportion to the reluctance with which they admit its 
necessity, to be now oftener than at other times reminded 
that the object of instruction here is not primarily attain- — 
ment, but discipline ; and that a youth is sent to our Univer- 
sities, not (hitherto at least) to be apprenticed to a trade, nor 
even always to be advanced in a profession ; but, ort to be 
made a gentleman and a scholar. — 

3. To be made these,—if there is in him the digs of 
either. The populace of all civilized countries have lately 
been under a feverish impression that it is possible for all men 
to be both ; and that having once become, by passing through 
certain mechanieal processes of instruction, gentle and learned, 
they are sure to attain in the sequel the consummate suse ge 
of being rich. 

Rich, in the way and measure in which it is well for thoi 
to be so, they may, without doubt, all become. There is in- 
deed a land of Havilah open to them, of which the wonderful 

sentence is literally true—‘The gold of that land is good.’ 
But they must first understand, that education, in its deepest 
sense, is not the equalizer, but the discerner, of men; and that, 

so far from being instruments for the collection of riches, the 
first lesson of wladoad is to disdain them, and of ple 
to diffuse. 



e gentlemen and scholars. Even under the best 

mip in kindness and in learning. To which good 

to to our scheme of University education ; but the 
th is vitally necessary is, that we should extend the 

t of University education to the practice of the lower arts. 
, And, above all, it is needful that we do this by redeem- 
them from their present pain of self-contempt, and by 
ig them rest. It has been too long boasted as the pride 

) " , that out of a vast minititiade of men confessed to 

ae ‘ase, it was possible for individuals, by strenuous 
2 nd singular good fortune, a to emerge into 

rpat Sone-of their parents, eres ‘the circunstances of their 
f=? infancy. Ought we not rather to aim at an ideal of national 

life, when, of the employments of Englishmen, though each 
all be distinct, none shall be unhappy or ignobie’ when 

hanical operations acknowledged to be debasing in their 
1 lency, shall be deputed to less fortunate and more covetous 

_ faces; when advance from rank to rank, though possible to 

oS the chief object in the mind of every citizen i not be 

oma ae on ee iy Universities rs all kndavleda: but by distinct 

> ‘hose of such knowledge as shall be most useful for every 

& class: in which, first the principles of their special business 
ae 

may be perfectly taught, and whatever higher learning, and- 

a cultivation of the faculties for receiving and giving pleasure, 

7 may be properly joined with that labour, taught in connection 

3 with it. Thus, I do not despair of seeing a School of Agri- 

“please, with its fully-endowed institutes of zoology, botany, a 

- 

21 = as far as we can sole ot islets for 

ne will remain too selfish to refuse wealth, and — sg 

ll to desire leisure. But inany more might be so — Pe 

ow; ‘nay, perhaps all men in England might one 
il England truly desired her supremacy among the 

indeed contribute that we add some practice of _ 

an 

all ‘men, 1 may be rather shunned than desired by the best ;— 2 



and chemistry ; and a School of Mercantile Soaniianhays with 

its institutes of astronomy, meteorology, and natural history 

of the sea: and, to name only one of the finer, I do not say 
higher, arts, we shall, I hope, in a little time, have a perfect 
school of Metal-work, at the head of which will be, not the 

ironmasters, but the goldsmiths ; and therein, I believe, that 
artists, being taught how to deal wisely with the most pre- 
cious of metals, will take into due government the uses of all — 

others ; having in connection with their practical work splen- 
did institutes of chemistry and mineralogy, and of eee oe 
imaginative literature. 

And thus I confess myself more interested in the final i issue 
of the change in our system of central education, which is to- 
day consummated by the admission of the manual arts into 

_ its scheme, than in any direct effect likely to result upon our-— 
selves from the innovation. But I must not permit myself to 
fail in the estimate of my immediate duty, while I debate 
what that duty may hereafter become in the hands of others; _ 
and I will therefore now, so far as I am able, lay before you a 
brief general view of the existing state of the arts in England, 
and of the influence which her Universities, through these 

newly-founded lectureships, may, I think, bring to bear upon 
it for good. : 

6; And first, we have to consider the impulse which has » 
been given to the practice of all the arts of which the object 
is the production of beautiful things, by the extension of our 
commerce, and of the means of intercourse with foreign na-~ 
tions, by which we now become more familiarly acquainted 
with their works in past and in present times. The immedi- 
ate result of this new knowledge has been, I regret to say, to 
make us more jealous of the genius of others, than conscious 
of the limitations of our own ; and to make us rather desire 

to enlarge our wealth by the sale of art, than to elevate our _ 
enjoyments by its acquisition. 

Now, whatever efforts we make, with a true desire to pro-- 

duce, and possess, as themselves a constituent part of true 

wealth, things that are intrinsically beautiful, have in them at 

least one of the essential elements of success. But efforts 



a “> a 

d uctions, are assuredly condemned to dishon- 
e; not because, ultimately a well-trained nation — 

If-knowledge is not less difficult, nor less neces- 
direction of its genius, to’a people than to an in- 

No nation ever had, or will have, the power of sud- 

loping, under the pressure of necessity, faculties it 
neglected when it was at ease ; nor of teaching itself in 

, the skill to produce, what it has never in opulence 
le sense to admire. © 
Connected also with some of the worst parts of our 

‘ system, but capable of being directed to better result 

than this commercial endeavour, we see lately a most power- 
impulse given to the production of costly works of art by 

@ various causes which promote the sudden accumulation 
wealthein the hands of private persons. We have thus a 
and new patronage, which, in its present agency, is inju- 

} to our schools ; but which is nevertheless in a great de- 

gree earnest and conscientious, and far from being influenced 

chiefly by motives of ostentation. Most of our rich men 

“would be glad to promote the true interests of art in this _ 

sountry ; and even those who buy for vanity, found their 

lity on the possession of what they suppose to be best. 

~ It is therefore in a great measure the fault of artists them-_ 

wes if they suffer from this partly unintelligent, but 

thoroughly well-intended patronage. If they seek to attract 

“it by eccentricity, to deceive it by superficial qualities, or 

take advantage of it by thoughtless and facile production, 

they necessarily degrade themselves and it together, and 

have no right to complain afterwards that it will not acknowl- 

edge better-grounded claims. But if every painter of real 

power would do only what he knew to be worthy of himself, 
wa 
as ere 
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b by the exercise of its peculiar art-skill ; but 
peculiar art-skill can never be developed with a : 

_ The right fulfilment of national power in art — ie 
ys on the direction of its aim by the experience 

~ Ue? 

— 



and refuse to be involved in the contention tee oubdeicon? or 

accidental success, there is indeed, whatever may have been 
thought or said to the contrary, true instinct enough in the 
public mind to follow such firm guidance. It is one of the 
facts which the experience of thirty years enables me to 

i 
‘= 

3 
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assert without qualification, that a really good picture is ulti- — 
mately always approved and bought, unless it is wilfully ren- 
dered offensive to the public by faults which the artist has 
been either too proud to abandon, or too weak to correct. 

8. The development of whatever is healthful and _service- 
able in the two modes of impulse which we have been con: 
sidering, depends however, ultimately, on the direction taken — 
by the true interest in art which has lately been aroused 
by the great and active genius of many of our living, or but 
lately lost, painters, sculptors, and architects. It may perhaps 
surprise, but I think it will please you to hear me, or (if you 
will forgive me, in my own Oxford, the presumption of fancy- 
ing that some may recognize me by an old name) to hear the 
author of ‘Modern Painters’ say, that his chief error in ear- 
lier days was not in over-estimating, but in too slightly ac- 
knowledging the merit. of living men. The great painter 
whose power, while he was yet among us, I was able to per- 
ceive, was the first to reprove me for my disregard of the skill 
of his fellow-artists ; and, with this inauguration of the study 
of the art of all time,—a study which can only by true modesty 
end in wise admiration,—it is surely well that I connect the 
record of these words of his, spoken then too truly to myself, 
and true always more or less for all who are untrained in 
that toil,—‘ You don’t know how difficult it is.’ 

You will not expect me, within the compass of this lecture, 
to give you any analysis of the many kinds of excellent art (in 
all the three great divisions) which the complex demands of 
modern life, and yet more varied instincts of modern genius, 

have developed for pleasure or service. It must be my en- 
deavour, in conjunction with my colleagues in the other 
Universities, hereafter to enable you to appreciate these 
worthily ; in the hope that also the members of the Royal 

Academy, and those of the Institute of British Architects, may 
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d to assist, and guide, the efforts of the Universities, 
nizing such a system of art education for their own 

nts as shall in future prevent the waste of genius in any 
“ikon “endeavours ; especially removing doubt as to the 

ce and use of materials; and requiring com- 
u . certain elementary principles of right, in every 

re and design exhibited with their sanction. It is not 
for talent so varied as that of English artists to 

into the formalities of a determined school; but 
Hint erly be the function of every academical body to 

younger students are guarded from what must 
school be error ; and that they are practised in the 

d os en ombl work hitherto known, before their ingenuity 
to the invention of others. 

3 / | 9 [need scarcely refer, except for the sake of completeness 

in my statement, to one form of demand for art which is 
_ wholly unenlightened, and powerful only for evil ;—namely, 
the demand of the classes occupied solely in the pursuit of 
pleasure, for objects and modes of art that can amuse in- 

_ dolence or satisfy sensibility. There is no need for any dis- 
_ eussion of these requirements, or of their forms of influence, 
_ though they are very deadly at present in their operation on 

sculpture, and on jewellers’ work. They cannot be checked 
nor guided by instruction ; they are merely the 

_ ‘necessary results of whatever defects exist in the temper and 

principles of a luxurious society ; and it is only by moral 

changes, not by art-criticism, that their action can be modified. 

10. Lastly, there is a continually increasing demand for 

popular art, multipliable by the printing-press, illustrative of 

_ daily events, of general literature, and of natural science. 

_ \Admirable skill, and some of the best talent of modern times, 

are occupied in supplying this want ; and there is no limit to 

_ the good which may be effected by rightly taking advantage 

_ of the powers we now possess of placing good and lovely art 

_ within the reach of the poorest classes. Much has been already 

accomplished ; but great harm has been done also, —first, by 

forms of art definitely addressed to depraved tastes; and, 

, Wetondly, ii in a more subtle way, by really beautiful and useful 

| 
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engravings which are yet not good enough to retain their in- 
fluence on the public mind ;—which weary it by redundant 

quantity of monotonous average excellence, and diniinish or 

destroy its power of accurate attention to were of a pre 
order. hacky 

Especially this is to be regretted i in the effect: produced on 
the schools of line engraving, which had reached in England 
an executive skill of a kind before unexampled, and which of 
late have lost much of their more sterling and legitimate 
methods. Still, I have seen plates produced quite recently, 
more beautiful, I think, in some qualities than anything ever 
before attained by the burin: and I have not the slightest 
fear that photography, or any other adverse or competitive 
operation, will in the least ultimately diminish,—I believe 
they will, on the contrary, stimulate and egritcones nema! old 
powers of the wood and the steel. 

11. Such are, I think, briefly the present iipilassoue we art 
with which we have to deal ; and I coneeive it to be the fune- 
tion of this Professorship, with respect to them, to establish 

both a practical and critical schoo] of fine art for English gen- 
tlemen: practical, so that if they draw at all, they may draw 
rightly ; and critical, so that they may both be direeted to 
such works of existing art as will best reward their study ; 
and enabled to make the exercise of their patronage of living 
artists delightful to themselves by their consciousness of its 
justice, and, to the utmost, beneficial to their country, by be- 
ing given only to the men who deserve it ; and, to those, in 
the bath period of their lives, when they both nesdeit Wei, 
and can be influenced by it to the best advantage. © 

12. And especially with reference to this funetion of athens 
age, I believe myself justified in taking into account future 
probabilities as to the character and range of art in England; 
and I shall endeavour at once to organize with you a system 
of study calculated to develop chiefly the knowledge of those 
branches in which the English schools have shown, and are 
likely to show, peculiar excellence. Now, in asking ‘your 
sanction both for the nature of the general plans I wish to 
adopt, and for what I conceive to be necessary limitations of 

a ee ee 



sh you to be fully aware of my reasons for both: 
li therefore risk the burdening of your patience while 

»the directions of effort in which I think English artists 
rb » to. failure, and those also in which past experience 
ywn they are secure of success. 
referred, but now, to the effort we are making to im- 
the designs of our manufactures. Within certain limits 

believe this improvement may indeed take effect: so that 
we may no more humour momentary fashions by ugly results 

; of chance instead of design ; and may produce both good tis- 
: ‘sués, of harmonious dolouta, and good forms and substance 
of pottery and glass. But we shall never excel in decorative 
- design. Such design is usually produced by people of great 

_ tiatural powers of mind, who have no variety of subjects to 
Z employ themselves on, no oppressive anxieties, and are in cir- 

_ cumstances, either of natural scenery or of daily life, which 
" cause pleasurable excitement. We cannot design because we 
have too much to think of, and we think of it too anxiously. It 
has long been observed how little real anxiety exists in the 
minds. of the partly savage races which excel in decorative 

art; and we must not suppose that the temper of the middle 
ages: Was a troubled one, because ever y day brought its dan- 
ger or its changes. The very eventfulness of the life ren- 
dered it earcless, as generally is still the case with soldiers 
‘and sailors. Now, when there are great powers of thought, 
and little to think of, all the yennbe:, ees ey and fancy are 
4 thrown into the manual work, and you have as much intellect 

as would direct the affairs of a large mereantile concern for a 
% day, spent all at once, quite unoonsciously, i in drawing an in- 

; genious spiral. 
| Also, powers of doing fine oramental work are only to be 

j Seas. by a perpetual discipline of the hand as well as of 

: the faney ; discipline as attentive and painful as that which a 

_ juggler has to put himself through, to overcome the more 

‘palpable difficulties of his profession. The execution of the 

_ best artists is always a splendid tour-de-force, and much that 

in painting is supposed to be dependent on material is indeed 

only a lovely and quite inimitable legerdemain. Now, when 
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powers wf fancy, stimulated by this triumphant precision of 
manual dexterity, descend uninterruptedly from generatiox 
to generation, you have at last, what is not so much a trained 
artist as a new species of animal, with whose instinctive gifts 
you have no chance of contending. And thus all our imita- 
tions of other people’s work are futile. We must learn first 
to make honest English wares, and afterwards to decorate 
them as may please the then approving Graces. 

14. Secondly—and this is an incapacity of a graver kind, 
yet having its own good in it also—we shall never be success- 
ful in the highest fields of ideal or theological art, For 
there is one strange, but quite essential, character in us: ever 
since the Conquest, if not earlier :—a delight in the forms of 
burlesque which are connected in some degree with the foul- 
ness in evil. I think the most perfect type of a true English 
mind in its best possible temper, is that of Chaucer; and you 
will find that, while it is for the most part full of thoughts of 
beauty, pure and wild like that of an April morning, there 
are even in the midst of this, sometimes momentarily jesting 
passages which stoop to play with evil—while the power of 
listening to and enjoying the jesting of entirely gross persons, 
whatever the feeling may be which permits it, afterwards de- 
generates into forms of humour which render some of quite 
the greatest, wisest, and most moral of English writers now 
almost useless for our youth. And yet you will find that 
whenever Englishmen are wholly without. this alibi their 
genius is comparatively weak and restricted. 

15. Now, the first necessity for the doing of any great 
work in ideal art, is the looking upon all foulness with horror, 
as a contemptible though dreadful enemy. You may easily 
understand what I mean, by comparing the feelings with 
which Dante regards any form of obscenity or of base jest, 
with the temper in which the same things are regarded by 
Shakespeare. And this strange earthly instinct of ours, 
coupled as it is, in our good men, with great simplicity and 
common sense, renders them shrewd and perfect observers — 
and delineators of actual nature, low or high; but precludes — 
them from that specialty of art which is properly called sub- — 
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ver we try anything in the manner of Michael An- 
- of Dante, we catch a fall, even in literature, as Milton 

in tk he battle of the angels, spoiled from Hesiod : while in art, 

= sy atte mpt in this style has hitherto been the sign either of 
1e Pp tuous egotism of persons who had never really 

le aes » be workmen, or it has been connected with very 
ug e forms of the contemplation of death,—it has always 

art ‘insane, and never once wholly successful. 
re need not feel any discomfort in these limitations of 

r es ity. We can do much that others cannot, and more 
i we have ever yet ourselves completely done. Our first 

_ great ¢ tis in the portraiture of living people—a power already 
8 accomplished in both Reynolds and Gainsborough, that 
“nothing is left for future masters but to add the calm 

workmanship to their vigour and felicity of per- 
‘ception. And of what value a true school of portraiture 
“may become in the future, when worthy men will desire only 
to be known, and others will not fear to know them for what 

they truly were, we cannot from any past records of art influ- 
ence yet conceive. Butin my next address it will be partly my 

_ endeavour to show you how much more useful, because more 
humble, the labour of great masters might have been, had 
_ they been content to bear record of the ecules that were dwell- 
ing with them on earth, instead of striving to give a decep- 
ee glory to those they dreamed of in heaven. 
; ar Si Secondly, we have an intense power of invention and 

. spiiiantoat in domestic drama ; (King Lear and Hamlet being 

_ essentially domestic in their strongest motives of intatest)i 

There is a tendency at this moment towards. a noble develop- 
_ ment of our art in this direction, checked by many adverse 

‘ conditions, which may be summed in one,—the insufficiency 

_ of generous civic or patriotic passion in the heart of the Eng- 

lish people ; a fault which makes its domestic affections self- 

_ ish, contracted, and, therefore, frivolous. 

17. Thirdly, in connection with our simplicity, and good- 

F halttiie! and partly with that very love of the grotesque which 

_ debases our ideal, we have a sympathy with the lower animals 

_ which is peculiarly our own ; and which, though it has already 
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found some exquisite expression in the works of Bewick and 
Landseer, is yet quite undeveloped. This sympathy, with the 
aid of our now authoritative science of physiology, and i in as- 
sociation with our British love of adventure, will, I hope, ena- 
ble us to give to the future inhabitants of the globe an almost 
perfect record of the present forms of animal life upon it, of 
which many are on the point of being extinguished. 

Lastly, but not as the least important of our special powers, I : 
have to note our skill in landscape, of which I will presently 
speak more particularly. 

18. Such, I conceive, to be the directions in Shad princi- 
pally, we have the power to excel ; and you must at once see 
how the consideration of them Snub modify the advisable 
methods of our art study. For if our professional painters 
were likely to produce pieces of art loftily ideal in their char- 
acter, it would be desirable to form the taste of the students 
here by setting before them only the purest examples of Greek, 
and the mightiest of Italian, art. But I do not think you will 
yet find a single instance of a school directed exclusively to 
these higher branches of study in England, which has strongly, 
or even definitely, made impression on its younger scholars. 
While, therefore, I shall endeavour to point out clearly the 
characters to be looked for and admired in the great masters 

of imaginative design, I shall make no special effort to stimu- 
late the imitation of them ; and, above all things, I shall try 
to probe in you, and to prevent, the affectation into which it 
is easy to fall, even through modesty,—of either endeavouring 
to admire a grandeur with which we have no natural sympa- 
thy, or losing the pleasure we might take in the study of 
familiar things, by considering it a sign of refinement to look 
for what is of higher class, or rarer occurrence, 

19. Again, if our artisans were likely to attain any bine 
guished “skill in ornamental design, it would be ineumbent 
upon me to make my class here accurately acquainted with 
the principles of earth and metal work, and to accustom them 
to take pleasure in conventional arrangements of colour and 
form. I hope, indeed, to do this, so far as to enable them to 

discern the real merit of many styles of art which are at pres- 

re Say: nee ae oe 
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: 
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ad ; and, above all, to read the minds of semi-bar- 

s in the only language by which their feelings 
eof expression : and those members of my class 

r inclines them to take pleasure in the interpre- 
i mythic symbols, will not probably be induced to 

e und fields of investigation which early art exam- 
‘carefully, will open to them, and which belong to it 

>; fe a a general law, that, supposing the intellect 
e- ork: 1 the same, the more imitatively complete his 

rt, 1 uot ef 5 will mean by it ; and the ruder the symbol, the 
deeper is his intention. Nevertheless, when I have once suf- 
ciently pointed out the nature and value of this conventional 

€ il vindiented it from the contempt with which it is 
y regarded, I shall leave the student to his own 

ib iwite pursuit ; and even, so far as I may, discourage all 

Imiration founded on quaintness or peculiarity of style ; and 
4 2 modes of feeling which are likely to lead 
j idious collection of curiosities, than to the intel- 
g ligent appreciation of work which, being executed in compli- 
- ance with constant laws of right, cannot be singular, and must 

2 only by excellence in what is always de- 

Pi ei sibievete; in these and such other directions, I 
_ shall endeavour to put every adequate means of advance within 

reach, of the members of my class, I shall use my own best 

is energy to show them what is consummately beautiful and well 

: men who have past through the symbolic or suggest- 

. ‘ive stage of design, and have enabled themselves to comply, 

by truth of representation, with the strictest or most eager 
demands of accurate science, and of disciplined passion. I 

fore direct your observation, during the greater 

“part ofthe time you may spare to me, to whet is indisputably 
best, both in painting and sculpture ; trusting that you will 

afterwards: recognize the nascent and partial skill of former 

days both with greater interest and greater respect, when you 

know the full difficulty of what it attempted, and the complete 
ogi what it foretold. 

| 21. And with this view, I shall at once endeavour to do 
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what has for many years been in my thoughts, and now, with 
the advice and assistance-of the curators of the University Gal- 
leries, I do not doubt may be accomplished here in Oxford, 
just where it will be pre-eminently useful—namely, to arrange 
an educational series of examples of excellent art, standards 
to which you may at once refer on any questionable point, and 
by the study of which you may gradually attain an instinctive 
sense of right, which will afterwards be liable to no serious 
error, Such a collection may be formed, both more per- 
fectly, and more easily, than would commonly be supposed. 
For the real utility of the series will depend on its restricted 
extent,—on the severe exclusion of all second-rate, superfluous, 

or even attractively varied examples,—and on the confining 
the student’s attention to a few types of what is insuperably 
good. More progress in power of judgment may be made in 
a limited time by the examination of one work, than by the 
review of many; and a certain degree of vitality is given to 
the impressiveness of every characteristic, by its being ex- 
hibited in clear contrast, and without repetition. 

The greater number of the examples I shall choose will at 
first not be costly ; many of them, only engravings of photo- 
graphs: they shall be arranged so as to be easily accessible, 
and I will prepare a catalogue, pointing out my purpose in 
the selection of each. But in process of time, I have good 
hope that assistance will be given me by the English public 
in making the series here no less splendid than serviceable ; 
and in placing minor collections, arranged on a similar princi- 
ple, at the command also of the students in our public schools, 

22. In the second place, I shall endeavour to prevail upon 
all the younger members of the University who wish to attend 
the art lectures, to give at least so much time to manual 
practice as may enable them to understand the nature and 
difficuity of executive skill. The time so spent will not be 
lost, even as regards their other studies at the University, for 

I will prepare the practical exercises in a double series, one 
illustrative of history, the other of natural science. And 
whether you are drawing a piece of Greek armour, or a hawk’s 
beak, or a lion’s paw, you will find that the mere necessity of 
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d compels attention to circumstances which 
ise have escaped notice, and fasten them in the 
out farther effort. But were it even otherwise, 

yractical training did really involve some sacrifice of 
do not fear but that it will be justified to you by 

: and I think that general public feeling is also 
the admission that accomplished education must 
only full command of expression by language, ~ 

d of true musical sound by the voice, and of true 
hand. 

= _ 28, While I myself hold this professorship, I shall direct 

Pies these exercises very definitely to natural history, and 
@ _ not only because in these two branches I am 

_ probably able to show you truths which might be despised by 
_ My suceessors ; but because I think the vital and joyful study 
of natural history quite the principal element requiring intro- 
duction, not only into University, but into national, educa- 

_ tion, from highest to lowest ; and I even will risk incurring 
by confessing one of my fondest dreams, that I 

‘may succeed i in making some of you English youths like bet- 
‘ter to look ata bird than to shoot it ; and even desire to make 

_ wild creatures tame, instead of tame creatures wild. And for 
| the:study of landscape, it is, I think, now calculated to be of 
‘use in deeper, if not more important modes, than that of nat- 
ural science, for reasons which I will ask you to let me state 

24. Observe first ;—no race of men which is entirely bred 

dn wild country, far from cities, ever enjoys landscape. They 
_ may enjoy the beauty of animals, but scarcely even that: a 

_ 4rue peasant cannot see the beauty of cattle ; but only the 

qualities expressive of their serviceableness. Lwaine dissension 
of this to-day ; permit my assertion of it, under my confident 

guarantee of future proof. Landscape can only be enjoyed 

by cultivated persons ; and it is only by music, literature, and 

‘painting, that cultivation can be given. Also, the faculties 

which are thus received are hereditary ; so that the child of 

an educated race has an innate instinct for beauty, derived 

from arts practiced hundreds of years before its birth, Now 
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farther note this, one of the loveliest things in human nature, 
In the children of noble races, trained by surrounding art, 
and at the same time in the practice of great deeds, there is 
an intense delight in the landscape of their country as memo- 
rial; a sense not taught to them, nor teachable to any others ; 
but, in them, innate ; and the seal and reward of persistence 

in great national life ;—the obedience and the peace of ages 
having extended gradually the glory of the reyered ancestors 
also to the ancestral land ; until the Motherhood of the dust, 
the mystery of the Demeter from whose bosom we came, and 
to whose bosom we return, surrounds and inspires, everywhere, 
the local awe of field and fountain ; the sacredness of land: 
mark that none may remove, and of wave that none may pol- 
lute ; while records of proud days, and of dear persons, make 
every rock monumental with ghostly inscription, and. nalend 
path lovely with noble desolateness. bt heoeardi 

25. Now, however checked by lightness of Gunpenetink 

the instinctive love of landscape in us has this deep root, 
which, in your minds, I will pray you to disencumber from 
whatever may oppress or mortify it, and to strive to feel with 
all the strength of your youth that a nation is only worthy of 
the soil and the scenes that it has inherited, when, by all its 
acts and arts, it is making them more lovely for its children. 

And now, I trust, you will feel that it is not in mere yield- 
ing to my own fancies that I have chosen, for the first three 
subjects in your educational series, landscape scenes ;~two in. 
England, and one in France,—the association of these being 
not without purpose:and for the fourth, Albert Diirer’s 
dream of the Spirit of Labour. And of the landscape sub- 
jects, I must tell you this much. The first is an engraving 
only ; the original drawing by Turner was destroyed by fire 
twenty years ago. For which loss I wish you to be sorry, and 
to remember, in connection with this first example, that what- 
ever remains to us of possession in the arts is, compared to 
what we might have had if we had cared for them, just what 
that engraving is to the lost drawing. You will find also that 
its subject has meaning in it which will not be harmful to 
you. The second example is a real drawing by ‘Turner, in the 
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ies, and very nearly of the same place; the two 
are prarahin a quarter of a mile of each other. It will 

2 character of the work that was destroyed. It 
=. Eason, in process of time, much more ; but) chiefly, 

sis my main reason for choosing both, it will be a per- 
it, expression to you of what English landscape was 

ace ;—and must, if we are to remain a nation, be again. 

It no arther right to tell you, for otherwise you might 
dly ps y regard enough to work apparently so simple, that 

ance which is not altogether displeasing to me, -this 
, pehich it has become, for these reasons, necessary for 

ive you, is—not indeed the best I have, (I have several 
h none better)—but, of all I have, the one I 

as st mind to part with. 

never engraved. Itis an introduction to the series of 
dire, which you have already ; it has in its present place 

ce with the expressional purpose of its com- 
panions ; and though small, it is very precious, being a fault- 
3 I believe, unsurpassable example of water-colour 

of Eiiconer, remember the object of these three first 
jis to\give you an index to your truest feelings about 
, and especially about your native londunepids as it is 

and, historical ; and so far as you yourselves make 
at its representation, to give you a motive for fidel- 

Staaopandnor more animating than any connected with 
‘success in the art itself. 
With respect to actual methods of practice I will not 

theme, responsibility of determining them for you. We 

take Lionardo’s treatise on training for our first text- 

; book; and I think you need not fear being misled by me if 1 

. ask you to do only what Lionardo bids, or what will be neces- 

sary to enable you to do his bidding. But you need not 

possess the book, nor read it through. I will translate the 

pieces to the authority of which I shall appeal ; and. in proc- 

ess of ‘time, by analysis of this fragmentary treatise, show 

ene character's not usually understood of the simplicity 
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as well as subtlety common to most great workmen of that 
age. Afterwards we will collect the instructions of other un: 
disputed masters, till we have obtained a code of ae clearly 
resting on the consent of antiquity. 

While, however, I thus in some measure limit for the pres- 
ent the methods of your practice, I shall endeavour to make 
the courses of my University lectures as wide in their range as 
my knowledge will permit. The range so conceded will be 
narrow enough ; but I believe that my proper function is not 
to acquaint you with the general history, but with the essen- 
tial principles of art ; and with its history only when it has 
been both great and good, or where some special excellence 
of it requires examination of the causes to which it must be 
ascribed. . 

27. But if either our work, or our einyetvtiag are to be in- 
deed successful in their own field, they must be connected 
with others of a sterner character. Now listen to me, if I 

have in these past details lost or burdened your attention ; 
for this is what I have chiefly to say to you. The art of any 
country is the exponent of its social and political virtues. I 
will show you that it is so in some detail, in the second of my 
subsequent course of lectures; meantime accept this as one of 
the things, and the most important of all things, I can positively 
declare to you. The art, or general productive and formative 
energy, of any country, is an exact exponent of its ethical life. 
You can have noble art only from noble persons, associated 
under laws fitted to their time and circumstances. And the 
best skill that any teacher of art could spend here in your 
help, would not end in enabling you even so much as rightly 
to draw the water-lilies in the Cherwell (and though it did, 
the work when done would not be worth the lilies themselves) 
unless both he and you were seeking, as I trust we shall to- 
gether seek, in the laws which regulate the finest industries, 
the clue to the laws which regulate ail industries, and in bet- 
ter obedience to which we shall actually have henceforward 
to live, not merely in compliance with our own sense of what 
is right, but under the weight of quite literal necessity. For 
the trades by which the British people has believed it to be 

. 
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’ i of destinies to maintain itself, cannot now long re- 
sputed in its hands ; its unemployed poor are daily 

ut more violently criminal ; and a searching distress 
» middle classes, arising portly from their vanity in liy- 

= ways up to their incomes, and partly from their folly in 
imagining that they can subsist in idleness upon usury, will at 

_ last compel the sons and daughters of English families to ac- 
quaint yes with the principles of providential econ- 

fe ‘to learn that food can only be got out of the 
ake competence only secured by frugality ; and that 

_ although it is not possible for all to be occupied in the highest 
arts, nor for any, guiltlessly, to pass their days in a succes- 
sion of pleasures, the most perfect mental culture possible to 
men is founded on their useful energies, and their best arts 

[0 happiness are consistent, and consistent only, 
with their virtue. 
» 28. This I repeat, gentlemen, will soon become manifest to 

those among us, and there are yet many, who are honest- 

hearted. And the future fate of England depends upon the 
position they then take, and on their courage in maintaining it. 

_ There is a destiny now possible to us—the highest ever set 

before a nation to be accepted or refused. We are still un- 

degenerate in race; a race mingled of the best northern 

blood. We are not a0 dissolute in temper, but still have the 
to govern, and the grace to obey. We have been 

taught a religion of pure mercy, which we must either now 

finally betray, or learn to defend by fulfilling. And we are 

rich in an inheritance of honour, bequeathed to us through a 

. thousand years of noble history, which it should be our daily 

thirst to increase with splendid avarice, so that Englishmen, 

if it be a sin to covet honour, should be the most offending 

souls alive. Within the last few years we have had the laws 

of natural science opened to us with a rapidity which has 

been blinding by its brightness ; and means of transit and 

communication given to us, which have made but one king- 

dom of the habitable globe. One kingdom ;—but who is to 

be its king? Is there to be no king in it, think you, and 

every man to do that which is right in his own eyes? Or only 

ee a ne 
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kings of terror, and the obscene empires of Mammon and 
Belial? Or will you, youths of England, make your country 
again a royal throne of kings; a sceptred isle, for all the 
world a source of light, a centre of peace ; mistress of Learn- 
ine and of the Arts ;—faithful guardian of great memories 
in the midst of irreverent and ephemeral visions ;—faithful 
servant of time-tried principles, under temptation from fond 
experiments and licentious desires ; and, amidst the eruel and 
clamorous jealousies of the nations, worshipped in oe 
valour, of goodwill towards men ? 

29. ‘Vexilla regis prodeunt.’ Yes, but of which king? 
There are the two oriflammes ; which shall we plant on the 
farthest islands—the one that floats in heavenly fire, or that 

hangs heavy with foul tissue of terrestrial gold? There is 
indeed a course of beneficent glory open to us, such as never 
was yet offered to any poor group of mortal souls. But it 
must be—it és with us, now, ‘Reign or Die.’ And if it shall 
be said of this country, ‘Fece per viltate, il gran ‘vifiuto ;’ 
that refusal of the crown will be, of all yet recorded in — 
the shamefullest and most untimely. 

And this is what she must either do, or perish: ian must 
found colonies as fast and as far as she is able, formed of her 
most energetic and wortliiest men ;—seizing every piece of 
fruitful waste ground she can set her foot on, and there teach- 
ing these her colonists that their chief virtue is to be fidelity 
to their country, and that their first aim is to be to advance 
the power of England by land and sea: and that, though 
they live on a distant plot of ground, they_are no more to 
consider themselves therefore disfranchised from their native . 

land than the sailors of her fleets do, because they float on 
distant waves. So that literally, these colonies must be fast- 
ened fleets, and every man of them must be under authority 
of captains and officers, whose better command is to be over 
fields and streets instead of ships of the line; and England, 
in these her motionless navies (or, in the true and mightiest 
sense, motionless churches, ruled by pilots on the Galilean 
lake of all the world) is to ‘expect every man to do his duty; 
recognising that duty is indeed possible no less in peace than 



ves against cannon-mouths for lean of England, we may find 
2 also.) who will plough and sow for her, who will behave 

ndly and righteously for her, who will bring up their chil- 
m_ to love her, and who will gladden dematlees in the 

rightness of her glory, more than in all the light of tropic 

T “But that they may be able to do this, she must make her own 
I ajesty stainless; she must give them thoughts of their home 

_ of which they can be proud. The England who is to be mis- 
__ tress of half the earth cannot remain herself a heap of cinders, 

iy intenmpled by contending and miserable crowds ; she must yet 
again become the England she was once, and in all beautiful 
_ Ways more; so happy, so secluded, and so pure, that in her 
“tkerpolluted by no unholy clouds—she may be able to spell _ 

t » rightly of every star that heaven doth show; and in her fields, 

_ ordered and wide and fair, of every herb that sips the dew; 
To and under the green ayenues of her omtanted garden, a sacr ed 

be Circe, true Daughter of the Sun, she must omide the human 
arts, and gather the divine knowledge, of distant nations, trans- 

formed from savageness to manhood, and redeemed from de-~ 
— into Peace. 
—* 30, You think that an impossible ideal. Be it so; refuse to 

accept ; it if you will; but see that you form your own in its 

_ stead. All that Task of you is to have a fixed purpose of 

some kind for your country and yourselves ; no matter how 

_ xestricted, so that it be fixed and unselfish. I know what 

_ stout hearts are in you, to answer acknowledged need ; but it 

_is the fatallest form of error in English youth to hide their 

best hardihood till it fades for lack of sunshine, and to act in 

_ disdain of purpose, till all purpose is vain. It is not by delib- 

erate, but by careless selfishness ; not by compromise with 

evil, but by dull following of good, that the weight of national 

evil increases upon us daily. Break through at least this pre- 

tence of existence ; determine what you will be, and what you 

“would win. You will not decide wrongly if you resolve to de- 

cide at all. Were even the choice between lawless pleasure 

and loyal suffering, you would not, I believe, choose basely. 

~ 
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But your trial is not so sharp. It is between drifting in con: 
fused wreck among the castaways of Fortune, who condemns 
to assured ruin those who know not either how to resist her, 

or obey ; between this, I say, and the taking your appointed 
part in the heroism of Rest ; the resolving to share in the vic- 
tory which is to the weak rather than the strong; and the 
binding yourselves by that law, which, thought on through 
lingering night and labouring day, makes a man’s life to be 
as a tree planted by the water-side, that bringeth forth his 
fruit in his season ;— 

‘ET FOLIUM EJUS NON DEFLUET, 

ET OMNIA, QUECUNQUE FACIET, PROSPERABUNTUR. 

LECTURE IL. 

THE RELATION OF ART TO RELIGION. 

31. Ir was stated, and I trust partly with your acceptance, 
in my opening lecture, that the study on which we are about 
to enter cannot be rightly undertaken except in furtherance 
of the grave purposes of life with respect to which the rest of 
the scheme of your education here is designed. But you can 
scarcely have at once felt all that I intended in saying so ;— 
you cannot but be still partly under the impression that the 
so-called fine arts are merely modes of graceful recreation, 
and a new resource for your times of rest, Let me ask you, 
forthwith, so far as you can trust me, to change your thoughts 
in this matter. All the great arts have for their object either 
the support or exaltation of human life,—usually both ; and 
their dignity, and ultimately their very existence, depend on 
their being ‘wera Aiyou dAnOods,’ that is to say, apprehending, 
with right reason, the nature of the materials they work with, 
of the things they relate or represent, and of the faculties to 
which they are addressed. And farther, they form one united 
system from which it is impossible to remove any part with- 
out harm to the rest, They are founded first in mastery, by 



; then their inventive power begins, with the elena in 
‘neal potter, whose art is the humblest, but truest 

ming of the human body and spirit; and in 
work, which probably was the early employ- 

Founder of our religion. And until men have 
the laws of art in clay and wood, they can 

know no others. Nor is it without the strange 
i you will find in what at first seemed chance, 

as soon as you can read them rightly,— 
of Athena Polias was of olive-wood, and that 

the Gr and Gothic spire are both merely the per- 
‘manent representations of useful wooden structures. On 
‘these two first arts follow building in stone,—sculpture,— 
‘metal work,—and painting ; every art being properly called 
| ‘fine’ which demands the exercise of the full faculties of heart 
and intellect. For though the fine arts are not necessarily im- 
i ntative, for their essence is being ‘zepi yéve- 
‘ow’—oceupied in the actual production of beautiful form or 
colour—still, the highest of them are appointed also to relate ' 

ascertainable truth respecting visible things 
‘dndtisbei feelings : and this pursuit of fact is the vital ele- 
ment of the art power ;—that in which alone it can develope 

‘itself to its utmost. And I will anticipate by an assertion 
; panes will at present think too bold, but which I am will- 

that you should think so, in order that you may well re- 
highest thing that art can do is to set before 

you the true i image of the presence of a noble human being. 

‘It has never done more than this, and it ought not to do Sasi 

82. The great arts—forming thus one perfect scheme of 

human skill, of which it is not right to call one division more 

honourable, though it may be more subtle, than another— 

have had, and can have, but three principal directions of 

purpose :—first, that of enforcing the religion of men ; sec- 

ondly, that of perfecting their ethical state ; thirdly, that of 

doing them material service. 

$3; Ido not doubt but that you are surprised at my say- 

ing the arts can in their second function only be directed to 

i _ aiotas 
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the perfecting of there ethical state, it being our usual impres- 
sion that they are often destructive of morality. But it is im- 
possible to direct fine art toan immoral end, except by giving it 
characters unconnected with its fineness, or by addressing it 
to persons who cannot perceive it to be fine. Whosoever re- 
cognises it is exalted by it. On the other hand, it has been 
commonly thought that art was a most fitting means for the 
enforcement of religious doctrines and emotions ;. whereas 
there is, as I must presently try to show you, room for grave 
doubt whether it has not in this function areas ene! vil 
rather than good. . 

- 84. In this and the two next following Pea ea ‘shall 

endeavour therefore to show you the grave relations of human 
art, in these three functions, to human life. I ean do this 
but roughly, as you may well suppose—since each of these 
subjects would require for its right treatment years instead 
of hours. Only, remember, I have already given years, not a 
few, to each of them ; and what I try to tell you now will be | 
only so much as is absolutely necessary to set our work on a — 

clear foundation. You may not, at present, see the necessity — 
for any foundation, and may think that I ought to put pencil 
and paper in your hands at once. On that point I must 
simply answer, ‘Trust me a little while,’ asking you however 
also to remember, that—irrespectively of what you do last 
or first—my true function here is not that of your master in 
painting, or sculpture, or pottery; but my real duty is to 
show you what it is that makes any of these arts fine, or the 
contrary of fine ; essentially good, or essentially base. You — 
need not fear my not being practical enough for you ; all the | 
industry you choose to give me I will take ; but far the better 
part of what you may gain by such industry would be lost, if — 
I did not first lead you to see what every form of art-industry 
intends, and why some of it is justly called a and some 
wrong. 

35. It would be well if you were to look over, with re- 
spect to this matter, the end of the second, and what interests 
you of the third book of Plato’s Republic ; noting therein 
these two principal things, of which I have to speak im this 
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_ justly, Etibutes to art, of falsifying our concep- 
Deity : which power he by fatal error partly implies 

id wisely for good, and that the feigning is only 
o it is of evil, ‘gay tis py Kadds eer ; and you 

» through all that follows the beginning of ‘the 
[ Greek ideal art into a beautiful expediency, instead 

it was in the days of Pindar, the statement of what 
not. be otherwise sisal so.’ But, in the second place, 

br accuracy of expression than our Euglish language 
the essential relations of art to morality ; the sum of 
eing given in one lovely sentence, which, considering 

3 have to-day grace done us by fair companionship, 
‘pardon me for translating. ‘Must it be then only 
poets that we insist thas: shall either create for us 

- the i image of a noble morality, or among us create none? or 

shall we not also keep guard over all other workersfor the 

ople, and forbid them to make what is ill-customed, and un- 

restrained, and ungentle, and without order or shape, either in 
Tikenesses of living things, or in buildings, orin any other thing 

thatsoever that is made for the people? and shall we not 

rather seek for workers who can track the inner nature of all 

that. may be sweetly schemed; so that the young men, as 

diving i im a wholesome place, may be profited by everything 

P that, in work fairly wrought, may touch them through hearing 

_ or sight—as if it were a breeze bringing health to them from 

; a strong for life ?’ 

3 ee. . And now—but one word, before we enter on our task, 

q as to the way you must understand what I may endeayour to 

—. alt top bog you—now and always—-not to think that I mean 

3 more thanI say. In all probability, I mean just what I say, 

and only that. At all events I do fully mean that, and if there 

_ is anything reserved in my mind, it will be probably different 

from what you would guess. You are perfectly welcome to 

know all that I think, as soon as I have put before you all my 

grounds for thinking it; but by the time I have done so, you 
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will be able to form an opinion of your own; ee ‘sei 
then be of no consequence to you. 

37. I use then to-day, as I shall in future use, the Word 
‘religion’ as signifying the feelings of love, reverence, or dread 
with which the human mind is affected by its conceptions of 
spiritual being ; and you know well how necessary it is, both 

to the rightness of our own life, and to the understanding the 
lives of others, that we should always keep clearly distinguished 
our ideas of religion, as thus defined, and of morality, as the 

law of rightness in human conduct. For there are many re- 
ligions, but there is only one morality. There are moral and 
immoral religions, which differ as much in precept as in emo- 
tion ; but there is only one morality, which has been, is, and 
must be forever, an instinct in the hearts of all civilized men, 

as certain and unalterable as their outward bodily form, and 
which receives from religion neither law, nor peace ; ke ‘only 
hope, and felicity. 

38. The pure forms or states of religion hitherto einisivi, 

are those in which a healthy humanity, finding in itself many 
foibles and sins, has imagined, or been made conscious of, the 

existence of higher spiritual personality, liable to no such 
fault or stain; and has been assisted in effort, and consoled 

in pain, by reference to the will or sympathy of such more 
pure spirits, whether imagined or real. I am compelled to 
use these painful latitudes of expression, because no analysis. 
has hitherto sufficed to distinguish accurately, in historical nar- 
rative, the difference between impressions resulting from the 
imagination of the worshipper, and those made, if any, by the 
actually local and temporary presence of another spirit. For 
instance, take the vision, which of all others has been since 

made most frequently the subject of physical representation— 
the appearance to Ezekiel and St. John of the four living 
creatures, which throughout Christendom have been used to 
symbolize the Evangelists.* Supposing such interpretation 
just, one of those figures was either the mere symbol to St. 
John of himself, or it was the power which inspired him man: 

* Only the Gospels, ‘1V. Evangelia,’ according to St. Jerome 
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itself in an independent form. Which of these it was, 

[ er neither of these, but a vision of other powers, or a 

of which neither the prophet himself knew, nor can any 
m yet know, the interpretation, I suppose no mod- 
ed and accurate thinker would now take upon 

side. Nor is it therefore anywise necessary for 
on that, or any other such question ; but it is 

1at you should be bold enough to look every oppos- 
_ steadily in its face; and modest enough, having 

to know when it is too hard for you. But above all 
you be modest in your thoughts, for of this 

may be absolutely sure, that all our thoughts 
are but d of darkness. And in these days you have to 
_ guard against the fatallest darkness of the two opposite 
_ Prides: the Pride of Faith, which imagines that the Nature of 
__ the Deity can be defined by its convictions ; and the Pride of 
_ Science, which imagines that the Energy of Deity can be ex- 

plained by its analysis 
89. Of these, the first, the Pride of Faith, is now, as it has 
. 7 the most deadly, because the most complacent 

subtle ;—because it invests every evil passion of our 

ure with the aspect of an angel of light, and enables the 

Re which might otherwise have been put to wholesome 

_ shame, and the cruel carelessness of the ruin of our fellow- 

men, which might otherwise have been warmed into human 

love, or at least checked by human intelligence, to congeal 

es elves into the mortal intellectual disease of imagining 

_ that myriads of the inhabitants of the world for four thousand 

years have been left to wander and perish, many of them ever- 

lastingly, in order that, in fulness of time, divine truth might 

be preached sufficiently to ourselves ; with this farther ineffa- 

ble mischief for direct result, that multitudes of kindly-dis- 

posed, gentle, and submissive persons, who might else by 

_ their true patience have alloyed the hardness of the common 

erowd, and by their activity for good, balanced its misdoing, 

‘are withdrawn from all such true service of man, that they 

‘may pass the best part of their lives in what they are told 

ig the service of God ; namely, desiring what they cannot 
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obtain, lamenting what they cannot avoid, and rfcting on 
what they cannot understand. 

40. This, I repeat, is the deadliest, but for you, ntodor ex- 
isting circumstances, it is becoming daily, almost hourly, the 
least , probable form of Pride. That which you have chiefly 
to guard against consists in the overvaluing of minute though 
correct discovery ; the groundless denial of all that seems to 
you to have been groundlessly affirmed ; and the interesting 
yourselves too curiously in the progress of some scientific 
minds, which in their judgment of the universe ean be com- 
pared to nothing so accurately as to the woodworms in the 
panel of a picture by some great painter, if we may conceive 
them as tasting with discrimination of the wood and with re- 
pugnance of the colour, and declaring that even this unlooked- 
for and undesirable combination is a ae result of the 
action of molecular Forces, od 

41. Now, I must very earnestly warn you, in the besphniing 
of my work with you here, against allowing either of these 
forms of egotism to interfere with your judgment or practice 
of art. On the one hand, you must not allow the expression 
of your own favourite religious feelings by any particular 
form of art to modify your judgment of its absolute merit ; 
nor allow the art itself to become an illegitimate means of 
deepening and confirming your convictions, by realizing to 
your eyes what you dimly conceive with the brain ; as if the 
greater clearness of the image were a stronger proof of its 
truth. On the other hand, you must not allow your scientific 
habit of trusting nothing but what you have ascertained, to 
prevent you from appreciating, or at least endeavouring to 
qualify yourselves to appreciate, the work of the highest fac- 
ulty of the human mind,—its imagination,—when it is toiling 
in the presence of things that cannot be dealt with by any 
other power. 

42. These are both vital conditions of your healthy progress. 
On the one hand, observe that you do not wilfully use the 
realistic power of art to convince yourselves of historical ot 
theological statements which you cannot otherwise prove , 
and which you wish to prove :—on the other hand, that you 



which a alone are cognizant, because ae 
hly the scientific interest which attaches to the 
of second causes. 

8, it may be quite possible to show the con- 
er and electricity which necessarily produce the 
e, the apparently self-contained silvery light, and 
us blue shadow of a thunder-cloud, and which 
@ from the depth of the golden peace in the dawn 
Morning. Similarly, it may be possible to shew 

‘of strueture which groove the fangs and de~ 
tow of the asp, and whtele distinguish the character 
‘from that of the face of a young girl. But itis 
n of the rightly-trained imagination to recognise, 
‘such other relative aspects, the unity of teaching 

h alike on our senses and our conscience, the 

ornal difference between good and evil: and the rule, over 
‘clouds of heaven and over the creatures in the earth, of 

Spirit which teaches to our own hearts the bitterness — 
; and strength of love. 

Now, dhteaefore, approaching our subject in this balanced 
er, Which will. neither resolve to see only what it would 

“nor expect to see only what it can explain, we shail find 
‘imto the relation of Art to Religion is distinctly 

reefold : . first, we have to ask how far art may have been 

ly directed by spiritual powers ; secondly, how far, if 
r pired, it may have been exalted by them ; lastly, how 
fis, daily of its agencies, it has advanced the cause of the 

it has been used to recommend. 
First: What ground have we for thinking that art has 

er been inspired as a message or revelation? What in- 

ternal evidence is there in the work of great artists of their 

wing been under the authoritative guidance of supernatural 
rs? 

ci ‘Iti is true that the answer to so mysterious a question can- 

“not f rest alone upon internal evidence ; but it is well that you 
should know what might, from that evidence alone, be con- 

eluded. — And the more impartially you examine the phe 
3 

w 
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nomena of imagination, the more firmly you will be led to 

conclude that they are the result of the influence of the com- 
mon and vital, but not, therefore, less Divine, spirit, of which 

some portion is given to all living creatures in such manner 
as may be adapted to their rank in creation ; and that every- 
thing which men rightly accomplish is indeed done by Divine 
help, but under a consistent law which is never departed from. 

The strength of this spiritual life within us may be in- 
creased or lessened by our own conduct ; it varies from time 
to time, as physical strength varies; it is summoned on dif. 
ferent occasions by our will, and dejected by our distress, or 
our sin ; but it is always equally human, and equally Divine. 
We are men, and not mere animals, because a special form of 

it is with us always; we are nobler and baser men, as it is 
with us more or less ; but it is never given to us in any degree 
which can make us more than men. 

45. Observe :—I give you this general statement doubt- 
fully, and only as that towards which an impartial reasoner 

‘will, I think, be inclined by existing data, But I shall be 
able to show you, without any doubt, in the course of our 
studies, that the achievements of art which have been usually 
locked upon as the results of peculiar inspiration, have been 
arrived at only through long courses of wisely-directed labour, 
and under the influence of feelings which are common to all 
humanity. 

But of these feelings and powers whigh.j in different degrees 
are common to humanity, you are to note that there are three 
principal divisions: first, the instincts of construction or 
melody, which we share with lower animals, and which are in 

us as native as the instinct of the bee or nightingale ; secondly, 
the faculty of vision, or of dreaming, whether in sleep or in 
conscious trance, or by voluntarily exerted fancy ; and lastly, 
the power of rational inference and collection, of both the 
laws and forms of beauty. 

46. Now the faculty of vision, being closely associated with 
the innermost spiritual nature, is the one which has by most 
reasoners been held for the peculiar channel of Divine teach- 
ing: and it is a fact that great part of purely didactic art has 
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rece rd, whether in language, or by linear representa- 
actual vision involuntarily received at the moment, 
cast on a mental retina blanched by the past course 
ful } life. But it is also true that these visions, where 

istinctly received, are always—I speak deliberately— 
d eran of some mental limitation or derangement ; 

® persons who most clearly recognise their value, 
ad ly estimate it, choosing what they find to be use- 

calling that ‘inspired,’ and disregarding what they 
eto be useless, though presented to the visionary by 

“The us 3 it is probable that no work of art has been more 
Ss eekeots than Albert Diirer’s engraving, known as the 

i and Death.’* But that is only one of a series of 
resenting similarly vivid dreams, of which some are 

teresting, except for the manner of their representation, 
-* St, Hubert,’ and others are unintelligible ; some, 

1, and wholly unprofitable ; so that we find the visionary 
yl that great painter, when accurately examined, to be 

vid influence, abasing his skill more frequently than en- 
it, and sacrificing the greater part of his energies 

vain subjects, two only being produced, in the course of 
2 life, which are of high didactic value, and both of these 

_ ¢apable only of giving sad courage.t Whatever the value of 
4 these two, it bears more the aspect of a treasure obtained at 

4 a See of suffering, than of a directly granted gift from 
iT oi 

On the contrary, not only the highest, but the most 
sistent results have been attained in art by men in whom 

§  shbclabalty of vision, however strong, was subordinate to that 

F of ¢ deliberative design, and tranquillised by a measure, con- 

_ tinual, not feverish, but affectionate, observance of the quite 

q _unvisionary facts of the surrounding world. 
And s ‘so far as we can trace the connection of their powers 

re * Standard Series, No. 9. 

ps e meaning of the ‘Knight and Death,’ even in this respect, has 

been questioned on good grounds. See note on the = in 
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with the moral character of their lives, we shall find that the 

best art is the work of good, but of not distinctly religious 
men, who, at least, are conscious of no inspiration, and often 

so unconscious of their superiority to others, that one of the 
very greatest of them, deceived by his modesty, has asserted 

that ‘all things are possible to well-directed labour.’ 
49. The second question, namely, how far art, if not in- 

spired, has yet been ennobled by religion, I shall not touch 
upon to-day; for it both requires technical criticism, and 
would divert you too long from the main question of all,— 
How far religion has been helped by art? 

You will find that the operation of formative art~(1 will 
not speak to-day of music)—the operation of formative art on 
religious creed is essentially twofold ; the realisation, to the 
eyes, of imagined spiritual persons; and the limitation of 
their imagined presence to certain places. We will examine 
these two ; fandtiona of it successively. 

_ 50. And first, consider accurately what the aeaary of art 
is, in realising, to the sight, our conceptions of epiriival per- 
sons. 

For instance. Assume that we believe that the Madonna 
is always present to hear and answer our prayers. Assume 
also that this is true. I think that persons ina perfectly hon- 
est, faithful, and humble temper, would in that case desire 

only to feel so much of the Divine presence as the spiritual 
Power herself chose to make felt ; and, above all things, not 
to think they saw, or knew, anything except what rt be 
truly perceived or known. 

But a mind imperfectly faithful, and impatient in sha dis- 
tress, or craving in its dulness for a more distinet and con- 
vincing sense of the Divinity, would endeavour to complete, 
or perhaps we should rather say to contract, its conception, 
into the definite figure of a woman wearing a blue or crimson 
dress, and having fair features, dark eyes, and gracefully ar- 
ranged hair. 

Suppose, after forming such a conception, that we have the 
power to realise and preserve it, this image of a beautiful fig- 
ure with a pleasant expression cannot but have the tendency 

ee ee a 
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8 leading us to think of the Virgin as present, 
. not actually present, or as pleased with us, when 

actually pleased ; or if we resolutely prevent our: 
a such imagination, nevertheless the existence of 

art makes us believe what we would not otherwise 
e d ; and secondly, it makes us think of subjects we 

not otherwise have thought of, intruding them amidst 
gary thoughts in a confused and familiar manner. 

t with any certainty affirm the advantage or the 
Such accidental pieties, for their effect will be very 
on different characters: but, without any question, 
which makes us believe what we would not have 

ise believed, is misapplied, and in most instances very 

Susly so. Our duty is to believe in the existence of 

or any other, persons, only upon rational proofs of 

existence; and not because we have seen pictures of 

m. And since the real relations between us and higher 

its are, of all facts concerning our being, those which it is 

9st important to know accurately, if we know at all, it is a 

Ic great as to amount to real, though most unintentional, 

‘sin, to allow our conceptions of those relations to be modified 

‘by our own undisciplined fancy. 
; ‘OR 52. But now observe, it is here necessary to draw a distinc: 

- ‘tion, 80 subtle, that in dealing with facts it is continually im- 

: p 31 fe to mark it with precision, yet so vital, that not only 

your understanding of the power of art, but the working of 

‘your minds in matters of primal moment to you, depends on 

: the effort you make to affirm this distinction strongly. The 

; ‘art which realises a creature of the imagination is only mis- 

¢ tiev s when that realisation is conceived to imply, or does 

practically induce a belief in, the real existence of the im- 

a.” 

E 
E 
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agined personage, contrary to, or unjustified by the other evi- 
dence of its existence. But if the art only represents the 
personage on the understanding that its form ig imaginary, 
then the effort at realisation is healthful and beneficial. — . 

For instance. I shall place in your Standard series a 
Greek design of Apollo crossing the sea to Delphi, which is 
an example of one of the highest types of Greek or any other 
art. So far as that design is only an expression, under the 
symbol of a human form, of what may be rightly imagined 
respecting the solar power, the art is right and ennobling ; 
but so far as it conveyed to the Greek the idea of there being 
a real Apollo, it was mischievous, whether there be, or be not, 

a real Apollo. If there is no real Apollo, then the art was 
mischievous because it deceived ; but if there is a real Apollo, 
then it was still more mischievous, for it not only began the 
degradation of the image of that true god into a decoration 
for niches, and a device for seals; but prevented any true 
witness being borne to his existence. For if the Greeks, in- 
stead of multiplying representations of what they imagined to 
be the figure of the god, had given us accurate drawings of 
the heroes and battles of Marathon and Salamis, and had 

simply told us in plain Greek what evidence they had of the 
power of Apollo, either through his oracles, his help or chas- 
tisement, or by immediate vision, they would have served 
their religion more truly than by all the Vase pointing: and 
fine statues that ever were buried or adored. 

53. Now in this particular instance, and in many other ex- 
amples of fine Greek art, the two conditions of thought, sym- 
bolic and realistic, are mingled ; and the art is helpful, as I 

will hereafter show you, in one function, and in the other so 

deadly, that I think no degradation of conception of Deity has 
ever been quite so base as that implied by the designs of 
Greek vases in the period of decline, say about 250 Bc. | 

But though among the Greeks it is thus nearly always diffi- 
cult to say what is symbolic and what realistic, in the range 
of Christian art the distinction is clear. In that, a vast divi- 

sion of imaginative work is occupied in the symbolism of vir- 
tues, vices, or natural powers or passions ; and in the repre- 

eS 
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ation of personages who, though nominally real, become 
concep ion symbolic. In the greater part of this work 

_ there is no intention of implying the existence of the repre- 
~ sented creature ; Direr’s Melencolia and Giotto’s Justice are 

accurately characteristic examples. Now all such art is wholly 

ind useful when it is the work of good men. 
Again, there is another division of Christian work in 

treated only as dramatis-persone of a poem, and so presented 

cor lly as subjects of imagination. All this poetic art is 

also good when it is the work of good men. 

_ 55. There remains only therefore to be considered, as truly 
1gi0 the work which definitely implies and modifies the 

conception of the existence of a real person. There is hardly 
_ any great art which entirely belongs to this class ; but Rapha- 

 el’'s Madonna della Seggiola is as accurate a type of it as I 

ean give you; Holbein’s Madonna at Dresden, the Madonna 

3 di San Sisto, and the Madonna of Titian’s Assumption, all be- 

Jong mainly to this class, but are removed somewhat from it 

_ (as Lrepeat, nearly all great art is) into the poetical one. It 

_is only the bloody crucifixes and gilded virgins and other such 

lowe of imagery (by which, to the honour of the Eng- 

_ lish Church, it has been truly claimed for her, that ‘she has 

4 er appealed to the madness or dulness of her peeple,’) 

; co ll to the realistic class in strict limitation, and 

_ which properly constitute the type of it. 

__ There is indeed an important school of sculpture in Spain, 

_ directed to the same objects, but not demanding at present 

any special attention. And finally, there is the vigorous and 

F -interesting realistic school of our own, in modern times, 

mainly known to the public by Holman Hunt's picture of the 

_ Light of the World, though, I believe, deriving its first origin 

from the genius of the painter to whom you owe also the re- 

_ yival of interest, first here in Oxford, and then universally, in 

the eycle of early English legend,—Dante Rossetti. 

__ 56. The effect of this realistic art on the religious mind of 

pe varies in scope more than any other art power ; for 

in its higher branches it touches the most sincere religious — 
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minds, affecting an earnest class of persons who cannot be 
reached by merely poetical design ; while, in its lowest, it 
addresses itself not only to the most vulgar desires for relig- 
ious excitement, but to the mere thirst for sensation of horror 

which characterises the uneducated orders of partially civil- 
ised countries ; nor merely to the thirst for horror, but to 
the strange love of death, as such, which has sometimes in 
Catholic countries showed itself peculiarly by the endeavour 
to paint the images in the chapels of the Sepulchre so as to 
look deceptively like corpses. The same morbid instinct has 
also affected the minds of many among the more imaginative 
and powerful artists with a feverish gloom which distorts 
their finest work ; and lastly—and this is the worst of all its 
effects—it has occupied the sensibility of Christian women, 
universally, in lamenting the sufferings of Christ, nee tee 
preventing those of His people. 

57. When any of you next go abroad, observe, ash pana 
the meaning of, the sculptures and paintings, which of every 
rank in art, “endoin every chapel and cathedral, and by every 
mountain path, recall the hours, and represent the agonies, 
of the Passion of Christ: and try to form some estimate of the 
efforts that have been made by the four arts of eloquence, 
music, painting, and sculpture, since the twelfth century, to 

wring out of the hearts of women the last drops of pity that 
could be excited for this merely physical agony: for the art 
nearly always dwells on the physical wounds or exhaustion 
chiefly, and degrades, far more than it animates, the sia 
tion of pain. 

Then try to conceive the quantity of time, and of excited 
and thrilling emotion, which have been wasted by the tender 
and delicate women of Christendom during these last six 
hundred years, in thus picturing to themselves, under the 
influence of such imagery, the bodily pain, long since passed, 
of One Person ;—which, so far as they indeed conceived it to 
be sustained by a Divine Nature, could not for that reason 
have been less endurable than the agonies of any simple hu- 
man death by torture: and then try to estimate what might 

~ have been the better result, for the righteousness and felicity 



aning of the last words that were ever spoken by their 

“Master to those who had ministered to Him of ther sub- 
stance: “Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for me, but 
weep for yourselves, and for your children.’ If they had but 

been taught to ‘measure with their pitiful thoughts the tort- 
ures of battle-fields ;—the slowly consuming plagues of death 
in the starving children, and wasted age, of the innumerable 
desolate those battles left ;—nay in our own life of peace, the 

q agony of unnurtured, untaught, unhelped creatures, awaking 
3 ‘at the grave's edge to know how they should have lived ; and 
q the worse pain of those whose existence, not the ceasing of it, 

is death; those to whom the cradle was a curse, and for 

_ whom the words they cannot hear, ‘ashes to ashes,’ are all 
Y that they have ever received of benediction. These,—you 

_ Who would fain have wept at His feet, or stood by His cross, 
_ these you have always with you, Him you have not always. 
. = 68) The wretched in death you have always with you. 
_ Yes, and the brave and good in life you have always ;—these 
_ also needing help, though you supposed they had only to help 
_ others’; these also claiming to be thought for, and remembered. 

q ‘And you will find, if you look into history with this clue, that 

one of quite the chief reasons for the continual misery of man- 

_ kind is that they are always divided in their worship between 

3 ‘angels or saints, who are out of their sight, and need no help, 

and proud and evil-minded men, who are too definitely in 

their sight, and ought not to have their help. And consider 

; how the arts have thus followed the worship of the crowd. 

_ You have paintings of saints and angels, innumerable sof 

petty courtiers, and contemptible or cruel kings, innumerable. 

4 Few, liow few you have (but these, observe, almost always by 

_ great painters) of the best men, or of their actions. But 

think for yourselves,—I have no time now to enter upon the 

mighty field, nor imagination enough to guide me beyond the 

‘threshold of it,—think, what history might have been to us 

_ flow j—nay, what a different history that of all Europe might 

‘have become, if it had but been the object both of the people 

_ “to discern, and of their arts to honour and bear record of, the 

4 
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great deeds of their worthiest men. And if, instead of living, 

as they have always hitherto done, in a hellish cloud of con- 

tention and revenge, lighted by fantastic dreams of cloudy 
sanctities, they had sought to reward and punish justly, 
wherever reward and punishment were due, but chiefly to re- 

ward ; and at least rather to bear testimony to the human acts 
which deserved God’s anger or His blessing, than only in pre- 
sumptuous imagination to display the secrets of Judgment, 
or the beatitudes of Eternity. 

59. Such I conceive generally, though inilahde wily good 
arising out of it, for every great evil brings some good in its 
backward eddies+such I eonceive'to -have been the deadly 
function of art in its ministry to what, whether in heathen or 
Christian lands, and whether in the pageantry of words, or 
colours, or fair forms, is truly, and in the deep sense, to be 

called idolatry—the serving with the best of our hearts and 
minds, some dear or sad fantasy which we have made for our- 
selves, while we disobey the present call of the Master, who is 

not dead, and who is not now fainting under His cross, but 
requiring us to take up ours. 

60. I pass to the second great function of religious ols the 
limitation of the idea of Divine presence to particular local- 
ities. It is of course impossible within my present limits to 
touch upon this power of art, as employed on the temples of ~ 
the gods of various religions ; we will examine that on future 
occasions. To-day, I want only to map out main ideas, and I 
can do this best by speaking exclusively of this loealising in- 
fluence as it affects our own faith. 

Observe first, that the localisation is almost entirely ja 
ent upon human art. You must at least take a’ stone and 
set it up for a pillar, if you are to mark the place, so as to 
know it again, where a vision appeared. A persecuted people, 
needing to conceal their places of worship, may perform eyery 
religious ceremony first under one crag of the hill-side, and 
then under another, without invalidating the sacredness of 
the rites or sacraments thus administered. It is, therefore, 

we all acknowledge, inessential, that a particular spot should — 
be surrounded with a ring of stones, or enclosed within walls 

ee 
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style of architecture, and so set apart as the only 
where such ceremonies may be properly performed ; 

s thus less by any direct appeal to experience or to rea- 
n consequence of the effect upon our senses pro- 

e architecture, that we receive the first strong im- 
what we afterwards contend for as absolute truth. 
y wish you to notice how it is always by help of 

+ that such a result is attained, because, remember 

am neither disputing nor asserting the truth of any 
| doctrine ;—that is not my province ;—I am only 
g the expediency of enforcing that doctrine by the 

shitecture. Put a rough stone for an altar under 
orn on a village green ;—separate a portion of the 
with an ordinary paling from the rest ;—then con- 

th whatever form you choose, the space of grass 
enclosed, and meet within the wooden fences often 

to pray or preach ; yet you will not easily festen 
in the minds of the villagers, that God inhabits 

of grass inside the fence, and does not extend His 

to the common beyond it: and that, the daisies and 
one side of the railing are holy,—on the other, pro- 

. But, instead of a wooden fence, build a wall ; pave the 

erior space ; roof it over, so as to make it comparatively 

j--and you may persuade the villagers with ease that you 

aye built a house which Deity inhabits, or that you have be- 

me, in. the old French phrase, a ‘logeur du Bon Dieu.’ 
And farther, though I have no desire to introduce any 

1 as to the truth of what we thus architecturally 

. would desire you most strictly to determine what is 

aded to be taught. 

io not think I underrate—I am among the last men living 

who would underrate—the importance of the sentiments con- 

~ necte with their church to the population of a pastoral vil- 

lage. I admit, in its fullest extent, the moral value of the 

ne, which is almost always one of perfect purity and peace ; 

1d of the sense of supernatural love and protection, which 

and surrounds the low aisles and homely porch. But, the 

stion I desire earnestly to leave with you is, whether all the 

.= 
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earth ought not to be peaceful and pure, and the acknow) 
edgment of the Divine protection as universal, as its reality? 
That in a mysterious way the presence of Deity is vouchsafed 
where it is sought, and withdrawn where it is forgotten, , must 
of course be granted as the first postulate in the | : but 
the point for our decision is just this, whether it ought always 
to be sought in one place only, and forgotten in every other. 

It may be replied, that since it is impossible to consecrate 
the entire space of the earth, it is better thus to secure | a /por- 
tion of it than none: but surely, if so, we ought to make some 
effort to enlarge the favoured ground, and even look forward to 
a time when in English villages there may be a God's acre 
tenanted by the living, not the dead; and when we shall 
rather look with aversion and fear to the remnant of ground 
that is set apart as profane, than with reverence to a = 
portion of it enclosed as holy. ve kent Lies Ieee 

62. But now, farther. Suppose it be admitted that by en- 
closing ground with walls, and performing certain ceremonies 
there chabietedl ys gome kind of sanctity is indeed secured 
within that space,—still the question remains open whether it 
be advisable for religious purposes to decorate the enclosure. 

For separation the mere walls would be enough. What i is the 
purpose of your decoration ? 

Let us take an instance—the most noble with whieh 7 am 
acquainted, the Cathedral of Chartres. You ‘have there the 
most splendid coloured glass, and the richest seulpture, and 
the grandest proportions of building, united to produce a 
sensation of pleasure and awe. We profess that this is to 
honour the Deity ; or, in other words, that it is pleasing to 
Him that we should delight our eyes with blue and golden 
colours, and solemnise our spirits by the sight of large stones 
laid one on another, and ingeniously carved. diatinnie saat sat 

63. I do not think it can be doubted that it is pleasing to 
Him when we do this; for He has Himself prepared for us, 
nearly every morning and evening. windows painted with Di- 
vine art, in blue and gold and vermilion ; windows lighted 
from within by the lustre of that heaven which we may as- 
sume, at least with more certainty than any consecrated 

a 
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one of His dwelling-places. Again, in every 
and cliff of rude sea shore, He has heaped 
n another of greater magnitude than those of 
edral, and sculptured them with floral orna-— 

‘not less sacred because living ? . 
not then be only because we love our own work 

ke bright the gilded vaults we have beautifully 

tile yet we have not considered the heavens the 
fingers ; nor the stars of the strange vault which 

1, we shall obtain pardon for the dishonour done 
streams by which He has appointed our dwell- 
the infection of their sweet air with poison ; 

ar native land, as if we laboured only that, at least 
md, we might be able to give the lie to the song, 

uch, I hope, that you would like to answer to me, 

on me of! But I can say no more to-day. We are 

‘at the end of our talks or thoughts together ; but, 

so, and I never spoke to you more, this that I have 

a I should have been glad to have been permitted 

and this, farther, which is the sum of it,—That we 

) splendour of art again, and with that, we may truly 

‘and honour our Maker, and with that set forth the 

and holiness of all that He has made: but only after 

riven with our whole hearts first to sanctify the temple- 

y and spirit of every child that has no root to cover 

| s head from the cold; and no walls to guard its soul from 
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One word more. ut SES odbeeeer 

What I have suggested hitherto, rinaieeiial thieieclatiems of 
Art to Religion, you must receive throughout as merely motive 

of thought; though you must have well seen that my own 
convictions were established finally on some of the points in 
question. But I must, in conclusion, tell you something that 
I know ;—which, if you truly labour, you will one day know 
also ; and which I trust some of you will believe, now... 

During the minutes in which you have been listening to me, 
I suppose that almost at every other sentence those whose 
habit of mind has been one of veneration for established forms 
and faiths, must have been in dread that I was about to say, 
or in pang of regret at my having said, what seemed to them 
an irreverent or reckless word touching way important 
things. 

So far from this being the fact, it is jit nie the foel- 
ings that I most desire to cultivate in your minds are those of 
reverence and admiration, that I am so earnest to prevent you — 
from being moved to either by trivial or false semblances. — 
This is the thing which I xyow—and which, if you labour | 
faithfully, you shall know also,—that in Reverence is the chief — 

joy and power of life ;—Reverence, for what is pure and bright — 
in your own youth ; for what is true and tried in the age of 
others ; for all that is gracious among the living, great among | 
the dead,—and marvellous in the Powers that cannot die, © 

THE RELATION OF ART 'TO MORATS. 

66. You probably recollect that, in the beginning of my last 
lecture, it was stated that fine art had, and could have, but 
three functions : the enforcing of the religious sentiments of — 
men, the perfecting their ethical state, and the doing them 
material service. We have to-day to examine the mode of its 
action in the second power, that of perfecting the Set or 
+thical state of men. 
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ig, rve—not producing. wo Sanasac 

have the right moral state first, or you cannot 

But when the art is once obtained, its reflected 
and completes the moral state out of which it 
ve all, communicates the exaltation to other 
¢ already morally capable of the like. 
ance, take the art of singing, and the simplest 

aster of it, (up to the limits of his nature) whom you 
i skylark. From him you may learn what it is to 

* You must get the moral state first, the pure 
) give it finished expression ; and it is perfected 

d@ made communicable to other creatures capable 
But it is incommunicable to those who are not 
seive it. ! 

‘ht human song is, similarly, the finished expres- 

t the joy or grief of noble persons, for right 
accurately in proportion to the rightness of the 

rity of the emotion, is the possibility of the fine 
en may sing of her lost love, but a miser cannot 

‘lost money. And with absolute precision from 

> lowest, the fineness of the possible art is an index 

ral purity and majesty of the emotion it expresses. 

‘it practically at any instant. Question with 

sting any feeling that has taken strong pos- 

our mind, ‘Could this be sung by a master, and © 

with a true melody and art?’ Then it is a right 
‘Could it not be sung at all, or only sung ludicrously ? 

se one. And that is so in all the arts ; so that with 

‘precision, subject to no error or exception, the 

‘nation, so far as it exists, is an exponent of its ethical 

+i t See 

C 

exponent, observe, and exalting influence ; but not 

r cause. You cannot paint or sing yourselves into 

od men; you must be good men before you can 

int or sing, and then the colour and sound will com- 

you all that is best. 

this it was that I called upon you to hear, saying; 

, me at least now,’ in the first lecture, namely, that no 
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art-teaching could be of use to you, but would rather be harm- 

ful, unless it was grafted on something deeper than all art. 
For indeed not only with this, of which it is my function to 
show you the laws, but much more with the art of all men, 
which you came here chiefly to learn, that of language, the 
chief vices of education have arisen from the one great fallacy 
of supposing that noble language is a communicable trick of 
grammar and accent, instead of simply the careful expression 
of right thought. All the virtues of language are, in their 
roots, moral; it becomes accurate if the speaker desires to be 

true ; clear, if he speaks with sympathy and a desire to be in- 
telligible ; powerful, if he has earnestness; pleasant, if he 
has sense of rhythm and order. There are no other virtues 
of language producible by art than these: but let me mark 
more deeply for an instant the significance of one of them. 

Language, I said, is only clear when it is sympathetic. You 
ean, in truth, understand a man’s word only by understand- 

ing his temper. Your own word is also as of an unknown 
tongue to him unless he understands yours. And itis this 
which makes the art of language, if any one is to be chosen 
separately from the rest, that which is fittest for the instru- 

ment of a gentleman’s education. To teach the meaning of a 

word thoroughly is to teach the nature of the spirit that coined 
it ; the secret of language is the secret of sympathy, and its 
full charm is possible only to the gentle. And thus the prin- 
ciples of beautiful speech have all been fixed by sincere and 
kindly speech. On the laws which haye been determined by 
sincerity, false speech, apparently beautiful, may afterwards 
be constructed ; but all such utterance, whether in oration or 

poetry, is not only without permanent. power, but it is de- 
structive of the principles it has usurped. So long as no 
words are uttered but in faithfulness, so long the art of lan- 
guage goes on exalting itself ; but the moment it is shaped 
and chiselled on external principles, it falls into frivolity, and 

perishes. And this truth would have been long ago manifest, 
had it not been that in periods of advanced academical science 

there is always a tendency to deny the sincerity of the first 
masters of language. Once learn to write gracefully in the 

ee a ee oe 



ent author, and we are apt to think that he 
e manner of some one else. Butnonoblenor 

ever yet founded but out of a sincere heart. 
jworth reading to form your style, who doesnot __ 
he says; nor was any great style ever invented __ 

nan who meapt what he said. Find out the be 
eat manner of writing, and you have also found 
‘some true facts or sincere passions ; and your 
of reading will thus be quickened, for, being 
author really meant what he said, you will. be 
eful to ascertain what it is that he means, 

innermost laws of its being. Keep the temper of 
ern and manly ; make their associations grave, 

for worthy objects ; occupy them in just deeds; 
ue must needs be a grand one. Nor is it pos- 

efore—observe the necessary reflected action—that 
me should be a noble one, of which the words are not 
trumpet-calls to action. All great languages in- 

* great things, and command them ; they cannot 
but by obedience ; the breath of them is inspira- 
it is not only vocal, but vital; and you can only 
as these men spoke, by becoming what these 

 Wirect confirmation of this, I want you to think 
iediation of expression to character in two great 
the absolute art of language, Virgil and Pope. You 
surprised at the last name ; and indeed you have 
much higher grasp and melody of language from 
jonate minds, but you have nothing else, in its 

so perfect. Iname, therefore, these two men, because 

the two most accomplished Artists, merely as such, 

know in literature ; and because I think you will be 

} interested in investigating how the infinite grace in 

s of the one, the severity in those of the other, and 

sion in those of both, arise wholly out of the moral 

s of their minds :—out of the deep tenderness in Virgil 
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which enabled him to write the stories of Nisus and Lausus; 
and the serene and just benevolence which placed Pope, in his 
theology, two centuries in advance of his time, and enabled 
him to sum the law of noble life in two lines whieh, so far as 

I know, are the most complete, the most concise, and the most 
lofty expression of moral temper existing in ae eee, — 

* Never elated, while one man’s oppress'd ; 
Never dejected, while another's bless’d? - 

‘ 
7a 

I wish you also to remember these lines of Pope, snes to make — 
yourselves entirely masters of his system of ethics; because, 
putting Shakespeare aside as rather the world’s tliat ours, I 
hold Pope to be the most perfect representative we have, 
since Chaucer, of the true English mind ; and I think the 
Dunciad is the most absolutely chiselled and monumental 
work ‘ exacted’ in our country. You will find, as you study 
Pope, that he has expressed for you, in the strictest language 
and within the briefest limits, every law of art, of criticism, 

of economy, of policy, and, finally, of a benevolence, humble, 

rational, and resigned, contented with its allotted share of life, 

and trusting the problem of its salvation to Him in whose 
hand lies that of the universe. 

71. And now I pass to the arts with which I “ere ‘biti 
concern, in which, though the facts are exactly the same, I 
shall have more difficulty in proving my assertion, because 
very few of us are as cognizant of the merit of painting as we 
are of that of language ; and I can only show you whence that 

merit springs from, after having thoroughly shown you in 
what it consists. But, in the meantime, I have simply to tell 
you, that the manual arts are as accurate exponents of ethical 
state, as other modes of expression ; first, with absolute pre- 

cision, of that of the workman, and then with precision, dis- 
guised by many distorting influences, of that of the nation to 
which he belongs. 

And, first, they are a perfect exponent of the mia of the 
workman ; but, being so, remember, if the mind be great or 

complex, the art is not an easy book to read; for we must 
ourselves possess all the mental characters of which we are te 
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abtle et of fault ond st of charaghir he can 
u ige by having had the same faults to fight with. I my- 

e ‘ x instance, know impatient work, and tind work, bet- 

a most pace, because I am mys self rare te ete 

papain of an Sos ae , uninterrupted ganbecsion it 
movements of the hand more precise than those of the finest 

Sty the pencil leaving one point and arriving at another, 
not only with unerring precision at the extremity of the line, 

4 but with an unerring and yet varied course—sometimes over 

4 ‘spaces a foot or more in extent—yet a course so determined 

ev shere that either of these men could, and Veronese often 

: does, draw a finished profile, or any other portion of the con- 

% tour of a face, with one line, not afterwards changed. Try, 

F first, to realise to yourselves the muscular precision ‘of that ac- 

q Han, <3 the intellectual strain of it; fae the movement of a 

ee 

oY flare of power, but with ema fiat of it, until the ac- 

4q tually organic changes of old age. And then consider, so far 

4 as you now anything of physiology, what sort of an ethical 

: state, of body and mind that means !—ethic through ages 
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past ! what fineness of race there must be to get it, ike 
quisite balance and symmetry of the vital powers! And then, 
finally, determine for yourselves whether a manhood like that 
is consistent with any viciousness of soul, with any mean anxi- 
ety, any gnawing lust, any wretchedness of spite or remorse, 
any consciousness of rebellion against law of God or man, or 
any actual, though unconscious, violation of even the least law 
to which obedience is essential for the glory of 16 aa the 
pleasing of its Giver. 

72. It is, of course, true that many of the pores 
had deep faults of character, but their faults always show in 
their work. It is true that some could not govern their pas- 

sions ; if so, they died young, or they painted il when’ old. 
But the ereater part of our misapprelension in the whole 
matter ih from our not having well known who the great 
painters were, and taking delight in the petty skill that was 
bred in the fumes of the taverns of the North, instead of theirs 
who breathed empyreal air, sons of the morning, under the 
woods of Assisi and the erags of Cadore. a keer Shao done 

73. It is true however also, as I have pointed out long ago, 
that the strong masters fall into two great divisions, one leading 
simple and natural lives, the other restrained in a Puritanism 
of the worship of beauty ; and these two manners of life you 
may recognise in a moment by their work. Generally the 
naturalists are the strongest; but there are two of the Puri- 
tans, whose work if I can suceeed in making clearly under- 
standable to you during my three years here, it is all [need care 
to do. But of these two Puritans one I cannot name to you, 
and the other I at present will not. One T cannot, for no one 
knows his name, except the baptismal one, Bernard, or ‘ dear 
little Bernard ’—Bernardino, called, from his birthplace, 
(Luino, on the lago Maggiore,) Bernard of Luino. The other 
is a Venetian, of whond many of you probably have never 
heard, and of whom, through me, you shall not hear until I 

have tried to get some picture by him over to England. — 
74. Observe then, this Puritanisin in the worship at bat, 

though sometimes weak, is always honourable and amiable, 

and the exact reverse of the false Puritanism, which consists 
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or disdain of beauty. And in order to treat my 

ghtly, I ought to proceed from the skill of art to the 
subject, and show you how the moral temper of 

w nan is shown by his seeking lovely forms and 
jhoughts to express, as well as by the force of his hand in ex- 

, But I need not now urge this part of the proof on 
}you are already, I believe, sufficiently conscious 
in this matter, and also I have already said enough 
ena ; whereas I have not at all said enough of 
leness of fine technical work as a proof of every 
power. And indeed it was long before I myself 
the true meaning of the pride of the greatest men 
execution, bhai for a permanent lesson to us, 

$ which, whether true or not, indicate with abso- 
y the general conviction of great artists ;—the 

can promise you, you shall know the meaning to 
@in a little while),—the story of the circle of Giotto, 

and especially, which you may Morse a not have Steeda 

1 themselves in their delights in eaitecsi: or plindine 

oes on their noble motives for attempting what they 
mot perform ; (and observe, by the way, that a great deal 

what is mistaken for conscientious motive is nothing but a 

estilent, because very subtle, condition of vanity); ; wheres 

great men always understand at once that the first moral- 

ity of a painter, as of everybody else, is to know his business ; 

and so earnest are they in this, that many, whose lives you w ould 

think, by the results of their w ork, had been passed in strong 

emotion, have in reality subdued themselves, though capable 

| of the very strongest psssions, into a calm as absolute as that 

“epee heltered mountain lake, which reflects every agi- 
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tation of the clouds in the sky, and every change paces: shacretag 
ows on the hills, but is itself motionless. 

75. Finally, you must remember that great ied has 
been brought upon the truth in this matter by the want of in- 
tegrity and simplicity in our modern life. I mean integrity 
in the Latin sense, wholeness. Everything is broken up, and 

mingled in confusion, both in our habits and thoughts ; besides 

being in great part imitative : so that you not only cannot teli 
what a man is, but sometimes you cannot tell whether he is, 

at all!—whether you have indeed to do with a spirit, or only 
with an echo. And thus the same inconsistencies appear 
now, between the work of artists of merit and their personal 
characters, as those which you find continually disappointing 
expectation in the lives of men of modern literary power ;— 
the same conditions of society having obscured or misdirected 
the best qualities of the imagination, both in our literature 
and art. Thus there is no serious question with any of us as 
to the personal character of Dante and Giotto, of Shakespeare 
and Holbein ; but we pause timidly in the attempt to analyse 
the moral laws of the art skill in recent poets, novelists, and 
painters. 

76. Let me assure you once for all, that as you grow older, 
if you enable yourselves to distinguish, by the truth of your 
own lives, what is true in those of other men, you will gradu- 
ally perceive that all good has its origin in good, never in evil; 
that the fact of either literature or painting being truly fine 
of their kind, whatever their mistaken aim, or partial error, is 

proof of their noble origin: and that, if there is indeed ster- 
ling value in the thing done, it has come ofa sterling worth 
of the soul that did it, however alloyed or defiled by conditions 
of sin which are sometimes more appalling or more strange than 
those which all may detect in their own hearts, because they 
are part of a personality altogether larger than ours, and as 
far beyond our judgment in its darkness as beyond our fol- 
lowing in its light. And it is sufficient warning against what 
some might dread as the probable effect of such a conviction 
on your own minds, namely, that you might permit yourselves: 
in the weaknesses which you imagined to be allied to genius, 

; 



they ptook the form of personal temptations ;—it is surely, 
j y, sufficient warning against so mean a folly, to discern, as 

of f men of that distorted sind tainted nobility of intellect 
; eel the most miserable. 
I pass to the second, and for us the more practically 

t question, What is the effect of noble art upon other 
‘what has it done for national morality in time past ; and 

aot effect is the extended knowledge or possession of it likely 
: to have upon us now? And here we are at once met by the 
facts, which are as gloomy as indisputable, that, while many 

= peasant populations, among whom scarcely the rudest practice 

of art has ever been attempted, have lived in comparative in- 

. ee, honour, and happiness, the worst foulness and cruelty 
of savage tribes have been frequently associated with fine in- 
_-genuities of decorative design ; also, that no people has ever 
attained the higher stages of art skill, except at a period of its 

civilisation which was gnilied by frequent, violent, and even 
monstrous crime; and, lastly, that the attaining of perfection 
in art power, has been hitherto, in every nation, the accurate 

signal of the beginning of its ruin. 
78. Respecting which phenomena, observe first, that although 

aaa ailirer springs out of evil, it is developed to its hishiens 
by ‘contention with evil. There are some groups of peasantry, 
in far-away nooks of Christian countries, who are nearly as in- 
nocent as lambs ; but the morality which gives power to art is 

_ the morality of men, not of cattle. 
_ Secondly, the virtues of the inhabitants of many country 

‘Biateiets are apparent, not real; their lives are indeed artless, 

but. not innocent; and it is only the monotony of cireum- 

stances, and the absence of temptation, which prevent the exhi- 

bition of eyil passions not less real because often dormant, 

nor less foul because shown only in petty faults, or inactive 

malignities. 
79. But you will observe also that absolute artlessness, to 

men in any kind of moral health, is impossible ; they have al- 

ways, at least, the art by which they live—agriculture or sea- 

manship ; and in these industries, skilfully practised, you will 
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find the law of their moral training; while, whatever the ad- 

versity of circumstances, every rightly-minded peasantry, such 
as that of Sweden, Denmark, Bavaria, or Switzerland, has as- 
sociated with its needful industry a quite studied school of 
pleasurable art in dress; and generally also in song, es ae 
domestic architecture, 

80. Again, I need not repeat to you here Bio I aiioms 
oured to explain in the first lecture in the book I called ‘The — 
Two Paths,’ respecting the arts of savage races: but I may 
now note briefly that such arts are the result of an intellectual 
activity which has found no room to expand, and which the 
tyranny of nature or of man has condemned to disease through 
arrested growth. And where neither Christianity, nor any 
other religion conveying some moral help, has reached, the 
animal energy of such races necessarily flames into ghastly 
conditions of evil, and the grotesque or frightful forms as- 
sumed by their art are precisely indicative of their igpertad 
moral nature. 

81. But the truly great nations nearly always begin i a 
race possessing this imaginative power; and for some time 
their progress is very slow, and their state not one of inno- 
cence, but of feverish and faultful animal energy. This is 
gradually subdued and exalted into bright human life ; the 
art instinct purifying itself with the rest of the nature, until 
social perfectness is nearly reached; and then comes the 

period when conscience and intellect are so highly developed, 
that new forms of error begin in the inability to fulfil the de- 

mands of the one, or to answer the doubts of the other. 

Then the wholeness of the people is lost ; all kinds of hypoe- 
risies and oppositions of science develope themselves ; their 
faith is questioned on one side, and compromised with on the 
other ; wealth commonly increases at the same period to a 
destructive extent ; luxury follows ; and the ruin of the nation 

is then certain: while the arts, all this time, are simply, as I 
said at first, the exponents of each phase of its moral state, 
and no more control it in its political career than the gleam 
of the firefly guides its oscillation. It is true that their most 
splendid results are usually obtained in the swiftness of the 



hurrying to the precipice ; but to lay the 

for the cataract in the hues of its iris. It is 
lossal vices belonging to periods of great 

1 (for wealth, you will find, is the real root of 

». If, in such times, fair pictures have been 
much more fair realities? And if Miranda is 

iban, is that Miranda’s fault ? 

uld easily go on to trace for you what, at the 
eak, is signified, in our own national character, 
.of art, and unhappily also by the forms of what 
it érexvia, that exist among us. But the more 

ition is; What will be signified by them ; what 

s now of worth and strength which, under our 
tly accidental impulse towards formative labour, 

t expressed, and by that fortified ? 

or good for nothing? We may all know that, 

elves, easily enough, if we like to put one grave 

nt for any sin that you might have before committed, 

coming days might determine to commit ; and having 

y no hope of reward for past, or yet possible, virtue ; 

of any consciousness whatever to be left to you, after 

seventh day had ended, either of the results of your acts 

ose whom you loved, or of the feelings of any survivors 

yyou. Then the manner in which you would spend the 

days is an exact measure of the morality of your nature. 

tastrophe to the art by which it is illumined, — 

a every good gift and skill of nature or of man | 

the approach of death in its simplicity : fearing no — 
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84. I know that some of you, and I believe the greater num: 
ber of you, would, in such a case, spend the granted days en- 
tirely as you ought. Neither in numbering the errors, or de- 
ploring the pleasures of the past ; nor in grasping at vile good 
in the present, nor vainly lamenting the darkness of the 
future ; but in instant and earnest execution of whatever it 

might be possible for you to accomplish in the time, in set- 
ting your affairs in order, and in providing for the future 
comfort, and—so far as you might by any message or record 
of yourself, for the consolation—of those whom you loved, 
and by whom you desired to be remembered, not for your 
good, but for theirs. How far you might fail through human 
weakness, in shame for the past, despair at the little that could 

in the remnant of life be accomplished, or the intolerable pain 
of broken affection, would depend wholly on the degree in 
which your nature had been depressed or fortified by the man- 
ner of your past life. But I think there are few of you who 
would not spend those last days better than all that 9 * pre- 
ceded them. 

85. If you look sicily through the records of the sive 
that have been most useful to humanity, you will find that all 
that has been done best, has been done so;—that to the clear- 

est intellects and highest souls,—to the true children of the 
Father, with whom a thousand years are as one day, their poor 
seventy years are but as seven days. The removal of the 
shadow of death from them to an uncertain, but always nar- 
row, distance, never takes away from them their intuition of 
its approach ; the extending to them of a few hours more 
or less of light abates not their acknowledgment of the in- 
finitude that must be known to remain beyond their knowl- 
edge,—done beyond their deeds : the unprofitableness of their 
momentary service is wrought in a magnificent despair, and 
their very honour is bequeathed by them for the joy of others, 
as they lie down to their rest, regarding for themselves the 
voice of men no more. 

86. The best things, I repeat to you, have been is lita) 
and therefore, sorrowfully. But the greatest part of the good 
work of the world is done either in pure and unvexed instinet 

ee ee 



1d that it “be worthily done, dépeuas wholly on 
quantity of worth which you can measure, each 

y the test I have just given you. For that test, 
mark to you the precise force, first of your ab- 

where those two roots are set, all the other pow- 
esires find right nourishment, and become to their 
st, helpful to others and pleasurable to ourselves. 
as those two springs of action are not in us, all 

$ become corrupt or dead ; even the love of truth, 

‘these, hardens into an insolent and cold avarice of 

which unused, is more vain than unused gold. 
, then, are the two essential instincts of human- 

ve of Order and the love of Kindness. By the 
er the moral energy is to deal with the earth, and 
and keep it ; and with all rebellious and dissolute 

lower creatures, or in ourselves. By the love of 

idness it is to deal rightly with all surrounding life. 

grafted on these, we are to make every other pas- 

+; so that they may every one have full strength 

absolutely under control. 
ery one must be strong, every one perfect, every one 

-asa war horse. And it is among the most beautiful 

“mysticism to which eternal truth is attached, that 

iot race, which Plato uses as an image of moral gov- 

, and which is indeed the most perfect type of it in 

le skill of men, should have been made by the Greeks 

isinee! subject of their best poetry and best art. Never- 

. és8, Plato’s use of it is not altogether true. There is no 

: ‘black horse i in the chariot of the soul. One of the driver's 

pH faults i is in starving his horses ; another, in not break- 

x. 
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ing them early enough ; but they are all good. Take, for ex- 
ample, one usually thought of as wholly evil—that of Anger, 
leading to vengeance. I believe it to be quite one of the | 
crowning wickednesses of this age that we have. starved ‘and 
chilled our faculty of indignation, and neither desire nor dare 
to punish crimes justly. We have taken up the benevolent — 
idea, forsooth, that justice is to be preventive instead of vin- 

dictive ; and we imagine that we are to punish, not in anger, 
but in expediency ; not that we may give deserved pain to the 
person in fault, but that we may frighten other people from 
committing the same fault. The beautiful theory of this non- 
vindictive justice is, that having convicted a man of a erime 
worthy of death, we entirely pardon the criminal, restore him 
to his place in our affection and esteem, and then hang him, 

not as a malefactor, but as a scarecrow. That is the theory. 
And the practice is, that we send a child to prison fora month | 
for stealing a handful of walnuts, for fear that other children 
should come to steal more of our walnuts. And we: do not 
punish a swindler for ruining a thousand families, because we 
think swindling is a wholesome excitement to trade, 

90. But all true justice is vindictive to vice as it is reward- — 
ing to virtue. Only—and herein it is distinguished from per- 
sonal revenge—it is vindictive of the wrong done, not of the 
wrong done to us. It is the national expression of deliberate 
anger, as of deliberate gratitude ; it is not exemplary, oreven — 
corrective, but essentially retributive ; it is the absolute art of | 
measured recompense, giving honour where honour is due, 
and shame where shame is due, and joy where joy is due, and 
pain where pain is due. It is neither educational, for men 
are to be educated by wholesome habit, not by rewards and 
punishments; nor is it preventive, for it is to be executed 
without regard to any consequences ; but only for righteous- — 
ness’ sake, a righteous nation does judgment and justice. But 
in this, as in all other instances, the rightness of the seconds — 

ary passion depends on its being grafted on those two pri-— 
mary instincts, the love of order and of kindness, so that in- — 
dignation itself is against the wounding of love. Do you — 
think the pivis "AxAjos came of a had heart in Achilles, or — 
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e vulnere, Pallas,’ of a hard heart in Anchises' 

w, if with this clue through the labyrinth of 
ember the course of the arts of great nations, 

ve that whatever has prospered, and become 
beginning—for no other was possible—in the 
material things associated with true dtxaocvvn, 

e of beauty in material things, which is associ- 

ie affection, chari/as ; and with the innumerable 

true gentleness expressed by the different uses 
xdpes and gratic. You will find that this love of 

n essential part of all healthy human nature, and 
n long co-exist with states of life in many other 
rtuous, it is itself wholly good ;—the direct ad- 

y, avarice, mean worldly care, and especially of 
tirely perishes when these are wilfully indulged ; 
whom it has been most strong have always 

ssionate, and lovers of justice, and the earliest 

1 declarers of things conducive to the happiness 

every important truth respecting the love of 

rin its familiar relations to human life was mythically 

press by the Greeks in their various accounts of the par- 

n offices of the Graces. But one fact, the most vital 

y could not in its fulness perceive, namely, that the 

n ‘of other perceptions of beauty is exactly commensu- 

rate \ _ the imaginative purity of the passion of love, and 

singleness of its devotion. They were not fully con- 

and could not therefore either mythically or philo- 

express, the deep relation within themselves be- 

eir power of perceiving beauty, and the honour of 

fection which found their sternest themes of tragedy 

infringement of its laws ;—which made the rape of 

m the chief subject of their epic poetry, and which fast- 

d their clearest symbolism of resurrection on the story of 

estis. Unhappily, the subordinate position of their most 

| women, and the partial corruption of feeling towards 

m by the presence of certain other singular states of in- 
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ferior passion which it is as difficult as grievous to analyse, 
arrested the ethical as well as the formative progress of the 
Greek mind ; and it was not until after an interval of nearly 
two thousand years of various error and ‘pain, that, partly as 
the true reward of Christian warfare nobly sustained through 
centuries of trial, and partly as the visionary culmination of 
the faith which saw in a maiden’s purity the link between God : 
and her race, the highest and holiest strength of mortal love 
was reached ; and, together with it, in the song of Dante, and 
the painting of Bernard of Luino and his fellows, the percep- 
tion, and embodiment for ever of whatsoever things are pure, 
whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good 
report ;—that, if ‘hiede be any virtue, and if there ies spe 
men might think on those things. ! 

93. You probably observed the expression I ated a atenaucert 
ago, the imaginative purity of the passion of love. I haye not 

yet spoken, nor is it possible for me to-day to speak adequately, 

of the moral power of the imagination: but you may for 
yourselves enough discern its nature merely by comparing the | 
dignity of the relations between the sexes, from their lowest 

level in moths or mollusea, through the higher creatures in 
whom they become a domestic influence and law, up to the 
love of pure men and women; and, finally, to the ideal love 

which animated chivalry. Throughout this vast ascent it is 
the gradual increase of the imaginative faculty which exalts 
and enlarges the authority of the passion until, at its height, 
it is the bulwark of patience, the tutor of henow, re shes 
perfectness of praise. 

94. You will find farther, that as of love, so of all the athe 
passions, the right government and exaltation begins in that 
of the Imagination, which is lord over them. For to subdue 
the passions, which is thought so often to be the sum of duty 
respecting them, is possible enough to a proud dulness ; but 
to excite them rightly, and make them strong for good, is the 
work of the unselfish imagination. It is constantly said that 
human nature is heartless. Do not believe it. Human nat- 
ure is kind and generous; but it is narrow and blind ; and 

can only with difficulty conceive anything but what it imme- 

nia 



well as themselves if only they could imagine others as 

Las themselves. Let a child fall into the river before the 

roughest man’s eyes ;—he will usually do what he can to get 

out, even at some risk to himself; and all the town will 
triumph in the saving of one little life. Let the same man be 
shown that hundreds of children are dying of fever for want 
of some sanitary measure which it will cost him trouble to 
urge, and he will make no effort ; and probably all the town 

_ would resist him if he did. So, also, the lives of many de- 

_ serving women are passed in a succession of petty anxieties 
B about themselves, and gleaning of minute interests and mean 

- pleasures in their immediate circle, because they are never 
& taughi to make any effort to look beyond it ; or to know any- 

_ thing about the mighty world in which their lives are fading, 
_ like blades of bitter grass in fruitless fields. 
_ 95. I had intended to enlarge on this—and yet more on the 
_ kingdom which every man holds in his conceptive faculty, to 
_ be peopled with active thoughts and lovely presences, or left 
7 waste for the springing up of those dark desires and dreams 

3 

a. . 

=. 

_— 

: 

of which it is written that ‘every imagination of the thoughts 
_ of man’s heart is evil continually.’ True, and a thousand 

times true it is, that, here at least, ‘greater is he that ruleth 

his spirit, than he that taketh a city.’ But this you can partly 

_ follow out for yourselves without help, partly we must leave 

_ it for future enquiry. I press to the conclusion which I wish 

_ to leave with you, that all you can rightly do, or honourably 

- become, depends on the government of these two instincts of 

order and kindness, by this great Imaginative faculty, which 

- gives you inheritance of the past, grasp of the present, au- 

_ thority over the future. Map out the spaces of your possible 

- lives by its help ; measure the range of their possible agency ! 

On the walls and towers of this your fair city, there is not an 

ornament of which the first origin may not be traced back to 

the thoughts of men who died two thousand years ago. 

Whom will you be governing by your thoughts, two thousand 

years hence? Think of it, and you will find that so far from 

art being immoral, little else except art is moral ; that life 
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without industry is guilt, and industry without art is brutal 
ity; and for the words ‘good’ and ‘wicked,’ used of men, © 
you may almost substitute the words ‘ Makers’ or « Destroy- 
ers. Far the greater part of the seeming prosperity of the 
world is, so far as our present knowledge extends, vain : 
wholly useless for any kind of good, but having assigned to.it — 
a certain inevitable sequence of destruction and of sorrow. 
Its stress is only the stress of wandering storm ; its beauty 
the hectic of plague: and what is called the history of man- 
kind is too often the record of the whirlwind, and the map of 

the spreading of the leprosy. But underneath all that, or in 
narrow spaces of dominion in the midst of it, the work of 
every man, ‘qui non accepit in vanitatem animam suam,’ en- 
dures and prospers; a small remnant or green bud of it 
prevailing at last over evil. And though faint with siekness, 
and encumbered in ruin, the true workers redeem inch by 
inch the wilderness into garden ground ; by the help of their 
joined hands the order of all things is surely sustained and 
vitally expanded, and although with strange vacillation, in the 
eyes of the watcher, the morning cometh, and also the night, 
there is no hour of human existence that does nee cee on 
towards the perfect day. 

96. And perfect the day shall be, when it is of all men un- 
derstood that the beauty of Holiness must be in labour'as well _ 
as in rest. Nay! more, if it may be, im labour; in our 

strength, rather than in our weakness ; and in the choice of 
what we shall work for through the six days, and may know 
to be good at their evening time, than in the choice of what 
we pray for on the seventh, of reward or repose. With the 
multitude that keep holiday, we may perhaps sometimes — 
vainly have gone up to the house of the Lord, and vainly — 
there asked for what we fancied would be mercy ; but for the 
few who labour as their Lord would have them, the mercy 
needs no seeking, and their wide home no hallowing. Surely 
goodness and mercy shall follow them, all the days of their 
life ; and they shall dwell in the house of the Lord—ror nver 



ject of enquiry to-day, you wil] remember, is 
‘ich fine art is founded upon, or may contribute 
| requirements of human life. 

n this respect are mainly twofold ; it gives Form 
‘and Grace to utility ; that is to say, it makes 

ble to us things which otherwise could neither 
4 our science, nor retained by our memory ; 

elightfulness and worth to the implements of 
id materials of dress, furniture, and lodging. In 

@ offices it gives precision and charm to truth ; 
gives precision and charm to service. For, 
make anything useful thoroughly, it is a law 

pleasure. 
nt I wish chiefly to bring before you to-day is 

healthy connection of the fine arts with material 
must first try briefly to put in clear light the 

t in giving Form to truth. g 

that I have hitherto tried to teach has been dis- 

‘ground that I have attached too much impor- 

‘representing natural facts, and too little to it 

of pleasure. And I wish, in the close of these 

itory lectures, strongly to assert to you, and, so far 

n the time, convince you, that the entire vitality of 

upon its being either full of truth, or full of use ; 

owever pleasant, wonderful, or impressive it may 

it must yet be of inferior kind, and tend to deeper 

y, unless it has clearly one of these main objects,— 

State a true thing, or to adorn a serviceable one. It 

- éxist alone,—never for itself ; it exists rightly only 
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when it is the means of knowledge, or the grace of agency for 
life. 

99. Now, I pray you to observe—for though I have said 
this often before, 1 have never yet said it clearly enough— 
every good piece of art, to whichever of these ends it may be © 
directed, involves first essentially the evidence of human skill, 
and the formation of an actually beautiful thing by it., 

Skill, and beauty, always then ; and, beyond these, the for- 
mative arts have always one or okbar of the two objects which 
I haye just defined to you—truth, or serviceableness ; and — 
without these aims neither the skill nor their beauty will 
avail ; only by these can either legitimately reign. All the 
praphic arts begin in keeping the outline of shadow that we 
have loved, and they end in giving to it the aspect. of life ; 
and all the architectural arts begin in the shaping | of the cup 
and the platter, and they end in a glorified roof. 

Therefore, you see, in the graphic arts you have ‘Skill, 
Beauty, and Likeness; and in the architectural arts Skill, 
Beauty, and Use ; and you must have the three in each group, 
balanced and co-ordinate ; and all the chief errors of art con- — 

sist in losing or exaggerating one of these elements. . 
100. For instance, almost the whole system and. hope of 

modern life are founded on the notion that you may substi- 
tute mechanism for skill, photograph for picture, cast-iron for 
sculpture. That is your main nineteenth-century faith, or 
infidelity. You think you can get everything by grinding— 
music, literature, and painting. You will find it grievously 
not so; you can get nothing but dust by mere grinding. 
Even to have the barley-meal out of it, you must. have the 
barley first ; and that comes by growth, not grinding, But 
ensentially, we haye lost our delight in Skill ; in that majesty 
of it which I was trying to ake clear to you in my last ad- 
dress, and which long ago I tried to express, under the head 

of ideas of power. The entire sense of that, we have lost, be- 

cause we ourselves do not take pains enough to do right, and — 

have no conception of what the right costs ; $0 that. all the 
joy and reverence we ought to feel in loakina at a strong 
man’s work have ceased in us. We keep them yet a little in 

i ia al 



by divinity of skill, from a lump of wax or a clus- 
g. 
a 
~ But a picture, which “ a much more wonder- 

le, and sensible people too, who expected to be 
Prodiice that, in six lessons? 
yell, you must have the skill, you must have the 

ich is the highest moral element ; and then, lastly, 
ust have the verity or utility, which is not the moral, 
vital element ; and this desire for verity and use is 

of the tikes that always leads in great schools, 
minds of great masters, without any exception. 
rmit themselves in awkwardness, they will permit 
in ugliness ;—but they will never permit them- 

‘uselessness or in unveracity. 
farther, as their skill increases, and as their 

80 much more, their desire for truth. It is impossible 
: Eoeenbo motives in fairer balance and harmony than 

D n Reynolds. He rejoices in showing you his skill; 

st Might which springs of pure delight, in i whataitelg 
fortitude and the fire of a hand which strikes forth its will 

e canvas as easily as the wind strikes it on the sea. 

Pun living piesciice of an Enelish gentleman or an 
lish lady, as ehull be worthy of Beis looked upon for 

that I thought youd auddie ¥oia a little, that you reek 

remember it—my statement, that art had never done more 

than this, never more than given the likeness of a noble 

an being. Not only so, but it very seldom does so much 
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as this; and the best pictures that exist of the Sear schools 

are all portraits, or groups of portraits, often of very simple 
and nowise noble persons. You may have much more’ brill- 
iant and impressive qualities in imaginative pictures; you 
may have figures scattered like clouds, or garlanded like © 
flowers ; you may have light and shade, as of a tempest, and 
colour, as of the rainbow ; but all that is child’s play to the — 

great men, though it is astonishment to us. Their real 

strength is tried to the utmost, and as far as I know it is 

never elsewhere brought out so thoroughly, as in painting 
one man or woman, and the soul that was in them; nor that 
always the highest soul, but often only a thwarted one that 
was capable of height; or perhaps not even that, but faultful 
and poor, yet seen through, to the poor best of it, by the: 
masterful sight. So that in order to put before you in your 
Standard series the best art possible, I am obliged, even from 
the very strongest men, to take the portraits, before I take 
the idealism. Nay, whatever is best in the great composi-— 
tions themselves has depended on portraiture ; and the study 
necessary to enable you to understand invention will also 
convince you that the mind of man never invented a greater 
thing than the form of man, animated by faithful life. Every 
attempt to refine or exalt such healthy humanity has weak- 
ened or caricatured it; or else consists only in giving it, to” 

please our fancy, the wings of birds, or the eyes of antelopes, 

Whatever is truly great in either Greek or Christian art, is 
also restrictedly human ; and even the raptures of the re- 
deemed souls who enter, ‘celestemente ballando,’ the gate of 
Angelico’s Paradise, were seen first in the terrestrial, yet most 
pure, mirth of Florentine maidens, 

104. Iam aware that this cannot but at pteniad appear 
gravely questionable to those of my audience who are strictly 
cognizant of the phases of Greek art; for they know that the’ 
moment of its decline is accurately marked, by ats. turning 
from abstract form to portraiture. But the reason of this is 

simple. The progressive course of Greek art was in subduing 
monstrous conceptions to natural ones ; it did this by general 
laws ; it reached absolute truth of generic human form, and 
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ee had remained, would have advanced into 

ended in Greece ; and portraiture, there, meant 

‘religion, and fiattery to her tyrants. And her 
, not because she became true in sight, but be- 

ne vile in heart. 

v let us think of our own work, and ask how 

esentation. We certainly cannot begin by 
or queens; but we must try, even in our 
itis to prosper, to draw something that will. 
»wledge both to ourselves and others. And I 

ind greatest advantage in the endeavour to give 
d educational power to the simpler branches 

ence: for the great scientific men are all so 
nce that they have no time to popularise their 

d if we can glean after them a little, and make 
things which science describes, we shall find 

worthy one. Not ouly so, but we may even be 
nee herself ; for she has suffered by her proud 

a the arts ; and having made too little effort to 
iscoveries to vulgar eyes, has herself lost true 
vhat was chiefly precious in them. 

Botany, for instance. Our scientific botanists 

chiefly at present occupied in distinguishing 

perfect methods of distinction will probably in 

ow to be indistinct ;—in inventing descriptive 

ch a more advanced science and more fastidious 

will show some to be unnecessary, and others inad- 

; din microscopic investigations of structure, which 

many alternate links of triumphant discovery that 

composed of vessels, and that vessels are composed 

we not hitherto completely explained to us either 

the energy, or the course of the sap ; and which, 

ubtle or successful, bear to the real natural history of 

ily the relation that anatomy and organic chemistry 

to the history of men. In the meantime, our artists are so 

lly convinced of the truth of the Darwinian theory, that 

ure. But at the moment of change the na-— 
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they do not always think it necessary to show any difference be- 
tween the foliage of an elm and an oak ; and the gift-books of 
Christmas have every page surrounded with labori en- 
eraved garlands of rose, shamrock, thistle, and forget-me-not, 
without its being thought proper by the draughtsmen, or 
desirable by the public, even in the case of those uncommon 
flowers, to observe the real shape of the petals of any one of 
them. | yore ° 

107. Now what we especially need at present for educa- 
tional purposes is to know, not the anatomy of plants, but 
their biography—how and where they live and die, their tem- 
pers, benevolences, malignities, distresses, and virtues. We 

want them drawn from their youth to their age, from bud to 
fruit. We ought to see the various forms of their diminished 

; 

but hardy growth in cold climates, or poor soils; and their — 
rank or wild luxuriance, when full-fed, and warmly nursed. 

And all this we ought to have drawn so accurately, that we 
might at once compare any given part of a plant with the 
same part of any other, drawn on the like conditions. Now, 
is not this a work which we may set about here in Oxford, 
with good hope and*much pleasure? I think it so important, 
that the first exercise in drawing I shall put before you will 
be an outline of a laurel leaf. You will find in the opening 
sentence of Lionardo’s treatise, our present text-book, that 
you must not at first draw from nature, but from a good — 
master’s work, ‘ per assuefarsi a buone membra,’ to accustom — 

yourselves, that is, to entirely good representative organic — 
forms. So your first exercise shall be the top of the laurel 
sceptre of Apollo, drawn by an Italian engraver of Lionardo’s 
own time; then we will draw a laurel leaf itself ; and little 
by little, I think we may both learn ourselves, and teach to 
many besides, somewhat more than we know yet, of the wild 
olives of Greece, and the wild roses of England. 

108. Next, in Geology, which I will take leave to consider 
as an entirely separate science from the zoology of the past, 
which has lately usurped its name and interest. In geology 
itself we find the strength of many able men oceupied in de- 
bating questions of which there are yet no data even for the 

oa 
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» contingency of their being afterwards tenable ; 

}meantime, no simple person, taking a holiday in 
‘can get an intelligible section of Skiddaw, ora 

mt of the origin of the Skiddaw slates ; and while, 

if the educated society of London travel every sum- 
the great plain of Switzerland, none know, or care to 

hy that is a plain and the Alps to the south of it are 
and whether or not the gravel of the one has anything 
with the rocks of the other. And though every palace 

owes part of its decoration to variegated marbles, 

‘every woman in Europe part of her decoration to 
‘jasper or chalcedony, I do not think any geologist 

) this moment with authority tell us either how a 
ae ‘of marble i is stained, or what causes the streaks in a 

). Nov as soon as you have obtained the power of draw- 
do not say a mountain, but even a stone, accurately, 

tion of this kind will become to you at once attrac- 
efinite ; you will find that in the grain, the lustre, 

lidlewvage-lines of the smallest fragment of rock, there 
ed forces of every order and magnitude, from those 

ise a continent by pne volcanic effet, to those which 

pinstant are polishing the apparently complete crystal 

nest, and conducting the apparently motionless metal 

yein ; and that only by the art of your own hand, and 

- fidelity of sight which it developes, you can obtain true per- 

ion of these invincible and inimitable arts of the earth 

pself: while the comparatively slight effort necessary to ob- 

‘so much skill as may servieoably draw mountains in dis- 

fect will be instantly rewarded by what is almost equiv- 

a new sense of the conditions of their structure. 

110. And, because it is well at once to know some direction 

n which our work may be definite, let me suggest to those of 

you who may intend passing their vacation in Switzerland, 

and who care about mountains, that if they will first qualify 

_ themselves to take angles of position and elevation with cor- 

rectness, and to draw outlines with approximate fidelity, there 

<< 
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are a series of problems of the highest interest to be worked 
out on the southern edge of the Swiss plain, in the study of 
the relations of its molasse beds to the rocks which are char- 
acteristically developed in the chain of the Stockhorn, Beaten- 
berg, Pilate, Mythen above Schwytz, and High Sentis of Ap- 
penzell; the pursuit of which may lead them into many 
pleasant, as well as creditably dangerous, walks, and curious 

discoveries ; and will be good for the ciipienn — 
in the pencilling of crag form. 

111. I wish I could ask you to draw, Pearse ithe: Aloe; 
the crests of Parnassus and Olympus, and the ravines of Del- 
phi and of Tempe. I have not loved the arts of Greece as 
others have; yet I love them, and her, so much, that itis to 

me simply a standing marvel how scholars eam endure for all 
these centuries, during which their chief education has been 
in the language and policy of Greece, to have only the names 
of her hills and rivers upon their lips, and never one line of 
conception of them in their mind’s sight. Which of us knows 
what the valley of: Sparta is like, or the great: mountain vase 
of Arcadia? which of us, except in mere airy syllabling of — 
names, knows aught of ‘sandy Ladon’s lilied banks, or old — 
Lyczeus, or Cyllene hoar?’ ‘You cannot travel in Greece ?’— 
I know it ; norin Magna Grecia. But, gentlemen of England, 
you had better find out why you cannot, and put anend to — 
that. horror of European shame, before you nein to learn 
Greek art. 21 

112. I scarcely know whether to place among. its thiimph 
useful to art, or to science, the systematic record, by drawing, — 

of phenomena of the sky. But I am quite sure that your work 
cannot in any direction be more useful to yourselves, than in 
enabling you to perceive the quite unparalleled subtilties of — 
colour and inorganic form, which occur on any ordinarily fine 
morning or evening horizon; and I will even confess to you 
another of my perhaps too sanguine expectations, that insome — 
far distant time it may come to pass, that young Englishmen 
and Englishwomen may think the breath of. the morning sky — 
pleasanter than that of midnight, and its ea en than 
that of candles. aha 
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tly, in Zoology. What the Greeks did for the 
d what, as far as regards domestic and expressional 

, Landsee r has done for the dog and the deer, re- 
done by art for nearly all other animals of high 

m. ‘There are few birds or beasts that have not a 
waeter which, if not equal to that of the horse or 

$s interesting within narrower limits, and often in 
s, intensity, or wild and timid pathos, more sin- 

mysterious, Whatever love of humour you have,— 
pathy with imperfect, but most subtle, feeling — 
reeption of sublimity in conditions of fatal power; 
nd fullest occupation : all these being joined, in 

pimal races, to a variable and fantastic beauty far 
ing that merely formative art has yet conceived. 
in your Educational series a wing by Albert 

goes as far as art yet has reached in delineation 
while for the simple action of the pinion, it is 

fo go beyond what has been done already by Titian 
t; but you cannot so much as once look at the 

Pthe plumes of a pelican pluming itself after it has 
water, or carefully draw the contours of the wing 

-yulture or a common swift, or paint the rose and 

f that of a flamingo, without receiving almost a 
on of the meaning of form and colour in creation. 

. Your work, in all directions I have hitherto 

* ); and the Alps, and valley of Sparta, will wait your 

‘T fear too long. But the feudal and monastic build- 

Europe; and still more the streets of her ancient cities, 

| envy and contempt with which future generations will 

: to us, who still possessed such things, yet made no 

preserve, and scarcely any to delineate them : for, 

| used as material of landscape by the modern artist, they 

wly always superficially or flatteringly represented, 

it zeal enough to penetrate their character, or patience 

» to render it in modest harmony. As for places of 
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traditional interest, I do not know an entirely faithful draw — 

ing of any historical site, except one or two studies made by 
enthusiastic young painters in Palestine and Egypt : for which, 
thanks to them always ; but we want work nearer home. 

115. Now it is quite probable that some of you, who will 
not care to go through the labour necessary to draw flowers 
or animals, may yet have pleasure in attaining some moder- 
ately accurate skill of sketching architecture, and. greater 
pleasure still in directing it usefully. Suppose, for instance, 
we were to take up the historical scenery in Carlyle’s ‘ Fred- 
erick.’ Too justly the listorian accuses the genius of past art, 
in that, types of too many such elsewhere, the galleries. of 
Berlin—are made up, like other galleries, of goat-footed Pan, 

Europa’s Bull, Romulus’s She-Wolf, and the Correggiosity of 
Correggio, and contain, for instance, no portrait of Friedrich 
the Great,—no likeness at all, or next to none at all, of the 

noble series of Human Realities, or of any part of them, who 
have sprung, not from the idle brains of dreaming diletianti, 

but from the head of God Almighty, to make this poor au-— 
thentic earth a little memorable for us, and to do a little work 

that may be eternal there.’ So Carlyle tells us—too truly! We : 
cannot now draw Friedrich for him, but we ean draw some of - 
the old castles and cities that were the cradles of German life—~ 

Hohenzollern, Hapsburg, Marburg, and such others ;—we may 
keep some authentic likeness of these for the future. . Suppose — 
we were to take up that first volume of ‘Friedrich,’ and put 
outlines to it? shall we begin by looking for Henry the Fow- : 
ler’s tomb—Carlyle himself asks if he has any—at Quedlin- 
burg, and so downwards, rescuing what we can? That would 
certainly be making our work of some true use, , a 

116. But I have told you enough, it seems to me, at least 
to-day, of this function of art in recording fact; let me now 
finally, and with all distinctness possible to me, state to you 
its main business of all ;—its service in the actual uses of. daily. 
life, 

You are surprised, perhaps, to hear me call is its main 
business. That is indeed so, howeyer. The giving brightness 
to picture is much, but the giving brightness to life more 
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nm remember, were it as patterns only, you cannot, without 
realties, have the pictures. You cannot have a landscape 
‘Turner, without a country for him to paint; you cannot 
ve a portrait by Titian, without a man to be pourtrayed. 
eed not prove that to you, I suppose, in these short terms; 

tint the outcome I can get no soul to believe that the be- 

of art is in getting our country clean and our people 
beau itiful. I have been ten years trying to get this very plain 

i ty—I do not say believ ed—but even thought of, as any- 
ing but a monstrous proposition. To get your country 

‘lean, , and your people lovely ;—I assure you, that is a neces- 
sary work of art to begin with! There has indeed been art 
n countries where people lived in dirt to serve God, but 

5 never in countries where they lived in dirt to serve the devil. 
tS There has indeed been art where the people were not all 

- lovely, —where even their lips were thick—and their skins 
f Diack, because the sun had looked upon them; but never in 
- a country where the people were pale with saieeable toil and 
of deadly shade, and where the lips of youth, instead of being 
; nism with blood, were pinched by famine, or warped with poi- 

: And now, therefore, note this well, the gist of all these 

| foiig prefatory talks. I said that the two great moral instincts 

were those of Order and Kindness. Now, all the arts are 

_ founded on agriculture by the hand, and on the graces, and 

' Kindness of feeding and dressing, and lodging your people, 

- Greek art begins in the gardens of Alcinous—perfect order, 

leeks in beds, and fountains in pipes. And Christian art, as it 

‘arose out of chivalry, was only possible so far as chivalry com- 

 pelled both kings and knights to care for the right personal 

_ training of their people ; it perished utterly when those kings 

- and knights became dypoBopo, devourers of the people. And 

it will become possible again only, when, literally, the sword 

_ is beaten into the ploughshare, when your St. George of Eng- 

land shall justify his name, and Christian art shall be known, 

"as its Master was, in breaking of bread. 
"417. Now look at the working out of this broad principle 

_ in minor detail ; observe how, from highest to lowest, health 

of art has first depended on reference to industrial use. There 
- 
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is first the need of cup and platter, especially of ¢ OARS 31 for y a 
can put your meat on the Harpies’, or any other, tables ; 
you must have your cup to drink from. And to hold it con- 
veniently, you must put a handle to it; and to fill i it when it 
is empty you must have a large Riches of some sort ; and to 
carry the pitcher you may most advisably have ° two ‘handles. 
Modify the forms of these needful possessions according to the 
various requirements of drinking largely and drinking deli- 
cately ; of pouring easily out, or of keeping for years the Ber 
fume in ; of storing in cellars, or bearing from fountains ; 

sacrificial libation, ‘of Pan, athenaic treasure of oil, and ais 
chral treasure of ashes—and, you have a resultant series of 
beautiful form and decoration, from the rude amphora of red 
earth up to Cellini’s vases of gems and crystal, in which 
series, but especially in the more simple conditions of ‘it, 
are developed the most beautiful lines and most perfect 
types of severe composition which have yet been attained by 
art. 

- 118. But again, that you may fill your cup, with pure water, 
you must go to the well or spring; you need a fence round 
the well ; you need some tube or trough, or other means of 
Sokoicn the stream at the spring. For the conveyance of 
the puiront to any distance you must build either enclosed or 
open aqueduct ; and in the hot square of the city where you 
set it free, you find it good for health and pleasantness to let 
it leap into a fountain, On these several needs you have ieee 
school of sculpture founded ; in the decoration of the. walls of. 
weils in level countries, and of the sources of springs in moun- 
tainous ones, and chiefly of all, where the women of house- 
hold or market meet at the city fountain. There is, however, 
a farther reason for the use of art. here than in any other 
inaterial service, so far as we may, by art, express our rever- 
ence or thankfulness. Whenever a nation is in its right 
mind, it always has a deep sense of divinity in the gift of rain 
from heaven, ‘filling its heart, with food and gladness ; and all 
the more eben that gift becomes gentle and perennial in the 
flowing of springs. It literally is not possible that any fruit- 
ful power of the Muses should be put forth upon a people 



disdains their Helicon ; still less is it possible that any 
tian nation should grow up ‘ tanquam lignum quod. plan- 

atu est secus. decursus aquarum,’ which cannot recognise 

eran meant in their being told of the places where 
Rek ) was met ;—where Rachel,—where Zipporah,—and 

x was asked for water under Mount Gerizim by a 
t range ; Weary, who had nothing to draw with. 

119, And. truly, when our mountain springs are set apart in 
’ r : or craggy glen, or glade of wood green thr ough the 
ought of summer, far from cities, then it is best let them 
u th their own happy peace ; but if near towns, and liable 

¢ to be defiled by common usage, we could not use 
pe loveliest art more worthily than by sheltering the spring 
d its first pools with precious marbles : nor ought anything 

to be esteemed more important, as a means of healthy educa: 
on, than the care to keep the streams of it afterwards, to as 
reat a distance as possible, pure, full of fish, and easily ac- 
waible to children. There used to be, thirty years ago, a 

rivulet of the Wandel, about an inch deep, which ran 
ov ve: rithde earriage-road and under a foot-bridge just under the 
Tast chalk hill near Croydon. Alas! men came and went; 
‘and it—did not go onfor ever. It has long since been risked 
eee the parish authorities ; but there was more education 
in that stream with its minnows than you could get out of a 
andred pounds spent yearly in the parish schools, even 

th ve gh you were to spend every farthing of it in teaching the 

nature of oxygen and hydrogen, and the flames, and rate per 
3 ere of all the rivers in Asia and America. 

3 / 120. Well, the gist of this matter lies here then. Suppose 
— a school of pottery again in England, all we poor 

-are ready to do the best we can, to show you how 
ws aline may be that is twisted first to one side, and then 

a o the other; and. how a plain household-blue will make a 
De ttern on white ; and how ideal art may be got out of the 
‘spaniel’s colours, of black and tan. But tell you beforehand, 
‘all that we can do will be utterly useless, unless you teach 
our peasant. to say grace, not only before meat, but before 
_ rink ; and haying provided him with Greek cups and plat- 

_— ile 
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ters, provide him also with something that is a poisoned a 
put into them. P 

121. There cannot be any need that I should teed for you, 
the conditions of art that are directly founded on serviceable- 
ness of dress, and of armour ; but it is my duty to affirm to 
you, in the most positive manner, that after recovering, for 
the poor, wholesomeness of food, your next step towards 
founding schools of art in England must be in recovering, for 
the poor, decency and wholesomeness of dress; thoroughly 
good in substance, fitted for their daily work, becoming to 
their rank in life, and worn with order and dignity. And this 
order and dignity must be taught them by the women of the 
upper and middle classes, whose minds ean be in nothing 
right, as long as they are so wrong in this matter as to endure 
the squalor of the poor, while they themselves dress gaily. 
And on the proper pride and comfort of both poor and rich in 
dress, must be founded the true arts of dress ; carried on by 
masters of manufacture no less careful of the perfectness 
beauty of their tissues, and of all that in substance and in 
design can be bestowed upon them, than ever the armoure 
of Milan and Damascus were careful of their steel. . 

122. Then, in the third place, having recovered some whole- 
some habits of life as to food and dress, we must recover 

them as to lodging. I said just now that the best architec. 
ture was but a glorified roof. Think of it. The dome of the 
Vatican, the porches of Rheims or Chartres, the vaults ar 
arches of their aisles, the canopy of the tomb, and the spire 
of the belfry, are all forms resulting from the mere require- 
ment that a certain space shall be strongly covered from heat 
and rain. More than that—as I have tried all through ‘Tho 
Stones of Venice’ to show—the lovely forms of these were 
every one of them developed in civil and domestic building, 
and only after their invention employed ecclesiastically on the 
grandest scale. Ido not know whether you have noticed, but 
I think you cannot but have noticed, here in Oxford, as else- 
where, that our modern architects never seem to know what 

to do with their roofs. Be assured, until the roofs are right, 

nothing else will be ; and there are just two ways of keepir — 



hot lif, men should desire to have a home, which they 
0 yeaa quit any more, suited to their habits of life, 

and likely to be more and more suitable to them until their 
ath. And men must desire to haye these their dwelling- 

oS built as strongly as possible, and furnished and deco- 
: daintily, and set in pleasant places, in bright light and 
Lair, being able to choose for themselves that at least as 
as swallows. And when the houses are grouped together 
ties, men must have so much civic fellowship as to subject 
t architecture to a common law, and so much civic pride 
desire that the whole gathered group of human dwel- 

gs should be a lovely thing, not a frightful one, on the face 
the earth. Not many weeks ago an -Englizh clergyman, a 
ister of this University, a man not given ‘to sentiment, but 

£ middle age, and great practical sense, told me, by accident, 
and wholly without reference to the subject now before us, 

ut he never could enter London from his country parsonage 

b with closed eyes, lest the sight of the blocks of houses 
which the railroad intersected in the suburbs should unfit 

tim, by the horror of it, for his day’s work. 
123. Now, it is not possible—and I repeat to you, only in 

"more deliberate assertion, what I wrote just twenty-two years 
ago in the last chapter of the ‘Seven Lamps of Architecture’ 
—it is not possible to have any right morality, happiness, or 
‘art in any country where the cities are thus built, or thus, let 
fmne. rather say, clotted and coagulated ; spots of a dreadful 
mildew spreading by patches and blotches over the country 
they consume. You must have lovely cities, crystallised, not 

, into form: limited in size, and not casting out 

the scum and scurf of them into an encircling eruption of 

_ shame, but girded each with its sacred pomerium, and with 

’ garlands of gardens full of blossoming trees, and softly guided 

_ Streams, 

; 

Ss 
a 
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That is impossible, you say! It may be so. I have noth > 
ing’ to do with its possibility, but only with its indispensability. 
More than that must be possible, however, before you can 
have a school of art; namely, that you find places elsewhere 
than in England, or at least in otherwise unserviceable parts: 
of England, for the establishment of manufactories needing 
the help of fire, that is to say, of all the réyvar Bavavercal and | 
éxippytot, of which it was long ago known to be the constant 
nature that ‘ doyodlas padiora éxovar Kal didws Kal wdAews Guve- 
wyercto ba, and to reduce such manufactures to their lowest 

limit, so that nothing may ever be made of ‘iron that can as 
effectually be made of wood or stone; and nothing moved by 

steam that can be as effectually moved by natural forces. And 
observe, that for all mechanical effort required in ‘social life 
and in cities, water power is infinitely more than enough ; for 

anchored mills on the large rivers, and mills moved by sluices 
from reservoirs filled by the tide, will give you idemctasngt of 
any quantity of constant motive power you need. — 

Agriculture by the hand, then, and absolute vided or hen, | 
ishment of unnecessary igneous force, are the first condi- 
tions ‘of'a school ‘of att in any country. And until you do 
this, be it soon or late, things will continue in that triumph- 
ant state to which, for want of finer art, your mechanism has 
brought them ;—that, though England is deafened with spin- 
ning wheels, her people have not clothes—though ‘she is black 
with digging of fuel, they die of cold—and though she has 
sold her soul for gain, they die of hunger. Stay in» that tri- 
umph, if you choose; but be assured of this, it is not one 
which the fine arts will ever share with you. 

124. Now, I have given you my message, containing, as I 
know, offence enough, and itself, it may seem to many, un- 
necessary enough. But just in proportion to its apparent non- 
necessity, and to its certain offence, was its real need, and my 

real duty to speak it. The study of the fine arts could not be 
rightly associated with the grave work of English Universi- 
ties, without due and clear protest against the misdirection 

of national energy, which for the present renders all good 

results of such study on a great scale, impossible. I ean easily 
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y out 88 ‘any other moderately good draughtsman could, 
Mb old your pencils, and how to lay your colours ; but it 

e my doing that, while the nation is Lsendiny mil- 
ey in the destruction of all that pencil or colour 
esent, and in the promotion of false forms of art, 

nly, the costliest and the least enjoyable of follies. 
» these are the things that Ihave first and last 

n this place :—that the fine arts are not to be 
yy Locomotion, but by making the homes we live in 

ying in them ;—that the fine arts are not to 
Competition, but by doing our quiet best in 
a the fine arts are not to * learned by Ex- 

whe ih r ke exhibited or tot ;—and, for the sum of all, 
ney ust paint and build neither for pride nor for 
‘ bat fo ‘or love ; for love of their art, for love of their 

» and VWliatever better love may be than these, 
hese. IT know that I gave some pain, which I was 

villing to give, in speaking of the possible abuses of 
1 ara, but there can be no danger of any, so long as 

r that God inhabits cottages as well as churches, 
cht to be well lodged there also. Begin with wooden 

| rs; the essellated ones will take care of themselves ; begin 
Pe on 1 th atc 3 ng roofs, and you shall end by splendidly vitaltiiie 
‘ “by taking care that no old eyes fail over their 

bles, a ie ung ones over their needles, for want of rush- 
and d then you may have whatever true good is to be got 
¢ oloured d glass or wax candles. And in thus putting 

:  thiversal use, you will find also their universal in- 
eir dial benediction. I told ten there was 

ndeavou ea to ‘compress the sil that are to i the 
Nifaaeioue of your future work, it is my last duty to say some 

“positive words as to the Divinity of all art, when it is truly 
fair, or truly serviceable. 

7" 125, Every seventh day, if not oftener, the greater number 
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of well-meaning persons in England thankfully receive from 
their teachers a benediction, couched in these terms:—‘ The 

Grace of our Lord Christ, and the Love of God, and the Fel- 
lowship of the Holy Ghost, be with you.’ NowI do not know 
precisely what sense is attached in the English public mind 
to those expressions. But what I have to tell you positively 
is, that the three things do actually exist, and can be known 
if you care to know them, and possessed if you care to pos- 
sess them ; and that another thing exists, besides these, of 
which we aiceady know too much. 

First, by simply obeying the orders of the Founder of your 
religion, all grace, graciousness, or beauty and fayour of gen- 
tle life, will be given to you in mind and body, in work and 
andin rest. The Grace of Christ exists, and can be had if you 
will. Secondly, as you know more and more of the created 
world, you will find that the true will of its Maker is that its 
creatures should be happy ;—that He has made everything 
beautiful in its time and its place, and that it is chiefly by the 
fault of men, when they are allowed the. liberty of thwarting 
His laws, that Creation groans or travails in pain, The Love 
of God exists, and you may see it, and live in it if you will. 
Lastly, a Spirit does actually exist which teaches the ant her 
path, the bird her building, and men, in an instinctive and 
marvellous way, whatever lovely arts and noble deeds are 
possible to them. Without it you can do no good thing. To 
the grief of it you can do many bad ones. In the possession 
of it is your peace and your power. 

And there is a fourth thing, of which we already know too 
much, There is an evil spirit whose domiuion is in blindness 

and in cowardice, as the dominion of the Spirit of wisdom is 
in clear sight and in courage. 

And this blind and cowardly spirit is for ever telling you 
that evil things are pardonable, and you shall not die for 

them, and that good things are impossible,’and you need not 
live for them ; and that gospel of his is now the loudest that 
is preached in your Saxon tongue. You will find some day, 
to your cost, if you believe the first part of it, that it is not 
true ; but you may never if you believe the second part of it 
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wn Ra ur gain, that also, untrue; and therefore I pray 
all earnestness to prove, and know within your 
t all things lovely and righteous are possible for 

© believe in their possibility, and who determine 
- their part, they will make every day’s work contrib- 

o th em. Let every dawn of morning be to you as the 

th or coainy 

—then let Baa’ Ghe of ‘these ‘short lives leave iis sure record 
: dly thing done for others—some goodly strength 

ye gained for yourselves ; so, from day to day, and 
Psst you shall build up indeed, by Art, by 

ad by Just Will, an Ecclesia of England, of which 
be said, ‘See what manner of stones are here,’ 
hat manner of men.’ 

LECTURE V. 

Bah OG LINE. 

You will, I doubt not, willingly permit me to begin 
sons in real practice of art in words of higher author- 
“mine (I ought rather to say, of all authority, while 
of none),—the words of the greatest of English paint- 

Por grin than whom there is indeed no greater, among 
se of any nation, or any time,—our own gentle Reynolds. 
Tis ‘says in his first discourse : — ‘The Directors’ (of the 

oad de ay. ‘ought more particularly to watch over the genius 

of those students, who being more advanced, are arrived at 

sritical period of study, on the nice management of which 

their future turn of taste depends. At that age it is natural 

m to be more captivated with what is brilliant, than 
‘what is solid, and to prefer splendid negligence to pain- 

ful and humiliating exactness. 

_ £A facility in composing,—a lively and, what is called, a 

méaterly handling of the chalk or pencil, are, it must be con- 

fessed, captivating qualities to young minds, and become of 

_ course the objects of their ambition. They endeavour to imi- 

tate these dazzling excellences, which they will find no great 

eee a ea ee 

i@ of life, and every setting sun be to you as its close: 
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labour in attaining. After much time spent in these frivolous 

pursuits, the difficulty will be to retreat ; but it will then be 
too late; and there is scarce an instance of return to scrupu- 
lous labour, after the mind has been debauched and deceived _ 
by this fallacious mastery.’ 

_ 127. Tread you these words, chiefly that Sir Joshua, who 
founded, as first President, the Academical schools of English 
painting, in these well-known discourses, may also begin, as he 
has truest right to do, our system of instruction in this Uni- 
versity. But secondly, I read them that I may press on your 
attention these singular words, ‘ painful and humiliating exact- 
uess.’ Singular, as expressing the first conditions of the study 

required from his pupils by the master, who, of all men exeept 
Velasquez, seems to have painted with the greatest ease. It is 
true that he asks this pain, this humiliation, only from youths 
who intend to follow the profession of artists. But if you wish 
yourselves to know anything of the practice of art, you must 
not suppose that because your study will be more desultory 
than that of Academy students, it may therefore be less accu- 
rate. .The shorter the time you have to give, the more eare- 
ful you should be to spend it profitably ; and I would not. 
wish you to devote one hour to the practice of drawing, unless 
you are resolved to be informed in it of all that in an hour 

can be taught. 
128. I ‘speak of the practice of drawing only; though ele- 

mentary study of modelling may perhaps some day be adyis- 
ably connected with it ; but I do not wish to disturb or amu 
you with a formal statement of the manifold expectations i 
have formed respecting your future work. You will not, I am 
sure, imagine that I haye begun without a plan, nor blame my. 
reticence as to the parts of it which cannot yet be put into 
execution, and which there may occur reason afterwards to . 

modify. My first task must unquestionable be to lay before 
you right and simple methods of drawing and colouring. 

I use the word ‘colouring’ without reference to any par: 

ticular vehicle of colour, for “the laws of good painting are the 
same, whatever liquid is employed to dissolve the pigments. 
But the technical management of oil is more difficult than 



water-colour, and the impossibility of using it with 
‘among books or prints, and its unavailableness for note- 

sand memoranda, are sufficient reasons for not 
lucing it in a course of practice intended chiefly for stu- 

f literature. On the contrary, in the exercises of art- 
be the vehicle of colour employed from the 

extended practice of water-colour painting, as a 
is in every way harmful to the arts: its pleas- 

its proper aims, and withdraw the attention of 

om excellence of higher claim; nor ought any 
the consciousness of ability for good work, to 

of, or indolent in employing, the methods of 

2 ts permanent as long as the laws of Nature 
allow. is surely a severe lesson to us in this matter, that 

_ the best works of Turner could not be shown to the public 
; for six months without being destroyed,—and that his most 
- ambitio for the most part perished, even before they 
- gould be shown. I will break through my law of reticence, 
however, so far as to tell you that I haost hope of one day in- 
_ teresting you greatly (with the help of the Florentine mas- 
_ ters), in the study of the arts of moulding and painting porce- 
w to induce some of you to use your future power of 

_ patronage in encouraging the various branches of this art, 
and turning the attention of the workmen of Italy from the 

- tricks of minute and perishable mosaic to the exqui- 
site subtilties of form and colour possible in the perfectly 

ductile, afterwards unalterable clay, And one of the ultimate 
results of such craftsmanship might be the production of pic- 

tures as brilliant as painted glass,—as delicate as the most 

subtle water-colours, and more permanent than the Pyramids. 

' 129. And now to begin our own work. In order that we 

may know how rightly to learn to draw, and to paint, it will 

be necessary, will it not, that we know first what we are to aim 

at doing ;—what kind of representation of nature is best ? 

I will tell you in the words of Lionardo, ‘That is the 
most praiseworthy painting which has most conformity with 
the thing represented,’ ‘ quella pittura e piu laudabile, la quale 

eS ee eS ee ee 

ied plausible dexterity divert the genius of the — 
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ha piu conformita con la cosa imitata,’ (chap. 276). In plain 
terms, ‘ the painting which is likest nature is the best.’ And 
you will find by referring to the preceding chapter, ‘come lo 
specchio e maestro de’ pittori,’ how absolutely Lionardo 
means what he says. Let the living thing, (he tells us,) be 
reflected in a mirror, then put your picture beside the reflec- 
tion, and match the one with the other. And indeed, the 
very best painting is unquestionably so like the mirrored 
truth, that all the world admit its excellence. Entirely first- 
rate work is so quiet and natural that there can be no dispute 
over it; you may not particularly admire it, but you will find 
no fault with it. Second-rate painting pleases one person 
much, and displeases another ; but first-rate painting pleases 
all a little, and intensely pleases those who can recognise its 
unostentatious skill. 

130. This, then, is what we have first got to do—to make 
our drawing look as like the thing we have to draw as we can. 

Now, all ‘objects are seen by the eye as patches of colour of 
a certain shape, with gradations of colour within them. And, 
unless their colours be actually luminous, as those of the sun, 
or of fire, these patches of different hues are sufficiently imita- 
ble, except so far as they are seen stereoscopically. You will 
find Lionardo again and again insisting on the stereoscopic 
power of the double sight : but do not let that trouble you ; 
you can only paint what you can see from one point of sight, but 
that is quite enough. So seen, then, all objects appear to the 
human eye simply as masses of colour of variable depth, tex- 
ture, and outline. The outline of any object is the limit of its 
mass, as relieved against another mass. ‘Take a crocus, and put 
itonagreen cloth. You will see it detach itself as a mere space 
of yellow from the green behind it, as it does from the grass. 
Hold it up against the window—you will see it detach itself 
as a dark space against the white or blue behind it. In either 
case its outline is the limit of the space of colour by which it 
expresses itself to your sight. That outline is therefore infi- 
nitely subtle—not even a line, but the place of a line, and that, 
also, made soft by texture. In the finest painting, it is there- 
fore slightly softened ; but it is necessary to be able to draw 
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me . absolute sharpness and precision. The art of doing 
sis tobe obtained by drawing it as an actual line, which 

io be the subject of our present enquiry ; but I must first 
@ divisions of the entire subject completely before you. 

131, Hlere said that all objects detach themselves as masses 
ofcolour. Usually, light and shade are thought of asseparate ~ 

_ from colour ; but the fact is that all nature isseen as a mosaic 
aposed of graduated portions of different colours, dark or 

ht. There is no difference in the quality of these colours, 
patented by texture. You will constantly hear lights 

es spoken of as if these were different in nature, and 
os inted i in different ways. But every light is a shadow 

F black, i is axclore a light and shade at the same time. It is 
rE a light with reference to all below it, and a shade with re- 
e. to all above it. 
‘ 182, ‘The solid forms of an object, that is to say, the pro- 
a or recessions of its surface within the outline, are, 
| rte most part, rendered visible by variations in the in- 
_ tensity or quantity of light falling on them. The study of 

the relations between the. quantities of this light, irr espective- 
ly of its colour, is the second division of the regulated science 

of painting. 
_ 133. Finally, the qualities and relations of natural colours, 

_ the means of imitating them, and the laws by which they be- 

q come separately beautiful, and in association, harmonious, 

are the subjects of the third and final division of the painter's 

E study. I shall endeavour at once to state to you what is 

< most immediately desirable for you to know on each of these 

subjects, in this and the two following lectures. 

134. What we have to do, then, from beginning to end, 

is, I repeat once more, simply to draw spaces of their true 

shape, and to fill them with colours which shall match their 

colours ; quite a simple thing in the definition of it, not 

quite so easy in the doing of it. 
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But it is something to get this simple definition § anid 1 
wish you to notice that the terms of it are complete, though 
I do not introduce the terms ‘light’ or ‘shadow.’ Painters 
who have no eye for colour have greatly confused and falsified 
the practice of art by the theory that shadow is an absence 
of colour. Shadow is, on the contrary, necessary to the full 
presence of colour ; for every colour is a diminished quantity 
or energy of light ; and, practically, it follows, from what I 

have just told you (that every light in painting is a shadow to 
higher lights, and every shadow a light to lower shadows) 
that also every colour in painting must be a shadow to some 
brighter colour, and a light to some darker one—all the 
while being a positive colour itself. And the great splendour 
of the Venetian school arises from their having seen and held 
from the beginning this great fact—that shadow is as much 
colour as light, often much more. In Titian’s fullest red the 
lights are pale rose-colour, passing into white—the shadows 
warm deep crimson. In Veronese’s most splendid orange, 
the lights are pale, the shadows crocus colour; and so on. 
In nature, dark sides, if seen by reflected li¢hts, are almost 
always fuller or warmer in colour than the lights; and the 
practice of the Bolognese and Roman schools, in drawing 
their shadows always dark and cold, is false from the rage 
ning, and renders perfect painting for ever impossible in 
those schools, and all that follow them. 

135. Every visible space, then, be it dark or light, is a space 
of colour of some kind, or of black or white. And you have to en- 
close it with a true outline, and to paint it with its true colour. 

But before considering how we are to draw this enclosing 
line, I must state to you something about lines in general, 
and their use by different schools. I said just now that there 
was no difference between the masses of colour of whieh all 
visible nature is composed, except in feature. 

1. Textures are principally of three kinds :— 
(1) Lustrous, as of water and glass. 
(2) Bloomy, or velvety, as of a rose-leaf or peach. 
(3) Linear, produced by filaments or threads, as in 

feathers, fur, hair, and woven or reticulated tissues. 



‘sources of pleasure to the eye in texture : are 
P heat ornamental work. A fine picture by Fra 

emis illuminated page of missal, has large spaces 
rtly burnished and lustrous, partly dead ;—some of 
d enriched with linear texture, and mingled with 

Pista colours, soft in bloom like that of the rose- 
schools of art depend for the most part on 

f texture only, and a vast quantity of the art of all 
‘ys great part of its power especially on texture 

ed by multitudinous lines. Thus, wood engraving, 

ving properly so called, and countless varieties of 
mire, metal work, and textile fabric, depend for great 

t of t are effe t of their colors, or shades, for their mystery, 
8, and | csodagine on modification of the surfaces by 
t threads ; and even in advanced oil painting, the work 

t for some part of its effect on the texture of the 

36 ne gg arts of etching and mezzotint engraving 
I principally for their effect on the velvety, or bloomy 
‘of their darkness, and the best of all painting is the 

Tres a work Of great colourists, in which the colours are what 

is usually called dead ; but they are anything but dead, they 
rnin SEE Mibithiods blooti st ie: ’ The tresédes of Cor- 

-reggio, when not repainted, are supreme in this quality ; and 
have ‘a lovely example in the University Galleries, in the 

portion of the female head by Raphael, partly re- 
s stored by Lawrence. 

137, While, however, in all periods of art these different 
s are thus used in various styles, and for various pur- 

‘you will find that there is a broad historical division of 
_ sehools, which will materially assist you in understanding 
- them. The éarliest art in most countries is linear, consisting 

of interwoven, or richly spiral and otherwise involved arrange- 
‘ hea of sculptured or painted lines. on stone, wood, metal, 

| or élay. It is generally characteristic of savage life, and of 

3 feverish energy of imagination. I shall examine these schools 

a Bas hereafter, under the eee head of the ‘Schools of 

Verh Rae Ne ee Pe 
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Secondly, even in the earliest periods, among powerful na- 
tions, this linear decoration is more or less filled with chequered 
or barred shade, and begins at once to represent animal or 
floral form, first in mere outline, and then by outlines filled with 
flat shadow, or with flat colour. And here we instantly find 
two great divisions of temper and thought. The Greeks look 

upon all colour first as light; they are,as compared with other 
races, insensitive to hue, exquisitely sensitive to phenomena 
of light. And their linear school passes into one of flat masses 
of light and darkness, represented in the main by four tints,— 
white, black, and two reds, one brick colour, more or less 

vivid, the other dark purple; these two representing their 
favourite topipeos colour, in its light and dark powers. On 
the other hand, many of the Northern nations are at first en- 
tirely insensible to light and shade, but exquisitely sensitive 
to colour, and their linear decoration is filled with flat tints, 
infinitely varied, having no expression of light and shade. 
Both these schools have a limited but absolute perfection of 
their own, and their peculiar successes can in no wise be im- 
itated, except by the strictest observance of the same limitations. 

138. You have then, Line for the earliest art, branching 
into— 

(1) Greek, Line with Light. 
(2) Gothic, Line with Colour. 

Now, as art completes itself, each of these schools retain 
their separate characters, but they cease to depend on lines, 
and learn to represent masses instead, becoming more refined 
at the same time in all modes of perception and execution. 

And thus there arise the two vast medieval schools ; one of 
flat and infinitely varied colour, with exquisite character and 
sentiment added, in the forms represented ; but little percep- 
tion of shadow. The other, of light and shade, with exquisite 

drawing of solid form, and little perception of colour: some- 
times as little of sentiment. Of these, the school of flat col- 

our is the more vital one ; it is always natural and simple, if 
not great ;—and when it is great, it is very great. 

The school of light and shade associates itself with that of 
engraving ; it is essentially an academical school ; broadly di- 



ht from darkness, and begins by assuming that the 
of all objects shall be represented by white, and the 
jacow by black. On this conventional principle it 
mited excellence of its own, in which the best ex- 
sof engraving are executed, and ultimately, the 

expressions of organic form in painting. 
astly,—the schools of colour advance steadily till 
ae om those of light and shade, whatever is com- 
ly their own power, —and then you have perfect art, 

en trally by that of the great Venetians. . 
s wa oo of light and shade, on the other hand, are 

r academical formulas, too haughty, and partly, 
narrowness of imagination, too weak, to learn much 

ne scho ho of colour ; and they pass into a decadence, 
sist: y in proud endeavours to give painting the 

- qualities em and partly in the pursuit of effects of 
n: paper carried at last to extreme sensational subtlety 

school. In their fall, they drag the schools of 
 dowr 1 with them ; and the recent history of art is one 

onfused effort to find lost roads, and resume allegiance to 
ed principles. 
5 9. That, briefly, is the map of the great schools, onthe 

by this form :— 
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sna Ei 

LINE. 

Early Schools. 

: ne AnD Lieut. LINE AND COLOUR. 
5a bait Greek clay. Gothic glass, 
wrehay ns 

Syi trie _ Mass AND Lieut. Mass AND COLOUR. 

q feel nted by Lionardo, (Represented by Giorgione, 

and. his schools. ) and his schools.) 
; ae pike 

Tam Ysa. Mass, Licut, AND CoLour. 
Ss (Represented by Titian, 

- and his schools.) 

¢: no's will endeavour hereafter to show you the various relations 

of all these branches ; at present, Iam only concerned with 

Ps: own practice. My wish is that you should with, aeDOe 
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own eyes and fingers’ trace, and in your own progress follow, — 
the method of advance traced for you by these great schools, — 
I wish you to begin by getting command of line, that is to 
say, by learning to draw a steady line, limiting with absolute 
correctness the form or space you intend it to limit; to pro- 

_ceed by getting command over flat tints, so that you may be 
able to fill the spaces you have enclosed, evenly, either with 
shade of colour ; according to the school you adopt ; and 

finally to obtain the power of adding such fineness of drawing 
within the masses, as shall express their undulation, and their 
characters of form and texture. yop e 

140. Those who are familiar with the methods of existing 
schools must be aware that I thus nearly invert their practice 
of teaching. Students at present learn to draw details first, 
and to colour and mass them afterwards. I shall endeavour 
to teach you to arrange broad masses and colours first ; and 
you shall put the details into them afterwards. T have several 
reasons for this audacity, of which you may justly require me 
to state the principal ones. The first is that, as I have shown 
you, this method I wish you to follow, is the natural one. 
great artist nations have actually learned to work in this way, 

and I believe it therefore the right, as the hitherto successful 

one, Secondly, you will find it less irksome than the reverse 
method, and more definite. When a beginner is set at once 
to draw details, and make finished studies in light and shade, 
1:0 master can correct his innumerable errors, or rescue him 

out of his endless difficulties. But in the natural method, he 

can correct, if he will, his own errors. You will have positive 

lines to draw, presenting no more difficulty, except in requir- 
ing greater steadiness of hand, than the outlines of a map. 
They will be generally sweeping and simple, instead of being 
jagged into promontories and bays; but assuredly, they may 
be drawn rightly (with patience), and their rightness tested 
with mathematical accuracy. You have only to follow your 
own line with tracing paper, and apply it to your copy. If 
they do not correspond, you are wrong, and you need no 
master to show you where, Again; in washing in a flat tone 
of colour or shade, you can always see yourself if it is flat, and 



hin the edges ; and you can set a piece of your 
s by side with that of the copy ; if it does not match, 
ong ; and, again, you need no one to tell you so, 

ve for color is true. It happens, indeed, more fre- 
han would be supposed, that there is real want of 

n the eye to distinguish colours ; and this I even sus 
tO bea condition which has been sometimes attendant on 
degrees of cerebral sensitiveness in other directions : but 
want of faculty would be detected in your first two or 
exercises by this simple method, while, otherwise you 

go on for years endeavouring to colour from nature in 

“Lastly, and this is a very weighty collateral reason, 
‘a method enables me to show you many things, besides 
art of ‘drawing. Every exercise that I prepare for you 

be either a portion of some important example of ancient 
t, or of some natural object. However rudely or unsuccess- 

fully “you may draw it (though I anticipate from you neither 
; want of €are nor success), you will nevertheless have learned 
what tio words could have as forcibly or completely taught 
you, either respecting early art or organic structure ; and I 
am thus certain that not a moment you spend attentively will 
be altogether wasted, and that, generally, you will be twice 

hers by every effort. There is, however, yet another point 

—— I think a change of existing methods will be ad- 

» 141, You have here in Oxford one of the finest collections 
“in Europe of drawings in pen, and chalk, by Michael Angelo 
and Raphael. Of the whole number, you cannot but fiite fe 

_ ticed that not one is weak or studentlike—all are evidently 

- tiaster’ ster’s work. 
S " You may look the ealleries of Europe through, and so far 
as I know, or as it is possible to make with safety any so wide 
_ generalization, you will not find in them a childish or feeble 

drawing, by these, or by any other great master. 
And farther :—by the greatest sites iatBy Titian, Velasquez, 
or Veronese—you will hardly find an authentic drawing at all. 
_ For the fact is, that while we moderns have always learned, or 
tried to learn, to paint by drawing, the ancients learned to 

eee aaa Tak 
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draw by painting—or by engraving, more difficult still. The 
brush was put into their hands when they were children, and 
they were forced to draw with that, until, if they used the pen 

or crayon, they used it either with the lightness of a brush or 
the decision of a graver. Michael Angelo uses his pen like a 
chisel ; but all of them seem to use it only when they are in 
the height of their power, and then for rapid notation of 
thought or for study of models; but never as a practice help- 
ing them to paint. Probably exercises of the severest kind © 
were gone through in minute drawing by the apprentices of | 
the goldsmiths, of which we hear and know little, and which | 
were entirely a matter of course. To these, and to the exquis- 
iteness of care and touch developed in working precious met- — 
als, may probably be attributed the final triumph of Italian | 
sculpture. Michael Angelo, when a boy, is said to have copied 
engravings by Schéngauer and others with his pen, in facsimile — 
so true that he could pass his drawings as the originals. But 
I should only discourage you from all farther attempts in art, 
if I asked you to imitate any of these accomplished drawings 
of the gem-artificers. You have, fortunately, a most interest~ 
ing collection of them already in your galleries, and may try 
your hands on them if you will. But I desire rather that you 
should attempt nothing except what can by determination be 
absolutely accomplished, and be known and felt by you to be 
accomplished, when it is so. Now, therefore, I am going at 
once to comply with that popular instinct which, I hope, so — 
far as you care for drawing at all, you are still boys enough to 
feel, the desire to paint. Paint you shall: but remember, I 
understand by painting what you will not find easy, Paint 
you shall ; but daub or blot you shall not: and there will be 
even more care required, though care of a pleasanter kind, to — 
follow the lines traced for you with the point of the brush 
than if they had been drawn with that of acrayon. But from 
the very beginning (though carrying on at the same time an 
incidental practice with crayon and lead pencil), you shall try 
to draw a line of absolute correctness with the point, not of 
pen or crayon, but of the brush, as Apelles did, and as all col- 
oured lines are drawn on Greek vases. A line of absolute cor. 

| 
| 



LINE. 

r I do not care how slowly you do it, or with 
| na an ‘alte tions, junctions, or retouchings; the one thing 
Fask ae 1 is, that the line shall be right, and right by meas- 

e , to the same minuteness which you would have to 
\ overnment chart to the map of a dangerous shoal. 
i question of measurement is, as you are probably 

e much vexed in art schools ; but it is determined 
ly by the very first words written by Lionardo: ‘Il 
rg imparare prospettiva, per le misure d’ ogni 

abit precision of measurement, it is certainly 
van to learn perspective rightly ; and as far as 

ud impossible to learn anything else rightly. And 
im my past experience of teaching, I have found that such pre- 
name things the most diffigult:to ‘enfores ott ie pu- 
pils | It is easy to persuade to diligence, or provoke to enthu- 

sm ; but I have found it hitherto impossible to humiliate 
.§ ent into perfect accuracy. 
: it is, therefore, necessary, in beginning a system of drawing 
_ for the University, that no opening should be left for failure 
2 in this essential matter. I hope you will trust the words of 
; the most accomplished draughtsman of Italy, and the painter 
_ of the great sacred picture which, perhaps beyond all others, 
has influenced the mind of Europe, when he tells you that 

_ your first duty is ‘to learn perspective by the measures of 
everything.’ For perspective, I will undertake that it shall 
e be made, practically, quite easy to you; but I wish first to 
a make application to the Trustees of the National Gallery for 
the loan to Oxford of Turner's perspective diagrams, which 

¥ are at present lying useless in a folio in the National Gallery ; 
q and therefore we will not trouble ourselves about perspective 

till the autumn ; unless, in the meanwhile, you care to master 
_ the mathematical theory of it, which I have carried as far as 

is necessary for you in my treatise written in 1859, of which 

_ copies shall be placed at your disposal in your working room. 
q ‘But the habit and dexterity of measurement you must acquire 

at once, and that with engineer's accuracy. I hope that in our 

now gradually developing system of education, elementary 
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architectural or military drawing will be required at all pubs 
lic schools ; so that when youths come to the University, it — 
may be no more necessary for them to pass through the pre 
liminary exercises of drawing than of grammar : for the pres- — 
ent, I will place in your series examples — - severe — 
enough for all necessary practice. 

143. And while you are learning to measure, pare iid 
and lay flat tints, with the brush; you must also get easy 
command of the pen; for that is not only the great instrument 
for the finest sketching, but its right use is the foundation of 
the art of illumination. In nothing is fine art more directly 
connected with service than in the close dependence of decor- 
ative illumination on good writing. Perfect illumination is 
only writing made lovely ; the moment it passes into picture- 
making it has lost its dignity and function. For pictures, 
small or great, if beautiful, ought not to be painted-on leaves 
of books, to be worn with service ; and pictures, small or 
great, not beautiful, should be painted nowhere. But to 

make writing usel/ beautiful,—to make the sweep of the pen 
lovely,—is the true art of illumination ; and I particularly 
wish you to note this, because it happens continually that 
young girls who are incapable of tracing a single curve with 
steadiness, much more of delineating any ornamental or or- 
ganic form with correctness, think that the work which would 
be intolerable in ordinary drawing becomes tolerable when 
it is employed for the decoration of texts; and thus they ren- — 
der all healthy progress impossible, by protecting themselves 
in inefficiency under the shield of a good motive. Whereas — 
the right way of setting to work is to make themselves first 
mistresses of the art of writing beautifully ; and then to apply 
that art in its proper degrees of development to whatever 
they desire permanently to write. And it is indeed a much 
more truly religious duty for girls to acquire a habit of delib- 
erate, legible, and lovely penmanship im their daily use of the 
pen, than to illuminate any quantity of texts. Having done’ 
so, they may next discipline their hands into the control of 
lines of any length, and, finally, add the beauty of colour and’ 
form to the flowing of these perfect lines. But it is only after’ 



I not attempt, in this Pe me to give you any 
use of the pen as a drawing instrument. That 
din many ways with peinempias both of shad- 

ving, hereafter to be examined at length. 
generally state to you that its best employment.i is 
e tion to the forms in draw ings washed with 
é;. and that, in this use of it, Holbein is quite with- 
. i have therefore placed many examples of his 
g your copies. It is employed for rapid study by 

other masters of delineation, who, in such cases, 
t! Mie partial indications of shadow ; but it is not a 
apeermpent for shading, when drawings are intended 

? ate and complete, nor do the great masters ever 

_ Its virtue is the power of producing a perfectly 
and decisive line with great rapidity ; and the 

ti aiied with that virtue is to licentious haste, and 
-swept instead of strictly-commanded curvature. In 

hands of yery great painters it obtains, like the etching 
¢ qualities of exquisite charm in this free use ; but all 

es must be absolutely denied to yourselves while stu- 
nts. = may fancy you haye produced something like 
with little trouble ; but, be assured, it is im reality as 
ce them as nonsense is unlike sense ; and that, if you 

- persist i in such work, you will not only prevent your own ex- 
- ecutive progress, but you will never understand in all your 
lives: what good painting means. Whenever you take a pen 
‘in your hand, if you cannot count every line you lay with it, 

and: say why you make it so long and no longer, and why 
; you. drew it in that direction and no other, your ¢ Ser is bad. 

7 ‘The only 3 man who can put his pen to full speed, and yet re- 

tain, command over every separate line of it, is Direr. He 

_ has done this in the illustrations of a missal preserved at 

- Munich, which have been fairly facsimiled ; and of these 3 

hare placed several in your copying series, with some of Tur 
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ner’s landscape etchings and other examples of deliberate — 
pen work, such as will advantage you in early study. The — 
proper use of them you will find explained in the catalogue. 

145. And, now, but one word more to-day. Do not impute 
to me the impertinence of setting before you What is new in 
this system of practice as being certainly the best method. 
No English artists are yet agreed entirely on early methods ; 
and even Reynolds expresses with some hesitation his convie- 
tion of the expediency of learning to draw with the brush. 
But this method that I show you rests in all essential points 
on his authority, on Lionardo’s, or on the evident as well as 
recorded practice of the most splendid Greek and Italian 
draughtsmen ; and you may be assured it will lead you, how- 
ever slowly, to a great and certain skill. To what degree of 
skill, must depend greatly on yourselves ; but I know that in 
practice of this kind you cannot spend an hour without defi- 
nitely gaining, both in true knowledge of art, and in useful 
power of hand ; and for what may appear in it too difficult, I 
must shelter or support myself, as in beginning, so in closing, 
this first lecture on practice, by the words of Reynolds: ‘The 
impeiuosity of youth is disgusted at the slow approaches of 
a regular siege, and desires from mere impatience of labour 
to take the citadel by storm. They must therefore be told 
again and again that labour is the only price of solid fame, 
and that, whatever their force of genius may be, there is no 
easy method of becoming a good painter.’ 

LECTURE VL 

LIGHT. 

146. Tue plan of the divisions of art-schools which I gave 
you in last lecture is of course only a first germ of classifica- 
tion, on which we are to found farther and more defined 
statement ; but for this very reason it is necessary that every 
term of it should be very clear in your minds. ) 

And especially I must ask you to note the sense in which T 
use tie word ‘mass.’ Artists usually employ that word to 
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of light and darkness, or of colour, into 
wh: S Sehare is divided. But this habit of theirs arises 
art yom their always speaking of pictures in which the 

S esent solid form. If they had instead been speak- 
tints, as, for instance, of the gold and blue in this 
ge (S. 7), they wculd not have called them ‘ masses, 
* of colour. Now both for accuracy and conve- 
e, you will find it well to observe this distinction, 

¢ i a simple flat tint a space of colour ; and only the 
atation of solid or projecting form a mass. - 
levents, I mean myself always to make this distinction ; 
think you will see the use of by comparing the missal 
3. 7) with a piece of finished painting (Edu. 2). The 

7. call space with colour ; the other, mass with colour ; I 
z co ea the word ‘line’ eather than ‘ space’ in our gen- 
cations, because you cannot limit a flat tint but by a line, 
or ‘the locus of a line : whereas a gradated tint, expressive of 

may be lost at its edges in another, without any fixed 
§ i it ; ; and practically is so, in the works of the greatest mas- 

ee 

ters a 
Pus Mi. You have thus, in your hexagonal scheme, the expres- 

sion of the universal manner of aiivance. in painting : Line 
» frst; 3 then line enclosing flat spaces coloured or shaded ; then 

the lines vanish, and the solid forms are seen within the 

+ spaces. That is the universal law of advance :—1, line; 2, 
4 flat space ; 3, massed or solid space. But, as you see, this at 
_ vance may be made, and has been made, by two different 

_ roads ; one advancing always through colour, the other through 
light and shade. And these two roads are taken by two en- 
tively different kinds of men. The way by colour is taken by 
ie men of cheerful, natural, and entirely sane disposition in 

4 
é 

4 
a 

| 
E 

body and mind, much resembling, even at its strongest, the 
temper of well-brought-up children :—too happy to think 
«igzeply, yet with powers of imagination by which they can live 

other lives than their actual ones; make-believe lives, while 
yet they remain conscious all the while that they are making 
believe—therefore entirely sane. They are also absolutely 
contented ; they ask for no more light than is immediately 
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around them, and cannot see anything like daiteness, but only 
green and blue, in the earth and sea. 

148. The way by light and shade is, on the co , taken 
by men of the highest powers of thought, and nea earnest 
desire for truth; they long for light, and for kno edge of 
all that light can *hwow. But seeking for light, they ive 
also darknéss : seeking for truth and substino’, * By aa 
vanity. They {dep foe feih ta 4h earth, —for in in 
sky ; and seeking these, they find formlessness: in the enh 
and night in the ‘sky. 
Now: remember, in these introductory lectures T am. put- 

ting before you the roots of things, which are strange, ite 
dark, and often, it may seem, unconnected with the branchies. 
You may not at present think these metaphysical statements 
necessary ; but as you go on, you will find that having hold 
of the clus te metioad'al Work through their springs in hu- 
man character, you may perceive thérrindy where they lead, 
and what constitutes their wrongness and rightness ; and 
when we have the main principles laid down, all others will 
develope themselves in due succession, and everything will be- 
come more clearly intelligible to you in the end, for having 
been apparently vague in the beginning, You know when 
one is laying the foundation of a house, it does not show di- 
rectly where the rooms are to be. 

149, You have then these two great divisions of human | 
mind : one, content with the colours of things, whether they 
are dark or light ; the other seeking light pre:'as such, and 
dreading davictided ‘ns eadh, One, also, content with the col- 
oured aspects and visionary shapes of things; the other seek- 
ing their form and substance. And, as I “anya, the school of 

knowledge, seeking light, perceives, and has to accept and 
deal with Obeétirity | and seeking form, it has to accept and 
deal with formlessness, or death. 

Farther, the school of colour in Europe, using the word 
Gothic in its broadest sense, is essentially Gothie-Christian ; 
and full of comfort and peace. Again, the school of light is 
essentially Greek, and full of sorrow. I ¢annot él ‘you 
which is right, or least wrong. I tell you only what IT iret; 



al distinction between them: the Gothic ‘or colour 
sol is always cheerful, the Greek always oppressed by the 

shadow of death ; and the stronger its masters are, the closer 
it body of death grips them. The strongest whose work I 
nda in Fetent ee is Holbein ; next to him is 

: but of the three Holbein is the — 

y } ‘iad with his help I will put the two schools in 
4 —. eharacter before you in a moment. 

, 150. Here is, first, an entirely characteristic piece of the 

_ Great colour school. It is by Cima of Conegliano, a moun- 
- taineer, like Luini, born under the Alps of Friuli. His 
- ‘Oitistian ‘name was John Baptist: he is here painting his 
- Tiame-Saint ; the whole picture full of peace and intense faith 
and” hope, and deep joy in light of sky, and fruit and flower 
and weed of earth. The picture was painted for the church 
of Our Lady of the Garden at Venice, La Madonna dell’ Orto 

(properly | Madonna of the Kiichen Garden), and it is full of 
simple flowers, and has the wild strawberry of Cima’s native 
isountains gleaming through the grass. 

' Beside it Iwill put a piece of the strongest work of the 
“school of light and shade—strongest, because Holbein was a 

_ eolourist also ; but he belongs, nevertheless, essentially to the 
_ chiaroseuro school. You know that his name is connected, in 
_ Gdeal work, chiefly with his ‘Dance of Death.’ I will not show 

_ you any of the terror of that; only his deepest thought of 

“death, his well-known ‘Dead Christ.’ It will at once show 
you how completely the Christian art of this school is op- 
pressed by its veracity, and forced to see what is fearful, even in 

- What it most trusts. You may think I am showing you con- 
trasts merely to fit my theories. But there is Diirers ‘ Knight 
and Death,’ iis greatest plate; and if I had Lionardo’s ‘ Me- 
‘dusa “here, which he painted when only a boy, you would have 

_ ‘seen how he was held by the same chain. And you cannot 

4 but wonder why, this being the melancholy temper of the 

great Greek or naturalistic school, I should have called it the 

school of light. I call it so because it is through its intense love 

of light that the darkness becomes apparent to it, and through 

Gts intense love of truth and form that all mystery becomes at- 

uk air aa bis 
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tractive toit. And when, having learned these things, it is joined 

to the school of colour, you have the perfect, though always, 
as I will show you, pensive, art of Titian and his followers. 

151. But remember, its first development, and all its final — 
power, depends on Greek sorrow, and Greek religion. 

The school of light is founded in the Dorie worship of 
Apollo and the Ionic worship of Athena, as the spirits of life 
in the light, and of life in the air, opposed each to their own 
contrary deity of death—Apollo to the Python, Athena to the 
Gorgon—Apollo:as life in light, to the earth spirit of corrup- 
tion in darkness, Athena as life by motion, to the Gorgon 
spirit of death by pause, freezing, or turning to stone: both of 
the great divinities taking their glory from the evil they have 
conquered ; both of them, when angry, taking to men the 
form of the evil which is their opposite—Apollo slaying by 
poisoned arrow, by pestilence; Athena by cold, the black 
zegis on her breast. These are the definite and direct 
expressions of the Greek thoughts respecting death and 
life. But underlying both these, and far more mysterious, 
dreadful, and yet beautiful, there is the Greek conception 
of spiritual darkness; of the anger of fate, whether fore- 
doomed or avenging; the root and theme of all Greek 
tragedy ; the anger of the Erinnyes, and Demeter Erinnys, 
compared to which the anger either of Apollo or Athena is 
temporary and partial:—and also, while Apollo or Athena 
only slay, the power of Demeter and the Eumenides is over 
the whole life; so that in the stories of Bellerophon, of Hip- 
polytus, of Orestes, of Cidipus, you have an incomparably 
deeper shadow than any that was possible to the thought of 
later ages, when the hope of the Resurrection had become 
definite. And if you keep this in mind, you will find every 
name and legend of the oldest history become full of meaning 
to you. All the mythic accounts of Greek sculpture begin in 
the legends of the family of Tantalus. The main one is the 
making of the ivory shoulder of Pelops after Demeter has 
eaten the shoulder of flesh. With that you have Broteas, the 
brother of Pelops, carving the first statue of the mother of 
the gods ; and you have his sister, Niobe, weeping herself to 



nder the anger of the deities of light. Then Pelops 
[, the dark-faced, gives name to the Peloponnesus, 

ou may therefore read as the ‘isle of darkness;’ but 
_ city, Sparta, the ‘sown city,’ is connected with all 

s of the earth as life-giving. And from her you have 
@ representative of light in beauty, and the Fratres 

e- ‘lucida sidera ;’ and, on the other side of the hills, 
ightness of Argos, with its correlative darkness over the 

a ®, marked to you by Helios turning away his face from 

__ the feast of Thyestes. 
152. ae join with these the Northern legends connected 

vith the air. It does not matter whether you take Dorus as 
the fe n of Apollo or the son of Helen ; he equally symbolizes 

ower of light: while his brother Molus, through all his 
escendants, chiefly in Sisyphus, is confused or associated 

with the ‘Yeal god of the winds, and represents to you the 
bey r of the air. And then, as this conception enters into 

al t, ya have the myths of Dedalus, the flight of Icarus, and 
Fi ane ty of Phrixus and Helle, giving you continual associa- 

_ tions of the physical air and light, ending in the power of 
Athena over Corinth as well as over Athens. Now, once having 

yelte, you can work out the sequels for yourselves better 
F than I can for you ; and you will soon find even the earliest 
| OF slightest grotesques of Greek art become full of interest to 
you, For nothing is more wonderful than the depth of mean- 
ing which nations in their first days of thought, like children, 

‘attach to the rudest symbols ; and what to us is grotesque 
‘ ugly, like a little child’s doll, can speak to them the love- 

liest things. I have brought you to-day a few more examples 
of early Greek yase painting, respecting which remember 

_ generally that its finest development is for the most part se- 
_ pulchral. You have, in the first period, always energy in the 

_ figures, light in the sky or upon the figures ;* in the second 
period, while the conception of the divine power remains the 
same, it is thought of as in repose, and the light is in the god, 
not in the sky; in the time of decline, the divine power is 
rradually disbelieved, and all form and light are lost together. 

— * See Note in the Catalogue on No. 201. 
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With that period I wish you to have nothing to do. You shall 
aot have a single example of it set before you, but shall rather 
learn to recognise afterwards what is base by its st ess. 
These, which are to come early in the third group of your $ d- 
ard series, will enough represent to you the elements of early 
and late conception in the Greek mind of the deities of light. 

153. First (S. 204), you, have Apollo ascending from the 
sea ; thought of as the physical sunrise : only a circle of light 

_ for ie heads his chariot horses, seen foreshortened, black 
against the day-break, their feet not yet risen above the hori-. 
zon, Underneath is the painting from. the opposite. side of 
the same. vase; Athena as the morning breeze, and Hermes as 
the morning cloud, flying across the waves before the sunrise.. 
At the. distance 1 now. hold. them, from you, it is searcely pos- 
sible for you to see that they are figures at all, so like are they 
to broken fragments of flying mist ; and when you look close, 
you will see that as Apollo’s face is inyisible in the circle of 
light, Mercury’s is invisible in the broken form of cloud: 

but I can tell you that itis conceived as reverted, looking 

back to Athena ; the grotesque appearance of feature in the 
front is the outline of his hair. 

These two paintings are excessively rude, and of the archaic 
period ; the deities being yet thought of chiefly as physica, 
powers in violent agency. 

Underneath these two are Athena and Hermes, in the types, 
attained about the time of Phidias; but, of course, rudely 

drawn on the vase, and still more radaien in this print from 
Le Normant and De Witte. For it.is impossible (as you will 
soon find if you try for yourself) to give on a plane surface the 
grace of figures drawn on one of solid curvature, and adapted. 
to all its curves ; and. among other minor differences, Athena’s. 
lance is in the original nearly twice as tall as herself, and has 
to be eut short to come.into the print at all. Still, there is 

enough here to show you what Iwant you to see—the repose, 
and entirely realized personality, of the deities as conceived 
in the Phidian period. The relation of the two deities is, I 
believe, the same as in the painting above, though probably 
there is another added of more definite kind. But the phys- 
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ill remains—Athena aphebeibes as the gentle 
tnd the cloud Hermes to slow flight. 

heme ang at his back, meaning that the clouds : are 
ed or expanded in the sky. 

205), you have Athena, again unhelmeted 

ad with leaves, walking between two nymphs, who 
aso with leaves ; and all the three hold flowers 

Is, and there is a ins walking at Athena’s feet. 

: ig tl Athen as the morning air, but upon the earth 
n the sky, with the nymphs of the dew beside her ; 

flo am and leaves opening as they breathe upon them, 
i #mnie gleam of light on the fawn's breast; and 

pa the next following examples :—(underneath se a 

| is is the contest of Athena and Poseidon, which does 
ron our present subject). 

et (S, 206), Artemis as the moon of morning, walking — 
on the hills, and singing to her lyre ; the fawn beside her, 

with the gleam of light of sunrise on its ear and breast. 
of you who are often out in the dawn-time know that 
is no moon so glorious as that gleaming crescent as- 

before the sun, though in its wane. 
P th, Artemis and Apollo, of Phidian time. 
Next. (S. 207), Apollo walking on the earth, god of the 
‘morning, Singing to his lyre ; the fawn beside him, again with 

the gleam of light on its breast. And underneath, Apollo, 

ORES: the sea to Delphi, of the Phidian time. 

155. Now you cannot but be struck in these three examples 

with the. similarity of action in Athena, Apollo, and Artemis, 

drawn as deities of the morning ; and with the association in 

every case of. the fawn with thest. It. has been said (I will 

‘not interrupt you with authorities) that the fawn belongs to 

Apollo. and Diana because stags are sensitive to music ; (are 

they ?). But you see the fawn is here with Athena of the dew, 

though she has no lyre; and I have myself no doubt that in 

this particular relation to the gods of morning it always stands 

So » symbol of wavering ak glancing motion on the ground, 

ag well, as of the light and shadow through the leaves, cheq- 

uering the ground as the fawn is dappled. Similarly the spots 

Se eee | aes a Fiend 
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on the nebris of Dionysus, thought of sometimes as starg 
(azxd THs TOV Gotpwv meucA\‘as, Diodorus, IL I), as well as those 

of his panthers, and the cloudings of the tortoise-shell of — 
Hermes, are all significant of this light of the sky broken by 
cloud-shadow. 

156. You observe also that in all the three examples the | 
fawn has light on its ears, and face, as well as its breast. In — 

the earliest Greek drawings of animals, bars of white are 
used as one means of detaching the figures from the ground ; | 

ordinarily on the under side of them, marking the lighter 
colour of the hair in wild animals. But the placing of this 
bar of white, or the direction of the face in deities of light, 
(the faces and flesh of women being always represented as 
white), may become expressive of the direction of the light, 
when that direction is important. Thus we are enabled at 
once to read the intention of this Greek symbol of the course 
of a day (in the centre-piece of 5, 208, which gives you the ~ 
types of Hermes). At the top you have an archaic representa-— 
tion of Hermes stealing Io from Argus. Argus is here the — 
Night; his grotesque features monstrous; his hair over- 
shadowing his shoulders; Hermes on tiptoe, stealing upon — 
him, and taking the cord which is fastened to the horn of Io 
out of his hand without his feeling it. Then, underneath, 
you have the course of an entire day. Apollo first, on the 
left, dark, entering his chariot, the sun not yet risen. In — 

front of him Artemis, as the moon, ascending before him, 

playing on her lyre, and looking back to the sun. In the cen- 
tre, behind the horses, Hermes, as the cumulus cloud at mid- 
day, wearing his petasus heightened to a cone, and holding a 
flower in his right hand ; indicating the nourishment of the 

flowers by the rain from the heat-cloud. Finally, on the 
right, Latona, going down as the evening, lighted from the 

vight by the sun, now sunk; and with her feet reverted, sig- 
difying the unwillingness of ‘the departing day. 

Finally, underneath, you have Hermes of the Phidian period, — 
as the floating cumulus cloud, almost shapeless (as you see — 
him at this distance) ; with the tortoise-shell lyre in his hand, — 
barred with black, and a fleece of white cloud, not level, but — 
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under his feet. (Compare the ‘Bud ra TOV » senate hieedl 
a of the ‘ aiyidos ¥ ivioxos ae with the clouds 

a clo tea and heaps itself: the ‘Cnahar stretch and 
wi “aah et flight, half kneeling, for the same reason, run- 
g Efe gliding shapelessly along in this stealthy way.) 
57. And now take this last Tisatentiod: of a very different 

; Here is an effect of morning light by Turner (S. 301), 
on the rocks of Otley-hiil, near Paces “bans long ago, when 
Apollo, and Artemis, and Athena, still sometimes were seen, 

and felt, even near Leeds. The original drawing is one of 

the great Farnley series, and entirely beaatiiel, I hava shown, 
in the last volume of ‘Modern Painters,’ how well Turner 

. knew. the meaning of Gree legends :—he was not thinking of 
. them, however, when he made this design ; but, unintention- 

' ally, has given us the very effect of morning light we want: 
4 the glittering of the sunshine on dewy grass, half dark ; and 
__ the narrow gleam of it on the sides and head of the stag and 

_ 158. These few instances will be enough {1o show you how 
_ We may read in early art of the Greeks their strong impres- 
j sions of the power of light. You will find the subject entered 
- into at somewhat greater length in my ‘Queen of the Air; 
~ and if you will look at the beginning of the 7th book of Pl: ato’ 5 
‘Polity,’ and read carefully the passages in the context re- 

4 specting the sun and intellectual sight, you will see how in- 

E timately this physical love of light was connected with their 
philosophy, in its search, as blind and captive, for better 

: Knowledge. I shall not attempt to define for you to-day the 

q 

more complex but much shallower forms which this love of 

light, and the philosophy that accompanies it, take in the 
3 medieval mind ; only remember that in future, when I briefly 

_ speak of the Greek school of art with reference to questions 

. of delineation, I mean the entire range of the schools, from 

: Homer's days to our own, which concern themselves with the 

E representation of light, and the effects it produces on material 
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form—beginning practically for us with these Greek vase paint- 
ings, and closing practically for us with Turner’s sunset on 
the Temeraire ; being throughout a school of captivity and 
sadness, but of ii thie power ; and which in its ‘technical 
method of shadow on material form, as well as in its essential 
temper, is centrally represented to you by Direr’s two great 
engravings of the ‘Melencolia’ and the ‘Knight and Death.’ 
On the other hand, when I briefly speak to you of the Gothic 
school, with reference to delineation, I mean the entire and 
much more extensive range of schools extending from the 
earliest art in Central Asia and Egypt down to our own day 
in India and China :—schools which have been content to ob- 
tain beautiful harmonies of colour without any representation 
of light ; and which have, many of them, rested in such im- 
perfect expressions of form as could be so obtained ; schools 
usually in some measure childish, or reatricted ‘in initalléet, 
and similarly childish or restricted in their philosophies’ or 
faiths: but contented in the restriction ; and ‘in the more 
powerful races, capable of advance to nobler ‘development 
than the Greek schools, though the consummate ‘art of Eu- 
rope has only been accomplished by the union of both, How 
that union was effected, I will endeavour to show you in my 
next lecture ; to-day I shall take note only of the points bear- 
ing on our siiitnediate practice. 

159. A certain number of you, by faculty and natural dis- 
position,—and all, so far as you are interested in modern art, 
—will necessarily have to put yourselves under the discipline 
of the Greek or chiaroscuro school, which is directed pri- 

marily to the attainment of the power of representing form 
by pure contrast of light and shade. I say, the ‘discipline’ 
of the Greek school, both because, followed faithfully, it is in- 
deed a severe one, and because to follow it at all is, for persons 
fond of colour, often a course of painful self-denial, from which — 
young students are eager to escape. And yet, when the laws 
of both ‘schools are rightly obeyed, the most perfect discs 
pline is that of the colourist ; for they see and draw everything, 
while the chiaroscurists must leave much indeterminate in 
mystery, or invisible in gloom : and there are therefore many 



n jaa leas forms of art connected with the chiaro- 
peels both in painting and etching, which have no 

mt g the colourists. But both schools, rightly fol- 
re ilies first of all the absolute accuracy of delineation. 
ou need not hope to escape. Whether you fill your ~ 

| Spe ‘colours, or with shadows, they must equally be 
of tite true outline and in true gradations. I have been 
thirty-years telling modern students of art this in vain. I 
4 “mean to say it to you only once, for the statement is too im- 

) portant to ‘be weakened by repetition. 
| Without perfect delineation of form and perfect gradation 

ee, neither noble colour is possible, nor noble light. 
“160, Tt may make this more believable to you if I put be- 

‘side each other a piece of detail from each school. I gave you 
the St. John of Cima da Conegliano for a type of the colour 
‘school. Here is one of the sprays of oak which rise against 

ie sky of itin the distance, enlarged to about its real size 
(Edu. 12). Lhope to draw it better for you at Venice ; but 
this will show you with what perfect care the enlouriat has 
followed the outline of every leaf in the sky. Beside it, I 
‘put a chiaroscurist drawing (at least, a photograph of one), 
‘Ditrer’s; from nature, of the common-wild wall-cabbage (Edu. 
132). Itis the most perfect piece of delineation by flat tint I 
shave ever seen, in its mastery of the perspective of every leaf, 

and itsattainment almost of the bloom of texture, merely by 
its exquisitely tender and decisive laying of the colour. 
‘These two examples ought, I think, to antinby you as to the 
Jprecision of outline of both schools, and the power of ex- 

_ pression which may be obtained by flat tints laid within such 
outline. 

161. Next, here are two examples of the gradated shading 
expressive of the forms within the outline, by two masters of 

_ the chiaroscuro school. The first (S. 12) shows you Lionardo’s 
method of work, both with chalk and the silver point. The 

| second (S. 302), Turner's work in mezzotint; both masters 

_ doing their best. Observe that this plate of Turner’ 8, which 
Fe ~ he worked on so long that it was never published, is of a sub- 

; ject peculiarly Jepeiulitig on effects of mystery and conceal- 
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ment, the fall of the Reuss under the Devil's Bridge on the 
St. Gothard ; (the old bridge ; you may still see it under the 
existing one, which was built since Turner’s drawing was 
made). If ever outline could be dispensed with, you would 

think it might be so in this confusion of cloud, foam, and 

darkness. But here is Turner’s own etching on the plate, 
(Edu. 35 F), made under the mezzotint; and of all the 
studies of rock outline made by his hand, it is _ most de- 
cisive and quietly complete. 

162. Again; in the Lionardo sketches, many het are lost 
in obscurity, or are left intentionally uncertain and mysteri- 
ous, even in the light; and you might at first imagine some 
permission of escape had been here given you from the 
terrible law of delineation. But the slightest attempts to 
copy them will show you that the terminal lines are inimitably 
subtle, unaccusably true, and filled by gradations of shade so 
determined and measured, that the addition of a grain of the 
lead or chalk as large as the filament of a moth’s wing, — 

- make an appreciable difference in them. 
This is grievous, you think, and hopeless. No, ibid is dé 

lightful and full of hope : delightful, to see what marvellous 
things can be done by men; and full of hope, if your hope is 
the right one, of being one day able to rejoice more in what 
others are, than in what you are yourself, and more in the 
strength that is for ever above you, than in that you can ever 
attain. 

163. But you can attain much, if you will work sobeiually 
and patiently, and hope for no success through ill-regulated 
effort. It is, however, most assuredly at this point of your 
study that the full strain on your patience will begin. The 
exercises in line-drawing and flat laying of colour are irksome ; 
but they are definite, and within certain limits, sure to be 

successful if practised with moderate care. But the expres- 
sion of form by shadow requires more subtle patience, and 
involves the necessity of frequent and mortifying failure, not 
to speak of the self-denial which I said was needful in persons 
fond of colour, to draw in mere light and shade. Tf, indeed, 

you were going to be artists, or could give any great length © 



ady, it might be possible for you-to learn wholly 
£ n school, and to reach form through colour. - But 

ut the most intense application this is not possible ; and 
u y, it will be necessary for you, as soon as you have 

d the power of outlining accurately, and of laying flat col- 
n to express solid form as shown by light and shade 

: iy ‘And there i is this great advantage in doing so, that many 
for re more or less disguised by colour, and that we can 
on becoent them completely to others, or rapidly and 
hen tar them for ourselves, by the use of shade alone. 

- Assingle instance will show you what I mean. Perhaps there 
are few flowers of which the impression on the eye is more 
definitely of flat colour than the scarlet geranium. But you 
: would find, if you were to try to paint it,—first, that no pig- 
_ ment could approach the beauty of its scarlet ; and secondly, 
_ that the brightness of the hue dazzled the eye, and prevented 
its following the real arrangement of the cluster of flowers. 

_ T have drawn for you here (at least this is a mezzotint from 

_ my drawing), a single cluster of the scarlet geranium, in mere 
light and shade (Edu. 32 B.), and I think you will feel that 

_ its domed form, and the flat lying of the petals one over the 

_ other, in the vaulted roof of it, can be seen better thus than 
if they had been painted scarlet. 
- 164. Also this study will be useful to you, in showing 

__ how entirely effects of light depend on delineation, and gra- 
‘dation of spaces, and not on methods of shading. And this 
is the second great practical matter I want you to remember 
to-day. All effects of light and shade depend not on the 
‘method or execution of shadows, but on their rightness of 

‘place, form, and depth. There is indeed a loveliness of exe- 

eution added to the rightness, by the great masters, but you 

‘eannot obtain that till you become one. Shadow cannot be 

laid thoroughly well, any more than lines can be drawn 
steadily, but by a long practised hand, and the attempts to 
imitate the shading of fine draughtsmen, by dotting and 

hatching, are just as ridiculous as it would be to endeavour 

toimitate their instantaneous lines bya series of re-touchings, 

You will often indeed see in Lionardo’s work, and in Michael 

oe eae ae 
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Angelo’s, shadow wrought laboriously to an extreme of fine 
ness ; but when you look into it, you will find that they have 
aieays been drawing more and more form within the space, 
and never finishing for the sake of added texture, but. of 
added fact. And all those effects of transparency and reflected 
light, aimed at in common chalk drawings, are wholly spu- 

riette For since, as I told you, all lights are shades com- 
pared to higher lights, and lights only as compared to 
lower ones, it follows that there can be no difference in. their. 
quality as such; but that light is opaque when it expresses. 
substance, and transparent when it expresses space; and 
shade is also opaque when it expresses. substance, and trans- 
parent when it expresses space. But it is not, even then; 
transparent in the common sense of that word ; nor is its ap- 
pearance to be obtained by dotting or cross hatching; but by. 
touches so tender as to look like mist. And now we find the: 
use of having Lionardo for our guide. He is supreme in all) 
questions of execution, and in his 28th chapter, you will find’ 
that shadows are to be ‘dolce e sfumose,’ to be tender, and 
look as if they were exhaled, or breathed on the paper. Then, 
look at any of Michael Angelo’s finished drawings, or of Cor- 
reggio’s sketches, and you will see that the true nurse of 
light is in art, as in nature, the cloud; a mnleleginnnal tender 
darkness, made lovely by gradation. 

165. And how absolutely independent it is of protien or 
method of production, how absolutely dependent. on right- 
ness of place and depth,—there are now before you. instances 

enough to prove. Here is Diirer’s work in flat colour, repre- 
sented by the photograph, in its smoky brown ; Turner’s, in 
washed sepia, and in mezzotint ; Lionardo’s, in pencil and in 

chalk ; on the screen in front of you a large study in charcoal. 
In every one of these drawings, the material of shadow is ab- 
solutely opaque. But photograph-stain, chalk, lead, ink, or 
charcoal,—every one of them, laid by the master’s hand, be- 

comes full of light by gradation only. Here is a moonlight 
(Edu. 31 B.), in which you would think the moon shone 
through every cloud ; yet the clouds are mere single dashes 
of sepia, imitated by the brown stain of a photograph ; simis 
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plates from the Liber Studiorum the white 
comes transparent or opaque, exactly as the master 

e se on the granite rock of the St. Gothard (S. 
is white ‘paper made opaque, every light represents solid 
3 of rock, or balls of foam. But in this study of twilight 
3), the same white paper (coarse old stuff it is, too !) is 
96 Meapeperent as crystal, and every fragment of it repre- 

es r and far away light in the sky of evening in Italy. 

which the practical conclusion for you is, that you are 

trouble yourselves with any questions as to the means 
ade or light, but only with the right government of the 

ms at your disposal. And it is a most grave error in the 
fem of many of our public draw ahé-achpals that the stu- 
.are permitted to spend weeks of labour in giving at- 

t ve appearance, by <lelicacy of texture, to chiaroscuro draw- 

ings in, which every form is fi alse, and every relation of depth 
— untrue, Amost. unhappy form of error ; for it not only delays, 
and often wholly arrests, their advance in their own art ; but it 
prevents what ought to take place co-relatively with their execu- 
1 ve practice, the formation of their taste by the accurate study 
ofthe modelsfrom which they draw. I do not doubt but that 
you haye more pleasure in looking at the large drawing of the 
arch of Bourges, behind me, (Ref. ‘D, than at common sketches 
of sculpture. The reason you like it is, that the whole effort of 

_ the workman has been to show you, not his own skill in shad- 

ing, but the play of the light on the surfaces of the leaves, 
7 which is, lovely, because the sculpture itself is first-rate. And 
3 I must so far anticipate what we shall discover when we come 

to the subject of sculpture, as to tell you the two main prin- 
3 ciples of good sculpture : first, that its masters think before. 
3 all other matters of the right placing of masses ; secondly, that 
z they ; give life by flexure of surface, not by quantity of detail ; 

for sculpture is indeed only light and shade drawing in Pid 

166. Much that I have endeavoured to teach on this subject 

~ has been gravely misunderstood, by both young painters and 

q s, especially by the latter. Because Iam always urg- 

4 ing them to imitate organic forms, they think if they carve 

quantities of flowers and leaves, and copy them from the life, 
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they have done all that is needed. But the difficulty is not to 
carve quantities of leaves. Anybody can do that. The diffi- 
culty is, never anywhere to have an unnecessary leaf. Over — 

the arch on the right, you see there is a cluster of seven, with 
their short stalks springing from a thick stem. Now, you 
could not turn one of those leaves a hair’s-breadth out of its . 
place, nor thicken one of their stems, nor alter the angle at 
which each slips over the next one, without spoiling the whole, 
as much as you would a piece of melody by missing a note. 
That is disposition of masses, Again, in the group on the 
left, while the placing of every leaf is just as skilful, they are 
made more interesting yet by the lovely undulation of their 
surfaces, so that not one of them is in equal light with an- 
other. And that is so in all good sculpture, without exception. 
From the Elgin marbles down to the lightest tendril that curls 
round a capital in the thirteenth century, every piece of stone © 
that has been touched by the hand of a master, becomes soft 
with under-life, not resembling nature merely in skin-texture, 
nor in fibres of leaf, or veins of flesh ; but inthe broad, argent 

unspeakably subtle undulation of its organic form. 
167. Returning then to the question of our own practice, I 

believe that all’ difficulties in method will vanish, if only you _ 
cultivate with care enough the habit of accurate observation, 
and if you think only of making your light and shade true, 
whether it be delicate or not. But there are three divisions 
or degrees of truth to be sought for, in light and shade, by 

three several modes of study, which I must ask you to dis- 
tinguish carefully. | 

I. When objects are lighted by the direct rays of the sun, 
or by direct light entering from a window, one side of them 
is of course in light, the other in shade, and the forms in the 
mass are exhibited systematically by the force of the rays fall- 
ing on it; (those having most power of illumination which 
strike most vertically) ; and note that there is, therefore, to 

every solid curvature of surface, a necessarily proportioned 
gradation of light, the gradation on a parabolic solid being 
different from the gradation on an elliptical or spherical one. 
Now when your purpose is to represent and learn the anat- 



rw: ise characteristic forms, of any object, it is 

e it in this kind of direct light, and to draw it as 
sn we look at it in a direction at right angles to 

; . This is the ordinary academical way of study- 
m. Se tienanlo seldom practises any other in his real 

though he directs many others in his treatise. 
S. The great importance of anatomical knowledge to the 

‘ ee 16th century rendered this method of study 
ent with them; it almost wholly regulated their 

of engraving, and has been the most frequent system 
of dings art-schools since (to the very inexpedient eXx- 

s). When you study objects in this way,— 

ae it will indeed be well to do so often, though not exclu- 
sively,— @ always one main principle. Divide the light ~ 
from. tk eases frankly at first: all over the subject let 
there be no doubt which is which. Separate them one from 

_ the other as they are separated in the moon, or on the world 

itesbhain.day and night. Then gradate your lights with the 
‘pers subtilty possible to you; but let your shadows alone, 
5 termination of the drawing : then put quickly 

3 what farther energy they need, “thus gaining the re- 

a out of their original flat gloom ; but generally 

_ not looking much for reflected lights. Nearly all young stu- 

dents (and too many advanced masters) exaggerate them. It 

_ is good to see a drawing come out of its ground like a vision 

erat the shadows lost, or disregarded in the vague 

of space. Th vulgar chiaroscuro the shades are so full of re- 

F flection that they look as if some one had been walking round 

3 the object with a candle, and the student, by that help, peer- 

ing into its crannies. 
Re 169... IL But, in the reality of nature, very few objects are 

seen in this accurately lateral manner, or lighted by uncon- 

fused direct rays. Some are all in shadow, some all in light, 

_ ‘some near, and vigorously defined ; others dim and faint in 

aerial distance. The study of these various effects and forces 

of light, which we may call aerial chiaroscuro, is a far more 

| subtle one than that of the rays exhibiting organic form 

(which for distinction’s sake we may call ‘formal’ chiaro- 

4 
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scuro), since the degrees of light from the sun itself to the — ’ 
blackness of night, are far beyond any literal imitation. Tn | 
order to produce a mental impression of the facts, two dis > 
tinct methods may be followed ;—the first, to shade down; 
wards from the lights, making everything darker in due pro- © 
portion, until the scale of our power being ended, the mass of — 
the picture is lost in shade. The second, to assume the points — 
of extreme darkness for a basis, and to light everything above 
these in due proportion, till the mass of the piobiayha ter in 
light. \ : 

170. Thus, in Turner’s sepia drawing sia’ (Edu. 31), he 
begins with the extreme light in the sky, and shades down 
from that till he is forced to represent the near trees and pool 
as one mass of blackness. In his drawing of the Greta (S. 2), 
he begins with the dark brown shadow of the bank on the left, 
and Tiinitiates up from that, till, in his distance, trees, hills, 

sky, and clouds, are all lost in broad light, so that you can — 
hardly see the distinction between hills and sky. ‘The second 
of these methods is in general the best for colour, though — 
great painters unite both in their practice, according to the | 
character of their subject. The first method is never pursued 
in colour but by inferior painters. It is, nevertheless, of great 
importance to make studies of chiaroscuro in this first manner 
for some time, as a preparation for colouring; and this for 
many reasons, which it would take too long to state now. I 
shall expect you to have confidence in me when I assure you 
of the necessity of this study, and ‘ask you to make good use 
of the examples from the Liber Studiorum which I have placed 
in your Educational series. 

171. I. Whether in formal or aerial chinsonn, it is op- 
tional with the student to make the local colour of objects a 
part of his shadow, or to consider the high lights of every 
colour as white. For instance, a chiaroscurist of Lionardo’s 

school, drawing a leopard, would take no notice whatever of 
the spots, but only give the shadows which expressed the an- 
atomy. And it is indeed necessary to be able to do this, and 
to make drawings of the forms of things as if they were sculpt- 
ured, and had no colour. But in general, and more espe — 



in the practice which is to guide you to colour, it is bet 
r to regard the local colour as part of the general dark and 
ht to be imitated ; and, as I told you at first, to consider 
natt ‘merely as a mosaic of different colours, to be imi- 

tated one by one in simplicity. But good artists vary their 

> y 
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‘metliods according to their subject and material. In general, 
Diirer takes little account of local colour ; but.in woodcuts of 

armorial bearings (one with peacock’s feathers I shall get for __ 
_ you some day) takes great delight in it ; while ohe of the chief » 
_ merits of Bewick is the ease and vigour with which he uses 

his black and white for the colours of plumes. Also, every 

great artist looks for, and expresses, that character of his sub- 

- ject which is best to be rendered by the instrument in his 
_ hiandjand the material he works on. Give Velasquez or Vero- 
_ nese a leopard to paint, the first thing they think of will be its 
spots; give it to Diirer to engrave, and he will set himself at 

a: the fur and whiskers ; give it a Greek to carve, and he will 

only think of its jaws and limbs; each doing what is abso- 
Iutely best with the means at his disposal. 

472, The details of practice in these various methods I 

_ will endeayour to explain to you by distinct examples in your 

_ Educational series, as we proceed in our work ; for the pres- 

ent, let me, in closing, recommend to you once more with 

earnestness the patient endeavour to render the chiaro- 

_ seuro of landscape in the manner of the Liber Studiorum ; 

and this the rather, because you might easily suppose that 

the facility of obtaining photographs which render such 

_ effects, as it seems, with absolute truth and with unapproach- 

able subtlety, superseded the necessity of study, and the use 

of sketching. Let me assure you, once for all, that photo- 

_ graphs supersede no single quality nor use of fine art, and 

_ have so much in common with Nature, that they even share 

her temper of parsimony, and will themselves give you noth- 

' ing valuable that you do not work for. They supersede no 

_ good art, for the definition of art is ‘ human labour regulated — 

by human design,’ and this design, or evidence of active in- 

 tellect in choice and arrangement, is the essential part of the 

work; which, so long as you cannot perceive, you perceive 
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no art whatsoever; which, when once you do perceive, you 
will perceive also to be replaceable by no mechanism. But, 
farther, photographs will give you nothing you do not work 
for. They are invaluable for record of some kinds of facts, 
and for giving transcripts of drawings by great masters ; but 
neither in the photographed scene, nor photographed draw- 
ing, will you see any true good, more than in the things 
themselves, until you have given the appointed price in your 
own attentiorf and toil. And when once you have paid this 
price, you will not care for photographs of landscape. They 
are not true, though they seem so. They are merely spoiled 
nature. If it is not human design you are looking for, there 
is more beauty in the next wayside bank than in all the sun- 
blackened paper you could collect in a lifetime. Go and look 
at the real landscape, and take care of it ; do not think you 
can get the good of it ina black stain portable in a folio. 
But if you care for human thought and passion, then learn 
yourselves to watch the course and fall of the light by whose 
influence you live, and to share in the joy of human spirits in 
the heavenly gifts of sunbeam and shade. For I tell you 
truly, that to a quief heart, and healthy brain, and indus- 
trious hand there is more delight, and use, in the dappling of 
one wood-glade with flowers and sunshine, than to the rest~ 
less, heartless, and idle could be brought by a panorama of a 
belt of the world, photographed round the equator, 

{ 

LECTURE VIL 

COLOUR. 

173. To-pay I must try to complete our elementary sketch 
of schools of art, by tracing the course of those which were 
distinguished by faculty of colour, and afterwards to deduce 
from the entire scheme advisable methods of immediate prac- 
tice. 

You remember that, for the type of the early sbhooll of 
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hose their work in glass; as for that of the early 
chiaroscuro, I chose their work in clay. 

1 two reasons foie this. First, that the peculiar skill of 
ourists is seen most intelligibly in their work in glass or in 

ry wpoudly, that Nature herself produces all her love- 
irs in some kind of solid or liquid glass or crystal. 

= : felieiabeer i is painted on a shower of melted glass, and the | 

colours of the opal are produced in vitreous flint mixed with © 
-- water; the green and blue, and golden or amber brown of 

r flowing water is in surface glossy, and in motion, ‘ splendidior 
” a _yitro.’ And the loveliest colours ever granted to human sight 
a those of morning ¢ and evening clouds before or after rain— 

rae on minute particles of finely-divided water, or 
mention, ice. But more than this. If you examine - 
_ with a lens some of the richest colours of flowers, as, for in- 
* Br wad those of the gentian and dianthus, you will find their 
3 _ texture is ‘produced by a crystalline or sugary frost-work upon 
them, In the lychnis of the high Alps, the red and white 

= eevee of sugary bloom, as rich as it is delicate. It is 
% - indescribable ; but if you can fancy very powdery and crys- 

talline snow mixed with the softest cream, and then dashed 
‘with carmine, it may give you some idea of the look of it. 
_ here are no colours, either in the nacre of shells, or the 
_ plumes of birds and insects, which are so pure as those of 
 elouds, opal, or flowers ; but the force of purple and blue in 

some butterflies, and the methods of clouding, and strength 

_ of burnished lustre, in plumage like the peacock’s, give them 

"more universal interest ; in some birds, also, as in our own 

_ kingfisher; the colour nearly reaches a floral preciousness. 

~The lustre in most, however, is metallic rather than vitreous ; 

‘and the vitreous always gives the purest hue. Entirely com- 

- mon and vulgar compared with these, yet to be noticed as 

‘completing the crystalline or vitreous system, we have the 

colours of gems. The green of the emerald is the best ot 

these ; but at its best is as vulgar as house-painting beside the 

green of birds’ plumage or of clear water. No diamond shows 

colour so pure as a dewdrop ; the ruby is like the pink of an 

ill-dyed and half-washed-out print, compared to the dianthus ; 

ee a ee ae ee eee i. + r BS ig dey! 
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and the carbuncle is usually quite dead vinléce-eekigeitdeg Shih 
and even then is not prettier than the seed of a pomegranate. 
The opal is, however, an exception. When pure and uncut in- 

_ its native rock, it presents the most lovely colours: iethreonibe 

seen in the world, except those of clouds, . 
We have thus in nature, chiefly obtained by ciseeliinant con- 

ditions, a series of groups of entirely delicious hues; and it is 
one of the best signs that the bodily system is in a healthy 
state when we can see these clearly in their most delicate 
tints, and enjoy them fully and simply, with the kind of en- 
joyment that children have in eating sweet things. I shall 
place a piece of rock opal on the table in your working room : 
if on fine days you will sometimes dip it in water, take it into 
sunshine, and examine it with a lens of moderate power, you 
may always test your progress in sensibility to wheat ie sl 
degree of pleasure it gives you. whi 

174, Now, the course of our main colour aleeled is briefly 
this :—First, we have, returning to our hexagonal scheme, 
line ; then spaces filled with pure colour; and then masses 
expressed or rounded with pure colour. And during these 
two stages the masters of colour delight in the purest. tints, 
and endeavour as far as possible to rival those of opals and 
flowers, In saying ‘the purest tints,’ I do not mean the 
simplest types of red, blue, and yellow, but the most ive 
tints obtainable by their combinations. 

175. You remember I told you, when the coldiniate painted 
masses or projecting spaces, they, aiming always at colour, 
perceived from the first and held to the last the fact: that 
shadows, though of course darker than the lights with refer- 
ence to which they are shadows, are not therefore necessarily. 
less vigorous colours, but perhaps more vigorous. Some of 
the most beautiful blues and purples in nature, for instance, 
are those of mountains in shadow against amber sky ; and 
the darkness of the hollow in the centre of a wild rose is one 
glow of orange fire, owing to the quantity of its palm al 
mens. 

Well, the Venetians always saw this, and all great peso 

see it, and are thus separated from the non-colourists or 



¥f mere chiaroscuro, not by difference in style merely 
ing pent while the others are wrong. It is an ab- 
that shadows are as much colours, as lights are; 
Beeson sham by fn! the subaate: or Gath 

C se Venetians sould have chosen gay ones; 
2 matter of taste: you may think it proper for a hero 

Weenies without patterns on it, rather than an embroid- 
2; that is similarly a matter of taste: but, though 

may also think it would be dignified for a hero’s limbs to 
al black, or brown, on the shaded side of them, yet, if 
are. colour at all, you cannot so have him to your 

except by falsehood; he never, under any circum- 

8, could be entirely black or BibTOpD on one side of him. 

s by rightness and they are so 4 their last fe S. Vene- 
is in this.matter always right. But also, in their 

y days, the colourists are separated from other schools by 
ri their contentment with tranquil cheerfulness of light; by their 
hever wanting to be dazzled. None of their lights are flashing 

or blinding; they are soft, winning, precious ; lights of pearl, 
: of lime: only, you know, on this condition they cannot 

2 sunshine : their day is the day of Paradise ; they need no 

Seanllaamiiber light of the sun, in their cities ; and everything 
a ‘is seen clear, as Eecoach, erystal, far or near. 

$y This holds to the encl of the fifteenth century. Then they be- 
gin to see that this, beautiful as it may be, is still a make-be- 

oa light ; that we do not live in the inside of a pearl; but in 

an atmosphere through which a burning sun shines thwart- 

; edly, and oyer which a sorrowful night must far prevail. And 
then the chiaroscurists succeed iu ‘persuading them of. the 

4 fact that there is mystery in the day as in the night, and show 
them how constantly to see truly, is to see dale And also 

Fie teach them the brilliancy of light, and the degree in which 

+ ub is. raised from the darkness ; aa instead of their sweet 

nd pearly peace, tempt them to look for the strength of flame 

re eT 
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and coruscation of ghia, and flash of sunshine on armour 

and on points of spears. 
177. The noble painters take the lesson iby alikis for 

gloom or flame. Titian with deliberate strength, Tintoret with 
stormy passion, read it, side by side. Titian deepens the hues _ 
of his Assumption, as of his Entombment, into a solemn twi- | 
light ; Tintoret involves his earth in coils of volcanic cloud, — 
and withdraws, through circle flaming above circle, the distant 
light of Paradise. Both of them, becoming naturalist and 
human, add the veracity of Holbein’s intense portraiture to | 
the glowand the dignity they had themselves inherited from the 
Masters of Peace: at the same moment another, as strong as 
they, and in pure felicity of art-faculty, even prvataltide! they, 
but trained in a lower school,—Velasquez,— produced the 
miracles of colour and shadow-painting, which made Beynokds | 
say of him, ‘What we all do with labour, he does with ease ;’ 

and one more, Correggio, uniting the sensual element of the 
Greek schools with their gloom, and their light with their 
beauty, and all these with the Lombardie colour, became, as_ 

since I think it has been admitted without question, the cap- 
tain of the painter’s art as such. Other men have nobler or — 
more numerous gifts, but as a painter, master of the art of 
laying colour so as to be lovely, Correggio is alone. 

178. I said the noble men learnt their lesson nobly. The 
base men also, and necessarily. learn it basely. The great 
men rise from colour to sunlight. The base ones fall from 
colour to candlelight. To-day, ‘non ragioniam di lor,’ but let 
us see what this great change which perfects the art of paint- 
ing mainly consists in, and means. For though we are only 
at present speaking of technical matters, every one of them, 
I can scarcely too often repeat, is the outcome and sign of a 
mental character, and you can only understand the folds of 
the veil, by those of the form it veils. 

179. The complete painters, we find, have brought dimness 
and mystery into their method of colouring. That means 
that the world all around them has resolved to dream, or to 

believe, no more ; but to know, and to see. And instantly all 

knowledge and sight are given, no more as in the Gothic 
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gh a window of glass, brightly, but as through a 
glass, darkly. Your cathedral window shut you 

“true sky, and illumined you with a vision; your 
¢ lends you to the sky, but darkens its light, wsdl re- 

a beyond nebula, far and farther, and to no con- 
unresolvable. That is what the mystery 

Next, what does that Greek opposition of black and 
mane 

p erystalline time of colour, the painters, whether 
Sou i Ss “a iat, employed intricate patterns, in order to 
mts ith, epee veditally with each other, and make one per- 
fect of them all. But in the great naturalist school, 

ike their patterns to come in the Greek way, dashed 
4 on light,—gleaming light out of dark. That means also 
Ay +t the ort round them has again returned to the Greek 
*  eonviction, that ‘all nature, especially human nature, is not 
_ @nitirely melodious nor luminous ; but a barred and broken 

ning + that saints have their foibles, sinners their forces ; that 

most luminous virtue is often only a flash, and the black- 
~est-looking fault is sometimes only a stain: and, without 

in the least black with white, they can forgive, or 
even take delight in things that are like the vefpis, dappled. 
181. You have then—first, mystery. Secondly, opposition 
~~ and light. Then, lastly, whatever truth of form the 
dark and light can show. 
- ©’ That is to say, truth altogether, and resignation to it, and 
' quiet resolve to make the best of it. And therefore, portrait- 
ure of living men, women, and children,—no more of saints, 
cherubs, or demons. So here I have brought for your stand- 

" ‘ards of perfect art, a little maiden of the Strozzi family, with 
_ her dog, by Titian ; and a little princess of the house of Savoy, 
by Vandyke ; and Charles the Fifth, by Titian ; and a queen, 
by Velasquez; and an English girl ina brecadad gown, by 

- Reynolds; and an English physician in his plain coat, and 
wig, by Reynolds : and if you do not like them, I cannot help 
“ott for I can find nothing better for you. 
~ 182. Better ?—I must pause at the word. Nothing stronger, 
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certainly, nor so strong. Nothing so Par: sini 
so keen in unprejudiced and unbiassed sight. aqone 

Yet better, perhaps, the sight that was guided by asacred will; 
the power that could be taught to weaker hands ; the work 
that was faultless, though not inimitable, bright with felicity 
of heart, and consummate in a disciplined and companionable 
skill. You will find, when I can place in your hands the notes 
on Verona, which I read at the Royal Institution, that I have 
ventured to call the xra of painting represented by John 
Bellini, the time ‘of the Masters.’ Truly they deserved the 
name, who did nothing but what was lovely, and taught only 
what was right. These mightier, who succeeded them, 
crowned, but closed, the dynasties of art, and anes their 
painting has never flourished more. ; “ii 

183. There were many reasons for this, hoe fault, of 
theirs. They were exponents, in the first place, of the change 
in all men’s minds from civil and religious to merely domestic 
passion ; the love of their gods and their country had con- 
tracted itself now into that of their domestic circle, which was 
little more than the halo of themselves. You will see the re- 
flection of this change in painting at once by comparing the 
two Madonnas (S. 37, John Bellini’s, and Raphael’s, called 
‘della Seggiola’). Bellini’s Madonna cares for all isha 
through her child; Raphael’s, for her child only. 

Again, the world round these painters had become ceed 
proud, instead of happy and humble ;—its domestic peace was 
darkened by irreligion, and made restless by pride. And the 
Hymen, whose statue this fair English girl of Reynolds’ 
thought must decorate (8, 43), is blind, and holds a coronet, 

Again, in the splendid power of realization, which these 
greatest of artists had reached, there was the latent possibility 

of amusement by deception, and of excitement by sensualism. 

And Dutch trickeries of base resemblance, and French and 
English fancies of insidious beauty, soon occupied the eyes of 
the populace of Europe, too restless and wretched now to care 
for the sweet earth-berries and Madonna's ivy of Cima, and 
too ignoble to perceive Titian’s colour, or Correggio’s shade. 

184. Enough sources of evil were here, in the temper and 



}consummate art. In its practical methods there 
the fatallest of all. These great artists brought 

amystery, despondency, domesticity, sensuality : of - 
food came, as well as evil. One thing more they 
which nothing but evil ever comes, or can come— 

discipline of five hundred years they had learned 
srited such power, that whereas all former painters 

be right only by effort, they could be right with ease ; 
whereas all former painters could be right onl under re- 

, they could be right, free. Tintoret’s touch, Luini’s, 
gio’ s, Reynolds’, ind Velasquez’s, are all as free as the 
a yet right. ‘How very fine!’ said everybody. Un- 
ably, very fine. Next, said everybody, ‘ What a grand 

ver | -Here is the finest work ever done, and it is quite 
e. Let us all be free then, and what fine things shall we 

do also!’ With what results we too well know: 
Nevertheless, remember you are to delight in the freedom 
won by these mighty men through obedience, though you are 
“not to covet it. Obey, and you also shall be free in time; 
but int these minor things, as well as in great, it is only right 

_ service which is perfect freedom. | 
_ 185... This, broadly, is the history of the early and late 
_ colour-schools. The first of these Ishall call generally, hence- 
forward, the school of crystal ; the other that of clay : potter's 
lay, ‘or human, are too sorrowfully the same, as far as art is 

-eoncerned. Now remember, in practice, you cannot follow 

both these schools; you must distinctly adopt the principles 
of one or the other. I will put the means of following either 

- within your reach ; and according to your dispositions you 

“will choose one or the other : all I have to guard you against 

oe the mistake of thinking you can unite the two. If you want 
to paint (even i in the most distant and feeble way) in the Greek 

: school, the school of Lionardo, Correggio, and Turner, you 

 eannot design coloured windows, nor Angelican paradises. 

__ If, on the other hand, you choose to live in the peace of para- 

- dise you cannot share in the gloomy triumphs of thé earth. 

186. And, incidentally note, as a practical matter of imme- 
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diate importance, that painted windows have nothing to do 
with chiaroscuro. The virtue of glass is to be transparent 
everywhere. If you care to build a palace of jewels, painted 
glass is richer than all the treasures of Aladdin’s lamp ; but if 
you like pictures better than jewels, you must come into broad 
daylight to paint them. A picture in coloured glass is one of 
the most vulgar of barbarisms, and only fit to be ranked with 
the gauze transparencies and chemical i!luminations of the 
sensational stage. Also, put out of your minds at once all 
question about difficulty of getting colour; in glass we have 
all the colours that are wanted, only we do not know either 
how to choose, or how to connect them ; and we are always — 

trying to get them bright, when their real virtue is to be deep, : 
and tender, and subdued. We will have a thorough study of — 
painted glass soon: meanwhile I merely give you a type of its 
perfect style, in two windows from Chalons sur Marne (S. © 
141). | Fol} Viowdmoed 

187. You will have then to choose between these two modes . 
of thought: for my own part, with what poor gift and skill is 
in me, I belong wholly to the chiaroscurist school; and shall . 
teach you therefore chiefly that which I am best able to teach : 
and the rather, that it is only in this school that you ean fol- 
low out the study either of natural history orlandseape. The 
form of a wild animal, or the wrath of a mountain torrent, 

would both be revolting (or in a certain sense invisible) to 
the calm fantasy of a painter in the schools of ‘erystal.. He — 
must lay his lion asleep in St. Jerome’s study beside his tame 
partridge and spare slippers ; lead the appeased river by al-— 
ternate azure promontories, and restrain its courtly little 
streamlets with margins of marble. But, on the other hand, 
your studies of mythology and literature may best be con- 
nected with these schools of purest and calmest imagination ; 
and their discipline will be useful to you in yet another di- 
‘rection, and that a very important one. It will teach you to 
take delight in little things, and develope in you the joy which 
all men should feel in purity and order, not only in pictures 
but in reality. For, indeed, the best art of this school of 
fantasy may at last be in reality, and the chiavoscurists, true 

=T7 
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em Beetabs in ack We anal arrest sunsets 
em s, but we may turn every English home- 
we Bisse, into's picture by Cima or John Bellini, 

ul eat ‘no counterfeit, but the true and perfect image 

ht Fo the present, however, and yet for some little time 

ir progress, you will not have to choose your school. 

is we have seen, begin in delineation; and both pro- 
ig flat spaces Withiaw even tint: » Aind-therdiare this 

e © course of work for you, founded on all that we 
ve s seen. iT 

_- Haying learned to measure, and draw a pen line with some 
s ona est (the e geometric exercises for this purpose being 

/ shool, not. University work), you shall have a series 
n the plants which are of chief importance in the 
; first from their real forms, and then from the 

conventi aiid heraldic expressions of them; then we will 
take examples of the filling of ornamental forms with flat col- 

_ our in Egyptian, Greek, and Gothic design ; and then we will 
pefmmneh £6 aiirhal forms treated in the same severe way, and so 

% and colour designs on animals themselves. And 
3 “whan wei are sure of our firmness of hand and accuracy of eye, 
_ we will go on into light and shade. 
__. 189. In process of time, these series of exercises will, I hope, 

be sufficiently complete and systematic to show its purpose at 

a But during the present year, I shall content my- 
self with placing a few examples of these different kinds of 

practice in your rooms for work, explaining in the catalogue 

the position they will ultimately occupy, and the technical 

‘points of process into which it is of no use to enter in a gen- 

eral lecture: After a little time spent in copying these, your 

. own predilections must determine your future course of study ; 

only remember, whatever school you follow, it must be only 

to learn method, not to imitate result, and to acquaint your- 

_ self with the minds of other men, but not to adopt them as 

_ your own. Be assured that no good can come of your work 

but as it-arises simply out of your own true natures and the 

necessities of the time around you, though in many respects an 

pee ae a, ere 7 
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evil one. You live in an age of bake conceit and baser servil | 
ity—an age whose intellect: is chiefly formed by pillage and 
occupied in desecration ; one day mhimicking, the next destroy- — 3 
ing, the works of all the noble persons who made its intellect- _ 
ual or art life possible to it :—an age without honest confidence — 
enough in itself to carve a cherry-stone with an original fancy, — 
but with insolence enough to abolish the solar system, if it — 

were allowed to meddle with it. In the midst of all this, you 
have to become lowly and strong ; to recognise the powers of 
others and to fulfilyour own. I shall try to bring before you 
eyery form of ancient art, that you may read and profit by it, 
not imitate it. You shall draw Egyptian kings dressed im col- 
ours like the rainbow, and Doric gods, and Runie monsters, 
and Gothic monks—not that you may draw like Egyptians or 
Norsemen, nor yield yourselves passively to be bound by the 
devotion or infected with the delirium of the past, but that 

you may know truly what other men have felt during their 
poor span of life; and open your own Pe Nr 
heavens and earth may have to tell you in yours. 

Do not be surprised, therefore, nor provoked, it I wes you 
at first strange things, and rude, to draw. As soon as you try 
them, you will find they are difficult enough, yet, with care, 
entirely possible. As you go on drawing them they will be- 
come interesting, and, as soon as you understand them, ty 
will be on the way to understand yourselves also, = 

190. Inclosing this first course of lectures, I have caistatgl 
more to say respecting the possible consequence of the intro- 
duction of art among the studies of the University. What 
art may do for scholarship, I have no right to conjecture ; but 
what scholarship may do for art, I may in all modesty tell you. 
Hitherto, great artists, though always gentlemen, have yet 

been too exclusively craftsmen: Art has been less thoughtful 
than we suppose ; it has taught much, but much, also, falsely. 
Many of the greatest pictures are enigmas ; others, beautiful 
toys ; others, harmful and corrupting toys. ‘In the loveliest 
there is something weak ; in the greatest there is something 

guilty. And this, gentlemen, if you will, is the new thing 

that may come to pass,—that the scholars of England may re 



> with the silent power of the arts ; and that 
ou may so learn and use them, that pictures 
ac. shall not be enigmas any more, but 

hich shall not be stained or enfeebled any more 
on, but glorious with the strength and chastity of 

love ; and which shall no more degrade or dis- 
f God in heaven, but testify of Him as here 
n, and walking with them, not angry, in the 

coLoun heats see 

: of what can no otherwise be so well shown ; 

1 the indwelling light of self- im- | 
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PREFACE. 

-time back I have felt the want, among Students of 
of a written code of accurate Perspective Law; the 

of meenption in common use being various, and, for 

s, insufficient. It would ning been desirable to, 

; oo pertea code in popular language, so as to do away. 
a diioaadeeey live difficulties of the subject; but finding 

ion would be impossible, without elaborate 
s and long explanations, such as I had no leisure to pre- 
Tiiave arranged the necessary rules in a short mathe- 

matical form, which any school-boy may read through in a 
few days, after he has mastered the first three and the sixth 

sof Euclid, 

Some densa compromises have been admitted between 
the first-attempted popular explanation, and the severer ar- 
rangement, involving irregular lettering and redundant phrase- 
ology ; but I cannot for the present do more, and leave the 
book therefore to its trial, hoping that, if it be found by mas- 

rs of schools to answer its purpose, I may hereafter bring 
into better form.* 

*Some irregularities of arrangement have been admitted merely for 
the sake of convenient reference ; the eighth problem, for instance, 
might to have been given as a case of the seventh, but is separately 

enunciated on account of its importance. 
Several constructions, which ought to have been given as problems, 

are on the contrary given as corollaries, in order to keep the more di- 
; eater csecsciea problems in closer sequence ; thus the construction of 

rectangles and polygons in vertical planes would appear by the Table of 
_ Contents to have been omitted, being given in the corollary to Problem 
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An account of practical methods, sufficient for general pur- ~ 
poses of sketching, might indeed have been set down in much 
less space, but if the student reads the following pages care- 
fully, he will not only find himself able, on occasion, to solye 
perspective problems of a complexity greater than the ordinary 
rules will reach, but obtain a clue to many important laws of 
pictorial effect, no less than of outline. The subject thus ex- 
amined becomes, at least to my mind, very curious and inter- 

| esting ; but, for students who are unable or unwilling to take 
it up in this abstract form, I believe good help will be soon 
furnished, in a series of illustrations of practical perspective 
now in preparation by Mr. Le Vengeur. I have not seen this 
essay in an advanced state, but the illustrations shown to me 
were very clear and good; and as the author has devoted 
much thought to their arrangement, I hope that his work sie 
be precisely what is wanted by the general learner. © . 

Students wishing to pursue the subject into its more ex- 
tended branches will find, I believe, aa trentiea the 
best hitherto published.* 

* Nouveau Traité Elémentaire de Perspective. Bbsiate, 18223. 
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BL gl OF PERSPECTIVE. 

INTRODUCTION. 

n to read this book, sit down very near the 
rand shut the window. I hope the view out of it is 

whatever the view may be, we shall find enough 
Salibusbestion of the first principles of perspective — 

rally aed: Kf looking through ”). 
ery pane of your window may be considered, if you 
men ees picture ; and what you see through it, as 

+ dio your head still, you extend your hand to the 
s iss, you may, with a brush full of any thick colour, trace, 

: the lines of the landscape on the glass. 
_ But, to do this, you must hold your head very still. Not 

_ only you must not move it sideways, nor up and down, but 

_ it must not even move backwards or forwards ; for, if you 

- moye your head forwards, you will see more of the landscape 
through: the pane ; and, if you move it backwards, you will 

‘see less : or considering the pane of glass as a picture, when 

: Fineimeed your head near it, the objects are painted small, 
_ anda great many of them go into a little space; but, when 

_yowdhold-your head some distance back, the objects are paint- 

“@n “SHE T upon the pane, and fewer of them go into the field 

Spat liao holding your head still, you must, when you 
try to trace the picture on the glass, shut one of your eyes. If 

ee eee 
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you do not, the point of the brush appears double ; and, on 
farther experiment, you will observe that each of your eyes 
sees the object in a different place on the glass, so that the 
tracing which is true to the sight of the right eye is a couple 
of inches (or more, according to your distance from the pane), 
to the left of that which is true to the sight of the left. 

Thus, it is only possible to draw what you see ‘through e 
window rightly gi surface of the glass, sat eee 
at a given point, and neither moving it to the right nor left 
nor up nor down, nor backwards nor forwards. Every picture 
drawn in true perspective may be considered as an upright 
piece of glass,* on which the objects seen through it have been 
thus drawn. Perspective can, therefore, only be quite right, 
by being calculated for one fixed position of the eye of the 
observer ; nor will it ever appear deceptively right ‘unless seen 
precisely from the point it is caleulated for. Custom, how- 
ever, enables us to feel the rightness of the work on using 
both our eyes, and to be satisfied with it, even when westand 
at some distance from the point it is designedfor,. 

Supposing that, instead of a window, an unbroken ‘plate of 
erystal extended itself to the right and left of you, and high 
in front, and that you had a brush as long as you wanted (a 
mile long, suppose), and could paint with sucha brush, then 
the clouds high up, nearly over your head, and the landseape 
far away to the right and left, might be traced, and painted, 
on this enormous erystal field.+ But if the field were so vast 
(suppose a mile high anda mile wide), certainly, after'the pict- 
ure was done, you would not stand as near to it, to see it, as 

you are now sitting near to your window. In order ’to trace 
the upper clouds through your great glass, you would have 
had to stretch your neck quite back, and nobody likes to bend 
their neck back to see the top of a picture. So you would 

“ If the glass were not upright, but sloping, the objects might still be 
drawn through it, but their perspective would then be different. Per- 
spective, as commonly taught, is always calculated for a vertical plane 

of picture. . 
| Supposing it to have no thickness ; otherwise the images would be 

distorted by refraction. i 
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‘way back to see the great picture—a tenien of a 
haps,—and then all the perspective would be wrong, 
d lool quite distorted, and you would discover that 

ok at it from that distance. Thus, the distance at 
ui intend the observer to stand from a picture, and 
h you calculate the perspective, ought to regulate toa 

degree the size of the picture. If you place the point 
servation near the canvas, you should not make the pict- 

very large: vice versa, if you place the point of observation 
from the ¢anvas, you should not make it very small; the 
s therefore, of this point of observation determines, asa 

sr of convenience, within certain limits, the size of your 
«= e. “But it does‘not determine this size by any perspec- 
tive law ; ; and itis a mistake made by many writers on per- 
spective, to connect some of their rules definitely with the size 

of the picture. For, suppose that you had what you now see 
through your window painted actually upon its surface, it 
would be quite optional to cut out any piece you chose, with 
_ the piece: of the-landseape that was-painted on it. You might 
have only half a pane, with a single tree ; or a whole pane, 
with two trees and a cottage; or two panes with the whole 

farmyard and pond ; or four panes, with farmyard, pond, and 
s nd. And any of these pieces, if the landscape upon 
themi were, as a scene, pleasantly composed, would be agree- 
fe pictures, though of quite different sizes; and yet they 

Id be all calculated for the same distance of observation. 
. be 3 Tole the following treatise, therefore, I keep the size of the 

picture entirely undetermined. I consider the field of canvas 
as wholly unlimited, and on that condition determine the per- 
eee laws. After we know how to apply those laws with- 

a out limitation, we shall see what limitations of the size of the 

4 Daxgioode their results may render advisable. 
But although the size of the picture is thus independent of 

. ‘observer's distance, the size of the ol, pject represented in the 

4 picture i is not. On the contrary, that size is fixed by absolute 
mathematical law ; that is to say, supposing you have to draw 

a a tower a hindred feet high, and a quarter of a mile distant 
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from you, the height which you ought to give that tower on 
your paper depends, with mathematical precision, on the dis- 
tance at which you intend your paper to be placed. So, also, 
do all the rules for drawing the form of the tower, whatever 
it may be. 

Hence, the first thing to be done in beginning a drawing is 
to fix, at your choice, this distance of observation, or the dis- 

tance at which you mean to stand from your paper, After 
that is determined, all is determined, except only the ultimate 
size of your picture, which you may make greater, or less, not 
by altering the size of the things represented, but by taking in 
more, or fewer of them. So, then, before proceeding to apply 
any practical perspective rule, we must always have our dis- 
tance of observation marked, and the most convenient. way of 
marking it is the following, ) 

PLACING OF THE SIGHT-POINT, SIGHT-LINE, STATION-POINT, AND STA- 

B pl. oeoni®) 

Yn oe ae G 7 H 

ALA 

| 
iT 

\ 

A we ames 

L Tuer Sicur-Pomr.—Let a Bc pv, Fig. 1., be yoursheet of 

paper, the larger the better, though perhaps we may cut out 
of it at last only a small piece for our picture, such as the 
dotted circle Nora. This circle is not intended to limit 
either the size or shape of our picture: you may ultimately 
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have i 1 or oval, horizontal or upright, small or large, as 
: you cl 08 » only dot the line to give you an idea of where- 

— ou Ww: probably like to have it ; and, as the opera- 
a! 5 tive are more conveniently performed upon 
3 a i nderneath the picture than above it, I put this con- 
ssi atatte s at the top of the paper, about the middle of it, 

e plenty of paper on both sides and at the bottom. 
Now, as arve: rally stands near the middle of protege n generally s e middle of a 
eos > loc rat it, we had better at first, and for simplicity’s. 
8 ie ae ates of observation opposite the middle of our 

otu So take the point s, the centre of the 
a icer, which will be simpler for you in your own 
ce the point s at random near the top of your paper, 

ike the circle x o Pp Q round it, any size you like. Then 
he points i o represent the point opposite which you wish 

nye of your picture to place his eye, in looking at it. 
Cal pela Abe : “ Sight-Point.” 

c ee Tue Stont-Lave.—Through the Sight-point, s, draw a 

: line, a x, right across your paper from side to side, 
- and call this line the “ Sight-Line.” 
% = This line i is of great practical use, representing the level of 

the eye of the observer all through the picture. You will 
find hereafter that if there is a horizon to be represented in 

| your picture, as of distant sea or plain, this line defines it. 
c Asie Ki 

UL Tue Srarion-Line.—From s let fall a perpendicular 

line, SR, to the bottom of the paper, and call this line the 
he “ 2 
3 AT: 

pee “This represents the line on which the observer stands, at a 

greater or less distance from the picture ; and it ought to be 

_ imagined as drawn right out from the paper at the point s. 

_ Hold your paper upright in front of you, and hold your pen- 

il horizontally, with its point against the point s, as if you 

wanted to run it through the paper there, and the pencil will 

the direction in which the line s R ought to be 

_ drawn. ‘But as all the measurements which we have to set 

| upon this line, and operations which we have to perform with 
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it, are just the same when it is drawn on the schlaatayb 
low s, as they would be if it were represented by a wire in 
the position of the levelled pencil, and as they are much more 
easily performed when it is drawn on the papes) it _— 
in practice so drawn. hou 

IV. Tue Srarton-Pornt.—On this line, mark the ‘iaiee> 
at your pleasure, for the distance at which you wish your 
picture to be seen, and call the point T the “ Station-Point.” 

In practice, it is generally advisable to make the distance 
s T about as great as the diameter of your intended picture ; 
and it should, for the most part, be more rather than less ; 
but, as [have just stated, this is quite arbitrary. However, 
in this figure, as an approximation to a generally advisable 
distance, T ffi the distance s r equal to the diameter of the 
circle N oP @ Now, having fixed this distance, s 7, all the 

dimensions of the objects in our picture are fixed likewise, 

and for this reason :— 
Let the upright line « z, Fig. 2., represent a pane of glass 

placed where our picture is to be placed ; but seen at the side 

Q 
ana ol 8 

P Q" 

ei 
L | oe a 

E A 
Fa, 2. 

of it, edgeways ; let s be the Sight-point ; s 7 the Station-line, 
which, in this figure, observe, is in its true position, drawn 
out from the paper, not down upon it; and — een’ 
point. : . as 

ha ” ru ire aa ee =p a 

~~. 

EEE. 



2 Station-line s r to be continued, or in math- 
uage “ produced,” though s, far beyond the pane 

, and let p Q be a tower or other upright object. situ- 
above this line. 

d 1 bottom of it to ‘hare eye of the observer. But the 
it of the image of the tower on the pane of glass 

bn us and it, is the distance pr’ 9’, between the points 
aye traverse the glass. 

‘the farther from the point 1 we place the glass, 
@ longer, the larger will be the image; and the 
place it to r, the smaller the image, and that in a 

Let the distance p 7 be the direct distance from 
a-p int to the foot of the object. Then, if we place 

B at one third of that whole distance, P’ Q’ will be 
d of the real height of the object; if we place the 

t two thirds of the distance, as at zr, P”’ Q” (the height 

“image at that point) will be two thirds the height* of 
yject, and so on. Therefore the mathematical law is 
‘Q' will be tor q assrtonr. I put this ratio clearly 
_ you may remember it : 

Bee PQs 28.7 3. DT 

ane bat the object on the picture ; P @ the height of the 

ect itself; s the Sight-point ; r the Station-point ; p a point 

the direct distance of the object ; though the object is sel- 

m placed actually on the line rs produced, and may be far 

the right or left of it, the formula is still the same. 

For let s, Fic. 3., be the Sight-point, and ax the glass— 

say ““height’’ instead of ‘‘ magnitude,” for a reason stated in 

nd Soak to which you will soon be referred. Read on here at 
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here seen looking down on its upper edge, not sideways ;— 
then if the tower (represented now, as on a map, by the dark. 
square), instead of being at p on the line s r produced, be at 

zr, to the right (or left) of the spec- 
tator, still the apparent height of the 
tower on A B will be as 8’ T to E17, 

which is the emma mate ST 
to pT. 
Now in many siaipeaiiies prob- 

lems, the position of an object is 
s s! more conveniently expressed by the 

A B two measurements p T and ps, than 
by the single aaa Fite 
ET. 

I shall call pv the edimebkeidias 
tance” of the object at x, and px its 

T “lateral distance.” It is rather a 
Pyeih license to call p 7 its “ direct” dis- 

tance, for uv is the more direct of the two; but there is no 
other term which would not cause von fusides: 

Lastly, in order to complete our knowledge of the Besition 
of an object, the vertical height of some point in it, above or 
below the eye, must be given ; that is to say, either p Pp or p Q 
in Fig. 2.*: this I shall call the “vertical distance ” of the 
point given. In all perspective problems these three dis- 
tances, and the dimensions of the object, must be stated, 
otherwise the problem is imperfectly given. It ought not to 
be required of us merely fo draw a room or @ church in per- 
spective ; but to draw és room from this corner, and ‘hat 
church on that spot, in perspective. For want of knowing 
how to base their drawings on the measurement and place of 
the object I have known practised students represent a parish 
church, certainly in true perspective, but with a nave about 
two miles and a half long. | 
It is true that in drawing landscapes from nature the sizes | 

D 

* p and Q being points indicative of the place of the tower’s base and : 
top. In this figure both are above the sight-line ; if the tower were below : 
the spectator both would be below it, and therefore measured below D. _ 



5 of the objects cannot be scchietely aia 
however, we know how to draw them rightly, if their 

2 given, we have only to assume a rational approxima- 
their size, and the resulting: drawing will be true 

ae 

cag iti is in reality only seventeen ; pa it mations much 
. do not represent it as eighty feet long, as we come 

the ay is given. 
ppg must observe, however, that in meetin to bring 

f e-half a failo. or a mile, and the distance-r s, 
F teen as ee of the observer to the paper, only two or three 
tet The mathematical et is however pee the same, 

ire The Sight-line @x given, Fig. 1.; 
_ The Sight-point s given ; 
The Station-point r given ; and 

a of es three distances of the object,* direct, lateral, and 
% 5 “ho oe _ vertical, with its dimensions, given. 

a ‘The size of the picture, conjecturally limited by the dotted 
circle, is to be determined afterwards at our pleasure. On 

these conditions I proceed at once to construction. 

More accurately, “the three distances of any point, either in the _ 

_ object itself, or indicative of its distance.” 
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PROBLEM I. 

TO FIX THE POSITION OF A GIVEN POINT.* 

c D 
~ 

T 
Fie, 4. 

Ler p, Fig. 4., be the given point. 
Let ite airect ‘distance bed v; its lateral distance to the 

left, p c; and vertical distance beneath the eye of the ob- 
server, © P. 

[Let @ a be the Sight-line, s the Sight-point, and & the 
Station-point. | + 

* More accurately, ‘‘To fix on the plane of the picture the apparent 
" position of a point given in actual position,” In the headings of all the 
following problems the words ‘‘ on the plane of the picture” are to be 
understood after the words ‘‘to draw.” The plane of the picture means 
a surface extended indefinitely in the direction of the picture. 

+ The sentence within brackets will not be repeated in succeeding 
statements of problems. It is always to be understood, 



2 
é 

» the three distances of the object on your paper, as 

‘cutting ¢ Hin Q. P 
let fall the vertical 

n, entting 9 p in 
point required. 

point Pp is above the c 

ie obse ver instead of 5 

» CPis to be measured 

1 pate in Fig. 5. Q 

BD cis tobe measured 
right instead of the left. 
isares 4, and 5., look- 

t 
Fre, 5. 

s and notes to this problem in Appendix I. (page 63). 
f them in the Appendix in order to keep the 

Ce sof following problems more clearly traceable here in 
b's but you must read the first er before going 

d sara able to do this, you must assume the distances to be 
as in the case of some object on the table: how large distances. 

be treated you will see presently ; the mathematical principle, 
same for all, is best illustrated first ona small scale. Suppose, 
mee, -P to be the corner of a book.on the table, seven inches be- 

@ eye, five inches to the left of it, and a foot and a half in advance 

i of it, and that you mean to hold your finished drawing at six inches from 
alg then rs will be six inches, T D a foot and a half, De five 
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PROBLEM I. 

TO DRAW A RIGHT LINE BETWEEN TWO GIVEN POINTS. 

CO’ YD 

B 

c D 

A 

G 5 H 

a 

T 
Fra, 6. 

Ler a B, Fig. 6., be the given right line, joining the given 
points a and B, 

Let the direct, lateral, and vertical distances of the point 
A ber D, Dc, and ca, ; 

Let the direct, lateral, and vertical distances of the point 8 
be tv’, po, and o’ B. 

Then, by Problem I, the position of the point a on the 
plane of the picture is a. 

And similarly, the position of the point 8 on the plane of 
the picture is b. 

Join a b, 

Then a d is the line required. 
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div: COROLLARY I. 

f the line a B is in a plane parallel to that of the picture, 
one end of the line 4s must be at the same direct distance 
rom the eye of the observer as the other. 
Therefore, in that case, p 7 is equal to p' 7. 

Cc C’ D 

B 

aN 
am o\\e |S 

a 

2 - 
Fic. 7. 

Then the construction will be as in Fig. 7.; and the stu- 
_ dent will find experimentally that a } is now parallel to 4 s.* 
_ And that abistoaxsastrsistorTp. 

Therefore, to draw any line in a plane parallel to that of the 
‘picture, we have only to fix the position of one of its extremi- 
ties, a or 6, and then to draw from a or BD a line parallel to the 

given line, bearing the proportion to it that 7 s bears to T D. 

*For by the construction AT: aT: : BT: b1T; and therefore the 
two triangles A BT, a4 dT, (having a common angle A T B,) are similar. 
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COROLLARY II. 

If the line a 8B is in a horizontal plane, the vertical distance 
of one of its extremities must be the same as that of the. ahhen. 

Therefore, in that. case, a c equals 8 o’ (Fig. ve 
And the construction is as in Fig. 8. lated LT 

C’ D’ 

2\ <n 2 D 

A 

C Pad s Vv 

oo 

T 
Fie. 8, 

In Fig. 8. produce a 6 to the sight-line, cutting the sight- 
line in v; the point v, thus determined, ig called the Vanisu- 
1nG-Pornt of the line a 8. 

Join vt vy. Then the student will find experimentally, that 

tT v is parallel to a B.* 
- 

COROLLARY III, 

If the line a p produced would pass through some Point 
beneath or aboye the station-point, c p is to p 7 a8 c’ p’ is to 
pv’; in which case the point ¢ coincides with the point ve 
and the line a d is vertical. 7 

* The demonstration is in Appendix IL. ArticleT, = = 



rel re every vertical line in a picture is, or may be, the 
perspective representation of a horizontal one which, pro- 
Greep’, wenld pass, beneath the feet or above the head-of the 

PROBLEM II. 
‘ r ") 5) 

:* pee FIND THE VANISHING-POINT OF A GIVEN HORIZONTAL LINE, 

“ * N 

A. 

. M F 
G ha H 

T 

“ Fra, 9. 

Ler s, Fig. 9., be the given line. 
__ From 2, the station-point, draw r v parallel to a 3, cutting 

_ the sight-line in vy. 
_ ¥is the Vanishing-point required. + 

* The reflection in water of any luminous point or isolated object 
(Such as the sun or moon) is therefore, in perspective, a vertical line ; 
since such reflection, if produced, would pass under the feet of the 
Spectator. Many artists (Clande among the rest) knowing something of 
optics, but nothing of perspective, have been led occasionally to draw 
such reflections towards a point at the centre of the base of the picture. 
+ The student will observe, in practice, that, his paper lying flat on 

_ the table, he has only to draw the line T Vv on its horizontal surface, 
parallel to the given horizontal line A B. In theory, the paper should 
‘be vertical, but the station-line s 1 horizontal (see its definition above, 
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COROLLARY I, rot ‘apedaneiesscy 

As, if the point 0 is first found, v may be tebligits ed by it, 
so, if the point v is first found, b may be determined by it. 
For let a 3, Fig. 10., be the given line, constructed upon "ae 

oe 

T 
Fie, 10. 

paper as in Fig. 8.; and let it be er draw the line 
adi veithons ‘using ithe pointio! m eth 

Find the position of the point a in a. (Problem _ lf 

page 13.); in which case T V, being drawn parallel to vi B, will be 
horizontal also, and still cut the sight-line in vy. 

The construction will be seen to be founded on the came Ganeilins 
of the preceding problem. 

It is evident that if any other line, as MN in Fig. 9., perstial to A B, 

occurs in the picture, the line T v, drawn from 1, parallel to MN, to find 
the vanishing-point of MN, will coincide with the line drawn from ‘1, 
parallel to A B, to find the vanishing-point of a B, aabute vet 

Therefore A B and M N will have the same vanishing-point. ry 
Therefore all parallel horizontal lines have the same vanishing-polnt 
It will be shown hereafter that all parallel znclined lines also have the 



é 

ng er b. 

b is the line required.* 
F be bac mt 

igrooseded on the supposition that the 
l enough, and near enough to be actually 

our its real size ; as in the example given 
( ix L We may, however, now deduce a construction 

nstances, whatever may be the dis- 

given. 
the sake of clearness, the lines o’ p’, 

the figure as in Fig. 11., draw from 
AB cutting B T in R. 

in Fie 12., and avis drawn to the vanishing-point ; if we 

‘draw a line a x from a, parallel to 4s, and make a r equal to 
the sight-magnitude of 4x, and then joinx 1, the line rt 
will cut a v in b. 

r -vanishing-point; the student may here accept the general con- 

_ elusion—‘* AW parallel lines have the same vanishing-point.” 

ad It is also evident that if a B is’parallel to the plane of the picture, T V 

| " @ H; and will therefore never cut GH. The 

has in that 0 Ss eae it is to be drawn by the 

also” Fapident that if | A B is at right angles with the plane of the 

picture, T v will coincide with T 8, and the vanishing-point of a B will 

be the sight-point. 
__ *Ispare the student the formality of the reductio ad absurdum which 

be necessary to prove this. — 
ition of Sight-Magnitude, see Appendix I. It ought to 

aes been read before the student comes to this problem; but I refer 

to it im ease it has not, 
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the long and distant line a x, but only aR paral- 
_and of its sight-magnitude ; which is a great gain, 
ine A B may be two miles long, and the line a 2 

T 
Fia. 13. 

__ Through the points x and } draw pr’ m, cutting the sight-line 
in. Joinry. Now the reader will find experimentally that 

Vv m is equal to v r.* 
_ Hence it follows that, if from the vanishing-point v we lay off 

_ on the sight-line a distance,v m, equal to v 7; then draw through 
@ a horizontal line a rn’, make ar’ equal to the sight-magnitude 
of AB and join x’ ; the line x’ m will cutavind. And this 
is in practice generally the most convenient way of obtaining 

: the length of a b. 

* The demonstration is i: Appeadix IL. Article IL. p. 90. e 
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i sad OC 

COROLLARY IV. Siew: 
ok wD 

Removing from the preceding figure the uinsoauiicptlies 
and retaining only r’ m and a y, as in Fig. 14., produce the line 
aR’ to the other side of a, and make a x equal toa Rr’. 

Join x b, and produce x b to cut the line of sight in n. 

M Vv aay i 

Fra, 14, 

Then as x x’ is parallel to m n, and aR’ is equal to a x, vN 
must, by similar triangles, be equal to v M (equal to v 7 in 
Fig. 13.). 

Therefore, on whichever side of v we measure the distance 

vt, so as to obtain either the point m, or the point yn, if we 
measure the sight-magnitude a x’ or a x on the opposite side 
of the line a v, the line joining r’ m or x n will equally cut a 
vin b. 

The points m and w are called the “ Drvipmve-Pornts” of the 
original line a B (Fig. 12.), and we resume the results 4 these 
corollaries in the following three problems. !WosorndE 

Vw 

PROBLEM IV. 

TO FIND THE DIVIDING-POINTS OF A GIVEN HORIZONTAL LINE. 

Lur the horizontal line 4s (Fig. 15.) be given in position and 
magnitude. It is required to find its dividing-pointa, 23 

Find the vanishing-point vof the line a x, 
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NE IN HORIZONTAL PLANE. 

ral, only one dividing-point is needed for use with 

vanishing-point, namely, the one nearest s (in this case the 
™). But its opposite x, or both, may be needed under 
circumstances. 

3 

Fra, 15. 4 

ms 

: PROBLEM YV. 

‘TO DRA A HORIZONTAL LINE, GIVEN IN POSITION AND MAGNITUDE, 

© ‘Sy MEANS OF ITS SIGHT-MAGNITUDE AND DIVIDING-POINTS. 
Aik: 

__ Leras(Fig> 16.) be the given line. 
Find the position of the point « in a. 
___ Bind the vanishing-point v, and most convenient dividing- 

point, m, of the line as. 

Join av. 
Through a draw a horizontal line a b’ and make a b’ 

equal to the sight-magnitude of az Join b's, cutting 

avin b. 
_ Then ab is the line required. 
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COROLLARY L. 

long as AB, it is evident that the sight-magnitude 
st ‘be twice as long as the sight-magnitude ab’; we 

therefore, merely to continue the horizontal line ab’, 
8 bc’ equal to ab’, join em’, cutting av inc, and ae will 

@ the line required. Similarly, if we have to draw a line 
AD, three times the length of as, ad’ must be three times 

e length of ab’, and joining d’u, ad will be the line re- 

= 

The student will observe that the nearer the portions cut 
be, ed, &c., approach the point v, the smaller they be- 

me; and, whatever lengths may be added to the line ap, 

and successively cut off from av, the line av will never be 
cut off entirely, but the portions cut off will become infinitely 
small, and apparently “ vanish” as they approach the point v: 
hence this point is called the “vanishing” point. 

COROLLARY IL. 

_  Itisevident that if the line ap had been given originally, 
_ and we had been required to draw it, and divide it into three 

equal parts, we should have had only to divide its sight-mag- 

_ then, drawing to u from b’ and c’, the line ad would have been 

' divided as required in bandc. And supposing the original 

line ap be divided irregularly into any number of parts, if the 

- line ad’ be divided into»a similar number in the same pro- 

portions (by the construction given in Appendix L), and, 
: - from these points of division, lines are drawn to m, they will- 

divide. the line ad in true perspective into a similar number 

of proportionate parts. 
The horizontal line drawn through a, on which the sight- 

“magnitudes are measured, is called the ‘‘ MzasuRINc-IINE.” 

And the line ad, when properly divided in 6 and.c, or any 

__ nitude, ad’, into the three equal parts, ab’, 6’ c’, and cd’, and 
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other required points, is said to be divided “IN PERSPECTIVE 

ratio” to the divisions of the original line a p. 
If the line av is above the sight-line instead of beneath it, 

the measuring-line is to be drawn above also: and the lines b’ , 
cm, &c., drawn down to the dividing-point. Turn Fig. 17 
upside down, and it will show the construction, _ 

rant Par 

PROBLEM VI. 

TO DRAW ANY TRIANGLE, GIVEN IN POSITION AND MAGNITUDE, IN ~ 
mit ie : : 

A HORIZONTAL PLANE. 

c bie 
i = 

- 
Fia. 18. 

Ler 8 o (Fig. 18.) be the triangle. 
As it is given in position and magnitude, one of its sce, 

at least, must be given in position and nage and soeed 
directions of the two other sides. 

Let a B be the side given in position and magnitude. 



"(Problem nt} 
draw av, and from b, draw b v’, cutting each other 

en a 1b cis the triangle required. 
fac is the line originally given, a c is the line which must 

awn, and the line v’ 6 must be drawn from v’ to ¢ 

d to cutabind. Similarly, if 8 c is given, ve 

pa to ¢ and produced, and a 6 from its vanishing- 
0 b, and produced to cut a c in a. 

* oa PROBLEM VIL 

D 

A 

es: Fic. 19. 

eae (Fig. 19.) be the given figure. 
Join any two of its opposite angles by the line B «. 
Draw first the triangle 4 8 c. (Problem VL) 

_ And then, from the chee p c, the two lines B D, c D, to their 

a eialevints which will complete the figure. It in un- 

_ necessary to give a diagram of the construction, which is 

; : merély that of Fig. 18. “duplicated ; another triangle being 
_ drawn on the line 4 c or Bc. . 
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COROLLARY, (darrelérav in 

It is evident that by this application of Problem . any 
given rectilinear figure whatever in a horizontal plane 1 as 
drawn, since any such figure may be divided into a number of 
triangles, and the triangles then drawn in succession. 

More convenient methods may, however, be generally found, 
according to the form of the figure required, by the use. of 
succeeding problems ; and for the quadrilateral figure = 
occurs most frequently in practice, namely, the square, 
following construction is more conyenient than. Bahar 
the present problem, 

is 

PROBLEM VII. 

TO DRAW A SQUARE, GIVEN IN POSITION AND MAGNITUDE, IN A 
HORIZONTAL PLANE. 4c 

Ler aspen (Fig. 20.) be the square. 
As it is given in position and magnitude, the position and 

magnitude of all its sides are given. 
Fix the position of the point a in a. 
Find vy, the vanishing-point of a Bs apd m, the dividing- 

point of a B, nearest 8, 
Find vy’, the vanishing-point of ac; and x, the dividing- 

point of a c, nearest s. 
Draw the measuring-line through a, and makea b’,a ¢’, 

each equal to the sight-magnitude of a B. 
(For since Bc Dis a square, Ac is equaltoaB) 9 
Draw a v' and c’ ny, cutting each other in ec. | ot 
Draw a vy, and 0’ m, cutting each other in b. 
Then ac, a b, are the two nearest sides of the square. 
Now, clearing the figure of superfluous lines, we have a 1b, 

ac, drawn in position, as in Fig. 21. 
And because Bc D is asquare, c p (Fig. 20.) is parallel t 

AB. 
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And all parallel lines have the same vinishing-eeee (Note 

to Problem IIL) 
Therefore, v is the vanishing-point of c p. 
Similarly, v’ is the vanishing-point of B p. 
Therefore, from b and ¢ (Fig. 22.) draw bv’, ¢ y, cutting each 

other in d. 
Then ab cd is the square required. 

COROLLARY I. 

- Tt is obvious that any rectangle in a horizontal plane may 
_ be drawn by this problem, merely making a’, on the meas- 

uring-line, Fig. 20., equal to the sight-magnitude of one of its 
sides, and a c’ the sight-magnitade of the other. 

COROLLARY II. 

Let a b ¢ d, Fig. 22., be any square drawn in perspective. 
Draw the diagonals a d and 6 ¢, cutting each other in c. Then 

c is the centre of the 
square. Through o, 
draw e f to the vanish- 
ing-point of a b, and gh 
to the vanishing-point 
of a c, and these lines _ 
will bisect the sides of 
the square, so that a g is 

the perspective representation of half the side a b ; ae is half 
ac;chis half c d; andb fis half 6 d. 

Fie, 22. 

COROLLARY III. 

Since a B o D, Fig. 20., is a square, B A c is a right angle ; 
and as Tv is parallel to az, and vv’ toa, v' T v must be a 
right angle also. 

As the ground plan of most buildings is rectangular, it con- 
stantly happens in practice that their angles (as the corners 



- righ t angles ; and so that this law is observed, and v 

ta right angle, it does not matter in general practice 
ie vanishing-points are thrown a little more or alittle 
é right or left of s; but it matters much that the re- 

f the vanishing-points should be accurate. Their po- 

int magnitude of the 
‘it stands upon must 

j Sa cant AE. Draw the two 

sides a b, ac, of the square of the base, ¢ Problem VIIL., as 

in Fig. 94. From the points a, 6, and ¢, raise vertical lines 

aecf,bg. 

_ | Make ae equal to the sight-magnitude of a £. 

| Now because the top and base of the pillar are in horizontal 

a planes, the square of its top, F G, is parallel to the square of 

= its base, 8 c. 

2 Therefore the line x F is parallel to ac, and E@toaB 

. . Therefore  ¥ has the same vanishing-point as ac, andE@ 

the: same vanishing-point as 4 B. 



eS 
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From e draw e f to the vanishing-point sai cating ef 
in f. 

Similarly draw e g to the vanishing-point of « ab, cutting b 

g ing. 
Complete the square g f in h, drawing g h to the Wasiahivg- 

point of e f, and/ h to the vanishing-point of e g, cutting 
each other in h. peatinicbiadeeisilenatn 

COROLLARY. 

It is obvious that if a £ is equal to ao, tho whale Reine ail 

be a cube, and each side, ae fc and ae g b, will be a square 

in a given vertical plane. And by making 4B or ac longer 
or shorter in any given proportion, any form of rectangle may 
be given to either of the sides of the pillar. No other rule is . 
therefore needed for drawing squares or rectangles in vertical 
planes. 

Also any triangle may be thus drawnin a vertical plane, by en- 
closing it in a rectangle and determining, in perspective ratio, 
on the sides of the rectangle, the points of their contact with 
the angles of the triangle. nf 

And if any triangle, then any polygon, 
A less complicated construction will, DOME be given 

hereafter.* 

PROBLEM X. 

TO DRAW A PYRAMID, GIVEN IN POSITION AND MAGNITUDE, ON A 
SQUARE BASE IN A HORIZONTAL PLANE, 

Ler a 8, Fig. 25., be the four-sided pyramid. Asit is given 
in position and magnitude, the square base on which it stands 
must be given in position and magnitude, and ihe vertical 
height, o v.+ ift%¢ 

* See page 86 (note), after you have read Problem XVI. — ' 
+If, instead of the vertical height, the length of-a p is given, the 

vertical must be deduced from it. See the Exercises on this Problem 
in the Appendix, p. 71. fii ards fe 



and make the height of the pillar a r equal to 

G ¥, #1, on the top of the 
_ cutting each other in c. 

is the centre of the square 
»b. VILL Cor. IL.) 

of the pyramid is above the 
& Square spire is seen on 

Fig. 27, 

‘the curve is in a vertical plane, Coroll. to Problem IX. As 
le may be drawn in any position round any given curve, its 
| With respect to the curve will in either case be regulated by con- 

. See the Exercises on this Problem in the Appendix, p. 76. 

i Tee Fig. 26., on the square rat 

t of the ceed cp (Problem IX.), Draw 

oe fina 
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Let cp EF, Fig. 29., be the rectangle so drawn, = 
If an extremity of the curve, as a, is ina side of the rec 

tangle, divide the side c x, Fig. 29., so that ao shall be (in per- 
E g F spective ratio) to AE as AC is 

to a kin Fig. 28. (Prob. V. 
Cor. IL.) 

A Similarly Litersmigs the 
points of contact of the curve 
and rectangle, e, f, g 

B__|, If an extremity of the curve, 
as B, is not in a side of the rec- 
tangle, let fall the perpendicu- 

q e f lars Ba, Bb on the rectangle 
Na on sides. Determine the corre- 

oO D spondent points a and bd in 
r e a Fig. 29., as you have already 
— determined a, 8, e, and fi 

From b, Fig. 29., draw b 8 parallel to o p,* and from a draw 
a 8 to the vanishing-point of pr, cutting each other in B. Levene 
B is the extremity of the curve. 

Determine any other important point in the curve, as #f'in 

the same way, by letting fall p ¢ and ioe 
p r on the rectangle’s sides. 
Any number of points in the curve 

may be thus determined, and the 
curve drawn through the series ; in 
most cases, three or four will be VA. LL] 

enough. Practically, complicated Cc od | 
curves may be better drawn in per- me - 

"spective by an experienced eye than by rule, as the fixing of 
the various points in haste involves too many chanees of error ; 
but it is well to draw a good many by rule first, in order to 
give the eye its experience.f | 

F 

* Or to its vanishing-point, if c D has one. 
+ Of course, by dividing the original rectangle into any number of 

equal rectangles, and dividing the perspective rectangles similarly, the 
curve may be approximately drawn without any trouble ; but, when 
accuracy is required, the points should be fixed, as in the problem, 
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COROLLARY. 

5 tt the curve required be a circle, Fig. 30., the rectangle 
which encloses it will become a square, and ‘the curve will 
have four points of contact, a 8c p, B 
in the middle of the sides of the 
square, Pro 7 a 

_ ___ Draw the square, and as a square 
may | be drawn about a circle in any C 

on ‘position, draw it with its nearest 
side, = G, parallel to the sight-line. 
~ Let & ¥, Fig. 31., be the square so 

drawn. E A G 
Draw its diagonals x r, a H; and re ders 

eee the centre of the square (determined by their inter- 
: ; Bree) draw 4 8 to the vanishing-point of a r, and o p parallel 

H P’ B Q’ F 

D 

EK> A 9/S¢ 

/ 36 . 
ae Io Bs 

Fic. 31. 

torG. Then the points scp are the four points of the 
cirele’s contact. 

On £4 describe a half square, x L; draw the semicircle = 

AL; and from its centre, 8, the diagonals kr £, r G, cutting the 

circle in 2, y. 
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From the points # y, where the circle cuts the diagonals, 
raise perpendiculars, Pp x, Q y, to E G. 
From p and Q draw Pp P’, 9 Q’, to the vanishing-point of GY, 

cutting the diagonals in m, n, and 0, p. 
Then m, n, 0, p are four other points in the circle. 
Through these eight points the circle may be drawn by the 

hand accurately enough for general purposes ; but any number 
of points required may, of course, be determined, as in Prob- 
lem XL 

The distance & Pp is approximately one seventh of x a, and 
may be assumed to be so in quick practice, as the error in- 
volyed. is not greater than would be incurred in the hasty 
operation of drawing the circle and diagonals. 

It may frequently happen that, in consequence of 
constructions, it may be inconvenient to draw ra parallel to 
the sight-line, the square being perhaps first constructed in 
some oblique direction. In Tek cases, Q G and & Pp must be 
determined in perspective ratio by the dividing-point, the line 
E G being used as a measuring-line. 

ay 

[ Obs. In drawing Fig. 31. the station-point has been taken 
much nearer the paper than is usually adyisable, in order to 
show the character of the curve in a very distinct form. 

If the student turns the book.so that ®@ may be vertical, 
Fig. 31. will represent the construction for drawing a circle in 
a vertical plane, the sight-line being then of.course to 
a i; and the semicircles a p B, A c B, on each side of the diam- 
eter A B, will represent ordinary semicircular arehes seen in 
perspective. In that case, if the book be held so that the line 
EH is the top of the square, the upper semicircle will repre- 
sent a semicircular arch, above the eye, drawn in perspective. 
But if the book be held so thatthe line a F is the top of the 
square, the upper semicircle will represent a Bb: views 
below the eye, drawn in perspective, 

If the book be turned upside down, the figure will repre- 
sent ‘a circle drawn on the ceiling, or any other horizontal 
plane above the eye: and the construction is, of course, ac- 
curate in every case. | 



PROBLEM XI. ; R- 

CIRCLE DRAWN IN PERSPECTIVE INTO ANY GIVEN NUM- 
: BER OF EQUAL PARTS, a 

n 0, the centre of the sicainigtia K AL, draw veal 
. the points of division of the semicircle, p, 9, r, &c., 
du eé them to cut the line x « in p, QR, &e. 

points P QR draw the lines Pp P', oq’, RR, &e., 

a centre of the circle a B, each epttiiee the circle in 

e BG, as in Fig. 31., and from the point where it cut 
line were drawn to the vanishing-point, : as qq’ in Fig. 31., 

it is required to divide a circle into any number of given” 
1al parts (as i in the points a, B, c, Fig. 33.), the shortest 

is thus to raise vertical lines from a and s to the side of the 

perspective square x y, and then draw to the vanishing-point, 

ing the perspective circle in a and 6, the points required. 

notice that if any point, as a, is on the nearer side of the 

A BO, its representative point, a, must be on the nearer 

@ of the circle a b c, and if the point 5 is on the farther side 

the circle 4 5 c, 6 must be on the farther side ofabe. If 

any point, as c, is so much in the lateral arc of the circle as not 

to be easily determinable by the vertical line, draw the hori- 

zontal c p, find the correspondent p in the side of the per: 
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COROLLARY. 

us that if the points p’, g’, x, &c., by which the 
1 in Fig. 32., be joined by right lines, the re- 

uw > will be a regular equilateral figure of twenty 
ed in the circle. And if the circle be divided into 
1al parts, and the points of division joined by right 
ult one Sa will be an irregular polygon inscribed 

PROBLEM NXIll. 

A SQUARE, GIVEN IN MAGNITUDE, WITHIN A LARGER SQUARE 

IN POSITION AND MAGNITUDE ; THE SIDES OF THE TWO 
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Jomeaandpr — in poe re 
On either D E or D @ set off, in perspective sist DH 

equal to one-half of Bc. 
Through n draw u x to 
the vanishing-point of p 

~ £, cutting p F in rand E 
Ginx. Through 1 and 
K draw I M, K L, to van- 

ishing-point of p 4, cut- 
ting prFinLtands gin 

Fie, 34. M Join L™M. 

Then 1 k 1 m is the smaller square, inscribed as required.* 

COROLLARY, 

If, instead of one square within another, it be required to 
draw one circle within another, the dimensions of both being 
given, enclose each circle in a square. Draw the mietin - 
and then the circles within, as in Fig. 36. T 

ae 
Fie, 36, 

- If either of the sides of the greater square is parallel to the plane of 
the picture, as D G in Fig. 35. p G of course must be equal to A c, and 
wv & equal to *S ©, and the construction is as in Fig. 35. 

E F 

Fig. 35, 



itt the Tength of its side, A Cc, is given instead, take ae, Fig. 

al to half the excess of A B over CD; from the point ¢ raise the 
di cular ce. With centre a, and distance A c, describe a circle 
-ceine. Thenceis the vertical height of the portion of cone 

ed, or C E. 

e direction of the side of the square will of course be regulated = 
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In the square of its top, ef gh, inscribe concentrically a 
circle whose diameter shall equal c p. (Coroll. Prob. XTIL) 

Join the extremities of the circles by the right lines & J, n m. 
Then & 1 n m is the portion of cone required. 

, i \ ij é i ‘ 

COROLLARY L eye ae 

If similar polygons be inscribed in similar meet in the 
circles k n and / m (Coroll. Prob. XIL), and the correspond- _ 
ing angles of the polygons — by right lines, the resulting 

figure will bea portion of a 
polygonél pyramid. (The dot- 
ted lines in Fig. 38., connect- 
ing the extremi ide of two di- 
ameters and one diagonal in 
the respective circles, occupy 
the position of the/three near- 
est angles of a regular octago- 
nal pyramid, having its angles 
set on the diagonals and di- 

ameters of the square a d, en- 
closing its base.) 

If the cone or mb ore pyramid is not truncated, its apex 
will be the centre of the upper square, asin Fig, 26, 

COROLLARY IL, 

If equal circles, or equal and similar pelo, be inscribed 
in the upper and lower squares in Fig. 38., the resulting 
figure will be a vertical cylinder, ora vertical sp iepenasioanl 
of given height and diameter, drawn in position. 

COROLLARY ITIL 

If the circles in Fig. 38., instead of being inscribed in the 
squares b c and f g, be inscribed in the sides of the solid figure 



igth, the resulting figure will be, according to 
ns employed, a cone, polygonal pyramid, cylin- 

ona pyaar, drawn in position about a horizontal 

oe the circles are drawn in the sides g d and e e, 
ting figures will be described about a horizontal axis 

PROBLEM XV. 

hitherto been examining the conditions of hori- 
pacha lines only, or of curves enclosed in ree- 

t, tn conclusion, investigate the perspective of in- 
Ss, beginning with a single one given in position, 
ake of completeness of system, I give in Appendix 
IIL the development of this problem from the 
t, in practice, the position of an inclined line may 
weniently defined by considering it as the diagonal 
aS A Bin chal 39., and I shall Ter StOr Ye though 

he I ine a B is Wetermined ; D B 

then its position will depend 
on that of the rectangle. If, as 
in Fig. 39., the rectangle is par- 
e tot the picture plane, the line 
must be soalso. If, asin Fig. 
., the rectangle is inclined _to 

1e picture plane, the line a 8 will A Cc ; a 

‘be so also. So that, to fix the = 7 Fro. 40. 
‘position of a 8, the line a c must be given in —— and mag: 

nitude, and the height 4 p. 

= 
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If these are given, and it is only required to draw the single 
line A Bin perspective, the construction is entirely sieples ; 
thus :— ern ark 

Draw the line a c by Problem I. 
Let ac, Fig. 41. ‘ierthe tine 

D so drawn. Frothiqeindieniliee 

b the vertical lines a d, ¢ b. 
d Make ad equal to the sight- 

magnitude of a pv. From d 
¥ draw d b to the vanishing-point 

A C ofae, cutting db ¢ in b. 
. Join a b. Then a b is the 
Fie, 41, Fra. 42. inclined line required. b 

If the line is inclined in the opposite direction, as p c in 
Fig. 42., we have only to join d ¢ instead of waking aan 
and dc will be the line required. 

I shall hereafter call the line a c, when used to define the 
position of an inclined line as (Fig. 40.), the — — 
zontal” of the line a 8. 

“ys 1 

OBSERVATION, 

In general, inclined linés are most needed for gable ook 
in which, when the conditions are properly stated, the vertical 
height of the gable, x y, Fig. 43., is _ tris and the base _ 

at 9 b 

Fie, 44, 

A ©, in position. When these are given, draw ao; raise ver- 
tical ap; make ap equal to sight, magnitude of x ¥; com- 
plete the perspective-rectangle 4 p Bc; join a B and po (as by 
dotted lines in figure); and through the intersection of the 
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ie etbival xii, cutting pBiny. Joinay,cy; 
5 are the sides of the gable. li the length of 

ba’ py’ B c, and from y draw y y’ to the vanishing- 
s, cutting p’b’ inv’. Join a’ y, and you have the 
farther side of the roof. 
uetion above the eye is as in Fig. 44; the roof i is 

PROBLEM XVI. 

| THE /ANISHING-POINT OF A GIVEN INCLINED LINE. 

n Fig. 43. or Fig. 44, the lines-a_y and 4’ y’ be pro- 
the studeat will find that they meet. ~ 
ie 45., be the point at which eed. meet. 

the etadent will find experimentally that v is the van- 
-point of the line a c.* 
mplete the rectangle of the base a c’, by drawing 4’ c’ to 
dco’ to the vanishing-point of 4’. 
yo. 

ow if ycand y co’ be produced downwards, the student 

1 ind that they meet. 
them be produced, and meet in P’. 
duce Pp v, and it will be found to pass Sica es the 

point Pp. 
‘ “Therefore if a ¥ (or c y), Fig 45., be any inclined line drawn 

i perspective by Problem XV., and a c the relative horizontal 

(4 ¢ in Figs. 39., 40.), also drawn in perspective. 

ee y, the nee eck of a c, draw the vertical P P’ 
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Then P is the vanishing-point of a y (or P’ of ¢ Y). it 
The student will observe that, in order to find the point F 

by this method, it is necessary first to draw a portion of the 

P 

y’ + 

A 

A’ C 
Cc Iv 

Pr 
Fra. 45. 

given inclined line by Problem XV. Practically, it is always 
necessary to do so, and, therefore, I give the problem in th.» 
form. 

Theoretically, as will be shown in the analysis of ‘the prob- 



DIVIDING-POINTS OF A GIVEN INCLINED LINE. 

P _ 

a 
Vv D’ 

Fie. 46. 

ah the horizontal line x ¥. 
pand distance p p describe the two arcs p x 

cutting the line x y in x and y. | 
te y are the dividing-points of the inclined line.* 

dividing- ane: found by the above rule, used 
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Another dividing-point, peculiar in its application, is some 
_ times useful, and is to be found as follows: 

F > BE 

A oO 
Fia. 47. 

Let az, Fig. 47., be the given inclined line drawn in per- 
spective, and a ¢ the relative horizontal. 

Find the vanishing-points, v and x, of ac anda B; p, the 

dividing-point of ac; and the sight-magnitude of a ¢ on the 
measuring-line, or A ©. 

From p erect the perpendicular DF. 
Join c zB, and produce it tocutprinr. Joiner, 
Then, by similar triangles, p Fr is equal to x y, and EF is 

parallel to p v. 

Hence it follows that if from p, the dividing-point of a e¢, 

we raise a perpendicular and make p ¥ equal to x y, a line oF, 
drawn from any point c on the measuring-line to r, will mark 
the distance a B on the inclined line, a B being the portion of 
the given inclined line which forms the diagonal of the vertical 
rectangle of which a c is the base. 



sv 
o 
LINE OF AN INCLINED PLANE IN WHICH twa 

LINES ARE GIVEN IN POSITION.* 

Fie, 48. 

t the two lines be a B and c p, Fig. 48. 

i the Article on this problem in the Appendix, p. 87-88, before : 

gating the problem itself. os 
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As they are given in position, the relative horizontals a x 
and c Fr must be given. 

Then by Problem XVI. the vanishing-point of 4 B is vy, and 
of cD, Vv. 

Join v v’ and produce it to cut the sight-line in x, 
Then v x is the sight-line of the inclined plane. 
Like the horizontal sight-line, it is of indefinite length ; and 

may be produced in either direction as occasion requires, 
crossing the horizontal line of sight, if the — ermine 
downward in that direction. 

x is the vanishing-point of all horizontal lines! in ie in- 
clined plane. 

PROBLEM XIX. 

TO FIND THE VANISHING-POINT OF STEEPEST LINES IN AN INCLINED 

PLANE WHOSE SIGHT-LINE IS GIVEN. 

T 
Fra. 49. 

Ler v x, Fig. 49., be the given sight-line. 
Produce it to cut the horizontal sight-line in x. 
Therefore x is the yanishing-point of horizontal lines in the 

given incliued plane. (Problem X VILL) 
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and draw r y at right angles to r x. ' 
@ vis the rectangular vanishing-point correspond- 

ereet the vertical y p, cutting the sight-line of the 
plane i in P. 
P is the vanishing-point of steepest lines in the plane. 

lines drawn to it, as q p, x P, x P, &e., are the steepest 
: in the plane ; and all lines drawn to x, as qx, o x, &e., 

zontal, and at right angles to the lines rp q, p R, &e. 

PROBLEM XX. 

pt * Wirough v dtaw the vertical’a F upwards and downwards, 
_ From 4 set off any portion of the relative horizontal a o, 
and on A c describe a semicircle in a vertical plane, a pc, cut- 

doin £ 6, and produce it to cut ¢ F in F. 
+ Then F is the vanishing-point required. 
For, because a #c is an angle in a semicircle, it is a right 

_ angle; and therefore the line x r is at right angles to the line 
__ 4B; and similarly all lines drawn to F, and therefore parallel 

to £ F, are at right angles with any line which cuts them, 
aut to the vanishing-point of a B. 
_ And because the semicircle a p c is in a vertical plane, and 
its diameter a c is at right angles to the horizontal lines tray- 
_ ersing the surface of the inclined plane, the line £ c, being in 

» his semicircle, is also at right angles to such traversing lines. © 

ms “-* "That is to say, the vanishing-point of horizontal lines drawn at 

right angles to the lines whose vanishing-point is X. 
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And therefore the line x 6, being at right angles to the steepest 
lines in the plane, and to the horizontal lines in it, is e008 
dicular to its surface. | 

B G 

D 2 

E 

A 
Vv 

F 
Fie. 50, 

Tur preceding series of constructions, with the examples in 
the first Article of the Appendix, put it in the power of the 
student to draw any form, however complicated,* which does 

* As in algebraic science, much depends, in complicated. perspective, 
on the student’s ready invention of expedients, and on his quick sight 
of the shortest way in which the solution may be accomplished, when 
there are several ways, 
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intersection of curved surfaces. I shall not pro- 
: analysis of any of these more complex problems, 

6) entirely useless in the ordinary practice of artists. 
few words only I must ask the reader’s further patience, 

becting the general placing and scale of the picture. 
$s the horizontal sight-line is drawn through the sight- 
and the sight-point is opposite the eye, the sight-line is 

on a level with the eye. Above and below the sight- 

head is held upright, about an equal space ; and, on each 
» of the sight-point, about the same space is easily seen 
mt turning the head ; so that if a picture represented 

true field of easy vision, it ought to be circular, and have 
sight-point i in its centre, But because some parts of any 

i view are usually more interesting than others, either the 
uninteresting parts are left out, or somewhat more than 
would generally be seen of the interesting parts is included 
by moving the field of the picture a little upwards or down- 
wards, so as to throw the sight-point low or high. The oper- 

_ ation will be understood in a moment by cutting an aperture 
_ in apiece of pasteboard, and moving it up and down in front 
_ of the eye, without moving the eye. It will be seen to em- 

_ brace sometimes the low, sometimes the high objects, without 

_ altering their perspective, only the eye will be opposite the 
- lower part of the aperture when it sees the higher objects, 

___ There is no reason, in the laws of perspective, why the pict- 
_ mre should not be moved to the right or left of the sight 

point, as well as up or down. But there is this practical 

_ reason. The moment the spectator sees the horizon in a pict- 

ure high, he tries to hold his head high, that is, in its right 
place. When he sees the horizon in a picture low, he similarly 

tries to put his head low. But, if the sight-point is thrown 

to the left hand or right hand, he does not understand that 

he is to step a little to the right or left ; and if he places him- 

- self, as usual, in the middle, all the perspective is distorted. 

Hence it is generally unadvisable to remove the sight-point - 

laterally, from the centre of the picture. The Dutch painters, 
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however, fearlessly take the license of placing it to thie 
or left ; and often with good effect. a 

The iectiliivent limitation of the sides, top, and cazitien 
picture is of course quite arbitrary, as the space of a land- 
scape would be which was seen through a window ; less or 
more being seen at the spectator’s pleasure, as Me — or 
advances. 

The distance of the station-point is not so darbitensy: Tn 
ordinary cases it should not be less than the intended greatest 
dimension (height or breadth) of the picture. In most works 
by the great masters it is more ; they not only éalculate on 
their pictures being seen at considerable distances, but they 
like breadth of mass in buildings, and dislike the sharp angles 
which always result from station-points at short distances.* 

Whenever perspective, done by true rule, looks wrong, it 
is always because the station-point is too near. Determine, 
in the outset, at what distance the spectator is likely to exam- 
ine the work, and never use a station-point within a less dis- 
tance. 

There is yet another and a very important reason, nevionty 
for care in placing the station-point, but for that accurate 
calculation of distance and observance of measurement which 
have been insisted on throughout this work. All drawings of 
objects on a reduced scale are, if rightly executed, drawings 
of the appearance of the object at the distance which in true 
perspective reduces it to that scale. They are not small draw- 
ings of the object seen near, but drawings the real size of the 
object seen far off. Thus if you draw a mountain in a land- 
scape, three inches high, you do not reduce all tlie features 
of the near mountain so as to come into tliree inches of paper. 
You could not do that. All that you can do is to give the 
appearance of the mountain, when it is so far off that three 
inches of paper would really hide it from you. It is precisely 

* The greatest masters are also fond of parallel perspective, that is to 
say, of having one side of their buildings fronting them full, and there- 
fore parallel to the picture plane, while the other side vanishes to the 
sight-point. This is almost always done in figure back-grounds, securing 
simple and balanced lines, 



in seale than a mountain can. It is infinitely deli- 
t can only be quite rightly rendered on its own 

ast on the slightly diminished scale which would 
acing the plate of glass, supposed to represent 

1e picture, close to the figures. Correggio and 
‘both fond of this slightly subdued magnibile 
) painting, in which Correggio excelled all 

usually the enlargement of a small picture (as a co- 
ture is of a small statue), in order to permit tho 
t to be discerned at a distance. The treatment of 
distinguished from ordinary) paintings will depend 
n general, on the principles of optics more than on 

perspective, though, occasionally, portions may be 
ed as if they were the projection of near objects on 
ehind them. In all points the subject is one of great 

e compass of this essay. 

it will follow from these considerations, and the 

. Good painting, like PE own work, is infinite, 

reduceable. 
sh this book had less tendency towards the infinite and 

iceable. It has so far sensed the limits I hoped to 

ing any other object. A face can no more _ 
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I. 
ier ili 
CE AND OBSERVATIONS ON THE PRECED- 
ING PROBLEMS. 

PROBLEM I. 

ple will be necessary to make this "i clear to 
ral student. 

est corner of a piece of pattern on the carpet is 
eneath the eye, 2 feet to our right and 34 feet in 

ce from us. We intend to make a drawing of 
1 which shall be seen properly when held 14 foot 

eye. It is required to 
ition of the corner of DB ox5ti oi 

: "Ke. 51., be our sheet 
r, some 3 feet wide. 
r equal to 14 foot. Draw 

sight throughs. Pro- re 

,and make p s equal to 2 
fore T Dd equal to 33 

Draw p o, equal to 2 feet ; mi 
to 4 feet. Join rc (cut- : 

she > sight-line in q) and f Pp, ALN etl 

‘Let fall ‘the vertical  P’, then Soke 
1e point required. 
1e lines, as in the figure, fall outside of your sheet of 

in order to draw them, it is necessary to attach other 
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sheets of paper to its edges. This is inconvenient, but must 
be done at first that you may see your way clearly ; and some- 
times afterwards, though there are expedients for doing with- 
out such extension in fast sketching. 

It is evident, however, that no extension of surface could : 

le of any use to us, if the distance r p, instead of being 3} _ 
feet, were 100 feet, or a mile, as-it might easily be in a land- | 

scape. 
It is necessary, therefore, te obtain some other means of | 

construction ; to do which we must examine the principle of © 
f the problem. 

In the analysis of Fig. 2., in the introductory remarks, I 
used the word “height” only of the tower, Q Pp, because it was 

B 

Fia, 52. 

only to its vertical height that the law deduced from the figure 
could be applied. For suppose it had been a pyramid, as 
0 Q p, Fig. 52., then the image of its side, 9 pv, being, like every 

other magnitude, limited on the glass AB by the lines coming — 
from its extremities, would appear only of the length q's; 
and it is not true that’ sistograstsistorr Butif we 
let fall a vertical @ p from @, so as to get the vertical height of 
tle pyramid, then it is true that 9’ 5 is to @ p as T 8 is to Tp. 

Supposing this figure represented, not a pyramid, but a — 
triangle on the ground, and that q@ p and QP are horizontal 
lines, expressing lateral distance from the line ‘rp, still the 
rule would be false for g vp and true for @p. And, similarly, 
it is true for all lines which are parallel, like qv, to the plane 
of the picture a 8, and false for all lines which —— to_ 
it at an angle. 7 

: 
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ly. Let pv Q (Fig. 2. in Introduction, p. 14) be 
parallel to the plane of the picture ; and v' q' its 

 pictore 
ithe formula is true which you learned in the 

: PQ’ istopegassTistonr. 

anit de p dash g dash in this formula I call the 

uupe” of the lime eg. The student must fix this 
teeing of it, well in his mind. The “sight- 

0 of ine the magnitude which bears to the real 
1e proportion that the distance of the picture bears 
ve of the object. Thus, if a tower be a hundred 
a hundred yards off ; and the picture, or piece 

ne yard from the spectator, between him and the 
; th Distance of picture being then to distance of tower 

as1 to. )0, the sight-magnitude of the tower's height will be 
s to 100; that is to say, one foot, If the tower is two hun- 

‘ds distant, the sight-magnitude of its height will be 
ot and so on. 

ther. It is constantly necessary, in perspective op- 
saat measure the other dimensions of objects by the 

itude of their vertical lines. Thus, if the tower, 

is a hundred feet high, is square, and twenty-five feet 
d on each side ; if the sight-magnitude of the height is 

oe the measurement of the side, reduced to the. same 

will be the hundredth part of twenty-five feet, or three 

=% : and accordingly, I use in this treatise the term “sight- 

- magnitude ” indiscriminately for all lines reduced in the same 

as the vertical lines of the object. If I tell you - 

to find the “ sight-magnitude ” of any line, I mean, always, find 

the magnitude which bears to that line the proportion of s r to 

D T; or, in simpler terms, reduce the line to the scale which 

you have fixed by the first determination of the length s r, 

Therefore, you must learn to draw quickly to scale before 

you do anything else ; for all the measurements of your ob- 

ject must be reduced to the scale fixed by s t before you can 

use them in your diagram. If the object is fifty feet from 

you, and your paper one foot, all the lines of the object must 

be reduced to a scale of one fiftieth before you can use them; 



if the object is two thousand feet from you, and your paper 
one foot, all your lines must be reduced to the seale of one 
two-thousandth before you can use them, and so on. Only in 
ultimate practice, the reduction never need be tiresome, for, 

in the case of large distances, accuracy is never required. If 
a building is three or four miles distant, a hairbreadth of ac- 
cidental variation in a touch makes a difference of ten or 
twenty feet in height or breadth, if estimated by accurate per- 
spective law. Hence it is never attempted to apply measure- 
ments with precision at such distances. Measurements are 
only required within distances of, at the most, two or three 
hundred feet. Thus, it may be necessar'y to represent a cathe- 
dral nave precisely as seen from a spot seventy feet in front 
of a given pillar; but we shall hardly be required to draw a 
cathedral three miles distant precisely as seen from seventy 
feet in advance of a given milestone. Of course, if such a 
thing be required, it can be done; only the reductions are 
somewhat long and complicated ; in ordinary cases it is easy 
to assumé thé distance #'r 0 as't get at the reduced dimen- 
sions in a moment. Thus, let the pillar of the nave, in the 
B case supposed, be 42 feet 

high, and we are required 
to stand 70 feet from it: 
assume s T to be equal to 5 
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e D feet. Then, as 5 is to 70 so 
will the sight-magnitude re- 
quired be to 42; that is to 

6b say, the sight magnitude of 
the pillar’s height will be 3 

e feet. If we make s v equal 
f to 24 feet, the pillar’s height 

P will be 14 foot and so on. 
a fone 9 And for fine divisions into 

1G. irregular parts which ean- 
not be measured, the ninth and tenth problems of the sixth 
book of Euclid will serve you: the following coristr citi is, 
however I think, more practically convenient :— 

The line a w (Fig. 53.) is divided by given points, a, b, 6 
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}& given number of irregularly unequal parts: it is re- 
ed to divide any other line, c p, into an equal number of 

eat ing to each other the same proportions as the parts 
dl arranged i in the same order. 

2 two lines parallel to each other, as in the figura 
ond BD, and produce the lines ac, B p, till they 

ee. cz, cutting ¢ p in f, g, h. 
Pine line c p is divided as required, in f, g, h. 

is figure the lines 4 8 and c p are accidentally perpen- 
rtoap. There is no need for their being so. 

Now, , to return to our first problem. 
ie construction given in the figure is only the quickest 
matical way of obtaining, on the picture, the sight-mag- 

tudes of pcand pc, which, are both magnitudes parallel 
ith the picture plane. But if these magnitudes are too great 
) be thus put on the paper, you have only to obtain the re- 

_ duction by scale. Thus, if rs be one foot, rp eighty feet, 
6 D ce forty feet, and c p ninety feet, the distance 9s must be 
| made equal to one eightieth of pc, or half a foot; and the 

distance Q P’, one eightieth of cp, or one eightieth e ninety 
feet ; that is to say, nine eighths of a foot, or thirteen and a 

half inches. The lines or kod p vt are thus practically useless, 
it being only necessary to measure Q s and Q Pp, on your paper, 
of the due sight-magnitudes. But the mathematical con- 
struction, given in Problem I, is the basis of all succeeding 
problems, and, if itis once thoroughly understood and prac- 
tised (it can only be thoroughly understood by practice), all 
the other problems will follow easily. 

Lastly. Observe that any perspective operation whatever 
may be performed with reduced dimensions of every line em- 
ployed, so as to bring it conveniently within the limits of your 
paper. When the required figure is thus constructed on a 
small scale, you have only to enlarge it accurately in the same 
proportion i in which you reduced the lines of construction, and 
you will have the figure constructed in perspective on the scale 
required for use. 
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PROBLEM IX. ee enum 

Tue drawing of most buildings occurring in ordinary practice 
will resolve itself into applications of this problem. In gen- 
eral, any house, or block of houses, presents itself under the 

main conditions assumed here in Fig. 54. There will be an 
angle or corner somewhere near the spectator, as a B ; and the 
level of the eye will usually be above the base of the building, 
of which, therefore, the horizontal upper lines will slope down 

B 1 2O"4'S 16% F CUP sror 
gil tas ios . 

Fig. 54. 

to the vanishing-points, and the base lines rise to them. The 
following practical directions will, however, meet. nearly all 
cases :— 

Let ax, Fig, 54., be any important vertical line in the 
block of buildings; if it is the side of a street, you may fix 
upon such a line at the division between two houses, . If its 
real height, distance, &c., are given, you will proceed with the 
accurate construction of the problem ; but usually you will 
neither know, nor care, exactly how high the building is, or 
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far off. In such case draw the line 4 x, as nearly as you 
guess, about the part of the picture it ought to occupy, — 

“on such a scale as you choose. Divide it into any con- 
dient number of equal parts, according to the height you 

ime it tobe. If you suppose it to be twenty feet high, 
“tay divide it into twenty parts, and let each part stand 

@ foot; if thirty feet high, you may divide it into ten 
s, and let each part stand for three feet ; if seventy feet 

th, into fourteen parts, and let each part stand for five feet ; 
80 on, avoiding thus very minute divisions till you come 

etails. Then observe how high your eye reaches upon 
rtical line ; suppose, for instance, that it is thirty feet 
nd divided into ten parts, and you are standing so as to 

3 os head to about six feet above its base, then the 
t-line may be drawn, as in the figure, through the second 
ion from the ground. If you are standing above the 
se, draw the sight-line above B; if below the house, below 
at such height or depth as you suppose may be accurate (a 

_ yard or two more or less matters little at ordinary distances, 
while at great distances perspective rules become nearly use- 
less, the eye serving you better than the necessarily imper- 
ect calculation). Then fix your sight-point and station-point, 

_ the latter with proper reférence to the scale of the line az. 
_ As you cannot, in all probability, ascertain the exact direction 

_ of the line a v or B v, draw the slope B vy as it appears to you, 
eutting the sight-line inv. Thus having fixed one vanishing- 
point, the other, and the dividing-points, must be accurately 

found by rule ; for, as before stated, whether your entire 
group of points (vanishing and dividing) falls a little more or 
less to the right or left of s does not signify, but the relation 
of the points to each other does signify. Then draw the 
measuring-line B G, either through a or 8, choosing always the 
steeper slope of the two ; divide the measuring-line into parts 
of the same length as those used on 4 8, and let them stand 
for the same magnitudes. Thus, suppose there are two rows 
of windows in the house front, each window six feet high by 
three wide, and separated by intervals of three feet, both be- 
tween window and window and between tier and tier ; each 
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of the divisions here standing for three feet, the lines drawn 
from BG to the dividing-point p fix the lateral dimensions, 
and the divisions on a 8B the vertical ones. For other magni- 
tudes it would be necessary to subdivide the parts on the 
measuring-line, or on A B, as required. The lines which reg- 
ulate the inner sides or returns of the windows (a, 6, ¢, &e.) 
of course are drawn to the vanishing-point of B r (the other 
side of the house), if r Bv represents a right angle; if not, 
their own vanishing-point must be found separately for fbawe 
returns. But see Practice on Problem XL ré initio ha 

Interior angles, such as £ Bo, Fig. 55. (suppose the narney 

rea eit? 2 6 . oisrite 

Fre. 55. 

of a room), are to be treated in the same way, each side of the 

room having its measurements separately carried to it from the 
measuring-line. It may sometimes happen in such cases that 
we have to carry the measurement up from the corner B, and 
that the sight-magnitudes are given us from the length of the 
line 4B. For instance, suppose the room is eighteen feet high, 
and therefore a B is eighteen feet; and we have to lay off 
lengths of six feet on the top of the room-wall, nc. Find p, 
the dividing-point of nc. Draw a measuring-line, B F, from 
B; and another, g c, anywhere above. On BF lay off Ba equal 
to one third of a B, or six feet ; and draw from p, through @ ' 
and B, the lines ag, Bb, to the upper measuring-line, Thengb 
is six feet on that measuring-line. Make b c, ¢ h, &c., equal to 
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ce, hf, &c., to p, cutting Bc in e and f, which 
he required lengths of six feet each at the top of the 

PROBLEM X. 
te 

one of the most important foundational problems in 
oe it is necessary that the student should entirely 
meat with its conditions. 

del 9 do so, he must first observe these general rela- 
of magnitude in any pyramid on a square base. 

Fig. 56., be any pyramid on a square base. 

erms in which its magnitude can be given, are 
of one side of its-base, a #, and its 

tic i itude (c pin Fig. 25.) ; for, know- 
ag _ we know all the other magnitudes. 
But these are not the terms in which its size 
will be usually ascertainable. Generally, we 
shall have given us, and be able to ascertain 

fe by measurement, one side of its base a u, 
and either a c the length of one of the lines 4 
eeeeneice, or B G (or BG) the length of a 
Soe line drawn from its vertex, a, to the 
a: © middle of the side of its base. In 
: measuring a real pyramid, a «@ will 

: usually be the line most easily found ; 
Ss Bornsdil. NX - but in many architectural problems Ba 

Fi B is given, or is most easily ascertainable. 
ASS Observe therefore this general con- 
saver \ OC H struction. 

Letasone, Fig. 57., be the square 
base of any pyramid. 

ra Draw its diagonals, 4 £, BD, cutting 
D E each other in its centre, c. 

Fie. 57. Bisect any side, a B, in F. 

_ From rF erect vertical F «. 
_ Produce F 8 to n, and make Fr u equal toac 
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Now if the vertical altitude of the pyramid (oc p in Fig. 25.) 
_ be given, make ¥ a equal to this vertical altitude. 

Join Gg Band Gu. 
Then a 8 and a # are the true magnitudes of ¢ B and G a in 

Fig. 56. 

If a pis given, and not the vertical altitude, with centre s, 

and distance a x, describe circle cutting Fr ¢ in G, and Fé is 
the vertical altitude. 

7 

F 
D 

3 
Cc 

1 

A : , 
Fra. 58. 

If a # is given, describe the circle from un, with diane GH, 

and it will similarly cut F G in a. 
It is especially necessary for the student to examine this 

construction thoroughly, because in many complicated forms 
of ornaments, capitals of columns, &c., the lines BG and e # 
become the limits or bases of curves, which are elongated on 
the longer (or angle) profile @ », and shortened on the shorter 
(or lateral) profile ne. We will take a simple instance, but 
must previously note another construction. 

It is often necessary, when pyramids are the roots of some 
ornamental form, to divide them horizontally at a given ver- 
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The shortest way of doing so is in general the 

the squ fettaneentcaan icc 
en b aes (erotters X} 2 bed A F are beth:of 
erti l height of the pyramid. 

D he diagonals, ¥ x, p z, choose the shortest (in this case 

‘and produee it to eut the sight-line in v. 
efore v is the vanishing-point of p z. 

n vertical heights at whith the wyeind is to be 

of division, 1, 2, 3, &e., draw to the van- 

The lines so drawn cut the angle line of the 
yr BI A “at the required elevations. Thus, in the figure, 
‘is required to draw a horizontal black band on the pyramid 

_The line 3 p is divided into five parts, of which 
are counted from n upwards. Then the line drawn to v 

marks the base of the black band. Then one fourth of one of 
the five parts i is measured, which similarly gives the breadth 

band. The terminal lines of the band are then drawn 
sides of the pyramid parallel to 4 8 (or to its vanishing- 

point if it has one), and to the vanishing-point of 8 c. 
If it happens that the vanishing-points of the diagonals are 

awkwardly placed for use, bisect the nearest base line of the 
pyramid in 8, as in Fig. 59. 
_ Erect the vertical p 8 and joing zB and p e (4 being theapex 
of pyramid). 
Find the vanishing-point of p Gc, and use p 8 for division, 

carrying the measurements to the line G B. 
In Fig. 59., if we join a p and po, a pc is the vertical pro- 

file of the whole pyramid, and 8 pc of the half pyramid, cor- 
responding to Fr ¢ B in Fig. 57. 

_ We may now proceed to an architectural example. 
Let su, Fig. 60., be the vertical profile of the capital of a 

pillar, a 8 the semi-diameter of its head or abacus, and F p the 
semi-diameter of its shaft. 
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Let the shaft be circular, and the abacus square, hive ta 

the level z. 

Join B D, EF, and produce them to meet in «. 

Therefore Ec @ is the semi-profile of a reyersed pyramid 
containing the capital. 

Construct this pyramid, with the square of the alieent it 
the required perspective, as in Fig. 61. ; making a £ equal to 
az in Fig. 60., and a x, the side of the square, equal to twice 

A B VINE 

D af 

ar <a et ‘ - 

a SG | 

F St 

Nae C H 

E D 

Fra. 59. Fra. 60. 

aB in Fig. 60. Make 2a equal to oa, and © p equal toon, 
Draw p Fr to the vanishing-point of the diagonal p vy (the fig- 
ure is too small to include this vanishing-point), and Fis the 

level of the point r in Fig. 60., on the side of the pyramid, — 
Draw Fr m, ¥ n, to the vanishing-points of a n and a x. Then 

rnand rm are horizontal lines across the pyramid at the 
level r, forming at that level two sides of a square. L al 

Complete the square, and within it inseribe a circle, as in 

Fig. 62., which is left unlettered that its construction may 
be clear. At the extremities of this draw vertical lines, 
which will be the sides of the shaft in its right place. It will 
be found to be somewhat smaller in diameter than the entire 
shaft in Fig. 60., because at the centre of the square it is 



Fria. 62. 
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more distant than the nearest edge of the square abacus. 
The curves of the capital may then be drawn approximately 
by the eye. They are not quite aceurate in Fig, 62., there 
being a subtlety in their junction with the hich could 
not be shown on so small a scale without conf the stu- 
dent ; the curve on the left springing from a 
way round the circle behind the shaft, and that on 

from a point on this side of the circle a little way ithin the 

edge of the shaft. But for their more accurate ¢ i 
see Notes on Problem XTY. . 

PROBLEM XI. 

Ir is seldom that any complicated curye, except 
a spiral, needs to be drawn in perspective ; but the student 
will de’well to practise for some time any fantastic shapes 
which he can find drawn on flat surfaces, as on wall-papers, 
carpets, &c., in order to accustom himself to the strange and 
great changes which perspective causes in them. 

0 P D 

E }---x- vs vA 

F. eo 

Van 1 AM 
\ 

Vig. 63. 

The curves most required in cat aotagsd drawing, after 
the circle, are those of pointed arches ; in which, however, all 

that will be generally needed is to fix the apex, and two 
points in the sides. Thus if»we have to draw a range of 
pointed arches, such asa pB, Fig. 63, draw the measured arch 



areas ES 

he diagonals ap and x0; where they cut the curve draw 

- the range to the vanishing-point, fixing the points 

ut these will usually be enough. Figure 63. shows the per- 

Fia. 64. 

me i M. In Fig. 64. the more distant arch only is lettered, as the : 

~ construction of the nearest explains itself more clearly to the 
eye without letters. The more distant arch shows the gen- 

_ eral construction for all arches seen underneath, as of bridges, 
cathedral aisles, &c. The rectangle a Bc p is first drawn to — 
contain the outside arch; then the depth of the arch, aa,is 
determined by the measuring-line, and the rectangle,abed, 
drawn for the inner arch. 

aa, Bb, &., go to one vanishing-point; a B, ab, &c., to the © 

- opposite one. 
In the nearer arch another narrow rectangle is drawn to 

aH determine the cusp. The parts which would actually come 
into sight are slightly shaded. . : 

| 

a ee 
nagnitude first neatly in a rectangle ABoD ; then | 

atal line (as at the level x in the figure), and carry it — 

he arches cut their diagonals all along. If the archig 
_ cusped, a line should be drawn at F to mark the height of the 
 eusps, and verticals raised at a and u, to determine the interval _ 

een them. Any other points may be similarly determined, © 

re construction of a square niche of good Veronese — 
ic, with an uncusped arch of similar size and curve be- | 
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PROBLEM XIV. 

SrvERAL exercises will be required on this important problem. 
L It is required to draw a circular flat-bottomed dish, nar- 

rower at the bottom than the top; the vertical depth ee 
given, and the diameter at the top and bottom. es 

Let a b, Fig. 65., be the diameter of the bottom, a ¢ the | 
diameter of the top, and a d its vertical — 

Tc, 65, 

Take a p in position equal to ac, 
On 4 D draw the square 4 Bc p, and inscribe in it a circle. 
Therefore, the circle so inscribed has the diameter of the 

top of the dish. 
From a and p let fall verticals, « , p n, each equal to a d. 
Join & u, and describe square z ¥ G #, which accordingly will 

be equal to the square a Bc p, and be atthe depth ad beneath it: 
Within the square z r a # describe a square 1 kK, whose di- 

ameter shall be equal to a b. 
Describe a circle within the square rx. Therefore the cir- 

cle so inscribed has its diameter equal toab; and it is in the 



efore the izle i the square Ik represents the faitiat= _~ 

~ a > ’ > “ 

9 circles thus drawn will either intersect one 

ERR 

ee ut the enclosing squares, as in Fig. 66. 

’ es 

1 Bethe sides of the 
BE Shey ae drawn in b 2 
65 without any pro- mee 

her be within the larger or not within it. 
If within the larger, the whole of the bottom 

of the dish is seen from above, Fig. 67., a. 

If the smaller circle is not within the larger, 

If the circles are above instead of beneath the 

Tf one circle is above and another beneath the 

eye, neither the bottom nor top of the dish is 

nae fie ture. 
See IL The preceding problem is simple, because 
Se the lines of the profile of the object (a b ande d, 
+ *40- 07 — Fig. 66.) are straight. But if these lines of pro- 
as file are curved, the problem becomes much more complex : 

ons, but the best way to construct them is as in Fig. 66. __ 

r they will not. i 
ay intersect one another, as in the figure, and they are a 

eye, part of the bottom of the dish is seen withinit. _ 
iatsniots let us take then two intersecting circles 

“em lines, a b, ¢ d, touching both circles externally. <i 
e parts of these ee 

h eonnect the SS 

f the cireles do not intersect each other, the smaller must 

none of the bottom is seen inside the dish, b. ‘ 

eye, the bottom of the dish is seen beneath it, c. 

eae seen, d. Unless the object be very large, the _ 
“ae cireles in this case will have little apparent curva- _ 

e once mastered, however, it leaves no farther difficulty in per-- 

spective. 
. nearer ttanemtumren se: or vase, 

__-with a given curve of profile. 
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The basis of construction is given in Fig 68, half of it only AG 
being drawn, in order that the eye may seize its lines easily. a 
Two squares (of the required size) are first drawn, one above _ 

the other, with a given vertical interval, a c, between them, — 
and each is divided into eight parts by its diameters and diag- e 

~onals. In these squares two circles are drawn: which are, 
therefore, of equal size, and one above the-other. Twosmaller — 
circles, also of equal size, are drawn within these larger circles _ 
in the construction of the present problem; more may be — 
necessary in some, none at all in others. : 

It will be seen that the portions of the diagonals and diame- _ 

ters of squares which are cut off between the circles represent _ 
radiating planes, occupying the position of the spokes of a 

_ wheel. wi 

Now let the line a ©, Fig. 69., be the profile of the vase oF 
~ eup to be drawn. 

Enclose it in the rectangle cp, and if any portion of it isnot _ 
curved, as AE, cut off the curved portion by the vertical line 

EF, so as to include it in the smaller rectangle rp. 
Draw the rectangle a cB p in position, and upon it construct — 

two squares, as they are constructed on the rectangle acp in — 
Fig. 68.; and complete the construction of Fig. 68., making the _ 
radius of its large outer circles equal to ap, and of its small — 
inner circles equal to az. 

The planes which occupy the position of the wheihaeaial 
will then each represent a rectangle of the size of rp, The — 
construction is shown by the dotted lines in Fig, 69; ¢ being — 
the centre of the uppermost circle, . 



1 of 3 saaliag cee between ig: 

cul ® EB in perspective, as in Fig. 69. 3 
peere zy, touching and cpeaieste or the curve in ; 

2 is its lip. : 
line «y is long, it may be necessary to draw other ee 

8 between the eight principal ones ; and, if the curve of — 
7 Sm 

ling to wy, enclosing the successive waves of the ae 
AB is complex or retorted, there may be several lines 

ee 

Fie. 69. ee 

‘arrangements of radiating curve, are resolvable by this prob- j 

lem, using more or fewer interior circles according to the con- 

_ ditions of the curves. Fig. 70. is an example of the construc- 

Site tion of a circular group of eight trefoils with curved stems. 

_ One outer or limiting circle is drawn within the square — 

epcr, and the extremities of the trefoils touch it at the ex-_ 

- tremities of its diagonals and diameters. A smaller circle is 

* This point coincides in the figure with the extremity of the berieogs 

tal diameter, but ouly accidentally. i ot Sega oe 



~~ 9 9e —~ a “= 1 ek , ik “owe. “8 
eS As 5 ie En: te we ces a Ses ae ae eos 
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at the vertical distance 20 below the larger, and a is sthoanale of — 
the square within which the smaller circle is drawn ; ‘but the — 
square is not given, to avoid confusion. The stems of the 

trefoils form drooping curves, — 
arranged on the diagonals — 

and diameters of the smaller 
circle, which are dotted. But 

no perspective laws will do 
work of this intricate kind so 
well as the hand a of 
a painter. 

IY. There is one common 
construction, however, ae 
which, singularly, the hand — 
and eye of the painter almost 
always fail, and that is the 
fillet of any ordinary capital — 
or base of a cireular pillar (or — 
any similar form). It is rarely 
necessary in practice to draw — 
such minor details in perspec-_ 
tive ; yet the perspective laws 
which regulate them should 
be understood, else the eye 
does not see their contours 
rightly until it is very highly | 
cultivated. 

Fig. 71 will show the law ‘4 
with sufficient clearness; it — 

represents the perspedtive 3 
construction of a fillet whose — 

profile is a semicircle, such — 
as FH in Fig. 60., seen above — 

the eye. Only half the pillar with half the fillet is drawn, to ~ 3 
avoid confusion. 

Q is the centre of the shaft. 

p Q the thickness of the fillet, sight-magnitude at the shafts 
centre. 



| ar bernontal semicircle is drawn on diameter 

snc ae the pp an Tomer eg of Ee 

: s and diameters are drawn as in Fig. 68., pee 
smities, semicircles in perspective, as in Fig. 69. 

se | 

- ji c * 5 

ae Pe 

\3 < 
{QE H < 

rte R 

Fie. 71. 

site extremity of the diameter at d. 

ona est a scale. 

Ro “. 

a S 

IS A, B, 6, D, and x, indicate the upper and exterior = 

“The engraving is a little inaccurate; the enclosing line Pret 

- touch the dotted semicircles at A and B. The student stag draw if 28 si 

= 

oe touches * all the semicircles. It disappears behind ion : 

shaft at the point 3, but I have drawn it through to the oppo- 
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‘Turned upside doh the foun showsitlid construction of a 
bassic fillet. 

The capital of a Greek Doric pillar should be drawn oe 
quently for exercise on this fourteenth problem, the curve of | 
its echinus being exquisitely subtle, while the general contour 
is simple. 

PROBLEM XVI 

Ir is often possible to shorten other perspective opeclilee 
considerably, by finding the vanishing-points of the inelined — 
lines of the object. Thus, in drawing the gabled roof in Fig.. 
43., if the gable a y c be drawn in perspective, and the vanish- 

ing-point of a y determined, it is not necessary to draw the 
two sides of the rectangle, a’ p’ and pv’ 8’, in order to deter-— 
mine the point ¥5 but merely to draw y y’ to the vanishing- — 
point of a a’ and a’ y’ to the vanishing-point of a y, meeting in 
y’, the point required. 

Again, if there be a series of gables, or other figures pro 
duced by parallel inclined lines, and retiring to the point v, 
as in Fig. 72.*, it is not necessary to draw each separately, but 
merely to dateemine their breadths on the line a vy, and draw — 

the slopes of each to their vanishing-points, as shown in Fig, 
72. Orif the gables are equal in height, and a line be drawn 
from y to v, the construction resolves itself into a zigzag drawn 
alternately to p and Q, between the lines y v and 4 v. 

The student must be very cautious, in finding the vanish- — 
ing-points of inclined lines, to notice their relations to the — 
horizontals beneath them, else he may easily mistake the hori- 
zontal to which they belong. 

Thus, let 4 Bo p, Fig. 73., be a rectangular inclined plane, — 
and let it be required to find the vanishing-point of its diag: 
onal Bb, 

Find y, the vanishing-point of ap and Bo, 
Draw ax to the opposite vanishing-point, so that pa E may 

represent a right angle. 
Let fall from B the vertical 8 x, cutting a Ein E. 

- * The diagram is inaccurately cut. y v should be a right line, 
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Join £ p, and produce it a a te sight-line in v iat 
Then, since the point E is vertically under the point B the 

horizontal line x p is vertically under the inclined line Bp. So — 
that if we now let fall the vertical v’ p from v’, and ti at | 

Dd 
~ 

; 
Fie. 73. 

~ 

Bp to cut v’ Pp in p, the point P will be the vanishinggeee ot 
B p, and of all lines parallel to it.* 

*The student may perhaps understand this construction better by 
completing the rectangle A D F E, drawing D F to the vanishing-point of 
AE, and EFto vy. The whole figure, B F, may then be conceived as rep- 
resenting half the gable roof of a house, A F the rectangle of its ren t 
and A C the rectangle of its sloping side. hee 

- In nearly all picturesque buildings, especially on the Continent, the aS 
slopes of gables are much varied (frequently unequal on the two sides), 
and the vanishing-points of their inclined lines become very important, — 
if accuracy is required in the intersections of tiling, sides of dormer — 
windows, &c. “a 

Obviously, also, irregular triangles and poly gons in vertical planes may 
be more easily coustrneted by finding the vanishing-points of their sides, 
than by the construction given in the corollary to Problem IX.; and if — 

such triangles or polygons have others concentrically inscribed within _ 
them, as often in Byzantine mosaics, &c., the use of the vanishing-points — 
will become essential, ‘ 



PROBLEM XVII. 

FORE exam ining the last three problems it-is necessary 

mu should understand accurately what is meant by the 
n of an inclined plane. 

ta joie of strong white pasteboard into any irregular 
, and dip it in a sloped position into water. However 

. ; 1 it, the edge of the water, of course, will always draw 
line across its surface. The direction of this 

izontal line is the direction of the inclined plane. (In beds 
rock geologists call it their “strike.”) 

Next, draw a semicircle on the piece of pasteboard ; draw 
meter, a B, Fig. 74., and a D 

Pca line from its centre, ¢ p., G 

draw some other lines, o z, 
r, &e., from the centre to any E 

points in the circumference. 
Now dip the piece of paste- : 

bo rd again into water, and hold- a Cc B 

ing it at any inclination and in Fis. 74. 
y direction you choose, bring the surface of the water to me 

e AB. Then the line cp will be the most steeply inclined 

J uc will be less steep, and x cand Fc lesssteep still. The 

arer the lines to cp, the steeper they will be ; and the nearer 

~ to 48, the more nearly horizontal. 

- When, therefore, the line a8 is horizontal (or marks the 

ater surface), its direction is the direction of the inclined 

ne, and the inclination of the line pc is the inclination of 

inclined plane. In beds of rock geologists call the inclina- 

tion of the line pc their “dip.” 

2 To fix the position of an inclined plane, t therefore, is to de- 

termine the direction of any two lines in the plane, a B and 

cp, of which one shall be horizontal and the other at right 

angles to it, Then any lines drawn in the inclined plane, 

_ parallel to 4 8, will be horizontal; and lines drawn parallel to 
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cp will be as stoapoae cD, aa are  aober a of i in the ead : 
’ the “steepest lines ” in the plane. . oi 

But farther, whatever the direction of a plane may be if it 3 
be extended indefinitely, it will be terminated, to the eye of — 
the observer, by a boundary line, which, in a horizontal plane, # 
is horizontal (coinciding nearly with the visible horizon) ;—in — 
a vertical plane, is vertical ;—and, in an wel plane, is\ 
inclined. 

This line is properly, i in each case, called the “ sight-tine” 
of such plane ; but it is only properly called the “horizon ” in’ 
the case of a horizdntal plane: and I have preferred is . 
always the term “sight line,” not only because more compre- — 
hensive, but more accurate; for though the curvature of the — 
earth’s surface is so slight that practically its visible limit 

- always coincides with the. sight line of a horizontal plane, it — 
does not mathematically coiucide with it, and the two lines — 
ought not to be considered as theoretically identical, though 
they are so in practice. >: 

It is evident that all vanishing-points of lines in any plane: 
must be found on its sight-line, and, therefore, that the sight- 

line of any plane may be found by joining any two of such — 
vanishing-points. Hence the construction of Problem XVIIL 

IL 

DEMONSTRATIONS WHICH COULD NOT CONVEN- — 
IENTLY BE INCLUDED IN THE TEXT. 

L ee 
THE SECOND COROLLARY, PROBLEM Il. 

Ivy Fig. 8. omit the lines c p, oc’ p,’ and ps; and, as here in © 

Fig. 75., from a draw ad parallel to 4 B, cutting BT in d ; and — 
from d draw d e parallel to B ©. a 

Now as a d is parallel to a s— 
AOL GCs) BO? de; 



pee tanglin sev, 3 ad y; ies Unilioak 
4 

“de: be sidtribt. 
Sig 

sequal to d e— : 
“~avibvedribt.- 

Nee bry, are similar, and their angles 

.. Ty is parallel to a d. 

to a B— 

.. TV is parallel to a B 



THE THIRD COROLLARY, PROBLEM mae 

In Fig. 13, since a n is by construction parallel ip Pee ic 
12., and 7 v is by construction in Problem IIL also peli to 
A B— 

~. @R is parallel to vy, . a | 
-. @brand rb v are ahoenste tena hexose 

ORs TV a8 5b ¥. , 

Again, by the construction of Fig. 13., ar’ is parallel to uv ae 
Sar 

ab R’ and  b-v are alternate triangles, Ly. ie 

“@ERIMVi:a6: bY. on 

And it has just been shown that also . es: is 
ar:tTv3i.ab:b vw Ree 
“GR IMVIGRITY : e: 

But by construction, a x’ = a r— ae aN 
VSP F. a 

mt et 
ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM XV. a Bee. 

We proceed to take up the general condition of the second > ts 
problem, before left unexamined, namely, that in which the 
vertical distances B o’ and a o (Fig. 6. page 20), as well as the ES 
direct distances r p and 1 p’ are unequal. ee 

In Fig. 6., here repeated (Fig. 76.), produce o' B down. “i 
wards, and make o B equal toca. ae a 

Join a B® on 
Then, by the second Corollary of Problem IL, a Eisa bes — 

zontal line. ; f a 



pall to 4 eile telat 
.. vis the vanishing-point ofan 

; > the constructions of Problem IL and its 6 soma ws 
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ita Fie. 76. 
tee % 

; 

“ 

: 

1 v erect perpendicular v P, and produce a b to cut it EA 

n fayend from, ¢. draw ¢,f parallel to.«.x, and. entiing 

in f. 
No in triangles x nv and 4, as ¢ ) is parallel tos wand 

toan;—-eb: efi: B: AE : 

vy is also parallel to a x and Pv toe b, 

re also in the triangles a p v andav 1, 

ie ebref::PV:V%, 

Therefore P v : VDI BBA | 

saaee by construction, anglerPV=ZAEB igh Ges 

Se 
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ii Therefore the triangles rv P, AE B, are sitnilar ; ‘and rris: 
parallel to a B. 

Now the construction in this problem is entirely general for 
any inclined line ax, and a horizontal line a xin the same — 

- vertical plane with it. 
So that if we find the vanishing-point of a £ in v, and from. 

v erect a vertical y p, and from t draw rT Pp parallel to 4 B, cut- 

B 
* 

e 
Fra. 77. 

ting v P in P, P will be the vanishing-point of a B, and (by the 
same proof as that given at page 21.) of all lines parallel to it. 

Next, to find the dividing-point cf the inclined line. 

I remove some unnecessary lines from the last figure and 
repeat it here, Fig. 77.,.adding the measuring-line, a m, that 
the student may observe its position with respect to the other — 
lines before I remove any more of them. 
Now if the line a 8 in this diagram represented the length — 

of the line a 8B in reality (as a B does in Figs. 10. and 11.), we 



Bee congiraction, We shall see presently th 
PP repstecnt the sctual length of the incline Hae 
wr nevertheless we shall first proceed as if it did, 

ify our result afterwards 
, draw a @ parallel to a 8, cutting B T in d. 

is a dja the sight-magnitude of a», a8 an inofa = 

ie ge 

Bes trons ths figure all lines exeept PY,V1T, PT 
te mere 

P 

? 

Fie. 78. 

Set off on the measuring-line a m equal to a d. 

Deeper o and through draw m Q, cutting 

: sn, by the proof already given in page 25, PQ=PT. 

Uhersove if p is the vanishing-point of an inclined line 4 8, 

‘and Q P is a horizontal line drawn through it, make P @ equal 

to p T, and a mon the measuring-line equal to the sight-mag- 

ao diagram, and the line joining m @ 

gees } oes id Se Se “ ve a CaS ee 

fee ApPeNDIE =! ae 

Gs rooesst. b> motile Corollary IIL of | 
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“We have now, therefore, és consider wae sabia ea 
length of the line 48 in this diagram, Fig. 77., has to ae : 
length of the line 4 8 in reality. 
Now the line 4 # th Fig. 77. represents the length of AE in 

reality. 
But the angle a x 3, Fig. 77., and the corresponding Lis ¢ 

in all the constructions of the earlier problems, is in reality a 
c right angle, though in the diagram pee git 

sarily represented as obtuse. 
Therefore, if from © we draw E ¢, aioe 

E Fig. 79., at right angles toaz, make zo = — 

EB, and j join Ac, A c will be the:real length 
of the line A B. 

Fic. 79. Now, therefore, if instead of @ m in Fig. 
78., we take the real length of a 8, that real length will be to — 
amasactoaBin Fig. 79. 

And then, if the line drawn to the measuring-line P qis still — 
to cut a Pin b, it is evident that the line rp e@ must be shortened 

Q . ‘ 
Q 

a m' m 

Fria. 80. 

in the same ratio that a m was shortened, and the true divid- — 

ing-point will be q’ in Fig. 80., fixed so that Q’ P’ shall be to 
epasam’ is toam: am, representing the real length of AD. — 
But a m’ is therefore to a m as a c is to A Bin Fig. 79. 
Therefore Pp q’ must be to pg as A cis toa B. 
But p Q equals p rv (Fig. 78.) ; and p v is to v r (in Fig. 78) . 

as BE is to a E (Fig. 79.). 3 



. se 2 

» only to substitute pv for ae vr tx: 
rs diagonal a ¢ will be the re- . 

fPd. ae 

n that the construction given in the text (Fig, oe 
aplest means of obtaining this magnitude, for . 
(or v min Fig. 15.) = vr by construction in = 

TV. It should, however, be observed, that the dis-— 
‘or P x, in Fig. 46., may be laid on thé sight-Innd glee 
et tin cae ee , 

i sight-line. And thus any form may be drawnon 
as conveniently as on a horizontal one, with 

ception of the radiation of the verticals, which 
ing-point, as shown in Problem XX. 
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